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ON THE fOOTNOTES 

(1) The first reference to any work by one of the authors the thesis 

examines is footnoted with full bibliographical detail. Subs.Quent Quotation. 

from,and references to,works which have been published in collected for. are 

noted in the text in parentheses using the roman numeral of the volume of the 

collected work followed by page numbers in arabic numeral •• 

Ex .. ple -- first reference is a footnote: 

1Jean Genet, Le Balcon in Oeuvres Compl.tes IV (Paris: Galli.srd, 
1968), p. 135. 
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" • • • pr'parer Ie vBtren (IVI135). 
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L'Arbal.te, 1963 rapr. 1967), p. 23. 
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(3) Where it i. nec •••• ry to distingui.h betw.en two .ditions of the 

8eme play, the abbreviation of the play title ia followed by a date. 

Example -- first references 

1Jean Genet, Les 80nne.: les deux version. prlcld'e. d'un. L.ttr. 
de l'Auteur (Sceaux: J.-J. Pauvert, 1954), p. 139. 

Later references: 

• • • , pour voua conaerver vivante" (854:139). " 

A full list of the abbreviations amploy.d follows on the next p.ge. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: THEATRE AND PERFORMANCE 

Theatre is a complex art. The word "theatre\l itself can refer to 

the texts of a dramatist or the building in which these texts are performed. 

In these two meanings is to be found the unique feature of theatre as an 

artistic form: it can exist both as literary text and performance. This 

double nature distinguishes it from the other literary genres as well as 

from the other performed arts. For example, the novel exists only as a 

written text; its printed symbols are the sale medium of communication 

between author and reader. On the other hand, the choreographer's notes on 

which the dance performance is based do not have the intrinsic, artistic 

value of the play text; the art work can only be the dancer's movements. 

Music resembles theatre more closely since the written text, the score of the 

composer, is rehearsed and played by a group of performers for the benefit 

of sn audience. However, as Andre Veinstein obssrves: liLa lecture de la 

partition ne permet pas, comme celle de la pi~ce, de la classer dans un art ou 

un genre distinct. n1 It is the intricate nature of the text, of the 

performance and, more particularly, of their interrelationship that is 

explored by experimental theatre. 

Experimentation rarely follows a single pattern. Each researcher 

pursues his own line of inquiry that may ultimately lead only to the 

confirmetion of existing knowledge. Experimentation is also fragmentary. 

The significance of a single experiment can perhaps only be truly assessed in 

its relation with information from other experiments. Experimentation in the 

arts is no different. The works discussed in the thesis are the results or 

individual and collective efforts. They have no necessary relationship and 

1Andrl Veinstein, La Mise en sc~ne thlatrale et 8a condition 
e8thltigue, 2nd ad. (Paris: Flaamarion, 1955), p. 47. 

1 
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no one experiment investigates the whole field. However, studied together, 

they reveal a common preoccupation with the re-examination, development or 

adaptation of the dramatic language, and of the human and spatial relationships 

implied in the theatrical process from incipient idea to final performance. 

It is in this sense that they are considered experimental. 

By emphasizing the whole process of dramatic creation, experimental 

theatre stresses the interdependence of text and performance, and, in some 

cases, calls for their redefinition. It is thus a creative repudiation of the 

division into text and performance that has marked critical analyses of the 

genre, and a rejection of the debate concerning which form, text or performance, 

represents the authentic work. 

Historically, dramatic criticism and theory has centred on just such 

a debate. In general, two main lines of argument have been pursued in order 

to invalidate the performance. The one concentrates on the imperfection of 

the human performer and his inadequacies in the light of the radiant beauty 

of the poet's work. Thus Louis Becq de Fouquieres objected: "Au milieu d'une 

nature de carton peint, sous une lumiere invraisemblable, s'accumulent alors 

des imperfections de tout9s sortes, ••• qui sont autant d'outrages 8 la 

beaut' po'tique.,,1 The conclusion to be drawn is that the human and the 

artistic are incompatible, as though belonging to two different realms of 

existence. lonesco expresses a similar dissatisfaction with the intrusion 

of the human form onto the stege. for him, the actor's presence destroys 

the fantasy created by the painted scenery, the colour, and the lights: 

Je crois comprendre maintenant que ce qui me genait au th'atre, c'ltait 
la pr4eence sur le plateau des personnages en chair et en os. Leur 
pr4sence matlrielle dltruisait la fiction. II y avait 18 comme deux 
plane de r4alit4, la r4a1it' concrete, mat4riel1e, appauvria, vid'e, 
limit4., de ces hommes vivants, quotidians, bougeant et parlant sur 
sc~ne, et celIe de le rlelitl de l'imagination, toutes deux face 1 
face, ne se recouvrant pas, irrlductibles l'une 1 l'autre: deux 2 
univara antagoniates n'arrivant pas 8 s'unifier, a 8e confondre. 

from a different angle, Auguste Comte contended that the dramatic 

1Louis 8ecq de fouqui~res, L'Art de la mia8 8n 8c~ne: 8slai 
d'eath4tigue th41trale (Paris: G. Charpentier, 1884), p. 11. 

2Eug~ne lonesco, "Exp4rience du thlatre," La Nouvelle Revue 
francaisa, vol. 9, no. 62 (February 1958), p. 249. 
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performance was a secondary art form specifically because of its reliance on 

the art of the actor, comprised essentially of gesture and mimicry, both of 

which were inferior forms of expression. Furthermore, he maintained that the 

theatre had lost all association with the celebration of worship, and therefore 

the justification for the performance, which derived from public worship, 

ceased to be valid: 

Le positivisme doit irrevocablement eteindre l'institution du theatre, 
autant irrationnelle qu'immorale, en raorganisant l'aducation universalle, 
et fondant par la sociolatrie un systeme de faits propras a faire 
dldaigner les vaines satisfactions. Depuis que la lecture est assez 
repandue pour qu'on pUlsse partout goOter lsolement les chefs-d'oeuvres 
dramatiques, la protection accorde au jeu scenique ne profite qu'aux 
mldiocrites et ce secours factice n'empeche pas d'apprecier la 
desuetude spontanle. 1 

The critic, Jean Hytier, argues a similar case from an assessment of 

the public at the theatre and from the evolution of the communal function of 

theatre. He maintains that the original nature of the performance relied 

essentially on the intense involvement of the audience in the stage action, 

possible only because of the communal beliefs held by both actor and spectator. 

With the passing of this homogeneous culture, the quasi-religious celebration 

of the dramatic performance is no longer possible. In his view, the theatrical 

participation desired can be based only on a "communaute de spectateurs • • • 

diftlrenciea," not held together by communal beliefs but by "l'accord d'une 

~ltiplicitl d'admirations particulieres." The theatrical performance ceases 

to be worthwhile because the individual spectator stands to gain nothing from 

those around him with whom he shares nothing; it is better for him to read 

the play text in isolation: "Ainsi, se trouve fermI ••• Ie cercle de l'action 

qui, .ise an scene dane l'imagination du dramaturge, finit par sa jouer dans 

2 
l'!IIagination du lecteur." 

Hytier'. argument rejects the validity of the performance making 

theatre • branch at literature. Aristotle appears to lend some substance to 

thie argu.ant, tor his account of the origin of drama implies that the genre 

1Augusta comta, sy.t~me de politigue positive, vol. 4 (PariSI 
L. "athi .. , 1854), pp. 441-42. 

2Jean Hytier, Lae Art. de littlrature (Paria: Charlot, 1945), p. 101. 



developed from a literary form: "But when Tragedy and Comedy came to light, 

the two classes of poets still followed their natural bent: the lampooners 

became writers of Comedy, and the ~pic poets were succeeded by Tragedians, 

since the drama was a larger and higher form of art.,,1 

This account strangely makes no mention of the possible religious 

derivation of the form.
2 

The weiyht of evidence brought to light in this 

century suggests that drama developed from early religious practices, from 

ritual. for instance, Alfred ~imon traces its origin back to an Egyptian 

fertility ritual and concludes that drama derives from an instinct in man. 3 

Such a conclusion is supported by the discoveries of sociologists and 

4 

ethnologists such as Jean Duvignaud. He draws a comparison between the trance 

and state of possession central to voojoo, Macumba, and candombl~, and thE 

psychological situation of the modern actor: IIUn peut, cartes, comparer ces 

clrlmonies de possession au th6atre, racharcher Ie una des voies sur lesquelles 

Ie tregldie at la comedie se sont engag6es en Occident.,,4 Yves Lorelle 

analyses tha same aspect in more detail and his description has important 

similarities to Charles Oullin's own account of the stages through which an 

5 
actor passes during the rehearsal of a role. 

The implication here is that primeval drama did not exist in the form 

of a text as we understand it today. There has no doubt always been a text 

1f one defines it as any pre-existing outline of action. Thus, the canavaccio 

of the cOllllledia dell'arte was a "text" which listed the entrances and exits 

1Sa.uel H. Butcher, Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and fine Art, 4th ed. 
(London: ~acmillan, 1927), p. 17. 

2See George D. Thomson, Aesch Ius and Athens: a stud in the Social 
Origins of Drama (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1941 ; and Arthur W. Pickard
C.-bridge, Dramatic festivals of Athens (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1953). 

3Alfrad Simon, "Le Th6~tre, Ie my the et la psych'," Esprit, no. 5 
(~ay 1965), pp. 818-23. 

4Je• n ouvignaud, "£xistence et possession," Critique, no. 142 
("arch 1959), p. 262. 

5yves Lorelle, "Les Transes et Ie th~Atre," Cahiers Renaud-8arrault, 
no. 38 (April 1962), pp. 67-86; Yves Lorella, "L'Acteur chargl de message," 
Cahiera Renaud-Barrault, no. 38 (October 1962), pp. 111-25; and Charles 
Dullin, Souvenirs et notes de travail d'un acteur (Parie: Odette Lieutiar, 
1946), pp. 47-50. 
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of the characters and described summarily the type of scene to be played. 

Similarly, the customs and procedures of the ritual communicated either orally 

or pictorially from r;:eneration to generation can also be understood as a "text." 

In both cases, the essential aspect is that these "texts" demand an enactment 

in order that they should assume their full significance. Only with the 

invention of printing did the play text become the focal point of critical 

attention. The printed work had the appearance of a complete artistic work 

plus the advantage of permanence not enjoyed by the performance. Theatre 

came to be considered a specialized literary genre, and not an independent 

art. This attitude is exemplified by the criticism of the nineteenth-century 

critic, ferdinand Brunetiere. 

In the early years of this century, the emphasis placed on the 

literary qualities of the play text was countered by a reaction in favour of 

the supremacy of the performance. The case for the performance is put forward 

in the writings of Edward Gordon Craig and Antonin Artaud. Craig traces the 

history of theatre back to dance and movement, and thus spatial articulation 

and not verbal expression constitutes the essence of his theatre. Performance 

ie integral to dramatic creation. 1 In his work, Artaud is concerned to break 

"l'aesuJettissement ••• au texte" from which theatre suffered. His early 

ideas on the theatre crystallize around the performance of the Balinese 

dancers in Paris: "Nous assistons ~ une alchimie mentele qui d'un Gtat 

d'esprit fait un geste et le geste sec, depouillG, linGaire que taus nos 

actes pourraient avoir s'ils tendaient vers l'absolu." This authentic, 

gestural theatre is stifled, he argues, by the increasing stress placed on 

the word and the delineation of character. The dramatic language is reduced 

to words, and words "paralysent Ie pansGe au lieu dlen permettre, at d'en 

2 
favoriaer Ie dGveloppement." Artaud proposes the rehabilitation of the word 

inside the _are complex vocabulary of gesture, lighting and movement that is 

1Edward Gordon Craig, On the Art of the Theatre (london: Heinemann, 
1911, repr. ~ercury Booka, 1962). 

2Antonin Artaud, Oeuvres Complates IV (Paris: Gallimard, 1964), p. 106, 
p. 80, and p. 132. 



peculiar to the theatre. His aversion for the written word leads to his 

desire to banish the pre-existing text from the theatrical process: 

Le dialogue lui-meme pour le peu qu'il en restera ne sera pas redige, 
fix6 a priori, mais sur la scene; il sera fait sur la scene, cree 
sur la scene •••• La composition, la creation, au lieu de se faire 
dans le cerveau d'un auteur, se feront dans la nature mame, dans 
l'espace reel, et le resultat d6finitif demeurera aussi rigoureux et 
aussi determine que celui de n'importe ~uelle oeuvre eerite, avec 
une immense richesse objective en plus. 

Artaud is not here advocating the abolition of a pre-existing plan, but 

6 

merely of the literary text. His "text" would fix the details of a performance 

that had been created through the use of the complex language of the theatre. 

This record would not, however, be expressed independently of its performance. 

As with the canavaccio or the outline of the ritual action, the written word 

would be a generative element. 

The debate over the claims of text and performance is to a certain 

extent academic. For Hegel the argument is a false one that derives from the 

practice of reading works that are meant for performance: "But, unlike the 

Greeks, we are accustomed at times merely to ~ a drama as well as, at other 

times, to see it actually performed, and this fact has led dramatists them-

selves further astray by intending their work, to some extent, merely to be 

~, in the belief that this has no influence at all on the nature of the 

composition." 
2 Indeed, there is no doubt in the mind of Diderot as to the 

true method of appreciating a play: "Une piece est moins faite pour etre lue, 

que pour etre 
3 

representee. " Dramatists themselves most commonly see the act 

of writing in the light of a future performance or future actor. The very 

layout of the dramatic text on the page with speeches attributed to characters 

and with the reduction of physical description to the few lines of stage 

directions visually represents the emphasis on dialogue. Plays are not 

infrequently written with a particular actor or actors in view. Racine, for 

example, is reported to have created the role of Phedre for La Champmesll, 

1Ib1d., pp. 133-34. 

2Georg W. f. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on fine Art, trans. T. ~. Knox, 
vol. 2 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), p. 1183. 

30enis Diderot, Oeuvres Compl~tes VII (Paris: Garnier, 1875), p. 86. 
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Arrabal that of Lais in Le Jardin des d~lices for Delphine Seyrig. Giraudoux 

wrote in particular for the whole of Jouvet's company. A slight variation is 

the author who acts in his own plays, prominent examples being Moli~re and, 

more recently, Jean-Louis Barrault. 

The creative process of the dramatic writer can be clearly influenced 

by the prospect of the future performance. From a survey conducted by Binet 

and Passy among dramatists of the last decade of the nineteenth century, it is 

possible to conclude that dramatic authors either see or hear their text 

performed as they write it. A typical reply is that of Fran¥ois de Curel to 

the effect that "pendant Ie travail de crlation ses r&veries sont surtout 

auditives.,,1 The modern author, Gabriel Cousin, goes further; for him dramatic 

creation cannot begin until a space and a scenic arrangement have been imagined: 

"Je ne peux ~crire une piece que lorsque j'ai decide moi-m&me de mon dispositif 

scenique •••• Ce dispositif me sert pour que tout fonctionne, alors je peux 

2 ~ 
ecrire le dialogue." In the seventeenth centurY'kAbbe d'Aubignac insisted 

that the duty of the poet was not just to produce a text but also to be 

acquainted with the technical aspects of performance in order to be able to 

assess the effectiveness of his text in the theatre: 

Je s~ay bien que le Poete ne travaille point sur l'Action comme 
veritable, sinon en tant qu'elle peut estre representee; O'ou l'on 
pourroit conclure qu'il y a quelque melange de ces deux considerations, 
mais voicy comment il les doit demeler. 11 examine tout ce qu'il veut 
et doit faire connoistre aux spectateurs par l'oreille et par les yeux, 
et se resout de le leur faire reciter, ou de Ie leur faire voir; parcs 
qu'il doit avoir soi" d'eux, en considerant l'Action comme representee: 
••• 11 faut faire voir un spectacle parce qu'il toucher a les 

Assistants de douleur au d'admiration. C'est travailler sur l'Action 
en tant que representee, et cela est au devoir du Poete; mesms est-ce 
sa principale intention. 3 

It would appear that the separation of text and performance into distinct 

works is a critical practics rather than a creative procedura. That the 

performance is integral to the conception of the work is true of all theatre. 

Alfred Simon defines the essence of theatre: "En bre' toute l'essenca 

1Sinet and Passy cited by Veinstaln, Mise en sc~ne thlitrale, p. 213. 

2Gabriel Cousin, [Interview] Art et Education et Actual '68 (Lyon), 1968. 

3Abbl d'Aubignac, La Pratique du theatre, ad. Pierre Martino, 
nouvelle Id. (Paris: Edouard Champion, 1927), p. 39. 



du th6atre est contenue dans Ie rapport qui s'etablit entre Ie personnage 

et l'acteur, entre Ie spectateur et l'acteur, et par la m6diation de ce 

1 dernier, entre Ie personnage imaginaire et Ie spectateur r6el." This 

8 

observation is valid if one considers only the situation that obtains in the 

theatre at the moment of performance. However, the production process as a 

whole involves more than just the actor and the spectator. louis Jouvet 

refers to the "trinit6 parfaite,,2 of the author, the actor, and the spectator 

who are as one in the creation of the theatrical experience. Again, this 

description is not entirely adequate because of a failure to distinguish the 

differences between the three roles and to include the director at all. 

The conventional process of dramatic composition is twofold: the 

preparation of a written text precedes the projection of that text into three-

dimensional form on the stage. Jacques Copeau describes the transition ae 

the passage from "une vie spirituelle et latente, celIe du texte 'crit, ~ 

3 une vie concrete et actuelle, celIe de la scene." In this process the author, 

actor, director and spectator have certain roles. Conventionally the author 

ie a solitary individual, working at his text in physical isolation from the 

performance area although this task will generally be influenced by the 

imagined future performance. Next his text is presented to a production team 

or director. In extreme cases, the director then stUdies the text and writes 

a detailed plan of his intended production before presenting it to the cast; 

in other cases, the director inspires the actors and orientates their work 

along a general line of interpretation, often decided upon in conjunction with 

the author who .ay wish to alter his text accordingly. The actor's duty is to 

understand and incarnate a character portrayed in the text; it is his person 

which endows the performance with its specificity, its immediateness. The 

1 Simon, "Le Th6Rtre, Ie mytheo, et la psych6," pp. 820-21. 

2Louis Jouvet, R6flexions du com6dien (Paris: Nouvelle Revue Critique, 
1938), p. 167. It is rather surprising that Jouvet should mention the 
director only in the aOllewhat pejorative terme: "Le directeur eat un supplement." 

3Jacques Copeau, "La ~ise en sc~ne," Encyclop'die francaise, vol. 17 
(Dece.ber 1935), p. 1. 
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spectator functions primarily as the witness of the live performance of the 

text; his involvement with the production process is demanded only at the 

moment of performance although his influence on that performance could have 

been present from the very beginning. For example, the dramatist Armand 

Salacrou calls the spectator "un collaborateur," and "la moitilf de l'auteur 

1 dramatique," implying that the dramatic author is always conscious of the 

ultimate step in the creative process, the presentation of the work to the 

public. Therefore, despite the definition of roles, even in the conventional 

situation, collaboration is the overriding principle of organization as 

Jouvet's concept of the trinity suggests. 

The performance demands the organization of a physical space as well. 

Conventionally this means the delineation of two areas, one for the actors 

and one for the spectators. The shape and form of these buildings have varied 

throughout the ages from the Greek amphitheatre to the Elizabethan booth stage, 

the Italianate stage, and even to the more recent theatre-in-the-round. 

Howaver, in all these designs, provision is made for the two defined areas. 

Finally, the performance demands a non-literary vocabulary. The 

printed or spoken word is not the sale medium of communication; the actor's 

movement in space, the use of gesture, as well as lighting and Bound, compose 

an additional language of the senses, the "po.ssie dans l'espace,,2 of Artaud's 

essaye. 

This thesis studies some of the post-war forms of theatre that have 

directly confronted these complexities, and have consequently modified the 

nature of the theatrical process and experience. There is no attempt to 

claim absolute originality for the forms considered. Indeed, referencea to 

historical precedent. revesl that modern forms often rejuvenate ideas ~~he 
past. The approach to the 8ubject-matter is aimed at the effect in parforManca 

• 
of the dr .. atic axperi.ants discussed. Thus, the critical approach reflects 

tha sama preoccupation that informs the craative process, namely the future 

1Ar.and Salacrou, Thlltre II (Paris: Gallimard, 1944), p. 223, 
and Ar.and Salacrou, "Entretian," ..8£!.!., no. 728 (24-30 June 1959), p. 8. 

2Artaud, ~ IV, p. 46. 
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performance of the work. The textual analysis that constitutes a major part 

of the early chapters is undertaken not to elucidate the thematic content of 

the works, although some consideration of theme is necessary, but rather to 

uncover the underlying structures which define the eventual performances. 

Such a method has been called 1I1 lanalyse dramaturgique," outlined by Michele 

Piemme as follows: "Elle cherche a exploiter les potentialit6s dlun texte 

plus quia en d6gager le sens pour le seul plaisir de Ie comprendre, se 

difflrenciant en cela de l'analyse de texte traditionnelle qui considere les 

moyens internes mis en oeuvre par Ie texte pour 6laborer une signification 

, ,1 
coherente. ' 

This type of analysis is supplemented by a scenographic study of the 

conditions of performance. This method becomes more prevalent in those 

chapters which deal specifically with innovations and experiments concerning 

the circumstances of the performance itself. Scenography, as it appeared in 

Pierre Sonrel's now classic study, was primarily a history of scenic and 

2 theatrical design. However, its scope has been extended, notably by Denis 

Bablet, to describe the physical factors governing a performance and their 

interrelationship within the overall significance of the performance: "5i 

l'organisation spatiale contribue a instaurer certains types de rapports 

psycho-physiologiques entre llaction dramatique et Ie spectateur, ces rapports 

psycho-physiologiques sont naturellemant fonction du spectacle.,,3 

The combination of these two lines of inquiry into theatre, it is 

hoped, forms the basis of a critical method that respects the double nature 

of the genre. With this same end in view, Bablet and Jean Jacquot have 

directed studies at the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. The 

fruits of this work are the volumes that have appeared since 1970 under the 

11'1ichele Piemme, "Les Espaces sclniques et dramaturgiques dans 
Les Negres de Jean Genet," Marche romane, vol. 20, no. 3 (1970), p. 39. 

2piarre Sonrel, Traitl de sclnographie (Paris: Odette Lieutier, 1943). 

3Denis 8ablet, "Pour une mlthode d'analyse du lieu thlatral," 
Interscaena (Prague), vol. 2-1 (1971), p. 44, repr. Travail thaatral, no. 6 
(January-"arch 1972). 
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general title, Les Voies de la creation theatrale. Their premise is that 

"la composition du texte, et le mise en oeuvre, en VUe de Ie representation, 

des moyens d'expression sceniques, sereient consideres comme des aspects 

co.plementaires de 1a creation, des elements interdependants du langage 

theatral.,,1 

Despite d'Aubignac's advice to authors and despite Francisque Sarcey's 

"Essai d'une esthetique de theatre" of 1876, dramatic criticism has remained 

very largely a branch of literary criticism. The beginnings of a new approach 

are to be found in France in the studies of a number of aesthetic philosophers 

which began to appear during the Second World War. They concentrated on an 

inquiry into the nature of theatre and the philosophic and aesthetic problems 

that it posed. Henri Gouhier set out their aim clearly in the introductory 

remarks to his L'Essance du theatre: "Definir ce qu'est le theatre en precisant 

ce qu'il n'est pas, analyser sa structure, dire a quelles conditions il existe 

at dans quellas conditions il cesse d'exister, rapporter sa signification a 
2 l'homme qui Ie veut et qui Ie cree, tel est Ie programme." Gouhier followed 

his initial study with two more investigations, Le Theatre et l'existence (1952) 

and L'Oeuvre theatrale (1958). Andre Villiers had a similar desire to uncover 

"les principes de l'art dramatique qui tiennent aux seulas fonctions et 

i d ' i du th1a .... tre. ,,3 condit ons exerc ce 8 Etienne Souriau was specifically concerned 

with the relationship of the actor to his role and the question of the reality 

of the character, as well as with the mechanics of the dramatic situation.4 

The most important study for our purpose was produced by Andre Veinstein; 

La ~ise en scene theatrale et sa condition esthetigue dealt exclusively and 

1Jean Jacquot, ed., Les Voies de la creation theatrale, vol. 1 
(ParisI C.N.R.S., 1970), p. 7. 

2Henri Gouhier, L'Essence du theatre (Paris: PIon, 1943, repro 1948), 
pp. ix-x. 

3Andre Villiers, La Psychologie de l'art dramatigue (Paris: Colin, 
1951), p. 5. 

4Etianne Souriau, Les Deux cent mille situations dramatigues (Paris: 
fl ... arion, 1950); and Etienne Sourisu, Les Grands Probl~mes de l'esthetigue 
thlatrale (Paris: Centre de Documentation Universitaire, 1956). 
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exhaustively with the relationship of the performance to the text. The 

general conclusions drawn by these philosophers held that the performance was 

an integral part of the theatrical genre although Veinstein attributed artistic 

validity to the non-performed play text. In particular, Gouhier endorsed the 

view that the quality of presence implied in performance was the essence of 

theatre: "Dans representation, il y a presence et present: ce double rapport 

1I l'existence et au temps constitue l'essence du th~atre."1 The work of 

these authors formed a theoretical basis on which dramatic criticism could 

have developed. for their own part, their comment remained at a generalized 

level without detailed discussion of plays in performance, and, apart from 

the two recent developments of dramaturgic and scenographic analysis, dramatic 

2 criticism has but rarely answered their challenge. 

The critical literature that pertains to the forms of drama discussed 

in this thesis generally takes little account of the performance aspects of 

theatre concentrating for the most part on thematic analyses. The exceptions 

are the stUdies in the volumes of Les Voies de la creation theatrale and the 

3 books that were published in the series "Theatre de tous les temps.1I Thus 

Odette AsIan in her study of Arrabal's Le Cimetiere des voitures and her 

4 survey of Genet's theatre read the texts as pre-texts to a performance. 

S Bernerd Gille's fernando Arrabal attempts to combine textual analysis and 

performance detail, but in fact the two aspects never cohere; the details of 

the performances are placed,sometimes awkwardl~ at the end of each section. 

The major works on Genet by Richard N. Cae and Philip Thody deal with the 

1GOUhier, L'Essence du theatre, p. 2. 

2Notable exceptions are the following: Pierre Larthomas, Le Langage 
dramatigue: sa nature, ses procldls (Paris: Armand Colin, 1972); and Maurice 
Oescotee, Le Public de th&;tre et son hlstoire (Paris: P.U.f., 1964). See 
also his series of works which began with Les Grands Roles du thlatre de 
Jean Racine (Paris: P.U.f., 1957). 

3The series, published in Paris by Seghers, is now Seghers-Theatre. 

40dette Aslan, "Le Cimetiere des voltures," in Les Voies de la 
crlation thlatrale, ad. Jacquot, vol. 1, pp. 311-40; and Odette AsIan, 
Jean Genat (Paris: Seghers, 1973). 

5Bernard Gille, fernando Arrabal (Paris: Seghers, 1970). 
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theatre in the same manner as the novels, concentrating on theme. 1 Cae included 

an introduction to Genet's theatrical aesthetic, but the chapters on the plays 

that follow it do not draw on this knowledge to explain the plays in theatrical 

terms. The same bias is evident in an unpublished thesis by David W. whitton. 2 

The author devoted introductory chapters to the theory of Arrabal's drama in 

each of three sections, but the ensuing discussions of the plays do not refer 

back to the theory. His argument follows the thematic development in Arrabal's 

plays with little space given to their performance. Fran~oise Raymond-

Mundschau was unequivocal about her position as a critic of Arrabal: 

Nous voudrions signaler tout d'abord que la r~flexion portera sur les 
pieces ~crites, c'est-a-dire Ie theatre lui-meme et les indications 
sc~niques personnelles d'Arrabal •••• Que Ie theatre soit avant tout 
spectacle, nous en sommes bien persuadee. Mais un spectacle est une 
fete de quelques heures pour ceux qui ont la chance d'y assister. 
Paroles, voix, musique, gestes et mouvements, poesie et hallucination 
ordonnent pour un moment une magie somptueuse ou d~risoire; mais qu'en 
reste-t-il apres? Les paroles s'envolent, les ~crits demeurent.3 

The only full-length study of Gatti's work had a similar premise: "C'est a 
partir du texte ~crit et de 80n noyau fondamental--~criture et structures--

4 
que naus avans cherch~ Ie sens de l'oeuvre." 

Raymond-Mundschau's comments highlight the difficulties implied in an 

approach that attempts to deal at all with the performance aspects of theatre. 

The performance is ephemeral, only existing in the present (as Gouhier 

obeerved). Each director can interpret a text in a different way leaving the 

critic to face a shifting reality. In order to study the performance of a 

play, the critic has to be involved in part in a reconstruction. The result 

will always be imperfect, but the difficulties should not prohibit the attempt 

to define and study what 8ab!et has called fIles rapports intimas et complexes 

1Richard N. Cae, Tha Vision of Jean Genet (London: Peter Owen, 1968); 
and Philip Thody, Jean Genet: a study of His Novels and Plays (London: 
Hamish Hamilton, 1968). 

20avid w. Whitton, "The Theatre of Fernando Arrabal, 1952-1969" 
(Ph. o. thesis, Durham University, 1974). 

3fran~oise Raymond-Mundschau, Arrabal (Paris: Editions Universitaires, 

1972), p. 30. 

4G&rard Gozlan and Jean-louis Pays, Gatti aujourd'hui (Peris: Seuil, 

1970), p. 9. 



qui lient deux mooes d'existence de l'oeuvre dramatique, son existence 

litteraire et son existence scenique.,,1 The materials that the critic has 
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at his disposal are many: production notebooks, sketches of the set, technical 

diagrams, photographs, press reviews, recordings,and statements from those 

involved in a production. The present thesis makes considerable use of 

theatre reviews, studies of photographs and interviews as well as the author's 

personal experience of performances. Although the press review, in particular, 

can be suspect in that it reports an immediate, perhaps unreflective, response 

to a performance, this very immediacy is more useful to our purpose than an 

academic study. The reviewer often includes references to the reaction of 

the whole audience along with his own. A second criticism of the press review 

specifies the possibility of its being written from a certain standpoint for 

consumption by a certain kind of reader. It may reflect, for example, the 

political persuasion of the newspaper rather than give an assessment of a 

performance. Nevertheless, a wide enough reading of reviews will produce a 

generalized idea of the nature and effectiveness of the performance. This 

type of work has been undertaken by Coe in his study "Unbalanced Opinions" 

and in his edition The Theater of Jean Genet: a Casebook.
2 

Since the field of study of the thesis concentrates on post-war French 

theatre, the work of Antonin Artaud, which can be viewed as a precursor of 

much of the dramatic experimentation in modern France, is included only as 

a point of reference within each chapter. Another omission has been any 

detailed consideration of the absurdists--Adamov, Beckett, Ionesco, and Pinget--

and the writers of the younger generation--Obaldia, Weingarten and Dubillard. 

All these dramatists demand greater efforts from the audience than the conven-

tional theatre in that they present a universe of dream, perverse logic, or 

10enis 8ablet, ed., Les Voies de la creation theatrale, vol. 2 
(Paris: C.N.R.S., 1970), p. 9. 

2Richard N. Coe, "Unbalanced Opinions: a Study of Jean Genet and the 
french Critics, followed by a Checklist of Criticism in French," Proceedings 
of the Leads Philo8o hical and Literar Societ: Literary and Historical 
Section, vol. 14, pt. 2 June 1970 , pp. 27-73; and Richard N. Coe, ed., 
The Theater of Jean Genet: a Casebook (New York: Grove Press, 1970). 
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dense metaphor, but their theatre is generally compatible with the conventional 

situation. No modification of the theatrical relationships or the performance 

space takes place to any great degree. The experimental tendency of absurdist 

writing is to examine the components of the conventional playas they exist 

in the imaginary world of the stage. In the programme notes to Identite 

Pinget described the significance of his own experimentation: "Une sorte de 

mise en accusation des moyens traditionnels du theatre, une parodie qUi doit 

par sa truculence mema redonner foi an les possibilites du jeu dramatique at 

les multiplier." 
1 

Pinget's play centres on the problem of the reality of the character 

and the nature of dramatic creation. His work recalls the toying with the 

real and the imaginary, the actor and the role, which has constantly 

preoccupied dramatists and which the play-within-a-play technique has further 

developed. Through this technique the dramatic illusion itself becomes the 

subject of the play. Introduced into modern France by Pirandello between the 

wars, up to the present day it has been a constant feature of serious drama: 

Gheldero dais Trois acteurs et un drame (1929) and Sortie de llacteur (1942), 

Savoir's Le rigurant de la gatte (1930), Lenormand's Crepuscule du theatre 

(1934), and Giraudoux's L'Impromptu de Paris (1937). Anouilh has repeatedly 

turned to this style of writing: La R6petition (1950), La Grotte (1961), 

Cher Antoine (1969), and Ne Reveillez pas Madame (1970). These pleys and 

indeed the technique they illustrate have not been given any detailed 

consideration because, once again, they operate entirely within the conventions 

of the theatre. 

On the contrary, the interest of Jean Genet's theatre liea precisely 

in its abuse of those conventions. His work distinguishes itself from the 

absurdist tradition and conventional theatre by a simultaneous exploitation 

of theatrical language and perversion of the situation of performance. His 

plays constitute a radicsl challenge to the notion of the dramatic experience 

8S commonly understood through the misuse of the theatrical conventions 

1progrsmme note, Petit Odeon (Paris), November 1972. 
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themselves. 

These same conventions are at first respected and then disregarded 

in Fernando krrabal's quest for alternative dramatic forms which reflect the 

author's developing personality. Although constructed from private obsessions, 

his plays often adopt the procedures of contemporary experimentation. The 

most outrageous venture, l'6ph6mere panigue, is his counterpart to the 

happening. 

The happening, in theory, presents the most complete challenge to 

the conventions of the theatre. Text and authorship are redefined as the 

spectacle develops through chance occurrences often produced by improvised 

actions on an audience. The essential element becomes the spontaneous creation 

of the minute. Ephemeral by nature, the performances are seldom produced 

more than once. 

On the destructuring occasioned by the happening is built an 

alternative approach to dramatic creation which rediscovers some of the 

procedures of traditional theatrical forms like the commedia dell'arte. 

Authorship becomes the responsibility of a group of actors. The performance 

results from collective activity and improvisation on stage which is 

controlled by a director. With this approach, as with happening, stage soon 

becomes stages. It is as though the redistribution of roles and responsib

ilities extends into the physical space of the performance area. 

Indeed, the manipulation of the stage and the design of new scenic 

structures are constant features of the post-war period. Experimenters seek 

to develop a theatrical space that corresponds to the exploded space created 

by electronic media. Armand Gatti and Michel Parent strive to develop 

dramatic forms adapted for the demands of a twentieth-century public immersed 

in communications systems. Jacques Poli6ri uses the media and electronic 

technology themselves to produce a kinetic, sculptural theatre in which 

audience, actor, architecture and stage machinery are combined. 

Each chapter of the thesis is concerned with results of independent 

experimentation. The diversity of this work is taken into account in the 
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concluding chapter. M summary of the modifications of the theatrical genre 

suggested by the various experiments highlights the need for a redefinition 

of theatrical roles, space, and language. This need is related to the social 

changes and technological advances that have marked the years since the war. 

Furthermore, there is consideration of the wider implications for art in 

general of the willed suppression of aesthetic distance characteristic of the 

more extreme forms of theatrical experimentation. Experiments do not 

necessarily lead to the discovery of new forms. But, however fragmentary, 

their contribution is to influence, to a greater or lesser extent, the 

conventional procedures. The experiments examined in this thesis sketch a 

possible line of development for the theatre of the future. 



CHAPTlR II 

JEAN GENET'S THEATRE OF REJECTION 

(i) Genet's Concept of Theatre 

Historically, Jean Genet is the original dramatist of the group of 

writers that Martin Esslin collects together under the general title "absurd."' 
h 

His first play to be performed, Las Bonnes, was seen on the-Paris stage some 

three years before the initial production of Ionesco's La Cantatrice chauve 

and some six years prior to the creation of Beckett's En attendant Godot. 2 

However, it is indeed questionable whether Genet the dramatist should be 

classed in the same category as these two other writers. To be sure all three 

share certain common themes: the disappearance of universal values, the 

destruction of the stable personality and of the single identity, and the 

inability to communicate with one's fellows. But, whereas these themes 

constitute the central statement of Ionesco's and Beckett's plays, for Genet 

they form a thematic back-cloth against which is depicted a swirling vortex of 

the real and the imaginary, the etre and paraitre, "la 'r6flexion' de com6die 

de com6die, de reflet de reflet."3 This ~ existential problem could place 

Genet closer to Sartre, except that this discussion in Genet never leads on to 

the establishment of an effective ethical system nor to any defined political 

standpoint. Neither does such a comparison take into consideration the essen-

tially non-discursive style of Genet's writing. 

1Martin ES81in, The Theatre of the Absurd, 3rd revised updated ed., 
(London: Eyre and Methuen, 1974). 

2Les 80nnes was first performed 19 April 1947 at Th6atre de l'Ath6n8e, 
directed by Louis Jouvet; La Cantatrice chauve was first performed 11 May 1950 
at Theatre de Noctambules, directed by Nicolas 8ataills; En attendant Godot 
was first performed 5 January 1953 at Theatre de Babylone, directed by 
Roger 81in. 

3Jean Genet, "Lettre ~ Pauvert," in Las 80nnas: les deux versions 
prlc6d6es d'une Lettre de l'Auteur (Sceaux: J.-J. Pauvert, 1954), p. 16, 
repro Obliques 2 (1972). 

18 
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The fundamental difference between Genet and these other playwrights is 

that for Genet theatre has become more than an artistic pursuit; the very 

nature of theatre, its essential ambivalence of reality and appearance makes 

it the metaphor of the human condition. This same ambivalence has been an 

integral part of Genet's own life. The description of his early reprobate 

life and development given in the autobiographical Journal du voleur is 

haunted by the idea of the reflected image: "Je conserverai en moi-meme l'idlSe 

de moi-ffleme mendiant"; "Mon imagination d'enfant, qui m'inventait.,,1 The 

impression is given of life at second-hand, a Jean Genet living out an exis-

tence that is apart from a real Jean Genet, a character before the imagination 

of a creator. For Beckett and lonesco, the theatre remains a form of 

expression, a work of art, which is the result of a world view. 

This difference in the relationship of the author to his work is 

reflected in the choice of character and situation in the respective plays. 

Genet chooses the criminal, the maid, the prostitute, the Negro, and the 

Algerian--all types to be found in the earlier idiosyncratic novels and all 

outsiders who have no common interest with the essentially white, bourgeois 

audience for whom his plays are destined to be performed. In fact it is very 

arguable that outside of the context of Western society his plays would lose 

most, if not all, credibility, a point of view supported by Genet's refusal 

to allow Les N~9res to be performed in Poland and by his insistence on the 

presence in the audience of at least one white.
2 

Genet's characters are very 

strictly socially defined and are deeply marked by the position that society 

has allocated to them. In comparison, Beckett's tramps exist on two levels 

at once: as the play progresses one ignores the fact that they are tramps as 

they are transmuted into symbols of alienated mankind. The opening, "Rien ~ 

3 faire," blatantly calls into question not only the dramatic situation of the 

1Jean Genet, Journal du valeur (Paris: Gallimard, 1949), p. 29 and p. 92. 

2Jean Genet, "To a Would-Be Producer • • • " Tulane Drams Review, 
vo. 7, no. 3 (Spring 1963), p. 81: "Except for miners, there are no Negroes 
in Poland. But this is not 8 play about miners." 

3Samuel Beckett, En Attendant Godot (Paris: Minuit, 1952), p. 11. 
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two tramps on stage, but also the broader universal theme of human action. 

Similarly Ionesco's Jerenger almost develops into a porte-parole of the human 

condition, a bourgeois man facing a universe that appears out of control. The 

easy identification this allows between audience and dramatic action turns the 

play into a statement of Everyman proportions. 

Of both Ionesco and Jeckett it is true to say that the play is a state-

ment of something which transcends it. The stage is a microcosm; beyond the 

play lies a universal condition. Consequently their effectiveness depends to 

some extent on the intellectual capacity of the audience to draw the analogy, 

although in the case of Beckett, the analogy is only to be drawn perhaps after 

the curtain has fallen: "The important thing about a Beckett audience is not 

how they react during performance, but what they feel after it. 1I1 For Genet, 

the play in performance is the total experience; its significance is found 

during the action on stage while the audience is confronted by the dramatic 

performance. It is indeed similar to a communion in observing the fundamental 

characteristic of the mass: there is no total, lasting liberation; the value 

of the ceremony lies in its repetition. The very moment of enactment is 

important: "Une representation qui n'agirait pas sur man ame est vaine. Elle 

est vaine si je ne crois pas a ce que je voia qui cessera--qui n'aura jamais 

4t4--quand Ie rideau tombera" (854:15). 

Genet's theatre is experimental and pure owing to its concern with the 

very nature of the theatre. It studies the mechanisms of the performance in 

which its sole effectiveness is to be found. This experimental purity has led 

to comparisons with the work of Antonin Artaud. The superficial similarity 

is quite striking. For Artaud, too, the theatre was a visceral part of his 

own self. His world view was conceived in theatrical terms, in the coincidence 

of the worldly and the supernatural. This belief led him to Latin America and 

the west coast of Ireland in an attempt to discover a culture in which the two 

realms were fused into a single reality that informed everyday lifa. Yet a 

1Colin Duckworth, Angels of Darkness (London: George Allan & Unwin, 
1972), p. 52. 
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basic distinction does exist between the two authors: Artaud's search was for 

a life style that coincided with his theatrical view of the world, whereas for 

Genet life presents itself as theatre, as performance. 

Clearly the performance element of theatre has great importance for 

both dramatists. It constitutes that area in which the imaginary or super-

natural (the character) and the real or worldly (the physical essence of the 

actor) coexist. Artaud's desire was to create a universe where this duality 

was permanently present. The theatrical performance represented a beatific 

moment when fusion with absolute truth was effected. On the other hand, Genet 

sees in the performance, not a celebration of truth and life, but a celebration 

of the illusoriness of life and the centrality of death. ~rtaud viewed the 

performance as a unique moment of truth, a singular experience. To Genet it 

implies repetition,and repetition is the hallmark of death. For the one, 

theatre is affirmation; for the other, it is negation. 

Despite their dissimilar orientation their dramatic theories have a 

common source of inspiration. Both men turned toward the Orient in the pursuit 

of their goal. The performance of the Bali dancers in 1931 revealed to Artaud 

the potential of theatre and served as a crystallizing agent for his theories. 

The delight and jubilation he experienced he later attributed to the ~ of the 

actors, those "hi~roglyphes anim~s,,:1 

Une esp~ce de terreur nous prend a consid~rer ces atres m'canis's, 
a qui ni leurs joies ni leurs douleurs ne semblent appartenir en propre, 
mais obGir a des rites Gprouv~s et comme dictGs par des intelligences 
supGrieures. C'est bien en fin de compte cette impression de Vie 
supGrieure et dict's, qui est ce qui nous frappe le plus dans ce 
spectacle pareil a un rite qu'on profanerait. 2 

Although without personal experience of Eastern dramatic forms, Genet's know-

ledga of them leads him to conclude that they constitute a purer form of 

dramatic art closer to his ideal "anchevetrement pro fond des symboles actifs, 

capablas de parler au public un langage ou rien ne serait dit mais tout 

prassenti" (854:11-12). Western theatre, he argues, is based on a premise 

that precludes this higher form, and that premise is psychological drama, the 

1Artaud, ~ IV, p. 65. 
2 Ibid., p. 70. 
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identification of the actor and the role: IIL'acteur occidental ne cherche pas 

a devenir un signe charge de 8igne3, simplement il veut s'identifier a un 

per80nnage de drame ou de comedie" (854:12). 

Similarly ~rtaud had pleaded for a theatre liberated from IIson 

piltinement psychologique et humain." To achieve such a theatre implied a 

redefinition of the actor's role. for Artaud the actor only constituted one 

element on a par with the lighting and the scenery. Although it was his 

acting in the final analysis that assured the success of the performance, 

Artaud reasoned that this should not mean that the actor was free to lapse 

into exhibitionism IIpuisque toute initiative personnelle lui est rigoureusement 

1 
refusle." 

Exhibitionism is the very core of theatre in occidental society, 

argues Genet in "Lettre a Pauvert" (854:12). This aspect of self-display 

precludes the kind of theatre of symbol which Genet seeks. His reaction 

against this dilution of essential theatre takes the form of a drive towards 

overt stylization; it is a leitmotiv that runs through the notes he wrote for 

the performance of his plays in the series of essays entitled "Comment jouer 

Les 80nnes," "Comment jouer Le 8alcon," "Pour jouer Les Negres," and the 

Lettres 8 Roger 81in concerning the mise en scene of his last play Les Paravents. 2 

Las actrices ne doivent pas manter sur la scene avec leur Irotisme 
naturel, imiter les dames de cinlma. L'Irotisme individuel, au thlatre, 
ravale la representation. Les actrices sont done priles, comme disent 
le5 Grecs, de ne pas poser leur con sur 1a table. (IV:268) 

The actor's jeu should reflect Genet's whole aesthetic system in which 

nothing is what it appears. The actors become "la metaphore de ce qu'ils 

devaient representer" (B54:13). Not only are they a representation (a level 

once removed from reality), but a metaphor of that representation making them 

twice removed. 

1Artaud, ~ IV, p. 107; and p. 117. 

2Jean Genet, "Comment jouer Les Bonnes," in Les 80nne8 (Olcines: 
L'Arbalete, 1963), repro Ueuvres Completes IV (Paris: Gallimard, 1968), 
pp. 265-70; Jean Genet, "Comment jouer Le Balcon," in Le Balcon (Od'cines: 
L'Arbalete, 1962), repro O.C. IV, pp. 271-76; Jean Genet, "Pour jouer ..!:!!. 
N~9r.8," in Les Negres (Olcines: L'Arbalete, 1963 repro 1967); Jean Genet, 
Lettres l Roger Blin (Paris: Gallimard, 1966), repro ~ IV, pp. 215-63; and 
Jean Genet, Les Paravents:guelgues indications (Oecine8: L'Arbalete, 1961). 
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Genet of course realizes that in rehearsal it is the actor who searches 

for the exact gesture to express a certain sentiment or moment of the play; to 

this extent he allows a certain "initiative personnelle." But once this 

gesture is found it must be adhered to definitively; the actor in performance 

must not give the impression of having just arrived at the gesture, of adjusting 

the gesture: 

Et que les com6diens, durant la repr6sentation, ne se laissent pas aller 
aux gestes qu'ils ont chez eux ou dans d'autres pieces. II est normal 
qulils cherchent avec vous les gestes qui leur conviennent en convenant 
au personnage, et puis qu'ils sly tiennent. Mais en g6naral lIs sont 
si heureux de faire n'importe quoi pour paraitre spontanasl (IV:227) 

The logical conclusion of a process of gestural stylization would be 

the elimination of the actor in favour of the marionette or the mask, a direc-

tion which had already tempted Craig into the formulation of the concept of the 

.. 1 
Uber-marionette. Genet himself leant towards this idea in his early theoretical 

essay: "Je Ie sais, des marionnettes feraient mieux qu'eux l'affaire. o6ja 

l'on songe a elles" (854:14). But apart from the puppets parodying the Court 

.. 2 . . in Les Negres and the frighten1ng figure of Warda 1n Les Paravents, he seems 

to have ignored the marionette and, instead, to have elected for extensive use 

of the mask. The mask limits the actor by its restriction of the expressive 

potential of the face. It forces a denial of the self in the actor pushing him 

. 3 
from dilution to concentrat10n. Genet saw in the prevailing dramatic fashions 

the predominance of "dispersion" on the part of the actors, a fatuous parading 

of themselves in front of an adulatory audience "incapable de vivre en actes" 

(854:14; and 12). In Genet's drama the action is in the diametrically opposed 

direction towards self-communion and "recueillement" (854:14). As a result 

Genet's characters demand great efforts of concentration from the actors. The 

experience of working with Les Paravents prompted the director, Walter Donohue, 

to observe that the play demanded "an essential, pared-down precision of acting 

1craig, Un the Art of the Theatre, p. ix. 

2Se9 Ernest Scheidegger's photographs attached to all editions of 
L9s Negree from 1960 onwards. 

3As Dullin notes in his Souvenirs, p. 123: "L'usage du 'masque' 
antratne une dGpersonnalisation fore6e de llacteur." 
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style, a sense of readiness akin to judo and the martial arts.,,1 The effect in 

performance is a similarly exacting experience for the audience. Donohue again: 

Genet's characters are monumental: carved out of granite. They are laws 
unto themselves. As such, the actors must make no concessions to the 
audience; they must not seek or expect approval from it. The characters 
must be uncompromisingly themselves. 2 

Artaud and Genet can also be compared in the light of their attitudes 

toward the relationship between the audience and the spectacle. Artaud is 

remembered most for his plan of a theatre in which the distinction between 

seEme and salle would be suppressed in favour of "une sorte de lieu unique, 

sans cloisonnement, ni barriere d'aucune sorte, et qui deviendra Ie th~atre 

meme de l'action." Also well known is his belief in non-verbal communication, 

"un v~ritable lan9age physique a base de si9nes et non plus de mots" which 

~, 3 
IIsert a coincer, a enserrer des organes." The basis of Genet's concept of 

involvement does not lie in these physical considerations. Starting from the 

more classical approach of discovering a theme capable of unifying the actors 

and the audience, he turns the process on its head. In IILettre a Pauvert" 

Genet describes two concrete examples of the kind of theatre he imagines. The 

first deals with an actual theatrical production described to him by Sartre 

4 
which took place in a prisoner-of-war camp. The actors on stage performed a 

play whose theme had some bearing on their situation as captives and prisoners 

in a foreign land. The effect of the performance on the audience is the 

crucial element in this account: "La Patrie lointaine fut tout a coup pr6sente 

non sur la scene, mais dans la salle" (854:16). The second illustration is 

that of boys playing soldiers in the park. One of the boys is designated to 

be the Night: "A mesure de son approche, les autres, les Hommes, devenaient 

1walter Donohue, "Genet's The Screens at Bristol," Theatre Quarterly, 
vol. 4, no. 13 (February-April 1974), p. 75. This article is a casebook of 
the production of The Screens at the New Vic Studio Theatre, 9ristol on 
20 March 1973. 

2Ibid ., p. 80. 

3Artaud, ~ IV, pp. 114-15; p. 149; and p. 108. 

4A text of this play entitled Sariona. ou Ie Fils du tonnerre is 
published in Les (crits de Sartre by Michel Contat and Michel Rybalka 
(Paris: Gallimard. 1970), pp. 565-633. 
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nerveux, inquiets" (854:17). Although they all know that he is only a friend 

acting, what has happened is that he has become at one and the same time a 

reality and a symbol. In both cases that Genet cites~the emotion aroused in 

the audience is the essential; there is a communion of feeling created between 

the spectators. This feeling is not shared by those on the stage; the two 

realms are kept apart constituting a reversal of standard theatrical particip-

ation. As uuvignauG explains, the effect of a play and magic is to a large 

part dependent on attente in the audience : "Le spectateur attend • • • de 

transformer les signes que lui suggere Ie magicien en significations. 11 

attend aussi que l'officiant lui presente un Oieu sur lequel il projette toutes 

1 
les forces du groupe." 

Genet himself notes that the effectiveness of the mase is really due 

to the will to believe on the part of the faithful; "Aux fideles--non au public! 

-aux fideles" he underlines (B54:15). In the theatre situation the attente 

is precisely the willingness of the audience to accept the conventions of the 

theatre, to accept the suspension of disbelief. Traditionally this attente 

is satisfied by identification which in turn leads to the creation of a 

communion of sympathy between the stage and the auditorium. In modern drama, 

identification, Eva Metman argues, is rendered impossible: 

This new form of drama forces the audience out of its familiar orientation. 
It creates a vacuum between the play and the audience • • • , the latter 
has no alternative but either to reject and turn away or to be drawn 
into the enigma of plays in which nothing reminds him of any of his 
purposes in and reactions to the world around him.2 

In both Beckett and 10nesco, however, it would appear that because of the 

intellectual analogy to be drawn between the action on stage and a more 

universal statement, the audience can identify with a situation of universal 

significance. The end result is that a traditional communion is eventually 

3 
eet up between audience and stage. Andre Villiers has even argued that Brecht 

1Jean Duvignaud, Sociologie du theatre (Paris: P.U.F., 1965), p. 14. 

2Eva Metman, "Reflections on Samuel Beckett's Plays," Journal of 
Analytical Psychology, vol. 5, no. 1 (January 1960), pp. 43-44. 

3Ae far as Beckett is concerned it is necessary to examine this 
generalization more closely, especially in the light of the development 0 

hie work away from recognizable sets to abstract images culminating in 
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hi.salf, despite his theory of distanciation, achieves his best theatrical 

mOMents at times when identification in the traditional sense is allowed to 

1 2 
take place. A recent production of Sainte Jeanne des abattoirs was a good 

illustration: the play became more effective as the actress playing Jeanne 

identified _ore strongly with her character allowing the audience to partic-

ipate, as it were, in the staged drama. Roger Blin in an interview with 

Battina Knapp picke up the line of Villiers when he co.pares Genet with Brechtl 

"Brecht does not succeed in destroying audience credibility, nor the ever-

present thaatrical magic. In spite of all his attempts at anti-magic, he 

creat •• a continuous, theatrical universe." He implies that Genet does managa 

:3 
this rupture in style which increases "the extreme tension of the play." 

Genet's theatre in fact perverts the process of identification and 

involvement. The effect of his theatre lies in the atte~t to reject the 

audience, achieved by a choice of character and aubject-matter alien to the 

audiance and the exploitation of the staga and the scenic space •• an area 

strictly differentiated fro. that of the auditorium. 

ARCHIBALD. (Ay public.) Ce aoir nous Jouerona pour vous. "ais, afin 
que dan. vos fauteuila vous demeuriez ~ votre &iee en face du dr ... 
qui dlja sa dlroule ici, afin que vous soyez assurls qu'un tal 
dr... ns ri.que pas de plnltrer dans vos vies prlcieu8es, nous auron. 
encore la polite8se, apprise parmi vous, de rendre la communication 
impossible. La distance qui nous elpare, originelle, noua 
l'aug.anterons par nos fastes, nos mani~res, notre insolenc&--car 
nous aO .. es ausai des co_Idiens. (N:2D-2:3) 

Thu. Archibald begins Les Nagrea. Irma ends Le aalcon with a si.ilar 

.tate.ant of the audience's position, 

Pa •• 01, his latest work, in which the spotlight is concentrated on the 
.outh of an actress speaking at an incomprehensible speed. This danias 
audience involve.ant end identification except perhaps on the subconscious 
level ex .. inad by Duckworth in Angels of Darkness. What distinguishes 
Sackatt fro. Genet i, that the for.er has no conception of the audienca; 
he ia intere8ted in the co.pleted work of art and not the effect it has. 
His work of art would apparantly not include eny contribution by reader 
ar spectator; it existaper 8e. 

1Andrl Villiers, "O'Une Di.tance a l'autre," Revua d'.sthltigua, 
vo. 13, no. 1 (January-ftarch 1960), pp. 42-57. 

2Thlltra d. l'Est Parieien, 11 october 1972, directed by Guy Rltorl. 

3Ragar 8lin to Bettina Knapp, "An Interview with Roger Blin," Tulan. 
Or ... Ravi.~, vol. 7, no. 3 (Spring 1963), p. 117. 
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IR~A: Tout a l'heure, il va falloir recommencer ••• tout rallu.er 
• •• s'habiller ••• (On entend Ie chant d'un COg.) s'habiller 
• • • ah, lea dlguisements! Redistribusr les ralss ••• snd088er 
Ie mien ••• (Elle s'arrete au milieu de la scene, face au public.) 
• •• prlparer Ie votre. (IV:135) 

The audience is given a role in the drama, a very spacific role which i8 

dictated by the stage action; that is, instead of being allowed to indulge 

their willingnes8 to believe in the stage action, the spectators are forced 

into a position where they are dictated to, kicked against, rejected. 

The obvious reaction would be to walk out; having been rejected. ona 

leavea. But Genet's theatre has a strange effect, almost that of peeping 

through a keyhole. It exploits curiosity and has a compelling fascination. 

Genet berates the circu8 performer in Le funambule: "Non, non, encore une 

1 
foi8, non, tu ne viens pas divertir Ie public mais Ie fasciner." rascination 

ie a central concept in both Artaud and Genet. Artaud saw the Bali dancers 

and their muscular, rhythmical movements almost a8 hallucination: 

Un jeu de jointures, l'ang18 musical qua Ie bra8 fait avec l'avant-bra8, 
un piad qui tombs, un genou qui s'arque, des doigts qui peraissant sa 
dltacher de la main, tout cela est pour nous comme un perpltuel Jau da 
miroir o~ les meabres humains semblent se renvoyer des 'chos, des 
.usiqu •• , o~ les note8 de l'orchestre, o~ lee souffles des instruments 
i vent Ivoquent l'idle d'une intense voliere dont lea acteura eux
..... sersient Ie papillotement. 2 

Ultimately for Artaud fascination was transformad into a baliaf in anothar 

order of raality and the Jeu of the actors became a raflection of a mystical 

godhead. The experience of the Bali dancers induced a total rejection, in 

theory, of the Western theatrical tradition. 

G.n.t, on the other hand, despite the indications of the early "Lattr. 

i Pauvert," takes a different course. Disappointed by tha exhibitionism of 

tha .xisting theatra, he turns back to the traditional and exploita it. Ha 

accepts tha traditional .eans of expraasion but push.s the. to axaggeration. 

It is "un thlatra double.ent thlatral.,,3 Genet constantly undarlinas tha 

1Jaan Ganet, Le Fun .. bule in L'Atelier d'Alberto 
80n08S. L'Enfant criminal. Le funa.bule 0 cinea: L'Arbsl 

2Artaud, ~ IV, p. 67. 

3Barnard Dart, "Genet ou la combat avac Ie thlatre," L.s T.!ps Modernas 
22 annl., no. 247 (December 1966), p. 100. 
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sham and the artificiality of the stage action. He deliberately draws 

attention to the realm of the stage as a realm of the imaginary opposing the 

realm of the spectator. His plays contain frequent references to the notion 

of the performance. Genet glories in the idea of repeated performance and 

rehearsal. This would have been anathema to Arteud for such a self-conscious 

staga would have impeded the evolution from ~ to essential truth. 

The stage is a world apart from the auditorium, a realm of scintil-

lating, bright light. The cell of Haute Surveillance should be bathed in 

"Ie plus de lumiere possible" and should avoid any illusory techniques: 

1 
"Eviter les Iclairages savants." The lighting for Les Paravents, perhaps the 

most spectacular of Genet's plays, should have a similar harshness: 

Si j'ai voulu Ie plein feu sur scene c'est afin que cheque acteur 
n'aille paa noyer une erreur, une faute passsgere, son Ipuisement ou 
aon indifflrence, dans une salvetrice obscurit'. Bien sOr, tant de 
lumiere lui fera mal, mais d'etre si fortement 'clair' l'obligera 
peut-etre. (IV:249) 

for the performance of both Les Negres and Les Paravents Genet requires that 

the auditoriu. should also be brightly lit, at least for part of the perfor-

mance. The aim of this technique is not to unite auditoriu. and etage nor 

to imMsrse actor and epectator in a common experience, but rather to forca 

the action on stage to become even more exaggerated, to highlight the artif-

iciality of the world of the stage. In Les Negree, Village reacts to tha 

illu.ination of the house lights: "Village doit parler plus fort, Icl.tar 

ma.a, avoir des gestee plus visibles afin de reprendre sur lui una attantion 

dltournle un instant par Ie flot des lUilillres" (N: 6). 

The stage is a world of .ake-up and costume. These elements are 

introduced into the vary action of the playa: the maids draas up aa "ad ... 

in Les 80nnes; the notables of La 8alcon are shown being created fro. the 

•• all, everyday, clark-type men who visit Irma's hOuse of illusion: 

1Jean Genet, Haute Surveillance in ~ IV, p. 181. 
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Siailarly, Oiouf in Les Negre8 is dressed up as the white victim of Villaga's 

sacrificial murder: "Chague acteur apporte c&r&monieusement 18 perrugue, 1. 

masgue et les gants dont on orne Diouf" (N:84). The very brightness of these 

costumes helps to strengthen the impression of a brilliant jewel on display 

before us. Although the mask is used very sparingly in Genet's theatre, the 

author often demands very heavy, exaggerated make-up: the General of Le Balcon 

in the quotation above wears paint; Claire as Madame adds extra rouge (IV:140J 

and 165). Evan in the earliest play, Haute Surveillance, grest fun is made of 
t 

Lefranc'. painted taloo (IV:210). Les Negres shows Negroes on stage further 

blackening themselves with shoe polish (N:84). In Les Paravents the idaa of 

obvious theatricality is pushad to the limit: the scanary of screena ia brought 

on by actors, even painted by them. The whole effort is away from realism !a 

the theatre towards a kind of realism ~ the theatra, a qualification 

reminiscent of Cocteau's famous distinction between "polaie da thlltra" and 

"polaia au theatre.'" This preoccupation with truguage is evident throughout 

Ganat'. work, fro. his first experience of it in a fight with a pimp in 

2 Barcelona, throughout his novels to his last play: "Brsf, traiter tout ~ 

la blagua" (IV:235). 

The u.a of bright colour and light together with heavy .ake-up has 

3 
ra.inded st laaat one critic of the Chinese opera. The viaual elamant of a 

G.net play is vital: "Au thl.tre, tout aa paa.e dans le monda viaibla at 

null. part alll.ura" (854113). The eaphaaia he placea on words lika fulgurant 

4 
and Iclat i. very atriking in hia aasays or notes about the theatre. for 

Les Parav.nta the stage i •• nviaaged a. "un liau non o~ Ie. raflats s"puis.nt, 

1Jaan Coct.au, "Preface de 1922," Les "aril. de la Tour Eiffal in 
Thlatr. I (Paria: Gra.a.t, 1957), p. 5. 

2Gen• t , Journal, p. 66. 

3Laonsrd C. Pronko, Thaater East and Wast, Pars activ •• toward a Total 
Th.atar (Bark.l.y: Univ.r.ity of California Pr.s., 1967 • pp. 63-67. 

4for axaapla, aaa J.an Genet,"L'Etranga mot d' ••• " in ~ IV, 
p. 12. "La politiqua, l'hi.toira, la. dlmonstratione p.ychologiqu.s cl ••• iqu •• , 

1. div.rti ••••• nt du soir lui-.'.e d.vront cld.r 1a place a qu.lqua cho.a 
de plu. j. n •• eia co .. ant dira .ais peut-atra de plu. Itinc.lent." 
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mais ou des ~clats s'entrechoquent" (IV:249). The effect on the audience of 

his use of light, colour, music (in Les N~9res), and stylized gesture is to 

have it hardly believing its own eyes: 

L'actaur doit agir vita, mema dans sa lenteur, mais sa vitesse, 
fulgurante, ~tonnera. Elle et son jeu Ie rendront sl beau que lorsqu'il 
sera happl par le vide des coulisses, les spectateurs Gprouveront una 
grande tristesse, une sorte de regret: ils auront vu surgir et passer 
un m~teore. Un pareil jeu fer a vivre l'acteur et la piece. 

Donc: apperaitre, scintiller, et comme mourir. (IV:248) 

Any attempt to lessen the artificiality of his plays is vigorously 

denounced by the author. In the original Paris production of Le 8alcon, 

Peter Brook used an intricate set with a great revolving stage so that in the 

first four scenes the spectator made an easy transition from one room to 

another in the brothel. Genet is adamant that the scenes should follow each 

other as described In the stage directions: "Le plateau tournant--Paris--

etait une sottise: Je veux que les tableaux sa succ~dent, que les decors se 

deplacent de gauche a droits, comme s'ils allaient s'emboiter Is. un. dans 

les autres, sous les yeux du spectateur. Man intention est pourtant claire" 

(IV:274). His intention is not to allow delusion on the part of the audience 

by underlining that they are at a theatrical performance and, as such, not in 

the world of so-called everyday reality. Just as he tries to prevent the 

confusion of appearance and raality in the minds of the aUdience, so he tries 

to enforce the distinction in the stage action. All realism is banished not 

only in the acting style of the performers but also in the gesturea thay .ake, 

"0. 1a .a.e faion, interdire au travai11eur araba d'allumar una cigarette a la 

fl ... e de l'allu.atte n9 pouvant, sur la sc~ne, etre imit's: une flamme 

d'allu.ette, dans la salle ou ailleurs, est la meme que sur la 8c~ne. A eviter" 

(IVa248). 

fascination of the ayes is accompanied by intellectual fascination in 

the 88n88 of being pre8ent at an event or an action that lias Just beyond ons'a 

co.prehension without being totally incomprehensible. The effect of this 

fascination, the product of Genet's powerful imagination, 1s like that of a 

photographic negative: the ehapea and subjects are recognizable but the colours 

are rever.ad. The character. on stage mova in a pre-eatabli8hed order. 
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Identity is sacrificed to the pursuit of a certain ceremony; hence the maids 

turn into Madame, the bank clerk becomes the General. The author under.cores 

this unreal element in his plays; he establishes a divorce between the theatre 

and life. At the beginning of Haute Surveillance one is introduced into a 

dre8ll world: "Toute la piece se deroulera comma dans un reve" (IV:181). And 

Iraa at the end of Le 8alcon reminds the audience that tha play that has been 

performed belonged to another lIIorld: "C'est deja Ie matin" (IV:135). She i. 

implying that it has all been a dream from which one nOIll muet wake. 

Despite this gulf between life and theatre, a belief in what is 

happening on the stage is essential. This belief is stimulated by the technique 

of a play-within-a-play by which is shown, as it were, the play in the process 

of creation. It is a technique that, although apparent in Lea Bonnea and 

Le 8alcon, is only fully exploited in Les N~9res. For instance, it is by 

i.plication that one learns Claire and Solange are obeying the rule8 of a 

50LANGE, l'aidant. D'un ton triste: C'eat chaque foia parail. Et par 
ta fauta. Tu n'a8 jamais prate assez vite. Je ne peux pas t'achevar. 

CLAIRE: Ce qui nous prend du temps, c'est les preparatifs. (IVa146) 

But for Archibald, the ceremony is the only thing to be taken into conaiders-

tion, tha ceremony and its successful conclusion. He demanda completa subser-

vience to the eatabliahed order of action: "Vous n'avez paa Ie droit de rien 

changer au clremonial, sauf, naturellemant, si you. decouvrez quelque detail 

cruel qui en rehau8serait l'ordonnance" (N:29). 

This technique is not, of course, Genet's discovery. Shakespeare 'a 

The Teepaat is constructed on a similar pattern. More recently Pirandello 

uaed the technique in a great number of plays. The use made of it by modern 

writer., including Genet, is not for the revelation of an ulti.ate truth a. 

Alfred Simon explains: 
Le theatre baroque va au bout de l'illusion co.iqua pour la dlnoncar et 
tenter de devalar l'ltra qui est au-dall das apparenca., au-dell da 
l'art, au-dell du theatra. Au contraire la theatre aoderns a'engloutit 
dana l'invisibilitl avec l'illusion morte. C'ast Ie theatre du neant. 
11 n'expliqua rian, na aontra rian.1 

1Alfrad Si.on, "Paraventa at airoira," Eaptjt, no. 11 (Novs.bar 1966), 
p. 712. 
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Inside the "theatre moderne" Genet stands out as using this technique in a 

unique fashion. In Beckett, for instance, there are many cases of "performances" 

during the performance of the play: Hemm and Nagg tell a story; Estragon and 

Vladimir play games and insult each other to pass the time; Pozzo holds court; 
1 

Lucky performs his monologue. But all these games are purely divertissement 

for the characters on stage in their long wait for the end. Unlike the characters 

in Les Nigras who perform for the audience, the characters of a Beckett play 

perform for each other or indeed themselves. for Genet, the structure of hie 

draaa derives from the very notion of playing for an audience. The condition 

of the theatrical performance--an audience watChing an enactment--is integral 

to the stage action: "Genet's theatre lays bare the mechanism of projection 

and vicarious satisfaction which underlies theatrical make-believe. This 

mechanism becomes the play's dramatic theme and action, thereby making theatre 

2 
onca again an exercise in magic." 

Genet's plays develop as a series of dramatic statements whose validity 

is then questioned involving the audience in this way in a constant inquiry 

as to the nature of the reality that is being presented to them. Almost a 

constant in his technique is the reference to off-stage action which throws 

into relief the action on stege. In Haute Surveillance there is life outside 

the prison cell: Boule de Neige, Yeux-Verts's wife, the staff of the prison. 

In Les Bonne. there is the life ~adame leads in high eociety with ~onsieur. 

In L& Balcon the brothel is invaded by the noise of the street, the guns firing, 

the revolution. In Lae N~9res there is reference to the black court presiding 

over the cas& of the black traitor. There is a development here in Genet's 

approach: in his first two plays the outside reality is brought onto the stage 

in a concrete credible form and is unquestioned in the charactere of ~adam& 

and Le Surveillant. However, in Le Balcon the outside reality is presentad in 

an ambiguous light; Roger and the revolutionaries ara shown to ba aa aubJect to 

1Samuel Beckett, fin de partie suivi de Acte Sens paroles I (Paris: 
~inuit, 1957); and Beckett, En attendant Godot. 

2Suean Taubes, "The White !'Iask falls," Tulane Oralia Review, vol. 7, 
no. 3 (Spring 1963), p. 87. 
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illusion as the clients of the brothel. In Les Negres the question or the 

reality of the off-stage action (taken as being historical fact, outside the 

realm of the ceremony enacted in the theatre by the black actors) is posed but 

never answered, and the spectator is left in a state of uneasy tension. 

The role of the audience is to be the passive victim of ceremony; it is 

to be an onlooker unable to enter into or affect the course of the stege action. 

The audience is held in this position by the fascination of watching itself 

(in the for. of its preconceptions) being mutilated and destroyed. Especially 

in Les Negres, but similarly in the earlier plays, the norms of western 

society are overturned in front of a gaping public. 

This rever.al of values brings the discussion back to the eXaMple of 

"thlltre clandestin" that Genet reports in the "Lettre a Pauv.rt" (854:16). In 

hi. critici •• of the conteMporary stage, Genet us •• the catholic .a •• ae an 

eXaMple of eff.ctive theatre in that it creates communion, whereaa conventional 

theatra fails in this essantial function: "Je ne conna1s pas d. pi~caa qui 

lient, fQt-ce pour une heure, les apectateurs. Au contraira, alle. les 

i.olent davantage" (854115). The example given by Sartre appeals to hi. in 

that it creates a co .. union in the auditoriu.. However, he r.cognize. that 

the circu •• tancee of that performance in the prisoner-or-war c .. p w.re extr •••• 

N.vertheles. a .ethod can be deducad from it. What caused the intense fa.ling 

of togetherne.. in the audience was the awareness of being under attack by the 

(na.y. for Genet hi •• alf the concept of the Enemy ha. no significance: "Pour 

.oi, l'Enn •• i ne sera ja.a!s nulle part" (854116). But he will us. the concept 

against the audience in the theatra, that i., the Enemy will be his play. His 

play will attack the spectators and thus link them together through hatred. 

The audience will not "commune" with the perfor.ance on stage but will react 

to it, perhaps angrily. In this way the effort of the audience i. not outward 

toward the .taga, but rather back on itaelf, and ideally produce. eelf

que.tioning and doubt. The .aans by which he will .ake his play into tha 

(n .. y will ba tha revar.al and rejection of accepted nor •• and velua •• 

Genet' •• ttack on asp.cts of lite in Wa.tern soci.ty has led to 
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frequent misinterpretation of his theatre as pure social criticism, utterly 

nihilistic, and therefore dangerous and valueless. Genet has made consistent 

stateMents that this interpretation of his work is the wrong one. Like Artaud 

who rejected ths idea of social theatre, Genet denies that Les Bonnes is 

concerned with the lot of servants: "II ne e'agit pas d'un plaidoyer eur Ie 

sort dee do_eetiques" (IV:269). Neither does "l'habituelle saloperie sociale" 

have a central role in Les Paravents (IV:225). The Negro cauea has no 

importance in Les Negres: "J'~cri8 des piecas afin de cristalliser une Imotion 

thlltrala, dramatique. Je ne .'inquiete pas si, per example Les Nagres 

peuvent etre utiles aux Noirs. 
1 

Ou reste, je ne panse pas que ce eoit le ces." 

Oespite what would appear to be a disaffection with the theatre in 

2 
favour of mora direct political action in recent years, Genet still maintains 

that the 80cial has no place in his theatrea "La politique, lea divertiss.Ments, 

la morale, etc., nlauront rien 1 voir dans notre prloccupation. si, malgrl 

nous, ils se glissent dans l'acte th'etral, qu'on les chasse jusqu'a ce qua 

toutes traces soient effaclee" (IV:13). All these rejections of social COMmit-

.ant do not, however, include any positive statement of what Genet hiMealf 

thinks of his own theatra. There is a hint of his reading of his own work 

in the instructions sntitled "Comment jouer Le Balcon"a"Encore une chose: 

ne pae jouar cette pieca comma ai elle Itait une satire de ceci au da cala. 

Elle eat--alle aera donc joul. co .. e--,la glorification da l'I_aga at du 

Reflat. Sa signification--satirique ou non--appar&ttra saulement dan. ce 

ca." (IV:276). The play is concerned with the problem of reality which 

includa. tha ralationship between theatrical raality and concrete reality, 

tha app.arancs on staga and the being in life, but no strictly social _aasag. 

ia included. The Bocial value of theatre existe only on a secondary laval, 

ca. la dlbut da l'Ivln •• ant th'ltral, Ie temps qui va s'lcoular n'appartient 
a aucun calendrier rlpertoril. II Ichappe a l'~re chrltienne co ... l 
l'~r. rlvolutionnaira. "a.e si Ie temps, que l'on dit hietorique ••• 

1Jaan Genet to Pierra Ol.lron, "Genet eort de 1a honte," La Nouveau 
Candida, no. 261 (25 April 1966). 

2sae "ichele Planc.aux, "Jean Genat chaz lee Panthere. Noire.," 
Le Nouvel Ob •• rvateur, no. 289 (25 Play 1970), Pp. 3B-41. 
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ne disparatt pas compl~tement de le conscience des spectateurs, un 
autre temps, que chaque spectateur vit pleinement, s'4coule alors, at 
n'ayant ni commencement ni fin, il fait sauter les conventions 
historiques n4cessit4es par le vie sociale, du coup il fait sauter aussi 
les conventions socieles et ce n'est pas au profit de n'imports quel 
d4sordre mais ~ celui d'una lib4ration--l'€v4nement dramatique etant 
suspendu, hors du temps historiquement compte, sur son propre temps 
dra.atique--, c'est au profit d'une lib6ration vertigineusa. (IV:10) 

Genet rejects the temporal concepts (and by implication the values) 

both of the Christian world (to be interpreted as Western society) and the 

revolutionary world, in which must be included the Black Panthers and Algerian 

rebels to whom, according to certain critics, he lends support in his plays. 

The world of political sympathies and ideological battles is foreign to him, 

but he lives at a moment when such events are the staple diet of the media 

and the press: "Jamais je n'ai copie le vie--un evenement ou un homme, GUerre 

d'Alg4rie ou Colons--mais la vie a tout naturellement fait eclore en moi"(IV:259). 

This is the author's view of his work as a work of ert. Through it he give8 

form to his own revolt. His writing is timeless, self-denying, and impartial. 

It is, 88 Archibald says, "cette architecture de vide et de mots" (Nz179). 

The revolutionary power of his drama springs from this timeless quality in 

an aesthetic world, a mythical world: 

II s'agit, bien sur, d'un comportement theatral, et j'ai pris soin de 
preciser que la scene s'oppose ~ la vie. Ma piece n'est pas l'apologie 
de la trahison. Elle se passe dans un domaine o~ la morale est 
remplac4e par l'esthetique de la scene. (IV:22S) 

Genet is trying to supplant religion and morality and establi8h a cult of 

beauty. In his view religious faith is no longer possible and beauty can be 

the only substitute. The contemplation of the object of beauty binds people 

together, ~he elementary root of all religion (dar. religio, Lat., perhaps 

connected with religare, bind): "Sans doute une des fonctions de l'art est-

aIle de substituer l la foi religieusa l'efficace da la beautl" (854115). 

Despite his emphasis on the artifical in the theatre, Genet is not 

deetroying the thestre but transforming it into a self-sufficent reality, an 

object of baauty. In so doing he is propoeing the .eans as an end. This 

re.tricts theatre becsu.e it deniss the hUMan element; the spactator is not 



with the etege: 

This stage objectifie8 the work of artl admiration replaces 
assimilation. Deliberately, it shuns human concerns. The human 
presence that informs the object identifies itself and does not propose 
transmutation by the spectator. The stage mystery remains impenetrable 
to man and refu8es his presence--the spectator is humbled. The stage 
belongs to the perforMing artificer. 1 

Thus Grossvogel defines the mechanism of ritual theatre. The definition i. 
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relevant to Genet'. concern for the affirmation of the stage as ita own reality, 

but it doe. not account for the effect of a Genet play, especially Le. N~9res 

and Les Paravents. In thes. plays the human element is not denisd in thst 

both involve the spectator ultimately in a redefinition of his own position 

and situation, not only as an observer at a theatrical event but a180 a. a 

person. The spectator does not himself enter into the action performed, yet 

the play is rendered meaningless without him. 

The drametic style outlined was not complete from the craation of the 

firat play. It developed through Genet's experience in the theatre and his 

dealings with directors. The performance of his work highlighted the relation-

ship between the play and its audience, and this relationship becomes 

increasingly important to an understanding of Genet's dramatic works. Three 

aspscts, in particular, will bs discussed in the context of this evolving 

appreciation of the position of the audience: singularization in Haute 

Surveillanc.; ritual in Les Bonnes; and rejection in Lea N~9re.. Thes. three 

plays most clearly mark Genet's evolution as a dramatist. 

(ii) Haute Surveillance 

Haute Surveillance, Genet's initial attempt at dramatic writing, is 

COmMonly placed in the same period of creation as the long, involved novels 

2 
Notre-O .. e-dee-tleura, ~racle de la rose, and Querelle de Breat. As such, 

10avid I. Grosavogal, The Blasphemersl the Theater of Brecht. Ione.co, 
Seckett. Genet (Ithaca, N.Y.I Cornell Univeraity Press, 1965 c. 1962), p. 197. 

2Thia first creative pariod ran tram 1943-1947. Coa underlines the 
point by quoting copioualy tram Querelle d. Braat in hia exaaination of tha 
theology ot tha play ••• e Coe, Vieion of J.an Gan.t, pp. 220-35. contemporary 
reviewera have al.o co.pared the play and the novalsl see Robart Kantera, 

'Ex re •• (21 Septe.ber 1970), p. 92; N.B., Le Nouval Ob.arvateur (21 Septa.ber 
1970 , p. 45; and "atthieu Galey, La. Nouvalla. littlraire. (24 sept. 1970), p.13. 
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it constitutes the first stage in a development away from the personal, idio-

syncratic world of the imprisoned outcast writing solipsistic novels clandes-

tinely on the brown paper provided by the prison authorities for the manufacture 
1 

of bags. In practice, Haute Surveillance was the second of Genet's plays to 

be produced on the stage, for although the first version appeared in the 

review La Nef in April and ~ay 1947, it was not presented to the Parisian 

public until February 1949 at the Theatre des Mathurins, some twenty-thr.e 

monthe aftar Louis Jouvet's production of Les Bonnes at the Theatre de 
2 

l'Athenle. The value of studying the development of Haute Surveillance lie8 

in the fact that Genet, aided by Jean Marchat, produced this first performance 

hi.aelf, and so all the cuts can be directly attributed to Genet'a reading of 

3 
the play and his appraisal of the play in performance. For Les Bonnes much of 

the alt.ration of the text was carried out at the insistence of Jouvet, who, 

4 Genet himaalf aays, altered the character of the play extensively. 

Critical reception, however, to the creation both of Les Bonnes and 

of Haute Surveillance was very similar, for the most part hostile but with 

one or two critics very stolidly extolling their poetic virtues. To deal 

with Haute Surveillance, many still condemned the play 8S the product of an 

unsavoury mind unable even in the act of literary creation to leave behind the 

squalid detaila of prison life. In other words, Genet's attempt to translate 

hi. exp.ri.nc. and world vi.w into phy.ical presenc.. on the .tage fail.d. 

Thi. private world of c.l1s and inmate. aight have been able to be expr •••• d 

1Jaan-Paul Sartr., 
Genat, o.uvre. Co!plata. I 

.d., in Jaan 

2oetai1s of subaequent .ditione of the play are to be found in S.ction II 
of the Bibliography. Details of performances are listed under the title or 
.ach play in Section IV: Review •• 

3Jean-Jacquea Rinilri reporta in La Nsf, no. 52 (March 1949), p. 1381 
-"ala iei le passaga de la r .. pe est une Iprauve dlciaive: l voir l'auteur, 
co ... Je l'a! vu, diriger la .ise .n ac~ne, en interprltant .t .n aoulignant 
cheque intention, on co.pr.nd soudsin c. qu'.at Ie th"tr., et ce qua peut atr. 
1. thlltr. aujourd'hui." Si.ilarly Henri Spade in Paria-Pr ••••• L'Intran.lg.ant 
24 f.bruary 1949 quot.s G.net's co-dir.ctor Jean ~archatl "11 a d •• idl •• d • 
• 1 ••• n .cAne .xtraordin.ire. qui ont gran{mant racilitl .a tlche. C' •• t 
vlritabl ... nt un auteur dr .. atiqu •• " 

.ror di.cu •• ion of Jouvet'. influence on Genet'. t.xt,88ab.low pp. 66-
78. 
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in the novel form but the theatre showed up its incommunicability and even its 

undesirability. "otStestable," "cette inqualifable sottise,1I "cet art n'est 

1 
pas sympathique," "la monumentale erreur de Jean Genet" -critics lambasted 

the play, or perhaps even worse, were quite indifferent: "une heure d'ennui," 

"on nous inflige, pendant plus d'une heure d'horloge, Ie tres mtSdiocre spectacle 

2 
d'un mOllent de la vie de trois condamntSs de droit commun." The crucial point 

of most of the adverse criticism can be reduced to a simple statement: the play 

excluded the audience: "Elle envisage un monde 'troit qui est celui des 

condemnee de droit commun •••• Je dtSfie qui que ce soit de me prouver que 

l'ouvrage depasse les quatre murs d'une cellule et embrasse un probleme 

general." 
3 

Understandably the most vehement and committed opposition issued from 

those critics with well-defined religious and moral principles. feeling almost 

personally assaulted, they reacted vituperatively. Among other deeper pOints 

he made, fran~ois Mauriac seized on the same point of incommunicability. He 

S8111 Genet 8S "un ecrivsin specialiste qui deploie beaucoup de talent 11 

l'interieur de sa specialitl ••• [et qui] tourne en rond dans le cachot d'un 

vice dont la creation litteraire ne l'aide pas 11 s'evader, car il ne congoit 
4 

rien qu'entre las barbeles de ce petit monde maudit." Even following the 

1970 production, Mauriac's line still finds support despite the generally 

accepted leading position of Genet's drama in the avant-garde hierarchy: 

"Jamais nous ne trouvons notre place dans leur univera singulier"; "Haute 

Surveillance , •• n'offre pourtant qu'un air confine.,,5 

1L• E., La Croix, 6-7 March 1949; francis Ambriere, Opera, 9 March 1949; 
Robert Kelp, Le ~nda, 4 March 1949; and Jacques feu de la Rampe, La Ca •• arol., 
15 March-15 April 1949. 

2pierre Que.eneur, Rlfor •• , 2 April 1949; and Bernard 51.iot, Ravua 
d •• bp .... at d.s ,onde., no. 33 (April 1949), p. 674. 

3Jean-Jacqu •• Gautier, Le figaro, 14 March 1949. 

4frangGis Mauriac, Le figaro 11tteraire, 26 March 1949, p. 1. 

5Matthieu Galey, Le. Nouvelles litteraire., 24 Septe.bar 1970, p. 13. 
and Philippa Senart, Revu. d.8 deux ,onde8, no. 11 (November 1970), p. 436. 



Another recurring angle of attack is typified by Gabriel Marcel'e 

opposition to "la complaisance romantique qui s'itale dans cet ouvrage.,,1 

Almost in the same words L.E_ in La Croix finde "la complaisance de l'auteur 

~ rellluer les larmes humaines" totally abhorrent: "C'est ce rOllantislle de 

lIauvais aloi qui n'a meme pas l'excuse de la nafvetl_ n2 The failure of the 

play proves for one critic at least that "Ie nlo-romantisme da la chair 
:5 

fais.ndle a fait son temps." The basic criticism is that Jean Genet is 

writing for his own morbid self-satisfaction or even self-stimulation. His 

4 preoccupations are alien to the average man: "D'une telle le~on, il est 

5 
certes peu de spectsteure qui pourrait faire leur profit." A last quotation 

will suffice to demonstrate the extremes of hostility that the play aroused. 
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The play demanded the sacrifice of all the comfortable passivity of the tradit-

ional theatre audience. It induced confrontation as opposed to genial agreement. 

The public reacted suitably emotionally through the columns of the popular 

press: "Les th~lIIes sont infects. Le ton est odieux. • • • Nous an avons assez 

de ces odeurs d'~vier, de ces f~tiditls satisfaites, de ces latrines 

6 
intellectuelles." 

In the face of the weight of this general disapproval, three critics 

stand out in support of Genet's play, each one taking a slightly different 

line. ~arc Beigbeder was perhaps 1II0st free with his praise of the play, placing 

it by snalogy in the mainstream of the poetic tradition of french drama, or 

perhaps more precisely, very close to its source, "[Genet] fait parler 'ses 

1Gabriel Marcel, Les Nouvelles littlraires, 17 March 1949. 

2 L.E., La Croix, 6-7 March 1949. 

3Simiot, Revue des hommes et des mondea, no. 33 (April 1949), p. 674. 

4The actual width of Genet's appeal 1s illustrated by this quotation 
fro. an A.erican article on the contelllPorary literary scene: "Jean Genet ia a 
name and aomething of a legend in certain circles, but the circles do not 
extend to the larger or bourgeoia french reading public." Eleanor Clark, 
"The World of Jean Genet," Partisan Review, 16 April 1949, p. 442. The 
cre.tion of an anti-public, or .n avant-garde enobislll, was a180 diagnoaed by 
Gautier and AIIbri~re in the reviews already quoted. It is a charge that ha. 
been laid against most of the writers in the absurd tradition, even down to 
Roland OUbillard. 

5GUY Joly, L'Aurora-rrance Libr., 4 March 1949. 

6Jean-Jacquae Gautier, La figaro, 4 March 1949. 
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.auvais garyons' comme Racine faisait parler ses rois.,,1 Beigbeder thus 

implies that Genet's criminals are special representatives of the human race, 

above normal preoccupations, who live out their lives in an essential world 

of passions, an argument that has been used equally appropriately in the case 

of Beckett's tramps. In the twentieth century the Racinian prince is an 

anachronism; the image of modern society is the tramp or the criminal--an 

outsider, an alienated being. Curiously Jacques Lemarchand also links Genet, 

although more tentatively, with the seventeenth century. for him Yaux-Verts's 

dance, Lefranc's murder of Maurice, and the final appeal to lIIisfortune "incitant 

a penser qu'il y a tout autant de duperie, de vanitl, de puerilitl et de 

daseepoir dans Ie monde specialisl des criminels qu'il y an pouvait avoir ~ 

la cour de Louis XIV. Poussent a croire que les splcialistes quelle que aoit 

leur specialit.s ant memes tics, memes manies.,,2 Indeed, Lemarchand saas a 

general value in the play which can be communicated to the audience. Rinilri 

sillilarly sees an existential relevance in the action of the drBRIa, "une 

extraordinaire autocrlation": "L'homme meme d.scouvre avec stupeur que ses 

geetes, sa voix, son langage, sa douleur et son corps Icrivent a leur fayon, 

son histoire la plus authentique, et que sa dignit.s, la plus grande est 

d'assumer l'etre fondamental qu'il fait surgir de l'.sclatement de son lIoi 

disperse aux quatre coins d'une sc~ne obscure rendue visible. n3 

This duality of reactions to the play qualifies most strongly the 

premis. that a work of art (and perhaps the theatre most of all aince it is a 

communal art) must necessarily have a universal appeal, that the theme or 

character should act as a common bond with humanity, at any level, to facilitate 

the trensfer of experience from the author to the perceiver, be he a reader or 

spectator. Great works of art, according to this principle, have a universal 

significance beyond pure form. Perhaps the most refined and extreme dramatic 

examples are the classical tragedies of Recine where all is reduced to the 

1"'arc 8eigbeder, Le Parisien libere, 10 March 1949. 

2Jacques Lemarchand, Combat, 4 March 1949. 

3Rini.sri, La Hef, no. 52 (March 1949), p. 138. 
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IS8entisl. The chsracters, for inetance, are the embodiments of strong 

passions living in a quintessential universe. Nothing of the everyday datail 

of life is included. Personal idiosyncrasies are left aeide. In the case of 

Genet, 8S the quotations above show, the proce8s of universalization appears 

to be reversed with the detail of prison life blocking any transfer of common 

experience. As Gaetan Picon points out, this "pr~occupation de l'univeraalitl" 

does not figure in Genet's aesthetic: "Ainsi cette oeuvre choisit de 88 

construire sur un terrain entierement particulier, dlfendu de toue cStls par 

des barrieres protectrices--et je crois que l'on peut dire que le confidence 

1 de Genet est la premiere A se savoir at A se vouloir totale.ent exceptionnelle." 

Georges Bataille contends that the process of literary (and more widely, 

artietic) communication demands the effacement of the particularity of the 

author and the reader before the art work. To draw attention to oneeelf in 

thi8 process is to deny communication and, in fact, to deny the other in the 

two-way process. For Bataille this is exactly what Genet does: "Genet, qui 

Icrit, n'a ni Ie pouvoir ni l'intention de communiguer avec aes lecteurs. 

L'llaboration de son oeuvre a le 8ens d'une n'gation de ceux qui 1a lieent."2 

Apart fro. the rather jarring style of the drama with ita mixture of 

3 
"mots orduriers" and it8 incantatory power it is perhaps this aspect of 

negetion which most upset the critics. It is noteworthy tha~ the play was 

first produced in a double bill with raydaau's Llonie est an avance ou Ie mal 

Joli, a play of truly conventional character. Almost unanimously the critics 

attributed soothing qualities to this alight farce in order to "ra8alrlner lea 

apectateure apr~s 1a piece da Jean Genet": Gautier found it "une compensation"; 

~arcel declared "apr.s la poison, l'antidote"; Quemeneur rejoiced in "la 

gaietl rlparatrice" of the second play.4 However, more critical space ... as 

1Galtan Picon, Panor .. a d, 1a npuvelle 1ittlrature francaiee (PariSI 
Gallimard, 1949), p. 114. 

2Georges eataille La Littlrature et 1e mal (Paris:Ga1li.ard, 1957) p.219. 

3r • u de la Rampe, La Ca •• arole, 15 March-15 April 1949; and Georg •• 
aataille, Critiqu., vol. 5, no. 35 (April 1949), p. 371. 

4Intarim, Paprurqa, 10 "arch 1949; Gautier, Le figaro, 4 "arch 1949, 
Rarcel, Lea Nouvelle. 1ittlraira8, 17 ~arch 1949, Quemeneur, Rlform •• 2 April '4~ 
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devoted to Genet's play, perhaps a direct reflection of how great an 

impression the play had made. The hostility of the reaction is intentionally 

part of the play: "La r&probation et le haut-le-coeur qui r&pondent sans 

manquer ~ ce renversement, sont eux-memes partie dans l'incantation qui 

devient dans la nuit, ce spasme sans espoir, seul asaez tordu pour exhaler 

1 
la force du coeur." 

Haute Surveillance has been given very little attention as a piece of 

dramatic writing. ~ost of the critics reviewing the 1949 production contented 

themselves with a horrified refusal of the subject and passed no comment on 

the play in performance. A notable exception was Robert KeMp who, on the 

whole, found the play disappointing but nevertheless gave room in his review 

to two important points: "Le spectacle de cette dlch&ance mule, presque 

glometrique.ant,par un jeu de symltrie, en ascension, d&route les esprits 

2 
droite et scoeur. les sensibles." first of all he underlined the very 

hostile nature of the play which almost physically repels the audience, and 

eecondly h. observed that Genet achieves this "par un Jeu de eymltria." The 

very classical structure of the play has gone for the moat part unexamined. 

Although many of the critics were struck by the austerity of the work, noting 

in particular its "style viol~ent tendu" and its "dialogue classiqua," other. 

falt almost overwhelmed by its baroque poetry: "L'abondance d'une phraelologie 

qui prand rapidement l.s allures d'une inondation charriant les mota et les 

3 idle. com.e des noyle." This apparent contradiction is resolved if one 

realizes that the effect of the play lies partially in the tension created 

between the etringent structure and the almost romantic poetry which gushes 

torth in the long speeches. 

Coe msntions the structure of the play, qualifying it as "almost 

1aataille, Critique, vol. 5, no. 35 (April 1949), p. 372. 

2Robert Kemp. Le ~onde francais, vol. 15, no. 45 (June 1949). p. 488. 

3Jo1y , L'Aurore-franc. Libre, 4 ~arch 1949 whose words are almost 
duplicated by Gandrey-Rety (see dstails following): "un dialogue violemment 
tandu"; Kanters, L'Expres8, 21 September 1970, p. 92; and J. Gandrey-Rety, 
La Soir. 4 "arch 1949. 
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1 
perfect," but never discusses it. He chooses to follow a thellatic line, 

dadicating his whole saction on the play to a theological argument ot tha 

Jansenist and Molinist theories of grace and determinism firmly rooting the 

play aMongst the novels. Joseph H. McMahon, tor his part, does discuss tha 

play in part in the light of the 1962 New York production implying that Haute 

Survaillanca could be "more dramatically imposing,,2 than Les Bonnes. 

Interestingly, Mc Mahon witnessed the play in its original torm as publiahed 

in La Net and by Gallillard. This is a much les. structured varsion than that 

used by Gan.t in the initial production. Indeed, it is through an examination 

of these two differing versions and a later version which appears in the fourth 

volu •• of his complete works that one can see a development in Genet's dra.atic 

method. 

Haute Surveillance is a good illustration of how Ganet follows tha 

principla at singularization in contrast to the universal principle of artistic 

creation. o •• pite the antithetical nature of these two warda, a eimilar etfect 

reeults fro. their operation: a reduction in the intimate relationship between 

the author and the character, and the latter's release from the creator's 

psyche. This is perhaps a mora assential process in tha theatre than it ia in 

the naval, for aa Gouhiar statea: "L'essence du theatre ••• exige des ho.e. 

3 
reals dans un monda artificiel." It is noteworthy that Genet's procesa ot 

aingularization daveloped during the rehearsal. when the true natura of tha 

theatre began to emerge. 

The acant treatment of the play frail any other than the purely thematic 

angle i. not sltogether surprising if one accepts Genet's own opinion ot the 

play. In a nota prefacing the text of the play in the complete works, Genet 

states that it ia only "co .... une note au COllllle un brou1llon de p1~ca,"(IV:179), 

that he would prefer the play naver to be performed again. S1milarly he regards 

1C08 , Viaion of Jaan Genet, p. 235. 

2Josaph H. ~Mahon, The Imagination of Jean Genet (New Haven, Conn.: 
Yale Univeraity Press, 1963), p. 125. 

3Gouhiar, L'Essenca du theatre, p. 41. 
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the period of its creation with grave suspicion. It is just something 

hurriedly scribbled out "dans l'ennui et par inadvertance. C'eat cela; elle 

.. 'aura 'chapp'" (IV:179). 

The evidence would seem to suggest that Genet has not been absolutely 

truthful. The play has undergone one major refashioning and various minor 

textual alterations since 1947. Surely this care over the work indicate. that 

it i •• ore than a mere "brouillon de pi~ce." More difficult to underatand ia 

why Genet haa subsequently allowed at least two performances of the play since 

writing the note ebove. Arcady, the director of the 1970 Paris production, 

1 
explicitly states that he received permission from Genet himself. It could 

well ba that the early drafts of the play escaped "par inadvertance" but the 

text of the "'dition definitive,,2 has been remodelled. In fact, it follow. 

vary closely the tran81ation which appeared in 1954 and which, Bernard fr.cht..an 

tell. us, "follows the acting varsion, which supersedes the publiahed text."3 

The process of putting the play on the stage radically changed the text. In 

this raspect Haute Surveillance is typical of the dramatic art of Genet; all 

hi. play. have been altered and adjusted during their creation for the atage. 

The ba.ic atructural alter.tion developed in rehearsal. is that Veux-

Vert. no longer leaves his cell.atas to visit his wife. Thie apparently aimple 

reorganization has far-reaching affects on the play aa a whole at the lav.la 

of charact.rization, dr .. atic structure and intensity. The interrelated trio 

of charactera is never physically split and thus the tripartite tensiona b.t", •• n 

the. r •• ain unrelax.d throughout the play. In the original v.raion, moat of 

the vena. in the relationship between ~aurice and Lefranc waa left to b • 

• xpr •••• d in one long 8cene of confrontation which dominated the central •• ction 

4 
of the play during V.ux-Vert.'s ab.ence. In later versions, this long scen. 

1Arcady to Emile Copfermann, Les Lettre8 francaises, 23-29 Saptemb.r 
1970, p. 14. 

2J •• n Genet, Haut. Surveillanc., edition dlfinitive (Paria, Galli.ard, 
1965 r.pr. 1970). 

3J.an Genet, Death~atch, tran.. Bernard fracht.an (London. fab.r and 
rab.r, 1961), p. 5. 

4Tha "original veraion" appeared in La N.f, no •• 28 and 29 (Plarch and 
April 1947) r.pr. Galliaard, 1949. for thB Bcene of confrontation aee 
HS49a73-95, to be known a. the Plaurica-lafranc acene. 
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is broken up and the fragments distributed throughout the rest of the play, now 

enacted always in the presence and under the gaze of a third person, Yeux-

Varts. This is obviously more satisfactory on the purely thematic leval as 

Coe points outz "The dominating structural feature (both metaphysical and 

technical) of Genet's plays and novels is a three-point relationship: a trio 

which, in one way or another, is destined to resolve itself into that unity 

which, at bottom, it always was--with this rider, that an absolute Unity may 

also be a nlent, or a total Void.,,1 It also adds more effect to Lefranc's 

outburst: "Je dis que j'en ai assez d'etre entre vous deux, d'etre traversl 

par les gestes de l'un qui cause avec l'autre" (IV:189). 

Despite McMahon's enthusiasm for the New York production of the 

original version, the irreducible presence of the third person must add to the 

tension and, therefore, the success of the play. On the stage, this presence 

is .ad. more dramatically evident by Yeux-Verts spending most of his time 

pacing round the cell, encircling Maurice and Lefranc, and periodically staring 

fixedly into the audience. Simiot described this in the 1949 production as 

2 
"tournant comme des fauves dans leur cellule." The London Young Vic production 

emphasized his movement even more with a set that projected three sides of the 

d " J barred cell into tha au ~ence. Yaux-Verts, therefore, constantly passed 

through tha field of vision of the spectator, between him and the other charac-

ters, occaaionelly climbing up the bars to look down on the other two. 

In our interest in the way in which Genet has re-organized the play to 

allow for a more intense dramatic 8tructure, the basic points of similarity 

betwe.n the different versions must not be overlooked. In all versions Haut. 

Surv.ill.nc. ia based on the relationshipe between Yaux-Verts, Lefranc and 

"aurice; it is from these that the tension of the play aprings. Pressure ia 

1Coe , Vision of Jean Genet, p. 14. 

2Si.iot, R.vu. d.s ho .... et d ••• cnde., no. 33 (April 1949), p. 674. 
Thia id.a Df caged lion. i •• p.cifically rejected by Gen.t in e footnote which 
app.ar. solely in the O.uvre. Co.plate., "lci encore, co ... L •• Bonnee, i1 n. 
doit pa ••• pro •• n.r au ha.ard, n1 comma un 'lion en caga,' .a1a selon une 
un. glomltr1. prlvu. par la •• tteur an sc~ne" (IV:183). 

3April 1972, dir.ct.d by frank Dunlop. 
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exerted on the bonds between these three characters by external forces 

repreaented by Yeux-Verts's wife and the mysterious black convict, Boule de 

Neige, regarded as the king of the prison. The tension between Lefranc and 

Maurice results directly from Lefranc's scepticism regarding Yeux-Verts's 

atrength of character and his championing of Boule de Neige; in contrast, 

Maurice shows unfailing devotion to, and faith in, Yeux-Verts. for his part, 

Yeux-Verte remains aloof only involving himself in the squsbbles of Maurice 

and Lefranc to prevent violence. In fect, Lefranc aspires to the Christ-like 

position of Yeux-Verts and tries to obtain it by force at the end of the play. 

structurally, Genet has elected to use, even in the original version, 

the sc~ne ~ deux to express this triangle of forces. This technique is made 

far more noticeable by the alterations effected during rehearsals. for example, 

there ie a long sequence of exchanges that rune from Lefranc mistakenly taking 

down Yeux-Verts's jacket until Yeux-Verts re-asserts his authority over his 

wrangling cellmates. This sequence is about twice as long as the comparable 

1 
sequence in the revised versions. The rather rambling original in which the 

exchanges between Yeux-Verts and Maurice dominate, but not without five inter-

2 
ruptions by Lafranc, has been remodelled into two counterbalancing scenes a 

deux. The first is between Maurice and Yeux-Verts, the second between Lefranc ......... 
and Maurice, the whole sequence being brought together with the more dramatic 

intervention of Yeux-Verts: 

YEUX-VERTS. Ne vous disputez pas. 5i vous tenez A descandre ma famme, 
tirez au aort. 

LEFRANC (T MAURICE, ensemble: Pourquoi? Paa la peinel (IV:196)3 

This ia a more compact organization than the original terminating in a dramatic 

.o.ent which underlines the basic difference, and distance, between Yeux-Verts 

1A line count reveals 212 lines (H549:36-52) and 115 lines (IVI193-96). 

21n the 1949 edition, three interruptions are found on p. 39 and one 
each on p. 44 and p. 47 which add nothing to the development of the scene. 

3This a .. e quotation is found in the original version (HS49:52) after 
another altercation between Lefranc and Maurice concerning an atte.ptad 
escape by Maurice in which Lefranc helped him; this peraonal detail in the 
paat ia o.itted altogether from the revised veraions. 
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and his two cellmates. It occurs prior to a more precise scene leading to 

Yaux-Verts's "dance of destiny." 

However, the major re-organization concerns the long scene between 

~aurice and Lefranc, alone on stage, which disappears in the later editions. 

Instead of relying on this one long scene to build up tension between Lefranc 

and Maurice to such a height that it is dramatically acceptable for Lefranc 

finally to murder Maurice, Genet has reworked the relevant detail of this long 

scene into three already existing situations at three different points in the 

1 
play. The drsmatic effect of this rewriting is that a crescendo of antagonism 

now .ounts between Maurice and Lefranc throughout the whole length of the play 

with these three specific points as key scenes in this accelerating process. 

for the orgenization of the original to be effective Genet needed 

extra dialogue in order that the themes of contention between Maurice and 

Lefranc, already touched on, could be re-introduced into the long acene. One 

example in particular shows that he relied on partial requotation: 

"AURIC£I Yeux-Verta te l'a expliqul: en prison i1 n'y a plus de rois, 
plus de vrai .ecs. (HS49:77) 

This refers back SOMe sixty pages to the first few pages of the play: 

YEUX-VERTS: A la fortere.se, il n'y a plus de monarque. (HS49:17) 

Obviously the lengthy use of dialogue in itself will tend towarde a dissipation 

of the e.bryonic tension. It would appear that to counteract this weakening 

of the situation Ganet resorted to a lot more personal invective, more spiteful 

to be surs, but leea dr .. atically effective than the use of cross-reference to 

points of contention on which the scenea of the lster editions draw for their 

power: 

Tu ."coaurea (HS49:76 twice) 
Tu es jaloux (HS49:78) 
Tai.-toi (HS49IBO) 
8oucla-l~, "aurica, tu .a dlgoute. (HS49181) 
N. bavs pa., tu .e dlgoute. (HS49:83) 
Salop. (HS4918S) 
Jlan ai .arre da ta aala gueule (HS49:85) 
Salaud (HS49& 87, 93; and 95) 

A corollary to the nscss.ity for reintroducing the.e. already touched 

1Genat, D.C. IV, pp. 187-91, pp. 194-96; and pp. 207-12. 
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on is that Genet must have wasted opportunities in the original to develop 

real dramatic situations from the germ inherent in the dialogue. This point 

can best be illustrated by direct references to the text and to that situation 

which develops after Yeux-Verts withdraws from the dialogue with an unanswered 

"Pourquoi?" (IV:187-91; HS49:25-32). In all versions a scene a deux ensues 

between Lefranc and ~aurice and much the same material is used except that 

in the revised versions Genet has grafted passages from the MauricB-Lefranc 

scene onto the framework supplied by the original dialogue. 

A first skirmish builds up to a flash point. Maurice boasts of his 

solidarity with Yeux-Verts in front of the solitary Lefranc whose earlier 

attampt to strangle ~aurice was only prevented by Yeux-Verts's timely inter-

vention. At this point Genet includes a passage from the Maurice-Lefranc scene: 

MAURICE: Tu vois? Tu vois, Jules, je ne peux pas dire un mot. Tu 
voudrais nous rlduire a z~ro, Yeux-Verts et moi. Non, Jules Lefranc. 

LEfRANCa Je m'appelle Georges. 
MAURICE: On a l'habitude de t'appeler Jules. Tu devrais nous prlvenir 

au lieu de te vexer. Tu cherches a nous rlduire. (IV:187-88)1 

The insertion of this passage between the repetition of "tu cherches l noue 

rlduire" acts as a breathing space in the argument, almost a discursive element 

.. onget the boiling tempers. Nevertheless it is far from gratuitous. The 

issue prior to this exchange is that of lefranc's identity which the insertion 

questions sgain in a slightly different vein. The poeition of the passage in 

the original version is i .. ediately after Yeux-Verts leaves the stage; it is 

the initial attack of the long scene. Its mesning is not quite so striking 

thera aa in its new position, and the point is very soon lost under the weight 

of argument that follows; it is just one small detail that adds another strand 

to the web of antipathy which exists between the two characters. In the naw 

position the inasrtion still performs that function but does so more strongly 

as wall aa having a dramatic purpose, a brief hiatus in the flow of charge 

and counter-charge which helps to structure the scene. 

Only two speaches later Genet .akas another insertion from the ~aurica-

Lefranc scene which runs until another dramatic paUSB when Maurice flicks hi. 

1A lengthier statement is usad in the 1949 varaion, pp. 73-74. 
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head affectedly, a gesture which is repeated throughout the play and always 

brings a renewed outburst from Lefranc. The interpolation primarily serves 

to add texture to the relationship between Lefranc and Maurice which up until 

this point has been very openly pure antagonism: 

MAURICE: Tout a Ilheure tu as cherche a me supprimer mais il y a des 
nuits que tu me refiles les couvertures. Tu as peur que j'aie 
froid. (IV:188; HS49:83-84) 

Introducing this detail earlier in the play makes more sense dramatically; to 

introduce a new element in the relationship suddenly, much leter on, tends to 

weaken the effect of the situation as is seen by the revealed identity which 

dispels all tension at the end of a Marivaux play or, more crudely, at the end 

of a melodrama. Here again, this new arrangement enriches the plethora of 

themes that run through the dialogue often at a secondary level. For instanca, 

up to thia stage in the action, Maurice has been lording it over Lefranc 

confident in hia faith in Yeux-Verts, enough so to try and make Lefranc feel 

an outsider, 

MAURICE: Mon amitie avec Yeux-Verts, je me charge de la defendre • 
• • • 5ans Yeux-Verts, j'y passais. C'est a lui, c'est a Yaux-Verts 
que je dois la vie •••• Tu voudrais noue reduire a zero. (IV:187) 

Lefranc is in total isolation: 

MAURICE: Tu es tout seul, ne l'oublie pas. (IV:188) 

Lefranc's caring for Maurice, revealed by the new version, is also used to 

reinforce .ore cruelly the division in the cell: 

MAURICE: Je .'en auis aper~u il y a longtemps. Et Yeux-Verts aussi. 
C'etait encore une occasion pour noua foutra de ta gueula. (IV:188) 

Additionally there is the undercurrent theme of the intruder which ia 

atrengthened by tha new order of dialogue. Maurice taunts Lefranc: "Dans 

trois Jours, heureusament, tu auras quitte la cellule," which echoes his 

earlier: "Heureu.ement que tu tlen vsa. On sera tranquilla" (IVI188; and 187)0 
s 

This theme is particularly doubla-edged since Lefranc, too, fin~ the presenca 

of ~aurica obtrusive snd disruptive in what he considers a working relationahip 

with Vaux-Verts: "Avant ton arrive. ici tout march.it bien. Av.c Veux-Vert. 

on .-accordsit co .. e deux ho .. e.," a faithful echo of the a .. e point already 

expr •••• d: "Maurice, ne reco ... nce paa a apporter dea complication. dana 1. 
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cellule" (IV:188; HS49:86; and IV:187). 

The development of the situation from this point is explosive. rrom 

this firm base in which the antagonisms are sketched in all their complexity, 

the dialogue is suddenly intensified; the casual flaunting "seste de rejeter 

du front une impossible mache de cheveux" exasperates Lefranc throwing him 

into a fit of temper (IV:188). This next section of the scene exactly follows 

a passage in the original version but is extended to include another detail 

of the relationship. Lefranc gives some of his soup to Maurice who in turn 

passee it on to Yeux-verts--again a reinforcement of Lefranc's solitary 

position (IV:189; HS49:50). 

A further stage of development is reached when a sardonic comment by 

"aurice induces Lefranc to fresh outbursts, 

"AURICE, ironigue: Sur la gal~re? 
LEfRANCa RlplteJ 
"AURICEa Je dis: sur la gal~re. 
LErRANC: Tu.e dlfies? Tu veux me pousser au bord? Maurice, tu veux 

que je recommence? (IV:189) 

This final section is fashioned out of material collected together from 

various parts of the original version, but the most important sequences 

derive fro. the original Maurice-Lefranc scene. The final co.bination of 

speeches leads to a violent outburst of enraged passion. It shows a reveraal 

of the balance of power in their relationship, Lefranc effectively evolving 

fro. hia position of solitary inferior to a position of do.ination over the 

weakening "aurice. Lefrenc uses the emotive question of the relationship 

between Veux-Verts snd his wife declaring that he (Lefranc) has been trying 

to eetrange th .. and will continua to do 80. Maurice in the face of thia 

ae.ault turns instinctively to Yeux-Verts and calls on hi. twice. 

"AURICEa Qu'est-ce que tu veux faire da lui? O~ l'e .. enar? (A Yeux
Vart •• ) Veux-Verts, tu l'Icout.s? 

LEFRANCa Cela ne te regarda pas. C'est entra nous deux, et .a.e si 
J. dais changer de cellule, je continuerai. Et .a.e 8i Je sors de 
tortaresse. 

"AURICE: Yeux-Vertsl (IV:190) 

Theee two calls for aid punctuate the growing a.aurance of Lefranc and throw 

the opposition of "surice and Lefranc into .harper relief. Of course, tha 

physical presence of Veux-Vert. on stege vastly enhances ths atfect of thes. 
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pleas, the impassioned Maurice turning to the impassive Yeux-Verts only to be 

met by his cold stares and singular detachment. This small detail of production 

visually marks the physical and spiritual gulf between Yeux-Verts and his 

cellm.te. and prepares the way for the final deception of ~aurice who will 

realize that he (~aurice) has been betrayed by his god. In the original 

varsion this striking stage image was rendered impossible by the absence of 

Vaux-Verts, and the dialogue is subsequently weaker: 

LEfRANC: ~&me ai je dois changer de cellule je continuersi. Et d~a 
qu'il sers rentre tu pourras l'avertir. 

"AURICE: Je vaia me generl (HS49:93) 

The lateat veraion alao demonstrates a more telling use of repeated 

phr •••• to translate the increase in tension; the two pleas to Yeux-Verts are 

one example. A repeated ".alaud," once at the beginning and once at the end, 

act a. harsh expressions of anger enveloping the sequence (IV:190; and 191). 

The third instance i. the interjection "ce n'e.t pas vrain; Just aa the fir.t 

appeal to Veux-Vert. is an interrogative which develop. into the .xcl ... tion 

of the rapetition, so the force of this phrase ia increased at each repatition, 

the final one again being in the form of an exclamation (IV:190; and 191). 

This phraae also showa Genet revising the text after the ao-called "'dition 

d'finitivan of 1965. In the text of the Oeuvr.s Co.pl~tes, the paesaga reads: 

"AURICE, la. dants .arrle., 
LEfRANC, il i.ite "aurica, 

le dire' (IV:190) 

Ca n'est pas vrai. 
Ce n'est pas vrai? Tu ne t'entenda paa 

Tha ai.icry of "aurica by Lafranc is an addition which raveals the complate 

awing of authority to L.franc. The ansuing .p.ech becomes evan .ore cruel in 

it. sadi.tic, almost senaual, torturing of "aurica, Lefranc playa on hi. 

privilegad position at Veux-Verts's aide a. his amanuanai •• 

This whole concluding saction is built around the relation.hip betwean 

Vaux-verts and hi. wife. "ora specifically it show. how that force, external 

to tha call, thraaten. the balanc. of relationships inaida it. This theme is 

extr ... ly important throughout tha play and i. a fitting on. with which to clo.a 

this .c~ne ~ deux, baing powerful enough to turn the anger into paroxyam. Th. 

bathos which could ea.ily follow such a climax of tension i. avoided by a 
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skillful switch in tone. The final speech by Maurice effects this transition. 

It begins in anger, angar trying to combat Lefranc's domination. 

"AURICE. Jalouxl Tu es Jalouxl Tu aurais voulu qu'on parle da toi dans 
touta la france COmMe on a parll de Yeux-Verts. C'Itait beau. (IVa191) 

The lest two words introduce the remembrance of Yeux-Verts'e notoriety which 

concludee in eomething approaching a reverential hymn to his cri.e: 

ftAURICEI La terre, la terre entiera Itait parfumle. Et les meins de 
Veux-Verts? Sea mains pleines de sang pour Icarter le ridaau des 
fen'tree? Et secouer 8e8 cheveux chargls de lilas. Comme il nous 
l'a racontl. (IV.191)1 

At this point Yeux-Verts, nstuplfait," suddenly turns to rejoin the action. 

The ecene is closed and the action moves off into eetting the scene for 

Veux-verts's "dance of destiny." 

Taken as a complete unit this scene A deux is skillfully constructed 

to allow for a controlled build-up to a powerful final mo.ent of anger. The 

criss-crossing of the various currents of contention echoing each other give 

it a denee rich texture mottled with the swing in the balance of power between 

Lefranc and "aurica. 

If this reworking of the play makes for a .ore solid dramatic struc-

tura, it also sharpens the antagonia. between "aurice and Lefranc. They 

e.erge much more claarly as adversaries from the final version than from the 

original edition. A casa in point follows tha previous illustration quite 

clo.ely. The ra-organizad atructure ia best explained as followe, Ganat has 

brought togather two moments of confrontation between ~aurice and Lefranc by 

euppreeeing s aequence of intervsning dialogue and then adding a sariaa of 

.paechas from their original long acene. The marriage of these la.t spaache. 

to tha whole i. particularly well effactad ineide the mov •• ant of ona spaach' 

"AURICE, En far-blancl Apr~a je n'aurais plus ~,~ .e transfor.er en 
roae pour .e faire cueillirJ En rose au en marguarite. En marguarite 
au an gueule-de-loup. "ats toi, jamais tu n'arrivara. 1 un .i beau 
r4.ultat. 11 .uffit de ta regarder. Tu n'ea pas fait pour cela. Je 
na di. pa. que tu .ois innocent, je na dis pas non plus queen tant 
que c .. briolaur tu ne vailles rian, .ais pour un cri •• c'eat autre 
choae. (IV,195)2 

1Gen• t has held back this speech for use in a latar situation. 
Originally it occurred in the first pages of the play (HS49a15). 

20riginally the fir.t half of this epeech occurred HS49,59-60 and tha 
concluding .action, HS49,88. 
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Once more the theme of ~aurice as the accepted member of the inner sanctum of 

criminals is established, and Lefranc is portrayed as the outsider, the petty 

burglar of no importance. Again thi8 situation generate. a very definite 

.motional clash between ~aurice and Lefranc, imprinting on the memory the power 

of their rivalry which makes the final 8cene of confrontation and murder the 

more acceptable. This time, too, it i8 Yeux-Vert. who calms the tempers, 

VEUX-VERTS: Ne VOU8 disputez pas. Si vous tenez a descendre ma femme, 
tirez au sort. 

LEfRANC ET MAURICE, en.e.ble: Pourquoi? Pas la peine1 (IV:196) 

The laet two direct quotations from the play also underline, in the middle of 

this scene of bitter antagonism, the di.tance between that aquabble and the 

level that Veux-Verts has attained by hi. crime which is "autre chose." 

"aurice and Lefranc, together, do not understand his motivations. 

The final scene of murder is another illustration of the construction 

of a .o.ent of tenaion bordering on the exploitation of the dramatic situation. 

In the original varaion the murder i. almost rushed and ia over aeemingly 

before the tension haa mounted sufficiently to justify it. In the later 

aditions, tha murdar scene is strengthened particularly by e apeach that varga. 

on incantation, a spaach modelled on lines originally in tha ".urice-Lefranc 

sc.nal 

"AURICEa Et c'est Yeux-Verts qui en fait les fr.ia' C'est lui qui a 
payl. Lui qui a It I choisi. Et moi, si j'attire le malheur, ca n'a.t 
pas an avalent les aventuras daa autrea: c'ast a cau •• d ••• gueula. 
J. ta l'ai dit. Je auis marqul, moi auasi, aaia m. vraie marque, c'est 
.a guaula1 "a guaule, •• jolie petite gueule de voyou. Je me dlcida 
a ae d4fendre. Tu empestea la cellula et je vais la d4barra.a.r da 
ta. ordur... Tu noua Icoaurea. Tu ea faux. faux Jusqu'. la aoalla. 
fau •• ea ton hiatoira da 18 galere at tes marques aux poigneta, faux 
tes aacrat •• vec notra f .... , faus.aa taa complicationa a propoa du 
nigra, faux tea tatouages, fau •• ea tae col~res, fausee • • • 

LErRANC: Arr.tal (IV:211)1 

Thi. verb.l deriding of Lefranc acts aa tha springboard into the bayond, a 

real. whare angar i. raplacad by a relentlass .arch towards death and .urd.r. 

Lefranc p ••••• beyond r.ge and the murder is coaplatad. 

Thua, th.ra are thra. diatinct pariods of confront.tion, all of which 

'Tha beginning of tha spa.ch (until "guaule d. voyou") wa. found 
originally in the ~.urice-Lefrenc .cena (HS49z91-92); the concluding pa •• age 
1. an addition to the revi.ed varaions. 
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build up to a fever pitch. The first two are stopped by the indirect or direct 

intervention of Yeux-Verts; the final sequence is carried through to its final 

conclusion. Thst Yeux-Vert. h8s withdrawn from the world of the two other 

lessar convicts i8 dramatically and physically emphasized by a stage direction: 

YEUX-V£RTS, visage tandu: Vous m'epuisez, tous le8 deux. Vous m'obligez 
a plus d'efforts que vous. faites vite qu'on n'en parle plus. (IV:212) 

The reorganization around these three scenss as opposed to the one 

long central Maurice-Lefranc scene shows an obviou8 desire to structure their 

reletionship, to bring its nature out more clearly. But this desire is even 

more obvious in s.all details. As late 8S 1968 and the appearance of the 

Oeuvres Coaplates, Genet was altering emsll points in the Maurice-Lefranc 

relationship. In a quotation above, Maurice opans with an exclaaatory "en 

far-blanc"; this forms part of an insult-counter-insult: 

LEfRANC: Ordure! 
MAURICEI En fer-blanc! 

Thase lines only appear in the latest revision of the play. They are repaatad 

twice in tha first scane of confrontation, once midway through the play, and 

finally in the clo.ing minutes of the play (IV:19S; 198-99; and 210). They 

indicata throughout the play the entagonism between the.e two cellmate. and, 

also, the essantial flaw in Lafranc's conduct: he i8 and will remain false; 

he is almost predestined to fsl1 in his attempt to reach the position of 

est.aa occupied by Yeux-Verts. Thls failing of Lefranc is also expressed in 

a aingla line: 

MAURICE: Tu ne connais pas grand-chose sl tu n'en connais que le 
signee (IV:209; HS49:118) 

This line was spoken by Yeux-Verts in the versions prior to the 1965 edition 

dlfinitive. Its transfar from him to Maurice reinforces the rivalry batwean 

Maurice and Lafranc. 

Thara i. another indicetion that the sharpening of the relation.hip 

batween Maurica and Lefranc waa a willed stap by Genat. An exa.ination of the 

etaga directiona of aanner revaals a suatained increaee in the emotion to 

ba expressad: 



1949 Gallimard Edition 

extenul (p. 11) 
No stage direction (p. 11) 
d8Signant Lefranc doucement (p. 12) 
douce.ent (p. 12) 
No stage direction (p. 25) 
No stage direction (p. 29) 

Oeuvres Completes IV, 1966 

violent (p. 183) 
sec (P. 183) 
~ designant Lefranc (p. 183) 
violent (p. 183) 
violent (p. 187) 
touJours plus violent (p. 188) 

The laat two sx .. ples ara furthermore accompanied by a whole sequence of 

directions governing the performance of Maurice which are abasnt from the 
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1949 Galli.ard texta first, he must be overco.e by Lefranc's attack, t'presgua 

pa.,"; but then his recovery is marked by increasingly strong directions, 

"touJours pa.l. mais vraie petite salope"; and finally as he reaches authority, 

"de plus en plus provocaot •• ais debarrssse de saloperie" (IV:194-95). Thi. 

proc.ss can be seen as a tightening up of attitude. inside the play; each 

character becomes more firmly what he represents which is achieved without 

proliferation of detail. 

The amount of personal detail that we are given about tha charact.r8, 

in fact, varie. from edition to edition. Originally Yeux-Verts was a big 

handsome twenty-two-year-old with his feet in chains, but by 1968 he is aimply 

a chained twenty-two-year-old. ~aurice and Lefranc both lose their phy.ical 

atribute. and tha Surveillant becomes an ordinary "vingt-cinq ans" instead ot 
1 

"Joli et beau." The tading detail would 8ugge8t that Genet had a .ore 

definite picture of his protagonists in 1949,who were perhaps based on real 

acquaintance •• 

The traneformation in the character of Yaux-Verts between the original 

veraion and subsequent .ditions eea.s to bear out this obsarvation. Originally 

the ralationship betwean Yeux-Verts and his wife is very .. bivalent with Yeux-

verts alternating between calm serenity and sobbing panic, particularly in one 

extended pa.sage: 

YEUX-VERTS: C'est Jeudi darniar quialle .e diaa1t adieu, tu as raison. 
Adiau pour touJour.. Avec 8as yeux chavirls, ells prena1t congl. • • • 
"aurica' Garde-la! Retians-la! Ratiens-la par le. chevilleel Ratians 
sa petit. gueule! Rati.ns-Ia par 1a coul "a til1al ••• "a petit. 
f .... 1 Ell •• a leiss. tout 8aul au miliau du 8able. Tu taus Ie c .. pl 
Tu t l envolesl "aurica, "aurice. (HS49136-37) 

1compare the list. ot dr .. atis per.onae, HS4919 and IV1181. 
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The fear that she will desert him to seek another is unbearable to him 

(HS49:38), yet at the end of the play he graciously offers her to the guard. 

s The change in attitude takes place off stage; he return~from his visit to the 

parloir with a big smile revealing the "reconcilietion between [himeelf] ••• 

1 
and his wife." In the revised version, the periods of weakness are severely 

muted if not suppressed entirely. Indeed, Yeux-Verts, although now on stage 

all the time, says less and remains as a kind of Nemesis haunting the cell. 

There remains the moment of hesitation when the guard announces the arrival of 

his wife: 

YEUX-VERTS: C'est ~oi? Non? Elle est venue. (11 hasita.) Elle est 
venue? ah bien, va lui dire qu'elle seen aille. (IVa2~2 

The last clause expresses that the decision has already been taken; he no 

longer needs consultation with his wife to know that it is ~ who grants her 

her freedom. The increased self-reliance shown by this example is more in 

keeping with the position which Yeux-Verts occupies in the play: the superior 

criminal, almost a saint, who bears proudly the responsibility for his actions. 

Throughout the later version, he is always in command of the situation, 

existing in a world apart from his cellmates, firm and decisive. A clear 

instance is the offer of the opportunity for killing his wife to b. decided 

by un tirase au sorta 

YEUX-VERTSa II faut tirer. II faut tirer au sort. (IV:198) 

Originally his decision is weakened by doubt and hesitation: 

YEUX-VERTS: Alors, on va tirer. On va tirer au sort, msis avec 
quai? (HS49:64) 

The definitive Yeux-Vert. is an extremely powerful figure on the 

staga, towering above the lesser personnages of ~aurice and Lefranc. In tha 

1949 production of the play, supervised by Genat him.alf, this aspect was very 

3 
clearly underscored by the physical appearance and gestures of the actors. 

1 "c"ahon, Imagination of Jean Genet, p. 141. 

2In the original varsion this quotation terminates after (II h'sita.) 
and is followed by the exit of Yeux-Verts (HS49a73). 

3This inform.tion has been culled from close study of photographs of 
tha original production available at the Bibliothaque de l'Ar.enal (Paris), 
ref. no. 1961.3.462. Photos by Bernard. 
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Yaux-Verts is made to look more powerful and forceful by having more of his 

body exposed: the tightly fitting, horizontally barred prison shirt i8 ripped 

in a deep "V" down his chest; tha sleeves are turned back above the elbow. 

The i.pression is that of a man bursting out of his costume, whereas both 

Lefranc and Maurice wear thair sleeves down, apparently comfortable in their 

shirts. The .ajority of the tiMe Yeux-Verts is spacially separated from hi. 

two cellmate. who are often involved in aome physical clinch. Hi. stance is 

very .olid, square, hia hands forced positively into his pocket. 8S opposed 

to the casual appearance of Maurice and Lefranc. His interaction with Maurice 

end Lefranc is confined to a stylized movement of the head towards the. while 

his frame remains squarely turned in another direction. Even his voice is 

different; many of the critics in 1949 were struck by the "lpre accent.,,1 

The overall .ffect of Tony Taffin's performance as Yeux-Verts is best reaumed 

by Robert Kemp: "visage p~a, les yeux stagnants ••• l'apre voix qui 
2 

gargouille dans aa gorge manacle." Yeux-Verts has developed into the strong 

character pursuing his destiny, but a destiny that takes him further away 

from the ordinary man. Here i. the procees of singularization of the hero, 

the equivalent of universalization in a world whose value. heve been inverted. 

In this connection, it is illuminating to ob.erve the modifications to 

the character and portrayal of the guard. His inclusion in tha play haa an 

intereat in itself in that he i. the first repreeentative of the Eatablishmant 

in the play. of Genet and a. auch can be regarded aa the prototype for the 

ah .. dignitaries of Le aalcon and the .embers of the Court in Lea N~9re •• 

Acros. the various vereions thare appears to be a concentration of relevant 

detail about the guard which make. him l.es un surveillant and more "L. 

Survaillant." Details of instances of past connivance with the cri.inal. are 

omitted & 

YEUX-VERTS: Je ne dlfend. paa lea gardiene .aie celui-li •• t un bra.e 
type. Ce n'.st pa. 1. premi~r. foi. qu'il rand des service •• (HS49&103) 

1Joly• L'Aurora-France Libre, 4 ~arch 1949. 

2Kemp • Le ~nde, 4 "arch 1949. 
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However, he does still remein special, "difflrent," and "chic" (IV:203). 

There persists the intimation of a secret pact between him and Yaux-Varts, 

perhaps an echo of guaralle de Brest, but he gives far more the impression of 

a staraotyped prison guard snepping out questions with no regard for fealings: 

LE SURVEILLANT, il sourit: Olpeche-toi. Ta femme t'attend au parloir. 
YEUX-VERTS: Je ne descends pas. 
LE SURVEILLANT, toulours calme: La raison? 
YEUX-VERTS: Je dis: je ne descends paa. Va lui dire qu'elle s'en 

retourne. 
LE SURVEILLANT: Definitif? 
YEUX-VERTS: Tout ce qu'il y a da. Mademoiselle est morte. 
LE SURVEILLANT: ~a te regarde. Je vais faire la commission. (11 examine 

la cellule.) Tout est en ordre ici? 
LEfRANC: Tout est en ordre, vous Ie voyez bien. 
LE SURVEILLANT, a Lefranc: Oui? Et ~a? (11 dlaigna le lit dafait.) 

Rlpondaz? (Silence.) Vous ne voulez pas rlpondra? Je vous dam an de 
pourquoi Ie lit eat dlfait. (IV:201) 

In all varaions ha aquatas himsalf with the Universal Guard and thus 

anticipate. characters of the later plays, especially the Judge in Le Balcon 

and the Governor in Les Neg res who also express the connection between the 

criminal and the judge: 

LE SURVEILLANT: Vous ne savez paa ce qu'il faut voir, endurar pour 'tre 
gardien de prison. Vous ne savez pas qu'il faut etre juste la 
contraire des voyous. Ja dis bien: juste le contraira. (IVI202) 

The development of Haute Surveillance reveals a movement away from a 

very privata, intimate world exprassed "par inadvertance" towarda a world 

nonetheless alienated from everyday society but polished into a structured form. 

The raorganization of the play has been effected mainly by a tachnique of 

transfer and insertion, but thare are, however, certain details that have baen 

omittad altogether. Primarily, the dedication which appeared at the head of 

the La Nef edition and the original 1949 Gallimard edition has vanished in 

frechtman's translation and all later editions. The dedication was to a 

criminal friend of Gene~Lucien Slnemaud. In the text of the play, references 

to women following their criminal men to Siberia are written out (HS49a41-42). 

This appears to be a preoccupation with Genat as it is mentioned in both 

Les Bonnas and Journal du voleur. Referencea to the inhabitanta of the 

criminal underworld are reduced: the extra tattoo adorning Yeux-Verta'a tor80, 

"en eouvenir de Papillon," i8 o.itted (HS49a44); the long list of criminals 
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cited in a kind of ritual by Lefranc and Ysux-Verts is greatly curtailed 

(IV:208-9; HS49:116-19). Finally, an overt reference to Saint Vincent de Paul 

ia not included after the first production (H549:81). Significantly, that 

saint is considered "one of the more problematic figures in Genet'a hagiological 

hierarchy." The original text quite clearly links Lefrane and the story ot 

the aaint allowing great insight into the position of Lefranc; it aeeme to 

underline why he does not attain the glory of Yeux-Verts. For Genet it is not 

enough to assume the punishment due to others, one also has to co •• it the 

1 
cri.es: "The punishment has significance only in terms of the crime." 5imil-

arly, to go freely to the guillotine (which Lefranc does by murdering ~aurice) 

ia .eaningless without a crime which is gratuitous. 

The .ovement away from personal detail in the text is paralleled by 

a .ove.ent away from strict naturalism in the setting of the play. The original 

direction. for the conatruction of the sst in the 1949 version imply that the 

set envisaged should be a faithful representation of a priaon cell: a door in 

one wall, pilee at mattresses, the toilets, a grilled fanlight, a "planchette 

'critoire," a tsble and wooden chair chained to the wall, en iron bed with 

blankets, and even the prison regulations on the wall (HS49:9-10). All theae 

propertiea can only be justified by a realist aesthetic aine8 there is only 

one .ention of any of them (with the exception of the door, point of access 

and departure for the parloir), and this mention is of no dramatic importance.2 

The whole a .. phasis is directly atated: uNous somlles 8n priaon" (HS49:10). In 

the later editions thi8 statemant disappears together with much of the detail, 

only the fanlight and a block at granite as a bed remain. The streas ia now 

IlUch .ore on suggestion a "l'intlri.ur de la cellule en .aconnerie. dont lea 

pi.rr •• taill',a .ont apparentes. doit faire aupposer A la prison une archl-

t tr~ cOIlDliauLett (IV:181). This is not an attempt to univeraalize ~ac urel' B 

the play, the convicts are still very much en situation. Indeed, Genet 

1Coe , Viaion of Jean Genet, p. 187 and p. 188. 

2The ana mention is: ""AURICE, touchant la table: Ne ceuee pas de 
.alheur, grand" (HS49:33). 
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describes the bars on the fanlight "dont les polntes Bont dlriglfes vers 

l'intlrieur" (IV:181). The effectiveness of the play depends on the setting 

to evoke the claustrophic atmosphere, the intensity of emotion contained in 

the cell. This explains in part why Yeux-Verts's departure in the original 

text is a weakness; it releases tension. The mysterioua forces that oppress 

the cell (Yeux-Verts's wife, Boule de Neige) and that are expressad verbally 

are given real existence by his going to his wife; this reality detracts from 

their power and their obsessive hold over ~aurice and Lefranc. 

The two ~ajor productions of Haute Surveillance in Paris illustrete 

the role of the setting. Genet's 1949 production still retained a very prison-

like atmosphere. The set was constructed in such a way as to give the 

i_pression that the cell was hewn out of great granite blocks. The acting 

area was completely dominated by the huge barred prison door elevated by three 

solid granite steps, the whole dwarfing the actors. The lighting was dark and 

si.ple, the costumes were almost realistic. What brought a note of discord into 

the production was the use of colours and stylized acting. A fina balanca 

had to be struck between the cadre which was realistic and the Jeu which was 

nota "Ella eat difficile Ividemment a mettre en scene, car elle contraint, 

co .. e dane une tragldia, e de8 pOBes stylisle8, voire mecani.'e8, que 8eula 
1 

de grand. acteurs peuvent supporter." 

In 1970, Arcady tried to univer.alize the play. On a completely open 

stage again.t • white backdrop, he constructed "un dlcor de barr •• parall~l.e 
2 

et d'lchafaudagas de tuba •• 4talliquas." Costume. were non-exi.tent with 

Vaux-varta par forming his dance in the nude. Tha lighting wa. far fro •• i.pla, 

"una plnombra balayle savsmment par des projecteur. 9iratoira. at des lu.i~raa 

3 
dlco.poaante •• " Arcady al.o introduced element. of his owna dancing, 

4 
"projectiona d'a.biance lu.ineuses," fil •• , and •• plification. The final 

18elgbeder, La Parisian liblrl, 10 "arch 1949. 

2senart, Ravue da. deux .ondea, no. 11 (Noua.bar 1970), p. 436. 

3"aurice "-reier, Paris-Th,atraa Paris-Spectacle., no. 270 (1970), p. 10 • 

• CDpf.r •• nn, Le. Lettra8 francal.a8, 23-29 Septe.bar 1970, p. 14. 
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tableau depicted Yeux-Verts "au sOlllllet d' une ISchelle ['Clair'e] d tune lumiere 

1 
dore. pour lui perl1lettre d'affirmer ••• qu'il est l'appele, l'elu du I'lalhaur." 

The ettempt waa to give the text a dimension it does not posses.. Arcady 

explained the rationale behind the production to Emile Copfermanna "Jlai 

cherche ~ creer un environnement .ais en jouant Ie theatre, sans chercher a 
2 

aller vers le public, plutot 8 l'attirer vers nous." This obviously runa 

counter-current to Genet'. intention and, indeed, the sense and direction of 

the work. The force of the play derives from the vehemence of the relation-

ships between the three characters inside the cell. The outside world does 

exert an influence inside the four walls but to open the cell to the world 

destroys the play: "Qu'll neglige 8 peu pr~a co.pllttsment les indications de 

l'auteur passe, .ais quand une oeuvre tire une partie de sa violence du hui. 

clos, n'a8t-ce pas un contre-sens de briser les murs par des prOjection. et 
3 

des bruitage. ineietants?" 

Not only doee the success of the play depend on the tensions of a closed 

world, but al.o most .arkedly on the physical presance of the individual actors. 

A certain amount has alr.ady been said about the acting of Veux-Verts, but 

a preci.. ex .. ple taken fro. the text of the play illustrate. how Genet ha. 

beCOMe aware of the basic medium of the stage--the hu.an presencel 

LEFRANC, a Veux-Vertsa Veux-Verts? Boule de Neige, il t'lera.e. 
"AURICEI Tu reco .. ence.? C'est parce que ce .atin, en rentrant de 1a 

pro.enada, dans Ie couloir il tla envoye un sourire. 
LEFRANCI A .01? ~a .·atonnerait. 

Veux-Vert retourne s'srrete at fixe tour ~ tour Lefrane 
at ~aurie.. IV:1B4 

The .ere gaze of Veux-Varts, a deliberate action, is enough to imply hi. 

knowledge of the real destination of Boule d. Neige's s.ile. The episode 

beco .. s .ore dr .. atie if one taka. note of the extra .tag. direction add.d to 

the Oeuvre. CO!pl~te, edition: "lIn. doit pas .e pro.ener au hasard, ••• 

• &1. eelon une gaa.atri. prevua par Ie .etteur an .e~ne" (IVa1B3). Veux-Vert.'s 

p. 14. 

1Jacque. Le •• rchand, Le figaro littaraira, 28 Septe.bar 1970, pp. 33-34. 

2Arc.dy to Copfer.ann, L •• Lettres francai ••• , 23-29 Sept •• bar 1970, 

3Kenter., L·Expr •••• 21 Septe.ber 1970, p. 92. 
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action interrupts the stylized movement around the cell, a sudden break in 

the rhythm to which one was growing accustomed. 

Haute Surveillance has always been considered Genet's weak.st play and 

th.refor. has often been dismissed with very little oommentary. Its subject i. 

too •• oteric, the treatment too self-complacent, the style too per.onal for the 

audience to enter into its realm. The play does have weaknes.es in thi8 

direction as witnessed by the extre~e knowledge of Genet's universe that COB 

ae ••• to i.ply is necessary to understand the theme. for Gros8vogel, however, 

the significance of Haute Surveillance in the overall consideration of Genst's 

theatrs is: "In the baroque drama of Genet Deathwatch is strang.ly atylized 

1 
and relies on an espousal by the spectator of the charactars." 

Our contention is that the elterations and additions to the original 

text can b. interpreted as an attempt to move away from thi8 traditional form 

of dr.... They bear witnesa to the development of an uncompromieing style of 

the.tre. Th. characters have been made more inscrutable, more irreducible as 

th.y d.clsia th.ir own axist.nce. The staging reveals a nascent tr.nd away 

froa naturalisa. The •• thod of acting approaches a stylization, especially 

of .ove •• nt, that runs contrary to convention. The exclusion of 80me of the 

p.r.onal prison d.tail in the relationahips between the convicts, con8idered 

togeth.r with the .ora savera functional treatment of La Surveillant would 

•••• to auggest s MOre sy.bolic form developing through a process verging on 

caric.turea 

II ne a'egit pes d. peupler la acane ds caricatures •••• Jam.i. il n. 
di.inue .ci .... nt tal ou tel personneg.: .'il Ie rlduit i sa fonction, 
e. n' •• t pour Ie rsp.tissar, c'est eu contreir. pour Ie grandir i tr.v.rs 
catta fonetion. Son thlatr. est d'abord clllbration.2 

The iner ••• ing of the ten.ion betw.en ~aurice and L.franc, and •• pacially 

the .ddition of the ".n far-blanc" interjection, is .choad in tha L.ttr •• 1 

Rog.~ 81in. "La sc~n •• ar.it donc un lieu non ou 18s ret'l.ts .'.spuiaant, aai. 

o~ d •• lel.ta s'.ntr.ehoqu.nt" (IV.249). Non-verbal •• ans of expr •• sion are 

1Gro •• vog.1, Bl.aph ... r., p. 157. 

2oart , "Gen.t ou 1. combat," pp. 1102-3. 
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evident in Yeux-Verts's dance, the constant circling of the stage, and the 

u.e of the vertical space of the acting area (also seen in Les N~9re8 and 

Lea Paravents and present metaphorically ae Ie balcon in Les Bonnes and in 

Le Balcon itaelf), revealing a dissatisfaction with the traditional. 

The development of Haute Surveillance from printed text to staged 

performance begins the emergence of a unique dramatic style which culminates 

in Les Paravents. Where Haute Surveillance differs from Genet's later work 

is in the position sccorded to the audience. Although the stage is kept 

apart from the auditorium, the audience is respected; it is not threetened 

nor .enaced by the action on stage which it can accept or reject a8 it wiahes. 

In later plays, Genet shows a greater awareness of the role of the audience 

in the theatrical performance. The theatrical situation is used as a spring 

for the dr"atic action. With Les Bonnes Genet begins his attack on the 

audience and on the conventions that govern traditional theatre. 

(iii) Le. Bonnes 

As was the case for Haute Surveillance, the date of composition of 

Las Bonnes is buried in the confusion of Genet's criminal and reformatory 

lifa. It is generally agreed by critical opinion that Les Bonn.e followed 

Haut. Sury.illance, but that both play. derive from the s .. e period as the 

nov.le, the early 1940a. This viewpoint is of tan supported by the stylistic 

and the.atic si.ilarities of both playa and the novals. Philip Thody 

b.li.ves that the verbal parallels "indicate that he was carrying the at.os-
1 

ph.re of his early work into his second play." Bettina Knapp co.pares ~ad .. e 
2 

to "ad ... Lysiane of Quare lIe da Brest. In his own study of the derivation 

of th. pley, Cos looks to the underlying thematic structure of the play to 

eupport the hypothesiS that Le. Bonnes was written after Haute Surveillance. 

In .ffect he posita that the fact that the play wa. inspired by the hi.torical 

1 Thody, J.an Ganet, p. 16S. 

2S.ttina Knapp, Jaan Genet, (New York: Twayne, 1965), p. 110. 
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caee of the Papin sisters implies e movement eway from strict autobiographical 

1 
detail towards greater objectivity. In his argument, objectivity is under-

stood a8 a sign of e more mature dramatist. 

This order of composition is refuted by ~c~ahon who claims that h!! 
2 

Bonnea antadatee Haute Surveillance. However, his case is weakened by the 

fact that he puts forward no substantiating proof for his opinion. Possibly 

this author is simply taking Sartre's pronouncement as the unquestionable 

truth, for one reads in Saint Genet Sartre's co~pari80n of Genet's first two 

plays: 

La preuve an est que ea aeconde piece, Haute Surveillance, dont les 
personnages sont des ho_mes reprand tres exactemant le sujet des Bonnes; 
meme hilrarchie: le male absent, dans un cas ~onsieur, dans l'autre 
Boule-de-Neige; la divinitl intermldiaira, ~ad .. e ou Yeux-Verts; et 
les deux adolescants, qui revent au meurtre, ne parviennent pas ~ le 
comaettre, qui s'aimant at ee halssent et dont chacun eet la mauvaise 
odeur de l'autre, Solange et Claire, Maurice et Lefranc. J 

The consensus of critical opinion rejects Sartre's order, but totally 

accept. his analysis of a common structure and 8 common origin.4 However, 

while asserting the structural ho.ogeneity of the two plays, Sartre's comments 

highlight the bibliographicsl problems concerning Genet's early work. Sartre 

.tat.a that Genet gave hi. a copy of the play, making it feasible to assu.e 

S 
that this is tha text on which his analysis is based. Unfortunately no date 

can be given to this study, but from a footnote it appears to precede Jouvet's 

6 
production of Lea Bonnes in April 1947. It is very interesting to note that 

Sartre refers to Genet's wish to cast actors in the femala parts in accordanoa 

with the observations he makes in Notre-Oa •• -des-fleurs: "S'il me fallait faire 

reprlaenter une pi~ce thlatrale, o~ das femMss 8uraient un rBIs, J'exigarais 

que ce rola fOt tenu par de. adolescents, at j'en avertiraie le public, graca 

1Coe, Viaion or Jaan Genet, p. 236. 

2~"ahon, I.sgination of Jean Genet, p. 145. 

3s.rtre, Saint Ganet, p. 564. 

4Ruby H. Cohn, Currants in Conte.porary Or ... (Bloo.ingtonl Indian. 
Unlveraity Pres., 1969), p. 63; and Wallace fowli., Dionysus in Paria (New Yorkl 
"-ridian Books, 1960), p. 220. 

5sartre, Saint Genet, p. 561. 
6 
Ibid., n. 1. 
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~ une pancarte qui resterait clou6e $ droite ou a gauche des dlcore durant 

1 
toute la repr&sentation." In no extant published or unpublished version of 

the play is reference made to this desire. On the contrary, examination of 

2 the different reworked texts used in rehearsals at the Ath'n&e suggests that 

Genet wanted, not young males nor the nubile young girls whom Jouvet in fact 

caet, but old women for the parts of 501ange and Claire. If Sartre is giving 

here an exect account of the playas he read it, one must assume that his text 

constitutes a lost version; this version could be the four-act text which 

3 
Genet is reported to have presented to Jouvet in ~arseilles. Such a neat 

resolution is nevsrtheless rendered suspect by the mere fact that Sartre's 

analysie seems to refer to a play with a single act. This sort of doubt and 

confusion concerning the genasis and development of the play will remain aa 

long as Genet refuses to discuss his work. 

The faw 8tata.ants that Genet has made about this period of coaposition 

are no .ore conclusive. He has intiaated that Les Bonnas was a product of his 

priaon daye, of "un .onda et un climat sans grandeur" (B54:11). Yet in tha 

__ e place ha stata. that tha play 1118S "command&e par un actaur cll~bra en 

son te.ps- (954113). Aeau.ing thst this refers to Louis Jouvat, 8S .any critic. 

1 Jean Genet, Notra-Oaae-des-fleurs in Oeuvres Co.el~taa II (PariSI 
Galliaard, 1951), p. 140. 

2Several typascript versions of Le. Bonna8 ara held in the Collaction 
Loui. Jouvat (Bibliothaque de l'Ars.nal, Paris). The first text presented by 
Genet to Jouvet (who later returned it) has been lo.t. 

a I "Pre.i~re vereion re9ua" (the first retained by Jouvet) 
b I "Version Joule" (the reworked text, peraonal copy of rlgie •• ur, 

R. 8a88on) 
c I "Texte du 80ufflaur" (with alterations for perfor.ance) 
d I eoe.iar on "ad .. e .cene (including extract. of play text) 
8 I Do •• i.r on Solange-Claire scene after Mad.ae's departure 
f a "Avant-darni~r. var.ion prlcedant le texte dlfinitif d. la 

raprl.antation" (bear. tha name of Loui. Jouvet) 
g I "Texte pour ~lle. "artha Herlin de la part de J. Genet" 
h I Do •• iar of ax tract. rejected during rahear •• l. 
i : "Ralev' de la ai.a an .c~n." .ubtitlad La Trag'dia da. confidenta. 

Th ••• titla. in quotation .ark. ara to ba found on the library'. foldar •• 
other. are tha author'.. Raterance to the.e typescripts will be .ada by the 
kay l.ttar.. Quotation. will ba identified in the taxt by firet the latt.r, 
th.n tha page nuaber 1n par.nth ••••• 

3S •• "axi •• 9alliard, rranca-Libr., 19 April 1947. 
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1 
believe, one must conclude that Jouvet wes an acquaintance of the criminal 

Genet. A possible explanation is that Jouvet had a reforming influence on an 

existing Genet text, and instead of "commissioned" one should understand 

"reworked in collaboration with." This would seem to correspond to Genet's 

qualification: "Je signalerai seulement que la seconde--la plus bavarde--fut 

en fait la premiere. De longues rEfpEftitions l'.slaguerent, l'all&geant" 

(854:11). 

More recently, Genet has reaffirmed that it was Jouvet who directly 

2 
caused the creation of Les 80nnes. This contradicts his statements made to 

Hilene Tournaire in 1949; asked whether the idea for the play was his own, 

Genet answered: "Oui, mais elle me fut inspir&!par Simone Renaut un jour 

qu'elle me parlait de ses domestiques. J'avais d'ailleurs 'crit Ie role de 

Is Jeune femme pour elle et je pensais a deux actrices 3g&es et fl'; tries 

3 
pour les bonnes." Indeed Simone Renaut might provide the link between Genet 

and Jouvet since she was working with the latter in 1947 on the film Quai des 

Orfevraa. In this explanation of the genesis of the play, Jouvet appeared 

after an initial draft; he encouraged Genet who rewrote the play: "Les Bonnea 

Itaient in formes quand je le8 ai donn&es a Jouvet. Je les ai reprises sur 

4 
aon conaeil et c'est Cocteau qui a trouv& la chute." It would se8m reasonable 

to identify this seminal,unstructured text with the four-act version already 

mentioned, or perhaps even with Sartre's copy of the play. It must hava baen 

at this early staga that Genet had the action situated not in the .istress's 

5 
apartment, but on the staircase between the apartment and the maids' room. 

1Robert Kanters, "Le Cd terrible de Genet," L'Expraas, 25 April 1966, 
p. 62; Jacques Lemarchand, La figaro littlraire, 20 April 1970, p. 33. and 
Claude Bonnefoy, Genet (Paria: Editions Univeraitaires, 1965), p. 14. 

2J081 l'Ionleon, "La Visita de un eacritor maldito: San Ganet," 
Triunfo (l'Iadrid), 8 Novambar 1969, p. 21. 

3HIlane Tournaire,["Entretien avec Jean Genet. lI] An extract of this 
untracaable interview is found in Jean Genet: articles biographigua. at 
critique., 1947-1962, an unpaginatad racuail facti~ co.piledJ.and hald) at the ~, 
Bibliothlqua de l'Ar.ana! (Paria). Catalogue no. 8 SW 1334. 

4Ibid• 

5This .atting w •• first .antioned in Dort, "Genet ou Ie combat," 
p. 1095 and has aince baan confirmed in Genet's interviaw with ~onlaon, p. 21. 
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This scenic arrangement suits the early subtitle to the play, La Trag'die 

de8 confidantes found on typescript i, but which disappears from all other 

veraions. This typescript also bears "Acte 1" at the head of its title page 

implying that it once formed part of a larger play with more than a single act. 

The rejected subtitle does reappear in a revised form in Jouvet's programma 

notes describing the playas "la tragedie des adolescents et des confidentes."1 

Although far from conclusive, this speculation does raveal the central 

role of Jouvat in the creation of the play. Its confused origin alao helps 

to explain the appearance of two published texts that vary considerably but 

yet share the title Lea Bonnes. Neither of these two texts constitutea 

Genet's original. The earliest text to which one can make reference ia the 

typescript accepted by Jouvet following an initial con8ultation. This text (~) 

1e very brief and served, with one notable exception, as the basis for 

elaboration during the rehearsals. The published text which appeared in the 

review L'Arbal~te and which served both Balachova in her 1954 production and 

frechtman in his 1953 translation represents the state of the play q~ite early 
2 

in Jouvet's rehearaals. It is the published equivalent of typescript f to 

which penned alterations hava been ~ade transforming it into the text of the 

Jouvet production. It could be argued that the earlier L'Arbal~te text i. 

the more authentic being both closer to Genet's original conception and freer 

fro. Jouvet's influence. Neverthelesa, the early text has been republished 

only once (in Pauvert's 1954 edition) while the Jouvet text has found its way 

(with only minor alterations) into four subsequent editions.3 Genet would 

surely not hevs allowed this if he considers the text a travesty of hie 

intentione. On the contrary, Genet admitted: "Jouvst a chang I l'esprit de 

18 place, en .odifisnt la distribution, mais Je lUi garde tout de .a •• une 
4 

grande reconnai.aance." 

1Thlatre de l'Athlnee, 19 April 1947. 

2 Jean Gen.t, Lea Bonne., L'Arbal~te, no. 12 (May 1947), pp. 47-92. 

35• e the Bibliography, p. 581. 

4Genet to Tournaire, ~Entretien". 
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The sheer quantity of the variations and metamorphoses makes it very 

difficult to asses how much of Les Bonnes is due to Louis Jouvet and how much 

to Genet. With so much material it is impossible to follow a simple line 

through the versions attributing certain modifications to the author and others 

to the director. It is perhaps safest to declare that the 1947 production 

resulted from the collaboration of a poet and a man of the theatre. This 

collaboration led to a refinement of the text which was to be paralleled in 

1949; the tightening of structure and dialogue worked in the direction of 

singularization as it would for Haute Surveillance. 

Thare are certain areas in which text a differs from all following 

varaions; these changes reveal a development and improvement in dramatic t.rms. 

for example, the final version in the Oeuvrea Completes portrays a greater 

antagonism and a more striking atmosphere of hatred pervading the confrontationa 

batwaan Claire and 501ange. The opening sequence assumed a more cruel nature 

only .fter text. had been submitted to Jouvet: 

CLAIRE: Ahl tu veux parler ••• Parfait. Menace-moi. Insult. ta 
.attresae. Solange,tu veux parler, n'8st-ce pas, dee malheur. de 
~on8ieur. Sotte. Ce n'est pas l'instant de le rappeler, mai. de 
cette indication je vaia tirer un parti magnifique. Tu souris? 
Tu en doutes? 1 

Tha axtra a.phaais put on tha acerbic rivalry of Claire and Solange is typified 

by tha later line: 

SOLANGE. Oa nous deux, qui menace l'autre? Hein? Tu hlsites? (IV,150) 

In both theae instances, it is the unseen character of the young .ilk.an who 

visita the. at night who causes ths flnal,vituparative outbursts. After 

tlxt I, the dramatic potential of this character-catalyst is more fully 

re,lizad a. raferance to hi. ia •• da more frequently: 

CLAIRE. Et la, 1. f .. eu •• lucarne, par ou le laitier demi-nu sauta 
Juaqu'. votre lit! (IV:142) 

This allueion add. an exotic aexual element to their arguMent juat •• tha 

religioue al •• ent of their t,acination i, .ore overtly describad' 

1Jean Ganet, L •• 80nna. in ~ IV, p. 141. 
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CLAIRE: La, la commode en pitchpin avec Ie petit autel a la Sainte 
Vierge. • • • Passons sur nos d'votions ~ la Sainte Vierge en plitre, 
sur n08 agenouillementa. Nous n8 parlerons mB~e des fleur8 en papier 
••• (Elle rit.) En papier! Et la branche de buis b'nit1 (IV.142) 

Indeed, the fU8ion of the erotic and the religious in an atllosphere of 

increased hatred wes worked on throughout the rehearaals and was made to 

explode into lIoments of reproach: 

CLAIRE. Ja voia o~ tu veux an venire J'Icoute bourdonner diJa tea 
accusations, depuis Ie d'but tu .'injuries, tu cherches l'instant 
de 8e crechar a la fece. 

SOLANGE, pitoyabla. Madame, Madame, noua n'en som~a8 pae encore la. 
Si Monsieur. •• (IV:1.1) 

Thie speech confir.. the notion of e ceremony in progress by referring to a 

planned course of action. This ceremony is one of arotic self-glorification 

and elavation achieved not through adoration but through hostility. All the 

'oregoing ela.ents were reinforced through textual modifications during 

rehear.al. Indeed, in revising the text for the 1968 edition, Genet added a 

stage direction which con fir.. thet tha relationship between Solange and 

Claire should be playad in an etmosphera of uncompromi8ing enmity: "Le dire 

!Ansi. Tu souris - tu en douta." (IVa1.1). Tha implication i8 that the speech 

ahould be delivered without a trace of sympathy for the other. 

Self-glorification in crime i. another thema which W.8 devalopad 

through tha reheareal process. During the opening sequence, Claire-ftad .. e 

.. bellish.a tha idea of following her criminal lover "de bagne an bagne"l 

"Je pertagerai aa gloire. Tu parIes de vauvage. La robe blanche e.t la deuil 

de. reine., Claire, tu l'ignore.. Tu.e refuees la robe blanche'" (IV.142) 

Thi. idea racurs later when Claire is attacking Solanga for her intoxication 

with the idaa of axil a with a criminal. In the early editiona aha reproachee 

Solange for de.iring to be "la pro.titule soulli.e au voleur" and for ",anting 

to carry "la croix du mauvai. larron" (8541105). Together with tha •• exhort_ 

tiona are .ade .pecific referencee to the panal colonie. of Oevil'. leland and 

Guiana. By the ti.e of the perfor.anca, tha.e .antiMents had baan .ada .ore 

g~and1a.el "Una pro.titule da haut vol, una h't.lre" (IV:150). 

That th •• e ela.ente w.re added to the text during rehear •• l. raveal. 

~.t Jouvat did not atte.pt to eradicate all the scandalous .spects of Genet'. 



imagination, nor indeed all reference to physical contact: 

SOLANGE: ~ais vous na l'e.portarez pas an paradis. J'aimerais mieux 
vous y suivre que de lscher ma haine a la porte. Aiez un peu, riez 
et priez vite, tras vita! Vous etes au bout du rouleau ma chare! 
(Elle tape sur las mains de Claire qui protege sa gorge.) Bas les 
pattes et d&couvrez ce cou fragile. Allez, na tremblez pa8, ne 
frissonnez P8S, J'opere vite et en silence. (IV:141-46) 

This vereion i.plies a degree of sensuality that is lacking in the neutral 

.tage direction, "alle avance sur Claira. menacante," of the early adition 
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(854198). Nevertheless, certain passages revised by Genet did not find their 

way into the final performanca text nor into the early editions. Their 

irreverent and unsee~ly tone was Judged uneuitable for performance. A case 

in point is 8 blasphemous caremony held by Solange and Claire efter Mada.e 

ha. di8tributed her fine clothing to the.. In the revi8ed version Madame 

leav.e the stage: 

SOLANGE, 8 voix haute. ragardant sa 8oeur: Ch'ris. (Ella prend la roba 
rouge et la sarre contre .oi.) 

CLAIRE, .lle fait Ie ge.te. L'.au va couler trois .inutea. Noue avona 
troi8 minute8 de 8o1itude, trois minutes de grandeur! 
(Le. dey x 80eurs 8e reQerdent immobiles. Solange s'agenouille davant 
Claire Qui porte le plateau.) 

SOLANGE. E88ayez d'y p.rvenir Madame. 
CLAIRE: J'e8.aiarai. 
SOLANGEI Claire! 
CLAIRE. J'es8a1erai. (Solanga baiae le bas de sa robe.) 

(T.xt f:40 b1s-40 tar) 

At another point during Madame's pre.ance on stage, Claire engage8 Madame in 

a deecription of her lover: 

~AOA~. C'a8t un. natura. Et je te jure qu'il .'aurait trouv". la 
hauteur de l"vlna.ent. J"tais decid'e ~ lui prouver ma fid'litl 
et .a force da caract~ra. J'aurai. vu de. mini8tres, da. g'nlraux, 
de. juge., jamai8 supplil, jamai8 pleur', manacl maia rlu88i. En 
tout cas catte alert •• '~ura prouv' que Je sui a encore amoureU8e 
co ... une jaune fille. Tu sais qu'il a un crane .agnifique? 

CLAIRE. "on.ieur a un crina admirable. 
"AOAftEI Un crana? Tu parle8 d'un crane. 
CLAIRE. Qua "ad .. a y 80ng •• 
"AOA"E, reveu •• , C'eat vrail Comas tu sai8 voir. Une foi8 tondu, il 

.era tri8 beau, que die-Je, il eara? 11 aurait 't' tra8 beau. La 
tor •• de son crane est balle. "onsieur Itait tailll dan. 1. bois 
dent on fait lea for~at.. Tout en lui It.it prlda.tint l la prison. 

(Text f.43-44) 

All that re.ain. in the final varaion ia a neutral "c'eet une natura" (IV:165). 

The detall. of pri.on life, the ra-a.phaaia on the notion of the glorious 

pur.uit ot an outlaw, and the ro.antic diacussion of tha skull with it. occult 
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i.plications are all written out before the performance. Similarly, Medame's 

entrance once included references to tha perverse practices of a prison cell: 

MADAME: II faut etre realiste. N'ampeche que las prisons sont plaines 
de criminals, et que ce dolt etre horrible pour Monsieur, da vivra 
au milieu de cette racailla. Enfin, tu songas un peu 8 la proaiacuitl? 
Crest exactement infernal. (Text d: extract 3) 

Theae suppreasions have in common an avoidance of the type of autobiographical 

ele.ent that was com.on in the novels end Journal du voleur. As such they 

represent a move towards objectivity. Indeed, it is the same process that 

Haute Surv.illanc. underwent; in order for the dramatic character to be able 

to have presence on stage, he has to be more detached from his creator than a 

character in a novel. This practice is most marked in the eradication froa 

later versions ot all mention of the Assistance Publique in the description of 

1 
the aaids' early life. It was this same institution that supported the young 

Genet. 

The disappearance of snecdotal and autobiographical detail is paralleled 

by an elimination of excess conversational dialogue to produce more staccato 

and atark alt.rcationa. Long speeches are broken up especially in argumen-

tative a.quences. Solange twice interrupts an outburst of Claire with a 

diatracted "Je vous ecout.," and later it is Claire who berates 501ange with 

• • " (I V z 144 ) • Thia technique of inter-

ruption a.rvea to bring the crisis to a more vitriolic cliaax. 

Th •• arly versions of the play tend to ba prolix, weighed down by a 

atyle that sounds in placss like the Sartrean analysis of the play. Claire

"ad .. a'a rusinationa on the relative positions of the maid and the aistras. 

ar •• xpr •••• d' 

CLAIREI ••• que la vengeance at la bonne, Je lea contiens l'un •• t 
l'autre .t leur donne chance de vie, chance de .alut. Clair., c' •• t 
lourd, ~ffr.us.a.nt plnible d'etre una mattresse, de contenir tout •• 
laa r.ssourcss de la hains, d'etre Ie fumiar d'o~ tu surgira.. Tu 
v.ux •• voir nU8 tou. 18s joura. Je auis bella, n'eat-ce pas? "on 
dl ••• poir d' .. ante m'e.bellit encore, .ais tu ns asis paa qu'ells 
'ore. il ae '.ut. (854:95) 

Th. 'ina1 veraion ot this spsech is a aore direct, angry, and emotional outburst. 

1Text d.axtract 4, pp. 13-14. 



CLAIRE, elle hurle: C'est grace a moi que tu es, et tu me nargues! Tu 
ne peux savoir comme il est p6nible d'etre Madame, Claire, d'etre Ie 
pretexte a vas simagreeel II me suffirait de si peu et tu n'exis
terais plus. ~ais je suis bonne, mais je suis belle et je t. dafis. 
Man dasespoir d'amante m'embellit encore: (IV:144) 
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The speech has become less abstrect in that it is ueed as a maans of confron-

tation by Claire; it advances the rivalry between the two sisters while adding 

in an elliptical fashion to the thematic texture of the play. When Haute 

Surveillance was put on the stage, Genet altered the structure in order that 

just such a direct treatm.nt was forthcoming. 

Although the contraction of the dialogue and the elimination of the 

autobiographical material could be term.d improvements of the existing play, 

the rehearsals also led to suppressions that affected the natura of the play, 

.specially concerning the relationships between the three characters. The 

poeition of Madame in r.g.rd to her servants is ambiguous. One has only to 

co.par. the Madame 8equence of the published texts and of the typescripts to 

.8. that aven Genat was confused by, or dissatisfied with, the .istress figur •• 

In ana veraion Madame is made part of the Lesbian affair which, it is suggested, 

forms the basis of the Solange-Claire relationship. Madame strokes and 
1 

carr •••• s Claire while Solange i8 away looking for a taxi. This re.ding of 

tha relationahip was not accepted by Jouvst who was instrumental in the removal 

of all auch aaxual references in the play. In the early versions, Claire 

d.acriba. in detail the maids' roo.: nEt de ces lite Jumsaux o~ deux soeura 

.'.ndormant an rev.nt l'une de l'autra" (854192). There is an .vident over

tona of Lasbianiam and incaat which was pencilled out at the pre-production 

.tags. ~raoavar, the erotic .l.vation of Claire-Msdame during the opening 

•• quence waa underplayad in the perfor_anc •• since the e.otive stage direction. 

"0_. en adoration" and "extasil." lIIere ollitted (854193 and 94). The most 

obvioue eXaMpla of Jouvat'a muting the saxu.l violenca of Gsnet'. taxt is the 

dal.tion ettar t.xt a of an erotic act of domination by 501ang. over Claire-

Red.... Solange aita aatride Claire-Mad.ma, 

1rext d: extr.ct 4, pp. 11-12; and p. 14. 



SOLANGE: Belle montura, ma viva haquen'a, filez, filez en flschel 
filaz dans l'azur. 

CLAIRE: Assez. 
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SOLANGE, elle la tire par le9 cheveux: Escaladez les mursl Eacaladez le 
papier dea mursl Rampez jusqu'au plafondl Portez-.oil Claire, 
Madame, Mesdames et Messieurs, nous allons sortir dans la nuit, perdra 
noa &toiles, frapper nos blancs aabots, parcourir le ciel et nous, 
lea jumallas, et nOU8 (elle hoguete) et nous, les soeurs jumelles, 
nOU8 chevauchant jusqu'a la fin du monde, prendre la place des 
G&meaux. (Text a:38) 

In the early text, this speech has been completely reworked to present a la88 

emphatic alternative. Although Solange takes down a riding whip and forcee 

Claire into a servile kneeling position, there is no suggestion of mounting 

(854:136). By the time of the performance all reference to the original scene 

has been omitted; the riding whip and the physical contact have both disappeared 

to leave Just Solenge's command: "A genoux!" (IV:172) Genet replaced some of 

the force of the original by an additional stage direction in the 1968 edition, 

"C'ast un ordre" but this clearly lacks the eroticism of the first scene (IV:173). 

strictly dra.atic reasons could well account for the alteration of this 

extract in rehearsal. It is probably true that direct physical action on the 

stage ia not the best way to communicate aggression. Seen in the light of the 

other alterations, it would appear nonetheless that respectability waa not 

far from Jouvet'e mind. Indeed, sex and sexual allusions were cut out of the 

production wherever possible. The Solange-Claire relationship ie founded in 

sexual fantasies whether homo- or heterosexual; their antagonism is kept at a 

high pitch during the opening sequence by references to the milkman who visit. 

their garret at night; throughout these exchanges there is a strong sexual 

undercurrent, and yet Jouvet saw tit to suppress the explicit, 

CLAIRE. Ahl ce n'est pss ass8z7 Assez d'atre violl. par C8 l.itier 
traversant nos mansardas en riant? (854:112) 

Any .l •• ent that could give rise to shock appears to have been written out. 

In the e.rly v.rsiona, Solange'. insi.tent domination and h.r frenzy bring on 

• bilioue attack in Claire, but this detail is ab.ent fro. the reworked 

v.reione (854:139). Si.ilarly any strong and obscene verbal i •• ges are 

axcluded. For ex •• pl., Claire de8cribes their relationship: 

CLAIRE: O~ croia-tu que je .'aventure? 
a cheveux aux aienne81 Tu ••• Ohl 

D'abord, ne •• 1e paa te. 'pingl.s 
Et puis ei, .ale t. cr •••• l 
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ma crasse. 
tout cela. 

Male! Male! Male tes haillons douteux ames loques% Melons 
eela donnera une bonne odeur de bonnes. (854:110) 

5018Oge's frenetic ravings before her long soliloquy include the following 

abortional image: 

SOLANGE: N'appelez pas! inutile. La mort est presente et vous guette. 
N'appelez pas! moi qui t'ai conservee comme on conserve des petits 
chats pour la noyade, moi, mol encore, qui garnissais mon ventre 
d'6pingles pour crever tant de foetus que j'ai j6t6s dans les 
caniveauxl Et pour vous garder, pour vous conserver vivante. 

(B54:138-39) 
The revised version for Jouvet's production omits the obscene elements of 

thie speech only retaining: "La mort est presents st nous guettel" (IV:172) 

These alterations and omissions aeem to derive from a single purpose, 

n .. ely to render Genet's tsxt less violent and less scabrous. By so doing, 

Jouvet was attem; Bting to lessen the divorce between Genet's world and the 

world of the theetrical audience. Indeed, considering that Genet's work was 

intended to for~ the second half of a bill with Giraudoux'. L'Appollon de 

1 
Bellac, it is not surprieing that Genet's abusive, strident drama of 

incestuous relationships and Mirrored identities wsa toned down. 

Jouvet's view of the play, or rather the resultant production, i. 

su .. arized in his programme notes: 

Orpheline. et dependantee, elles sont douces, humbles et tendree. Elles 
sont aussi orgusillauees, exaltees, violente.. Dana cs petit apparta.ant 
o~ alIas sont confinees dane l'atmosph~re capiteuse de "Madame" alIa. 
malant a leur vie reelle l'imagination de l'enfance avec son besoin da 
l'absolu, sa perversit6 et aussi sa cruaute. El1es forcer ant toutes les 
fronti~rss.2 

This intarpretation diffars considerably from the implications of Ganat's 

account of its genesia. The production and the casting followed Jouvat's 

lina rather than tha author's. Yvette Etievant (Claire) and Moniqua Milinard 

(501anga) ware attractive, youthful maida clad in simple black tunic dra •• es 

with dacorative emall white lace aprons. The co.tumes war a fittad to ravaal 

the .hapelin ••• of their figurea, emphasizing their femininity. During tha 

care.ony tha .aida badecked themselvea in ~8d .. e'8 clothes becoming alagant 

young ladies with all trace of their hUMble origin covered with resplendent 

1ror the perfor.ance, the title was changed to L'Appollon da "araac. 

2Thlatre de l'Athinea, 19 April 1947. 
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finery. Claire-Madame's"robe de velours ecarlate" was a full length evening 

dress worn off the shoulders which tapered delicately to a short frilled train 

(IVI141). Her hair gathered intoa bun secured with a rose and bedecked with 

jawela, rings and bracelets, Claire became the complete bourgeoise of the early 

yeara of this century. Similarly the white dress of the final sequence wsa no 

leaa an adornment; edged with frills and falling to the floor in a long train, 

it wrapped around Claire, once again emphasizing the elegance of her figure. 

The delicacy in the treatment of the physical appearance of the two maids meant 

that the audience was sympathetic to them confined in their servile prison. 

Rinilri'a reaction was that the accessories "ant juste ce qu'il faut de 

1 
pathsftique pour incarner ces soeurs maudites." 

It waa not Jouvet's intention to observe Genet'. wish for unattractive, 

battered .aida. There is 80me evidence to suggeat that the text was amended in 

order to accommodate the presence of more youthful servants. In text f there 

ia the following alteration: 
.ept 

"ADAPlE: 5i depuis ~ / ans vous n' etiez pas ~ mon service, je diraia 
que ces lettres sont l'oeuvre d'une servante jetee ~ la porte. 

(Text t:48) 

And the ide. i. reinforced by the emphatic addition: "Sept ansI Sept ana 

chez .oil" (Text f:48) Very early in the rehesrsals, element. that hinted at 

the aging of the servant. were omitted. Originally, the play was to open with 

Claire in her underwear, "avec cor.et rosa," iAiplying a Alature woman with a 

tendency towards fatness which cle.rly did not coincide with Jouvet'a caating 

(Text a,1). 

The physical nature or the set .atched the costu.ing in every way. 

Heavily ornate, it was buried in a profusion of accessories. Howevar, it 

avoided giving the i.pression of a cluttered enclosed hell of oppressive 

eleganCe by an a.pha.i. on gl •• s and light Msterials. ~irrDrs and windows 

reflected light around the stage; Jawels glinted and delicate lacas added a 

frail evaneacent quality to the decoration. One critic described the effact 

1Jean-Jacquea Rinilri, La Nef, no. 30 (~ay 1947), p. 160. Daaaiera 
.f pRotograph. tor this and subs.quant productions are held at the Bibliothaqua 
.. l'Ar.anal. 
o. 
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•• the curtain was raised: "Le spectacle s'ouvre sur une chambre dlScorlSe at 

illuminle par C. Slrard qui compose une surprenante vi trine de la rue ~acob, 
1 a dOMinante rose." Tardieu believed that the set, "cette sorts d'lScoeurant 

2 
aquariull irisl," was deliberately exaggerated to reflect a servant's dis-

torted view of the finery of her lIistress's living conditions. If this were 

indeed the case, surely similar excesses would be apparent in the .. aida' 

appearance as Madame. The lightness and airiness of SlSrard's set corresponded 

to the intentionally non-claustrophobic atmosphere that Jouvet tried to create. 

for instance, the set and Jouvet's direction encouraged far more COiling and 

going in and out of the rooll than was present in the earlier veraions; Mad .. e 

goee into the bathroom twics while talking to Claire and even goee out to 

3 the balcony. 

Deliberate and straightforward in his direction Jouvet attempted a 

direct, alMost anecdotal reading of the play rendering it perhaps more 

accessible to the theatre-going public. He tried to unravel "ces tourniquets 

• d'illaginaire lilt de rlalitlS,,4 which Sartre saw as the basis of the play. • • 

Hie progr .... note indicated a psychological approach to the play. This 

interpretation i. reflected in the use made of lighting effects. The produc

tion called for only six change. of lighting, all of them intended to .ark 

clearly tha etage. of the play. The opening sequence was bathed in light fro. 

chandeliera, b.dside table leaps, and fluorescent tubes in the wardrobe. Th. 

interruption by the alsr. clock precipitated two rapid lighting chang.a. The 

.et wae i .. ediat.ly plunged into darkneas and shadow with the extinction of 

the overhead light., the footlight., and lIany of the stage light.. To coapen

aata,th. l .. pe .olaire which hung above. acreen waa illullinated. This laMp 

w •• a.eociated with the lIore inti.ate details of the llaida' private live. and 

fanta.i ••• It wa. MOunted in an oranJe .. etal frea. that reaembled a bat; it 
A 

caat dappled .hadow. about the rODII introducing a Myaterious, alMoat .elo-

dr ... tic, .tMo.ph.r.. Th •• nd of the expo.ition of the .aida' wretched 

2 
1E•H., La Pariaien lib'rl, 24 April 1947. Jean Tardieu, Action, 2 "ay '47. 

3Thia 8cene appear. in ~ IV, pp. 166-67 without the additional .tage 
bu.ine.. de.cribed in text c • 

• Sartre, Saint Ganet, p. 561. 
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condition was lIarked by a gradual brightening of the set until a moment just 

prior to ~adama's entry when the stage had regained the lighting intensity of 

the beginning. After her exit and a8 the final ceremony commenced, the lights 

were once more di .. ed. 50lange's soliloquy was delivered from behind the glass 

.creen with the lampe solaire alone illuminating the set spreading its 

lugubrious shadows. The lighting effects corresponded to the public and 

private lives of the maids; their lives were separated from ~adalle through the 

lights. The lighting changes 8tructured the play into compartments of reality 

and tantasy avoiding the giddy passage from imaginetion to fact analysed by 

sartre. 

With its profusion of properties and fine costuming, the production 

aimed at a dated realism which tended to anchor the play in an identifiable 

.il1eu, more acceptable than an abstract nowhere to the traditional theatre 

goer. oeapite the attractive treatment by Jouvet, the dark power of the play 

atill overwhelmed certain critics. Guy Joly described it as "un drame de 

. 1 
l'hyat4rie .t du retoulsmsnt--riche en trouvailles sord1des." Tardieu waa 

ht..elt senaitive to the lIysterious,pervarse drive that motivated the actions 

"Ce retoulement dont l'origina est une erreur sociale, ce refoula.ent avec tout 

ce qulil implique de quaai folie, de lu.i~re glauque, de demi-so .. eil internal 

et de vapeur uph4tique, eat le 8ujet IIslie de le pi~ce.,,2 This aspect of the 

play w •• too much for Gabriel Marcel and Harvl Lauwick who condemned it a. 

3 pur. pervereity. A co.-on criticis. was that the play was artificial, that 

.aid. would never express themselvs. in 8uch language. The cause in part could 

have been the realism of Jouvet's staging; it underplayed ths singularity ot 

the ••• aida to such an extent that they were accepted as ordinary domestics, 

and con.equently their language startled the audience. 
4 

To judge trom the diveraity ot critical reaction, the play in 

1GUY Joly, L'Aurore, 24 April 1947. 

2Tardieu, Action, 2 May 1947, p. 10. 

3Gabrial "arcal, Laa Nouvall •• littlrair •• , 1 ~ay 1947, p. 10; and 
H.r.' Lauwick, Noir et Blanc, 4 May 1947. 

4ror a .ore detailed discue.ion see Coe, "Unbalanced opinions." 
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performance produced, if not open hostility, at least incomprehension. Rinier! 

indicated the lost feeling of the house during the performance: "Car ce n'est 

pas une piece facile 1 diriger pour un public non prlvenu, at celui de l'Athinie 

ne l'a pas accueilli sans una resietance.,,1 ~ore explicitly, Joly pointed to 

•• ore fundamental aspect of the play and one which is revelatory of Genet'. 

attitude towards his public; Joly characterized him as "un auteur qui dldaigns 

d'accorder A ls pudeur ou A le paresee du public la moindre concession.,,2 

In the reconstruction of the text, in the casting of the actresses and 

in the design of the set, Jouvet exerted an influence against the sordid or 

autobiographical detail and the explicitly erotic and Lesbian connotation. 

of the relationships in the play. Also, the piece was given a dated setting. 

Vat all these attempts to bring the play more into line with the theatrical 

f •• hion of the time failed. The general critical reaction appears to have 

3 
been "one of slightly nauseated puzzlement." Genet's play attacked the 

.ensibilities of the critical audience despite Jouvet's scenic palliatives. 

This .ense of rejection has been a regular feature of critical reaction to the 

play in spite of differing treatments. 

In 1954, Paris was offered an alternative version of Le. Bonne. direct.d 

by Tania aalachoua. How alternative is summed up by the anonymous critic of 

~'Exeras.: "Tania 8a1achova a repris les 80nnes de Jean Genet dans leur 

var.ion originale et non dans celle soigneusement Imondle que nous av~ 

prl.antle louis Jouvet." 
4 

In fact, 8alachova used the text released to 

l'Arbal~te by Genet for publication in May 1947. The text was .ore harsh and 

.ore direct. and Balachova's production was correspondingly .ors provoking than 

Jouvat's. Gone were the frills and gratuitousness of 81rard's set. Th. 

audienca war. no longer protactsd by the historical distancing of the play. 

Balachova cho.e the .ore functional .teel-framed furniture of 1954, the shining 

1 Rinilri. La Ne', no. 30 (~ay 1947), p. 160. 

2Joly , l'Aurore, 24 April 1947. 

3eoe , "Unbalanced Opinions," p. 36. 

4L.Expr •••• 23 January 1954. 
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frames contrasting starkly with the predominantly dark set. Claustrophobic 

ahadows pervaded the acting area. Indeed, there was only a single place of 

entry on to the stage which helped to create a cramped, suffocating atmosphere, 

especially when all three characters were on stage at the same time. further-

mora, aalachova (50lange) and Tatiana Moukhina or Anne Reiberg (Claire) were 

not presented as prim, neat, youthful maids. Their uniform was shapelesa 

black material falling to ankle length gathered looaely at the waiat, neck and 

wrista. The dainty aprons of the refined 1947 production became the plain 

tabloid aprons of the kitchen. It is consistent with this interpretation that 

the homelinesa of the maids should not be forgotten in the ceremony of imparaon-

ation; the fine white dress of 1947 was replaced by a ragged white 8hawl Just 

draped around Claire's shoulders. 

This new production, more faithful to Genet's original conception, 

arouaed hostile reactions. Jean-Jacques Gautier (who had previously seen 

eome m.rit in the play) was angered: 

Je ne 8ai8 si Jouvet avait ouvert des fenetres dans le manu8crit qui lui 
avait It I apportl, au si, avec sa science consommla du thlltre, il avait 
indiqul a l'auteur ce qu'il devait faire pour que 80n oeuvre fut jouabla 
et tollrabla •••• ~. Genet e prlflrl l'actuel magma au texte Iclairl 
par Loui8 Jouvet. 1 

Andrl Ran.an'8 disappointment was even more total: 

Ca qui nou. avait paru, il y a aept ans, rare, axcaptionnal, noua semble 
aujourd'hu1 d'una pulrilitl stuplfiante et d'un conventionnel dlsarmant. 
Oarri~re chaque rlplique, on aent la voluptl diaboliqua de l'auteur da 
provoquer, de choquer, d'ipater. 2 

Unlike Jouvet who had to soma axtent catered for the taatea of his audience, 

Balachova remained strictly faithful to the play. Indead, the ataga bec.-a a 

realm independent of the auditorium, aa J.5. complained: "L'axpraaaion a 

3 
toujours It' au-dassoua dea nlcessitls de communication au public." EVan 

tha vary favourable review of Jacques Lamarchand implied a divorca batwean tha 

spactator and the action; by comparing the play to "un joyau noir auqual 1. 

1Jean-Jacquea Gautiar, La figaro. 15 January 1954. 

2Andrl Ran.an, L'Aurora, 15 January 1954. 

3J • 5., Paria-Pra.aa. L'Intransigaant, 15 January 1954. 
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d'pouillament at la rigueur de la mise en scene de Mme. Balachova donnent tout 
1 

son rayonnement," he was admitting that one bias fascinated by the performance 

rather than that one comprehended it. Indeed, Georges Lerminier found it 

impossible to like the play but yet he could not deny its power.2 The stage 

wa. in opposition to the spectators' emotions. Marc 8eigbeder bias sensitive 

to this enclosed blorld of the stage and applauded 8alachova for succeeding 

in creating "une allure calme, d.stendue, naturelle, finalement plus .strange 

et infiniment plus forte, an se rencontrant, sans .sluder pourtant l'.sclat des 

3 
.ats, avec l'intlrioritl analytique at sourdement passionnle de l'ouvrage." 

A third approach to the play was provided by Jean-Marie Serreau's two 

Parisian productions in 1961 and 1963. Serreau steered a central course 

avoiding the aestheticism of Jouvet and Blrard and the harshness of Balachova. 

Hie set was in the line of Blrard. The bed was adorned with a hanging lace 

canopy bedecked with flowers; embroidered lace pelmets embellished the doors 

and the windobls. The set, however, did not have the lightness of 81rard's, 

and much of the time the upper area of tha stage bias in shadow. The maids 

the.selves were more soberly dressed in long black uniforms buttoning up the 

front; their hair was tied back severely into buns. Serreau's new angle was 

to have the actresses perform exaggsratedly; Yvonne Cleck ss Madame was 

dresaed in a blonde wig that hinted of transvesticism. The critic. bereted 

the 1961 production. Confusing because of its mixture of realism and non-

realism, it. style escaped easy clsssification. Guy Oumur could not distinguish 

whether the production was "'parodie' voulus" or a "spectacle RIal interpr.st'," 
4 

but was unhappy with the amalg8ll, "un spectacle assez boiteux." 

Despite this type of reaction, Serreau used the same eet for a revival 

with an all black caat in 1963. In this version, however, the director under

lined the si.ilarity between the maida and the mistreee. The latter wae 

1Jacque. Lemarchand, Le figaro litteraire, 23 January 1954. 

2Geargea Lerminler, Le Parisien liber.s, 16 January 1954. 

3"arc 8e1gbader, Lea Lettres francaiae., 21 January 1954. 

4GUY Dumur, Th'atra Populaire, no. 42 (1961), pp. 104-5. 
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dressed in a split-sided dress sporting a long string of pearls. A buxom, 

sensual woman she l~.g around the stage and assumed highly suggestive poses. 

The aexuality of the maids' relationship found a counterbalance in their 

mietress. The trensformation of Claire into Madame was accomplished by her 

donning of a blonde wig, a frilly Charleston-style dress and making herself 

up to excess. The exaggeration of the ceremony prohibited the smooth metamor-

phosia of the maid into a pretty society girl as suggested by Jouvet. Similarly 

it emphaeized the theatricality of the play for the first time. The revival 

was no more popular than the initial production. Generally the critice could 

not Bee eny reason for using an all black cast and thought that the sensuality 

was overdone. Lelllarchand, for example, objected: "L'aspect rituel, magique 
1 

da l'incantation des furieuses jeunes personnes est un peu inutileRlent soulignl. tt 

The productions reveal the diversity of interpretation and treatment 

that Les 80nnes hae received, and also the antagonism it has provoked. Genet 

has hi.salf atta.pted three times to express his own vision of the Play,2 but 

ganerally speaking has added to the confusion through difficult and elliptical 

language. Nevertheless, from his "Lettre 11 Pauvert" there emerge three pointers 

to the type of thaatre he is trying to write. Primarily he sees theatre as a 

kind of Mystery in which understanding is felt but not expreesed. The actora 

should consequently not attempt psychological portrayals but rather should be 

symbols in the mystery. The third aspect stressed is that his thaatre should 

not ba treated realistically in order that the spectator can be drawn into the 

play by a fscila suspension of disbelief. Theatre is not a fictitious copy of 

lite but a hermetically enclosed actiona 

Toutafois ••• dlj~ lmu par la .orne tristesse d'un thl.tre qui refl~ta 
trap exacte.ant Ie .onds vi8ible, la8 actions des ho •• ss, at non le8 Oieux, 
ja tichai d'obtanir un dlcalage qui, peraettant un ton dlclamatoire, 
portersit le thl;tre sur le thlatre. (854:13) 

Tha theatrical potenti81 of the play was exploited only by 5erreau; that ha 

w •• not batraying tha nature of tha play can be aean by Genet's latar co .. antl 

1Jacque. Le.archand, La figaro littlraira, 14 Sept •• bar 1963, p. 18. 

25aa Jaan Genet, "Lettre ~ Pauvart", Jaan Ganet, "Co_ant Jouer Les 
,_enas". and Jean Ganet, ~ IV, pp. 137-76 (footnotes and additional staga 

"" II1rections). 
"'~f'~, ;0 

(,. 
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"Que les comediennes jouent. Excessive.ant" (IV:158). 

In 1958, Genet added to his comments in "Lettre ~ Pauvert" by the 

publication of his notes, "Comment jouer Les Bonne •• " These notes can be read 

.a an .ttack on Jouvet's treatment of the play. for example, Genet specifically 

st.tes. "Ces deux bonnes ne sont pas des garces: elles ant vieilli, elles ant 

.a1gri dans la douceur de Madame" (IV:267). The beauty and fairness of the 

.aids should not be apparsnt in their physical appearance but ehould be sug-

gestsd through their actions in the playas they liberate themselves fro. the 

i.priaoning influ.nce of Madame. This co-existence of beauty and ugliness i. 

central to the play. Genet expresses this dialectic by reference to the 

purity of the maid.' eyes, born of the fact that "tou. las soirs ellea ss 

.a.turbent at dechargent en vrac, l'une dans l'autre, leur haine de Mad8JIe" 

(IVI267). Purity i. achieved through impurity; moreover, it is necsssary for 

Genat'. aesthetic that both be simultaneously present. Therefore, the complsts 

transfor.ation of maid into mi.tra.s of Jouvet was not true to this belief. 

It i_ clear from an addition made to the text in 1968 that this point i. 

capital. Ths op.ning stage direction end.. "L'actrice qUi Joue SOlange e.t 

vatua d'une pstit. robe noire. de domsstigue. Sur una chai.e! uns autre 

,atita robe nolre! dsa bas ds fil noirs. une pairs de souli.rs noirs 8 talgn. 

i lats" (IV.139). Ths la.t s.ntence is new. The presence of anothar maid'. 

unifor. on st.ge i.plise that the ~ada •• on stage is not an authentic Mad ... 

but a .aid dreaaed up. Previously the audisnce would no doubt have taken tha 

"ad ... they aaw a. the true ~ada.e and not as Claire-~ada.e. Thus tha .arvant 

and the .iatrass coincide, a. they mu.t, bafors our eyas. Later in ths play 

Claira again put. on ~sd .. s'. dr...... In previous adition. thia w.s .cco.

pli.had by Cl.ir. disappearing b.hind a scraan only to a.erg. trsn.formed. In 

hi. 1968 r.visions, Genet empha.ized by a atage direction that this should 

taka pl.c. in front of the audi.nce. "Ell •• et .a robe blanch. r.ce au public. 

,ar-a.ffU' f. petite rob. noire" (IVI170). Th •• aid's unifor. is not totally 

cowerad by the dr.,s, but rsther both unifor. snd dr ••• ara .ppar.nt sy.bolizing 

the dUal n.tur. of Cl.ir--"ad.... Th. n.c •••• ry juxtapo.ition of re.l and 

\,;." "'1nary in a dogle i •• g. i. what Genet wa. stressing in his in.ist.nc,a 
'~';'.'k'·'· .. 
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"La chembre doit etre Is copie a peu pr~s exacte d'une chambra feminine, lea 

fleura vraies, mais les robes monstrueusas et Ie jeu des actrices un peu 

titubant"(IV:269-70). That the confrontation of oppositea is central to 

Genet's dramatic atyle can be Judged by his notes concerning the set of Lea ........ 
Paravants: "Se confrontant aux objets dessines en trompe-l'oeil sur chegue 

paravent. il devra touJours y avoir sur scene un ou plusieura obJeta reels" 

(PI9). Gestures in Les Bonnes should be light and stylized to counteract 

"un. phraseologie trop pesante"; the fine poetic passages should be said 

"comme une evidence, comme lorsqu'un chauffeur de taxi parieien invente aur-

le-champ una metaphore argotique" (IV:267; and 268). 

The ambivalence of the situation in Genet's drama puta the spectator 

in an uncomfortable position. Wishing to believe in the stage action through 

hia auspenaion of disbelief, he finds this natural desire is undermined and 

destroyed aa it is being formulated. Genet states: "11 faut ~ la fois y 

croire et refuser d'y croire" (IV:26B). This is the situation during the 

.aas; the faithful believe in the veracity of the event (tranaubstantiation) 

while simultan.ously b.ing aware of tha phyaical worldly r.ality of the wafer, 

the chalice and tha priest. Tha difficulty in performance of Les Bonn.a hes 

ariaen because there is nothing with the power to fuae the two elsments, as 

faith does for the celebrants; Du.ur found himself not knowing what to beli.va 

during Serraau's production. 

Les Bonnes has been performed regularly since Genet's comments and 

insights have become availabl., but it still pos.s problem. in performanca. 

In the .arly 1970a, Lea Bonne. was produced by three different directora. All 

of the. avoided the psychological end social int.rpretations that Gen.t had 

rafu •• d and dw.lt mora on the id.a of the cer.mony with an e.phasis on g.stur. 

and .ov ••• nt. Gen.t hiM •• lf had .tres •• d in 1968 that the .ov ••• nt about the 

.taga .hould not be haphazard nor naturalistic: "L.s •• tteur •• n scen. doivant 

s'appliqu.r ~ .attra au point una d'ambulatlon qui na eera paa l81aal. au 

ha.ard: la. Bonn ••• t "ad .. a s. randent d'un point ~ un autra d. la scan., 

an des.insnt una geo.etri. qui ait un a.na" (IV:147). The a.n •• of this 

.ov •• ant is not .ada .xplicit by Gen.t, but it •••• s to .tt •• pt tha con.tructiOA 
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ot a .ysteriou~hieratic system. For the spectator,the movement stimulates 

a fa.cination with the scenic space. 

In March 1971 at the Com&die de Saint Etienne, Roland Monod used one 

.an and two women in his production. He introduced the pertormance with a 

atrange gestural ceremony accompanied by plainsong: two figures (one male and 

ona femala) entered from below each side of the staga: "Ils se reJoignent 

lent.mant, sans a'atteindre, au centre du proscenium, et dessinent de. gestes 

coapliquls par lesquels ils s'attirent et S8 repoussent sans s'effleurer, 

puis .a tournent, brss 'cart's, dans une attitude contemplative vers la 

1 
'chapella'." Monad abandoned the realistic set that Genet had insisted on. 

His interpretation of the play was a8 a black maS8 or inverted religious 

cere.ony. His set appears to have been inspired by the use of vertical space 

in tha .edieval systeries. Three levels were utilized: the highest wa. the 

chapal or the reals of the godhead-Madame; stage level represented the neutral 

.pace in which the saids wrangle and argue, linked to the chaRel by a .tair

ea.a, the lowest level was the below-stage from which th'e maids issued, their 

infernal hoae. The religiosity of the production was overpowering. It 
2 

enveloped the audience in "un climat pesant et grave." The audience wa. 

ab.orbed into the production; the 8ssential ambivalence was lost. 

Tha underlying raligious symbolise of the play attractad Jaan-ftari. 

Patta. In April 1971 at Thlatre de la Cit' International. (Paris), Patte 

uaad threa .ale actors who alternated in the three roles. Like Monod, Patte 

dispensad with any semblance of realism in staging and acting. The staga was 

a neutral white space devoid of properties; it waa situated at the same laval 

.e the audience who surrounded the action. The charactars were played by 

bald-ha.dad sen waaring body stockings, work trousers and hobnail boots. At 

certain points in the play they adorned themselves with bolero. and .hawls. 

Oe.pite the physical proximity of the actors and the common lighting for .tage 

and aud1toriu., the audience wa. kept outside the action by stylized ge.tures. 

1E• 1le Copter.ann, Les Lettra. francaiaea, 24 March 1911, p. 24. 

2colette Godard, Le Monda, 1-8 March 1911, p. 14. 
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Th. power generated by the stylization was intended to overcome the inconsis-

t.neie. betwesn the text and action: references to stockings that had been 

transformed into boots, stroking of the hair that no longer existed on the 

.aida' heada. It was clearly an attempt to realize the fusion of real and 

i.aginary which ia at the heart of Genet's drama. However, the experience of 

this parformance was non-draMatic. The action of the play did not co .. unicat. 

it •• lf to an audience that felt excluded: "On a l'impression d'aeeister, en 

voyeur, aux jeux interdits de deux stre8 plu8 nus que s'ils Itaient dlvstu., 

plua ob.c~nee que s'ils aa livraient davant noua a des pratiques aexuellea." 

Th. nation of a com.union in the theatre was destroyed: "Pour un peu, on ea 

dit qua ca. trois co.~dien8 pourraient Jouer aeuls, aana spectateura, tant ils 

.ont habitu4 •• 
1 

C'eet preaqua une 'aveur d'stre admis A l.s voir." It would 

•••• that .are symbolic gesturing did not have the force to work dramatically. 

A third production was directad by Victor Garcia in Spanish at Thlatra 

d. la citl International. in April 1970. Garcia renounced even the realistic 

'r ... work for the play. The .istress's bedroom was replaced by a daserted 

black .tage. The bad wa. transformed into a graveiike ditch, and the area was 

eurround.d by tall, shining, tin panel. that reflected the lighta in a cold, 

stark .annar. The costumes of the maids were shapeless knee-length amocks. 

The .aida crawled around tha floor on shabby knee-pads or moved awkwardly 

an built-up boots with tinkling bells. Unkempt hair hanging bedraggled around 

their should.ra, they pre.ented a picture of extreme degradation and squalour. 

The tran.for.ation into Claire-~adame was effected through the mare addition 

2 0' bit. of rag. The ceremony was acted at a faverish pitch with graat 

physical ax.rtion, the maid. pur.ued one another around the atag~torturing 

each other with baating and whipping: "Oans Ie jau, m' •• parti-pri8 de 

stylisation inta.porelle: las comediennes se livrent A un ritual o~ al1a. vont 

Jusqu'au bout d1elles--a.e., .ans rian reutrer ni filtrer." 3 The .ova.ant 

1ftatthi.u Galey, Les Nouvelles litterair.s, 29 April 1971, p. 13; ~d 

p. 13. 
2"atthieu Galey, ke. Nouv·~le. litt4rairea, 16 April 1970, p. 13. 

3Robert Abirached, La Nouvalle Revue franiai.a, no. 210 (Juna 1970), 

'40. 
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of the production was conceived in vertical terms to correspond to the text's 

reterences to crawling and elevation. Claire was portrayed as a dog on all 
1 

foura; Madame entered from the flies descending, as it were, into the hell 

of the .aids' depravity. As with Monod the spatial organization had religious 

connotations of paradise and the inferno. 

Gercie's production was received with great enthusiaam by the Paris 

critics. The question to be raised, though, is whether the production was 

really a production of Genet's Les Bonnes. For Andrl Camp the success of the 

production lIIas entirely due to the performances of the lead actresses: "Nuria 

Espert at Julieta Serrano sont proprement fantastiques de tension et de vlritl. 

Leur Jeu eat tellement tendu, leur dlbit volontairement monocorde, hellucinl, 

2 
que le texte apparatt, presque,comme superflu." Garcia's .ethod of production 

is to de.tructure a text and then reinterpret its essence in theatrical terms. 

Garcia U8ed Ganet's 8cript to produce a ritual or ceremony. The play was 

succeesful because Garcia had changed its nature: "The eftect is to translate 

Genet'. abstract glorification of the criminsl and the beggar into a physical 
3 

reality ••• [that] enlarge8 the text into dance and incantation." Garcia, 

in fact, expanded tha text with extra details. The maids were aeen paaeing 

a night on their beda and immediately running to try on ~adama'a red and black 

gowns. They were often huddled in the corner of the stage whispering about 

"-d ... as the faithful whisper fro. their pelila. Indeed, the tea· cup of the 

final act waa.replaced by • ritualistic goblet. As was the caae with "onod, 

the audience wa. drawn into the .ystery of the play. Leillarchand apoke of "lea 

81,nes, lea .Itaphore. • • • 1 la fois lisiblas illllldiatement" which cre.ted 
4 

a "unique et vrn lien entre l'auteur et Ie spectataur." Les Bonnea becue 

8ignificant for the audience bacause Garcia exploded Genet'a isolated world 

1Thi8 is 8ugge.ted by a stag. direction: "C'est presque dans un 
aboi ... nt" (IV.149). 

2Andrl Caap, L'Avant-Sc~nel Thlltre, no. 450 (1 Jun. 1970), p. 51. 

3IrVing Wardle, The Ti •••• 18 "ay 1971, p. 12 • 

• L .. archand, L. figaro littlrair., 20 April 1970, p. 33. 
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by drawing on the more general sense of impending death for the force of the 

play_ 

for the most part those performances that attempt to remain loysl to 

the epirit of the original text reject the audience, either totally or par-

tially. The atage and auditorium are kept as two separate realms sometimes in 

direct confrontation. Nevertheless, the play has been described by the critics 

.s "une esp~ce de furieuse mesae noire," "rituel macabre et sacrilege," 

"ritual approaches to the liberation from the self," and "a theatre of ritual 
1 

and ceremonial." The bases for these asaassments derive generally from an 

i.perrect understanding of ritual. 

2 
for Peter Brook, ritual amounts simply to "repetitive patterns." 

The .aida themselvea refer mora rightly to their actions as forming pert of 

"1. clrl.onie" (IV:14B; and 152) and of "Ie jeu" (IV:149). The idea that what 

ie being performed is a repeeted unchanging sequence is reinforced by the 

charactere' references to a pre-existing order of performance I "Nous avone 

1e t •• pe" (IV:139)J "Nous n'en sommes pas encore la" (IV:141); "Mais dlpeche-

toi, nous n'aurons pas Ie tempa" (IV:143); "Passez sur lea formalitls au 

dlbut" (IV:171). That the same cereMony has been conducted before by the 

.aid. ia clear in Claire's reproach to 50lange: "Hier soir, qusnd tu faisai. 

"ad ... dans 1. robe blanche, tu Jubilaia, tu jubilais, tu te voyaia dlji 

~tant en cachetta sur le bateau des deportes, sur Ie • • • " ( I V, 150 ) • 

However, the.e rep.tition. only have real significance to the characters in 

the play, they fore part of the history of those characters, and they po ••••• 

only verbal .e8Oing for the audience. 

What the audi.nc. can experience are the recurring aequence. and 

••• ture. int.rnal to a .1ngl. parfor.ance. Generally speaking,th8aa repetitiona 

GCCur during the parallel actions of Claire-Mad ... and Mad.... for eXaMple, 

1J .an-Jacqu •• Geutier, Le figaro, 20-21 April 1947; Andrl Ca.p, 
lr' 6YFt-Scln., Thlatra, no. 450 (1 Jun. 1970), p. 51; R. A. Zi.bardo, "Genet I. 
81_k ..... ," "od.rn Or.a, vol. 8, no. 3 (Oecellbar 1965), p. 247; and Eselin, 
!b'tt'. Dr the Abayrd, p. 188. 

2Patar Brook, The E!pty Space (Londonl .. acGibbon and Kae, 1968), p. 52. 
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Claire's reaction to Monsieur's imprisonment corresponds to Madame's own 

1 
spa.ch. The dress that Madame gives to Claire is the one that 501ang8 had 

2 
earlier forced her to wear. Madame reacts to her tea being served in the 

be.t tea service just as does Claire in her last words: !lEt tu l'as versa 

dans Ie service Ie plus riche, Ie plus precieux" (IV:176).3 Both Madame and 

Clair~adame share a fascinstion with flowers, jewels, dresses, hand mirrors, 

and Minute adjustments to their hair. 

Although ritual implies repetition, repetition is only the formal 

el •• ent of a deeper experience. Coe goes further than Brook to define ritual 

4 a. "a sacred and illllllutable series of ceremonial gestures," that is to say, 

the repetition serves a religious end. Again there is evidence from the play 

to confirm the raligious nature of the ceremony that the .aids enact. There 

is a fascination with white and red, the purity of the Virgin and the blood 

of Christ. Clairs declares at ona point: "Je suis une Vierge plus belle" 

(IV.142). The ingestion of the godhead through the wine and wafer is obliquely 

refarred to in Claire's last SUbstantial speech: 

CLAIRE. 11 te faudra beeucoup de forca. Per sonne ne saura au bagna que 
Je t'accompagne en cachette. Et surtout, quand tu seras condaMnee, 
n'oubli. pas que tu me partes en toi. Precieusement. Nous serona 
bellae, libres et Joyeuses. (IV:176) 

R. A. Zi.bardo has carefully traced the close similarity of the elevation, 
S 

con.acration, and communion of the maS8 and the stages of the maids' ceremony. 

Thair reaction to the ceremony even corresponds to the reaction of the 

po ••••• ed dancer of tribal ritual. After the impersonation of "ada.a (the 

godh.ad?) Claire collapses with exhaustion, which she again suffers aftar hal' 

ordaal with "ad .. e (IV:147; 170; and 173). This exhaustion is caused by the 

.'fort to deny one's own identity in readiness for poasesaion. Ann Jellico. 

1Coapare Genet, G.C. IV, p. 142 and p. 160. 

2Ca.par. Genet, ~ IV, p. 141 and p. 163. 

3Co~are with Genet, ~ IV, p. 167. 

4Coa , Vision of Jaan Genet, p. 274. 

SZtMbudo, "Ganet's Black ".8a," pp. 247-58. 
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has put it si~ply: "A ritual generally takes the form of repeating a pattern 

of words and gestures which tend to excite us above a normal state of mind; at 

1 
the climax of the rite the essential nature of something ia changed." 

It is true that these ritual overtones are experienced by the audience 

during the performance along with the characters. They are lived in the unreal 

world born of the suspension of disbelief. However, they can only be effica-

cioua even in that marginal world if the audience believe they are part of an 

ongoing tradition. In other words, the audience must consider the performance 

a. a single enactment of a ritual that continues in an imagined sphere. For 

this to be the case it is necessary that Claire's suicide is sham and that the 

2 
cera.any shall be repeated. Yet this interpretation becomes untenabla if ana 

li.t.na to the air of finality in Claire's closing speeches: 

CLAIRE: C'est a ~oi de disposer en CBS derniares minutes ••• 
so .. as tout au bord, 501anga. Nous irons jusqu'a la fin. 
.aula pour vivre nos deux existences. (IV:175-76) 

• Nous 
Tu serae 

The critics have been content with a superficial definition of ritual. 

They have concentrated on the events of the play and generally on just those 

part. in which the maids are enacting their ceremony. They hava not looked 

at the wider application of the term ritual to the real situation that obtains 

dUring a theatrical performance. Those present are divided into at least two 

c.-pa. the actors and the spectators. The actors know beforehand what is 

going to happan and those in tha audience do not. True ritual does not 

aaparate people into groups, but is rather a celebration of co .. unal value. 

by all pre.ent and with all present aware through tradition of the atages of 

the rita. Eaile Durkheim eatablished four functions of ritual: 

1. A disciplinary and preparatory function: ritual as preparation of 
the individual for aocial living through the inculcation of .elf
discipline 

II. A cohe.ive function. ritual a. a reaffirmation of co.munal values 

III. A revitalizing function: ritual as perpetration of traditions with 
a view to the future health of the community 

1Ann Jellicoe, Preface to The Sport of ~y ~ad ~other (london. raber 
.ad raber, 1958), p. 6. 

2Thi• ca •• i. argued by Gros.vogel, Blasphemera, p. 151. 



IV. A euphoric function: ritual as the creator of a pleasant feeling 
of social euphoria 1 

The action on atage in Les Bonnes is a rejection, even a reversal, of the 

.tandard behaviour of the audience. Lesbianism and orgiastic immolation do 

not form part of the mores of conventional theatre audiences. Furthermore, 
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the language used by the servants is exceptional rather than nor.al. Indeed, 

the structure of the play is such that it undermines rather than confirms the 

spactator'. position. 

Conventional theatre is dependent on the audience accepting the 

reality of the actor-character and the situation depicted on stage. In 1!! 

Bonna. another level of reality-non-reality is introduced. The actres8es 

pertor. roles which demand the acting of further roles; the actres8 acts 

So lange who acts Claire, or the actress acts Claire who acts Madame. If the 

opening sequence of the play is examined, the way in which the action proceede 

falteringly along a line between the real and the non-real beco_ea apparent. 

The audience will accept as real the opening situation of Madame (really 

Claire) and Claire (really 50lange), but this belief is being constantly 

challenged. The vocabulary of the mistresa has a coarseness that does not 

corra.pond to her position in society: 

CLAIREa Et CBS gants! Cas eternels gants! Je t'ai dit souvent de lea 
laisser 1 la cuisine. C'eat avec ~s, sans doute, que tu esperes 
.eduire le laitier •••• Quand comprendras-tu que cette chambre 
ne doit paa etre souillee? Tout, maia tout! ce qui vient de la 
cui.ine est crachat. (IV:139) 

The audience is, however, reassured by the .istresa assuming a more nor.al 

attituda towarda her domestic; she asks to be dressed and demands that her 

Jewel. b. laid out (IV:140). Neverthelees, the coarseness of the opening 

r .. ark. ie repeated in a .ore overtly sexual reference to the laitier, 

CLAIRE, Avouez qulil voua a a'duite: Que vous etes grosse! Avouez-lel 
(IVa140) 

With the heightened tansion of this outburst, the supposed Madaae reverts to 

ejaculatory t.agerya 

15 •• Harry Alpert, £.11e Ourkhei. and His Sociol09Y (New York, 
eel..-ie Univeraity Prea., 1939), pp. 199-203. 



(Solange s'accroupit sur la tapis et, crachant dessus, cire des 
escarpins vernis.) 

CLAIRE: Je vous ai dit, Claire, d'eviter les crachats. Qu'ils dorment en 
vous, ma fille, qu'ils y croupissent. Ahl ahl VDUS etes hideuse, 
ma belle •••• Pensez-vous quIll me soit agraable de me savoir le 
pied enveloppa par les voiles de votre salive? Par la brume da vas 
marecages? (IV:140) 

The unease caused by this opening exchange derives from a disparity between 
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the roles of the actresses and their warde and actions. The audience through 

habit associates a mode of conduct and a register of vocabulary with certain 

social functions. In thia initial sequence this association is questioned, 

if not dislocated. As though this were not enough the names themselves begin 

to slip. Lhe audience is thrown into confusion also at the level of the action 

of the play. The maid has been referred to as Claire throughout, and then 

all of a sudden the Madame threatens: 

CLAIRE: Ahl tu veux parler ••• Parfait. Menace-moi. Insulte ta 
mattresss. 501ange, tu veux parler, n'est-cs pas, des malhaura 
de Monsieur. Sotte. (IV:141) 

The spectators' consternation must be complete when fsced with the following 

exchange: 

sOLANGE: ••• Car Solange you. ammerdel 
CLAIRE, aftolle: Clairel Clairel 
sOLANGE: Hein? 
CLAIRE, dans un murmure: Claire, Solange, Claire. 
SOLANGE: AhJ oui, Claire. Claire vous em.erdaJ (IV:144-45) 

The work prohibits the audience tram fulfilling its customary rols in tha 

performanca. By undermining the belief in the second level of characteriza

tion (actress as Solangs 8S Claire), doubt is necessarily ca.t on the prim.ry 

level (actres •• s solange) which is ths vary basis of the theatrical illusion. 

Hare egain we are faced with Genet's dualistic universe: "11 f.ut a 

1. tois y croire at rsfuser d'V croire, .Bis afin qu'Dn y puis.e croire il 

taut que lea actrices ne jouant pas salon un mode realiste" (IV:268-69). 

Genet's model is the maae which he is convinced is etfective becau.e the 

baliet is ~ in what one perceivea physically but in the faith that intor .. 

the caremony. The dual nature of the priest as a man and as God'. envoy i. 

overcome through a will to balieve which is encouraged by tha axecution of 

c.rtain pre.cribed ge.tures and .ctions. Th. congregation .t the •••• are 
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confirmed in their beliefs which they share with the officiant whose double 

nature they willingly accept. The theatre can have superficially similar 

functions: the actor has the dual nature of a physical man and the embodiment 

of a character fro. an iMagined world; the willingness to believe becomes the 

suspension of disbelief. If the suspension of disbelief is working the actor-
1 

character becomes a symbol of this non-real world. In this respect, the 

theatre is a lay religion. The difference lies in that the spectator at the 

theatre does not necessarily share a body of beliefs with the author or 

character, but rather accepts a convention. The belief in the action on the 

part of the audience will last as long as the convention is respected. In 

Le. Bonnas Genet relies on the principles of this convention in that he 

requires the acceptance of the primary level of characterization (actress aa 

50lange) and the identification with the action. However, the simultaneoua 

undermining of this convention by the confusion of roles leaves the spectator 

rejected and abandoned outside the play. Indeed, Genet has no respect for the 

conventional .eans through which identification operates, namely characteriza-

tion. The characters of Les Bonnea do not have stable individual identities, 

and thue Solange can aay,referring only to Claire physically: "Les deux bonnes 

sont 18--lea davouaes servantesl" (IV:145). One maid implies the other; 

"adame and the audience cannot keep them apart: 

CLAIRE: ••• ~adame a sOignl Claire ou Solange, car Madame nou. 
confondait touJours. (IV:167) 

The denial of individual identities (and correlatively the fruatration 

of tha audience's desire to believe in them) is so complete that the entry of 
2 

"ad .. e cauae. a definite relaxation in the auditorium. A poa.ible explanation 

1. that ~ed .. e ia a highly credible type with whom one can identify. Genet 

had great difficulty with this part because he wanted to avoid creating a 

1The existence of tha cheracter independent of the actor's incarnation 
of it has baan discussed st length by Etienne 50uriau and Henri Gouhier. Sea 
50uri~u, as r s rob me de l's.thati ue t altrala, p. 16. "La grand 
auccas du g nia th Itral aat de r us sir a donner une existence varitabla aux 
paraonnages, indapandam.ent de leur incarnation par l'acteur"; and Gouhiar, 
Le Theltra et l'exiatance (Parial Aubier, 1952), Chapter 4. 

2Thi. re.ction could be di.tinctly sen.ed in rrank Dunlop'. production 
of Tha "aid. (Londan, Young Vic, 15 April 1972). 
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1 
caricature. The final result obviously dissatisfied him to judge from the 

nota he appended to the 1968 revision at the point when ~adame enters: 

11 est possible que la piece paraisse r'duite A un 8quellette de pi~ce. 
En effet, tout y est trop vita dit, et trop explicite, je sugg~re donc 
que les metteurs en scene 'ventuels remplacent les expressions trop 
prlciaes, celles qui rendent la situation trop explicite, par d'autres 
plus ambiguBs. (IV:158) 

Genet consciously divorces the spectator from the stage by denying 

the conventional means through which the spectator enters into the action. 

The confrontation that results from this willed separation could be overco •• 

by the galvanizing power of 80me shared fundamental conviction. Although such 

a technique would make Genet's theatre different, it would be incompatible 

with the whole movement of the plays towards an aesthetic of rejection. For 

example, the world of the stage in Les Bonnes ia exceptional. It is not 

intended to reflect the world of the audience. The action of the play works 

to reject the normal world: 

CLAIRE: 
fini. 

Fini. Clest fini. Ah! 
Je disposerai du monde. 

J'oubliaisl terme Ie robinetl 
(IV:156) 

It is a withdrawal into a singular realm of self-reflecting image8: 

Cleat 

CLAIRE: 50lange, 8 nous deux, nous serons ce couple Iternel, du 
criminal et de la sainte. Noue serons sauv'es, 50lange, Je te 
le jure, sauv'ssJ (IVz156) 

The metaphorical infrastructura of the play describes a realm that is cut off 

from the auditorium and everyday reality. The mistress's room and the rela-

tionshipa that exist inside it are referred to as barricades againet the attack 

of the outside world: 

SOLANGE: ~ad .. e ae croyait protlgle par see barricades da fleurs, 
sauvla par un exceptionnel de.tin, par le sacrifice. (IV:14S) 

• • • • • • • • • • • 

"ADA"E: Je me croyais ai bien protlgle de la vie, _i bien protlga. par 
votre dlvouament. 5i bien protlga. par ~on8ieur. Et toute catta 
coalition d' .. itils n'aura pas rluasi une barricade aa8az hauta 
contra 1e dlsaspoir. (IVI164) 

The i~lication of a barricade ia that while keeping others out, it also 

1This point was made by "-e ~arthe Beason (nae Harlin) in conversa
tions with the author during December 1972 at the Bib1iothaque de l'Arsanal. 
Mma Besson was asaistant to Louis Jouvst during the rehear.ala of the play. 
Indeed text Q bear. her .aiden name written in tha hand of Genat. 
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imprisons those inside; a means of defence becomes an oppressive limitation. 

Thus, agents of protection cited by Solange and Madame are simultaneously the 

means of extinction for Claira-Madame: 

CLAIRE: Vous m"crasez sous vos pr'vanances, sous votra humilit' sous 
les glareuls at Ie r's'da. (E1le se leve et d'un ton plus ba;.) On 
s'encombre inutilement. 11 y a trop de fleurs. C'est mortel. (IV:140) 

The flowers which are present ostensibly for adornment become agents of death; 

their presence is suffocating: 

~ADAME: Chaque fois que je rentrerai mon coeur battra avec cette violence 
terrible et un beau jour je m'lcroulerai, morte aous vos fleurs. 
Puisque c'est mon tombeau que vous pr'parez, puisque depuis quelques 
jours vous sccumulez dans ma cha.bre des fleurs funebresl (IV:159) 

Flowers can celebrate both s marriage and a death, but it is surely death 

that per_eates Genet'. world: 

~ADAME: Votre gentillesse m'agace. Elle m'accable. Elle m'ltouffe • 
• • • Et ces fleurs qui sont Ie pour fster juste Ie contraire d'une 
nocel (IVa161) 

It is therefore consistent that life and escape should be associated with 

the removal of flowers: 

"ADAME a Enlevaz ces fleurs. 
Emportez-moi cas fleursl 

Emportez-les chez vous •••• "ad .. e s"chappel 
(IV:167) 

Tha oppressive and stifling atmosphere of the room imprisons tha 

.aids as well and threatens them with death: 

SOLANGE: 11 fait 10urd, ca soir. 11 a fait 10urd toute la Journ' •• 
CLAIRE: Oui. 
SOLANGE: Et cels nous tue, Claire. (IV:146) 

Their real_ is a world of cloying vaporous fumes symbolized by Solanga'a 

saliva, "la bru.e da vos .arlcages," a dense impenetrable fog of mysterious 

for.ationsl 

SOLANGE. Nous so .. as envalopples, con fondues dans nos exhalaisons, dans 
nos fastas, dans notre heina pour vous. Nous prenons forMe, madame. 

(IV:145) 

Thosa existing in this unhealthy region turned in on itself, constantly run 

the dangar of asphYXiation and poisoning from their own ejaculations I 

SOLANGEI Pourrons-nous .a.e Ie continuer, Ie jeu. Et moi, si ja n'.i 
plus a crachar sur qualqu'un qui m'appelle Claire, maa crachats 
vont .'Itoufferl (IVI149) 

Their lot is •• de worse by the faSCination with tha .irrora that reflect this 

world back into itself. The sete of tha productions have laid great e.phaeia 
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on the Mirrors. Serreau underlined the reflective function of the mirrors by 

positioning one at the front right of the stage; this mirror came between the 

audience and the characters,reflecting the maids' images back onto the stage 

and into their private realm. Claire and Solange are likened to mirror images 

ot each other, thus rendering their circumstances even more claustrophobic: 

CLAIRE: Mais, j'en ai assez de ce miroir effrayant qui me renvoie mon 
image comme une mauvaise odeur. (IVs156) 

This dark lugubrious world of the maids is contrasted with the radiance 

and joy of the elevation to which they aspire. Madame'. jewels and glistening 

appearance ~the object of envy. Although it is the realm of light and 

brilliance that is the focus of their devotions they teel threatened by it; 

they are children of the darkness: 

CLAIRE, ae mirent avec complaisance: J'y suis plus belle: Le danger 
.'aurlole, Claire, et toi tu n'es que t~nebres ••• 

SOLANGE: ••• infernales: (IVa145) 

The .ilkman who visits the. ia a source of danger because his youth and 

"fra!cheur" represent an alien world (IV:145). The maids are always anxious 

about that world and try to hide their existence from it. Claire complaina: 

"Je suis l bout. La lu.iere .'assomme. Tu crois que les gens d'an faca ••• " 

(IV:147). The curtains end windowa that protect them from their neighboura' 

gaze are given great attention. The opening of a window appears to have 

portentous consequences for the maids: 

CLAIREa Taia-toi. Tu m'~touffea. J'atouffe. (Elle veut entrouvrir 
la fenltre.) Ah! lai.eer antrer un pau d'air iciJ 

SOLANGE, inguiate: Que veux-tu faire? 
CLAIRE. Ouvrir •••• 
SOLANGEa Laiaae la fanltre. Ouvre les partes de l'antichambre at de 

la cui.ine. (IV:153) 

The cloeing .tages of the play are characterized by the maid. breaking out of 

their continemant. However, this eecape alao .eana their annihilation. Claire 

1. aware of this and tries to prevent Solange's actiona. 

SOLANGEa Laia.ez-moi aortir. Noua allons parler au londa. Qu t ll •• 
• ette aux fenstres pour nous voir, il taut qu ' i1 noue 'coutee 
(Elle ouyra la renltr •• '&1s Claire la tire dans la ch"br •• ) 

CLAIRE. L •• gan. d'.n face vont nous voir. 
SOLANGE, dill .ur 1a balcon: Jf.spare bien. 11 fait bon. La v.nt 

.'.xalt.l 
CLAIRE. Solang.1 Solange! Reste evec moi, rentre1 (IVa172) 
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Tha only way that Claire and Solange can withstand the impact of light and 

witneases is through a secret co~pact struck in the darkness of their roo., 

"Personne ne saura au bagna que je t'accompagne an cachatte" (IV:176). 

The stage action is introverted; the imagery of the play describes e 

world locked away from everyday reality. The action is concluded in a feat 

of destruction through self-negation and self-immolation; the triumph of 

Claire leaves 501ange in co~plete isolation. The play shrinks away fro. the 

audience. for the audience, the values expressed in the play represent an 

alternative culture in which it cannot participate. Ritual, according to 

OUrkheim, involves a preparation for social living and a maintenance of the 

health of the society. Genet's play sabotages the values of the audience and 

apreads dacay: "J'ai pris so in de preciser que 1a sc~ne s'oppose a la vie" 

(IVa228). The play does not create any euphoric feeling in the audience; its 

intention is rather lid' etablir une espece de malaise dans 1a salle" (1\1I26B). 

The divaraity of critical reaction underscores the uneasiness that the play 

ha. caused. Genet's theatre is deliberately alternative: "5i man theatre pue 

c • eat parce que l' autre sent bon" (I V: 13) • 

The ritual element of Genet's theatre is formal. Judged by the 

categories of DurkheiM,which concentrate on the effect and function of ritual 

in society, Genet's theatre is anti-ritual. Jan Kott acknowladges Genet's 

debt to the practices of the Catholic Church but explains the author's use of 

th ... "Aa such the performsnce is not a ritual, but a profanation of the 

ritual, and this see.s to be the real function of liturgy in the theatre of 

1 
Genet." In Lea Bonn •• the ritual element is denied on three levels: the 

inability to affect the necessary fuaion of opposites that is central to Genet's 

~ery. the ai.ultsneous dependence on,and rejection o~ the theatrical 

convention; the satting of the stage against the audience. 

Th. technique of the play is an uneaey comproMi.e between convention 

and revolution. The play relies on an initial identification of audience with 

1Jan Kott, Theatre Notebook, 1947-1967. trane. Boleslaw Taboraki 
~.Ir ... don a ... thuen, 1968 ), p. 253. 
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character, and yet the events of the play work against this very sYMpathy. 

The force of the drama lies in the coexistence of the real and the i.aginary, 

but the indispensable fusion of realms is lacking. The stage action re.aina 

i.aginary, and the audience is not truly caused to question itaelf.Jf Les Nagres 

overco.es these shortcoMings. The audience is confronted by an action which 

attacks it. The action is fired by the emotive power of racialism which create. 

a ca..union in the audience, a communion borne not of sympathy but of open 

hoatility between audience and stage. The tension between actor and spectator 

ia exploded. Racialism generates the force by which real and imaginary beco.e 

tu.ed. Violence and hatred, and not love and belief as in the mass, bring 

about the conditions proper for the realization of Genet's theatre in 

perfon.nce. 

(iv) Les Negres 

The scandal and debate thet postponed Peter Brook's production of 

1 k8 Balcon .eant thatLe. Negres, although written after that play, became 

the third of Ganet's plays to be seen on the Parisian stage.
2 

Why those who 

inaiated on findin~.nd objecting to,a direct political me •• age in Genet's 

dr .. a .ingled out Le Balcon, when it would seem that Les Negres raised a much 

.ore overtly social issue is strange indeed. After all the title itself 8Ug-

ge.t. obvious racialist connotations. In performance the play received the 

cueta.ary .. bivalent critical reception. Marcal and Gautier were still 

unshaken in their opposition to Genet's work, more in principle than through 

any artistic consideration it would appear. "C'est un corrupteur at ce n'e.t 

rien d'autra" constituted the final word. of "'arcel's review; Genet appeared 

to be rejecting in the play "tout ce qui a fait l'honneur et la dignitl da 
3 

l'occident chrltien." The .ocial overtone. of the play (the basic social 

1ror detail. of the difficulties Brook faced aftar hia production wa. 
banned in Nove.b.r 1957, aae Le riQaro, 1, 13, 14, 20, 21, 23 and 31 Nove.ber 
1957 and Co.bat, 13 and 23-24 Nove.ber 1957. 

2Le• Nagra. wa. fir.t perfor.ed 28 October 1959 at Thlatre de Lutace 
by La Troupe de. Griots, directed by Roger Blin. 

3Gabriel "'arcel, Le. Nouvallaa l1ttlraire., 17 Oeca.ber 1959, and 
Jean-Jacque. Gautier, ~a rigaro, 4 Nove.ber 1959. 
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aituation that Genet exploits as the mainspring) are again erected into the 

.ain theme and sole significance of the work by the critics in the daily papers. 

For Gouhier the setting used by Genet had an inherent "troisieme dimenaion" 

aince it could have expressed the tragic misunderstanding born of prejudice, 

1 
but under Genet's pen the IIIhole lIIas reduced to "una vulgaire piece a these." 

Claude Olivier placed it squarely in a similar category as "un vibrant 
2 

rlquiaitoire contre le racisme." Andrtfe Clair lIIas sensitive to the possible 

her. that the play could do to the cause of black people because it crystal-

3 ized opinion so ruthlessly. Even with time to peruse the printed text, 

John Cruickshank confidently stated: "Clearly, this play is an attack on 

4 
white people." There were those critics who did not limit themselves to the 

.ingle black-against-white interpretation. Paul Morelle univer8alized the 

i~ort by 8eeing the blacks as symbols "de la domestication, de l'exploitation, 

du aervage, et, dans una plus large mesure, de la mise a l'index en quaran

S taine da la a'fiance originelle"; thus he questions whether there are not 

"blacks" in every race. Pierre Duret passed from the strictly social to tha 

e"iatential with his interpretation that the play treated "l'ubigu"itl da noa 

rapports avec le8 Autre." and Jacques Bauchere saw it as an attack on the vary 

nature of lIan. 6 

The different levels of interpretation do tend to highlight th8 

difficulty of the play and of coping with its structural and thematic coaplaxity, 

an all-englobing statement of theme is virtually impossible. Th08e, for 

e" .. pla, who interpret the playas anti-colonialist and anti-represaive 

obvioualy a.e in the action of the play a triumph for the black cau8a, a 

1Henri Gouhier, La Table ronde, no. 146 (february 1960), p. 187. 

2Claude Olivier, Les Lettres franceisea, 12 November 1959, p. 7. 

3Andrle Clair, Prtfsence africaine, no. 30 (February-March 1960), 
pp. 118-19. 

4John Cruickshank, "Jean Genet: The Aesthetics of Crille," Critical 
IM!£terlx, vol. 6, no. 3 (Autuan 1964), p. 208. 

5paul ftorella, Liblration, 4 November 1959. 

6pierr. Duret, Le Temp. de. ho .... , no. 9 (January-"arch 1960), p. 102. 
~~ Jacqua. Bauchara, Confluent, no. 9 (Septa.ber-October 1960), p. 609. 
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statement of black self-determination. The final act of the play when Village 

and Vertu turn their backs on the audience constitutes for these critics the 

liberation of the Negroes from the nigger image and a discovery of their own 

identity. Similarly they must believe in the veracity of the off-stage trial, 

in the execution of the black traitor, and subsequently in the real existence 

of "un autre" who is "en route. • • • (qUi] va la-bas organiser et continuer 

la lutte" (N:161). However, the very construction of Les N~9r8s precludes any 

definite judgement of this sort. Roger 8lin explains the mechanism behind the 

play: 

Ici, la comadie que jouent les acteurs, la possession qu'ils miment, 
doivent atre sans cesse bris'es: si Ie public adhere physiquement 1 la 
pi~ce, il faut manager des ruptures dans cetta adhesion et que la 
cradibilite soit interrompue afin qu'on lui rappelle sans cesse qu ' i1 
e'agit de treize comediens qui s'amusent entre euxl Tout cela commande 
une mise en scane visible. • • • Aussi toute la piece doit-elle rester 
sur un plan theatral, dans la convention d'un temps et avec un decor
echaufaudage qui serve a tout.1 

8lin tried to effect this "visibility" by a very intricate use of stage 

lighting and by an orchestration of the text using different acting techniques 

and tones: masks, stylized movement, vocal pitch, the poetic passages Juxta-

posed with the crude, the sombre tone suddenly destroyed by a joke. Evan tha 

readar is very much aware of this structuring of the play, almost a modelling 

of the situation using the conventions of the theatre as basic materiala. 

Andrl Camp, among others, became lost in this vast, amorphous structure, 

"Dans le tohu-bohu das images et dea eclats de voix, Ie fil conducteur de 
2 

l'action reste obscur." Despite 81in's effort, to judge from the conte.porary 

reviews of the performance, very few critics were aware of this conscious uss, 
3 

this"willed multiplicity," of the theatrical conventions, the toying with 

belief and diebelief, the real and the imaginary. Michel Zeraffa perceived 

the true dimeneion of the play: "Ce n'eet pas une piece politique, ni _'ma 

pollmique •••• Au lieu de passionner pour 1es Blancs ou pour les Nagr.s, on 

1Roger B1in cited by Jean Duvignaud, Las Lettre8 nouvelle., no. 27 
(28 October 1959), p. 25. 

2Andr, Ca_p, L'Avant-Scene: Theatre, no. 208 (15 Nov •• ber 1959), p. ~~. 

3Knapp, "An Interview with Roger 81in," p. 116. 
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aurait mieux fait d'analyser l'esthetique du drame.,,1 The sacrificial "murder" 

of the Court has no meaning beyond the theatrical representation "qui ne 

renvoie ~ aucune rlaHte.,,2 It is made abundantly clear throughout the play 

that the events enacted on stage are really only a performance: 

VILLE DE SAINT-NAZAIRE: Vous, vous n'etiez l~ que pour la parade. 
Derriare • • • 

CELUI QUI TENAIT LE ROLE DU VALET sec: Nous savons. Grace a nous 
on n'a rien devinl du drame qui-;B passe ailleurs. (N:161) 

~hat the critics have attempted for the most part is an interpretation 

of the action which is not portrayed before them, that which happens "ailleurs" 

performed by "eux"-an action outisde the play. Coe summarizes the plan of 

And so the play develops for over half its length, working out permu
tations and combinations with the elusive material of dimensions of 
plays within plays and audiences within audiences, until suddenly the 
dramatic entry of Ville de Saint Nazaire, the whole delicate structure 
collapses with the revelation of a new dimension still' this time, a 
play outside the play.3 

The character of Ville de Saint-Nezaire is crucial in the evaluation of the 

off-stage action; the actuality of that action is dependent on the audience's 

belief that he really does go elsewhere to the place it occurs. In the 

quotation above he obviously clesses himself apart from the Negroes on stage, 

Archibald's troupe of actors, who never leave the box of the stage. However, 

his poaition is quite ambiguous. He is marked as not belonging to the troupe. 

He is not really a nagre, that is, the black in the imagination of the white. 

He is not adorned in the exaggeratad garb of the other Negroea, but rather he 

appears "piede nua et en chandail de laine" (N:15). This visual alienation 

fro. the troupe is eoon underlined by verbal excommunication: "Et voue, monsieur, 

vous etes de trap. Tout, stant secret, 11 teut foutre Ie camp," Archibald 

tells him (N,26). His role is to be a messenger between the two actions, the 

visible one before us and the invisible one happening in other partsJ 

1~ichel leraffa, Europe, no. 369 (January 1960), p.147. 

28ernard Dort, "Le Jeu de Genet," Les Tempa moderne., no. 171 
(June 1960), p. 1878. 

3Coe , ed., Theater of Jean Genet, p. 138. 
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ARICHIBALD: Allez, mais allaz donc les pr'venir. Dites-leur bien que 
noue avons co .. encl. Qu'ils fassent leur travail comme nous allons 
'aire le notre. Tout ss passera comme ~ l'accoutumle. Je l'ssp~re. 

( N :26) 

Oi.misaed, hie exit fro. the acting area further underlines his status as an 

outeidar to the on-stags ceremony, or at leaet is intended to give such an 

VILLAGE: Pas par l~, malheureux. On vous avait dit de ne plus venir, 
vous gachez tout. (N :26) 

But at the ... a time es the outsider aepect of Ville de Saint-Nazaire 

ia being developed, another side of his character is similarly being sketched: 

Ville de Saint-Nazairs, ths msmber of the acting troups. Hs does take part in 

the initial atylized l'Iozart minuet sequence with all ita ataged theatricality,1 

he ia n .. ed by Archibald aa "l'Ionsieur Edgar-HIlas Ville de Saint-Nazaire" 

(later Archibald will tell us that this name is 'alse), and he does bow to the 

audience and the Court (N :1B). The exit from stage, aa unrehearsad aa it 

.ay firat appear, soon ia revaaled 8S another instance 0' stage-cra,t and juat 

ana more detail in the construction of tha performance of the ceremony. Whan 

.uch a "apontaneous" staga action is repeated, it passes imRiediately from the 

unrehearead to the stylizad. Indeed, it is his customary mann.r 0' leaving the 

stags (N:45-46). In fact the tone of the dialogue while he is on stage at tha 

beginning implias that all his actions ara known in advanca by the actors, 

Archibald cut him oft abruptly with "plua tard" obvioualy knowing that Vills 

de Saint-Nazaire will be returning (N:27). Everything ia part of a rehearsad, 

well-known ceremony: "Tout aa passare co .. e a l'accoutumle" (N 126). 

The subsequant appearancas of Villa de Saint-Nazaira all tend to 

confirm the firat the.e of the outsider. It is he who announces tha signifi-

cance of the fireworks off-stage and he who draws back the white sheet to 

reveal the sh.. of the coffin that has occupied centre stage throughout the 

per'ormance (NI159-60 and 140)0 He challenges Archibald's intentions in 

o~se~ving tha order of the rite: 

VILLE DE SAINT-NAZAIRE, avec col~rel Voua voulez donc la continuar 1 
l'in'ini? La perpltuer Juequ·i la mort de la race? Tant que 

1Genet, Lea N~grea, a.e the photograph po 12. 



la Terre tournera autour du soleil, lui-meMe emporte en ligne 
directe jusqulaux limites de Dieu, dans una chambra secrete, des 
Negres • •• (N: 124 ) 
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Tha i~lication is that the blacks should break out from the confines of tha 

"chubre secr~te" into s world of real action. But even for Ville de Saint-

Nazaire tha essential seellls to ba happening on the stage bafore us: he refars 

to tha off-ataga action as "cette cOlledie que noua jouons, pour voua" (N:116). 

Perhaps it is just another play while the action on the visible stage has tha 

only real validity: 

VILLE DE SAINT-NAZAIRE: Jisi besion dletre ici. De toutes faions, 
cleat trap tarde Laieaez-moi sIler jusqulau bout. Ici. (N:116) 

Indeed, the inforAlation wa are given about the off-stage occurrences is vague 

and for an audience "unreal." Oeapite Archibald'e vivid description "dlun 

.ang vivant, chaud, souple, fumant, dlun sang qui saigne" the lIIan to be judged 

r •• Bina secret, non-existent for the audience, an entity made of words (NI116). 

The details that Ville de Saint-Nazaire gives of the "autre" who has departed 

"la-ba." to continue the struggle ramain unSUbstantiated and ill-definsd, so 

.uch ao that Bobo auspiciously asksl "~ais ••• est-il noir, au moina?~1162), a 

question which casts doubt on ths interpretation of the playas a politically 

revolutionary tract aupporting black liberation. The only non-verbal evidenca 

that there is an off-stage action is the sound effect. of the fireworks and then 

the "ceflata d'un fau d'artifice," two representations of so.ething that ie 

by natura artificial (N:159). This is not conclusive proof. 

What ia the nature of the area where this other court is .eeting? 

Archibald leava. no doubt: "Partezl Rentrez dans la couli.ae. Elllportez la 

revolvar, et allaz faire votre basogne" (N:45). As though this in it.elf i. 

not e.phatic enough, when questioned by Le Valet, Archibald i8 unaquivocal: 

LE VALETI 
ARCHIBALD: 

o~ est alII Le Negra avec son colt, tout a l'heure? 
Dans la coulisse. (N:51) 

The wings of tha stage ara not 8 place of action. It is whers thosa on stags 

loae thair staga peraonality. It i. the ravarae of the illuaion. for instanca, 

when Village disappears bshind the .craen with the disguiaed Oiouf, tol all 

intent. and purposea to par for. tha .acrificial IllUrder (according to the 



theatrical illusion), lIIe are told IIIhat "really" happened: 

NEIGE: II ne stest rien passe, ntest-ce paa? 
VILLAGE: Rien. Ou, si vous voulez, tout s'est pasae comme d'habitude, 

at tres proprement. Quand il est entre derriere Ie paravent, Oiouf 
m'a aimablemant aide a m'assaoir. 

NEIGE: Et ensuite? 
VILLE DE SAINT-NAZAIRE: Rien d'autre. lIs ont attandu sur un bane, 

dana la couliase, en aChangeant un sourire amuse. (N:123) 

A great .. aunt of stress is placed upon this very same incident. Bobo and 

Vartu discuss: 

VERTU, ti.idemant: 11 ne revient paa. 
BOBO, ~ .i-voixl II n'a pas eu Ie temps. Otabord c'est trea loin. 
VERTU: Co .. ant, tras loin? Ctast derriere Ie paravent. 
BOBO, ~ mi-voix. tau laura. et legerement agacee: Bien sur. ~ais en 

.e.e temps ils doivent aller ailleurs. Traverser la chalDbre, passer 
par Ie jardin. (N:121-22) 
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"Ailleurs" proves to be the dimension of the imagination. Vartu and Bobo ara 

hara questioning the whole basis of theatre and theatrical illuaion. for 

theatra to work in Genet's terms, both what Bobo and Vertu say must be 

ei.ultansoualy true. The wafer of the mass, "est-ce Oieu lui-.eme ou une 

ai.ple paatille blanche qulil tient au bout de aes quatre doigts?1t (B54:15). 

The off-stage action hinted at throughout the ceremony has precisely 

thie function; it emphasizes that what is being performed is both simulta-

neously real (in that there are flash-and-blood actors on stage) and imaginary 

(in that the action is fictitious). What is clear ia that Ville de Saint

Nezeire's entry ia very far from being "sudden" (as Cae would have it); the 

two ereas of action have been implied from the beginning of the playas 

exieting contemporaneously and interdependently. The queetion of the reality 

0' the off-atage trial is not really crucial to the understanding of the play. 
1 

"Scane at coulisse IlUtuallement s'irrlalisent." Even the description of the 

.urder which produced the "corpae lt in the catafalque 1s so confused that thia 

event prior to the performance tends towarda the real. of the i.aginary. 

Village recounts the murder of an old lady tramp whom they bundle in the back 

.f the Cadillac (N,32-34). Neige reproaches hi. for killing a white wo.an 

out of love and not "afin de devenir avec plus d'Iclat un negre balafrl, puent 

1"aurice Ragnaut, Thlltra populaire, no. 36 (1959), p. 51. 
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lippu, camus, mangeur, bouffeur, bafreur de Blancs" (N:42). When the second 

murder is re-enacted, Oiouf impersonates a well-behaved, reverent, white girl 

identified in a brief analogy with Jeanna d'Arc, a bastion of white, Christian 

society (N:101-2). As if this confusion were not sufficient, Ville de Saint

Nazaire then reveals that there is no body in the catafalque and that tha 

catafalque is really only the two chairs that have been missing from the 

beginning of the performance (H:140). 

All action concurrent with the performance (the off-stage trial) and 

prior to the performance (the murder) is made unreal. Archibald as metteur en 

scine for the troupe of actors also tries to en.sure that the performanca 

ramaine divorced from everyday reality. The action is to follow exactly that 

preecribed by a text and rehearsals; nothing is to be allowed to compromise the 

.mooth development of the ceremony: "Vous n'svez pas Ie droit de rien changer 

au clrlmonial, sauf, naturellement, 8i vous dlcouvrez quelque dltail crual 

qui an rahausserait l'ordonnance" (N:29). The greatest danger to the perfor

.anca would appear to be an intrusion of the private life of the actor (or the 

character) into the order of .ervice. Archibald has to kaep very close 

control over Village when the latter professes his love for Vertu and describ.s 

the attraction of the black prostitute: "Attention, Village, n'allez pas 

Ivoquar votre via hors d'ici" quickly followed by I1Prsnez garde, Villagel" 

and "N'lvoquez pas votre vie" (N:53; 55; and 56). Archibald is not demanding 

complete .uppression of personality but rather its eubordination to tha 

unfolding of the cere.ony. Heiga at the beginning is too violent for that 

point in tha procaedings, "les prlpsratifs," and i8 continually being brought 

into line (Na24); sha i8 msda to bow againat her will in the introduction, 

.ade to stop eating tha flowere on the cetafalque ("Elles sont l~ pour Ie 

Jeu. - Na2S), and is reprimanded by both Archibald and BObo: "Uous fait •• 

lntarv.nir votre t.mpir ... nt, vo. colires, vos humeurs, voe indi.po.itions, 

et vou. n'an svaz pa. Ie droit" (Na27). However, as the play progre •••• this 

ang.r find. its plac. in the c.remonya Neige is used to pracipitate Vil1aga'. 

fury neadad for the .acrificial killing of Oiouf; her own ira and vena. are 
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used to elevate Village into a symbolic officiant in the murder which is 

overtly treated in the same terms as the ma88, following the three stages of 

consecration, elevation and communion. All the levels of action--the caremony 

on the floor of the stage, the Tribunal on the balcony of the eet, the off-stage 

action and even the use of the natural antipathy of black actor confronting 

white audience--are togethar involved in 8 single process: 

VILLE DE SAINT-NAZAIRE: ~ai •••• vous avez bien fait d'accomplir Ie 
rite, co .. e chaque soir. Ce sera a moi de parachever la repre.entation. 

ARCHIBALD: II n'y a rien de nouveau, au moins, dans la ceremonie. (Na12.) 

In Les Nagres, a. in all Genet's plays to a greater or leaser extent, 

the etage constitutes a world apart with its own reality. In both the previous 

playa examined, there still remains a vestige of identification with the 

performance through which the stage is accepted a8 everyday reality. 1!! 

Negrea, however, is much more audacioua aa it iaolate8 itself from the audience. 

No ele.ent. are brought on stage; all the properties are preeent from the 

moment the curtain is drawn, including the missing chairs which portray ths 

catafalque. Archibald and his troupe never leave the stage; only the outsider, 

Ville de Saint-Nazaire, can claim to have any experience independent of the 

.tage. 

In the Roger Blin production, accepted by Genet as "de l'ordre de 1. 

perfection," the stage was clearly defined as having a separate nature (NaS). 

rrom the beginning the "perrugue blonde; un masgue grossier de carnaval. en 

carton, • • • des gants blanca" which are to disguise Oiouf aa the virginal 

white victim are displayed in tull view and not behind a paravent as Genet 

suggests (N:82). When thase are abaorbed into the action, thay are raplaced 

by tha puppat. of the Court to which Oiouf gives birth which are hung trom the 

balcony where the Court are aeatad. Ganet underlinae tha neceeaity tor their 

preeence on stage although he euggests an alternative positiona "Les pouples 

representsnt la Cour re.teront IU8gu'au baiaaer du rideau sur une aorte d! 
1 

80cle a gauche de la acene" (N:140). The reality of the atage is ita very 

imposture, and it is a falsitication of the genre to hide its very nature. 

15ea also photographs pp. 148-50. 
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Genet emphasizes this point of view throughout Las N~gres. The curtain at 

the beginning of the play is not to be mysteriously raised by some silent 

.echanism, thus letting us intrude unnoticed into a world beyond; rather it is 

to be drawn back as Genet insists: "Le rideau est tirl. Non levI: tirl" (N:15). 

The distance between the auditorium and the stage, the barrier conatituted by 

the "fourth wall,lI is not to be dissolved and magically spirited away, but 

is to ba stressed, stated as a constituent element of drama. The world on 

one side of the curtain is different from that on the other. The auditorium 

is generally swathed in shadow and darkness whereas the stsge is tlooded with 

light, "une lUlliara de n80n. trh violente" (N:15). The actors appear in 

bright, exaggerated costumes. Evening suits are all very proper but accoa-

panied by "chaussures Jaunes" pushing the effect towards pastiche (NI16). 

The women's costumes, "tres paillatles,1I are supposed to Bvoke "de taueaee 

Ill9-"ces. le plus grand mauvais goat" (N:16). The whole technique is one ot 

the denial of ordinsry reality through creation of en over-reality. JU8t aa 

the title implias the white lIan's image of the Negro, so the costumes are the 

white manta concept of black taste--not a reality but an imagined raality. 

~ake-up ia not to be so cleverly applied that it is taken as real, but ehould 

be exaggerated and made apparent. Archibald refers directly to it: "Pour voua 

eervir nous utili.erons nos tarda dlun beau nair luisant" (N:18). Bobo even 

makes Villaga up on atage as a preparatory step to the enactment of tha cerellony: 

"Elle court ~ la boite da ciraga et revient ma9uillar da nair le vi8aga at 

1 
le8 main8 de Villaga! sur 1.89uels elle crache et frotta lt (NI84). 80bo'a 

actione are to be made a8 theatrical as possible; Genet adda details of thia 

Jau in "Pour jouer La. Nagraa": 

Quand Bobo enduit de ciraga la figure de Villaga, elle doit la taira 
avec beaucoup de 80in8. Ell. peut utili8er dea cirages noirs, Jaunea, 
rouges et blanc. .fin de rlussir un .aquillage assez sauvaga. Elle 
applique les cou1eurs co.me le fait un peintre sur sa toile, an .e 
recu1ant pour appr'cier. Les autres Negres, comme lea vi.iteurs dlun 
.usia, apprlcient aus8i, 18 tate pench'e. (HaS) 

5i.ilarly there is the acena of Oiout baing diaguised and costumed aa the 

1"ake-up ia also .entioned on p. 1B, p. 25 and p. 84. 
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white victill; no Ulusion is created. During the "rtScit dlcl.4" of Village 

(Na3a), the troupe all a.sume parts to facilitate its developments r.licitl 

baco ••• the infirm mother; Bob, the baker's wife; Neige beco.es Suzanne, the 

.i.tar, and Archibald, the approaching husband. Even the maaking of the 

Court i. .ffected in .uch a way th.t one i. lIade aware of the falae nature of 

tha ••• k; never co.pletely depersonalizing the actor, the ma.k is po.itioned 

to •• sure that "Ie. cheveux crlpus" are alwaye vieible (N:16). 

The play i. devoid of all mechanical wizardry. Except for the ~oz.rt 

.inuet and the rich African rhythm which open and close the play, the sound 

etf.ct. are all lIanufactured on stage. Le Gouverneur imitates an alarm clock 

whan trying to wake La Reine (N:6J). Both Le Valet and Archibald crow 

.cocorico" to gre.t the .orn (Na138-39). The blacks as a group become the 

noi.e. of the forest: "Td. doucement d'abord. puia de plua en plus fort, 

le. N~9ras. pra.qua invisibles sous 18 balcon. font entendre lea bruit. de la 

[orat Yiarge: le crapaud. Ie hibou. un sifflement. rugissemanta tr~s doux, 

pruita da bois ca,,1 et da vant" (N:134). Even the stylized laugh, tttr~. siQu, .ti. tr~s bian orcha.trl," which recurs tille and time again in tha play is 

obvioualy a rehaars.d, coordinated elellent, contrary to the vary nature of 

natural laughter which is a .pontaneous and almost chaotic response to an 

1 
avent (N,17). The clo.ing gun.hot. are executed in a aimilar faahion. 

Villaga tira un coup da ravolver. mais aucun bruit n'axplo.e. ~ 
Gouverneur to.be sur placa. • • • 
Archibald. av.c .on talon. fait 'clater una petita capaul. com.e 
callea dont .a servant our ouer l.s oasea. Le Gouverneur gui 
•••• t relav • vi ant tomber au .ilieu de la sc~n.. (N,171) 

Tha greatly varied ton.. of the play to which alin refarred obviou.ly 

draw attantion to the ector and his leu which again highlights the e.sential 

artificiality of the .tage. One critic haa likened the developmant of the play 

to the i.provi.ation of • Jazz orchastra because of its m08aic of .ood., "Oanc •• , 

dUata at lova and J.alouay, lyrical .xaltation, sarca.tic re.arks, tarcical 

2 
.c.n ..... 

1This laugh occur. pp. 18-19, 25, 45, 88, 92, 95, 135, 137, and 176. 

2Nicola Chiaro.onte, "Jean Genet: White and Black," Partiaan R.vi.w 
vol. 28, noa. 5-6 (1961), p. 666. 
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These visual and auditory elements are obvious enough, but Genet 

accentuates the non-reality of theatre further by conetant textual references 

to the theatrical situation of two sets of people face to fece--the audience 

watching the actors perform: "PIon discours termintS, tout, 1ci- (11 frappe 

du pied avec une rage excessive. presque comme un cheval et 11 hennit co •• e un 

cheval.) icil se passera dans 1e monde de1icat de 1a rtSprobation" (N:23). 

Thus Archibald ends his prologue, and the slaall adverb of place, "ici," ie 

uttered repeatedly throughout the work making sure once again that the illuaion 

of the theatre does not deceive the audience. 1 

"lci" is a limited area bounded by the prosceniuM arch, the apron of 

the .tage and the wings. It is also the floor of the stage as opposed to the 

elevated levels provided by the structure of the seta 

ues radins avec aliers de difftSrenta auche. 
d'eux. tr~8 au fond vers la droite. est lev. Un autre all ant 

cintras at se.blable lutSt a una fait Ie tour de 
C'est 1 qu'appara tra la Cour. 

It is a space governed by its own laws of perspective which have nothing to 

do with those prevailing in the outside world: 

ARCHIBALDa Non, non, inutile. Puisque nous sommes sur la sc~nB, au 
tout est reletif, il suffira que Je m'en 8ille a reculons pour 
reussir l'illusion th~8trale de vous ecarter de .oi. (Na6D) 

We are not dealing with an imitation of life but with a situation and 

an action which exists independently of everyday reality. Nevertheless, 

having aaaerted the independence of the stage action, it must be made clear 

that Genet draws on 8 real-life situation to add the emotional power to the 

action and thua effect his ideal theatre, a fusion of the real and the unreal. 

What Genet i8 atteMpting is very much in the same line as thOle dramatists, 

like Claudel, who have striven to sdd a religious dimension to the drama. 

They have tried to u •• faith 8S the emotional ingredient to transmute the 

illusion inherent in drama into symbol. As Cae pointed out, they fail because 

religious faith ia no longer strong enough nor suffiCiently universal. 2 In 

be. N~Rre. Genat has taken a 8ituation to which nearly everybody ha. a reaction. 

1"lci" appsars on pp. 23, 26, 52, 75, and 116. 

2Coe, Vision or ~een Genet, p. 222. 
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The e.otional power is not derived from human love and fraternity but fro. 

hetred. He exploits the e.otive question of racialism and discri.ination. The 

uee of this political or racial theme, however, does not .ean that the stage 

and auditoriu. are made as one, that is to say, that the audience enters the 

world of the stage. Rather, the use of black actors and a white audience in 

connection with racialism effects a greater polarization or divorce of stage 

and auditoriu.. Racial hostility is the basis of the relationship between 

actor and spectator. Genet has inverted the traditional theatrical situation. 

aelief in the stage action here results not from sy.pathy but hostility. 

"Ayez l'habiletl de ne choisir que des raisons de haine" Archibald 

advises Village at the beginning of the play (N:41). The only details which 

can be added to the ceremony are those that heighten the atmosphere of enmity. 

Inaide the m.chanis. of the play this opposition is the motive force. The 

blacke acting out a cri •• for the "white" Court in order to b. Judged guilty 

ia truly ritualistic in that it serves to confirm the status quo; it is 

reaffir.ation of the society. However, ritual doea break down when it is 

realized that the action on stage is also a challenge thrown in the face of 

the audience. The play aa ritual is not destroyed by the proposed off-stage 

action but rather by the fact that the players are conscious that they are 

pleying for an audience an the other side of the footlights, a eedentary 

collection of spectatora who cannot participate in the ceremony on stage. They 

are barred fro. this positive involvement not solely because they are apecta-

tors, but also because they are white. This level of the real opposition 

underlies the whale atructure of levela created inside the play, and eo whan 

these levels are finally dissolved and shown to be imaginary thera still 

r .. aine the rudi.entary opposition of black versus white: 

VILLAGE, ~ Archibaldl lIs vont venir, aonaieur? lIs vont vanir nous 
juger, nous peser? (Village est tremblant.) 

ARCHIBALD, posant sa .ain sur l")eu18 de Villages Ne craina rien, il 
s'agit d'une co.ldie. (N1127 

Aa the poor tre.bling victi., Village portraye a character in nead of .y.pathy. 

The white audience .ight condescendingly SYMpathize with hi. only to be told 

.traight~8way that their co.p.e.ion is .i.placed; thay ara lending tao much 



1~ortance to the situation; they are shown up and made self-conscioua. 

The underlying level o( the play is not purely an invention of the 

cr1t1ca, it alone can explain the feeling put into the acting by the caat. 

Peul ~rall. in hia review of the play was aware of this aspect of the 

Quant a l'interpretation, elle donne le 8enti~Bnt, non de jouar, .aia 
d. vivra 8e. roles. Ce qui peut apparattre co~.e un ca.pli.ent banal 
a l'occa.ion d'une piace queleonQue prend iei tout 80n relief, du .eul 
tait que lea co.ldiena, jouant vlritablement le drame ou 18 tragidie 
da leur condition originelle. 1 

Tha dual nature of this perfor.ance--the black actor acting hi_self and a 

charactar--i. brilliantly captured in a stage image. The white catafalque 
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at tha front of the .tage ia the .ymbol of the ceremony that is to take place 

on .taga; it belongs to the level of characterization. Next to it is the 

-bolta d. ciraur de. ruea," the black condition (Nz15). 

Interview. ~iven by Roger 81in and the actors throw a great deal of 

light on this area of the play and to a certain extent reveal how edept Genet 

h .. baan in hia adaptation of the .ocial .ituation to a theatrical end. Blin 

explainad that h. had a cartain amount of difficulty both recruiting the caat 

and th.n aeking th .. par form the play. Tha raa.on wa. that they were afraid 

to act and .p.ak a. Negroa., that ia, as raci.l prejudice ca.t th •• in aoci.ty, 

Th.y ware all brought up Negroe., a •• i.ilated Negroea who were .hocked 
by Genat'. language. Th.y did not want to be taken for aavagea. And 
yat. on. did not have to .cratch too deeply to di.cov.r that th.y had 
.utt.r.d the tortur •• of raci .. and pereecutton, the i .. enae pain ot 
b.ing conaid.r.d Inferior. 2 

Th. actora, th .... lv •• , further clarify the deep identification of the role 

and the actor. P.rhap. to t.~ it a rever.ed di.tanciation i. a bett.r 

deacription ainc. thare i. a con. tent battla between the actor and the role 

fer lit. and r.ality, but all the while the eudience i. aware that the actor 

1a playing a part in a play. Kantera .xpr •••• d this coaplicatad idea vary 

.. atly in hi. raviaw of tha playa "Le. co.ldien. noire •••• a.bl.nt aux 

eYaai Jouar au-dala du J.u. C' •• t una .orte de di.t.nciation .81. une 

1RDr• ll., bibfration •• Novaabar 1959. 

2Knapp , "An Int.rview with ROQer Blin," p. 115. 
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di.tanci.tion vers l'interieur du com6dien.,,1 Sarah Maldoror in an interview 

aarly during rehearsals told r~. Duras that the play for the black cast was a 

.. ana of extricating themselves from their own psycho!ogical position of 

inferiority in faca of the white society: 

Pour une fois nOU8 allons etre des N~gre8, en atre fiers, nous n'allons 
pe. noua demander si nous ea.mes complexes au non. Noue allons etre 
dee N3gr.s av.c ceque ~a co.pte de grandeur, d'etre de. N~gres •••• 
Noue n'avons qu'un moyen de sur.onter notre pasal, dlterminl pour nous. 
C'.et de nous jouer de ce pasel. De nous moquer das N~gres teDqu'ils 
eont vus par de8 Blancs. 2 

Robert Lienaol,ju8t e week before the first perforlDance,rsaffirmed the 

profound psychologica! effect the p!ay has on a black actor: "Oui, c'sst un 

pau ~a pour nous, un i .. ans8 difoulelDent. PansBz, pouvoir jou.r jusqu'~ Ie 

gri.ace eur une .cane, aux yeux de tous, tout ce qui fait nos complexes. • • • 
3 

C'.et una occasion in8sp'rle." The words of these two actors are very clo.e 

to the actual word. of the text spoken by Archibald at the beginning of the 

enact.ent of Oiouf's murd.r: "Que les Nagres se n~grent. Qu'ils s'obetinent 

Juaqu'l la folie dan. ce qu'on IBs conda.ne a etre, dans leur 'bane, dana 

leur odeur, dana l'o.il Jaune, dans leungouts cannibale." (Na76). 

The paredox of the black actor pleying his role haa a •• taphorical 

equivalent in the poeition of Village via-a-vis the cere.any that Archibald 

want. hi. to .nact. Village wi.hes to go beyond the ceremony (1111 se pass.ra 

du nouveau" - NI29), but thwarted in this ha still retaine the power to pace 

hi. own p.rformancel "~ais Je re.te libre d'aller vita au lentemant dan. mon 

rlcit et den. man jeu. Je peux me mouvoir au relenti? Je peux multiplier 

ou allonger le •• oupirs?" (N:30). On an anscdotal level, Blin, in another 

intervieW, pointed out that there was 8 strange parallel between the r.al 

n .... of the actors and tho.e of the characters in the play; for axample, 

relicitl Gueu.e-Pardon wae played by Oarling Legiti.u., "paut-Itre qu'il 

1Rob.rt Kant.ra, L'Exprea., 5 Nova.ber 1959, p. 37. 

2Sarah "aldorDr to ". Duras a8 reported in M. Alliene, Franca
Obe.rvateur, 20 February 1958. 

3Robert Lieneol (who played Ville de Saint-Nazaire in the Blin 
prDduction) to ". Craip.au, france-Ob.ervateur, 22 October 1959. 
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1 
e'egit lA d'une peintura v.sritable. 1I Andr.se Clair summed up this ambiguous 

relationahip between the black actor as a person and as an imperaonation of 

a character: liOn n'a du reste pas Itimpression de les voir Jouer, .. aie de lea 
2 

voir vivre davant nous." 

This ambiguity finds its reflection on the level of the stage metaphor 

Just as the paradoxical position of the actor was reflected in Village. The 

confusion caused by the play-within-a-play, sctor playing a character playing 

a role, needs to be elucidated from time to time, and real sentiments have to 

be explained as such, otherwise they are destined to be taken as part of the 

rehearsed ceremony. Archibald explodes in face of Diouf's soft-hearted 

liberaliallu "Pas de maia, ou sorted PIa col~re n'est pas jouee" (N:52). 

Diouf's hesitancy at the end of the pley to rejoin the group of blacks after 

having ascended to the realm of the Court provokes a similar confusion: ""ais, 

i1 joue encore au 11 parle en son no .. ?" (N:164). 

The queation of identity in the play is similarly revealing. 

Archibald deliberately manipUlates the relationship between ~ and comldien. 

At the outset he introduces the actors as characters in the play but then 

co~ra.iees tha theatrical veracity of these names by sffirming thst theae 

n_SS apply to Negrosa who exist outside the playas a "cuisinier," "ling~re," 

"vicaire" and a student of medicine (N:24). finally thia whole equivocal 

relationship is reduced to nothing by a blatant contradiction at the end of 

the a.e apeech: "Menteurs, lea noms que je vous ai livrtfs sont faux" (N:25). 

H. D. Swander observss that this position of the actor is the very definition 

of the actor as "la metaphore de ce qu'ils devaient repr.sssntBr" (854113) and 

not the traditional psychological imitation: "The Blacks directly attacka this 

kind of acting by making ordinary theatrical identification impossible for 

the paradoxical rea80n that, in the deptha of themeelve. and at real MOMenta, 

the actors!£! the characters, and this identification ia not only raal but 

1Rogar Blin to Noelle Greffe, Combat, 7 SepteMber 1959. 

2Clair , Pre.ance .frieaina, no. 30 (february-March 1960), p.118. 
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1 is one of the symbols with which they are laden." In like faehion in the 

first part of the play Archibald affirms: "Tu es un n~gre et un com4dien. Ni 

l'un ni l'autre ne connattront l'amour. Or ce soir--mais ce soir seulement--

nous cessons d'itre des com4diens, stant des N~gres" (N:58). But later he 

denies this very statement: "Nous sommes des comediens, et nous avons organisl 

une soirls pour vous divertir" (N:143). 

The juxtaposition of these two quotations reveals a very subtle under-

lying truth about the theatrical situation that actually exists during a 

perfor.ance of Les N~gres. The first quotation is spoken by Archibald to 

Village. Both are characters that exist on the same level inside the play. 

The quotation comes at s time when Village i8 an integrated character-actor 

unit and hence at a time when aUdience-actor identification i8 possible. 

Consequently it will be taken aa truth by the audience in the theatre. The 

.econd quotation is addressed by Archibald to Le Juge and really describe. the 

situation of the ceremony acted out before the Court. It is therefore 

r.ferring to the level of artifice and is only true for the closed world of 

the stage. for the Negroes of the Court, although disguised as whit •• , the 

.how put on by Archibald and his troupe will be purely a spectacle, and the 

actors will be regarded as co.ediens since blackness has no emotive power for 

other blacks; it will go unnoticed. The level of blackness as opposed to 

whiteness only has significance in a situation where black is opposed to white, 

that ia, in the actual .ituation of a black cast before a white audience. In 

fact, there is a total divorce between the tone of the play for the blacks on 

.taga (including the Court) and for the audience outaide the play. Sarah 

"aldoror explained, 

~a.e si pour vous autres, Blancs, la piece d. Genat est una tragedie; 
elle eera une farce pour nous. Notre tragedie clast la pi~c. de 
CI.air ••••• Genet .'amuee de la betiee hu.aine, qulelle soit blanch. 
ou noire. Ci.aire attaqua la betise hUmaine de couleur blan~he. 
C4a8ire est un N~gre. Rien l faire contre cetta diff4rence. 

1Ho• er D. Swander, "Shakespeare and the Harlem Clowns: Illuaion and 
Comic form in Genet's The Black.," Yale Review, vol. 55, no. 2 (Oecambar 1965), 
p. 213. 

2 
"aldoror to Duras in Allians, rranca-Obsarvataur, 20 february 1958. 
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~artin ES81in in his The Theatre of the Absurd fails to appreciate 

thia aapect of the dramatic performance, and it is obviously only in ths 

performance that the physical confrontation, beyond the words, of black and 

white can exiat. Esslin observes the apparent symmetry of the performance, 

an audience in the auditorium wstching Archibald's spectacls and an audisnce 

on the balcony watChing the same spectacls, and hence draws the concluaion 
1 

that the "white" Court represents the audience. He supports this observation 

by raference to Archibald's opening lines addressed "tantSt au public, tantSt 

• la Cour" (Ns17). His hypothesis is, however, untenable. As early as the 

aacond half of the s .. e interrupted speech, Archibald is making a distinction 

batwean the "white" Court and the audience in the theatres "Silence. (Au public.) 

Ce soir noua jouerona pour vous ••• tt (N:20). "Silence" is addrea.ed to the 

whole company of actors over whom Archibald has e measure of control a • 

• etteur en scane of the play-within-a-play. He has, however, no control over 

the reactions of the audience. 

The vantage points of these two publics are radically different. Apart 

'ro. the opening speech the two are never linked a. sharing a aing1a identity. 

Tha public in the theatre is impotent when faced by the cereaony that tranapires 

bafore their eyea, whereas the members of the Court direct the players and the 

speed of the performance. for example, the justiGe, impatient no doubt to 

axecute the guilty party, twice asks for the enactment to be accelerated, 

LE JUGE, • Archibalds C'est vou. qui n'en finisaez pas da lantarnar. 
Vous nous avez promis 1a reprlsantation du crime afin de alriter 
votre condemnation. La Reine attend. Olp'chez-vous. 

ARCHIBALO, au Juges Personne n'y mat du sian. 5auf Vertu. 
LE JUGEa Eh bien, faite. donner Vertu, faites donner Village. (N.37) 

50.e fifteen page. latar Le Gouverneur braaks abruptly into the playa 

LE GOUVERNEUR, soudain: On vous l'a dit: faitss donner Village, fait •• 
donner VertuJ (Les Nagres se regardent un instant, inter10gu'. 
puia ae ra.ignent.) (NI52) 

In addition, during the .urder, a. roles are distributed to each of the 

• charactera, La ~s.io~ira urges Archibald to assume the role of the ai.ter 

Suzanne, "A voua, Archibald" (N:97). 

1Esslin, Theatre of the Ab.urd, p. 188. 
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The actors of the Court are part of the performance, active participant. 

in the central ceremony. As members of the Tribunel inside that ceremony 

their belief in the corpse in the catafalque has to be total, whereas for the 

.udience it exists only in the theatrical illusion. A real corpse would 

ahatter the illusion and life would break into the realm of make-believe and 

destroy the work of art. The ceremony is enjoyed by both Archibald's actors 

and the Court as one group, but cannot be appreciated by the audience: ".!5!.!:!.!. 

commencent a danser sur place.--meme Bobo regardant la couliese, meMe la Cour, 

lIais non Ie Masque- et ~ battre tr~s doucement des lIains" (N:94). 

It is clear that the white, Christian audience in the theatre cannot 

participate in the ceremony in the 8ame way as the black actora on stage. ror 

the one it is a personal liberation from injustice; for the other it is their 

own condemnation. Le Juge makes this clear: "11 a tul par haine. Haine de la 

couleur blanche. Ct~tait tuer toute notre race et nous tuer Jusqu'a Ie fin du 

.onde" (N:142). Theirs might be a reaction of outrage like Gabriel Marcel'e, 

but it will not be a Joyous celebration of freedom. Neige implies that the 

white audience is not able to enter into the spirit of the ceremony' "En taus 

lee ca., celIe qui pourrit dens Ie caisse n'aura Jamais atl a pareille flte" 

(NI104). The corpse in the coffin is, after all, the symbol of the white race 

for the black imagination. 

Tha division between the world of the audience and that of the .tage ie 

firilly established 88 one of the central themes of the play by un eoup de 

thlatr. much lIore surprising than lIille de Saint-Nezaire's "dr._tic".ntry." 

A. the actors work thellselves into a state of exciteMent in expectation of the 

lIurder of Oiout (disguised as the white victim), Village stops the eccount. 

Up until thi. point Villege has painstakingly tried to explain hie actione to 

the audience by continuel asides addressed to them. But now, the whole 

c.r.llony i. going to .0Ve b.yond the co.preheneion of the audience aa narrative 

i. repl.ced by ey.bola Oiouf i. g01ng to giva birth to the Court. In order 

th.t Oiouf can ay.bolie_lly baeo •• the white lIoth.r by pertorlling good Christian 

actione (pl.ying "un •• Ilodi. de Charl.s Gounod," knitting "d •• p •••• -IIOnt.gn •• , 
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pour les petits ramoneurs," singing II~ l'harmonium," and praying on Sundays), 

ahe has to put down her knitting. Village turns to the audience: 

VILLAGE: (Au public.) Elle sait Jouer du piano. Tres, tres bien. 5i 
quelqu'un veut tenir un instant son tricot? 
( 1 s'adresse directement eu ublic us u'a ce u'un s ectateur 
monte sur la scene et Brenne Ie crochet des mains du Masque. 
(Au specteteur.) Merci, monsieur (ou madame). (N:101) 

Throughout Diouf's recitals the Court show themselves to be very much part 

o~and involved in,the ceremony. They applaud and laugh at the .i_ed gesturea 

aa though they were real. Which of course they are for the Court. Meanwhile 

the white spectator isolated on stage, his hands occupied in holding the 

knitting, can do nothing but look on. His physical presence on stsge, however, 

emphasizes the difference bstween the Court and the audience more strongly 

than any subtle word-play or textual reference. He is truly white and the 

actors are truly black; the gulf between them is undeniable. Swander deacribes 

how, in the New York production, at the end of this sequence when the spectator 

is free to return to his seat,the actors stared harshly at him until he waa 
1 

finally settled. This incident precedes the statement that those on stage 

differ fundamentally from those in the .talls which occurs when the Court 

have removed their masks (Ns165). The black actors who were always present 

behind the .asks are finally and indisputably revealed. 

ARCHIBALD: (Au public.) Ce soir nous jouerons pour vous. Mais, .fin 
qua dans vos fauteuils vous demeuriez 8 votre aise en face du dr .. e 
qui dlja se dlroule ici, afin que vous soyez assurla qu'un tel dra •• 
ne risque pas de plnltrer dans vas vies prlcieuses, nous aurons 
encore la politesse, apprise parmi vous, de rendre la communication 
impoaaible. La distance qui nous slpare, originelle, nous l'augman
tarons par nos fastes, nos manieres, notre insolence. (N:20-23) 

Thus Archibald begins the play stressing the very gulf that separatea atags and 

auditorium not only as defined zones inside the theatre building, but a180 a8 

distinct ethnic groupa (that is the meaning of "originelle lt ). The audience 

i8 not the unobesrvsd spectator, as in Le Balcon; it has a definite role. It 

is to be the object against which the play is enacted. Without the audience 

the play would have no meaning. In fact, without a white, Christian audience 

the play wDuld loae .uch of ita significance. Genet, hi •• elf, in a statemant 

1 Swander, "Harlell Clowns," p. 220. 
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that originally appeared as a programme note, imposes certain conditions on 

the performance of the play, among them the nature of the audience: "Cette piece, 

Je le r~pete, ~crite par un Blanc, est destin~e a un public de Blancs" (N:13). 

And in the case of only one white person being present: "On jouera pour lui. 

Sur ce Blanc symbolique un projecteur sera dirig~ durant tout le spectacle" 

(N:13). Restrictions are also placed on the cast. Since the dramatic effec-

tiveness of the play depends on the interaction of two opposing groups, both 

groups necessarily have to be well defined. Genet, in a letter to the Polish 

trenslators of the play, refuses them the performing rights emphasizing that 

the effectiveness of the play lies 1n the very fact that the actors are 

Negroes: 

Any Negro performer can act in my play, anywhere, without my permisBionl 
to that extent, it no longer belongs to me. But you must certainly 
realize that the drama would cease to exist in the hall if white actors, 
made up as blacks, appeared on the stage instead of real blacks apeaking 
out their teal miseriee. 1 

Swander has argued convincingly that the stege metaphor ia an exact 

2 
description of the position of the black in contemporary American society. 

for him the play is very much the sociel drama of black liberation and civil 

rights. Without entirely agreeing with the specific social interpretation, 

the present writer accepts that the effectiveness of the play springs from the 

use made of this social situation. The feeling generated by the confrontation 

of black and white transforms the conventional technique of the play-within-

.-play into a tool of recrimination against the audience in the theatre. The 

aeide, the "clin d'oeil au public,fI to which Blin alludes is a central feature 

3 of that technique. Treditionally, it creates a bond of connivance between a 

character and the public and confirms the spectators' involvement with the 

stag. action. In Genet's play, such intimations are used at the expense of the 

audiences 

1Genet, "To a Would-Be Producer," p. 80. 

2Swander, "Harlem Clowns." 

3ouvignaud, Les Lettres nouvelles, no. 27 (28 October 1959), p. 25. 
8lin atate. that ha does not like the play-within-a-play technique generally, 
but that Genet manag.s, unlike Bracht, to break the illusion with hie .ore 
ferocious "alins d' oeil au public.·' 
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ARCHIBALD: A nous aU8si. On nous l'a dit, nous sommes de grands enfants. 
Maie alors, qual domaine noua restel Le Thlitrel Nous jouerons • 
nous y ~Iflechir et lentemen(t nous nous verrone, grand narcis •• nair, 
dispara~tre dans 80n eau. N:57) 

The actor's words on the theatrical situation refer not only to an artistic 

form but also to life--the life that the actors as blacks are forced to act 

in aociety. The constant references back to social positions make the white 

audience feel guilty as they are forced consciously to be judges who condean 

the action. of the blacks. Archibald reflects: "Nous 80 .. e8 sur cette scan. 

s.mblable8 a des coupables qui, en prison, joueraient a itre des coupables" 

(NaS8). 

Genet himself explains the full significance of this i.age in the 

.... letter to the Polish translstors: "You can well understand that if, a 

few days before their execution, .en under sentence of de.th--!!!! ones--

could, in the preaence of their judges and executioners, perform, in the 

prieon yard, a play dealing with the perfidious relations between thems.lv •• 

and their judges and executioners, the dramatic emotion arising out of such a 

perfor.anc. would nave nothing in common with what usually happ.ns in the 

th.atre."1 The position in Les N~9res is exactly that described. Tha 

N.groes are similar to the condemned men; the whites are the Tribunal, not 

only the .pectators, but also the judges. Through the action of the play 

the audience is shown the truth of its position outside the theatre. This 

a.pect i. what distinguishes the play and makes it •• ~a~.'~) unique. 

Bobo explains to Vertu why the .urder of Diouf by Village cannot be 

shown on stag.: "Tragldie grecque et pudique, ma chare: 1e geste definitif 

s'achav. dans la couli.se" (Na122). In fact, this is Just 80 much deception. 

The "geet. da'inltlf" of the play takes place in the confrontation betwaen 

the stage and the auditoriu.. Traditionally in tragedy the mechanism that 

prevail. is the involvement of the audience in tha atage action. The 

•• cheni •• involved in Le_ N~Qres, and in Genet's draMa in general, i_ the 

delib.rat. exclusion of the spectator from the stege action. Gras_vogel S8es 

this as • characteristic of all .od.rn dra.a: 

1G• nat , "To a Would-Be Producer," p. 80. 
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Modern authors have been reluctant to impose upon the spectator the 
stringency of tragedy. They have been wary of its vulnerabls heroes. 
they have questioned the existence of a candid spectator. Having , 
measured the distance between proscenium and public and satisfisd them
selves that the modern spectator is sedste and sedentary, they have not 
sought to draw him onto the stage.1 

In Genet's thsatre, however, the exclusion of the spectator is not the end 

rasult of ths plsy. The exclusion sets up a tension between the auditorium 

and stsge, snd in Les Negres, the undercurrent of the real social situation 

maans that this tension passes beyond the purely aesthetic. Rather, it creat •• 

a more forceful aesthstic experience by forcing a prise de conecience, the 

neceesity to evaluate one's own position. The series of repercussions 

instigsted by the play IIIsans that "Ie jeu th.sStral ne se lillite plus 8 la 

scene •••• C'est entre la scene et 1a salle qu'il se produit. maie il na 

_'d'puise pas dans ceth enceinte, il renvoie au monde, a la r.salit.s du dehors.,,2 

This position is consistent with earlier ideas expressed in "Lettre 8 Pauvert" 

in which Genet criticizes the passive nature of the audience who, "incapable 

de vivre en actes," live vicariously through identification with the actor-

character unit (B54:12). This type of audience cannot exist at a Genet play 

whose very nature will provoke responses and priles de conscience, in short the 

acta Genet sesks. 

Clearly, the total effect of Les NaQres can only be experienced if 

the underlying aocial tensions pre-exist the performance. It is limited in 

its cast and in the audiences in front of which it can be performed in order 

for it to be effective on all levels. The defined situation restricts its 

univer.al. eternal appeal, and therefore is not a product of classical pre-

occupations. As such it constitutes a new departure, a reform in the relation-

ahip between the work of art and the audiencel 

Une telle oauvre thlAtrale ne saurait non plus demaurer close, fermd'e 
Jalou8e •• nt sur cas propras significations. Elle n'existe que par ce 

1 
Grossvogel, Blasphemers. p. 1B7. 

2B.rnard Dort, "La Jeu du thlfatra at de 1a rea1itd'," La. Temp. 
"od.rna., no. 263 (April 1968), p. 1875. 
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qu'elle signifie pour un public donn~ dans un lieu et ~ t 
L. 1 a un momen pracl.s. 

Like Brecht, Genet has been conscious of the audience, the particular audience, 

ror whom tha play will be performed. It is written for them and is meaning

less without them. While it is impossible to deny the social content of 

Les Negre8, to see only this facet without appreciating the aesthetics of the 

play and the manipulation of the dramatic form is to deny the full experience 

of the play in performance. 

(v) Conclusion 

In some areas Genet's work remains traditional. The performance 

evolves from the collaboration of the author and a director around a very 

highly elaborated pre-existing text. Despite the increasingly predominant 

role or atage business and spectacle, the plays are still very strongly verbal. 

All were craated within the framework of the conventional proscenium atage. 

They have demanded a growing complexity in the use of scenic space, but Genet 

has remained content with the orthodox spatial arrangement inside the theatre. 

Indeed, his few remarke on the possible open-air staging of Las NeQrea and 

Les Paravents reveal that his attitudes are closer to tha classical canons 

than the more audacious experiments of recent years. The description of an 

ideal theatre that he gives in L'Etrange mot d' ••• ia very cloae to an 

ancient theatre discovered at Syracuse: "L'architecture du thlatre est ~ 

dlcouvrir, mais elle dolt 3tre fixe, immobiliale" (IV:11). 

The revolutionery aspect of Genet's work lies in the manipulation of 

the paychological situation of the theatrical performance. The development 

1n the style of his drama can be resumed as the growing awareness of the 

relationship between stage action and the audience. By convention the stage 

action ia made "real" by the spectators' belief, a belief founded on sympathy 

and a tacit understanding. Genet's work represents the perversion of this 

1 Ibid., p. 1876. 
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8ituation. The stage is in opposition to the auditorium. The action is given 

reality through the hostility of the spectators' response to it. No concession. 

are made. The stage action forces the audience to accept it as it is, on 

Genet's terms. 

Le public--qui te permet d'exister, sans lui tu n'auras Jamais cette 
solitude dont je t'ai parle--le public est la bete que finalement 
tu vians poignarder. Ta perfection, avec ton audace vont, pDur le 
temps que tu apparais, l'an~entir.1 

1Ganat, L'Ataliar d'Albarto Giaco.atti, Les Bonne8, LIEntant 
criainal, La funambula, p. 201. 



CHAPTER III 

fERNANDO ARRABAL AND THE THEATRE Of ASSAULT 

(i) The Creative Process 

The violence of Genet's theatre lies in the perversion of the 

conventional theatrical situation. Shock techniques such as physical aS8ault8 

on the audience, nudity, sexual displays and pornography find little place in 

his theatre. Verbal obscenities and moral outrages may be preeent, but 

violence is generally suggested, made to be felt, not overtly exprassed. for 

inatance, the suicide of Claire is accomplished in the form of a very genteel 

taking of tea; the murder of the victim in Les N~9res is described in lurid 

terms but remains off-stage in the tradition of the classical theatre.1 

In contrast, Arrabal's theatre distinguishes itaelf fro. the .ain-

stre&g of modern drama by the emphasis put on the violent and scabrous actl 

Arrabal's theater in which exhibitionism, chamber pots, and urination 
are frequent i~ages, continues this scat~ogical form of revolt, though 
in a less symbolic .anner. for in his thester, Arrabal's revolt beCOMes 
a ritual of assault that attacks with unmedisted directness. 2 

Violence i8 enacted, not merely stated, in Arrabal's plays; beatinga, flagal-

lations, and tortures are prevalent throughout his work. for Arrabal, the 

human condition ia characterized by aggressivenes8 and domination, reprsssion 

and frustration. These properties are revealed in violsnt actiona which 

relisve the peychic tensions that build up in .an. His theatre does not 

d •• cribe a situation; it does not seek to encapSUlate the hUmsn condition 

either figuratively or .ataphorically; rather, it is revelatory, actively 

piercing into the subconscious I 

1The ca.tration of Roger in Le Balcon and the insult over the dsad 
officer's body in Las Par.vents are the most notable exceptions to this 
ob.ervation. 

2Allen Thiher, "fernando Arrabal and the New Theater of Obs8s8ion,n 
Modern Dr .. a, vol. 13, no. 2 (September 1970), p. 175. 

122 
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The most important thing in man is his obsessions with erotic fantasy. 
Man is like an iceberg, we see only his exterior logical self; the 
real interior he keeps hidden in the water. I want to expose his 
interior s81f. 1 

Thus the theatre becomes the tool with which the author delves into these 

submerged regions of the self. It is this almost psychoanalytical aspect of 

hie work that distinguishea Arrabal from the other writers in the modern 

theatre: "Malgrl lion admiration pour le theatre dit d'avant-garde, je crois 

que mes pieces viennent d'horizons plus sauvages, moins speculatifs, et visent 

d'autres fins plus exemplaires ••• plus spectaculaires, moins satiriques." 

The audience, then, is not confronted by a logical plot nor by a description 

but by visions and images: "Je crois qu'au theatre, Ie choc doit atre sauvage. 

Mais ce choc provient de la situation, non des mots. Non paa saule.ent d.a 

2 mots." The end in view is, however, not just shock for shock's sake, but the 

revelation of the obsessions of the inner self. for Arrabal, this inner self 

ia part of man's reality and it should be naturally expressed on the stage: 

"Plus generalement, je pense qu'il faut utiliser tous nos fanta.mes, ne pas 

se limiter a l'enveloppe exterieure de notre vie pour etre vrai. C'est ce 

3 
que Je recherche: non de provoquer, non de choquer." 

Despite Arrabal's objections, his theatre has been consistently 

included under the broad banner of absurdist theatre. The reasona for thia 

eee. to be chronological rather than critical. The early plays do resemble 

the bare-etaged, metaphorical dramas of Beckett superficially, and were, in 

fact, written at the time when lonesco and Beckett were beginning to be ataged. 

Nevertheless, Arrabal was working independently in Spain oblivious of what 

wa. happening in Paris (which he did not visit until 1956).4 More significantly 

1Arrabal to Margaret Croydon, "Here Nothing is forbidden," New York 
Ti •••• 9 August 1970, section II, p. 3. 

2Arrabal to Alain Schifres, Entretiena avec Arrabal (Paris: Belfond, 
1969), p. 38; and po 164. 

3Arrabal to Paul-LOuis Mignon, "fernando Arrabal," L'Avant-Sc~na: 
Thlatre, no. 443, (15 february 1970), p. 10. 

4Indead, Arrabal talls the story of a dramatic prize that was denied 
hi. because ths Jury thought that hie play, La Tricycle, was too close to 
Backett's work. When this was reported to him by 8 friend, the neaa Backatt 
was so unf .. iliar that he took it for the Spanish writer, Becquer. Sae Schifre., 
Entratians, pp. 34-35. 
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his association with Jean-Marie Serreau situated his work in the mainstream 

of that director's experiments with the absurdist dramas in the 19508. 

Although Arrabal acknowledges his debt to Serreau, he also 8uffered from the 

ab8urdist treatment of his plays when they were first performed in France in 

1959: 

II atait difficile 8 l'epoque de monter mes pi~ces, Serreau voyait en 
alles de l'anti-theAtre, proche de celui de lonesco. Alors que c'est 
tout autre chose. Mes pieces n'ont aucun rapport avec l'absurda •••• 
Le malentendu se creusa1t, beaucoup de metteurs en scene, d'acteura 
at da critiques m'interpretant a contra sens.1 

If not with absurdism, than it is with surrealiem and more particularly 

with Antonin Artaud, that Arrabal is connected. John Killinger lists points 
2 

of coincidance between Arrabal and the surrealists; howaver, many of tha 

comparisona rely on superficial observations matching, for example, the 

BurrBalists' fascination for the completeness of childhood and Arrabal's UBe 

of child heroes. Arrabal's early theatre is concerned with innocence and 

childhood, but it in no way glorifies these stages as superior. In fact, 

Arrabal'a theatre can be seen as a means by which Arrebal leaves childhood and 

reachas maturity. A mora valid comparison is drawn between Arrabal'a concern 

tor the total man and the surrealists' attempts to cut through dogma and con-

vantion to reintegrate man's subconscious. This tenuous thematic connection 

has bean underscored by Arrabal's links with the surviving surrealist move.ant. 

Arrabal mat Andre Braton in the early 1960s and contributed to his review 

La Brache in which episodes from La Pierre de la folie and La COMmunion 

n 3 aolenelle were publiahed. rurthermore, one play was directly inspired by 
~ 

thiB aBBociation with the surrealist group: "Le Couronne.ent date de la plriodB 

o~ je frequentaia Andre Breton. 11 part d'une anecdote personnalla, mais 
4 

anrichia per l'univera da Braton, par le surrealisme." However, Arrabal 800n 

1Arrabal to Schifr8s, Entretien8, p. 38. 

2John Killinger, "Arraba1 and Surrealism," Modern Or_a, vol 14, no. 2 
(Septa.bar 1971), pp. 210-23. 

3rernando Arrabal, "La Piarre da la folia, 5 recite paniques," La Brach. 
no. 3 (Septallbar 1962), pp. 9-12; and f'ernando Arrebal, "La Comlllunion 
Bolannal1e," La Br~cha, no. 4 (rabruary 1963), pp. 54-59. 

4Arrabal to P.-L. I'I1gnon, "rernando Arrabal," p. 10. 
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freed hi~self from the movement, afraid that his personality and work would 

suffer from the imperious nature of Breton and the exclusive nature of the 

aurrealists in general. For example, he objected to the firm adherence to the 

principle of the rejection of morality ~hich he believed led only to "une 
1 

auper_orale." 

Comparisons with Antonin Artaud are generally made not on account of 

Arrabal's work but because of the manner in which it has been staged. 

Especially significant were Victor Garcia's two productions of La Cimetiere 

des voitures (Oijon, 1965; Paris, 1967). The director used a circular scenic 

design that encompassed the audience and emphasized spectacular stage effects, 

often of great violence. Another line is pursued by franco Tonelli who sees 

structural elements common toLe Cimetiere des voitur8s and Artaud's theory of 

cruelty; nevertheless Tonelli is careful to point out that he is not seeking 
2 

to prove the influence of Artaud on Arrabal. Indeed, Arrabal himself goes no 

further than to admit to certain parallels: 

Pourtant Artaud a tout pr'vu. II a parI' de L'Emparaur d'Assyrie, 11 
a parI' de panique. II a d'crit a l'avance Ie mise en scine du Cimati!re 
des voiturea, avec fauteuils tournants et environnement du spectateur. 

H8 denies any knowledge of Artaud's works and, thus, denies any direct influence: 

"I don't know Artaud's work at all. Perhaps my plays are cruel in the 

Artaudian S8nS8. I don't know •••• But I still have not read Artaud'e work.,,4 

However interesting these comparative studies are, more central to our 

purpose is Arrabal's stance vis-a-vis the changes in dramatic forM and the 

the.trical experimentation of the post-war period. Charles Lyons describes 

Arrabal as a "post-Absurdist" because he combines the "overt perversity, 

violence, and cruelty" of Artaud with the "metaphoric density" of Ionesco and 

Seckett in a theatrical ritual close to Genet's theatre but still distinct 

1Arrabal to RallY Lillet, "Arraba1: 'Je suis un clown de cetta sociltl,'" 
La. Nouvelles littlrairee, 6 March 1972, p. 24. 

2 
franco Tonelli, L'£sth'tigue de 1a cruautl,(Parisl Nizet, 1972~ 

3Arrabal to Schltres, Entretiena, p. 72. 

4Arraba1 to 8attina Knapp, "Intarvie'" "'1.. th t:" ... .. rernando Arrabal," rirat 
stage, vol 6, no. 4 (Winter 1967-68), p. 199. 
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from it since the ritual is a "subjectively determined experience" rather than 

1 
the socially imposed behavioural patterns of frightened individuals. Compelling 

as this argument is, it fails to define its terms and whdt is more, it implies 

that there existed an archetypal krrabal play or dramatic method. It lacks 

any consideration of the proliferation of the author's work and the development 

in his dramatic technique. His work is contained in numerous volumes of 

collected theatre and many other theatrical experiments have remained unpub-

lished. His output includes: abstract dramas (Les Juatre Cubes, L'Orchestration 

th4~trale); ritual or ceremonial theatre (the bulk of his work); 6phem~res 

panigues, a form of happening; and latterly a collective creation (Bella ciao). 

These approaches have all, at one time or another, expressed Arrabal's 

world view. for, Arrabal is not just a manipUlator of dramatic form, but also 

an individual with a complex personality searching to find expression. Arrabal's 

work reveals the coming together of an emergent individual and dramatic form. 

His career as a dramatist is a quest for knowledge both of himself and of his 

medium. This quest divides itself neatly into three periods. The early period 

comes to an end with Arrabal's appearance as a dramatist of note in Paris, 

symbolized by the contract signed with the publisher Julliard (October 1957) 

and the first productions of his plays (Madrid, January 1958; Paris, April 

1959). The second period comprises the fringe involvement with the surrealists 

and his founding of the panigue movement with his fellow artists, Alexandro 

Jodorowsky and Roland Topor. The third begins with his imprisonment in Spain 

(July 1967) and his experience of the events of May 1968 in France. It is 

noteworthy that the divisions are linked to events that personally affected 

the author rather than to certain productions or dramatic styles. For Arrabal 

personal experience is the motivating force of his drama and the style and 

technique of the drama fOllows from the experience: "Cheque pi~ce correspond 

2 
d'ailleurs 8 man stat d'esprit, a mes preoccupations, lorsque je la compose." 

1Charles R. Lyons, "The Psychological Base of Arrabal's L'Architecta 
at l'Empereur d'Assxrie," French Review, vol 45, no. 4 (Spring 1972), p. 123. 

2Arrabal to P.-L. Mignon, "Fernando Arrabal," pp. 9-10. 
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Not that the composition of the play should be regarded only as a 

conscious cerebral act. On the contrary, Arrabal has maintained consistently 

that his work results from an unconscious process. As early as 1958, he 

affirmed just this in interview with Genevieve Serreau: 

Je ne comprends pas ce que j'lcris. Je pars dans une histoire comme 
si on me poussait par derriere, et que je file sur l'eau dans une 
barque. Et je me sens heureux. Je ne souffre paa du tout quand J'lcris. 
Au contraire, je me sens bien, je voyage dans la barque et tout s'ordonne 
et a'arrange devant moi. 1 

Writing appears to offer solace; it implies a relief from tension. The 

release of these tensions provides a liberation of the subconeciou., the 

revelation of the hidden depths of the inner self. 

Je pourrais dire comme Robbe-Grillet que j'lcris pour savoir pourquoi 
J'lcris. J'lcris sous la dictle comme les romantiques, en laissant 
s'expri.er la partie la plus secr~te de moi-meme. Sou vent me8 textes 
.e surprennent • • • parfois je ne les comprends pas. • • • De toute 
ra~on, ils me permettent de vivre intens6ment pendant que je les Icris.2 

Periodically throughout his career, Arrabal has reaffirmed the sense 

or unconscious aelf-discovery and of incomprehension that the writing process 

in.pires in him. In 1967, he stated in a broadcast interview: "J'4cris tout 

c. qui me pass. par la tets, presque en Itat second. J'lcris pour moi, comme 

pour •• droguar •••• Clest un Jeu, une exaltation.,,3 In 1969, he echoed: 

"Je suis dens la banlisue de mas phanteel1lea. Je l lexplore lor_que j I 4cris."4 

Even in 1972, during the third phaee of hie career, Arrabal still held to tha 

.... view of composition I 

C'ast la grand moment da m. vie. Une sorte de dllivrance. Je ma aen. 
utile 8 moi-.8.e. Je sui a dans une autre vie, dans un autre .onde. C'e.t 
pour _oi una grande surpriee de voir Ie lendemain les texte8 qus j'ai 
4crits la veille. Quand J'lcris cela me fait rire, pleurer, cela .'axcita 
ou _'attri.te. 5 

1Arrabel to Genevieve Serreau, "Arrabal, au quand Ie Jeu devient .Irieux," 
L'Obaervateur littlraire, 20 Nove.bar 1958. 

2Arrabal to l'Ionique Bouyer, "Entretian avec Arrabal," La. Langue. 
~od.rne., 59th year, no. 2 ("arch-April 1965), p. 52. 

JArrabal to Plichel Abadie, "Entretien avec Arrabal," I.agell et Visage. 
du thlatre d'aujourd'hui, O.R.T.F., 15 May 1967 cited in La. Voie. dela 
crlatlon thlatrale, vol 1, ed. Jacquot, p. 311. 

4Arrllbal to R. 8., "Entretien avec Arrabal," Elle, 24 Septa_bar 1969. 

SArrabal to Lillet,"Je sui. un clolfln," p. 24. 
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Clearly, these bold statements suggest the automatic processes fevoured by 

surrealist writers as well as their trust in tha subconscious as a creative 

force. However, Arrabal tends to overstate his case. for, while he affir~s 

the spontaneous nature of his creative process, he also describes the composi-

tion of Le Labyrinthe in conscious terms. Compere these statementa. 

"ais en 'crivant, Je ne me propose rian de pr'cis. Simplement, J'essaie 
d"crire quelquB chose qui va me surprendre quand je me relirai, qui 
va me faire rire ou pleurer, m'exciter, me d'pleire, me rendre heureux. 

Au depart, il y a cette id'e, dictee par mon inconscient. Et 
progressivemant l'histoire s"toffa, se d'veloppe, se conatruit. Je 
lui donne une progression dramatique, un "suspenae", un ryth.a, j'y 
introduis des repetitions ~ certains endroits, des recommencements. 
Quand tout est acheve, c'est une piece.1 

Apparently, co.position is a double process: the initial donnee is aupplied 

by an unconscious vision or nightmare; but then this vision is carefully and 

consciously .odelled to produce a play. 

While these quotations reveal an unvarying attitude, there is so.e 

evidence of an evolution in the creative process which parallels the develop-

.ent in dr .. atic technique through the periods of creation. In 1964, the 

author looked back on the early period in Madrid and stated that he wrote 
2 

"pour ma consoler" in faca of the repression suffered at the handa of his 

.other, the Church, and the state. In 1967, in the broadcast interview, h. 

added a rider to his statement: "Mais je COllUllence ~ lie dire que c'est peut-

3 
atre grave." By 1967, there is a suggestion that the playwright, not content 

with auto.atic cr.ation, is beginning to esk questions about the creative 

proc •• s and the position of the writer. 

Despite this development Arrabal is still the central figure in the 

playa. "11 faut bien l'avouer ••• que Je Buis presque toujours le parsonnag_ 
4 

principal de .es pi~ce •• " Indeed, hie plays offer the possibility of a aecond 

exi.tenca, an existence 1n which his desires and obseasions can be expr •••• d. 

1Arrabal to Schifre., Entretiens, p. 10; and p. 94. 

2Arrabal to Jean Chelon, "Arrabal: 'Je suis un auteur panique," 
Le figaro litteraire, 7 ~ay 1964, p. 18. 

3Arrabal to Abadie, "Entret1en," p. 311. 

4Arrabal to Schifrea, Entretiens, p. 107. 
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"I identify with all my characters. I see myself as a reflection. My plays 

exalt me like the exaltation of orgasm. • • • I write plays in order to live 
1 

more intensely." The value of writing for Arrabal is not in the production 

of a written text but in the immediate satisfaction afforded by the experience 

of creating. He often expresses the delight at writing in terms of sexual 

excitement, emphasizing the intense psychological and physical pleasure that it 

gives him: 

C'est un plaisir physique. Je retards cet instant d"crire pour en jouir 
.ieux. C'est une satisfaction imm~diate. 

Lor8qu lil y a v~ritable excitation sexuelle en fin de parcours, je 8ais 
que jlai r~ussi.2 

Arrabal's position in the centre of his work and his view of creation 

a8 auto-satisfaction pose problems for the consideration of his output as 

authentic theatre. Theatre, by its nature, is not a private act; it involve8 

others in its creation on the stage. It would appear that performance is 

unimportant to Arrabal. In his process of creation he does not look beyond 

his own preoccupations: "Le pouvoir de communiquer ou non la fascination que 

je ressens pour l'art est la tache exaltante qui incombe ames Iditeurs.,,3 Nor 

is he concerned in the slightest with the reception of his works: "5i Ie public 
4 

ai.a, tant .ieux, sinon, tant pis." Seen only in this light, Arrabal could 

ba called an exponent of anti-theatre. He claims the whole process of creating 

tha play on ,tage, and the factors that govern that proce88, such ae theatrical 

architecture, are of no interest to him. He even stays away from the rehearaala 
5 

of his own playa. 

Arrabal l8 propensity for overstatement makes it advisable to look 

bayond the quotationa. In his conversations with Alain Schifraa, Arrabal bemoana 

the way in which the traditional production technique concentrate8 on the 

1Arrabal to Croydon, "Here Nothing is Forbidden," p. 3. 

2Arrabal to Schifre8, Entretien8, p. 10; and Arrabal to Hortenae 
Chabriar, "Arrabal,tI Arts-Loiairs, no. 80 (5 April 1967), p. 10. 

3Arrabal to Bouyer, "Entretien," p. 52. 

4Arrabal to Abadie, "Entretien," p. 311. 

5Arrabal to Knapp, "Interview" p. 201. 
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written and spoken word and the other elements such as lights and music are 

1 
added to the rehearsals at a later stege. In 1965, Arrabal even collaborated 

as designer and composer on the creation of Le Couronnement. Furthermore, 

after 1967, Arrabal took personal charge of the productions of Et Ils pass~rent 

aes menottes aux fleurs in Paris, New York and London. This paradox is partly 

resolved when it is realized that for Arrabal the creation of the text has 

satisfactions in its own right, but also that the production is another crea-

tion with its own attendant satisfactions and criteria of success. 

Une fois que j'ai aligns sur Ie papier les derni~re8 repliques, je ne 
me eens plus responsable. J'avoue meme que je ne deteste pas etre trahi 
par un metteur en scene. Une trahison est revelatrice et provocante; 
elle peut etre a l'origine d'une nouvelle piece: le theatre est une 
course de relaia entre les .etteurs en scene, les comediens et l'auteur.2 

For example, the initial ceremony of Et lIs passerent Aes menottes aux fleurs 

ia a transcription of a technique used by Joseph H. Dunn in the New York 

production of Le Cimetiere des voitures (April 1966). Dunn had the audience 

.et by the actors at the door of the theatre, and they were led in darkness to 

3 the seat. they were going to occupy. 

Arrabal's emphasis on the two different processes--creation and 

production--sounds very conventional. He seems to replace Jouvet's image of 

the trinity by that of a relay race. This image, however. stresses the 

sequential nature of the relationship, whereas Jouvet emphasized collaboration. 

The unconventional aspect of Arrabal is his granting of total freedom to the 

director. Even among modern writers this is an unusual attitudez Beckett is 

usually present at rehearsals, and in Lettres a Roger Blin Genet is quick to 

suggest approaches and to criticize those with which he disagreea. If his 

words are not heeded, Genet is liable to confront the director physically as 

happened with Peter Zadek's production of Le Balcon. 

Nevertheless, Arrabal does have his own ideas about the production of 

hie playa. Indeed, hie first theatrical venturesweramarionette shows cr •• ted 

1Arrabal to Schifres, Entretlens, p. 14S. 

2Arrabal to R. B •• "Entretien." 

3~chael Smith, The VillaQe Voice, 21 April 1966. 
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directly on a cardboard stage with either his sister or himself speaking the 

1 
lines. As a dramatist, he does visualize his plays: "Car cas pieces, J'en fais 

moi-meme la mise en scene. Mentalement je les ~epresente,' avec une prscision 

absolue." However, this personal vision is not important and should remain 

lecret. Even the text and structure of the play have no real importance: "Je 

crois que cette construction ne peut interesser que moi-meme ou peut-Btre des 

C'est une satisfaction toute personnelle.,,2 Accordingly, 

Arrabal did not stop Victor Garcia interpolating three other plays into the 

text of Le Ci.eti~re des voitures. Arrabal views the director as a second 

creator who has as much right to do what he thinks fit with the text as the 

author himself: "Une fois que ma piece est scrite, Je voudrais qu'un metteur 

en scene g8nial, delirant, s'en empare, sans aucun reepect, et la considere 

COMe Ie pr'texte de son spectacle." The only obligation under which the 

director operates is that he should create a performance equal in scenic terms 

to Arrabal's written text: 

Je ne veux pas qu'on respecte la moindre de mes virgules, Je pref~re 
qu'on faale des coupures plut6t que de respecter mon texte d'une 
faion plata. II faut laisser toute libert' a chaque metteur en acene, 
et qulil d'clenche Ie dslire.3 

Only at this stage is the audience given any consideration. The 

dllira elicited by the director is aimed at the spectator; it is he who 

baco_e. the subject of the delirs. The performance recreatea, not the fruits 

• of Arrabal's cre,tiue process, but rather that process itself and the conditione 

that govern it. The spectator Is made to suffer the same experience of exalts-

tion and excitement, frustration and repreesion suffered already by the author. 

Theatre de la psssion et de la catastrophe, de la contuaion prlcise. 
Thlltre qui vient vers nous en un envol, comme le cheval des cauch •• srs 
dont nous attendons toutl l'acier outrage, l'amotion et le sanglot, l.s 
t.sticule., la cuillere de sang, les derniers jours et l'origine.4 

1r.rnando Arrabal, Baal Babylone, 2nd ed. (Paris: Bourgois, 1971), 
pp. 161-62. 

2Arrabal to Schitres, Entretiens, p. 77; and p. 85. 

30dette Aslan, Interview, 21 June 1966 cited in "Le Cil!!eti~re des 
voitur.l. un spectacle de Victor Garcia ~ partir de quatre pilcBe d'Arrabal," 
p.313; and p. 319. 

4fernando Arrabal, "Renaissance du thl3tre," L. Thlltra, 1968, no. 1, 
p. 9. 
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Thesa observations on the theatrical process date from the panigue period. 

Arrabal, however, regards them as principles that should govern even the 

earlier plays, an interpretation bor~out by the preface to the second volume 

of plays, all of which date from the first period: "51 une pi~ce est con~ue 

comme une fete demesuree, le spectateur peut recevoir des lumi~res sur la part 

1a plus mysterieuse ou la mains accessible de lui-meme, grace aux r1tes grotes

ques et sublimes, sordides et poetiques, qui se d,sroulent sous ses yaux.,,1 

(ii) The Private Dramas, 1952-1958 

Upon examination of the plays of this first period, it becomes apparent 

that they reflect not an extroverted world of hysterical celebration, but an 

enclosed, personal world. The plays were written as consolation, privata 

affairs not destined for performance. They are the heaitant offerings of an 

adolescant to a sole spectator, his mother: 

Ni Elisa, ni tante Clara, ni grand-p~re, ni grand -m~re n'assistaiant 
aux representations. 11 n'y avait que toi qui y assistaia. A present, 
comme tu n'as pas ici, J'en fais pour moi tout seul.2 

structurally and thematically, the early plays reveal themselves as product. 

of an idiosyncratic imagination. Rich in sutobiographical detail,and pregnant 

with fantasies and obsessions written out without reflection, the plays turn 

in circles on the •• elves, impenetrable to the outsider. Their rawness is 

underlined by the author's reaction to their performance: "Toute8 ces piaces 

de 1a prB.i~re epoque sont tres proches de moi et elles me troublent beaucoup 

3 
quand elle. sont bien represent,ses." 

The work of the early period is informed by a private univerae built 

on the historical facte of his "biographie riche en phlnomene8 bizarres, en 

4 Ivlnement. marquants" and his psychological relation to them. The central 

i •• ge8 of this world--father, mother, religion, guilt, aroticism and death-

haunt the young Arrabal. These preoccupations often combine in • bewildering 

1rernando Arrabal, Theatre II (ParisI Bourgois, 1968), follows title 
page. 

2Arraba1, Baal Babylone, p. 162. 

3Arrabal to Schifres, Entretiena, p. 122. 
4 
Ibid., p. 11. 
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fashion leading to total confusion which emphasizes further the fragility of 

Arrabal's understanding of reality. The vengeful mother is associated with 

the Church by their repressive barbarism: 

Le cure est venu voir rna mare et lui a dit que j'etais fou. Alors ma 
Mere m'a attache a ma chaise. Le cure m'a fait un trou dans la nuque 
avec un bistouri et il m'a extrait la pierre de la folie. 1 

Puis ils m'ont porte, pieds et poings lies, jusqu'a la nef des fous. 

Religion and eroticism become entangled in the character of his mother's 

sister: 

Je suppose qu'elle n'entendait rien a la sexualite, mais el1e 
elle exprimait par tout son corps le desir de la souffrance. 
le melange du sexe et de 18 religion steat realise dans toute 
hors de toute connaissance. 2 

ressentait, 
Chez elle, 
sa "purete", 

furthermore, there is confusion concerning the double nature of the central 

figurea: the father who is absent physically, but is ever present in Arrabal's 

constant search for him; the mother who can be loving end yet who can betray 

her husband to the authorities. She is portrayed, both caring and vengeful, 

throughout all the periods of Arrabal's writing, from Les Deux Bourreaux 

through La Grand Ceremonial to LtArchitecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie, and even 

in a caricatured form in L'Aurore rouge et noire. The dual mother figure finds 

its counterpart in all the women of Arrabal's theatre who are simultaneously 

initiators and temptresses, allies and mortal enemies, victims and torturers. 

Lis is alternately rando's victim and initiator of her own torture; Micaela is 

at one time Etienne's comforter and at another his betrayer. 

The major themes of the work could have universal significance, but 

they are too tightly enmeshed in the web of the author's personal experience. 

The central image of Le Tricycle seems arbitrary until its autobiographical 

origin is knewn: "Le Tricycle exietait reellement. II y avait a Madrid sur 

la place de Oriente, un homme qui transportait les enfants sur son tricycIe. u3 

1 Arrabal, "La Pierre de la folie," p. 9. 

2Arrabal to Schifres, Entretiens, p. 29. The same preoccupation with 
erotici.m and raligion is to be found in the work of Arrabalts countryman, 
Luie Bunuel, especially in filM. such as Viridiana and Angel Exter.inador. 
Bunuel was also subjected to the rigours of a strict Catholic upbringing and 
a J.suit education. 

3Ibid., p. 123. 
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L. Labyrinthe is the transposition of a dream that Arrabal experienced while 

recovering from an operation. Indeed, he felt forced to defend himself against 

critical reactions to the 1967 production in the following terms: 

On va m'accuser de faire de provocation parce que mes deux h6ros sont 
prisonniers dans des latrines. un pourrait tout aussi bien les mettre 
dans une douche. Mais dans mon cauchemar, c'est dans les latrines 
qu'ils se trouvent. 1 

His plays also express childhood obsessions. In La Bicyclette du condamn6, 

Uiloro is persecuted by Paso and his accomplices. His persecution is a reflec-

tion of the young Arrabal's disturbed mental state: "Longtemps j'ai cru que 

tous 6taient ligu6s contre moi •••• Cette croyance s'est exacerb6 pendant 

2 
lion enfance qui s'est 6coul6e au sein d'une societ6 regie par la tyrannie." 

Heavily marked by Arrabal's reaction against the severity of his upbringing, 

the plays served as a form of escape from a stringent domestic and cultural 

environment. Of the composition of Oraison, Arrabal has stated: "A l'epoque, 

Je crois que mon acharnement contre l'opposition du Bien et du Mal r6pondait 

i une sorte de fanatisme de ma part: je r6agissais violemment contre une 

3 
Iducation." 

Genet's Haute Surveillance was seen to be the product of an excep-

tional experience, but in revision, Genet attempted to eradicate the incidents 

contingent on an actual prison experience. In Arrabal's early plays, personal 

details litter the action suggesting that they were written for a restricted 

audience f .. iliar with the intimate life of the author. fando is attracted by 

the purity of Lis's knees; in Le Tricycle it is Mita's knee. that Climando will 

.is. if she commits suicide. In the autobiographical novel, Baal Babylone, ons 

r.ade, "Aucuna, lIuan, n'etait comme toi •••• Aucune n'avait la langue hu.ida 
4 

ni 1 •• genoux blancs CODllle toi, maman • Aucune." Arrabal's mellory of his 

f.thar is a strongly visual illage of a man burying the child's feat on the 

brilliantly sun-lit baach at Melilla, the author's birthplace, Baal Babylons 

1Arrabal cited by Nicole Zand, Le Monda, 7 January 1967, p. 12. 

3 
2Arrabal to Schifrae, Entratien., pp. 35-36. Ibid., p. 133. 

4Arrsbal, Baal Babxlona, p. 146. 
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begins with this description. In Le Labyrinthe Micaela describes to Etienne 

the gues she played with Bruno "depuis ma plus tendre enfance": "11 me 

regardait tout joyeux. [nsuite nous jouions, j'apportsis du sable dans les 
1 

aeaux et il m'enterrait les pieds." The same play contains another echo of 

the author's adolescence: Micaela is fascinated by Bruno's suffering when 

bound in the lavatory, and she goes repeatedly to peer at him over the wall. 

During his stay at the Colegio de Getafe, the fathers used to punish the 

students by locking them in a small room: "Je me sou viens qulon a enferml mon 

frere dans une piece minuscule. 11 avait douze ans. Les Peres l'observaient 
2 

par un trou." Voyeurism is very common in all these early plays: Milos and 

the inhabitants of the car cemetery take a sly interest in the love-making of 

E.anou and Dila; Jlrome and Vincent in Clrlmonie pour un Heir assassin6 are the 

unsuspected spectators JLuce's sleep and to her conversations with fran~oi8 

d'Assise; in Concert dans un oauf, both the older man and the older woman peep 

st each other as they change into their bathing-costumes.:5 
I 

Invested with details from Arrabal s own life, the plays present an 

infantile but not pure world. for example, the bodily functions hold a great 

attraction for the characters, as though they are just becoming aware of their 

own physical presence in the world. Climando orders Mitato return quickly to 

the bench after having returned the tricycle to the garage: "Et ne t'amuse pas 
4 

derriere les arbres a regarder les hommes pisser." The same combination of 

voyeurism and urination attracted the young Bruno, and Micaela complied: "Si, 

au dlbut, je venais ici tous les matins et je faisais pipi devant lui pour lui 

fair:Plaisir" (11:84). Indeed half the set of Le Labyrinthe is comprised of a 

functioning lavatory which is activated several times during the performance. 

1rernando Arrabal, Le Labyrinths in Th6atre II, p. 84. 

2Arrabal to Schifres, Entretians, p. 19. 

3rernando Arrabal, Le Ci.etiere dae voitures in Thlatre I (PariSI 
Bourgoi., 1968), pp. 149-50; Fernando Arrabal, Cirl.onie pour un noir 
8.aa.8inl in Thlatre III (Paris: Bourgoia, 1969), p. 201; and Fernando 
Arrabal, koncert dana un oauf in Thlatre IV (Paris: Bourgois, 1969), pp. 252-53. 

4rarnando Arrabal, La Tricycla in Thlatre II, p. 120. 
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The 8ame image recurs in diminished form in the other plays: the chamber-pot 

i. an object of great esteem and importance. For Vincent and Jlrome it is the 

beet possible gift for Luce: 

VINCENT a Un pot de chambre. ~a c'est magnifique. Et puis, clest 
8i joli: 

JERO~£, ennuyl: Oui, vraiment. (Un temps.) Mais il me platt beaucoup. 
Je n'aimerais pas perdre 1e pot de chambre. (111:190) 

It is exchanged with great delight by Tasla and Viloro in La Bicyclette du 

conda.nl: 

TA5LA: 51, Vi10ro, je panse toujours a toi, a ta forit d'eau et a 
ton bleu-vert, je t'al apportl un pot de chambre.

1 VILORO, tout contant: Un pot de chambre pour pisser? 

The period of childhood is marked by a bizarre combination of cruelty 

and innocence, a period of ingenuous viciousness. A characteristic of the 

heroes of the early plays is their ability to be both gentle and callous: 

elimsndo and Apal, who spends most of his time in docile slumber, kill the 

gentleman; Fando tortures and kills his lover, Lis; Emanou, the benign Christ 

figure, has committed murder; Fidio and Lilbl have murdered their baby; 

Etienne leaves Bruno to die of thirst. The role-playing and acting of JlrB.e 

and Vincent lead to the bloody murdsr of Fran~ois d'Assise just as they had 

led to the murdar of Marie. The combination of brutality and affection is 

captured concisely in Viloro's request that Tasla should throw him a kiss every 

tim. she lashes her prisoner. 

Morality as understood by adults does not exist for theee characters. 

"otivation and the subsequent responsibility for an action remain at a purely 

verbal level. In Le Cimetiere des voitures Emanou reproaches Topl for forget-

ting to act as a good man. However, the basis of Emanou's morality resides in 

a hastily rehearsed dictum: 

EMANOUa N'oublie pas qu'il faut etre bon. 
TOPEa Mai8 a quoi ~a va-t-il nous servir? 
EMANOUz Eh bien, quand on est bon (il r4cite comma s'il avait a5rri8 

une lecon par coeur) on ressent une grande joie intlrieure n 8 de 
1. paix de l'esprit dont on Jouit lorsqu'on 8e voit 8e.blable a 
l'i.age id4ale de l'homme. 

1rernando Arrabal, La Bicyclette du condamn4 in Thlatre II, pp. 214-15, 
the girt is reciprocated pp. 230-31. 
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TOPE, enthousiaste: Tu es formidable 1 Tu ne trompes jamais d'un iotal 
Et puis tu dis tout sans respirer, c'est encore plus difficile. 

E~ANOU: Bien sur, puisque je l'ai appris par coeur. (1:141-42) 

E.anou and Tope are moved not by the sentiments expressed, but by the perfect 

recital of those sentiments. The same performance has a parallel effect on 

Oila when she questions his motives. Indeed, Emanou's downfall, represented 

by his arrest and capture, is preceded by an inability to reproduce this 

dictum. Similarly the triumph of Emanou, his resurrection, is accompanied by 
1 

a muted restatement of the passage. The implication is that if the words 

fail, then the ethos crumbles. Fidio and Lilbe in Oraison show a similar 

faith in words: 

flOIO: 11 disait qu'il fallait atre bon. 
Alors nous serons bons. 2 LILBE: 

There is no difficulty about making this statement, and believing whole-

heartedly in it. Their new morality will be the negation of their previous 

bahaviour. The principles are unknown, but that presents no difficulty either: 

""ais j'ai le livre, comme .a je saurai" (1:24). A momentous event of 

Christian belief, the birth of the Messiah, is reduced to naive games with 

words: 

rIOID: C'est arrive il y a tres longtemps. 11 est ne dans une creche 
tres pauvre de Bethleem et comme il n'avait pas d'argent pour se 
chsuffer, une vache et un ane le rechauffaient de leur haleine. Et 
comme la vacha etait toute contente de servir Oieu elle faisait 
meuh-.euh. Et l'ane brayait. Et la maman de l'enfant, qui etait 
la mere de Dieu, pleurait, et son mari la consolait. (1:29) 

The gifts of the Magi become "beaucoup de jouets et de bonbons et sussi du 

chocolat" (1:29). This account is repeated to describe the birth of Emanou 

whoee Last Supper becomes a feast of confectionery paralleling the chocolate 

offered to him at his birth (1:154; and 204). 

This morality is not based on any ultimate truths. It seems to result 

from the necessity to continue to act: 

TOPE: Alora, il n'y a pas de solution? 
E"ANOU: Nous, nOUB n8 la connaissons pas encore. II faudra continuer 

1 jouer toutes les nuits. (1:142) 

1 Arrabal , Theatre I, pp. 152-53; p. 200; and p. 216. 

2rarnando Arrabal, Oraison in Theatre I, p. 25. 



Indeed, for the couple of Oraison the pursuit of goodness is Just another 

quest for an answer that is ultimately indiscoverable: 

LILBE: ~a va etre ennuyeux. 
(Silence. fidio est dlcouragl.) 

LILBE: ~a va etre comme Ie reste. 
(Silence.) 

LILBE: On va s'en lasser aussi. 
(Silence.) 

fIOIO: On essaiera. (1:33) 
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Traditional, Bible-based morality will in fact be no more than an amusament 

just as the imMoral acts had been: killing the baby, sleeping together and 

sleeping around (1.28; and 23). There is a suggestion that .orality is based 

aimply on the evasion of boredom. Actions are committed to avoid a stultifying 

routine a 

~ICAELA: Je .'ennuyais. Quand J'Itais avec lui je souffrais beaucoup 
mais, au mains, ja ne .'ennuyais pas. (11184-85) 

filtos, the hero of Concert dans un oeuf, sees goodnese as a diversion, and 

a diveraion is of no value unless it is novel and spontaneous. 

fILTOS, rlsignl. C'est bien. Et la bontl? (II rlfllchit.) ~a.e 
rappelle quelque chose. Oui, etre bon comme le8 anges. (II rlfllchit.) 

Ca ne serait pas une mauvaise idee. ~ai8 ~a merappelle quelque choaa. 
Et a toi, ~e ne te rappelle rien? (Plus fort.) ~a ne te rappelle rien, 
Li? 

LII ~ ••• 
fILTOS, rlsignl. Oui, bien sOr, ya a dlJl It' fait par ceux du cercueil 

du petit. Ceux d'Oraison. (Un temps.) Pour ce que ~a leur a 
servia (IV:202-3) 

Ae tor Lilbl and fidio, goodness would only be one pastime among others 

thought of by filtos: urinating on the to.b of the unknown soldier, mastur

bating on an altar, or laughing at funerale (IV:202) 

Evil, like goodness, has no stable basis. It might be purely a 

.atter of fashion; filtos scolds Li for her immoral behaviour because it is 

not "chic" (IV:188). If not fashion, it is perhaps appearance that is the 

ba.ia of morality; that which is pleasing to the eye is good. 

fIOIO. Oieu marque avec de. lettres d'or dans un tr~s grand livre tout 
ce qua tu fais de bien et dans un livre tres vilain avec une Icriture 
tr~. laide toue tes plchls. 

LILBEa Je sarai bonne. Je veux qu'il Icrive toujoura avec de. lettres 
d'or. (1127) 

With no absolute criteria for judging actions, resolution. made to 

re.pect a law have no stability. Despite feeling guilt at his i .. oral conduct, 
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Filtos does not desist. Even when the decision affects the loved one, it 

appears to be no more binding. Promises are immediately broken: 

FILTOS: (Tendrement.) Tu sais? 5i tu veux, pour te faire plaisir, je 
te ferai un tableau ••• a l'huile, de toutes les couleurs. A 
moins que tu ne pref~res un po~me? (Un temps.) Tu n'aimes pas les 
poemes? (Un temps.) Li, pourquoi ne me rlponds-tu pas? (Un temps.) 
Parce que tu sais que Je ne sais pas faire de poemes, ni de tableaux? 

(IV:206) 

Si.ilarly, Emanou deceives Oila concerning his motivea for wanting to make 

love to her (1:152). 

If there are no criteria by which to assess a good action, the one 

thing in which Arrabal's heroes can have faith is the power of words: 

DIlA: Oemontre-moi que les girafes montent en ascenseur. 
EMANOU: Les girafes montent en ascenseur parce qu'elles montent en 

ascenseur. 
DIlA, enthousiaste: Comme c'est clair! 
EMANOUr Je dlmontre tout aussi aisement. (1:153-54) 

By shuffling and grouping words, everything becomes possible. When faced 

by the possibility of arrest, Climando resorts to the omnipotence of the story: 

MITA: Non, eli.ando. (Pause.) Alors tu devrais trouver quelque chose 
pour t'evader de la prison. 

ClI~ANDOr Clest tr~s difficile. 
MITA: En voila des embetemente. 
ClIMANOO: J'ai de tree grandes jambes, je pourrais courir. 
MITA: Et e'ils ne eavent pas, eux, que tu as de grandee ja.bes? 
CLIMANOO: Je Ie leur dirai. 
MITA: Et a'ile tlattrapent? 
ClIMANDO: Je n'y avais pae pense. II vaudra mieux que je leur raconte 

dee hietoirea. 
MITA: Oui, oui tu connaie de tres jolis contes. 
ClIMANDOa C'eat ,a, s'ile me prennent, je leur raconte une histoire. 

(11:157) 

Conventional morality offere no solace, and no new baais for a 

workable morality is diecovered. The early hero is on the outside of an 

inscrutable system; he ie befuddled by its complexity. On the peraonal leval 

he farea no better. The people he meets, the relationships he forms are prone 

to abrupt unannounced changes of human personality. Arrabal has stated: 

Noue eo .. ea une interrogation pour nous-.emes. Cette ambivalence de 
mee mensonges dont vous parlez toutal'heure, ces etres qui brusque.ent 
deviennent autres, c'eat un aspect de cette interrogation. Notre 
nature est i_prlcise. Elle change avBC Ie milieu, l'interlocuteur, 
l'environnement, l'habit. 1 

In the plays, tendern •• s vies with cruelty, respect with violence: rando can 

1Arrebal to Schifr.s, Entretiens, p. 118. 
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show the most caring affection for Lis, but can as quickly throw her to the 

ground; Li does not like disappointing filtos but she becomes the willing 

lover of the man; Micaela is Etienne's friend ~ the accomplice of her father 

in his brutal treatment of his prisoner. The plays advance through these 

changes with no explanation. The characters accept these mutations without 

quastion, trying to make do as best they can in a world "o~ rian n'est tranch', 

au rian n'est sur, ni le Bien ni le Mal. Aussi mes personnages s'appliquent

ils A atre sinceres, bans, fid~les avec una pr'cision mecanique, inhumaine.,,1 

Genevieve Serreau describes Arrabal's characters as "ces perp'tuele 

, 2 
inadaptes." Their lack of adaptation results from the ever-changing reality 

,acing them. This reality has no roots; it exists in the continuous present 

of the characters' utterances. The stage is divorced from the everyday reality 

of 80cial life. fando and Lis struggle along the interminable road which 

brings them back to their starting-point; their movement is rendered pointless 

a8 they re •• in separated from their objective, Tar. When the outside world 

does penetrate into their lives, it is not a structure on which to depend. 

Rathar it is a form of persecution the more vicious because the less compre-

hen.ible. The police break onto the stage at the end of Le TricYclel 

L'AGENTI Caracatchitcho, caracotchotchitchi, tchoutcha, caracatchi. 
~ITA, au Viauxl Qu'est-ce qu'il a dit? 
LE VIEUXI Quelqua chose en tcha, tche, tcho. 
"ITA: Co .. e c'eat bizarre. 3 
LE VIEUX: C'eat incomprehensible. (11:149-50) 

The police.an and his society are repressive forces that rip apart the 

delicate web of naiva dream and fantasy that the characters spin around th • .-

•• lv... JlrS.. and Vincent managa to incorporate both Luce and fran~oi. 

dlAssiee into their world of aake-believe, but it collapee. in the face of the 

.ounting external pressuras. Similarly, the verbal game. of Cli.ando and the 

1Arrabal to Schifres, Entretiene, p. 132. 

2Geneviave Serreau, Preface to Theatre II, by Arrabal, p. 11. 

3Arrabal here usa. the dislocation of language in much the eame way 
aa Ion •• co do •• in La Cantatrice chauv. and Les Chai.... The .ean1ngles. 
of the utterance. reflect. the shallownesa of life in conte.porary society. 
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old man come to a close on the stultifying repetition of IIdes billets" (II:138). 

~ney is the symbol of the outside world; it is the man with the money whose 

entry disturbs their world at the end of the firet act, and it is money that 

precipitates the murder and subsequently the arrival of the police. 

In Le Labyrinthe, Etienne is the victim of a Kafkaesque judicial 

procedure which remains impenetrable to the victim but at the same time 

i.plicates him more and more. Etienne is confronted by the powerful ~ustin 

who manipUlates all the characters in order to condemn Etienne. The workings 

of this process remain a mystery to the participants in it; they just accept it: 

MICAELA: Comme je vous Ie disais, voil~ pourquoi les choses ici peuvent 
oftrir l'apparence du desordre, ce qui ne fait que mettre en relief 
l'existence d'un ordre superieur beaucoup plus complexe et exigeant 
que celui que nous pouvons imaginer. Mon pare dirige tout avec une 
adresse d'une rare efficacite. (11:56) 

The logic of legal procedure is a matter of some concern for Tope in b! 

Ci.eti~re des voitures: 

TOPE: Et comment tont-ils pour savolr que c'est mal? 
EMANOUs Ils sont tr~s malins. 
TOPE, Itonne. 11 taut qu'ils le soient. (Un temps.) ~ais ecoute, 

lls savant toujours, toujours, toujours si c'est mal? 
EMANOUs Oui, toujours, toujours, toujours. ~e t'ai d'jl dit qu'ils 

sont tr~s malins et puis lIs font beaucoup d'etudes, ils ont au 
moins le bac et tout ce qui s'ensuit. (1:139) 

There is a clear difference of treatment of external fact in these 

two playa as compared to the rest of the first period work. Arrabal consis

tently choses a scenic element as a concrete symbol of a play's action. the 

wheelchair in fando et Lis~ the tricycle in be Tricycle, the bicycle and cage 

in La Bicyclette du condamne. In all three cases the object chosen derives 

fro. the childhood world of the characters. In Le Labyrinthe and Le Ci •• tiara 

da. voiturea, the stage is dominated by a scenic image from the outside world. 

the •• ze of old blankets or the pile of old car bodies. To a certain extent, 

this representa a breach in the all-encompassing shell of peraonal fantaay of 

the early period. However, it is to be remembered that in the case of 11 

Labyrinthe the i.age was suggested by a dream, and that the blankets ara 

balanced by the idiosyncratic element of the flushing lavatory. 

Arraba! has stated that "lies peraonnages sont en situation de ruptura 
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permanente devant un monde plein de nuances inexplicables.,,1 The dramatic 

potential of the confrontation of individuals and society has been drawn upon 

.ince classical times. In Arrabal's work, however, the creative inspiration 

derives from experiences that have too firm a grip of the author's imagination. 

The sources of Arrabal's confusion are too personal and these are passed on 

to ths heroes with little interpretation. The world that Arrabal projects 

onto the staga is the converse to our world; the world with which his charac-

tars have so little contact is our world. The staged actions remain impene-

trable for us, just as our world proves inscrutable to both Arrabal and his 

characters. The redeeming feature of this period lies in those moments when 

the particular detail is transcended and a poetry of innocence rings out claar. 

Arrabal has stressed that this innocence is all-important in his 

theatre, and that generally this quality has been disregarded by hi. directors' 

tlCe caractere enfantin de beaucoup de mes pieces explique dlailleurs la 

difficult' qulon 'prouve Ales monter. 11 faut decouvrir une telle innocence, 
2 

pour que ¥a ne devienne pas nlimporte quoi." Betrayed by his directors, 

Arrabal a180 feels he has been treated unfairly by the critics. He does not 

take offance .t their charges of obscenity or puerility, but at their lack of 

ragard for the structures of the plays, 

Je ragrette saulament que peraonne ne remarque la construction de 
.ee piices, qui est tres elaboree, tres rigoureuse, car je suis un 
joueur d"checs. Une composition parfaitement minutieusa est indispensable 
pour exprimer dans tous les dltours de sa demarche 1. chaos, la confusion 
de la vi •• 3 

An examination of the early plays reveals a preoccupation with the 

circla. The plays are structured cyclically around recurring actions, repetitive 

phrase., and reappearing objects. Reference has been made to the reciprocal 

gifts of Ls Bicxclette du condemn'. Apal in Le Tricycle twice awakens from his 

sloth to indulge in sudden, frantic activity; Micaela frequently crosses the 

1Arrabal to Schifres, Entretiens, p. 130. 2 Ibid., p. 75. 

3Arrabal to Colette Godard, "Le Plystere Arrabal," Les Nouvell •• 
llttlraires, 2 Plarch 1967, p. 13. This concern about the structure of his 
work contradicts the disinterest already reported. It is anotherexampla 
of the ambivalence of Arrabslts attitudes towards the theatre. 
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stage to pull the chain in the lavatory; Guernica, La Cimetiere das voitures, 

and La Bicyclette du condamne are all punctuated by passages across the stage. 

Verbal repetitions serve to add texture to the recurrent nature of the 

action. Climando's catchphrase is "je n'ai pas pense A 'ia" (II:114); Fando and 

Lis exhort each other to make an effort twenty-sevan times, and express the 

idea of departing fifteen times; similarly, Fanchou and Lira in Guernica goad 

each other into final efforts. Inside a single dialogue, verbal repetitions 

are the means of advance; however, the advance is illusory as it leads back to 

the starting-point in a fashion not dissimilar to Beckett's dialogues: 

rANDO: Mais tu trouves des solutions A tout. 
LIS: Non, Je ne trouva jamais de solutions, ce qui se passe, c'est que 

je mens en disant que j'en ai trouve. 
FANDO: Mais ca n'est plus du jeu. 
LIS: Je asis qua ce n'est plus du jeu. Mais comme on me demande 

Jamais rien, c'est la meme chose. Et puis 'ia fait tres Joli. 
rANDO: Oui, c'est vrai, ;a fait tres joli. Mais si quelqu'un te 

demande quelque chose? 
LIS: II n'y a pas de danger. Personne ne demande rien. 1 

Repetition highlights visually and aurally the essentially circular 

structure of the first period plays. Lis despairingly laments: "Encore une 

rois nous nous retrouvons au mame endroit. Nous n'evons pas avancl du tout" 

(1:104). Tar remains an unreachable goal. The three strange men reveal that 

Tar is, by sssence, that which is unattainable: 

NAMUR: Vails de nombreu8e8 annees que nous avons entrepris de Ie faire. 
rANDO: J'ai entendu dire qu'il est impossible d'arriver. 
NAMUR: Non, ce n'est pas que ce soit impossible. Tout simplement 

pereonne n'est arrive et jamais personne ne pense y arriver. (Ia85) 

Tar represents a desired ideal that is destined to remain unfulfilled. What 

Tar is for Fando and Lis, so escape is for Viloro and Tasla, theatre for JlrS.e 

and Vincent, and "goodness" for Emanou. The early theatre is characterized 

by the fruetration of desires and by impotence in the face of oppression. 

Etienne echoes this predicament: "Ja ne trouve pas d'issue. Je fais des tours 

et des tours dans Ie parc entre les couvertures at, quand je crois avoir 

trouver, .e revoils au .e.e endroit" (11150). 

This statement is underscored scenically by Etienne's two attempts at 

e.cepe. The first immediately precedes the verbal expression of his eituation. 

1rarnando Arrabal, fando et Lie in Theatre I, pp. 66-67. 
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He leaves Bruno three times only to be brought back to the lavatory; on each 

return his reaction to his plight beCXlmes more extreme, "spouvante," "horrifi'," 

and finally "hors d'haleine" (II:49). One has the impression that this futile 

action would continue forever if it were not for the appearance of Micaela. 

Yet Etienne's second attempt is not brought to an end by Micaela; it is the 

final image of the play; Etienne is repeatedly brought back to face the spectre 

of his dead companion, Bruno. Again his reactions show a progressive anxiety 

("essoufl'," "rempli d'angoisse"), exacerbated by the beating of the drums of 

law and order (II:101-2). From the imprisonment locked to Bruno in the latrine, 

Etienne has escaped only as far as the labyrinth drawn relentlessly back to 

the image of Bruno. However, the desire for freedom will force him to continua 

his vein efforts to eacape, thus ensuring a continuation of the circular 

etructure. 

His downfall is implied in this repetition as it is in the detail of 

the development of the playas s whole. At the outset, Etienne is bound to 

Bruno, but is atten(r~ing to escape. Freedom is to be his joyful reward: "ka y 

est presque. (Avec joie.) Un dernier effort et je suis libre" (11:48). Frea-

dom brings a new form of imprisonment, but Miceele's arrival renews his faith 

in liberation: "Mais vous, vous ellez me dire comment on peut sortir d'ici" 

(11:50). But this hope is gradually eroded, and he becomes a prisoner of the 

powers that control the maze: "(Angoisse.) Laissez-moi m'echapper. Laissez

moi" (11:66). Despite his fears, Etienne again rebuilds his confidence and 

'aith. Justin, at first, comforts him by rejecting Micaela's testimony, but 

this nelll confidence is soon shattered by Micaela: "Oui, on ne sait Juds ~ 

coup sur a'il reviendra aussit8t au bien longtemps apr~s" (11:78). 

Evasion of one's plight through compession for one's fellow bainga is 

no .ore successful. By going outside himself, by comforting Micaela as ahe 

reveala tha hardships of her life, Etienne expoees hi.self to another rebuttal. 

Ha is just one .an in meny who has suffered the same fata (implying a spiral

ling structure into the past): 

MICAELA: Ila etaient tous tres aympathiqu8a. (Un teMpa.) lie •• 
pranaient an pitia at me prcmettaiant de me faire .ortir d'ioi. 



(Silence.) Toujours remplis d'espoir. C'etait un plaisir de 
bavarder avec eux. (11:86) 
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The court case follows a similar pattern of momentary hope followed 

by crushing defeat. After an initial favourable response by Justin, the 

mechanism of oppression is activated. Past events are recalled and turned 

against him: his imprisonment by Justin, his treatment of Bruno, the disap

pearance of Bruno. Even his attem~t to prove his truthfulness serves only to 

discredit his own credibility; Micaela's back is no longer scarred (11:98-99). 

All Etienne's attempts to clear himself are turned into self-accusations. 

Ironically, his efforts only force him into deeper trouble, just as his initial 

escape led him into the even more impenetrable maze. Indeed, the nature of the 

maze is to obstruct, but at the same time to inveigle the victim further into 

its grasp. The image of the maze dominates the play visually and structurally. 

In Fando et Lis, it is a structure of circles that predominates. The 

eponYMous couple locked in their own vicious circle of love and cruelty depart 

and return without reaching their goal, Tar. Namur, Toso and Mitaro are 

involved in the same quest, but independently of fando and Lis. Tar, and the 

Motivation to go there, inform all the actions of the play, and represent an 

outer, encompe8sing circle. These three circular movements touch but do not 

interpenetrate. Tar remains aloof and the three strange men "forment un seul 

bloc" which barely tolerates fando'e guarded advances and which remains intact ......... 
at the end of the play (1:77). As in Le Labyrinths, the circular structure 

does allow for development; Etienne becomes increasingly implicated, and the 

relationship between Fando and Lis grows more cruel and vicioue. But decisively 

the final imag •• are of the recuperation of the circular structure. 

After the suggestion of two defined 8cenic areas in Le Labyrinthe and 

the implied segregation of two actions in Fando et lis, a spatial concept of 

dr .. atic writing ie developed further in Le Cimetiere dee voiturea. While 

atill maintaining an overall circularity, the action of thia play operate a on 

various levels that heve only tenuous interconnections. The aetting ia againat 

the dOMinant image of the rusting scrap-heap with its inhabitants and their 

keepera, ~ilos and Oi1a. Lasca snd Tiossido paes energetically to and fro 
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before them, pursuing their record. Off-stage, both the police and the crowd 

suggest another realm of action, which is linked to the stage action by the 

musical trio, Emanou, Top6, and FOdere. A final level is the relationship 

between Oila and Emanou. On the surface these levels of action would appear 

to be linked through various characters. For example, Oila is present in her 

relationship with Emanou, but also as the maid to the cemetery. However, Oila, 

daughter of Milos, is a different person to Oila, lover of Emanou. Indeed, 

the play offers the best examples of Arrabel's concept of polymorphous 

characters. 

The complexity of the play's structure is emphasized by the multiplica-

tion of stage actions: 

Tandis qu'ils s'embrassent, 
la scene de droite a auche 
To s'arrete et saute 
dlrriere les voitures. 
signaler gue Ie danger 

de s'embrasser. (1:163-64) 

Here, three levels of action are simultaneously presented without interaction. 

The actions are introduced without explanation. The scene is similar to a 

collage, a juxtaposition of different surfacea without e great deal of atten-

tion devoted to synthesis. In the same way the passages of Lasca and Tiossido 

go unnoticed: "Milos n'a meme pas remargu' leur pr'senca. II continue, 

infatiaable, ~ nettorer lea chaussur9a, sans S9 d'partir un seul moment de 

.es bonnes maniares" (1:132). Although aware of the life of the cemetery, 

the three musicisns are unaffected by it. That ~ilos should supply Dila aa 

a concubine to the occupant of car number 2 does not surpriae the.: II Emanou, 

IRP' et Fgdere ont contempl' la scene avec curio.it'. mais san. la moindra 

aurprise" (11140). A reaction from Oila's lover, Emanou, might be expected 

but that would not be in keeping with the stratification of the dramatic 

action. The only link between the realm of action is one of voyeurism. for 

example, Milos and the car dwellers only look on in amusement at the lova 

.eking of Emanou and oila: 
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VOIX O'HOMME, "voiture 3": Quel spectacle! Comme ils sont droles taus 
les deux. (1:150) 

The separation of the levels of action is acoustically underlined when the 

passage of Lasca and Tiossido interrup~the general amusement: "Pendant gu'ils 

ont travers~ la scene las rires ant C8SS~. Milos est reste immobile. !!! 

reprennent sans aucune retenue" (1:151). 

The princip~ division of action isolates Emanou and Oila from the rest 

of the proceedings. In the second edition of the play this primary segregation 

is emphasized by the addition of poetic passages that distinguish the Emanou-

Dila dialogues from the others in the play. for instance: aNous serons 

ensemble, invisibles comme la nuit et les pens~es, et nous tournoierons, 

enlac~s comme deux ecureuils sous-marins" (1:148). As with fando et Lis the 

development of the play advances through the princi~L relationship, but 

eventually the circularity of the play reasserts itself despite this disruptive 

element. The revised edition of the play begins and ends with the same action: 

Dila awakens the car dwellers, and Lasca and Tiossido resume their athletics. 

Indeed, the association of Emanou with Christ has meant that from the beginning 

his disappearance is presaged. Throughout the action, the inevitable downfall 

1 
has been anticipated. 

Emanou represents a challenge to the social structure. His naivety 

and his ingenuous quest for goodness threaten to upset the mores of the car 

cemetery and the society which produces such ghettos. Indeed, from an econ-

ornic viewpoint, Emanou is the enemy of the consumer society. His stealing and 

his free concerts to the poor are not governed by the principles of profit, 

and they disrupt the law of supply and demand. On another plane, his lova tor 

Dila threatens the stability of the car cemetery. The first scene between 

Emanou and Oila reveals the revolutionary power of love; for, after Emanou has 

left, Dila, formerly browbeaten by ~ilo8 snd the car dwellers, suddenly begins 

to dominate them (1:156). furthermore, the smooth exercise of Lasca and 

Tiossido is suddenly struck by indeciaion and by the next circuit grinds to 

1References to this unhappy ending Occur in Arrabal, Theatre I, 
p.141; and p. 200. 
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a halt (1:161). As though wary of these disruptive symptoms, the police make 

their presence more obvious: 

Pendant ce temps la musigue s'est arretGe. On en tend des cris de panigue 
et des bruits de courses i droite. A gauche les coups de sifflet de la 
police qui s'approche de plus en plus de la scene. (I:162) 

The second act exposes a consolidation of forces against Emanou: Lasca and 

Tiossido become his pursuers; the car dwellers turn their binoculars on him 

recriminatingly; and in the end, Top~ betrays him. The action of the play 

works to eradicate the revolutionary element. Franco Tonelli has summarized 

the action as "une r~p~tition cyclique et simultan&e d'actes, tels une s&rie 

de cercles concentriques, ne sa touchant jamais, n'ayant rian en commun et 

1 pourtant cr~ant un tout par leur propre mouvement." 

Verbal repetitions, recurrent actions and repetitive structures all 

reinforce the circular movement of the plays. Thisc~cularity emphasizes not 

the joy of rebirth but rather the imprisonment of the hero in an inextricable 

situation. Death, and not rebirth, reigns over the play; Emanou is crucified 

on a bicycle and ignominiously pushed off stage. 

A study of the properties brought on-stage, in addition to their 

visual impact as symbols of repetition reveals a significant point. A 

dominant image in the early period is the wheeled vehicle: the wheelchair in 

fando et Lis; the cage on wheels in La Bicyclette du condamnG. Ironically, 

vehicles originally created for transport and travel, they imprison Arrabal's 

characters, returning the would-be traveller to his point of departure. 

The extreme is reached in Le Cimetiere des voitures where the wheeled vehicle 

has lost its power of locomotion and encases the traveller who lives out a 

larval existence in its interior. The great black umbrella and bowler hats 

of Mitaro, Toso and Namur seem to present the same encapsulating image; their 

existence is a cul-de-sac. 

The .ost developed use of stage properties is to be found in k! 

Bicyclette du condemnG. In this play, they orchestrate the essentially 

circular structure of the action. Vi+oro attempts to play a perf.ct C seal. 
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but is interrupted by Tasla's transportation of a condemned Paeo, by the 

threats of a liberated Paso and his cumpanions, and by the erotic games played 

by Taela with Paso. Letting scenes in which Paso is either condemned or 

ridiculed be represented by A and scenes in which Viloro is punished or killed 

by B, Beverley Delong-Tonelli finds the following structure: AB A8 AB AA BA/B.1 

This suggests that inside the overall structure, the blocks of action follow 

a circular pattern. The final A/B represents the merging of Paso's imprison-

ment and Viloro's murder in the image of Viloro's body being transported in 

Paso's cage. Inside the blocks of action, there is a studied use of objects 

and sounds. The musical scale itself corresponds to the general structure of 

the play in its repetitive return to the beginning. The gifts of the balloon 

and the chamber-pots as well as the infantile song that Tasla end Viloro 

dedicate to each other reaffirm circularity both visually and acoustically. 

The circle is the organizing principle on which Arrabal's early theatre 

is constructed. As a symbol it is fundamental to all mythologies,tending to 

represent man's most complex concepts. The circular structores to be found in 

Arrabal's work have led at least one critic to proclaim a mythical dimension 

2 
to his work. Similarly the repetitions have encouraged other critics to 

qualify his plays as ritual. Both myth and ritual are functions of man's 

desire for comprehensible order and structure. Thematically, Arrabal's plays 

do not satisfy this condition. The heroes are left unreassured to continue 

their search. An exa~ple is fando joining the three men; 

NA~URI 11 nous faut d'abord l'accompagner. Ensuite nous nous mettrons 
en route tous les quatre. 

~ITARO: Oui, tous ensemble. (1:122) 

The circle which should symbolize perfection and homogeneity becomes in 

Arrabal's work a source of disquiet and unease, representing the never-ending 

quest. The drum with which fando entartains Lis is broken; the perfect union 

is not possible. The spherical properties imprison the characters and do not 

1Severley Delong-Tonelli, "Bicycles and Balloon8 in Arrabal's Ora.atic 
structure," ~odern Drama, vol. 14, no. 2 (September 1971), pp. 205-9. 

2Tonelli, L'Eath'tigue de Ie cruaut.s, chapter 4: "La structure 
circulaira du my the," pp. 126-45. 
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1 
point to liberation. They assume a secondary meaning of the circle symbol, 

protection. However, the protection afforded is not positive but restraining. 

The protective meaning of the circle is summarized as follows: 

En tant que forme enveloppante, tel un circuit ferma, le cercle est un 
symbole de protection, d'une protection assuree dans see limites •••• 

Le cercle protecteur prend la forme, pour l'individu t de la bague, 
du bracelet, du collier, de la ceinture, de la couronne. 2 

It is in keeping with the frustration of liberation in Arrabal's plays that the 

bracelets and bells of positive protection should become the chain and manacles 

of inhibiting repression. 

~yth and ritual depend on the understanding of their processes by a 

community; their efficacy springs from shared belief. Although using the forms 

of myth, Arrabal's plays fail to perform its function because of their incom-

prehensibility. In her analysis of the cyclic form of La Bicyclette du 

condemn', Delong-Tonelli concludes that the form is an intagral part of the 

universal theme expressed by the play: "The play, then, reflects human cha08 

as it pertains to the dilem~aof freedom and condemnation, yet that reflection 

is constructed upon an intricately precise labyrinth of concentric circles 

extending from purely physical appearances and objects, through acoustical 

3 
realms, until finally it comprises the very human condition itself." It 

88em8 that this conclusion springs from an overzealous analysis of the form8 

of the play to the exclusion of consideration of its expression. for example, 

the very objects that Delong-Tonelli cites in order to clinch her argument 

derive from an idiosyncratic experience. The objects have no meaning tor the 

eudience because it is excluded from that experience. The particular detail 

untransposed in composition emphasizes this exceptional life. The object8 do 

1It could be objected that the final stage image of La Bicyclette du 
condmane 8ugge8ts liberation. However, it has been observed by Whitton that 
the final pages of the published version date from the second period of 
Arrabal's writings. See David W. Whitton, "A Critical Edition of the MS of 
the first Version of Arrsbal's Bic¥clette du condemns," forum tor Modarn 
Language studies, vol. 9, no. 3 (July 1973), pp. 253-68. 

2Jaan Chevalier end Alain Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire de8 8ymboles, 2nd 
ad., vol. 1 (paris: Seghars, 1973), po 308. 

3DelOng-Tonelli, "Bicycles and Ballons,I' p. 209. 
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not become mythical. In En attendant Godot, Seckett employs circular atruc-

ture and repetitions; but in that play the stage action has such metaphorical 

power that the audience is able to identify with the total situation and the 

dramatic .tructures lend weight to the theme. In the early plays the audience 

has no point of reference inside Arrabal's universe and in this case tha 

circles and repetitions serve only to keep the audience at bay. The only 

relationship possible between play and audience is one of voyeur. 

In performance, the plays of the early period have been subjectad to 

.any styles of production. Fando et Lis, for example, was given an abeurdist 

treat.ent by Paul Andrieu at Li~ge in 1959: "froideur gleciale du plateau nu 

1 
avec l'arbre mort, une ligne verticale, et une grosse pierre noire lie.e." 

Claude Cyriaque in 1964 (Paris) employed a similarly bare stage. The central 

area alone was lit by a vertical spotlight. Lia was dressed in a looae-fitting 

drea. and black shawl, Fando in a dirty jacket and trousers, while the three 

•• n had a very strange appearance in spotless dinner jackets. Apart from 

Gilla. Sandier who praised the quality of the acting, critical reaction wae 

unifor.--the play failed to communicate: "Verbiage, insoutenable d'ennui," 
2 

"une sarabande d'idles plus ou moins rapilcles." The critic and the audi.nc. 

were alienated by the style, "une grande imprassion d'ennui, d'infantili •••• 
3 

• Le dialogue tourne a la logomachie." • • 
The tone of the play cannot support a metaphorical interpretation. 

The naturalistic approach of the fait divers adopted by Olivier Hu •• enot in 

Paris 1964 for Le Tricycle on the other hand ignored the poetry in that play 

altogethar. A very geometriC production of fando .t Li. by Gie~le Tavat 

(Lyon, 1965) stres.ad an intellectuality redUcing the play to an occult ceramony 

which did no mora than fascinate, "un dlcor o~ la glomatrie reJoignait par la 

rigueur da .e. ligne. at Ie magneti •• e de •• s couleure, le. arcane. lea plus 

1Gille, fernando Arrabal, p. 31. The si.ilarity batwaan this .at and 
that for Beckett's En attandant GodDt i. particularly .triking. 

2Gillaa Sandier, ~, 13 ~ay 1964, Gilbert Guille.inault, L'Aurora, 
8 "ay 1964, and Piarre "srcabru, Paris-Pras.a. L'Intranaiqaant, 11 "ay 1964. 

3"arc Barnard, Le. Nouvelles litter_irea, 2B ~ay 1964. 
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8ecr~te. de Ie megie et nous faiseit entrer de plan-pied dans un monda 

1.aginaira o~ Ie triangle, Ie motif centrel, Ie mobile et la fleur fanea .oue 

globe, Ie paravent rouge, devanaient autant de symbolea evoquant la recherche 
1 

de l'Intini." Robert Benoit tried to recreate the infantile atmosphere that 

Arrabal had referred to in his conversations with Schifres. Hi. 1969 s.t at 

Thl'tre de l'Athem'e (Psris) lIIas painted in primitivsfa.hionwith grass and 

tr.es bearing bright red apples. The push-chair wss covered with the ... e 

patt.rn. Nevertheless this production fared no better than the previous one.: 

"Le j.u d'Arrabal consists A prolonger indatiniment un palabre futile qui ne 

tient aucun cOllph du dramatique de la situation." Claude Ba1gn.r~e went on 

to .tress ths incommunicability inherent in the work of Arrab.l, flpri.onni.r de 
2 

ses alucubration. licencieuses." 

Th •• ss.ntially private nature of Arrabal's early playe prov •• an 

obstacle to successful production. Despite varied treatment on the French 

etage the plays have remained tor the most part divorced froll the audienc •• 

Robert Marrast, in a combined review of Fando et Lis and La TricYcle, reflect. 

the ganeral reaction to early performanc •• : 

Noue ne plnltrone jamais dans leur hUllanita veritable; nous 1 •• 
entandon. parler, noua na les voyons jamais agir. La danonciation d. 
l'atat d. choses qui les 'cra.e n'a lieu que par reference au .ond. o~ 
ila .'eftorcent da se rlfugiar: jeux entantin., joutes v.rbalas qui 
daroutent Ie spectateur co ••• une plaiaanterie d'initias dont il ne 
possaderait pas la cll. Le re.ultat est qu'on s'annuia un pau, at qu., 
da tempa a autre aeulament, une sc~ne. un echanga de rlpliqu.s rani •• 
notre attention. 3 

Howav.r, sev.ral notable exc.ptions .arit examination. Th. only 

productions that have received any approval troll the critics sre thoae that 

.tart.d, not tro. the position ot serving a taxt, but froll that ot subjecting 

the audianc. to the .... aen.e of loss and chaos that tha .uthor had .utt.r.d 

during the original period ot composition. Thie could account tor A1.xandre 

Jodorowaky's success with fando et Lis (Mexico, 1961) whiCh Gille h •• d •• crib.dl 

1H.l~ne Cingria, L •• L.ttres fr.nc.i •••• 23 O.c •• bar 1965. 

2claude Bai9naras, Le Figaro, 7 ~ay 1969. 

3Rob• r t ~arra.t, Thl'tr. Popu1aire. no. 54 (1964), pp. 104-5. 
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"A la voiture est accroch6e une chaIne noire et luisante. Elle nous relie au 

cauchamar dans lequel les jeux de la lumiere sur la palissade nous plongent 
1 

lentement au cours des scenes de violence." If with Jodorowsky the text wa. 

illustrated by the lighting, with Jlrome Savary's production of Le Labyrinthe 

(Paris, 1967), it was the performance details that submerged the text which 

became a pre-text for an orgy of light and noiae. The director's approach wa. 

to create a joyful mayhem: 

Pour .oi, l'oeuvre d'Arrabal n'est pas mals8ine, elle est merveil
leu.e, elle ast .agique; il y a chez lui un cota Alice au pays de. 
merveilles. La clremonisl, c'est la fete. J'ai voulu que lea comadiens 
aoiant joyeux, je lea fais chanter 8 tue-tete, je leur donne dea tamboura 
pour qu'ils tapent dassus. 11 faut avant tout, quails n'aient pas l'air 
de .i.er la d6mence 8 l'ext6rieur •••• Je voudrais qu'ils atteignent 
a la demence aans oublier l'humour, qu'ils sachent etra tragiques sana 
ae prendre au slrieux. 2 

Nevertheless, the production still had ita detractors,which was only to be 

axpected,as it magnified the acatological, erotic, and violent aapecta of the 

play: "C'est une dlglnlrescence recouverte de grands mots, une pente vera 
3 

toutea les abdications et un esth6tisme malade." Savary attempted an exploaion 

of Arrabal's universe, a rupture of its circularity in order to involve the 

audience in tha dramatic act. His production put an increaaing empha.ia on 

the delirium of the performance to such an extent that in London (1968), the 
4 

text wa. replaced by the ravings of unrehearsed ectors. 

This explosive line of approach hed been adopted with greater calcu

lation by Victor Garcia in his two production. of Le Cimetiare des voiture •• 

Garcia not only extended the play by the interpolation of other Arrabal texts' 

(Oraieon, Lea Deux Sourr.aux, La Communion aolenne11e), but also projected it 

onto a multiacenic space, which corresponded to the complex structure of the 

text. Ha stated thst: "Pour moi, dana Ie monde modarne, Ie grand probleme 

est da malanger totalement les spectateurs et le spectacle. La Cimatiera daa 

v01tures aat una piece qui damands pluaieurs liaux acan1quea tout an gardant 

1Gilla, fernando Arrabal, p. 32. 

2J irSme Savary to Zand, Le Monde, 7 January 1967, p. 12. 

3Gaorge. S10n, Revue gl"6rale balge, no. 2 (rebruary 1968), p. 115. 

4Details of tha London production are discus.ad in Chap. V. . .. 
pp. 324-26. 
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sa continuite." 

Garcia's production was very influential in the light not only of 
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Arrabal's work but elsa of experiments in stsging. The first Garcia production 

was during the Festival des Nuits de Bourgogne in Dijon, 1966. Under the 

directorship of Michel Parent, this festival concentrated on the proble.s of 

alternative stage designs. Parent explained in the programme note to the 1967 

Paris revival, 

Le theatre exp'rimentel a consiatl, 8 Oijon, • • • 8 disposer d'un 
espsce vacant que nous refusent les structures h'ritles et contraignsntes 
qu'ellea soient architecturales, au, par voie des cons'quences, psycho
logiques, administrativea, commerciales et sociales. 

Et c'est une nouvelle liturgie du theatre qui na!t d~s lors que dans 
cette vacuita chaque pi~ce se voit, non point confrontle 8 une architec
ture ou prolong'e par elle, mais se voit realiser l'architecture que son 
texte rscale. 2 

The theatrical space that Garcia devised waa dominatsd by car bodiea. The 

spectators were aurrounded by acting areas which could only be viewed by 

moving round on the pivoting chairs on which they were seated. Again, this 

was part of a theatrical experiment rather than part of Arrabal's play. 

Although refusing to rewrite any of the dialogues, Arrabal idantified 

hi.eelf with the production procedures. However, he appears to have .isunder-

stood their aim: 

Le spectateur est entour' de tous cStes et 80n fauteuil pivotant lui 
permet de regarder ou bon lui aemble, car je na vaux paa l'obligar l 
participer. II faut qu'il se sente tranquille comme l'enfant dans la 
ventra de aa mare. 3 

On the other hand, Garcia was reportad: 

Noue voulona donner au public tant de perceptions et de senaation. qu'il 
aer. obligl de faire un choix paraonnel. II portera les yeux ou bon 
lui selllblera at davra de ce fait "participer." Nous na voulon. pas 
d'una as.iatance pas.iva.4 

Indeed, the text became a pre-text once more. This ti.e it we. the ba.i. for 

1Victor Garcia cited by Coletta Godard, Lea Nouvelles Littlraire •• 
14 December 1967, p. 13. For a d.tailed atudy of different European production. 
of thi. play, •• e Aslan, "Le Ci.etiara dea voiture., un spectacla da Victor 
Garcia." 

2Th8atra des Arts, 20 Oacambar 1967. 

3Arrabal cited by Pierre Julien, L'Aurora, 18 Dec.-bar 1967. 

4Victor Garcia cited by Fran90 is8 Varanne, Le Figaro, 13 Oac •• ber 1967. 
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experiMentation with the relationships between actors and spectators inside 

the performance. Bertrand Poirot-Oelpech was sensitivs to the true orienta-

tion of this venture: "Le Cimeti~re des voitures n'est pas, en effet, una 

oeuvre ds thlatre au sens traditionnsl et meme le plus .odarne, c'est-a-dirs 

l'incarnation d'un dialogue; c'ast d'abord du spectacle pour le apectacle, 

un grouillement de formes et la recherche, au-dela des paroles, d'un dlcoupaga 
1 

visual entierement nouveau du temps et de l'espace." The emph.sis of the 

production was no longer on the word of the text but on the action around the 

spectator on the "scene multiple, ou la primauta reviendrait a l'expression 

plastique et au le spectateur sereit agressa de toutee parts par uneexplosion 
2 

de bruits, da gestes, at de formes." At Oijon, motor-bikes roared around the 

audience, enclosing it in an acoustical environment. The total effect of the 

production was not the warm co.fort of the maternal womb, but the sensual 

ravaging of the spectator: 

Le public s'en va nerfs at visc~res remuls. La rlvelation apparatt ~ 
certaine malgrl leurs quatre siecles d'habitude a observer dane un 
tauteuil, ila ont It I violls. On leur a arrechl leur participation. 
lls viennent de vivre dans l'Ivlnement.3 

That Garcia succseded in producing the deliriUM deaired by Arrabal can be 

judged by Eric Westphal's description of "un dllire collsctivo-aado-lI.eochiato-

4 
blaephl.atoirs." 

Nevertheless, the experiment was based on a misunderatanding. Cartain 

critics observed that tha techniques of the production did not suit the playa 

"Paradoxslement • • • Garcia, en voulant faire Iclater cae textes, les d's .. orca, 

r ... nant le spectataur a un eethltisme pur dont il connatt taus lee detours, 
5 

et qui,le rlduiaant au rola du voyeur, le rassure et l'apaiea." Arrabal'e 

plays ara the.atically end structurally introverted. They are not suited to 

this type of exposure. The axtent of this .isunderatanding i. expo.ed by 

1Bertrand Poirot-Oelpech, Le ~onds. 21 Oace.ber 1967. 

2Robart Abirached, La Nouvel Obssrvataur, 29 Juna 1966, p. 33. 

3serge Batigna, La Theatra Ameteur, no. 60 (~Brch 1968), p. 6. 

4Eric Wastphal, Retor.e, 13 January 1968. 

5Piarra ~arcabru, Paris-Presse. L'Intranaioaant, 21 Oac .. bar 1161. 
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Garcia's introducing a triumphal procession around the auditorium at the end 

of the play. No doubt, for the director this moment was to be the eli_ax of 

the performance when actors and spectators would be united in the celebration 

of the sacrifice and resurrection. Yet clearly, the explicit performance of 

the resurrection runs contrary to the circularity of the play. furthermore, 

the idea of fusing audience and cast into a unity does not take into considera-

tion the extremely personal vision of the playwright. Bernard Dort reported 

the effect of the final ceremony: "Loin de sceller l'unite des spectateurs at 

de. acteurs cllabrant Ie mame rite cruel, • • • (la clra_oni~ ne faiseit que 

80uligner, dan8 aon ample deroulement de freaqua se daployant tout autour da la 
1 

.alla, co.bien les uns et les autres restent etrangers." Even the actor. 

expre.eed 80me reservations about the production: "Lors de sa creation ~ Dijon, 

la pi~ca a ete refusee par les spectateure. Je pense que Ie parti pris 
2 

d'agresser que nous avons choisi y est pour beaucoup." 

The difficulty that Garcia failed to overcome was the u.e of Arr.bal's 

text. in their complete form as part of a performance that did not respect 

their spirit. In Savary's production, the performance daveloped from the text, 

but evolved according to its own spirit and 80 avoided the contradiction of 

parformsnce and text. A. a consequence of Arrabal's wish to allow the director 

total freedo_, one production emerga. a8 an unhappy _arriage and the other 

appears as s new spectacle that had little to do with the original text. 

Within a discus.ion of the general aspecta of the firat period worke, 

there ie the danger of overlooking development. that suggest evolution. That 

the plays can be treated a. a unity ia confir •• d by the resonances between 

playa. Garcia marked this co .. on feature not only by including the other texts, 

but al.o by c •• ting one actor in the aimilar role. from the different playa. 

for ex .. ple, Jean-Claude Orouot who played Emenou, also acted fidio in the 

opening Oraison and ~aurice in Les Oeux Bourraaux; "ichale Oppenot was both 

1Bernard Oort, Thlatre rael: 1967-1970 (Paria: Seuil, 1971), p. 223. 

2"arcal Bozonnet who acted Emanou at Dijon cited by J.-P. B., Ls Bien 
public, 15 January 1968. 
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Lilb' and Oila; R. Onhignian acted the dutiful servant Milos and the obedient 

son Benoit. furthermore, overt textuel references are made to playe of the 

same period. In Concert dans un oeuf, filtos's quest for a worthwhile exploit 

on which to spend his time leads him to consider the pursuit of goodness: 

fILTOS: ~a ne serait pas une mauvaise idle. Maia 2a me rappelle quelque 
chose. Et a toi, 2a ne te rappelle rien? (Plus fort.) ~a na te 
rappelle rien, Li? 

LIz .......... 
fILTOS, rlaignl' Oui, bien sur, ¥a a dlJa 't' fait par ceux du cercueil 

du petit. Ceux d'Oraison. (IV:202-3) 

In the same manner, the end of fando et Lis situates the action of that play 

in the context of the other first period compositions. Namur confusee fando 

and Lie with the characters of Le Tricycle only to be corrected by Mitaro. 

Mitaro, however, soon unwittingly slips back into the story of Le Tricycle. 

In turn, Namur tries to correct him, but begins to recite the action of 1! 

Cimetiere des voiture.. This type of internal reference can only be of intere.t 

to the initiated with its implication of a closed world. for the spectator of 

Fando et Lis, the ending will bring only confusion and an increased feeling of 

alienation from the action. 

The overlapping of the plays does add credence to Poirot-Oelpech'e 

criticism that "il pourrait tree bien n'exister qu'une seule piace d'Arrabal 

avec intermades interchangeables, une sorte de menu 8 la carte."' Indead, 

Whitton discovered a manuscript entitled Cementerio de autobuees from which 
2 

both La Bicyclette du condemn' and Le Cimeti~re des voitur •• evolved. Never-

" theless devslopmants are discern,bIe. A more complex structure •• erg •• in 

Le Cimetiere des voitures; Arrabal attempts to universalize his ob.essions by 

grafting them onto the Christian tradition through the identification of Emanou 

and Christ. The settings of both Le Labyrinthe and Le Cimetiere de. voituree 

.ake clearer social references than the waste lands or park benches of the 

earlie.t plays. In 1967, Arrabal looked back on the image of La Cimetiare 

dee voitura.: 

1Bertrend Poirot-Oelpech, La Monde, 6 January 1970, p. 14. 

2whitton. "Theatre of Fernando Arrabal," pp. 368-69. 
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Cette piece n'est pas seulement Ie lieu g'om'trique de toute population 
vivante en milieu concentrationneire, bidonville ou favela. C'eat ausli 
l'Espagne vingt-cinq ans apres Guernica. Guernica eat reconatruit, certa., 
mais clest un cimetiere. On croit que clest riche, que clest neuf, que 
clest beau, mais clest fait pour des animaux, pas pour des ho .. a.. le 
Cimetiere, clest la trace du souvenir, Ie H.l.M. bombard'i neuf mai8 en 
ruine, dans un lieu ou 11 est impossible de reconstruire.' 

Arrabal is trying to situate his work in a wider tradition, parhaps 

to duplicate Picasso's achievement of making Guernica a symbol or mania 

hostility and destructiveness. This appears to be the ca.a with Concert dana 

un aBut. (a title borrowed from a painting by BOlch) which dates from 1958, the 

end of the first period and a time when Arrabal was emerging froe his isolated 

existence. The private world is fragmented by the inclusion of projaction. 

taken from the work of 8rueghel and Bosch and of referances to Cervantes. 

Brueghelle Jeux dlenfanta is e visual counterpart to Arraballa world 

peopled by characters who are simultaneously adult in their erotici •• and 

childlike in their cruelty. like Arraballs play, the painting ie dominated by 

the circular form; a large hoop occupies a central position in the foreground 

while barrels and drums are allover the canvas. Indeed, the hoop is picked 

up by Arrabal for the play; it is one of the playthinga with which the two 

licentious girl-women tempt filtos. Another Brueghel projection, Cara.e, ia 

represented in the play by the juxtaposition of the profligacy of the two 

temptresaes and the religion of the Old Woman. 

Boschls Jardin des dllices (to be used a. a title by Arrabal in 1967) 

providea similar points of reference. If filtos represents innocence sur

rounded by a psrade of mankindls excesses, especially sexual, then tha play 

retlects the central i.age of the painter's garden. The ga8es or the two girl-

women which beco8e more erotic parallel the increasing carnal paesion and 

excite.ant of Bosch's central panel. Equally, riltos's relationahip with the 

wo .. n tallows an increasingly physical course: 

rIlTOSa La derni~re ne voulait pss denser et j'ai eu beau lui dire qu' 
alle devait le taire pour moi, voila pourquoi Je lui ai de.andl 
d'apporter un touet et un tsmbourin, elle ne voulait pas at J'ai dO 
la battre, at alle ne disait rien et elle .e baisait 1e. pieda. (IV.201) 

1Arrabal cited by Guy Ouaur, Gazette de Lauaanne, 30 Oecamber 1967, p. 15. 
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Despite the cultural references, the images still spring from Arrabal'e awn 

imagination and experience. The marriage of the autobiographical and the 

cultural is captured in the image of the boat, suggestive of Bosch's painting 

of Hell, aground on the sun-lit beach, the opening description of Baal Babylone. 

Concert dans un oeuf is also a new departure in its attention to a 

formal alternating structure. Its very formality implies an attempt at tha 

conscious arrangement of experience rather than a spontaneous description of 

it. As such, it suggests a gradual mastery of the author ovar his experience, 

an emergence from the dictates of his fantasies. Concsrt dans un oauf wss 
1 

written at the same time as the ending of La Bicyclette du condamnl. The 

ascension of the balloons in the latter would seem to confirm the germination 

of a more positive attitude in the author, a liberation from the nightmarae of 

persecution. This positive attitude characterizes the playa of the s.cond 

period and coincides with a period of reflection on experience. Aa .arly ae 

1956, in Clrl.onie pour un Nbir as.eesinl, Arrabal appears to be com.enting on 

the position of the dramatist, and not merely writing down hi. per.onel obaa.a-

ions. It is interesting to note that the title refers to a theatrical form 

that was to become central to his aecond pariod writing, ceremony. 

(iii) The 'Panigue' Ceremania., 1958-1967 

In 1967, Arrabal declared that it was the ceremonial quality of hia 

writing that distinguished him from other modern authors: "On a dit qua j'ltai. 

un auteur d'avant-garde. Rien de plus faux. je fais du thlatra ritu.l. En 

cela je reviens a la g'n~ae. La premiere et la aaule voia du thlatr., c' •• t 

2 la clrlmonia." Arrabal never states clearly hi. definitions of ritual and 

c.r.monial thaatre. However, the playe of this period do po ••••• a ritual 

quality in that they deal broadly with the th •• aa of initiation and of •• If

knowledge. in La Com.union solannalle the young girl is .imultaneou.ly in.truct.d 

by the mother in tha way. of good hou.ekeeping and initiated into tha dark 

sacrat. of erotic sensibility revealed in puberty; Giafer in L. Cauronnem.nt 

1l11hitton, "Critical Edition of the Bicyclette," pp. 253-68. 

2Arrabal cited by Varanne, Le Figaro, 13 Oecemb.r 1967. 
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is at first bemused by the strange events in the attic, only later to experience 

himself the initiatory ordeal he has witnessed; Le Grand Clrl_onial presents 

a hero, Cavanosa, escaping both from an sttic and morbid fantasies. Of these 

plays, Le Grand C'rlmonial indeed affords a clear example of the appearance of 

ritual structures in Arrabal's plays. Analysis reveals that the action 

develops along the lines of the generalized description of initiatory cera-onies 

given in Mircea Eliade's Rites and Symbols of Initiation. 

The play is divided into a prologue and two acte. The action of the 

prologue takes place near a park bench, and then it moves into Cavanosa's room. 

80th areas are characterized by darkness. In general outline, these settings 

correspond to the circular ring of earth and the sacred enclosure which serve 

the two phssee of the tribal initiatory ordeal. 1 

The park bench of the prologue suggesta spatially a pre-initiatory 

state. Its characteristics are those of the child who has not yet passed into 

manhood, who has not yet been instructed in ths secrets of existence. Cavanosa's 

world is one of reverie, the reverie of a child who can invent people and places 

and pley in isolation from the outside world: 

CAVANOSA: Je mens et je ne mens pas. A vrai dire, Jlai una "vi. 
intlrieure" tres agit'e. Et je m'imagine que je soutiens una 
conversation avec une femme et je vis la scene. Ce n'eet qu'un 2 
personnage fictif a qui J'ai tenu des propos tout aussi chimlrique •• 

He evsdes demands; he fails to answer 5il's questions about his na.es; he 

weaves a web of lies and half-truths concerning the _urder of his mother and 

his ettempts to befriend older women in church. However, unlike a child, 

Cavanosa is conscious of his imaginings. He is in limbo between infancy and 

adulthood. His refusal to use a name undsrlines hi. unstable identity. (In 

initiation rites initiands do not USB names as they prepare for the caremony 

which merka the emergence of a new personality.) The lover deacribes Cavanos. 

as "pas tree Iquilibr'" (111:46). Cavanosa for hia own part is vary aware of 

his fragility in this state. He shrinks from the threet of physical contacta 

1Mircea Eliade, Rit.s and S mbols of Initiation: The ~ sterie. 0' B r 
and Rebirth, trans. Willard Traak New York: Harper and Row, 1958 , p. 5. 

2rarnsndo Arrsbal, La Grand Clrl_oni.l in Th,atra III, p. 32. 



the kiss that Sil offers him is violently rejected; her striptease i& stopped 

by him; the final attempt at an embrace is met with uncontrolled rage: 

SIL: 

se redresse ris d'une cri8e de folia 

coup de pied qui la Jette a terre.) 

sol.) 
ement" tout an disant, 
e1 Roulure1 Tiens, tians! (111:53) 

This event breaks the balance of his world; it take. him beyond hi. experience. 

The umbilical cord that has tied him to his mother and his childhood world i. 

momentarily broken and he is .tunned: 

(Cavanosa fait de grands efforts pour parler. Elle est plaine 
d'impatience at ne dit rien. attendant gu'il parla. 
Entin il consent a dire "comme s'il revena t d'un autre monde": 

CAVANOSA. Pourquoi partez-voue? 111155) 

The .ecrets from which Cavanosa is excluded are not social (a. in tha 

ca.e ot true ritual) but sexual. Cavanosa i. enclo.ed in a mother-dominatad 

world from which he wishes to escape (hence hi. return to the park each night), 

but trom which he is afraid to e.cape. He realizes the threat pr.sented by 

Sill "Vous ates en train de me faire perdre .a virginitl, vou. a'obligez ~ 

changer de personnalitl" (111:40). The challenge of 5il can only b. with.tood 

if Cavanosa can incorporata their confrontation into his world of dre .... 

Rather than Cavanosa'. liberation, the early action dascribe. Sil'. tran.tor-

aation into yet another chimera. 

CAVANOSA, ton de sinc'ritlt Je n'aurai plus a imaginer Ie. conversation. 
que j'aurais pu avoir avec une femme. Je pourrBi pen.er at repen.er 
a celle que j'ai e~atte nuit, avec vous, comme si au-de.aou. de. 

iC rougas horizons la peine se plissait dan. la broche et dana l'outraga. 
(III.39) 

The closed world of Cavanosa does not open up but i. reaftirmed by it •• ole 

occupant. "Je pa •• s ma via dana ma chambre et dans ca parc. 11 you. faut 

ranoncer a ma faire quitter mon univera. Ja ne pourre! pa. en sortir" (IIIIS1). 

5il will .erve his tantasies, not di.sipate them. With .ome enthusi •• m, 

Cavano •• elaboratea s ceremony in which ahe can take part for hi. delact.tiona 

"A prl.ent, j'e! d'autre8 dllirea qui grimpent, ."chappant, .antant, volant 

.u-d ••• ua de .a. reverie., .i-temp., mi-che.ina J. pen •• intan.l .. nt 1 una 
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femme que je torturerais" (III:40). 

A change in behaviour was suggested by his sudden moment of awareness, 

"jusqu'ici j'ai rivl ma vie," but this insight is turned back on itself to 

become a desire for a richer dream life: "Laissez-moi rever, croire que tout 

ce qui m'arrive est vrai" (111:55). Nevertheless, a change is detectable; the 

power of the mother is weakening. The action of the prologue takes place 

inside the aural parentheses, as it were, of Cavanosa's cries of "maman, .... an" 

and their social counterpart, the police sirens. However, if the first scene 

is encased by these sounds, the second only ende with them and, significantly, 

the third is completed without their awesome repetition. The prologue serves 

only as a prepsration for change: Cavanosa experiences a brief moment of trans-

cendance; his present condition is described, and the power from which he ie 

trying to escape, the mother figure, is outlined. 

In primitive rituals of initiation the mother figure is central since 

it is separation from the mother that directly precedes the initiation cer.mo-

nies. The initiand breaks with his former state of dependence in order to 

face the revelation of the godhead. The idea of death and spiritual rebirth 

into adulthood is symbolically enacted by the initiand being swallowed up and 

regurgitated, for instance, "by darkness, cosmic night, by the telluric wOllb, 
1 

the hut, the belly of a monster." The clearest example of such an enactment 

in Arrabalts theatre comes in the later Une tbrtue no .. le Oosto!ev.ky in whioh 

"alik is swallowed by a giant tortoise, and then trevels back through her paet 

life to emerge as a new personality. This stage of the ritual seea the locus 

move fro. the circle to the enclosed secret space. 

The comparison of ritual and Le Grand Clrlmonial pose. certain difficul-

ties which arise from the nature of the mother figure. In Arrabal'a .arly 

experience and work, the mother figure was the hub of hi. univer.e, the god-

head. Therefore, this play has a mother figure who is simultaneou.ly the moth.r 

from whom the initiand must break loose, but aleo the godh.ad whos. secret. 

have to be leerned. Independence has to result fro. the double action of 

1Eliade, Rites and Symbols, p. xiv. 
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confrontation with the repressive force and comprehension of it. It is this 

journey that the hero of fetes et rites de la confusion travels through the 
1 

belly of the giant female statue. 

In Le Grend Ceremonial the first ect presents Cavanosa returned to his 

emall room, "ce repaire de fous," over which the mother figure holds sway 

(1111117). The first sequence of this act defines the complex nature of the 

mother figure and Cavanosa's attitude towards her. The mother emerges ea the 

mother of Baal Babylone and Les Deux Bourreaux, quick to torture in her 

possessiveness: 

CAVANOSA: Regarde. Tu m'as mordu. Tu m'as fait aaigner. Tu ne voulaia 
pas m'embrasser, mais seulement me faire mal. 
LA MERE: Je te mets du sel et du vinaigre? (III:77) 

Her devotion knows no bounds and encompasaes the child leaving hi. no freedom. 

LA ~ERE, sur un autre ton. avec douceur: ~on pauvre chlril Toujoura 
l chercher au dehors ce que tu as chez toil Une mare est une martyre, 
elle ne vit que pour son fils. Laisse-moi aimer et aim.-.oi. Toi et 
moi, no us pouvons former le couple Ie plus heureux du .onde. ~oi, 
je te soigne, je te nourris, je fais tout. • • • Mon chlri, viana icl. 
As.ieds-toi sur moi comme lorsque tu Itais gentile Allons, ne soia 
pas rancunier. Laisse-moi te bercer, te gater. (111:67-68) 

The child is enveloped by the mother's words and finally physically absorbed, 

a maternal Charybdis. Indeed, the mother is invested with certain godlike 

qualities. She is associated with the institution of the Church, but she aleo 

has the more primitive aure of one of the fates shrouded in darkness and 

mystery deeling out her cards on the circular table. The mother is the weight 

of the past. She triea to debilitate Cavanosa by entangling hi. 1n a seria. 

LA MERE: Tu te souviens comme nous 'tione heureux, jadis? Tu Ital. 
un enfant docile et je t'emmenais au pare, le soir, lorsque toue 
les autres enfants 'taient partis, pour qu'ils ne te lancent pas 
des injures. £t tu trottais. T'en souviens-tu? (111160-61) 

The a8sociation of the mother with the pa.t is conaiatent both with 

Arrabal's experience and the practice of ancient ritual. Indeed, the efficecy 

of the rite of pas8age according to Eliade is in that "it participates in the 
o 2 

completeness of the aacred pri.ord~al Time." Thia act gives .eaning to the 

1 Arrabal, tete. et rite. de la confusion (Paris: Lo.feld, 1967),pp. 183-5. 

2Eliade, Rite. and Sy.bola, p. 6. 
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present; it reinvigorates the life of the community. The ritual pa •••• b.yond 

historical time into a sacred cosmos so that the psst is incorporated into tha 

present. Arrabal's plsy, on the other hand, shows the rejection of the past 

for a liberated future. It is precisely the limitations of the past from which 

Cavanoss is striving to free himself. 

The process of liberation is not easy. It is exacting both temporally 

and physically. The mother hints that the process started when she fir.t let 

her son go to school, thus relinquishing some control over hi.. Later, 

Cavanosa began to fill his room with mannequins, and these grew more powerful 

and absorbing to the exclusion of the mother: 

LA MERE: Tout a commencl, crois-moi, avec les pouples. Je n'aurai. 
Jamais dO accepter. Au dlbut, il t'a fallu des pouplea normal.s, 
puis, chaque fois, plus grandes, touJours plus grandes, Ju.qu'~ c. 
qu'elles atteignent la taille d'une femma. Tu n'acceptais que celle.
la. fini le tour du monde dana une voiture d'enfantl Je suis donc 
trop vieille? (111:61-62) 

The action of the play covers the period when the dolls are baing 

replaced by human beings. The critical period that this repre8ents is givan 

direct expreseion in the tensions between mother and son. 

LA MERE: Maintenant, tu ne sors plus jamais avec moi, le soir. 
CAVANOSA: Ce n'e.t plus pareil. 
LA MERE: Tu es d'J~ "un ho .. a", n'est-ce pes? 
CAVANOSA: Je ne suis plus un p.tit gar~on. (111161) 

It is impli.d that while Cavanosa has developed frOM infancy, 8S yet h. i. not 

tully adult. His progr.ss can be gaug.d by the continuing parva.iven ••• of tha 

Mother'. influenc.. It is har attitude towards women that Cavanosa cit •• to 

511.1 Ind •• d, the iMpression is that 5il and the dolls are no Mora than sub

.titute. for the .other, but sub.titutes that Cavanosa can do.inat.. for 

ax .. pla, the wheelchair was the vehicle pro.i.ad to the .other by the intant 

Cavanosa, but ha offars the same vehicle to 5il. The fact that soaething has 

chang.d ia a.pha.ized by Cavanoss'. repeatad stat ••• ntsl "ce n'ast plus parail," 

"ca n'eat plus possible," "c. n'ltait pas par.il," and " •• intenant, c' •• t 

autre chose" (111161. 62, 64; and 69). The.e crackle throughout the dialogua, 

tha attarshock. of a thudding denial of the .other and her world. 



CAVANOSA: Oui, 
cet amour. 
te dire que 
de partir • 

maman, et je sais que je ne retrouverai jamais plus 
Tu vois que je auis sinc~re. Mais je tiens aussi 1 
je ne veux plus vivre avec toi. Je reve de voyager, 
•• (111:82) 
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The altercations between ~other and son, god and neophyte, are marked 

by rapidly altering ~oods. Attraction is countered by repulsion. The mother 

beseeches the son to return to her lap; Cavanoss succumbs only to restate hi. 

desire for independence. He withstands her most prolonged verbal attacks which 

draw on his debt to her for her sacrifices, his deformity and his likeness to 

his father. Her vampire teeth and clawing hands are not enough to atop hi. 

pursuit of liberation (111:70-73; and 75-77). 

At the outset the mother explained her reason for asking so many 

questions: "Parce qua je aais que, ce soir, tu veux me tuer" (111:61). During 

the course of the act her death is announced symbolically; she leaves the room. 

(La mere se dirige vers 18 porte.) 
LA MERE: Adieu, man cheri, sois tris heureux. Je vaia me couchar. 

Je ne VeUX pas etre Ie tamoin de ta perdition. (111:85-86) 

Her defeat is secure fro. this point, but she tries constantly to reassert her 

lost authority. In effect, Sills entry into his domain does not signify an 

immediate victory, an immediate rebirth. 5il is nothing more than a mother 

substitute, an implement through which Cavanosa can vent his feelings of frus-

tration, and also rediscovar the idyllic love of infancy. The transformation 

of 5il into a Christ figure could be the son's way of attacking his .other's 

1 
ideology. 

Despite Cavanoaa's efforte, the ceremony is not effective. Sil i. 

not a puppet, and she resists total assimilation into the mother figure: 

SIL: Je peux sortir de la voiture? 
CAVANOSA: Vous etes mal. 
SIL: Ja suis un peu ll'Gtroit. 
CAVAN05A,!!!: Sortez. (111:93) 

from this moment on, Csvanosa loses all inter eat in the ceremony. It ia Si1'. 

drive for aelf-humi1iation and self-victimization that motivates the action. 

She ahowe the neophyte's enthusiasm for the initiatory ordeal. If the action 

1for the identification of 5il with the mothar aea Arrabal, Thlitr. III 
p. 55 and p. 96 a. wall a. p. 69 and p. 91. 
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of the play for Cavanosa represents a process of liberation, for 5il it appear. 

to be a descent into serfdom: 

L'AMANT: Mais cet ho.me est foul Comment Ie laisse8-tu dire ces choee.? 
SIL: II ne dit que la vlritl. Je suis 80n e8clave. 
CAVANOSA, irritll Qu'est-ce que ia veut dire, pouffiasse? Vou. n'et •• 

paa mon 8sclave. (111144) 

This early exchange reveals the incompatibility of Sil and Cavano.a. He ia 

striving to go beyond relationships of dominance and subjection to find 

harmonious, lutual relationships. However, domination still pervade. hi. roa.. 

Aa the cere.ony breaks down, the sirens of the forces of represaion are heard. 

5il take. command and forcefully pursues her inverted Calvary. Her de.ands 

for "une derni~re humiliation" are physically fulfilled (111.58)1 

SIL. Laisaez-moi bai8ar lea mains qui vont me tuer. 
(Elle lui baiae les aains. Illes pose.) 

SIL. Serrez, faites-moi mal. Plus fort, faites-aoi .al. (Elle crie.) 
Oui, oui, plus fort, plus fort. Tuez-moi, tuez-eoi, tuez-.GI. 

(111.102) 

A loud knock at the door interrupts the murder and producea Cavanosa's 

defensive criea for hi. lather. Although progress has been aade, liberation 

ia not yet at hand. 

Eliade explaina that the resurrection of the initiand haa to be 

praceded by ritual death. This death is often represented by e return to chao., 

a pra-creation atate. The knock at the door precipitates a confusion 0' role. 

and a regre.sion in Cavanosa'a behaviour. The entry of the lover aenda hi. 

into .nother world: "Cavanosa Se trouve dans la situation de guelgu'un qui 

.erait en '''9' de tout. 11 rave ~ de.i. 11 s'humilie et ne veut paa prendre 

part a une 'conversation de aociltl'. 11 semble 1.s,1 (111.104). Ju.t a. 

Genet'a laids .re exhausted by their ceremony, so Cavanosa lap •• a into a 

coaatoae state. The characters of the lather and Si1 becole entwin.d; the 

voice of the mother i. interpreted by Cavanosa aa that of "l'un. qu.1conqu. d • 

••• • attre.ses" (1111105). Similarly, 5i1 provide. the answera to qu.ation. 

directed at the lather: 

CAVANOSA: Maman, tu .8 1ai88ea toujours aeu1. 
SILa Vou. n'etes pas .aul. (111:106)1 

15e8 also Arrabal, Thlatre III, p. 108. 
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The roo. has become a place of mysterious transformations unsuitable for the 

uninitiated. The lover cClllplains: IIJ'ltouffe dans votre monde, j'.stouffel" 

(111:107). It repels the gaze of the outside world. 5il tries to explain the 

cere.ony to her lover but all tha signs have disappeared, the body of the 

previous victim, the sandals and even the wheelchair. 

Cavanosa's behaviour beco_as infantile. He offera himself as a donkey 

to the lover and tries to perform headstands, an exercise that is consistent 

with the high centre of balance in pre-pubescent youth. Thia relapse into 

childish pranks parallels Eliade's description of the significance of the cabin: 

"The initiatory cebin represents not only the belly of the devouring .onater 

but also the womb. The novice's death signifies a return to the embryonic 

1 
atat •• " It is equally significant that Cavanosa's headstand prompts the 

following exchange: 

L'A~ANT: Vois co .. e il est groteaque. 
VOIX DE LA ~ERE: ~on ch'ri, na te laiasa pas insulter. 
SIL: 11 8st admirable. 
L'A~ANT: 11 est fou. 
SIL: II est libre. (111:107-8) 

from the regressive acts of childhood springs the liberation of the 

.elf. Evidance of Cavanosa'a i_pending freedom is repreBented in his balking 

of the lover who had previously demanded an obsequious reapect. Cavano.a'a 

atte.pt to analyse his dre .. is another stap forward. In La Labyrinthe, dra .. 

form. the basis of the action but without explenation. In Le Grand C'rl.onial. 

the .echani.1II of dream i. to receive attention suggesting reflaction on aub-

conacious experience: 

L'AMANT: L •• rave. Bont toujours inco.prlhenaible8. L'i.agination d. 
chacun vagabonda. 

CAVANOSAI ~ais, dana ce cas, ce n'e.t pa. Is mienne qui vagabond.. Je 
rev. que la. gena riant et savent que je vsis .e tU8r. ~sis .oi, 
j'ignore pourquoi. Je ne l'apprends quIa la fin du rav.. Et par 
con.lquent ceux qui riaient n'Itaient pes une crlation de .on •• prit 
puiaqu'ils connais.aient qual que chose que je n'ai devinl qua plus 
tardl (IIIa112) 

Liberation .eans that ~han the .other doea reappear, ahe r.adily acc.pt. 

her n.~ position in ralation to hsr aon: liNe _'a.bra ••• paa, .on chlri. J8 n8 

1Eliade, Rite. and Sy.bols, p. 36. 
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suis rien ni personnel! (111:114). The mother and her substitute, Sil, are 

discarded together. The final moment of separation is underscored by a mock 

marriage service for Cavanosa and one of the dolls. The wedding marka the 

eocial and spiritual independence of the son from his mother. 

The first act ends on an equivocal note; is Cavanosa still enamoured 

of his dolls? The rest of the action reveals that he has paaaed through his 

initiation. Ultimately he accepts, albeit with hesitation, the epithet of manl 

LYS: Parce que c'est la premiere fois que Je parle ~ un ho .... 
CAVANOSA: C'est Dloi "l'homme"? 
LYS: Voua n'stes paa une femme, n'est-ce pas? 
CAVANOSA: Vous ne croyez pas que cela suffit? (111:130) 

The scenes with Lye recall those with Sil at the beginning of the play. 

However, they are not an example of the eternal return, the impasse of earlier 

playa. Lya does not close the circle of the action, but rather pointe to a 

future liberation in the image of the ascension of a balloon. 

LYSa II Itait une fois une petite fille qUi Itait toujours enfermle 
chez elle et sa mere, pour qu'elle ne s'lchappa pas la nuit, 
llattachait au mur avec une chatne. Une nuit, la fille .'Ivade, elle 
va dans un parc et rencontre un homme. lIe prennent place tous lea 
deux dans un ballon vert, et ils montent vers Ie soleil, co .. e a'il. 
Itaient une forst sur Ie forst. (111:134) 

Lys and Cavanosa live out this dream. Their relationship is based on a mutual 

reapect, not domination. Whereas Sil was attracted by Cavanosa's deformity, 

Lys does not recognize it. They depart in the wheelchair, not unlike fando 

and Lis, but yet they will not be forced to return to their point of departur •• 

The final image is of the mother left alone; the tiee with which she bound h.r 

aon to har have bean torn asunder. 

Despite the structural similarities of Arrabal's play and initiatory 

rituals, it naeds to be raaffirmed that Arrabal'. use of ritual remaina purely 

formal. The rituel described in Le Grand Clrlmonial differ. in major area. 

fro. traditional ritual. for exa.ple, ritual has a primary function of 80cial 

con.ervatism; it .ffects a reintegration of the cOBmunity with ita mythical paat. 

In Le Grand Clrl.onial, the past is historical. Cavanoaa'a effort i. ai.ed .t 

breaking with thia paat. As such, the ritual in Arrabal'. play a •• u.ea • 

r.volutionary, not • conservative nota: "J. croia que notre vi. nor •• l., 
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naturalle, est tres ~loign'e du rite. Donc tree 'loign~e de la revolte. La 

1 
vie que nous menons habituellement est artificielle." Arrabal's rituals allow 

the reintegration of instinct and action which has been frustrated in the past. 

The ascending balloon enclosing the man and woman described by Lys is the 

symbol of this new unity. It recurs throughout the plays of the second period. 

Cavanosa himself reflects this new spirit of freedom. In Guernica and La ..... 
Bicyclette du condamne,the only previous plays in which this positive symboli •• 

occurs, the balloons come as almost dei ex ma,china. In Le Grand Cere.onial 

Cavanosa works his own way to freedom. In so doing, he is also describing 

another area of disparity between his initiation and traditional initiation. 

Eliade explains that "initiation introduces the candidate into the human co.

munity and the world of spiritual and cultural values.,,2 In effect, initiation 

is a learning process which integrates the individual into the life of the 

community under the direction of the tribal elders. Cavanosa's ritual is a 

solitary ordeal; it is he alone who discovers his road to liberation. rurther-

more, he is more concerned with personal fulfillment than social integration. 

Le Grand Cer~monial is a new departure in ita use of ritual structur •• 

and its expression of fresdom. It is also novel in its treatment of the baaic 

material. As always with Arrabal, the material derives fro. his own experience. 

There are three interesting echoes in the play of a 1960 interview with Ann. 

~orris8.tt. The atmosphere of many of the dialoguea with Sil is close to that 

of the cut and thrust of that interview. In both places Arrabal-Cavanosa 1s 

quick to introduce references to his reproductive organs. Similarly, in ths 

interview he statea that it was the practice of his mother to bind hi. to hi. 

bed, and this position is now symbolic of lov.. In the play ona raadsl 

CAVANOSA: Si quelqu'un vous avait ai.le avec l'intensite d. l'.au, du 
sable .t d. l'heure profonde, il vous aurait attachle aux barreaux 
d'un lit et il vous aurait fouettle jusqu'a ce qua votre corps na 
fat plus qu'une plaie. (111:40) 

~rs significantly still is the co .. on concern of Arrabal and Cavanoaa about 

1Arrabal to Schifres, Entretien., p. 115. 

2Eliade, Rite. and Symbols, p. x. 
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their virginity. for Cavanosa, virginity is associated with the pre-initiatory 

state, and so the sexual act is regarded with fear as it leads to the unknown. 

In the interview, Arrabal expresses very similar fears. 

ARRABAL: ~y friend Labite is Lesbian, but she also sleeps with .an. 
That's not good. 

INTERVIEWER: Does it make you jealous? 
ARRABAL: No, I am afraid I will lose my virginity! If I am not a virgin 

my life as a poet is finished. 
INTERVIEWER: Maybe your life as a child would be finished. Another kind 

of poat might begin. 1 
ARRABAL: You are wise, but you are too serious. 

The play is centred, like this exchange, on the problem of growing up. 

It also treats many of the themes of the early period: the cruelty of love, 

eroticism and violence, the mother. It uses the same images of wheelchairs and 

chains, and expresses the same macabre fascination with death. Nevertheless, 

it shares with C'r'monie pour un Nbir assassin' a certain distance in its 

treat.ent. The seriousness, if naive, of the early period has given way to 

a complex mixture of styles ranging from the mysteries of the ritual to the 

blatant parody of the lover. But, the play is marred by excess in ita treat-

.ent, perhaps the major weakness. And yet, this excessive style reveals that 

Arrabal is now able to stand back from his experience in order to begin his 

mastery of it. The heavy melodrama of Sil's arrival by a secret stairwsy 

recalls Hernani'. scandslous entry of 1829. Indeed, the play hss certain 

aspects of black romanticism: the mother's vampire kiss and the overt reference 

in the first edition to Quasimodo.
2 

be Grand C'r'.onial represents a transitional phase; .till autobio

graphical in inspiration, it employs new techniques. If the production of the 

early plays cause Arrabsl pain because of their proximity to his own experience, 

this play preaents a _ore ganeralized experience& "Maintenant, ja voudrai. 

faire une petite d'fense du Grand Clrl_onial. C'est une piace qui m'attandrit 

1Anne ~orris.ett, "oialogue with Arrabal," Ever9raen Review, vol • • , 
no. 15 (Nove.ber-oece.ber 1960), pp. 74-75. 

2rernando Arrabal, be Grand Clrl_onial in Thlatra III (Paria' Julliard, 
1965), p. 196. The re-edition saw the excluaion of this referenca. tha 
broadaning of Arrabal'a theatra meant that pracise historico-cultural .o.ant. 
should be OMitted. 
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beaucoup. • • • Pour moi, Cavanosa est un etre qui souffre comme nous souffron. 

1 
tous." 

The threefold change--structural, thematic and creative--represents a 

major re-orientation of Arrabal's theatre, the reasons for which can be related 

to Arrabal's biography. Le Grand C&remonial dates from 1963; it is the period 

after Arrabal's recovery from illness, his first contract with Julliard, and 

the first performances. All these factors could explain the growing confidence 

on the part of the author. More importantly still, it coincides with hia 

collaboration with other artists of similar outlook and temperament. This 

collaboration did not threaten the individual's identity as was the case with 

Breton's surrealist movement, but rather encouraged the development of each 

artist'. own style and work: 

Nous avons pense que si notre mani~re de concevoir l'art offrait 
certains points communs elle n'avait rien a voir avec lee ecoles du jour, 
il fallait lui donner un autre nom. C'est le seul mouve.ent litteraire 
qui n'a pour definition que celle-ci: l'ensemble de toutes les oeuvres 
de ceux qui se disent psniques, additionn~es les une. sux autres. 2 

The panigue movement was founded by Arrebel, the Mexican director 

Alexandro Jodorowsky, and the graphic artist Roland Topor. In a letter dated 

13 April 1962 to Jose Monleon, Arrabal states thet the movement came into 
3 

being some six months before. The meeting place was the Cafe de le Paix in 

Paris. The epithet panigue wss chosen no doubt becauee of its ambiguity. 

Arrabal frequently explained that panigue derives froll "pan" lIeaning all and 

also froll the Greek god Pan who was originally a clown figure, but later bec .. e 

4 
a source of fear. However, the definition given by the panicists in their 

writing. is "une 'maniare d'etre' regie par la confusion, l'hullour, la terreur, 
5 

le haaard et l'euphorie. tI This is further refined by Arrabal in his dialogues 

1Arrabal to Schifra., Entretiens, p. 127. 

2Ibid., p. 39. 

3fernando Arrabal, Teatro, 2nd ad. (Madrid: Taurus, 1968), p. 41. 

4Arrabal to Bouyer, "Entretien," p. 52. 

5Fernando Arrabal, tlL'Homme paniqua," in La Panigue, ad. Arrabal 
(Paria, Union Generale d'Editions, 1973), p. 52. 

"----------_.-
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with Schifres: "Quand nous avons fond~ Ie mouvement panique autour de l'idle 

da confusion, nous avons song~ a d6finir une morale au Pluriel.,,1 The movemant 

was not simply artistic, but reflected an outlook on life. Jodorowsky waa 

probably the most active in pursuing this life style: 

The panicist is pro-everything. He's sadist end masochist at the 8ame 
time he's anti-sadist and anti-masochist. Counsel: stop impoaing formal
ities. Define no more. There are no solutions because there are no 
problems. All is found in all. 2 

By living all the possibilities, the panicist celebrates life in all its 

confusion. He accepts what he finds, but often not without a sardonic saile, 

a quality that might well have appealed to Arrabal at this period of hi. lifa: 

J'ai trouvl .on 8quilibra: il me faut a tout prix Ivitar Is folia et, 
pourtant, pratiquar quelques pseudo-maniares de folia. Ja cultiva 
l'ironia de mOi-.a.e~ Je ria de moi, je ma veux grotesque an faca 
d'un .onda organial. 

Panigue provided a way out of morbid salf-contemplation. As a paaudo-

philosophy, it e.phaslzad not solitude but communal rejOicing. In a rather 

trite way, Jodorowsky see8 it ss the succeS80r to existentialislu "Avant le 

psnique, la panale produisait l'ANGOISSE at conduisait ~ 1s SOLITUDE. En 

Ichange, 1e paniqua produit l'EUPHORIE et conduit a Is rETE COLLECTIVE.·4 Ha 

opposes tha psnici8t to the suguste, ao.eone like the lover in La Grand 

C'rlmonial. Tha auguata obeys the rules of society without que.tion and liv •• 

in a linear faahion, insensitive to the possibilities around hi.. The way to 

avoid this myopic condition is through euphoria panigue: "L'ho .. e panique, 

•••• achant qu'il eat nl dana una grande cocotte an pepier appal'a 

civili •• tion, dan. un monde aux normes dict'es par des augustas, dana dea 

f .. illas de 'paraonnagas', tente de 8e liblrer da catt. 'ducation conditionn'a 

at charche l'auphoria co .. a un moyen de aortir de la priaon ou l'ont enfer.' 

1Arrabal to Schifras, Entratien., p. 133. 

2Jodorowaky to Sergio Guzik, "A Ma.s Changea Me Mara, an Intarviaw 
with Alexandro Jodorowaky," The Dr ... a Review, vol. 14, no. 2 (II/inter 1970),p.76. 

3Arrabal cited by Alain Schifres, Preface to Theatre It p. 11. 

4Alaxandro Jodorowaky, "Vera l'Iphemare paniqua au aortir la theatre 
du thlatre," in La Panigua, ad. Arrabal, p. 79. 

.........-
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A vague concept of freedom pervades the panigue philosophy. freedom is 

the liberation of the total self, the rejection of any dualistic interpretation 

of human nature: 

Je suis absolument convaincu qu'il n'existe pas deux mondes slparls, 
l'un reel et l'autra imsginaire. C'est une vision de schizophrene, 
digne du siecle. 

Au contraire les deux univers se completent en e'interpenltrant et 
mame finissent par se rencontrer completement. 2 

Panigue freedom is also an ability to change one's view or to hold contrary 

views at the same time. As such, panigue philosophy is always ambivalent and 

revels in a lack of definition: 

Tout le monde peut S8 dire panique, se proclamer createur du mouvement, 
ecrire "la" theorie panique. 
Chacun peut affirmer qu'il rut Ie premier a avoir l'idea de panique, 
a en inventer Ie nom, 
8 creer une academie panique 3 
ou ~ se nommer pr~sident du mouvement. 

In its all-embracing nature, the panigue movement resembles Tzara'. 

definitions of Dada earlier in the century. like Dada, the movament avoided 

the threat of institutionalization: "Nous ne voulions pas de hilrarchie, paa 

de pape, pas d'exclusion. Tout le monde peut atre Panique ou na plua l'atre. 

Nous ne voulions pas une morale mais toutee les moralea.,,4 The mellory of 

repressivs regimes is too vivid for Arrabal to accept any form of organization 

that is not founded on this sort of freadoma 

--Moralea au pluriel: Rejet d'une morale unique, de la puret' at autrea 
formules policiares qui, a la longus, ont abouti a la cond .. nation (par 
exemple a l'extermination lorsqu'il a'agit d'une morala politique) da 
celui qui ne lea pratiquait pas. S 

In a lecture given in 1963, Arrabal attempted to describe the philo-

aophical system of panigue based on the concept. of confusion,chanc8 and 

1Alexandro Jodorowaky, "Panique et poulat roU," in Le Paniqua, ed. 
Arrabal, p. 63. 

2Arrabal to Schifr8s, Entretiens, p. 64. 

3Arrabal, "l'Ho_e panique," p. 53. 

·Arrabal cited by Colette Godard, "Comment peut-on atra paniqua,
La Monda, 29 June 1973, p. 17. 

5Arrabal, "l'Ho .... paniqua," p. 51. 
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1 
memory. The details of this lecture are abstruse and do little to elucidate 

the meaning of panigue. Indeed, the theory of panigue has little direct 

influence on Arrabal's theatre. The single exception is ths 1964 play, 

La Couronnement in which one finds overt references to the lecture, 

SYLDAa Vous devez imaginer, per exemple, dane une premiere hypotheee, 
que l'evenir cree 1e monde, que 1'avenir est le fruit du hasard, 
ainsi vous decouvrez les lois qui regissent le hasard. Grace 1 
les lois, en vous appuyant sur la confusion, vous jetez les bases 
d'un systeme. 2 

However, Arrabal has since rejected the playas being too influenced by the 

theory and has evan observed that the whole idea of the philosophical system 

baaed on panigue was no more than a joke. 3 The importance of this joka ia 

Arrabal's attempt at an analysis of a world view. He tried to go beyond tha 

i .. ediate experience in order to examine causes and forces. 

The second, more strictly theatrical, influence on Arrabal at that 

tima was an influx of young directors into Paris under the auspices of the 

Universitl du Theatre des Nations. Many of thesa directors came from South 

America--Victor Garcia, Jorge Lavelli, Alexandro Jodorowsky, Alberto Rody, and 

Ramon Lameda--and others like Jerome Savary had spent periods in that subcon-

tinent. They mixed and exchanged ideas with young rrench directors of the new 

wava like Jean-Marie Patte. Clearly heterogeneous in origin and in atyle, these 

directors all revealed a common interest in the ceremonial possibilities of 

theatrical production. As early as 1963 the Peruvian Rafael Rodriguez had 

atunned the experimental theatrical world with a wildly provocative production 

of Jean Rotrou's baroque drama, Saint Genest. The mixture of fantasy, violence 

and anarchy prompted the theatre director to close down the production. Patta 

introduced Artaud's Jet de sang into the debate emphasizing the interaat shown 

1The lecture was deliverad in Spanish at the University of Sydnay in 
Auguat, 1963. The Spanish text entitled "El Hombre plnico," is printed in 
Indica ("adrid), vol. 21, no. 205 (1966), pp. 20-22. A rrench translation 
appears in Le Panigua, ad. Arrabal, pp. 37-53. 

2rernando Arrabal, [La couronn.l1Ien~ La Lei de Barabbaa in Thlatre IV 
(paria' Bourgoia, 1969), p. 43. 

3sea Schifra., Entratiens, p. 98; and A.ando C. Isaai Angulo, "Dillogo 
con rarnando Arrabal," in DinOROS del teatro aapanol da la po.tquarra 
("adrid, Ayuso, 1974), p. 227. 
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by these directors in Artaud's use of a spatial and not purely verbal poetry. 

All the directors manifested a predilection for involving the audience in a 

totally imaginary theatrical universe. The world of the stage invaded the 

auditorium through a complex collage of styles derived from the diverse 

cultural heritages. Very often the theatrical space was filled with violence 
1 

created at the expense of the text. 

Arrabal's connections with these directors developed throughout the 

post-1963 period: Garcia produced Le Cimetiere des voitures (Dijon, 1966. 

Paris, 1968) and The Architect and Emperor of Assyria (London, 1971); Lavelli 

directed two short Arrabal plays under the title La Prince.se et 18 co.auniante 

(Paris, 1966) and created L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie (Paris, 1967); 

Savary became famous following his production of Le Labyrinthe (Paris, 1967). 

Arrabal pays hommage to these directors in his essay, "La Thlatra comRIe 

clr.smonie'panique''': 

La jaune theatre fran~ais compte plusieurs prestigieux mattres de 
c.srlmoniee: Victor Garcia, Lavelli et Savary. Tous trois s'i.posent 
a nous par la demesure de leur univers baroque qui illumine un monde 
dllirant, plein d'eau claire et de mediums, un monde o~ les costumes, 
les decors et la musique et ses instruments jaillissent d'un .ama 
ventre; comme les combinaisons d'un unique kallidoscope sauvage. 2 

Arrabal's admiration for these directors springs from their freedom in regard 

to conventionel theatrical language. It is in terms of freedom that Arrabal 

defines his panigue theatre: "L'erreur, ce serait de penser que nous faisons 

un thlatre nouveau, un thlatre d'avant-garde, un theatre de l'absurde. Non, 

nous cherchons un theAtre infiniment libre et, j'esp~re, meilleur.,,3 

Arrabal's attitude to his directors should be set in this context. The 

1An example of violence achieved through stylized gestures i. provided 
by Patte's production of Les Bonnes. See above, pp. 84-85. 

2rernando Arrabal, "Le Theatre comme ceremonie 'panique'," in Thl.tre V 
(Paria: Bourgois, 1967), p. 190. There is 80me confusion concerning this 
volu.e of plays. When originally published in 1967 by Bourgois the volu.e wa. 
Thlatre IV (Thlatre penique. L'Architecte et IlEa ereur d'A88 riel. However 
in 1969, there appeared another Th atra IV La Lai de Barabbas; Concert dana 

LA f>1V\c.e. un aeuf). A Th.atre V haa~appeared, although both Gille and Whitton call the 
1961 Thl'tre IV, Th,atre V. For consistency, Theatre v in this the.i. will 
r.fer to the volu •• containing Thlatra panique and L'Architecte .t llEapareur 
d'Aa.yrie. 

JArrabal to Zand, Le Monde, 7 January 1967, p. 12. 
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written play becomes secondary to the performance. The performance in turn 

should be directed not by artistic standards but rather by the end result of 

the effect upon the audience. The director should produce a performance which 

by its reckleaa freedom of technique and style might generate freedom formed 

of aelf-knowledge and revelation in the spectator. 

Such an outlook reveals an important progression in Arrabal's attitude 

to his work. In the first period, the plays were seen as private notes, not 

destined for performance. His attitude then did not include any conaideration 

of performance nor audience. statements from the second period show a concern 

for tha techniques of performance, a knowledge of the developments in modern 

theatre, and a desire to influence and affect an out.ide audience. Arrabal, 

thue, emerges from his own introversion; the artist becomes a social figure, 

"5i la confusion de l'artiste rappelle la confusion sauvage de la nature ou de 

18 vie, nous nous trouvons en presence du seul etre sur terre qui eclaire la 

part la plus obscure de nous-memes. tt He has the defined role "d'illuminer Ie 

nuit, d'eclairer ces regions secretes de noua-memes, de prevoir Ie my.t~re da 

1 
l'avenir." 

This dafinition encompasses two roles for panigue theatre: first, the 

exploration of the subconscious through euphoria; eecond, the understanding of 

the structure of human experience. These two functions produced two different 

forms ofpanique expresaion: the ephemere panigue and theatre panigue. Tha 

former, pioneered by Jodoroweky, relates more closely to the developmente in 

experimantal theatre in the 1960s, particularly to happening. Tha theatra 

panigue is more relevant to the effect of the panigue movement on Arrebal'. 

o~n work. 

The theory of the ephlmere is based on ths concept of metamorphoaia and 

i. shapad by the basic outlook on life of the paniciet. Jodorowsky argu.. that 

the aUQuate concept of tim. is duration, a half-veiled desire for i .. ortality, 

art for the augusta become. the qu.st for an object or work that ~ill last 

forevar. ror the penici.t, time is change. He has no deeire to participata in 

1Arrabal to 5chifres, Entretiena, p. 42, and p. 116. 
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eternity. Consequently the art forms that he prefers are ephemeral: 

Apres le Panique (ap. p), on construira et l'on detruira les objets 
que l'on recommencera 8 fabriquer differents. Et COMme l'hoMme panique 
ne fait pas d'economie ni de projeta, il produira une architecture instable 
••• des oeuvres d'art inconservables et des theories en constante 

transformation, toute sa theorie se fondant sur une metamorphose continua 
de lui-meme et des objets qui l'entourent.1 

The theatre is the art form which best suits this outlook since by the very 

nature of a performance even a conventional play is subject to the vicisaitudes 

of the mOllent. Nevertheless, whereas the conventional theatrical procesa worka 

in the direction of the elimination of chance occurrencea (by the rehearaal), 

the ephillere cultivates just such chance happenings, "L'expression paniqua 

est a poateriori et surgit des actions improvisees et non prelleditees. 

Expresaion non conceptuelle mais operationnelle que chaque peraonne paut 

2 
interpreter d'une maniere differente." 

The importance of chance, the emphasis on change end the resultant non-

repeatable nature of the ephemere bring it close to the thaory of happening. 

Like happening, much of the theory of the ephemera is alaborated in a negativa 

faahion aa a reaction againat the practice of conventional thaatre. for 

ax .. pla, the thaatra building itaelf is criticized: 

Ou point da vue architectural, qu'ils prennent la forme qulila prannant, 
les theatres eont con~us pour des acteura et des spectateurs; ils 
oblissent l la loi primordiale du jeu qui sst ds delimiter un eepaca, 
c'est-a-dire d'isoler la scene ds la realite, st impoasnt (principal 
facteur anti-paniqua), une conception a priori des relations de l'acteur 
et de l'eapace.3 

Neither is the concept of an actor acting a rola compatible with the authentic 

person which it is the function of the ephemera to discover. It ia the pre

exiating text and fully rehearsed action which demands this typa of identifica-

tion with a role, and so the taxt, too, is to be diacarded: "Llacteur panique 

partira, co .. e dans la jazz, d'un schema organisataur et ensuite, au coura da 
4 

1a reta-apectacle, improviaara, en aa plongsant dana ca qui aat perisaabla." 

The apoken word becomaa just ona ingredient among othera, almoat a plastic 

1Jodorowaky, "Panique at poulet r6t1," pp. 57-58. 

2Jodorowsky, "Vara l'Iphe.ere panique," p. 88. 

4 3 Ibid., p. 82. Ibid., p. 86. 
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element. The set will not be there to decorate an action, but rather to be 

part of the action: 

On subatituera l'emploi de decors et de costumes par des objets 
actifs, aussi ephemeres que l'ephemere euphorie de l'ex-acteur. Ces 
objets seront la en tant que matlriel destructible et constructible. 
La manifestation panique sera le resultat d'une relation passionnae 
avec lesdits objats. 1 

Jodorowsky envisages marvelous consequencee of this type of performance-

spectacle: "L'euphorie de l"lphemere' conduit a la totalite, a la liblr.tion 

des forces superieures, a l'atat de grice.,,2 

The theory was put into practice in May 1965 at the Centre Amlricain 

in Paris. The spectacle comprised three plays: Topor's Ceramonie de la fe.me 

nouvelle, Jodorowsky's Autosacramantal, and Arrabal's Les Amours imposaibles. 

Although only Arrabal's text has appeared in published form, the very fact 

that texts can be listed seems to reveal a compromise with conventional 

theatrical practice. furthermore, Arrabal admitted to Schifres that the apec-

3 
tacle was rehearsed forty times during the day. The event received very 

little critical coverage; only Lucien Attoun confirmed the violent nature of 

the apha •• rea "Jodorowaky avait su retrouver toute la violence de. fanta •• e. 

de chacun, une meniere d'exorcisme collectif, par telle image acanique 

fulgurante, ganiale, meme si Ie spectacle patiss.it de longuaurs et de raditea."4 

Arrabal hi •• elf recalls three moment. that impressed him greatly during the 

performance. The first involved the savage beating of Jodorowsky by a girl end 

hi. unexpectedly violent reaction. The second concerned his viol.nt response 

to a girl's hesitancy to strip naked as was expected; he tore off her dr •• s 

farociously. finally Arrabal'described the concluding scene: 

Le .pectacle a'aet tarmina d'un. favon grandioee. Jodorowaky et une 
fille sa tenaiant a.brassls tout en se versant sur le corps de l'huile, 
du vinaigre, du patrole, du sirop, etc. lIs ataient dlgoulinant. da 
cra.... Pendant ce temps, on entendait une musique de noce Juive, tres 
.llodra •• tiqua.5 

1 Ibid., p. 86. 
2 Ibid., p. 85. 

3Sea Schifrea, Entratiens, p. 82. 

4Lucien Attoun, "L'Ecole argentine da Paris,1I Europa, no. 480 (April 
1969), p. 380. 

5Arrabal to Schifre., Entretiens, p. 82. 
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These recollections reveal the desire for scandal, the predilection 

for perishable materials, for violent action, and the use of the chance happen-

ing. Apparently Arrabal's satisfaction sprang mainly from the surprise 

occasioned by unexpected events. However, he makes no reference to the effect 

of these on the uninformed public. Indeed, the kind of thrill that Arrabal 

experienced could have been experienced only by those who knew that the action 

was spontaneous, in short by members of the production team. furthermore, the 

actions themselves seem to expose the character of the princip~participant 

rather than to prompt any real illumination in the audience. Despite claims 

that the ephemere should liberate the totality of the spectator, it would 

appear to be a mainly actor-centred event, with the actors alone experiencing 

any sense of liberation. 

The ephemere differs notably from the happening in the one i.portant 

aspect of its attitude towards the audience. The happening, especially Label'. 

work, demands that the spectator becomes actively involved working on the 

principle that physical action will lead to psychic liberation. This demand 

runs contrary to the freedom which is the corner-stone of the panigue theory: 

"Je ne crois pas aux invitationsamontar sur la scene, a allumer un fau, etc. 

Q'ailleurs, si Ie public est vraiment pris, il participe de lui-.a.e et le 
1 

theatre devient volcan at les spectateurs des elements clairvoyants." The 

ephl.are should encourage this participation by its violent action on the 

sensea thus relieving the tensions in the audience. This technique approachas 

tha classical concept of catharsis except that vicarious experience is expected 

to lead to physical action rather than to expiated quiescenca. 

In spita of an obsession with freedom, the creation of the 'phl.are 

waa not left totally to chance: 

On dispose au depart d'une sorte de scenario sur lequel on travaille 
co .. e sur une piace, .ais en permettant constammant a notra inconecient 
da s'expri.er ainsi qu'aux partias de notre "&'e" rlpriml.s par la sociltl. 
II y a un certain no.bre de lignes dlfinies. La reprlsent.tion~.ut .tr. 
tree 110ign8e de cette conception, car e11e depend baaucoup de la .agie 
du .0.ant.2 

1 Ibid., pp. 79-80. 
2 
Ibid., pp. 81-82. 
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In this approach there is a mixture of rigour and confusion, two poles 

central to Arrabal's world view in the 1960a. The panicist seeks his stability 

in the balancing of opposites. Arrabal's interests in this period combine 

precision and chance: chess, mathematics, and dramatic composition. It is 

from this combination that a joyful sense of freedom results. Arrabal describes 

the discipline of modern mathematics as "l'apprentissage de l'infinie libert'," 

and he develops this idea: "C'est ce que j'aime dans les mathamatiques: alla 

ranvoient toujours au hasard mais an donn ant la possibilita d'intervenir dana 

Ie hasard. 
1 Gn reste totalement libre." Arrabal tackles the whole problem of 

the nature of experience from the same angle. By the acceptance of the 

arbitrary, experience becomes comprehensible. Arrabal comparea lifa with a 

game of chess: 

Pour moi, lea achecs, c'eat aussi et d'abord un jeu de hasard. Victoira 
et daraita sont extarieur8s a nous. Les 'checs, c'eat la vie .a.e. Un 
combat de boxe ou Ie plus accrocheur va gagner mais aussi le plus chanceux. 
On n'y 4chappe pas. Ce qu'on a appris est aussi tr~s important. Haaard, 
tanacit', .amoire; tout comme dans la vie. 2 

Dramatic composition represents another opportunity for Arrabal to 

maater the two extremes and remain free. Dramatic creation function a aa a 

catharaia for the author, but rather than the mera expression of experisnce 

it is the method of expression that is paramount: 

"ea pi~ces se construisent d'alles-mames. Tout comma lorsque je construis 
un probl~ma d'4checa: je dispose mes pi~ces et je ne asia paa ce que cela 
va devenir. Et je auis irrita, fascina. eela se met en branle, cela 
.'4chappe. Et je suis acoeura, fat~gua. Et soudain, c'est la lumi~re. 
Tout S8 met en .arche. Clest fini. 

from the innumerable possibilities of development that exist potentially in 

the disposition of the pieces a sudden order begins to impose it.elf. The 

problem ia reaolved according to a seemingly inevitable plan, although there 

is no abaolute justification for the plan. The mathematical hypothesis worke 

in a similar fashion; the hypothesis precedes the proof. Arrsbal ia sttrscted 

by the posaibility of applying modern mathematical theory to tha problem of 

dr ... tic compoaitions 

1Ibid., p. 143; snd p. 145. 

2 Ibid., p. 144. 3 
Ibid., p. 105. 
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Imaginons que lion construise une piece comme un ensemble ou des 
ensembles qui sa confondent. On peut alors etablir des relations 8 
l'interieur dlun ensemble et entre les differents ensembles. Et alors 1 
construire un monde tres precis en partant dlun univers co.platement fou. 

He envisages the possibility of "une piece-Jeu avec pour partanaires les 
2 

apectateura" which would be self-generating from a given point of departure 

through the establishment of every renewing relationship. This extreme of 

Arraballs mathematical ideas produced the minute details of the abstract plays 

and the contrived structure of the short panigue plays Une Chevre sur un image, 

Oieu est-il devenu fou? and Strip-tease de la jalousie. 

Arrabal's full-length plays of this period attempt to steer a .iddle 

cour.e between rig our (mathematics) and confusion (ephemare): 

J'ecris donc mes pi~ces, comme on ordonne une cerl.onie, avec la precision 
d'un joueur dlechecs et, en msme temps' je prefere une ephl.ere paniqua o~ 
le theatre slexpri.erait par un delira sans rapport avec la technique. 
Cleat pourquoi dans mes pieces non publiees, jlincorpore aouvent des 
hsppenings, les construisant co •• e une slrie de lign8s, dont chacune 
peut recevoir des acteurs l'intensite, le mouve.ent qulils desirent. 3 

The .ost striking exaaple of this manner of co.position in his published text. 

is to be found in the caremonies and recitals of Le Couronnement. A celebre-

tion involving several actions is described: the father puts on a record to 

which he dances disguised 8S a blind man; the mother makes a paper windmill 

rot.te whila ahe pulls one fi8h~~~another from the bed; Kardo perform. 

balancing tricks and rings bells on top of the table; Malderic covers hi.self 

in a sheet and pushas a wheelchair around the stage. All this activity is 

acco.panied by loud, frenetic percussion instruments (IV:94-95). 

While Iphemere is opposed to mathematics, both ceremony (or ritual) and 

.athematic. create order out of disorder. 
d 

rran~oise Ray.ond-Mu~chau explains 

Arrabal'. attraction towards ceramonial form and mathematics in ter •• of his 

naad for order. On the one hand, mathematics maets this naed on the level of 

the discur.ive intelligence; the hypothesie leads to probable concrete proof •• 

On the other, ritual fulfills the unconscious desire for order in that the acts 

parfor.ed structure chaos. She concludes: "11 apparatt done qu'a deux pSle. 

1 Ibid., p. 143. 
2 
Ibid., p. 148. 

3Arrabal cited by Schifree, Preface to ThlAtre 1, p. 16. 
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opposes de l'esprit, la structure mythique et rituelle de l'inconscient et la 

rigueur de l'hypothese mathematique permettent une egale liberation de l'artiste 

face ~ la confusion qui l'entoure et ~ laquelle il tente d'imposer sa marque 
1 

par la creation." 

The second period plays reveal a neo-baroque tendency defined as 

"une profuaion qui cache une ordonnance tres rigourauee, une soli de charpente 

architecturale.,,2 for Arrabal, the ideal theatrical form is the cerl.onia 

panigue: 

Ja reve d'un theAtre eu humour et pelsie, paniqua et amour na 
feraient qu'un. Le rita theAtral aa changerait alors en un opare .undi 
com •• lee fantas.as de Don Quichotte, les cauchemara d'Alice, le dllire 
da K., voira las songes humanoYdes qui hanteraient les nuits d'une 
machine 181'1. 

l'Iais pour attaindra ce but Ie apectacle doit etre rlgi par una idea 
theAtrale rigoureusa, ou, s'il s'agit d'une pi~ce, la composition en sera 
parfaita, tout an rafletant Ie chaos et la confusion de la vie. 3 

La Grand Ceremonial is a formativa play; a strict structure based on 

rites of initiation is presant below the elaborate surface action. ~ 

courgnnement is a move toward proliferating incidents coupled with prograas 

toward the discovery of knowledge by the hero, Giafar. The incidents havs 

atrong, surrealist overtonea and sometimes appear to be borrowed diractly 

from Coctaaul tha epiaoda of the ostrich recalls tha birdie of Coctaau's 

caBera in Laa l'Iarila de le Tour Eiffel, and the paaaage through the mirrors, 

a .i.ilar 'eu de ac~ne in arphae. 

Le Couronnement is unique in Arrabal's work due to the multiplicity 

of themes and dram.tic devices and the rational interventions of the author. 

He interrupts to insert passages from his philosophy and references to tha 

p.nigue activity of chess and mathematics along with othar games of chance 

(I V,88). It is Sylda's role to initiate Giafar into the sacrets of tha arcana 

world viaw of chance and memory. Giafar is a kind of Everyman figure, and tha 

play aaaumea allegorical significance as the parsonification of knowladge 

1 Raymond-ftundachau, Arrabal, p. 102. 

2Arrabal to Schifraa, Entretiena, p. 60. 

3Arrabal, "La Theatre co .... clrlmonl. 'paniqua'," p. 189. 



suggests: 

GIArAR, effray~: ••• mais qui etes-vous? 
SYLDA: Moi? 
VDIX DE MALDERIC, comme s'il appelait guelgu'un: Con-nais-sancel 

Con-nais-sance: (IV:36) 

The plot consists of Giafar's experience of events that parody the 

important moments of human life: birth and death; sickness and healing; 
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sacrifice and resurrection. This allegorical treatment of the subject can be 

viewed in the same light as the melodramatic style of Le Grand C~r~.onial. 

Arrabal has developed from the expression of nightmares to the controlled 

celebration of confusion. Giafar at first is unable to accept this situation I 

GIAFAR: Depuis hier il .'arrive vraiment des aventuras que Je ne par viens 
pas A co.prendre. (IVI72) 

Later he becomes able to accept confusion: 

GIAFAR: 
ARLYS: 

Alors, il faudrait supposer que nous ravons tous et toujoursl 
C'est une conjecture rassurante. (IV:80) 

Through the ceremony he progresses to mastery of his situation. Like Cavanosa, 

Giafer is urged by the desire for love to take charge of his destiny and .aater 

hie environment. The difference between the two heroes is that Cavanoea's 

freedom i8 gained through revolt and positive action whereas Giafer's libera-

tion is passive depending on knowledge conferred rather than gained. 

The play's weakness is it. overt didacticism. While depending on a 

pre.entation of confusion, it is weighed down by verbal deecriptions of 

confusion couched in the convoluted language of "l'holllllle panique." The fresh

neaa and spontaneity of the early period are lacking; they ara super'edad by 

salf-coneciousness: 

LE PEREa Vous ates tout excuse. Inutile de faire tent de ceremonies 
avec moi. Je detesteles ceremonies et leurs rites baroques, 
grotesqusa et sublimes jusqu'A la fascination et l'ecoeure.ent. 
Oites, dit8s ce qui vous prloccupe. (IV:102) 

The confusion of the play is contrived. The surrealist borrowings are coupled 

~ith superficial allsgoricsl figures who participate in weird rituals and pare

normal happenings. The play lacks the solidity of the underlying ritualistic 

structure of La Grand Ceremonial and is dramatically less satisfying. 

It is to the stricter organization of the earlier play that ths author 
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returns in his most celebrated work of this period, L'Architecta at l'E.pereur 

d'Assyrie. The play, in fact, bears a resemblance to Le Grand Ceremonial on a 

number of levels. The universe described is that of an individual striving to 

free himself from the spectre of his mother, but yet desiroue of the comforting 

nature of maternal embraces. Cavanosa's pleas, lice n'est plus pareil," ere 

1 
echoed by the Emperor's complaints: "Quand j'etais petit c'etait different." 

The youth invoked by the Emperor was, like Cavanoss's, dreamed and not really 

experienced. It is as though the Emperor is Cavanosa a few ye~rs on, dependent 

despite his work-experience and marriage. He yearns for freedom from the 

.other, but cannot accept any deep relationship from anotAer. He shrinks back 

into the past at the threat of a deep commitment: 

L'ARCHITECTE: Moi ••• (Sincerement.) Je t'aime ••• 
L'EMPEREUR, tres emu. au bard des larmes: Tu te moques de moi, 
L'ARCHITECTE: Non. 
L'EMPEREUR, .. _s~~~~~~~~~~~A:~~~~-=~~~u-~ 

noyveau. tr s emehatiguea Tu ne peux imaginer: taus la 
televieion d'Assyrie transmettait mon reveil. 

At the same time, he is unable to be alone; he needs the presence of another 

to give himself en identity: 

L'EMPEREURa Architectal Architecte! Vians. Ne me laiese pas seul. 
Ne me laisse pas seul. Je me sens trap seull Architecte! 
Archi ••• Je devrais l'appeler Archi ••• ~a fait plus chic. (VI112) 

The action of the play can be sumaarized as the efforts of the 

Emperor to gain his identity through the confrontation of the mother-god. 

Although never present (in fact, she has been killed by the Emperor) the 

mother figure dominates the actions of the Emperor and his savage acco.plice, 

the Architect. It is the cry of "maman, maman" that once more cuta through 

the g .. e. and fiction of the couple: 

LtE~PEREUR: N'entrone pas dana les datails. Et ma fiancle ••• et 
.a mere • • • 

L'ARCHIT£CTE: Maman, maman, maman. 
L'EMPEREUR, 'pouvantea Ou aa-tu entendu ce mot? (Va?1) 

The ever. present nature of the mother is revealed by the way the Emperor 

1rernando Arrabal, L'Architecte et l'E.pereur d'Ae.yrie, in 
Thlatre V, p. 113; and p. 114. 

2A repetition occurs Arrabal, Theatre V, p. 144. 



easily relapses into the submissive role of the milksop child: 

L'EMPEREUR: Tu as le fils d'una sirena et d'un centaure. L'union 
parfaitel (Tres triste.) Maman, maman. 
(11 fait Quelques pas pour la chercher sous son trone.) 
Maman, ou es-tu? C'est moi, je suis seul ici, taus m'ont oublie, 
mais toi • •• (V:79) 

The omniscient mothar figure, "un grand oeil de femme," that surveye their 

actions is present in all the games and imaginings of the Emperor (V:146). 
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Indeed, his descriptions of the maids that greet his awakening suggest that 

they perform a maternal role: 

L'EMPEREUR: Mes femmes aveugles qui m'snseignaient la philosophie v3tuas 
seulement d'une serviette de bain rosel Quells memoire que ls miennel 
Je m'en sou viens comme si c'etait hier. Comme elles caressaient man 
divin corps, comme elles en nettoyaient les recoins le8 plus souillis 
tels que ••• A chevall (V:73) 

This de8cription gives way to a game in which the Architect rides the Emperor 

whipping him. The sexual connotations of this act are clear. However, the 

game comes to an abrupt end when the Architect mentions Babylon: 

L'E~PEREUR: Comment veux-tu que nous arrivions a ••• 
L'ARCHITECTE: A Babylone. 
L'EMPEREUR, effrays: D'ou sors-tu ce mot? Qui te lea appris? Qui viant 

te voir pendant mon sommeil? 
(11 8e Jette sur lui et l'etrangle a demi.) (V:74) 

Tha reaction of the Emperor here echoes his terror at tha word "m8llan." 

The explanation of this phanomenon has been offered by Charlas Lyons in a 

reference to Jung's Symbols of Transformation: 

The city [Babylo~ is a maternal symbol, a woman who harbours tha 
inhabitants in herself like children. • •• Babylon is the symbol of the 
Terrible Mother, who leads the peoples into whoradom with her davilish 
temptations and makes them drunk with her wine. 1 

This insight helps to explain the title of the play; Babylon is the principle 

city of Assyria. The raalm of Assyria, it becomes clear during the course ot 

tha play, is nothing more than the Emperor's imagination. The native on the 

island is made part of that world as he is nominated ae the Architect. Ae 

architect, he gives structure to the Emperor's imagination. Through hie rela-

tion8hip with the Architect, the Emperor will tree himsalf trom the mother 

tigure. 

1cited by Lyons, "Psychological Base of L'Architecte," p. 128. 
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The process by which this liberation is effected is similar to that 

used by Cavanosa: a regression through the stages of his dependence into chaos, 

followed by a rebirth symbolized by ingestion through the godhead. The process 

is twofold: a meandering soliloquy that provokes an unconscious return to the 

past supplemented by a conscious restructuring of that descent by a trial 

which leads to liberating self-knowledge. 

The soliloquy is prompted by the Emperor finding himself alone. His 

initial reaction is to try and create a measured world of routine in order to 

defeat the anxiety of his solitude: 

L'EMPEREUR: Ah! Enchatnl! Et anfin seull Personne ne me contradira 
plus, personne ne sa moquera plus de moi, per sonne ne eera tlmoin de 
mes faiblesses. Enchatn~l Quel bonheurl Viva laB Cadena. 1 Man 
univers: une circonf~rence qui a pour rayon la langeur de la chatn •• 

(V:108) 

Inside this confine, he would protect himself by busying himsalf with the 

minutias of sxistence, a barricade in the face of loneliness: 

L'EMPEREUR: 11 faudra que je m'organise. Pas de nigligence. Riveil ~ 
neuf hsures du matin. Un brin de toilette. Mlditation. Pen.er a 
la quadrature du cercle, psut-etre Icrire des sonnets. Et la 
.atinls passera sans que je .'en aper~oive. (V:108-9) 

However, he is very quickly made aware of the vecuity of this routine. As he 

speaks he undoes the comforting chain beeeeching the Architect to return. The 

Emperor faehions a substitute witness for his worde in his own likeness in 

order to maintain his sanity. This ploy encourages the Emperor to confront tha 

nullity of his own life. He casts off the illusions of Assyria: 

L'EMPEREUR: Ohl non, ma vie nfa pas d'importance. (Un tempa.) 
Non, Je ne me fais pas prier, mais ma vie ne prlsente aucun intlr8t. 

(V,110) 

The narrative that gushes from his lips i. characterized at every turn 

by frustration. His life was comprised of a low aa.inistrativepost that did 

not allow him to use the main lift and of a wife who was unfaithful in front of 

his eyea. His dream world offered no more happinass and sati.faction, his 

poetic aspirations ware underscored by physical conetipation; hi. desire to be 

a clockmaker ended in a doleful sob. Even the tale of the half reality of his 

first love terminat •• in tearful self-delusions (V:113; and 114). The eroaion 

of the pillars of his life is punctuated by painful cries for the Architect. 



"Ah! 8i l'Architect ~tait la, nous construirions encore Babylone et ses jardins 

suspendus" (V:117-18). 

The account of his social ineptitude is accompanied by his transfor-

mation into a hermaphrodite figure dressed in a skirt. This grotesque trans-

formation gathers speed as another reference point proves unstable: the 

Emperor's attempt to prove the existence of god on the pinball machine is 

foiled by an old man jamming the machanism. The experiment would have given 

order to confusion,but confusion triumpha. The Emperor's own state is similarly 

reduced to a series of confused supplications. The scene is completed with 

the masculinity of the Emperor transformed into the femininity of a pregnant 

nun. It is interesting to note that bisexuality is an attribute of the gods 

in many primitive religions and that the initiand sometimes undergoes an 

operation (SUbincision) in order to replicate the original androgyne of the 

pre-creation state. 

At this point in the process, the Emperor's identity becomes multiple. 

He can now play two roles at once, the doctor and the female patient; hie 

confinement is a parody of the creation according to the myth of Gaea who gave 

birth without copulation and of the birth of Jesus Christ. He has reached 

the real. of naked life-forces, a chaotic state in which the rational no 

longer holds sway. This is dramatically underlined by_ the staccato rhythm of 

the speech: 

L'E~PEREUR: 999 points ••• Sans l'ivrogne, je marquais automatiquement 
dix points de plus. La partie, Dieu. Les anges. Le ciel et l'enfer. 
Les bons et les mechants. La saint pr'puce at sas miracles. (Va12S) 

Only when he has regressed this far can the Emperor begin to assess the 

qualities of the Architect. He has been troubled by the Architect's control 

over nature but has always countered it by violent outbursts. He no~ disowns 

the education which had been his source of strength when faced by the Archi

tect's magicel powers: "L'education moderne. Le progrss. La societe protec

trice des ani.auxl Tout va 1 vau-l'eau. Un jour les soucoupe8 vol antes 

d •• candront sur tarra" (V:128-29). The Architect assumes the identity of a 

mythical figure of everlasting youth and eternal innocence in front of who. 
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the Emperor stands accused. 

stripped almost naked by his own words, the Emperor has yet to be 

decorticated. Throughout the soliloquy, he has avoided direct reference to 

his mother and her murder. The court scene will expose a remaining level of 

rsality in the Emperor, a level that has to be confronted for liberation to be 

effective. All the witnesses are again to be enacted by the Emperor but at 

the call of the Architect-Judge. 

The Emperor is forced to reveal that his relationship with his wife 

was not as he had previously described it. Rather she wae purely a mother 

substitute. 

L'EMPEREUR, Ipouse: II n'avait pas besoin d'une fem.e mais d'une mere. 
Quand ilIa haIssait, il faisait n'importe quoi pour lui etre 
dlssgrlsble, meme se marier. J'ai It I la victime de cette vengeance. 

(V:141) 

His relationship with his mother was based on an unbalanced mixture of love 

and hatred. His past is littered with acts of outrags against both hi. mother 

and brother. He demanded that "elle le masturbe avec 'sa bouche maternalle'" 

(V:155). This desire to have sex with his mother can be eeen es a wish to 

be reassi.ilated with the mother figure. 

The inexorable course of the inquiry culminates in the Emperor's 

acceptance of the responsibility for the matricide. Significantly this point 

ie reached immediately after an enactment which has seen ths E.peror resting 

in the lap of his Architect-Mother (V:170). His independence springe from. 

mo.ent of asai.ilation with the mother figure. 

The ending or the play poses certain problems of interpretation. It i. 

our contention that the ingestion of the Emperor by the Architect should be 

viewed optimistically aa the Emperor's transcendence of his mothsr. The 

opposite case is argued by Lyons. rollowing a critical approach baaed on a 

co~ariaon of Jung'e description of the individuation process and the action of 

the play, Lyons detects a aimilar action to that which we have discovered, 

the atte.pt of the individual to disconnect himself from an all-pervaaive 

.other. However, Lyons concludes that the regressive behaviour of the 

Eaperor did not result in the generation of enough libidinal energy to allow 
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him to "move forward to some kind of symbolic rebirth of the self."1 It is true 

that the physical murder of the mother did not lead to the liberation of the 

Emperor, but rather to the ambiguous image of a serpent (a female metaphor) with 

the head of the son. Physical action, though, cannot be the basis of escape 

from a psychological situation in Arrabal's work. Cavanosa's murder of his 

mother was symbolic; his release resulted from the destruction of the mother 

i.age by his unification with another, Lys. Similarly, the Emperor proclaims 

to the Architect: "Je veux que tu sois a la foie toi et moi. Tu me mangeras 

entierement, Architecte, tu m'entends?" (Vt175). This is the Emperor's 

princip~L wish; the desire that the Architect should be dressed as his mother 

is an afterthought. 

9y again referring to the practice of initiation rituals, clearly the 

ingestion by a mother symbol in Arrabal's work corresponds to ingestion by the 

symbolic god. This act is considered a preparation for rebirth. Indeed, the 

mother is only a visual image; the Architect, although dressed as the mother, 

asaumes neither her gestures nor her voice, as was the previous practice in the 

g .. as. That the moment of consumption should be viewed as preparatory to a 

new life is confirmed by the Architect's good humour and enthusiaam: 

l'ARCHITECTE: Tu permets? Je vais d'abord aspirer ton acide nucleique. 
Grace a lui ••• Mais je comprenda ••• l'eau de Javel, c'etait 
pour sa mere ••• Pour aa mere ••• (II rit.) Grace a ton acide 
nucleique, je vais stre Ie maItre de ta m'moire, de tes reves • • • 
de tes pensles donc. (Va192) 

The Moment of rebirth comes with the re-emergence of the Emperor in the 

Architect's shapea "Une nouvelle vie com.ence pour moi. J'oublie tout Ie 

paesl" (V:195). The intellectual comprehension of his new state is accompanied 

by the celebration of his body's sensitivity as his hand scratches his knea. 

He has become able to accept solitude and to discover independence, 

l'EMPEREUR: ••• (fou de joie.) Vive moil Vive moil Vive moil Et 
.erde pour les autresl Vive moil Vive moil Vive moil (Va187) 

The repetition of the opening scene with the roles reversed, Lyons 

argue., castsrnore doubt on the advance made through the Emperor's regressive 

1 Ibid., p. 129. 
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behaviour. However, the reappearance of the initial situation does not 

destroy the process by which the Emperor gained his independence. The final 

scene emphasizes the need for one's independence to be continually reasserted 

through action. 

If the evidence from within the play is not sufficient, factors con

cerning its genesis and composition tend to confirm an optimistic interpreta

tion. Arrsbal's .ood at the time of composition influences the meaning of his 

playa. Thus, Le Labyrinthe was the product of a nightmare and it was also a 

depressing and claustrophobic work. At the time of the composition of 

L'Architecte et L'Empereur d'Assyrie, Arrabal was very optimistic: "J'ai 'crit 

cette piece avec un grand bonheur mel' de souffrance et beaucoup de galt'. Je 
1 

l'ai Icrite Ie matin, contrairement 1 mon habitude. Et 8 la campagne." 

stylistically, the second act marks an advance on the first. To start, the 

ritual game playing is carried on almost unconsciously in an attempt to fuse 

illusion and reality, a characteristic of the early period. In the second act, 

the role playing becomes conscious in the context of the trial; reflection i. 

a result of the self-knowledge of the second period. Inside the play, progress 

'ro~ one form of acting to another implies a growing mastery of the situation. 

Indeed, it would be out of step with the development of Arrabal's work and 

pereonality to have the play end in defeat. 

The outline of the ritual structure may suggest a linear development. 

However, the action progresses only through e profusion of the.es and details. 

All the msjor themes of Arrabal's work are re-introduceda the mother-child 

relationship; the question of identity; the nature of love, guilt, freedoa, 

Catholicism; the interconnection of the past and memory, reality and fants.y. 

Th ••• the.es are interwoven into a shifting pattern of reality, for the play 

pre •• nts several levels of reality through a play-within-a-play technique. 

Each reality presented to the audience is gradually eroded and replacad by 

yat another. The initisl situation is taken as genuine, the Emperor as the 

E~.ror and the g .. es treated as play. The Emperor's soliloquy introduces 

1Arrabal to Schifres, Entretien., p. 99. 



another version of his life which reveals the falsity of his original pose. 

The court-room scene tekes this version as its basis, but a more fundamental 

reality begins to emerge. This technique was used by Genet in Les Bonnes and 

more subtly in Les N9gres. All three plays leave the audience in a state of 

confusion. Arrabal, in particular, seems to relish the idea of a perplexed 

audience: "On peut dire aussi que tout cela, c'est un jeu de aolitaire que 

s'est invent' l'Empereur, et que l'Architecte nla jamais exist'. A mains que 
1 

ce soit l'inverse." Not only the spectators but also the characters them-

selves are unsure of the boundaries between the levels of reality. Twice in 

the course of the action the Architect is left wondering what is happening. It 

is hardly surprising that after the games of the first act we should think 

that the Emperor's withdrawal into the hut is yet another variation: 

L'ARCHITECTE: C'est un nouveau jeu. 
L'EMPEREUR: Non, clest la v'rit'. En outre, il faut m'habituer au 

moment ou tu partiras ~ la pirogue. (V:104) 

This sudden break in the fiction marks the beginning of the Emperor's soliloquy. 

The final decision by the Emperor to have himself killed is aimilarly met by 

the Architect's disbelief. 80th moments are important in the development of 

the play; both mark the stripping off of another level of reelity. 

The play adds to the bemusement of the audience by the Multiplicity 

of bizarre incident. and impersonations that bedeck these levels of reality. 

The Emperor and the Architect assume various roles that illustrate the major 

the.e of dominance and submission: mother and son, torturer and tortured, 

bearer and borne. Each character is capable of acting two further characters 

at once' the Architect can be himself and a lascivious temptreas; the Emperor 

is both the confessor and supplicant, doctor and patient. Amid this kaleido-

scop. of appearances, strange transformations happen: stones become cigars, 

people become 888es, elephants, monkeya and bulle. strange ecenes evolve: the 

world at war, • eu .. it telephone call, the invasion of the Martians. The play 

would seem to have realized Arrabal's definition of a panigue playas an 

IlUndi to judge fro. Jean-Jacques Gautier's reaction: ~o~p_e~r_a ____ __ 

1Ibid •• p. 152. 
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Rhapsodie d~mentielle coup~e a intervalles r~guliers, de plaisanteries, 
de guignolades et de singeries, mais aussi agr~ment~e de maintes allusions 
aux fouets, aux cravaches, aux fustigations, aux chatnes, qui en disent 
long sur les tendances ~rotico-sadiques de l'auteur, tant qu'en contre
point se multiplient les chants de l'~glise d~figur~s, les prieres 
avilies, les representations caricaturales des grands symboles religieux. 1 

Compare ~ith this, Gilles Sandier's revie~ of the same production: 

Arrabal nous donne une image exemplaire d'un th~atre contemporain ou 
l'homme, dans un climat de cauchemar et dans un jeu 'trange avec lui
meme, qui prend souvent la forme d'un rituel, joue a exp6rimenter sa 
propre condition--condition m6taphysique at situation historique--en 
quate peut-etre d'une nouvelle morale. 2 

The two critics have seized on the different poles of panigue theatre. 

Gautier's appreciation stopped at the proliferation of images ~here Sandier 

felt the underlying structure and movement belo~ all this surface action. In 

his definition of panigue theatre, Arrabal insists on the necessary marriage 

of structure and profusion. 

b'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie has had two major productions: 

Jorg~ bavelli's 1967 creation in Paris and Victor Garcia's English creation, 

bandon 1971. These productions are distinguishable by the different emphasis 

each placed on the t~o basic elements of panigue theatre. bavelli's approach 

to the play was dictated by the direction of his work in 1967: 

Je place l'acteur-createur, l'acteur-communicateur, l'acteur-officiant 
au centre mame du spectacle •••• Jlai essaye depuie dee annees, de 
concentrer mes travaux sur l'~locution au theatre, cer elle conditionne 
la forme et Ie fond de Is l!turgie, Ie geste et la grimace: elle dicte 
Ie mouvement dans l'espace, elle mene donc la ceremonie rituelle.3 

Lavelli concentrated on the actor on the stage. His work aimed at precise, 

essential action, emphasizing the ritual quality of the performance. 
4 

Consequently the alterations made to the Arrabal text were reductions. 

Passages were reworked to allow more rapid and concise build-up of situations. 

Working under the obligation to cut the performance to two hours, bauelli 

deleted details as well as whole scenes. for example, the war scene and the 

1Jaan-Jacques Gautier, be figaro, 17 March 1967. 

2GillBs Sandier, Arts-loisirs, no. 79, 29 March 1967, pp. 24-25. 

3Jorge bavell! cited by Gilles Sandier and Claude Morand, "fontaine 
de Jouvenca an Avignon," Arte-loisirs, no. 88 (July 1967), p. 59 • 

• 5e. Gilla, fernando Arrabal, pp. 137-41. 
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Martian invasion were omitted. By concentrating on the strict control of the 

flowing speeches, Lavelli was able to master "une piece foisonnante, tout ~ la 

1 
fois mystique et sacrilege, simple et baroque, passionnante. 1I He maintained 

a balance between the profusion of scenic images and the development of a 

ceremony. 

Garcia's production, on the contrary, centred on the creation of a 

total theatrical space physically incorporating the audience. The spectators 

were forcibly injected into the action by scenic technology. Benedict 

Nightingale described the production: "He turns the play into a garish, haunted 

dream. Whistling seizes the ears, violent flashes hurt the eyes, ssarchlights 

sweep the auditorium; and on the stage, which is bare, trundles a red forklift 

2 
truck." The effect of this approach was to produce tla superbly arrogant 

.agnification of the play, aiming to break down audience indifference by 

3 
physical assault." Its shortcoming was that the play itself was not suited 

to the explosion into the audience any more than was Le Cimetiera des voiturea. 

It is interesting to compara the reviews of the Paris and London pro-

ductiona. In Paris very little adverse comment was mada concerning the text. 

The only reservation was expressed by Gilles Sandier who thought that playing 

to the audience was not consistent with the work: IILe Jeu n'aurait-il paa etl 

plus t.rrible encore s'il s'etait opere en champ cloe comma sans spactataure, 
4 

.t aan8 chercher ~ les provoquar ou ~ les faire complicea?" In London, the 

critics were unani.oua in condemning the incommunicable, eeoteric nature of 

the play. Garcis's attempts to op.n up the play to the audience only revesled 

the •••• ntially private nature of Arrabal's drama, ev.n that of the second 

p.riod. 

Hie plays do atrik ••• as very private affairs; a s.ttling of grievancea 
with the paat, and no eore related to g.neral experience than the average 
easturbation fantaay.S 

1Andrl Alt.r, Tleoignag. chreti.n, 23 March 1967. 

2B.nedict Nightingal., New statesman, 12 february 1971, p. 219. 

3Irving Wardle, The Tieea, 4 february 1971, p. 12. 

4sandler, Arts-Lolslra, no. 79, 29 March 1967 

SWardl., The Tiees, 4 fabruary 1971, p. 12. 
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I have no doubt that the acting out of Senor Arrabal's nightmare fantasies 
and obsessions is of therapeutic velue to him, but I found tha result 
adolescent, sentimental, and banal--and also quite extraordinarily 
pretentious. 

In theory it [the play-within-a-play technique] should be a superb device 
for revealing the truth about our common, unadorned human nature. In 
practice, Arrabal has no universal vision to impart, only a gallery of 
private obsessions. 1 

Possibly the play was ruinad in London by "the incoherent babbling of 

an excited electrician with unlimited financial resources.,,2 The more 

stringent treatment of Lavell! was perhaps better suited to the play. A 

study of the Parisian critics reveals a common description of the playas a 

psychodrama. The implication of this description returns us to the incom-

.unicability of the play so unwaveringly criticized by the London reviewers. 

for, the distinction between psychodrama and theatre lies precisely in tha 

area of universal relevance: "Le drame du malade est un spectacle, ma1s un 

spectacle qui ns peut etre per~u et v~cu authentiquement que pour lui seul, 

c'est pourquoi ca "spectacle" n'est pas d'''art,'' il n'est pas montrable an 

tant que tel.,,3 The doubt as to the effectiveness in performance of L'Archi-

tecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie must raise the question of the effectiveness of 

all Arrabal's panigue plays in performance. This is especially relevant in 

the light of Arrabal's statements dating from this period which suggest a 

social role for his theatre through its potential to reintegrate modern man 

with his subconscious. 

The reception of all the panigue plays hss been marked by reservatione 

concerning the relevance of Arrabal's universe for social man. La Grand 

clrlmonial suffered from a naturalistic treatment by Georges Vitaly which 

rendered it mora a morbid fait divers than a ceremony: "Olnul de toute magie, 

ce clrlmonial est tout ssur clr~moniel. Rituel abeent, on chercha en vain la 

clrl.onie. n4 The response of the public, reported by Andrl Camp, wae not 

1rrank "arcus, Sunday Telegraph, 7 february 1971, p. 10; and Ronald 
Brydan, The Ob"rvar. 7 february 1971, p. 23. 

2Harold Hobaon, Sunday Ti.ea, 7 february 1971. 

3Ranl Oiatkina and Jaan Gillibert, "Psychodrame at thlltra," Esprit, 
no. 5 ("ay 1965), p. 941. 

4Gillaa Sandiar, Art. at Loiairs, no. 27 (30 March 1966), p. 19. 
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involvement, nor terror, but disbelieving laughter. He continued: "Devant cs 

drame psycho-pathologique, ••• le spectateur ne se sent jamais concern6. n1 

Reporting the same production, Jacqueline Cartier anticipated the London 

reaction to L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie: "J'ai peur qu'Arrabal, fice16 

dans son cordon ombilical, ne porte guare son regard au-dela.,,2 The failure 

of Arrabal's play cannot be attributable solely to Vitaly's treatment. Produc-

tiona by Guy Jacquet at the Siennale de Paris (1967), by Berten de Bels in 

Brussels (1970), and by Theatre 84 in England (1972) received comparable 

notices. for example, Charles Lewson reported this last production: 

The Grand Ceremonial seems the product of an imagination of intensity 
which can only intermittently express itself in words. Moreover this 
imagination is totally self-centred. • • • This obsessional quality roba 
the play of texture; it has no environment other than the author's own 
brain.3 

Bertrand Poirot-Delpech had predicted the unsuccessful career of this play 

as early as 1966: 

11 est probable que d'autres partis plus baroques n'auraient pas raussi a rendre theatral ce cas de psycho-pathologie elementaire. La v6rit6 
est que des manies auss! cataloguees ne sont pas drarnatiquea--ou 
comiques--qu'aux yeux de celui qui las a v'cues et les raconta.4 

It is a quirk of the Parisian theatre that a play so universally damned and 

than taken off after a two-week run should be awarded the Prix des Jeunes 

Auteurs Dramatiques. 

The production of Le Couronnement on which Arrabal himself collaborated 

had bemused the public a year earlier. The confusion of the events and the 

secrecy of the ceremony made the play accessible only to I1dea initi6s qui 
5 

possedent la c16 de son enfer poetique." Jacques Lemarchand expressed the 

feelings of the spectators: " Le Couronnernent, par aon abondance verbale, .a 

dura., d6courage, puis noie la meilleure volonta des cat6chumenas. Co... aux 

1Andr6 Camp, L'Av.nt-Scana: Th6atre, no. 357 (15 May 1966), p. 35. 

2Jacqueline Cartier, France-Soir, 29 March 1966. 

3Charles Lawson, Tha Times, 21 April 1972, p. 9. 

4Bartrand Poirot-Dalpech, La Mond., 26 March 1966, p. 17. 

5Clauda Bai9narss, La Figaro, 13 January 1965. 
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tristement, je suis demeure a la porte du lieu saint, sans pouvoir y 

1 
plnltrer. 1I Le Jardin des delices, the last play of the panigue period, was 

treated to a magnificent set by Claude Regy and interpreted by Oelphine 5eyrig 

for whom it was written. But, despite these advantages, the same criticis. 

recurs: "On regrette que ce triomphe de la sc~ne ne descende pas dans la 

2 salle." 

In trying to characterize this period of Arrabal's drama, Allen Thiher 

notes the growing complexity of the structures "in IIIhich ritual and cerellony 

are used to give more stylized expression to his obsessions."3 It has baan 

stressed that during this period a more reflective position is taken by the 

author towards his ollln experience, but the plays in performance still refuse 

to stand independently of the author. Genet's Les 80nnes was described as 

anti-ritual because its structures prevented the integration of stage and 

auditorium. In Arrabal's panigue plays ritual structures are used but the 

plays cannot be effective as ritual because of the barrier of the author's 

personslity and experience. Esslin has aptly summarized the shortcoming of 

these plays: "To be effective as rituals they lack IIIhat must be at the centre 

of all ritual, s general human concern; thesa inventions seem rather the 

cOlIPulsion rituals of a private neurosis.,,4 

(iy) Towards a pplitical Theatre. 1967-1975 

The post-panigue period of Arrabal's work is marked by a further step 

away from composition totally dominated by personal obsession. He turns 

towards situations that reflect the preoccupations of his fellow lien. Indeed, 

Arrabal has subsequently denied the importance of the panigue period: "O'ailleurs, 
, 

Je refuse maintenant Ie Panique totalement. ~a ne .'interesse pas du tout. 

5 Ja l'ai cr", .aintenant je cree autre chose." Navertheless the panigue 

1Jacquea Lemarchand, Le figaro litteraire, 21 January 1965. 

2fran~oi.-R'gia 8a.tide, Les Nouvelles littlrairee, 13 November 1969.p.13. 

3Thiher, "New Theater of Obsession," p. 175. 

4Esalin, Theatre of the Absurd, p. 222. 

SArrabal cited by Ray.on~ndschau, Arrabal. p. 23. 
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period did generate a new style in his work. The insignificance to which he 

condemns this period results from the experiences he suffered at the end of the 

1960s. It was at this time that external reality broke into Arrabal's personal 

experience. The author began to realize his place in the contemporary world. 

In July 1967 Arrabal was arrested and imprisoned by franco's regime. 

After autographing a copy of Arrabal celebrando la ceremonia de la confusion 

in a Madrid bookshop, he had added a dedication that was tsken as an insult to 

the government. The nature of the charge and the conduct of the trial need 

not concern us here. What is important is that Arrabal was a political victim 

and suffered the same fate as other opponents of the regime. The effect on his 

dramatic creation was immediate; the introversion of all the previous plays 

was seen to be inadequate: 

Mais a l'apogee de cette aventure introspective survint mon emprisonnement 
par la tyrannie franquiste, ce qui suppose un retour spirituel dans Ie 
ventre de ma mere. Les cachots dans lesquels on m'a enfer_e, la terreur 
qu'ils .'ont causee sont peut-etre mon retour a la nsissance, ma re
naissance. Et cette renaissance a ete une premiere naissance au monde 
du conscient, au monde de mes contemporains. 1 

The plays of the second period are the imaginative ceremonies through which 

the hero is restored to consciousness. This initiation involves a behavioural 

regression to a pre-natal state before a spiritual rebirth. The Spanish gaol 

was the physical reality of Arrabal's imaginative journey. 

The world to which he awoke was the world of politicel reality, a 
2 

world "de l'inJustice, de la torture, de l'intoleranca." This world i_edi-

ataly found its way into the dramatic compositions. The writing of Le Jardin 

dee dllices spanned this turbulent period. In it, the introspective and 

political worlds are expressed side by side. Lais's progress to self-knowledge 

is interrupted by thinly disguised episodes from Arrabal's prison experience. 

Examples are the prison scene, the flashback to the workings of justice, "cette 

epoque au l'on ms persiScutait," and the confrontation with the lawyer.3 Spain 

1Arrabal to Schifres, Entretiens, p. 168. 

2fran~oiss Espinasas, "Entretien avec Arrabal," Plaxus, no. 19 (Oece 
1968), p. 104; repr. Arrabal, Theatre III, p. 11. 

3fernando Arrabal, La Jardin des delicas in ThiSatra VI (Paris: Bourgoia, 
1969), pp. 63-65, p. B6; and pp. 118-19. 
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had always been the context for Arrabal's writing, but it had been the cultural 

Spain of Goya and Cervantes. After 1967, it was the political Spain of torture 

and repression that emerged. The breaking up of Garcia's set for Les Deux 

80urreaux by the ~edrid police in February 1969 prompted an unequivocal out-

buret from the author: 

Malgre la modastie de mon theatre, cet incident montre Ie caract~re da 
la dictature que subit Ie peuple espagnol. Les organes officiels de la 
dictature ant lance une nouvelle campagne de calamnies contre moi, aans 
me permattre la moindre declaration. La censure et la prison sont les 
seules distinctions que peut donner le gouvernement de Madrid ~ un 
artiste, sans le salir.1 

If his contects with Franco's Spain woke Arrebal up to the inquisi-

toriel neture of contemporary political life, it wes the events of May 1968 

that ehowed him the possible power of freedom. The events of May, with the 

rioters parading in the costumes taken from the Odeon, approximated to an 

unscriptad eph'm~re panigue. Within a year of his imprisonment Arrabal wit-

nessed what he felt wes a physical revolt egainet repression. As a champion 

of freedom the author responded: 

En .&1 168, je suis rentre chez moi pour ecrire aussitSt une pi~ce sur 
les barricedes, LIAurore rouge et noire. Non pas en tite politique. 
Je ne suis pes un homme politique. Je n'ai pas de le~on a donner. Ja 
suis un petit homme aussi libre qu'il Ie peut.2 

It would be inaccurste to assume that the outside world had never 

entered his dramatic universe prior to 1967: Le Labyrinthe presents a critical 

view of the legal system; the consumer society and the modern .arketing prac-

tice of in-built obsolescence are ironically portrayed in the set of ~ 

Ci.etiara des voitures and extolled in La~sl8 catechism invoking "mon frere, 

Ie frigidaire," "mon rr~re Ie thermostat" (VI:31); the whole of Western civili

•• tion baaed on learning and progress is shown to be inferior to the Architect'a 

instinctive co .. end over the natural world. Furthermore, three plays fro. the 

•• rly period have political overtones: Pigue-nigue en c'.pagne (1952), La. peux 

Bourraaux (1956), and Guernica (1959). Thase three plays result fro. Arrabal'. 

own experiance of war and in particular of the Spanish Civil War. The Civil 

1Farnando Arrabal, "Declaration," LIHu.anitl, 20 February 1969, p. 8. 

2Arrabal to P.-L. lIIignon, "Fernando Arrabal," p. 10. 
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War for Arrabal was not primarily a political event but a domestic, emotional 

occurrence which caused the disappearance of his father and his distrust of his 

Rlother. He admitted to Bettina Knapp that "the political civil war was not 

1 
only waged in the battlefield, but in my home and above all in my heart." 

Pigue-nigue en campagne was stimulated not by the events in Koree but by his 

fear of war. Les Deux Bourreeux describes the domestic situation of Arrebal, 

and Guernica was written from a personal viewpoint: "Pour moi, il ne slagit 

pas de IIHistoire, i1 s'egit du quotidien, du mervei11eux et de llhumour dens 

2 Ie quotidien." 

The concept of "Ie quotidien" is central to Arraballs concept of com-

mitted theatre; it is used to criticize both surrealist dream theatre and epic 

political theatre. For Arrabal, dramatic action must have its roots in every-

day experience: 

Je refuserai toujours une pure situation de rave, • • • Je ne pourrsis 
pas placer eur scene une situation que ja ne verrais pas guotidlenne, 
r6aliste. A partir de la, surgissant la folia, la demesura, Ie cauchemar. 
Mais 11 RIa faut cat element premier. 3 

Arrabal's dissatisfaction with Le Couronnement derives in part from ite purely 

oneiric quality. Nevertheless the everyday experience must not ba exemplary 

to the extant that the result is allegorical abstraction. This is the criticism 

he laya at Brecht's door: 

Ce "lest donc pas une boutade, l mes yaux, quand je dis: "je 'als du 
thiAtre r6sliste et clest M. Bertolt Brecht qui fait du th6ltre 
'antastique." Car ce theAtre-cl ne montre pas ce qui est fondamental 
dans la vie d'un homme, CBS moments de d'mesura o~ les instants pesent 
.i lourd.4 

El.ewhere, he calls Brecht a writer of sciance fiction beceuse his characters 
5 

ara ideae, not human beings. 

1 Arrabal to Knapp, "Interview," p. 199. 

2Arrabal to Schlfre., Entretiens, p. 56. 

3 Ibid., pp. 97-98. 
4 
Ibid., p. 115. 

Ssee Lillet, "J8 auia un clown," p. 24. It will be seen that Armand 
Gatti also uea. the concept of "Ie quotidien" to include the dre .. s snd aspira
tiona of the individual. In Gatti's case, however, thess dreams are fashioned 
by the constraints of a defined socia-political situation and so become those 
of an oppres.ed clas.. In Arrabal, the dreams are those of the repressed 
individual and are often those of the author hi.aelf. 
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It is measure of the effect on the author of the events 1967-1969 that 

he describes the action of Les Deux Bourreaux in the following terms: "Comme 

l'a tres bien compris la censure franquiste, cette terre dechiree est l'Espagne. 

Le fanatisme et l'intolerance sont la dictature.,,1 An atypical account in that 

it attributes overt political motives to the composition of a play, it is also 

perhaps an overstatement made in anger after the political violence directed 

against his play. For the politics of the third-period plays will still be 

largely based on the lived experience and not the national event. However, 

the lived experience will include the sufferings and frustrations of his fellow 

man, wherein lies the innovation of the period. 

Arrabal does not assume a defined political stance. This is consistent 

with his denial of any political affiliation throughout his career. In 1965, 

he stated his political independence to Monique Bouyer: 

Je ne m'adresse 8 aucun secteur determine du public ou des lecteurs, et 
je ne crois pas que l'art "puisse etre cOllpris ou ne pas &tre compris" 
selon que l'on appsrtient ~ telle ou telle autre classe sociale, mais 
8elon Ie degre d'interet que l'on porte ~ cette part de la vie •••• 
Je ne peux ecrire sur commande, meme pour defendre l'idee la plus noble. 
Je ne suis ni 8 acheter ni a vendre. 2 

After his releaae Arrabal continued to deny resolutely any political views: 
3 

"Je ne connais rien de la politiqua." He pursues this line throughout his 

dialogues with Schifres describing his work as having "aucune reaonance 
4 

politique immediate." 

Where one must look for Arrabal's commitment is not in the overt etate-

.ent, nor in the spontaneous political act, but in his desire for freedom. 

His freedom is not understood in any direct political sense but rathar at the 

leval of the individual. It is the wish that man should be able to exist with-

out constraints and repression. As such, Arrabal'. outlook is politically 

naiva. Its true origin lies in the instinctual freedom expressed in the 

penique piaysl 

1Arrabal, "Oiclaration," p. 8. 

2Arrabal to Bouyer, "(ntr.tien," p. 52. 

3Arrabal to R. Goffaux, "Arrabal," La Tribune de Geneve, :3 November 1967. 

~Arrabal to Schifr •• , Entr.tiana, p. 45. 
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Je n'sppartiens a parsonna ni a rien. Je eouhaite modestement que regne 
la libertl et que l'injustice n'accable pas les autres. J'aimerais 
pouvoir croire que tout ce que je viens d'exposer est faux, que je me 
suis tro~pl, que ce que j'si vu et lu cet It I en Espagne n'est qu'un 
caucheMsr. 1 

Hie politics are those of opposition to all forms of oppression. Just as the 

panigue Movement was based on the freedom of the individual artist, so Arrabal 

insists on the S8me freedom for social man: "Je na crois qu'a un appltit de 

libertI, su sans pur, loin des dogmes.,,2 Arrabal views this detached inde-

pendence as a position of strength in the fight against oppression. As polit-

ically central, a radicsl humanist, his criticisms, he hopes, will be seen as 

truth untainted by dogma: "Je pensais qu'il fallait que l'Espagna sorta de la 

nuit--la je euis peut-.tre pretentieux--qua le mailleur document c'ltait moi 

qui pburrait l'lcrire. Parce que je suis en dehors de tout parti politique, 
3 

de toute religion." Although Arrabal again reveals his complete ignorance of 

the nature of political power, his depth of feeling and compaesion for his 

'allow .en ara unquestionable: 

Je Me 80uvians des paroles d'un prisonnier, condamnl a quatre ans de 
detention: "Je prl,are qu'on M'arrachs un oeil que ds rester quatre ans 
ici." C'est contre cela que je veux lutter. Ja na vaux pas m'anr8ler 
dans un partie Je na sais vraimsnt pas ce qu'on peut faire pour Mlriter 
quslqua chose de pire que de s'arrachar un oeil •••• Pour mlriter 
d'itre enterre vivant. 4 

His dramatic work is to reflact this new orientation. Neverthelese, it 

ie importsnt to point out the continuity of Arrabal's attitude. His work is 

alwaya directly inspired by experience. In this reapect, the Spanish geol 

doee not differ greatly fro. the sanatorium in which he wrote Le Labyrinthe. 

What ie new is that the plays like La Labyrinthe were written for peraonal 

re.eone, in reaponse to his own suffering; the plays after his iMprieonment 

are written for others or in responae to shared suffaring: 

1rernando Arrabal, "Lettre a propos de Mon procas," Le "ande, 
31 October 1967, p. 5. 

2Arrabal to Schifrea, Entretians, p. 54. 

3rarnando Arrabal, Lettre au General franco (Paris: Union glnlrale 
d'iditiona, 1972), p. 75. 

4Arrabal to Schifras, Entretians, p. 53. 
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Le Labyrinthe ••• est un cauchemar que j'ai vlcu apres une operation. 
Je l'ai trenscrit tel quel sur papier •••• Maintenant J'ai change: 
avec tous les Ivenemants qui sont arrives depuie le mois de mai 1968, 
lea contestations, tout 9a.1 

L'Aurore rouge et noire was composed in response to the events of 

May 1968. The title reflects the euphoric but childish idealism of Arrabal's 

politic.. It expresses the desired but impossible union of the red flag of 

co .. uni •• and the black flag of the anarchists. In its original published 

for. it was dedicated specifically to the freedom-fighters in Spain: "L'auteur-

qui, ici, tient a conserver l'anonymat--dldie cette piece aux etudianta 

iblriques en lutte contre la violence de la dictatura.,,2 This dedication is 

o.itted from the revised edition, but even there Arrabal's alignment with all 

those who oppose dictatorship the world over is made clear: "Dans les paya o~ 

elvit la dictature, j'autorise la reprlsentation de ces pieces par des troupe. 

3 cland •• tines, aans les formalitls dlusage." Et 11s passerent elss IIllnotte. 

aux fleurs treats Arrabal's prison experience directly. However, the motive 

for its creation was not personal but communal: 

Loraque je suis sarti de 1. prison de Carabanchel (pr~s de Madrid), lea 
dltenus .'ont demand a avec beaucoup de dignite de parler d'eux, de 
porter tl.oignage sur les geolee franquistea. C'eat ainsi que surgit 
Et lIs Da.s~rentd,s lIenottes aux fleurs qui n'est pas une piece, maia 
plutSt un cri.4 

A recently published play, Sur Ie fil (performed at Avignon, 1974) 

deale with the problems of another group of outaiders, the Spaniah exilea. 

The play ia constructed around three characters who reflect three different 

attitudes to their situation. an old, quibbling, tight-rope walker, a republican, 

and a radical. The style is strictly controlled unlike the previoua plays, 

al_o.t suggesting Arrsbal's desire to co~unicate the reality of the problem 

without his paraonal intervention. "On dirait qu'il a eu peur d. se lancer, 

1Arrabal to J. Weiner, "Arrabal," rrance-Soir, 30 December 1969. 

2L'Aurora rouge et naira, publiahed anony.ously in La Thlatre, 1969, 
no. 1, p. 11. 

3rernando Arrsbal, L'Aurore rouge et noire in Thlatre VII (PariSI 
Bourgoi., 1969), p. 7 • 

• p..phlet distributed at the Parieian revival of the play at Le Palace, 

l' October 1972. 
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qu'il a voulu se garantir, se prot6ger du vertige, au d'on ne sait quai, en 

1 ajuetant ses themes tres solidement." In 1973, Arrabal announced a play, 

La ~arche royale, to be performed by Le Grand Magic Circus at a fund-raising 

Bvening for the fight against Spanish fascism. A written reaction to an 

incident reported in Le Monde "sur l'imbroglio des luttas dans la dynastie 
2 

espagnole, " La Marche royale constitutes a further departure from introversion. 

Thie overt historical dimension is in the line of the unperformed La Granda 

Revue du XXe siecle. 

Arrabal's theatre wes chenging not only in its subject-matter but also 

in its creative approach. Matthieu Galey implies that the composition of 

Sur le fil was a collaborative effort on the pert of Arrabal and Pierre 

3 Constant. The mere fact that this could be suggested is a consequence of 

Arrabal's escape from the particular. Indeed, he had already taken part in a 

collective venture, Bella ciao. In 1972, this was a novel experiment for the 

author: 

Quelle explrience passionnante que Bella ciaol J'ai Icrit entourl d' .. ie 
qui ant des idles pr6cises sur la po11t1que et sur 1a solution A nos 
miseres. Je n'si eu comme mission que de traduire en images dramatiquea 
les dlbats de taus. • •• et cela depuis pres de trois ans de remieea en 
question incessantes et fructueuses. 4 

Arrabal here has become the secretary to a group author, much in the same way 

aa Gatti was the amanueneis to the inhabitants of the 20th arrondissement for 
5 

the pley Les 13 Solails de la rue Saint-Blaise. In both these plays the 

concern of the author is to bear witness against or for the contemporary world 

tram a point of view that is not solely hia own. 

The opening up of the Arrabalian universe to historical event, the 

mora co .. itted stance of the author, has produced a concomitant change at 

dramatic form. in the later plays. Indeed, the periodical edited by him since 

1~chal Cournot, L. ~onda, 8 August 1974, p. 9. 

2Coletta Godard, Le Monda, 13 April 1973, p. 21. 

3"atthiau Galey, Le. Nouvalles littlrairaa, 12 Auguat 1974, p. 12. 

·fernando Arrabal, Balla ciao: la Querre de milla ana (Paris: Bourgoia, 
1912), p. 8. 

SSee below, pp. 477-78. 
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1968, Le Thlatre, has concentrated on contemporary experimentation in dr .. atic 

procedure.. The first number included article. by Jerome Savary, Ariane 

"nouchkine of La Theatre du Soleil, and Victor Garcia as well a. feature. on 

Latin Alerican popular theatre, the Living Theater and the happenings of John 

Cage, a.n .nd Alexandro Jodoroweky. Later numbers were dedicated to "La 

Conte.tation" (1969, no. 1), to "Le Theatre marginal" (1970, no. 1) and to 

"L •• ~onatr.s revolutionnaires" (1971, no. 1). The periodical carri •• articlas 

on lany of the new developments in theatrical composition and staging •• peci

ally in the area of political theatre. Whether the review had a formative 

.ff.ct on Arrabal'a later writing cannot be a •• essed, but it. cont.nt shows 

that the editor was becoming interested in,or at least aware o~alternativ. 

'or.s of theatre. 

The first form with which Arrabal .xperim.nted i8 the theatre d. 

gulrilla. Guerrilla theatre is characterized by direct, forc.ful stat •• ent. 

on topical issues often presented in a rough, stark manner to a public which 

it hss actively sought out. It is a cultural by-product of subversive political 

activity .. ant to underline the system it i8 attacking. The initial play in 

this form is really a series of four short plays collectively entitled 

L'Aurore rouge et noire. These playlets alternate batween on the one hand, 

8e.ne. of the forlation of a groupuscul. and its first political actiona, and 

on the other situations of oppression against which the r.volution ia fighting. 

The alt.rnating structure is r.minisc.nt of Concert dana un o.uf, and the 

on.iric .equ.nces interpolated into the political debate owe so.ething to the 

panigu. plays. 

In Groupuscul. d. Ion coeur, the first playlet, th.r. i. an alternation 

of political d.bate and sYlbolic rituals of oppression. Through this technique 

1a .xpr •••• d the nec.ssary collusion of art and politic. in the revolution. 

It 1. the ch.ract.r ot L'Enrage who fuse. the •• two r.al •• of action. Initially 

h. i. an out.ider in the group putting forward a viaion of the future couch.d 

1n po.tic flight. of fancy. 



L'ENRAGEI Parfois je reve que je rive ••• et je pense qu'une reine 
de coeur horrible hurle avec un chardon. ~ais en ces jours-ll, 
je sentais que je volais nu et, d'en haut, la Tarre ma semblait 
etre un cul de femme rond et joli. (VII:12D-21) 
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This approach is opposed by those out for immediate political action: "Faisons 

de ls politiqua at non de la possie" (VII:125). However, it is L'Enragl who 

announces the end of repression significantly by reference to another poet, 

Garc!a Lorca (VII:126). At the end of the scene, it is his arguments that win 

the day in the debate on money. A proble. that had previously causad conster-

nation and hesitancy is brushed aside: 

L'ENRAGEI Je propose que nous fa8sons une fete, chacun de nous avec 
l'argent qui lui revient, et cet acte sera le plus bel example qua 
donner a la Revolution. Noue dlboutonnerons notra cerveau aussi 
souvsnt que notre braguette. Nous oublierons tout ce que nous avons 
appri8. Noue commencerons par rever. (VII:131) 

The action of the playlet represents the integration of the poet into the 

vanguard of the revolutionary movement. This, in turn, confirms the progress 

of the revolutionary ideal voiced by a spectstor early on in the action: "Nous 

penaona que l'Imancipation de l'homme sera totale ou ne sera paa" (VII:121). 

This ideal echoes the writings of Herbert Marcuae. Marcuse poaits 

that tha capitalist system maintains itself through the perversion of libidinal 

anargy.1 The ravolution can only become a reality, therefore, if aan liberatea 

thia energy. The revolution needs be erotic as well as econoaic. The arti.t 

ha. a function to perform in the revolution since it is he who can unlock the 

.ubconscioua. In this raapect Arrabal's ideas of theatre and art as liberatora 

of the eubconacioua cen be aesn to pas. into the forefront of revolutionary 

activity. The interpenetration of art and the revolution is articulated by 

the oratorl 

L'ORATEURI La Revolution sa fera .ans •• crifier paraonne. Ca aara notre 
flte panique, notre orgie deaasuree et pure. La polaie a non 
a.ul .. ent aa place dans 1a Revolution maia encore ce11e-ci n'exists 
pas a.ns elle. La libertl d'auteur, la libertl de 1a polaie 'tsnd 
la aienn •• l'inf1ni. (VII:12S) 

Tha aiaad aequencea ahow the repressed libidinal energy at work in the 

1H.rbert Marcuse, Eroa and Civiliaation, a Philoso hical In uir into 
freud (London: Routledga and Kegan Paul, 1956 • Marcu8" thought will ba 
r.'.rred to in .ora datail in the di8cuasion of happening, .e. Chap tar IV, 
p. 250 and p. 275. 
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system, the mouse-wheel carefully supervised by the guard. The final triuaph 

of the couple over the guard looks forward to the triumph of the revolution of 

the total man: "En rlalitl, les rlserves impoales au plaisir excitent la 

plaiair da vi vre sans rlserve" (VII: 121 ). 

Arr.bal's dasire to situate this debate at a communicabla lavel ia 

manitested by the adoption at a slogan style during the political episodes. 

Indeed, the slogans used are those from the walls and banners of the 1968 

evanta the.aelvea: 

Je crois que ceux qui ant le coeur 8 gauche ne doivent paa avoir la 
portefeuilla 1 droite. (VII:121) 

Ex ... ns = ripresBion • servilitl = promotion sociale = sociltl 
hilrarchis'e. (VII:124) 

furthermore, the.stic development is replaced by speed at action. The Bcenae 

are introduced uaing the format of the circus ring-mastar or the traditional 

1 boni.enteur. However, Arrabal does not use this tigure tor gaiety, rather 

he is a sad, undemonstrative figure. Possibly Arrabal is criticizing the 

procadurae at popular theatre which tend toward. aocial coneervatis.; for, the 

opening sequence contains references to the nature of art and the conventional 

po.ition of tha apect.tor. Art has becoma tha lackay of the bourgeoiaie, the 

Orator 

LtORATEUR, d'une voix cat.a: Cette rlunion, sous for.a de pi~cs de thlltra 
• • • a iti eutori.... Las axploitaura noua donnant la parmisaion 
de divulguar nos idles rlvolutionnaires par dee livres ou das spec
tacles, du mo.ant qu'ils an tirant 8UssitSt de l'argsnt. Pour 
assister 1 une rlunion au 1 des spactacles COMma celui-ci, on paie 
pour entrar, ma.a a'ila sa figurant qu'avec cat argant noua fabri
querons d.s bomb •• ou das tracts, puiaqu'ils croiant, eux, que la 
R'volution est impoBBibla. Aux 8pectatsurs da les dltromper. 

(VII :120) 

The spactators .ust not sit passively but act. This idea is scenically 

enacted by the staged uprising ot the spectatorB who scrawl Blogans on the 

walls of the th.atrical spaca. 
it" AlthoughAs staged uprising which does not escape the Orator'. critici .. s 

tne .pectator in the theatre ia exposed to physical involve8ent in the play. 

for the first tim., Arrabal has giv8n datails concarning the position of tha 

1Th• s• t.chniques are usad by both La Thlltra du Soleil snd La Grand 
ftaglc Circu.; ••• Chapt.r V. 
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8pectator; for the first time, Arrabal is concerned with the conditions for 

the com.unication of his work. The theatrical space is treated as an 

environ.ent: 

In fact, Pierre-Alain Jolivet'e production of the play in Bru8sels (1968) 

emph.aized "l'intlgration quasi oblig'e du spectateur A l'Iquipe des comldiens"1 

by breaking down the physical barriers between audience and actor. The action 

was not restricted to the single central area, but exploded along a walkway 

projecting well into the public, among and even above the spectators. The 

photographs demanded by Arrabal were augmented by a whole barrage of filmed 

sequence8 and slidas depicting contemporary events. The audience were 8natched 

fro. pas8ivity by the exploded action and the ruptures of acting style and 

expre8sive means. The individual spectator was put into a,situation in which 

ha could not escape the questions being asked. 

Identical techniques are used during the third playlet, Sous las pavl.. la 

plass. The audience are positioned as the revolutionaries on the barricades 

enveloped by noise and lights as well as by the action; similarly they suffer 

physically in the scenes depicting repression. 

In Taus le8 parfum. d'Arabie, the second playlat, the audience is 

pre.ented with a portrayal of the brutality of dictator8hip, scenes of tendar 

love between a wife and an accused man are contrasted cruelly with the indif-

ference of the authorities to her pleas. Throughout, the inevitable fate of 

the conda.ned .an 1s thrust visually before, or rather over, the audience, 

Ths playlet terminates in • ritualized murder of the condemned man involving 

.ultiple si.ultaneous action. including the burning of incansa and a sacrificial 

1J • Gx., La Oerni~re Haure (Bru ••• ls), 27 Oec •• ber 1968, repro Arrabal, 
Thlatre VII, pp. 109-10. 
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eros •• 

The final playlet, Les rillettes, depends equally for ita effective

ne •• on the use of both horizontal and vertical space in, around, and over the 

spectator. Tha scene depicts rather impressionistic ally the situation of 

gaolad iMmigrants by suspending them in cages from the ceiling all around the 

theatrical spsce. Their helplessness is thus thrust at the audience. 

The unequivocal position assumed by art in the revolution and the usa 

of bold staging techniques implies a directness and assurance that are new in 

Arrabal's theatre. However, the playlets are still pregnant with referances to 

Arrabal's childhood world: Ybar and Maida's love scenes take place on a 

brightly lit beach; "[nterre mss jambss dans le sable!" cries Maida (VII:139). 

Thi. marital relationship is the first to be positive in Arrabal'e theatre. 

It also marks the first appearance of the missing, but much-adored, father 

figure and of the ideal, devoted wife and mother. It ie as though the positive 

co.-itment of the author is being reflected back onto his previous experience. 

Underlining the continuity of Arrabal'. imagination, the dream of the 

i.prisoned Greek exploits episodes from previous playal an exhibitioni.t dance 

for another ia performed by Cavanosa; the reference to the veil of Saint 

Veronica i8 made in Le Ci.etiere des voiture8; the beatiality of Lia and 

Karin's love recalls las Amours impossible8; the image of the fi8h aa a aexual 

aymbol derives directly fro. Bosch's Jardin des dllice.; and the breaking ot 

the egga over each other suggests Malderic's pouring milk over the father in 

ke Grand Clrlmonial,juat as the oil poured over the embracing coupla in the 

initial dre ... aquence of Groupuscule d. mon coeur would app.ar to match the 

action of Jodorowsky's 1966 Iphl.era panigue. 

Tha.. echoes of pravious plays .eem to contradict the new orientation 

ot Arrabal'. work. Indeed, the interpretation of the mimed s.quenc.a i. not 

totally conei.tant with the p08itive politic.l ••••• g.. The atrange cera.ony 

anacted by the two •• ture women and the young .an in count.rpoint to tha 

revolutionary activity during Sous les pavl •• 1. plag8 appear. paradoxical in 

.eaning. Tha action is threafold: initially the young man i. bound and blinded 
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by the women who perform an erotic ceremony around him; he revolts against 

his imprisonment at which time he is fed an ear and the breasts of one of the 

wOMen; finally, he is transported off-stege encased in a giant, traneparent egg 

on the shoulders of the women whose appendagss he is still gluttonously 

engorging. This ceremony has the ingredients of the shorter panigue plays 

(such a8 Strip-tease de la Jalousie) and the violence of an ephemere panigue. 

Could it be a parody of those by the-more mature, committed author? Is the 

final image, accompanied by the marching boots, to be interpreted 8S the con

tain.ent of revolt by the women? Or could the egg be the symbol of liberation 

and integration just as the circular imagery of the panigue plays had 8 positive 

meaning? After all the passage of the sedia gestatoria does put a stop to the 

.arching boots, and the crying of a young girl might represent a rebirth. 

L'Aurore rouge et noire represents the integration of Arrebal'e previous 

stylee inside a new socia-political orientation. His material derive8 frOM 

private obsession and public demonstration. He attempts to give the play a 

broader historical perspective and a more universal validity by relating the 

upheaval of May 1968 to the age-old struggle against opprassion. The ROMan 

wheal of torture and the .edieval cages appear amidst references to the french 

Revolution, the Co.-une, the October Revolution, and the freedom rightera in 

Spain. 

This universalizing is common to both the guerrilla plays. The 

eo.position or Et lIs pas8erent des menottes aux fleurs waa only posaible "~ 

l'aide de livre., de r'cita de documents authentique8" as well a8 to 

"confidences recueillies • la prison de Carabanchel" (VII:9). ~ong the 

authentic dOCUMents was the account of life in a Spanish gaol by Melqueridaz 

Rodriguez Chaos; extracts from his Veinte Anos en la8 c'rcele. ,apaDol" (1968) 

are read over a loudepeaker throughout the performance. Arrabal takes incidents 

fro. the hi8tory of the Civil War and incorporate. them into his plot. Thus, 

the binding and castrating of the priest might portray the treatment of Don 
1 

Alicio La6n Oescalzo reported by Hugh Thomae in The Spanieh Civil War (1961). 

15e• Whitton, "Theatre of fernando Arrabal," pp. 345-48. 
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The character of Tosan beers a resemblance to Julian Grimau, the Spanish 

revolutionary tried and convicted by Frenco for seditious activities. Indead, 

Tosan resembles Grimau even more than his dramatic predecessor, Ybar in L'Aurore 

rouge et noire. During his interrogation, Tosan is assaulted and pushed 

handcuffed from a window; Grimau claimed at his trial that he had been exposed 

to similar violence. 

The play was influenced not only by theae historical references, but 

also by the psychological effects of imprisonment on human beings. Arrabal 

wants these experiences to be considered not as artistic material but aa living 

proof of the perversion of Spanish justice: "Il ne etagit pas dttlart," de 

"thiStre" ma!e il importe de donner avec grande intensittf une idtfe de Is via 

aenla par lea dtftenus dana une prison fssciste avec leurs reves insensl., leura 

visions singuli~res, leurs souvenirs survolttfs par la douleur et par ItesPoir.,,1 

The varied materisl used by Arrsbal was fused around a single realization: 

",t lIs pa8s~rent des menottee aux fleurs est nl du choc que j'ai eu ~ 

apprendre que des hommes 'taient sur la lune. Jtai cherchtf ce que les 

prisonniera qui avaient Ittf mee compagnons pouvaient en penser.,,2 

The dreams and nightmares of the prisoners set the tone of the plsy. 

In theae vieions Arrabal's own preoccupations found room for sxpression and 

produced "un festival de violencee scatologiques et sexuelles d'une eudaca 
3 

d'expression tout a fait rare." This includes fascination with the excretory 

functions and sexual organs, the sadistic Joy of flagellation, the pleasures 

of perverted and hOMosexual acts, as well as the bloody delight of emaeculating 

a priest and ainist"*ing sexually to Jesus Christ. 

Up to thia point, the play ie a more violent vereion of the caapaign 

against oppression and torture begun in LtAurore rouge at noire. Inde.d, the 

L.s Parfuma dtArabia sequence was expanded into a major part of the latar play. 

However, the two playa differ in their treatment of the audience. Et Ila 

1p.-phlet fro. Le Palace, 19 October 1972. 

2Arrabal to P.-L. Mignon, "fernando Arrabal," p. 10. 

3R• "aria, LtHuaanitl. 18 November 1972. 
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pass~rent des menottes aux fleurs was written not purely as a piece-document 

on the condition of Spanish prisoners, but as a means of liberating the spec-

tator from his own privations. The importance of this function was such that 

Arrabal himself put aside his disinterest in staging techniques to direct the 

play_ not only at its creation in Paris, but also at its revivals in London and 

New York and latterly again in Paris. He was involved with the play from its 

composition in 1969 until its Paris ravival in 1972. The extent of this 

involvement contrasts sharply with the spontaneous composition followed by 

i ... diate disinterest of the early period: 

La seule raison pour laquelle je tente catte mise en sc~ne, c'est l'espoir 
d'exparimenter une nouvelle conception du theatre. Ne serait-ce que pour 
permettre aux acteurs d'abord de se libsrer, at par 1& meae d'amener la 
public a le faire. 1 

The spectator becomes the virtual centre of the dramatic action. He 

is the subject of an elaborate initiation into the theatrical evant. Ae 

Arrabal statas in the preliminary stage direction: "La pi~ce cOllmence avant la 

debut da l'action • • 
nt 2 • avant que les spsctateurs prannaJplace." 
h 

Mat st tha 

door of tha theatre, ths spectator is introduced into a darkaned room by the 

master of ceremonies (in 1969 by the author himsalt) who grasps him by tha 

wrists and whispers gently into his ear. from the darkened room he i8 led by 

an actor who ie to strike up aome kind of physical relationship with tha spec-

tatar, "soit en le tirant par la main. soit en le poussant d'une main poele 

sur le derri~re et l'autre sur le cou , ou bien an le transportant sur son doa 

co ... un ana" (VIIs13). If the spectators ars female the actors are instructed 

to guide them lien les e_poignant avec la plus grande snargis" (VII:13). Th. 

author strasses that couples must be separated at the door so that aach spec-

tator should experience this praparation alone without the comfort of any pre-

exiating relationship. The darknass in which this caremony takes place 

.~ha.izes tha isolation; the visual deprivation wipes out previous exparienca, 

1Arrabal to Colatte Godard, "Arrabal aaute la pas," Las Nouvalla. 
littlrairea, 11 Septe.ber 1969, p. 11. 

2rarnando Arrabal, Et Ils pass~rent &as menottaa aux tlaura in 
Thl;tr. VII, p. 11. 
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di80rientates the spectator. New relationships are to be forged in the con-

text of the performance; actors and spectetore will experience the new situa-

tion together, not es two different classes of people but as fellow celebrants. 

Aided by the restricted number of spectators (only one hundred at tha creation) 

this idea is reinforced by the introduction of the actor8 as people bafore 

tha performence and by their actions during the play: "Les acteurs. lorsgu'ils 

ne 'Jouent' pss. se tiendront psrmi le public, les ectrices pourront peut-

Itre appuyer leur tete sur le genou d'un spectateur" (VII:15). The change in 

eaphasi8 with this plsy is now cleer; no longer is it Arrabel himaelf or hi. 

hero who 8uffers a rite de passage, but the spectator himeelf. It is the spec-

tator who ia led into sn inner sanctum where secrets ere to be co .. unicated. 

The theatrical space will be the revelatory space for the spectator, as the 

darkened room has been for Cavanosa and the Spanish gaol for Arrabal. 

Insida the theatrical space proper, the distribution of the spectators 

is iRlportant for the effectivenes8 of exchanga: "Or, pour Itablir le rapport 

antre le reve, l'a.our, d'une part, at d'autre part la rlalitl, il est 

nlcessairs que ls disposition des lieux permette aux spactateurs d'etre mells 

aux co_Idiens; ils auront la possibilitl de se trouuer a l'intlriaur meme du 

1 jeu, _sis rien ne les y forcera." Thus, the acting are88 are to ba disse_ 

inated around and above the public craating an environment. This anvironment 

is to resembla s prison, and the spectators are to suffer the experiences 0' 
impri80nment. At the New York production, the audience was surrounded by 

bars and the spectators supplied with cowls and penitents' hoods to isolate 

them aven mora. Inside the prison, the spectators are subJectad to a variety 

of sensual attacks: eyes are stunned by flashes of light which mark the end ot 

each sequence; different coloured spotlights delineate the different acting 

areaa; the ear8 are etimulated by a mixture of musical styles, harsh whistling 

and vocal di8tortions. Arrabal states hi. aim: "Le. apectataurs, pria dans 

ce tourbillon devront intervenir dans une atmo.ph~re de tenaion extrama. Ja 

1Arrabal to Godard, "Arrabal saute la paa," p. 11. 



1 les pousserai dans un 6tat proche de la folie." 

Although thorough in its attempts to include the spectator in the 

action, the play marks just one significant advance on the techniques of 
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L'Aurore rouge et noire. The innovation lies in the provision of two major 

momenta "destin6s a recevoir une improvisation collective. La dur6e de chacun 

dlpendra da la qualit6 et de l'humeur du public car c'est lui qui, par ses 

2 rlactions, dirigera Ie mouvement.1t Indeed, Arrabal implies that in those 

moments reside the significance and value of the play: "J'attends beaucoup 

des rlactions du public. C'est lui qui fera, en dlfinitive, ma piace. 1t3 

~dway through the play, Amiel halts the action: 

A"IELa Taus las soirs lorsque ce moment arrive, notre groupe improvise. 
(Taus leI acteurs et les actrices 6ga1116s dans la salle diaent l 
~'lreille au spectateur "5i tu veux raconter un passage de ta vie, 
a a-Ie" ou guelgue chose de ce genre. (VII:S7) 

The actors lead theae public confe8sions, but the individual spectator is frae 

to intervene. Collective action ia exploited more fully in the epilogua to 

the play. Those who accept the invitation to stay at the end of the perform-

ance ara first blindfolded and then guided through a ceremony of gentle tactile 

experiences: ItTout doit 3tre fait avec simplicit6 et amour" (VII:104). Aftar 

the initial rubbing, confessions are begun by the actors while the racumbent 

spectators are fed with segments of orange,and caressed. As the spectatore 

become freer in their statements, the actors withdraw. Ultimately tha author 

wishes that the spectators will continue their exchanges unprompted by the 

company (VII:106). 

R. L. farmer considers that the action of the play should ba viewad 

merely as a preparation for "this final etage of ritual happening" to which the 

audience have to be brought "through the maze of ceremonial blasphemies"4 of 

the play. The success of this procedure is unequivocally proclaimed by 

1Arrabal cited by Patrice de Nussac, franca-Soir, 2 Septa.ber 1969. 

2Arrabal cited by fran~oise Varenne, Le figaro, 11 Septembar 1969, p.30. 

3Arrabal cited by Andrl Bercoff, L'Express, 29 Septembar 1969, p. 95. 

4R• L. far.ar, "fernando Arrabal'e Guerrilla Theatre," Yale french 
Studi.e, no. 46 (1971), p. 161. 
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Arrabal's statement at the end of the published text: 

Au moment ou ce livre est publie, Ie spectacle se joue avec succ~a 
et ferveur: tous les soirs, plus de la moitie des spectataurs prannant 
part ~ l'epilogue, suivent une a une les differentes etapaa du 
rituel et suscitant des experiences fascinantas. (VII:106) 

There would sppesr to be few critica, however, who agreed with this optimism. 

When he experienced the play, Eric Shorter observed that only a small number 
1 

of the audience remained behind to take part in the ceremony. for hi. part, 

Matthieu Galey participated in the ceremony but was sceptical about its 

succass: "Tant d'ingenuite confond et nul na s'etonnera que la 'c'rlmonie' 

s. solde par un total fiasco. II faut croire que nous ne 80mme8 pas .Ors 

pour le8 liblrations collectives a l'amlricaine.,,2 

The confessional elements of the play are doo.ed to failure by a 

contradiction between tha methods used and the ends in view. In all his pre-

production interviews, Arrabal stressed the importance of avoiding any for •• 

of constraint that might embarrass the spectator, 

II ne faut pas confondre: nOU8 ne somme. pas Le Living Th4atre. 
Nou. ne provoquons pas Ie public, nous na l'injurions pas, nous ne lui 
i.posons aucune violance. Lors da lli.provisation final a (qui paut 
prolonger Ie spectacle a l'infini), ceux qui ne Bupportent pas ce 
syst~me seront libres de partir. 3 

He was careful to explain to Nicole Zand that he disagreed with the procedure. 

used by such groups as the Living Thaater and the Open Theater: "Ces 

axplriences .. Iricaines ont pour moi l'inconv4nient d'avoir un cSt' .ilitaire, 

avac des disciplines de fer; on arrive a faire des ge.tes, n'i.porta quel 

geate, o~ Ie rave et la tendresse n'ont aucune place.,,4 His play, ha atated, 

wa. to be baaed on tenderness and cooperation, tI~on v4ritable th~e, c'eat le 

tendresae. n5 The participation of the audience in the pertor.ance ahould be 

a frae, not exactad, contribution, a view clearly in accordence with the 

1Eric Shorter, "Plays in Parformance: Arrebal," Or .. e, no. 96 (Spring 
1970), p. 38. 

2ftatthieu Galay, Les Nouvelles littlraires, 2 October 1969, p. 13. 

3Arrabal cited by Varenne, La figaro, 11 Septambar 1969, p. 30. 

4Arrabal cited by Nicola Zand, Le "onde, 28-29 Septambar 1969, p. 19. 

5Arrabal cited by aarcoft, L'Exprass, 29 Septembar 1969, p. 94. 
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principles of freedom that have governed his work since the panigue period. 

Leur participation est souhaitee et non· extorquee. Le public reagira
t-il? Telle est la question essentielle. S'il ne reagit pas Ie spectacle 
ne sera pas estropie, il sera autre chose. Ma pi~ee est axee sur la 
Ii berte, done sur la liberte du speetateur.1 

Confrontation is to be avoided at all costs, and hence the actors are instructed 

to be gentle with the audience, "Jamais, a aucun moment, leur attitude nleat 

aggressive; au contraire, ils sont amour et entratnent les spectateurs a 
l'intlrieur des raves pour que le rave enveloppe la salle entiere.,,2 

There is an evident opposition between these statementa and the stage 

directions. Furthermore, critical reaction in both France and America to the 

acting style and initiation would appear to confirm that Arrabal misjudged the 

willingness to accept the play on his terms. Clive Barnes clearly reacted 

negatively to his treatment by the actors: "You are seized by an usher and led, 

forced to your seat by an usher, as if by a prison guard. I was peremptorily 

moved and told to sit on the floor. I resented it. • • • It makea one wonder 

just who is putting handcuffs on the flowersJ,,3 At the Epee de Bois, Eric 

Shorter felt harassed by the action thet was carried on all sround him: "The 

threat of having actors at your elbow Dr shoulders or feet proved unavoidably 

4 distracting." The harshness of the production techniques appears to irritate 

an audience's sense of justice, producing an anger which prohibits the type of 

gentle confessions aimed at by the author. Indeed, by the end of a performance 

in Novamber 1972, wa were pleased to be able to escape from the battering that 

our d.cency aa well as our sanses hed experienced. 

It is noteworthy that by the time of this revival, Arrabal had supprea.ed 

the partiCipatory moments of the play and had attenuated the initial ceremony. 

The initiation was then no more than an introduction to the represaive nature 

of the Spanish regime through propaganda tracts, artista' impresaions, 

1Arrabal cited by Jean-Jacques Olivier, Combat, 10 September 1969. 

2Arrabal to Godard, "Arrabal saute Ie pas," p. 11. 

3Clive Barnae, The Ti.es, 4 Oeca.ber 1971, p. 7. 
-

4Shorter, "Plays in ParforManca," p. 36. 
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photographs, and cartoons. This alteration in the ultimate aim of the play 

from spectator participation to spectator instruction implies Arrabal'. dia-

satisfaction with the initial format. Questioned by Ronald Hayman about the 

production techniques of the original mise en scane, Arrabal explainedl 

Afterwards, I invited them to tell the story of parts of their lives that 
were particularly bad, particularly unpleasant. And each evening I had 
delirious confessions. It was terrible because in the end they applauded. 
They didn't have the right to applaud because it was too painful.' 

Arrabal was confronted by the inevitable limitations of the theatre. He did 

not want his play to be artistic or theatrical, but a cry of desperation. 

Howevar, the conventions of the theatre are so deeply ingrained that the 

audience treats any performance as entertainment. The experience is dissipeted 

by the almost automatic applause that greets the falling of the curtain. 

Et lIs passarent des menottes aux fleurs remains unsatisfactory aven 

when performed without the ceremonial beginning and ending. The combination 

of Arrabal's sexual and brutal preoccupations and the concern for the lot at 

the Spanish prisoners is unsuccessful. The Parisian critics, inured to the 

scatological content ot Arrabal's drama, praised the new departure into contem-

2 porary politics as a step forward. However, the London critica were dis.p-

pointed that Arrabal should still express so .any of his own obaesaions 1n this 

new and very grave context. Michael Billington conde~ed it as "an indulgent 
3 

sensationalist work" which did not recreate the prieon experience. Irving 

Wardle took Arrabal to task tor not being faithful to his proalse to write of 

his fellow prisoners' eituationa "faced with that demand, a writer has a duty 

to something beyond personal fantaey, and Arrabal has not met it." for him, 

the play wa. no better than L'Architecte et l'Emperaur d'Assyrie, "yet another 
4 

puny, masturbatory dr ...... 

1Arrabal to Ronald Hayman, "fernando Arrabal and ths Hiddsn Deptha,· 
The Ti.e., 12 Janu.ry 1971, p. 9. 

25e• Bertrand Poirot-Oelpech, Le Monde, 8 October 1969, p. 21, and 
Olivier, Combat, 10 S.ptember 1969. 

3Michaal Billington, The Guardi.n, 13 September 1973, p. 12. 

41rving Wardle, The Ti •• a, 13 Sept •• bar 1973, p. 14. 
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Arrabal, according to certain critics, fails to bear adequate testimony 

to the plight of political prisoners. The new orientation of his work both 

thematically and formally is jeopardized by his idiosyncratic imagination. The 

plays still fail to communicate themselves convincingly to a theatre audience. 

The guerrilla form itaelf could be a partial explanation for this continued 

failing. Ruby Cohn outlines the main reservationa about this form in her 

review of the published volume of guerrilla plays: 

As a weapon, guerrilla theater is defensive rather than offensive. 
Instead of harming the establishment, guerrilla plays boost the morale 
of the anti-establishment forces. • • • for all the interplay of actor 1 
and audience, guerrilla theater remains an art form and not a life atyle. 

Arrabal became aware of this last shortcoMing after the disappointing reactiona 

of the audience. for the revival in Paris, he is further guilty of being 

unworried by the general appeal of his play and his production and of accepting 

the approbation of his friends as the supreme justification of the work: "~a 

mise en scane n'a pas une grande importance: Ie moment Ie plus utile pour nous 

tous a ltl celui ou Ie poete Marcos Ana, qui a passl 23 ans de sa vie en 

prison (de 17 a 40 ans) et Angela GriMau (la veuve du militant assassinl), sa 

2 
sont adre.ses • nous au cours d'une rlpetition." Matthieu Galey's following 

obaervation on the composition of the audience suggests that the play wa. 

retreating from the general public to become the property of 8 revolutionary 

llite. This is no aore than an equally li.ited counterpart to the bourgeoia 

control of the conventional theatrel 

Les apactateura, jeunes pour la plupart, ecoutent la piece comma s'ils 
'taient a la messe •••• Toutefois qu'entendent ces jeunes gena, que 
voient-ils dans cette piece? Un scte politique, un requiaitoire; Ie 
reate ne lea interease pss. lIs vont au Palsce comme ila iraient • 
la Mutualite: pour manifester leur opposition a un regi.e honni. 3 

Arrabal's unperformed play, be Cial et la !erde, shares certain of 

theae shortcominga. Although he now disowna the play, it is a homily on the 

1Ruby Cohn, "Arrabal: Theatre de guerilla," french Review, vol. 45, 
no. 1 (October 1971), p. 183. 

2fernando Arrabal, "Tlmoigner dignement," Lea Nouvall •• littlrair •• , 
6-12 November 1972, p. 16. 

3~atthieu Galey, Lea Nouvelles litteraire., 13 Nove.ber 1972, p. 19. 
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alternative life style symbolized by Charles Manson's family. The unhappy 

mixture of gratUitously scatological and erotic passages and statements on 

racial prejudice competes with attempts to subject the audience physically to 

the persecution that is the theme of the play. Arrabal goes as far as to 

suggest locking some of the spectators in cages for the duration of the 

performance: 

At the end of the play, the audience is invited to the same type of ceremony 

that concluded Et Ils passsrent les menottes aux fleurs: 

On couvrira tous caux gui sont couches avec un grand drape le. 
musiciens continueront A ouer et on laissera S8 former des relation. 
s irituellas entre les cou les ar le haeard eans aucune arole 
ni motif rationnel. lX;96 

This play is indelibly marked by Arrabal's experiences in America (where, in 

fact, he wrote Et Ils pass~rent les menottes aux fleurs); its content and 

form follow in the line of productions such as Paradise Now in which the Living 

Theater try to fuse an art form and a life style, to bridge the gap between 

aesthetic and lived experience. 

The nature of the theatrical experience in relation to the political 

reality of society links most of Arrabal's post-1967 work. In 8ella ciao the 

high ideals of the thestre ere expressed almost as a preface to the dramatic 

action in quotations from Valery and Vilar. They stress the role of theatre 

in the for.etion of public conscioueness and the necessity for the great works 

of the theatre to be performed to all citizens so that the whole nation can 

share in its cultural heritage. However, the action of the play undermines 

these principles. it depicts theatre as one of the pillars of a repressive 

Ilitist culture that maintains the majority in a state of subjection I 

CULTUREs Toutes les guerres 
toute. les miaeres 
sont eternelle. 
on ne peut rien y changer. 

1rernando Arrabal, Le Ciel et la _erde in Theatre IX (PariSI Bourgots, 
1912), p. 24. 



Mes ridaaux rouges 
et mes flanflons 
sont des barrieres 
contre la sldition. 

Mes vieux mlnages a trois 
et taus mes quiproquos 
sont 10.000 fois plus droles 
que la revolution. (BC:25) 

Indeed, all writing whether creative or critical is in the pay of an 

all-powerful state. The writer singsl 

ECRIVAIN: Catte mer de que je l'8i.8 
et pour un fauteuil academique 
je nagerais dans la colique 
j'suis scribouillard d'Etat. (BC:29) 
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Arrabal is now claiming that revolution through the theatre is impo8sible, 

that the idea of a guerrilla theatre in the vanguard of the fight against 

repression is nothing short of illusory: 

C'est une belle utopie. J'ai voulu faire un theatre pour qu'il 
80it joul d'une maniere sauvage, dans les rues, sous un chapiteau. 
Mais cela a ete tree difficile car dans Ie plus petit des villages 
il y a dejl des circuits de distribution, et des problemas financiers. 1 

Hand in hand with the financial and commercial worlds that control the produc-

tion go the roles of the passive spectator, the consumer who pays to be enter-

tained, and the actor, the producer who makes the entertainment. The frustra-

tion of operating in this rigid system is expressed by outbursts against the 

conventional theatrical situation. Unable to alter the system, the author 

at least wants to maka its limitations clear to the public. The closing refrain 

of La Gfande Revue du XXe si~cle attecks the passivity of the audience. It ia 

a verbal counterpart to the Living Theater's rush to the front of the atage 

at the end of Antigone or Pater Brook's cast returning the audience's applause 

at the end of the Marat-Sade: 

TOUS: On pourrait vous tenir 
tous ces propos sinceres 
msis co .. e on sait y fairs 
on prefere vous dire: 

--Que vous .tas charmants 
chics et intelligent8 
que catt. ravue batarde 
c'.st de l'art d'avant-gard •• 

1Arrabal to Lillet, "Ja suis un clown," p. 24. 



Clest la meilleure fa~on 
pour que le spectacle tienne 
que vas copains y viennent 
en rangs disciplin's. 

Adieu, adieu, vous tous 
et bonne fin de soir'e 
et pas de reves d'~ueulasses 
sur ~arie Satanas. 

22a 

The.atically, the author's campaign against repression ie continued. 

In Bella ciao, there is 8 passing reference to the tearing out of political 

pri80ners' eyes, the very image that affected Arrabal so deeply during hi. 

own imprisonment. In that play the social criticism is the most far-reaching 

through its questioning of the dualist culture of the oppressors and the 

oppressed in all its fscetsl the arts, journalism, televi.ion, education and 

sport a 

CULTURE, Pour l'alita? 
TOUS, L'hermlti •• e1 (bis) 
CULTURE: Pour 1e peup1e? 
TaUS: La tlll1 ~bie) 
CULTURE: Pour l' lite? 
TaUS: Le bon goOt1 (bis) 
CULTURE, Pour le peuple? 
TaUS, La tiercl, (~) 
CULTUREs Pour l'elite? 
TaUS: L'esthlti •• e1 (bie) 
CULTURE, Pour le peuple? 
TaUSs La .erde' (~) (BC:23) 

The case is argued from the point of view, not of the author, but of the 

oppres.ed classes throughout the world embodied in the roll-call of the haroe. 

and political .ovamante dedicated to the revolution which directly pracade. 

the co .. unal singing of tha Italian revolutionary song, "Bella ciao," at tha 

and of the play. The most overtly political of Arrabal's playe, it again po.e. 

the problem of the validity of revolutionary activity expres.ed in theatrical 

form. rran~ois-RIgis Bastide's reaction to the perfor.ance reaffirm. Arrabal'a 

inability to combat the ayatem: 

On est devant cette utilisation artistiqu. de la ReVOlution, davant catta 
liste de victim •• lae plus celabre. da l'Ordr., devant catta Joia popu
laira ~ chanter le coabat le plus pur, on eat devant tout ia co ... devant 
un beau travail. On .alua, on re.ercie et on .ort. On n'a.t .a.a pas 
fatigue. Ni haureux. Ni courageux. • • • On a conao .. ' cat art conaom.l. 
Tout •• t con.o .. I. C'eat n.vrant. 2 

1rarnando Arrabal, La Granda Ravue dU XXa .i~cll in Thlatre IX, p.180. 

2rran~oia-RIgi. Ba.tid., Le. Nouvell.e litteraire., 13 ~.rch '72, p.2 •• 
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In La Grande Revue du XXe si~cle and Le Ciel et la merde, it is not a 

cla8s but an individual or group who constitutes the threat to order either by 

innocence or by opposition. In both, the troublesome elsment is eliminated by 

the authorities: Ribla, Erasme, Cleaver, Judas, and Grouchenka are shot down; 

~aria Satanas is taken away in the helicopter by the policemen who hava 

observed her every move. Emanou suffars the same fate at the hands of the 

people in Le Cimeti~re des voitures. However, in the later plays, the action 

does not operate on the mythical leval nor inside the author's private universe 

but in the contemporary world. If L'Aurore rouge at noire and Et Ils pasasrant 

des menottes aux fleurs describe repression in terms of the events of May 1968 

and the Spanish political situation, the action of the latest published plays 

is aituated in the history of the counter culture, and the contemporary world. 

They are given a free-flowing geographical and historical perspective lacking 

in his previous work. 

structurally the plays resemble each other by their episodic develop-

mente In 8alla ciao the first tableau is constructed around the crippled 

figure of Culture calling on his attendants to account for their activities, 

the aecond tableau is given its structure by a Speaker commenting on the bull-

fight and the rugby match; the final tableau i8 a seriee of illuatrations 0' 
statemsnts by political figures. The technique 0' using a central figure who 

introduces each action is first seen with the tambourinaire in L'Aurore rouge 

at naira and is continued with Eraame in Le Ciel et la merda. Arrabal adapts 

it to La Granda Ravue du XXe aitcle; Maria Satanas turns the pages of a giant 

picture hiatory of the modern world with each page beginning a new action. 

The picture-book technique gives the play a structure akin to the strip 

cartoon. This approximation to a form of popular culture on the part of tha 

author implies a further progression away from idiosyncraly and toward ganaral 

appaal. Indaad, 8alla ciao is basad on the tschniquas of the music halll 

Balla ciao est une nouvelle tentative de thlatra musical. Avac les 
Moyena spZcifiques du thlatre, elle rlunit dans un ma.a but expressi', d •• 
acteurs, des musiciens et des chanteura jouant ansambla un sclnario~ o~ le 
MU8iqua, le taxte at l'action 8clnique 8e placent aur un .ama plan. 

1Jorga Lavelli in 8alla ciao by Arrabal, p. 87. 
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Furthermore, the images used to convey the political message are derived from 

popular pastimes, the bullfight and the rugby match. At the bullfight it is 

the working class that is the bull just as it is the passive spectator whose 

fortunes are played with by the rugby teams of oppressors. 

In L'Aurore rouge et noire the political debate is articulated either 

through slogans or suggestively through the mimed sequences. In the subsequent 

plays, Arrabal's position is made clear through the Juxtaposition or simulta-

naous staging of two or more actions. A complex example in La Grande Revue 

dy XXe 81Bcle is the tableau, "La Tragedie du Titanic, Freud et le revolution 

sexuelle." Three actions intertwine: the ball on the Titanic the evening in 

1912 that the ship hits the iceberg, Freud and his wife at a party in 1910 

Vienna, and a happening dating from the 1967 period. The continuity of theme 

between these actions is based on the simile used by Arrabal in which man's 

consciousness is compared to an iceberg: four-fifths of both are submerged. 

The iceberg halts the formality of the ball at which point Freud in Vienna 

dedicates his life to psychoanalytic research while the happening exemplifies 

the free forms of art that have resulted from the liberation of the subcon-

scious. Political points are made in the same manner, the rugby game in Bella 

ciao being a notable example: as the teams play with the golden ball, the ......... 

miners at the back of the stage are shown toiling to extract the gold out of 

which the ball is fashioned; thus, the exploitation of the miners by the 

capitalist faction is presented in a single composite stage image. It is ths 

one image that Bastide ssvoured during the whole performanca: 

Pendant ce temps, les ouvriers travaillent, et c'aat l~ un mo.ent 
sonore et visuel extraordinaire. 11 suffit de quelques comldiens, ar.'. 
da couteaux, de marteaux et de barres de fer pour qua le puissant 
raclemant, pour qua le grincemant, la martalement, pour qua le haletament 
du travail en usine soit dresse devant nous, comma jamais, a •• connai.
sanca, il n'a Ite donne. C'est tout simplement formidable, inoubliable • 
• • • C'est l la fois vrai et beau, modeste et excassif.1 

In theme, structure and technique, Arrabal is moving away from the 

hermatically anclosed univarss of his earlier work. The desire to bear 

witness has developed into a desire to communicate his testimony to the public. 

1aastida, Las Nouvelle. litteraires, 13 March 1972, p. 24. 
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To this end, he has adopted the procedures of experimental forma of dramatic 

creation, especially those of collective creation. 

(v) Conclusion 

Arrabal's dramatic work has been treated in three periods, each period 

corr.sponding to a change in the experience of the author. His widening know

to ledge of the world prompted different attitudes to theme as well aS~draaatic 

form. The overall development can be summarized as s move towards more 

positive views of more social themes coupled with more free dramatic technique. 

Tha clauatrophic themes snd structures of the early period give way to the 

ceremony of the panigue period in which Arrabal's theatre assumes the external 

forms of archetypal theatre, ritual. In the latest period, the author 

experiments with exploded stage productions that encompass the audience, or 

with plsys of freer construction in the manner of populer comic etrips. In 

ehort, the author has gone towards his public; he has assumed the role of 

spokeaman for modern man and has become increasingly aware of his duty to 

coamunicate his vision of the human condition. 

Navertheless as this development has taken place, recaption of the 

author's work in performance has remained consistently hostile. Whatever the 

dramatic form employed, the plays are accused of not communicating easily with 

the audience. Arrabal's experience and iMagination are so atrongly idiosyo-

cratic as to be insurmountable obatacles to comprehension by the general public. 

In the early plays, the exceptional childhood experience makes the plays 

unviable dramatically; in the eanigue period the use of ritual form cannot 

overcome the obsessive detail of the author's life; the peraonal treat.ent of 

more universal themes in the latest period invalidates these themea. Indeed, 

the later period supplies instances in which Arrabal's dramatic .ethod clearly 

contrasts with the ends in view. The playa in performance have generally 

failed to concern their audiences. 

In Genetls theatre the audience i. de.pi.ed. He uses the conventions 

Df the theatrical situation to produce a conscioua anti-ritual in which the 

audience is called sharply into que.tion. Genet's anti-rituals are constructed 
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to produce this chasm between stage and auditorium while keeping interest 

alive through fascination. Arrabal's theatre is unconaciously anti-ritual. 

The fascination can only be that of the voyeur observing weird and perverted 

behaviour. In Genet fascination derives from drametic means--costume, action, 

lighting, and mask--whereas the fascination in Arrabal is with the unseemly. 

With the possible exception of Lavelli's production of L'Architecta et 

l'Empereur d'Assyrie, Arrabal's work in performance has suffered from a 

paradoxical situation, a text that is personal treated to public display. 

This type of psradox is inevitable up to the latest period, given Arrabal's 

two-process approach to dra.atic creation. Arrabal considers the text as an 

independent entity. The freedom he gives to the directors works only when 

they almost totally disregard the tsxt itself and produce a performance based 

on a .aod rather than a prescribed action. This procedure is probably best 

ex .. plified by the 'ph'.~re panigue. As a means of creation, it points to 

the process by which the theatre collectives will construct their spectacles 

and performances. However, in the msjority of cases, the director attempts 

to co .. unicate Arrabal's play by staging methods that open up the closed 

universe (Garcia's productions for example). When this is done, the critics 

often re.ark on the unhappy marriage of text and parformance. 

If the technical experimentation is considered independently of it. 

unsuccessful pairing with the texta, Arrabal'a work has intere.t because it 

is repreeentative of the mainatre .. of theatrical experi8entation in modern 

French theatre especially aince 1967. It queations the roles of the author, 

director, actor, and spectator as well a8 examining the nature of the 

theatrical experience iteelf. Clearly, the most radical experiments ware the 

'phlm~ras panigues; certain of their techniquea have been uaed in more struc-

tured piaces. 

The author has become leaa and lee. an artist at work in i.olation. 

The onus of creation has been spread .. ong the directors, actors, and specta

tors. Arrabal has evolved from the solitary figure at work towards a recorder 

of others' experiences. This approach CUlminates in the collective work, 
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Bella ciao; the author was used to shape and structure the thoughts and ideas 

of a group into a dramatic work; the work resulted from a collaborative effort 

over a period of time. Gatti's development followed a similar course to 

Arrabal's in this respect leaving the quasi-surrealist pieces to join in the 

group work at the Institut des Arts de Diffusion, Louvain, where he acts aa a 

coordinator for large scale student works. The same method of interaction 

between members of a group has been adopted by Le Theatre du Soleil with 

Ariane Mnouchkine being the critical eye that gives structure to the actors' 

illprovisations. 

Arrabal's theatre has allowed the directors the freedom to create 

performances almost on stage. In many modern performances, the author has 

beCOMe a director-author working from his direct experience of the stage, for 

example, Roger Planchon. The actor, in turn, has assumed a new position with 

Arrabal's work. In the later plays he is not just the learner of a part but 

an innovatory force. For Bella ciao he was part of the creative team; in a 

parformance of Le Ciel et la merde, he is expected to improvise around tha 

chance happenings of the performance (a legacy from the 'ph8m~re panigue); 

indeed, in Et lIs pass~rent des menottes aux fleurs, the cast have the crucial 

rola of eliciting responses from the audience, responses which were originally 

considerad the meaning of the play. Even in the more conventional situation 

of L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie, the actors' re80urcefulne8s is fully 

extended. In fact, Gabriel Marcel saw this play 8S an example of the trend 

away froll the text towards "la primaut.s absolue ds l'acteur. tt1 Le Grand Magic 

Circus regard this resourcefulnes8 as the basic material of their work. The 

actor does not retreat behind a character but exposes himself to the publiCI 

"11 .. 'e8t arrivl d'envisager un theatre ou l'acteur ne tent. j .. ai8 d8 sa .attra 

dana la peau d'un personnage mais, au contraire, de se placer davant la glac • 

• t de dev.nir 80i-._ ••• "2 Jaan-Claude Drouot attested to the complete lIental 

and physical co .. it.ant that playing Emanau demanded: "Je de vi en. une sorte d. 

1Gabriel ~arcel, Les Nouvelles litteraira., 30 March 1967, p. 13. 

2Arrabal to Schifras, Entratiens, p. 104. 
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Christ a mon insu. Je vis la Passion avec la flagellation ch~re a Arrabal • 

• • • On finira dans la sueur et la rouille. n1 He concluded: "On ne fait pas 

ici appel a l'experience du comedien, mais 8 la sensibilitl de l'homme. 

Excellente occasion de se debarrasser de se8 prejugas.,,2 

The experiments of the Polish director, Jerzy Grotowski, concentrate 

on the physical and psychological preparation of the actor. Equally, the 

happening calls i=rcommitment on the part of the participant. The happening 

differs from Grotowski's work in that the eudience as well as the actors offer 

themselves for this public self-sacrifice. Arrabal views his own theatrs aa 

a locus for just such a public service: liLa public assists a un lvlnement 

religieux •••• On dit que mon theatre est profane et sacrilege, alors qu'!l 

s'agit de ceremonies. La public assiste au spectacle comme a un sacrifice.,,3 

Grotowski's sets, like Arrabal's later ones, included the audience phyaically 

in the action, for example, as fellow diners at faust's feast. Arrabal 

axperimented further in the original production of Et lIs pasaerent dee 

menotte8 aux fleurs by calling for contributions from the audience towards the 

collective ceremony. By altering the conditions of perception of the audience, 

by placing the spectator in an environment, the author is trying to open up 

new pos8ibilitie8 for the relationship between the work and the spectator. 

It is in pracisely this field that the happeners of the mid-1960s were 

exparillenting. 

1Jean-Claude Orouot cited by Jacqueline Cartier, france-Soir, 
12 December 1967. 

20rouot cited by Varenn., Le figaro, 13 December 1967. 

3Arrabal to Goffaux, "Arrabal." 



CHAPTER IV 

HAPPENING AND THE EXPLOSION Of THEATRE 

(i) Towards a Definition of Happening 

The definition and description of any artistic movement poss a 

probleM for the critic in that the appearance of a new genre or manifestation 

can be 8een as a modified continuation of a preceding genre or a reaction to 

an existing movement. Happening constitutes a particularly complex phenomenon 

in this respect since its origins have been variously attributed to a modern 

ra-emergence of the Dada manifestations and surrealist eccentricities, to a 

development of Cubist painting and the technique of collage, to the extension 

of sculpture, action painting and environmental art into the perforMin9 erts, 

or finally to a violent reaction against convention in the arts, and especially 

the concept of art as a consumer product. furthermore, there have been many 

instances of events, either unscripted or unexpected, that have contained 

aleMents of happening before the word was ever used. The Roman circus, the 

.edieval fate de. foua, or even the commedia dell'arte--all relied for their 

affect on spontaneous action. Precursory events of this type are omitted fro. 

the present discussion becauss they were not produced in the spirit of 

happening proper, a spirit deriving not purely from artistic roota but alao 

from the intellectual climate of the contemporary period. An examination of 

this cliMate ia an alternative route by which to arrive at an adequate descrip

tion of the phenomenon. A third and simpler .ethod ia to approach the genre 

from e purely historical angle defining the Movement by date b .. ed on the 

usage of the word itaelf. 

Historically, the first inatance of happening was John Cage'. 1952 

production of a .ixed .edia performance at Black ~ounta1n College (North 

Carolina) which "involved the paintings of Bob Rauachenberg, the dancing of 
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"erce Cunningham, films, slides, phonograph records, radios, the poe tries of 

Charles Olson and M. C. Richards recited from the tops of ladders, and the 

1 
pianism of David Tudor, together with my Julliard lecture." The seating 

arrangement was .imilarly unconventional I "A square composed of four triangle. 

with the apexes of the triangles merging towards the center, but not .eeting. 

The center was a larger spaca that could take .ove.ent, and the aisle8 between 

th ••• four triangles also s~itted of movement. The audience could .ea it.elf. 
2 

The larger part of the action took place outeida of that aquar •• " • • • 

Although this performance was untitled, the practitionere of happening acknow-

ladga it as a formative influence. The use of many different types of art, 

recitation, and recital, the vertical aa well 88 horizontal use of apac., and 

the i.plied freedo. of action around and through the seating area are all 

ela.ents of what w •• l.ter to be callad happaning. i Tha word it.elf apparently 

owe. its conception to an article by Allan Kaprow in a 1959 ie.ue of the 

Anthologist whera ha described: "Something to taka placel a happening."3 It 

was first used in practica by the same author later that year in a perform.nc. 

piece entitled 18 Happening. in 6 Part. (New York, 1959).4 Since 1959, 

happ.ning. hsva continued to be performed and invented reaching a peak of 

cre.tivity in the .id-1960s when a parallel critical intere.t w ••• 1.0 at it. 

height. In france, tha davalopmant and practica of happening is vary .uch 

.n ... hed with the artiatic career of 8 .ingle man, Jaan-Jacquas Lab.l. 

Labal w •• originally a ae.bar of the surr.ali.t group ••• oci.tad with 

Braton'a ba Surr'ali.aa. ~ama .nd later adited his own .urraalist raviaw, 

1John C.ga, Silane. (Ca.bridge, "a ••• 1 ".I.T. Pre •• , 1961), p. x. 

2"ich.al Kirby and Richard Schachner, "An Int.rvi.w with John Cag.," 
Tulane Dr ... Revi.w, vol. 10, no. 2 (Winter 1965), p. 52. C.g.'s cl ••••• in 
contemporary au.ic at Black ~ountain Collega proved to ba a foc.l point for 
young arti.t. who l.tar b.e .. e happener., for ax .. pla, Jack.on M.clow, Georga 
Bracht, Allan Kaprow, Al H.n.en, Dick Higgins. for dat.il. of the.e cl ••••• 
• e. "artin B. Dub.ra.n, Bl.ck "ountaina an Exploration in Community (New YDrka 
Dutton, 1972), pp. 348-58. 

3Allan Kaprow, "The De.iurge," Antholo9i.t, vol. 30, noo 4 (1959), 
pp. 5-16. 

4Allan Kaprow, 18 Happening. in 6 P.rt. in Happ.ninga by "ich •• l Kirby 
(bondon: Sedg.wick and Jackaon, 1965), pp. 53-83. 
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front unique. Lebel moved towards the happening form with an Anti-Proc~8 

moveMent which produced happening-style events in Paris, Venice, and ~ilan in 

1961-62. This type of happening enacted a ritualized funeral involving a 

group of informed collaborators; the public were admitted only in the final 

atagea as the coffin was transported through the streete, and in Venica, onto 

1 the canals. Next he spent a period in America and aesociated with Claes 

01denbur9 and Kaprow in New York, both of whom were very active in happening 

experimentation at that time. Lebel returned to france with renewed inapira-
2 

tion. He created happenings between 1962 and 1967 beginning with ~ 

conjurer l'esprit de catastrophe (Paris) and ending with a production of 

Picaaao'a Le Desir attrape par 18 queue (Ramatuelle, Var).3 The most fervent 

happening activity was grouped around the four festivals ds la Libre Expres.ion 

that Lebel organized between 1964 and 1967. 

In france as in America, howevsr, the emergence of happening had baen 

preceded by developments in the plastic arts. Gaorges Mathieu, the french 

counterpart to Jackson Pollock, had executed an ection painting on a twelve-

foot canvas in the presence of a large audience at ths Theatre Sarah Bernhardt 

ae early as 1956. Yves Klein experimented (until his death in 1962) with tha 

processe• of artistic creation, with the reality of the art object, and with 

the nature of artistic perception. His most famoua public experiment took 

place on 9 March 1960 at the Galerie Internationale d'Art Contemporain: Klein 

directed three nude modela as they rolled in paint and then across a canvas 

1See Jeen-Jecques Lebel, funeral of the Anti-Proc.a in Kaprow, 
Aaae.bl!9a. Environment. and Happenings New York: Harry Abrams, 1966), pp. 228-
32, Alain Jouffroy, "Pour un dlPassellent de l'Anti-Proc.a par lui_ame," Aiti
Proc •• (~lan), no. 3 (June 1961), pp. 2-7; and Jean-Jacque. Lebal, "L'Ant -
proci.," front unique (IUlan), no. 2 (Autumn 1960), pp. 1-4 and pp. 36-39. 

2E• C. Nimmo statea that Lebel took part in Oldenburg's work while in 
New York, aea E. C. Ni .. o, "Catastrophe in Paris," in New Writer. IV, Play. 
and Happaning. (London, Calder and Boyar., 1967), p. 49. Lebal him.elf a~it. 
that ha w •• impres.ed by Oldenburg's happening, The Shadow., in Jean-Jacqua. 
lebal, "Notes sur le. Happenings," Le Thlatre dana le monde, vol. 14, no. 6 
(Nove.bar-Dace.ber 1965), p. 570. 

35ee Ni .. o, "Catastrophe in Paris," pp. 49-53; and Jean-Jacque. Lebal, 
La Happening (Paria' Oanoe1, 1966), pp. 86-87. Pablo Picaaao, le Olsir attraol 
par 1a queue in L'Avant-5c~n8: ThIAtra, no. 500 (August 1972), pp. 1-20. 
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while an orchestra played his composition, "Symphonie monotone"; the impreaaiona 

made by the nude bodies became the art work. This line of research he called 

anthropometries. Later works were created by the scorch and burn marka of 

flam.e (fire paintings) and by the action of weather on exposed canvases 

(co.mogenies). Klein's work shows the preoccupation with art in progres8 and 

the position of the artist as a collaborator with othere or the elemente that 

bec .. e central to the happening aesthetic. 

Historically outlined,the question remaina as to what exactly the 

term happening mean8. Definitions and descriptions abound in the article. and 

review. on happening that proliferated in the mid-1960s. Kaprow'8 "something 

to take place" is aa vague as Salvador Oali's similarly etymological definition I 

"RI.lieer un happening, c'est crGer une situation qui ne peut pae se rlplter 

1 deux fois." Although these evaluations give very little insight into the 

type of performance that ia happening, they do highlight an eeeential element, 

non-repeatability. Not that the script or scenario of a happening i8 u8ed 

only once: Lsbel's Pour conjurer l'eaprit de catsstrophe was repeated in Paris 

(1962) and Boulogne (1963), and Oldenburg's Snapshot. from the City formed 

part of an exhibition of contemporary art which ran for several months at the 

Judson Gallery, New York (1961). Nevertheles., each performance will very 

because of its total dependence on chance elaments, the reactions of an audience 

and performers gathered in a particular place at a particular time. The Juxta-

position of these arbitrary elemants ensures non-repeatability. 

E. T. Kirby is representative of an attempt to de'ine the phenomenon 

by reference to the vocabulary of the theatrical genrel "Happeninga in ef'ect 

were a spontaneous approach to the necessity for a non-representational total 

theatre." 2 Susan Sontag argues conversely from the same pre.ise; for her, 

happening ie the negation of theatre in that it haa no stage, no actors, no 
3 

lenguage, no text, and ultimately no co .. unication. Sontag'. view coincidee 

1Salvador Dali, "Happening," Le Nouvel Ob •• rvateur, 25 "ay 1966, p. 28. 

2E• T. Kirby, ed., Total Theatre (New York. Dutton, 1969), p. xxvi. 

3susan Sontag, Again.t Interpretation and Other Ea.ay. (London. Eyre 
and Spottiawoode, 1967), pp. 263-74. 
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with the almost universal .isconception of happening as a free, formlBsa event 

which, by overcoming inhibitions, promotes uncontrolled self-expresaion a. the 

end in itaelf of the work. This view of happening can only poesibly be applied 

to the French and Europaan for.. in which free imprOVisation of the actor and 

the apectator is a central element. The director, Jorge Lavelli, who explored 

the form at the Bilboquet (Paria) in 1966, outlinea the experi.ent: "Une 

.uite d'i.proviaationa sur un the.e donne, o~ se •• lent d'une mani~re in.olit., 

msis fix'., differenta aoyens d t expression. n1 In this description, however, 

an .. aunt of control over the form is implied; the theme pre-exist. the 

improvi.ationa and the different means of expression are also ordered in a 

precise fashion. Otto Hahn follows a similar line in his .arly ex .. in~tion of 

happening and pop art: "11 s'agit d'une manifestation groupant une trenteine 

d •• pectateura qui, parrois, sont eux-mSmes participants: sur un th~me donne 

.t dan. un cadr. cree de toutes pieces, chacun se lei •• e aller ~ l'improvi8a

tion."2 Hahn introduces here the position of the spectator, another hallaark 

of happ.ning i8 t~e attsmpt to reform the passive observer of traditional 

theatre (in term. of physical activity) into an active participant. 

A •• rican critics approach the problem of dafinition froa the formal 

aapect of happening. Richard Koetelanetz treats happening in a work entitled 

Tbe Theatre of Mixed Means elaborating what he call. "pure happening": "A 

thoroughly discontinuous collags of several .ections" which "insiata upon tha 

3 unfett.rad exploration of space and time." Al Hansen similarly linka happ.ning 

and the experi •• ntation with spac. and ti.e in the work A Priaer of Happaninga 

4 and Tiae/Spaca Art. As for Michael Kirby, he develope a aore detailad de.-

cript!on ba.ed on an ob •• rvation of the most co .. on element. in A •• rican 

1DOainique Nores and Colette Godard, Lavelli (PariSI Bourgois, 
1971). p. 146. 

20tto Hahn, "Pop art et happening," Les Teape Modarnaa, 1ge annla, 
no. 212 (January 1964), p. 1328. 

3Richard Koetelanetz, The Theatre of Mixed Maana (New York: Oial Pr •••• 
1968), p. 8; and pp. 4-5 • 

• Al Han.en, A priaer of Happeninge and Tiae/Space Art (New York: 
Soaetbing Else Press, 1965). 
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happenings: "A performance using a variety of materials (films, dance, readings, 

music, etc.) in a compartmentad structura, and making use of essentially non-

1 matrixad performance, is a Happening." for Kaprow tha characteristic elements 

of happening are the non-discursive use of words with the performance preferably 

in an existing environment (a street, a car park) rather than in a created, 

.tage-centred venue; there should be no single defined time nor epace for thia 

performance which is unrehearsed and uses non-professional actors and whose 

aim is to integrate actors and spectators into a unity and 80 to eliminate 

the concept of the audience altogether. The scope and variety of happenings, 

and indeed the differences of defin!t!on,defeat the french critic, Gilbert 

Tarrab who simply admits: "Ce phenom~ne echappe a toute tentative de definition 

2 .y.tematique." 

By collating all the elements mentioned by the varioue critics and 

co .. entators of happening., a formulation of an overall de.cription of the 

phenomenon is possible. Such a description would reads Happening ia a unique 

pertor.ance in a non-theatrical venue of a form of total, mixed mean., non-

rapre.entational theatre arranged as a collage of events in a compart.ental 

structure which calls for varying degrees of improviaation and activity tram 

tha actor a. w.ll as the spectator and which is not limited to a single .paca 

or ti... This hypothetical description comea very clo.e in spirit to Hanaan'. 

own d.tinition of hia work and of the work of others who practica happ.ning 

in New Yorks 

I would accept aa a concise definition of happ.nings the fact that they 
are theater pi aces in the lIanner of collage and that each action or 
situation or event that occurs within their framework is related in the 
.... way aa each part of an abstract expressionist painting; i.e •••• 
that this paint is doing this at this time at this place. The happening 
is a collage at situations and events occurring OVer a pariod at tim. 
in epaca.3 

Kaprow makes an i.portant addendum in a later atataments the dividing line 

1~icha.l Kirby, "The N.w Theatre," Tulane Drama Review, vol. 10, no. 2 
(Wint.r 1965), p. 29. 

2Gllb.rt Tarrab, "Le Happening: analyae psycho-sociologiqua," Ravua 
d'histoir. du theatr., 20a annIe, no. 1 (January~arch 1968), p. 12. 

3Hanaan, Pri.er, p. 24. 
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between art and life should be kept as fluid as possible.1 It is this 

concept of art's interpenetration with life that affords a first consideration 

of happening in the context of art history. 

(ii) Happening and the Contemporary World 

An essential aspect of happening is the attempt to alter man'. 

perception of the world. Beyond its situation as an artistic phenomenon, it 

strives after a perceptual revolution which would in turn lead to radical 

S 
change~in man's condition. This function of happening is stressed particularly 

in Europe snd sbove all by Jean-Jacques Lebel who defines his own work in 

exactly these terms, 

Ja ne fsis pas du thlatre, je tente des experiences sensorielles. 
Ja cherche a provoquer des mutations fonctionnelles de la perception; 
tous les moyens sont bons pour sortir l'homme de 80n trou, du 
conditionnement et de sa nUllite.2 

With Lebel the happ.ning surpasses the role of aesthetic form in order to 

constitute a mode of consciousness, "une mentalit.s speciale," "un Itat d'esprit 

3 libertsire." The notion of the creative process as a liberation' of repressed 

instincts batrays Lebel's contacts with the surrealist belief in automatic 

writing aa revalation of the subconscious: "Tout evinement per~u at vicu par 

plu.ieurs per.onnes co ... un depassement des limitea du rial et de l'i.aginaira, 

du psychique et du social, pourrait atre qualifie de happening. n4 Wharea. 

automatic writing is generally a solitary experienca, the happening is a 

co..union between a number of people. Lebel empha.izea that happening i8 

fundamentally a subconscious communication between individuala, 

La happening eat la concrltiaation du songe collectif et le vlhicule 
d'una interco .. unication. 5 

15ee Allan Kaprow, "Letter to tha Editor," Le Th.s.tra dans le Monda, 
vol. 15, no. 1 (1966), p. 33 and Kaprow, Assemblase, pp. 188-89. 

2Jean-Jacques Label, "Parler du happening," CitHanor .. a (Villeurbanne) 
no. 10 (1967), p. 11. 

3Lebal, "Notes 8ur les happenings," p. 569. 

4Lebal, Le Happening, p. 29. 

5 Ibid., p. 36. 
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Lebel's view of art as a means of psychic communication relates to a 

central tenet of twentieth-century, avant-qarde theetre and particularly to 

the work of Antonin Artaud: "Nous ne sommes pas des philo8ophes, des 

reconstructeurs. Nous sommes des hommes qui cherchons 8 vibrer et a faire 

vibrer, vibrer en ehoeur.,,2 The comparison of Lebel's theoretical essay, 

Le Happening, and Artaud's plans for the redefinition of the theatre as 

represented in his project Le Thlatre Alfred Jarry provides an interesting 

ax .. ple of thB continuity of thought among French avant-qarde dramatic 

theorists of this century. In the 1928 statement of intent for hia theatre, 

Artaud elucidate. the type of effect at which his productions were to aim: 

Le Thlatre Jerry ne triche pas avec la vie, ne la singe pas, ne 
l'illustre pas, il vise a la continuer, a etre une sorte d'oplration 
lagigue, suJetts a toutes les Ivolutions. C'est en cela qu'il obfit 
l une n'cBssit' spirituelle que le spectataur sent cachle au plus 
profond de lui-.eme. Ce n'est pas le moment de faira un coura de 
magie actuelle ni pratique, mais c'est pourtant bien de magie qu'il 
s'agit.3 

The terminology of lagie is to be found throughout Lebel's essay. For hi' 

theatre and the arts have lost the function of profound communion with the 

world and the transcendental; happening is a means to rediscover these lost 

areas of experience. Art has become just another commodity in the econolic 

eyetel: "11 s'egit de reconqulrir la fonction lagique d~nt l'art a It I chaeel 

par la civilisation technocratique et l'industrialiaation de la cUlture. n4 

Artaud understand. theatre as an action that responds to a deep (therefora 

unconscious) nsed in lan, an action that is revelatory and that givas a fuller 

understanding of life to those who experience it. Lebel ascribe. a parallel 

role to his own work, not just in the domain of "un effort collecti' de 

5 s.crali •• tion, " but in that of a lore individual revelation of ons'. own .el' 

1Ibid., p. 62. 

2Antonin Art.ud, Oeuvres Compl~te. II (Paris: Gallimard, 1961), p. 30. 

3 Ibid., p. 28. 

4Lebel, Le Happening, p. 19. 5 
Ibid., p. 11. 
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hidden in the subconscious: liLa fonction de l'art par rapport a la sociltl 

devient claire: exprimer coate que coats ce qui est cach' derri~re Ie mur.,,1 

Artaud's thsatre would become action; that is, the performance would not be 

an illusion, just an aasthetic reality, but a lived reality, an act that 

would produce a concomitant real action on the part of the audience. In thia 

way, it would break with the conventional theatre which is defined by ita lack 

of action and its total passivity: "A partir du Thlatre Jarry, Ie thlatre ne 

sera plus cette chose ferm'e, enclose dans l'eepace restreint du plateau, mais 

vieera a atre vlritablement un acte, soumis a toutes les sollicitations et a 

toutes les dlformations des circonstances et o~ Ie hasard retrouve sea droits.,,2 

Necessarily, theatre based on this conception differs qualitatively 

fro. the conventional stage. The latter evolves in an atmosphere of rigidity 

and repetition and is based on the concept of the definitive version which 

exists in a stable ideal world beyond the world of contingency and chance. 

Artaud's theatre,on the other hand, is characterized by movement and constant 

change: "Une mise en ec~ne, una piace, saront touJours suJets a caution, a 
rlvision, de telle sorte que lea spectateure venant a plusieurs soirs 

d'intervalle n'aient jamais Is marne spectacle devant les yeux.,,3 The logical 

conclusion of a play in constant metamorphosis must be a play that is not 

repeat.d, and here one returns to Dali's definition of happening and to Lebel'e 

••••• s •• nta "Ni comique, ni tragique, ni abetrait, ni figuratif, il s. 

rlinvente a chaqu. occaeion," and Kaprow's obaervation on the AMerican forma 

"By composing in auch a way thet the unforeseen hae a premium placed upon it, 

4 
no Happening can be reproduced." 

A clear i.plic.tion of this style of theatre is a modification of 

Jouvet's trinitll the author is no longer solely responsible for hi. work, and 

the work itaelf beco.e. dependent on the vagaries of the .ituation including 

1Ibid., p. 15. 

2Artaud, D.C. II, p. 27. 

4Labal, "Note. sur lea happening.," p. 569, and Allan Kaprow, 
"'Happenings' in the New York Scene," Art Naw., vol. 60, no. 3 (".y 1961), 
p. 60. 
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the actor and the spectator. Artaud describes the reformed relationship 

between the actor and the spectator: "Une mise en sc~ne du Theatre Jerry sera 

paSaion~nte comllle un jeu, comme une partie de cartes a laquelle tous lee 
1 

apectateurs participeraient." The spectator is envisioned as taking part in 

the creative act that is the performance and, consequently, he sheds the statua 

of apectator to become a participant. The barrier that exists in the theatre 

between actor and spectator (despite Artaud's theories published some thirty 

years previous) constitutes one of the major targets of the artists of 

happening: 

Le dlpassement preconise par les auteurs de happenings n'est 
qU' .. orcl. 09ja cependant, il met en question la peintura mais aussi 
les hsbitudes de penseI' qu'elle engendre, y co.pris ls frustration du 
apectateur, la deformstion professionnelle du regardeur.2 

Lebel projects the habits of artistic appreciation into a critique of 

the social system; just as the conventional artistic relationship ia ons of 

actor and apectator, so the social system is built on an actor-spectator 

aituation in which the majority is reduced to being mere spectators. Lebel 

feele this basic division into active and passive members of society has to 

be changed in order to create a more equitable social situation. The happening 

is inetruaental in this process becsuse it overcomes this separation in the 

theatrical situation snd msnifests the possibility of change in society at 

large: 

L'art conte.porain a longtemps tatonne et tatonnera encore avant 
de retrouver la fonction msgique qui lui etait jadis naturellement 
aasignl.. Qu'il renouvelle en fin ees techniques, de .ani~re a 
participer effectivement a la transformation du monde. 3 

Artaud eaw his projected theatre as a force in the process of social change 

that he aenaad .. as i_inent; his theatre, he clailled, would appeal to "toua 

ceux • • • qui aentent tout ce qu'il y a de .ena~ant dans l'atlloeph~re de ce 

tellPa , qui veulent parUciper aux Rlvolutions qui se prlparent.,,4 

The interpenetration of art and life ie not a discovery of either 

1Artaud, O.C, II, pp. 27-28. 

2Lebel, Le Happening, pp. 45-46. 

4Artaud, ~ II, pp. 28-29. 

J Ibid., p. 64. 
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Artaud or the happeners. At the level of physical action in direct reply ta 

art, historical precedents date back at least as far as "la bataille d ' 

Hernani"; more recently the Dadaists overtly cultivated this type of active 

response in their audiences. Georges Ribemont-Oessaignes reporte the mechanism 

in connection with the Dada manifestation at the Grand Palaie in february 1920: 

"L'e.e.ntiel Itait atteint. II fallait obtenir l'hostilitl.n1 Similarly, 

Kurt Schwitters on a tour of Holland with Van Doesberg would continually inter-

rupt the performance from the stalls by yapping like a demented dog until the 

audience protested and were on the verge of physically ejecting him. "This 

stratagem never failed in its purpose of arousing the public from ite good-

natured complacency. Everywhere the public played its unsuspecting part in 

2 the proceedings." As distinct from these devices, both Artaud and the 

happeners are striving for a new modus vivendi through art: for Artaud this 

becomes a search for universal oneness, the marriage of the spiritual forces 

in nsture, msn, and the univsrse; for Lebel, it is more a release of the 

rapressed instincts of man in order to restore him to total, integral life. 

Both .ee the prevailing Western conception of culture, civilisation, and indeed 

the universe as an inhibition to the realization of their different questa for 

unity. Consequently both attack language, logic, and single perspective a. 

the pillars of this culture and as instruments in compartmentalizing the 

universe into subject and object, in effecting a fundamental differentiation 

in the world view. The contestation of these basic principles of Western 

culture can be traced back to the revolution in pictorial art produced by the 

Cubist •• 

The fundaaental change that Cubism introduced into art was a new 

concept of space and a resultant rejection of the single perspective that had 

dominated graphic art sincs the Renaissance. In the experi.ental sciences, 

the new awaren •• s of space wae championed by Einstain's theory of relativity. 

1Georges Ribemont-Oes.aignss, O'~l ladis ou au Mauve •• nt Dada 1 
l'e.pace abstrait (Paris: Julliard, 1958 , p. 67. 

2Hans Richter, Dada, Art and Ant1-Art (London, Thames and Hudeon, 

1165), p. 144. 
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After Einstein, the Newtonian concept of space 8S 8 static entity began to lo.e 

ground in favour of the space conception of modern mechanics which states that 

space is relative. The parallel between the Cubists and Einstein in thie 

respect is obvious: 

It [Cubism] views objects relatively: that is, from several points of 
view, no one of which has exclusive authority. And in so dissecting 
objects it sees them simultaneously from all sides •••• It goes around 
and into its objects. 1 

The role of the observer in this new spatial perspective is correa-

pondingly Modified. In traditional, perspective (post-Renaissance) painting 

every eleMent i. related to the unique point of view of the individual 8pec-

tator; the canvas opens out, 8S it were, frOM the vanishing point to be met 

by the eye of the observer: 

eye of ~ 

perceiver 

canvas 

~~--
vanishing 

point 

Th. observer i, drawn into the perfect illusion of the painting; in fact, he 

efface8 hiMself and abdicates his own reality in favour of that of the canvaa. 

It is .ore a que8tion of sslf-efface.ent before, rather than involve.ent in, 

the illusion. The Cubi8t painting does not have the single vanishing point 

of perspective, the 8ubJect i8 exploded over the total area of the canvas. 

The obs.rver consequently never loses his own self-consciousness a. he is 

forced to M.ke successive changes in position in front of the canva., either 

purely a •• tter of .oving his eyes from one part of the painting to another 

or even a need to Move physically in order to gain an alternative perspective. 

Thus, the observer is engaged in a more active rel.tionship with the canva.: 

self-afface.ent beco.e. self-consciousn.ss and an involvement !n the painting. 

1Siegfried Giadion, Space. Ti.e and Architecture. the Growth of a 
New Trsdit 0 , 3rd ed. (C .. bridge, "ass.: Harvard Univereity Pr.ss, 1954 
repr. 1959 , p. 432. 
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In particular, it has become plain that the aesthetic qualities of space 
are not limited to its infinity for sight, as in the gardens of Versailles. 
The essence of space as it is conceived today is its many-sidedness, the 
infinite potentiality for relations within it •••• In order to grasp 
the true nature of space the observer must project himself through it.1 

In addition to the iMplied activity of the observer, movement and 

time are introduced into painting. for example, Marcel Duchamp's Nu descendant 

un escalier (1911) is an attempt to account for the movement of the figura 

down the staircase suggested by freezing s succession of moments in the same 

way a. the cinl camara. In the theatre, movement also became a prime concsrn 

of innovators; Artaud's hieroglyphic figures are attributable to a faacination 

with .ove.ent, and the Bauhaus group experimented enthUsiastically with the 

dynaaic possibilities of the human form. Nevertheless neither Artaud nor the 

Bauhaus, for all their theoretical experimentation, extended the dynamic 

possibilities out frOM the stage and into the auditorium; the performance 

despite all its movement remained in the frame of the stage and the audience 

retained its privileged position, one possibly equivalent to the spectator of 

a pre-Cubist painting with its single perspective. 

To be accurate, the Cubists themselVes did not expand the theory of 

space outside the frame and into the spectator space until the first experi

.ents in collage technique. Only with Picasso's Nature morte 1 la chaiss can4. 

(1912) and Braque's Co.potier et yerre (1912) did the surface of the work 

beco.e i.portant; its irregularity engaged the spectator in a spatial rela-

tion.hip as well as encouraging a tactile experience. Painting pas.ed fro. 

a purely visual art form to a acre widely sensual one. A further consequence 

of ths collage technique was the introduction into art of a whole ho.t of nsw 

.aterials previou.ly excluded from the process of arti.tic creation. 

Apollinaire remarked: "On peut peindre avec ce qu'on voudra, avec de. pipee, 

de. tiMbrea-posta, des cartes posta188 au 1 jouer, de. candllabre., das 

2 .orceaux d. toile cirle, de. faux cols, du pepier paint, des Journeux." 

Allan Kaprow traces the development of happening back through 

1Ibid., pp. 431-32. 

2Guillau •• Apollinaire, Les Peintrea cUbistea{Paris: Hsrmann, 1965), 
p. 67. 
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environ.ant to this very technique of collage: 

The pieces of paper curled up off the canvas, were removed from the 
surfaca to exist on their own, became more solid as they grew into other 
.aterials and, reaching out further into the roo., finally fillad it 
entirely. Suddenly, they were jungles, crowded streets, littered alleys, 
dre .. spaces of science fiction, rooms of madness, and junk-filled 
attics of the .ind ••• 1 

In environment art, the art work encompasses the spectator and his movement 

through the work is another element in artistic creation. Environmental work 

reflects the new conception of relative space more accurately: it does away 

with the fixed point of obaervation; the observer passe. through the work 

which i. only fully realized in the multiple relationships which the observer 

haa with it as h. passes through. In this way, even the concept of the 

spectator/observer is transformed ss he bacomes an integral part of the work. 

The spectator'. journey through the environment places the work in a atate of 

permanent change; the notion of a fixed stable art object begins to disappear. 

The juxtaposition of disparate element. in the visual arts as early ae 

1912 has a counterpart in the collage-performance which the Dadaists introduced 

at the Cabaret Voltaire in 1916. In these performances, poetry, music, song, 

recitations of manifestos and poemes simultanas were intermixed. The po~ •• 

aimultanl ia in itself a collage of noise, combining the human voice with all 

.anner of other screama and whistles. 

Bells, dru.s, cow-bells, blows on the table or on empty boxe., all 
enliven.d the already wild acc.nts of the new poetic language, and 
excited, by purely physical means, an audience which had begun by sitting 
i.passively behind its beer-muge. From thia stste of immobility it was 
rouaed into frenzied involvement with what was going on. 2 

The ai.s of the poa.e simultanl are explained by the suthor, Tristan Tzara, 

in the Dadaist paper called Cabaret Voltaire of 15 May 1916: 

J. voulais rlaliser un po~me basi sur d'autres principes. Qui 
conaistent dans la pos.ibilita que Je donne a chaque Icoutant de lier 
18a aasociationa convenablaa. 11 retient las aliment. caractlriatiques 
pour aa P8rao~itl, les entremale, 188 fragmente, etc.3 

Just •• for the collage and the environment, the po~me aimultanl pr •• ent. a 

work which i. not complete in its.lf but which is completed by the r.lationship 

1Ksprow, A •••• bl.g •• p. 165. 2 Richter, Dada, p. 19. 

3Tristan Tzara cited by Richter, ~, p. 30. 
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between the work and the observer/listener. The happening involves a eimilar 

collage of activities inside the environment set; the artistic form is likewise 

relative in that each individual will experience these activities and the 

total happening in a different way as he moves around the environment. The 

legacy of Dada and collage is evident in the writings of the happeners; Kaprow 

describee the •• thod of creation of a happening as "the collage-assemblage 

method of juxtaposing events,,,1 and Al Hansen openly acknowledges the impor-

tance of these early experiments in mixed media production: 

The idea that seems to come from futurism, Dadaism, even Surrealism, 
is that of the art work enclosing the observer, of art work that overlaps 
and interpenetrates different art forms. This focuses on the happening 
in the way that these performances engulf the spectator.2 

Apollinaire referred to the use of everyday objects in the work of 

art by the Cubists. Dada expands this practice and destroys the whole concept 

of the art work by exhibiting the object without any tranamutation into an 

artistic form; the ready-made serVBS as the antithesis of the aesthetic object. 

Happening takes up the everyday object once more either incorporating it into 

an environment for a work or, conversely, using it in its customary situation 

as a found environment. Taking the existing environment aa the basis and 

inspiration of an art work is a technique of even primitive artists, the cava" 

dwellers in their rock etchings: 

When the world was looked upon 8S an ineeparable whole, rocks were looked 
upon with different eyee than ours. The animals that primeval man 
engraved or painted were, for him, already living in the rock. It ie a 
fact that the natural traces of forms in the rock inspired paleolithic 
man to create from a fragment the eo-to-speek innate form of an animal 
or a hu.an figure. 3 

A clear example ia the biaon at La Mouthe (Dordogne) where the outline of tha 

back and to some extent the head has followed the natural rock. Artaud 

observed a .imilar practice among the Tarahumara Indians of Mexico. 

Significant for Artaud was the organic interpenetration in this culture of art, 

11fe and religion. Primeval art shows a total lack of direction with anlmals 

1Kaprow, Asse.blage, p. 185. 2 Hansen, Primer, p. 6. 

3Si8gfried Giedion, The Eternal Prssent, vol. 1: The Be9innln9 of Art 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1962), pp. 20-22. 
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drawn upside down or back to back, as well as a lack of relief implied in the 

dislocation and juxtaposition of flat surfaces. These characteristics point 

to the basic unity and wholeness that reigned in the world of primeval man. 

Even time was an eternal present as Siegfried Giedion's title states. The 

inanimate and the animate, the animate and the spiritual--all ware fused into 

a unified whole. Ancient man was totally integrated with his environment: 

Undoubtedly prehistoric art is without a frame. It has absolute freedoM 
of direction. • • • The space conception of primeval art is perhaps the 
Most revealing trait of the conception of oneness of the world: a world 
of unbroken interrelation where everything is in association, where the 
sacred is inseparable from the profane. 1 

It is to this vision of unalienated man seen in primeval art that 

Leb.l refers when he compares happening and "l'art des sauvages et des fous.,,2 

The oneness of the artistic vision was broken by perspective as the integrated 

universe was ended by logic; the bison drawn using the natural protuberances 

of the rock was at one and the same time a real SUbstance in a real space and 

an image in a total picture. Perspective destroys thie duality 8S Kaprow 

.xplains: 

When next a horizon line was drawn under a cow, the separation of 
image from environment occurred like s logical thunderbolt. • • • 
Painting had become sy.bol rather than power, i.e., something which 
stood for experience rathe~ctin9 directly upon it.3 

The aim of happening is to reintegrate art into life so that direct communion 

of .an and the environment can be re-established. This process explains the 

attention paid to the performance space by happeners and other avant-garde 

draMatic artists and the importance the space has in the creative process. 

Kaprow'a Courtyard (New York, 1962) as well as Oldenburg's ~oviehous. (Dallas, 

1965) were preceded by examinations of the suggested venUes to evaluate the 

potentialities of the space. Al Hansen expresses his thoughts: "It seeMS to 

•• the happening is more successful when the perform.rs and my.alf have co •• 

to terms with the environment; the time/space plac., accapting tha limitation. 

4 of what i8 available and working with them." Richard Schachner and hi. 

1Ibid., p. 6. 2Labal, Le Happening. p. 18. 

3Kaprow, A •••• bl!9., p. 156. 4Hanean, Pri.ar. p. 22. 
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Parformance Group arrive at a like conclusion concerning the role of space 

in creation: "Articuler un espace cela signifie: laisser un espace dire ce 

qu'il a a dire. C'est-a-dire regarder cet espace, l'explorer, non comma un 

moyen d'y faire ce qu'on voudrait y faire, mais pour y faire ce qulil vous 

incite a faire. n1 Part of the space is the objects found in the space; the 

everyday object in the happening is regarded in a similar light as the total 

environment as Kaprow observes: 

In making a Happening, it is better to approach composition without 
borrowed form theories, and instead to let the form emerge from what 
the materials can do. • •• In this way a whole body of nonintellectualized, 
nonculturized experience is open to the artist and he is free to use his 
mind anew in connecting things he did not consider before.2 

The art work arises out of the space and the materials present in a mannsr 

akin to the primeval man's cave drawings. 

The similarity between the primeval age and our own lies in the concept 

of space and the interrelation of all things in space. Primitive man'e spaca 

was non-directional and everything, animate and inanimata alike, was equally 

infusad with a soul, thus enabling a rock to become a bison. for modern man, 

the Renaissance idea of static space and single perspective is eclipsed by 

the notion of relative space and of the non-causal interrelation of the 

univarse through the erratic flow of particles, ideas first conceptualizsd by 

th8 philosopher A. N. Whitehead in the 1920s. Happening can be S8en as that 

davelopment in theatre which corresponds to this view of the univers8 and so 

can be considered as a product of a particular intellectual climate. 

The evolution in the experimental sciances and the space conception of 

quantum theory have not been peralleled by a corresponding modification of 

western man's world view; for example, man continues to think in terms of cau.a 

and effect and subject-predicate logic. Whitehead tried to evolve a system in 

which the naw advances of scientific knowledge could be reconciled with 

e.pirical observation of the worlds 

1Richard Schachner, "Propos sur le theatre de l'environnement," 
Travail theitral, no. 9 (October-December 1972), p. 83, n. 2. 

2Kaprow, Ass.mblage, p. 202. 
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The false idea which we have to get rid of is that of nature as a mere 
aggregate of independent entities, each capable of isolation. • • • 

The explanation of nature which I urge as an alternative ideal to 
this accidental view of nature, is that nothing in nature could be what 
it i8 except as an ingredient in nature as it is •••• The isolation of 
an entity in thought, when we think of it as a bare "it," has no 
counterpart in any corresponding isolation in nature. Such isolation 
is merely part of the procedure of intellectual knowledge. 1 

In place of the subject-predicate system of logic in which a causal relation-

8hip is established, Whitehead aubstitutes the concept of the actual entity, 

"drops of experience, complex and interdependent."2 This concept embraces 

both the subject and predicate, or subject-object, and by so doing overcomes 

the division between them as a critic notes: "Within this small slab of apace 

and time we find united subject and object, percipient and perceiveo--all 

oppo8ites and irreconcilables that have been the despair of metaphysics."3 

The actual entity is not perceived by a privileged mind but rather prehended. 

Prehension, for Whitehead, is the process by which the object becomes part of 

the 8ubJect before it is even identified as an object' "A prehension is not so 

much a relation as a relating. 1t4 The philosophy Whitehead proposes is a 

philosophy of organism bringing him closer to certain strains of oriental 

thought than to traditional western thought: "One side makes process ultimate; 

5 
the other sids _akes fact ultimate." 

Whitehead's philosophic system could read as an apology for the 

happening before the facti just as the actual entity encompasses both eubject 

and objact substituting aa the basic element of the system, process, a relating 

between subject and object, so the happening is an art form which defines 

it.elf as a reI sting between the observer and itself and as a disappearing of 

the observer as he helps to fashion the art work. In addition, the movem.nt 

1Alfrad N. Whiteheed, The Concept of Nature (Cambridge; C .. bridge 
University Pres., 1920), p. 141; and p. 142. 

2Alfred N. Whitehead, Process and Reality (Cambridg.: Cambridge 
University Pre.s, 1929), p. 25. 

3Martln Jordan, New Shapes of Reality (Londona Allen and Unwin, 1968), 
p. 20. 

4vlctor Lowe, Understanding Whitshead (aaltimora: Johns Hopkin. Pre •• , 
1966), p. 39. 

5Whitahead, Proce •• and Reality, p. 9 0 
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of people through and around the work implies a process of creetion that is 

in a continual state of becoming. Kaprow affirms that it is the concept of 

"reality understood as constant metamorphosis" that lies at the "root of our 
1 

present innovations." 

By this argument, happening results from a changing conception of the 

structure of the universe as envisaged in a philosophical vision. It can also 

be maintained that happening derives from a revolution in our modes of co .. un-

ication. Like Whitehead, Marshall McLuhan opposes the Western system of 

thought and perception based as it is an subject-predicate logic and causal 

associations. McLuhan argues that this system became firmly established as 

the result of printing and the spread of literacy after the invention of the 

press. The practice of sentence construction produced in Weatern man linear 

consciousness; at the same time, the practice of reading in straight horizontal 

lines caused a single perspective style of perception. He posits that this 

mode of consciousness and perception has been rendered obsolete by the advances 

in communication systems and the revolution effected by the advent of elec

tronic media; the alphabet has been super~eded by visual images: 

Neither Hume nor Kant, • • • detected the hidden cause of our Western 
bias toward sequence aa "logic" in the all-pervasive technology of the 
alphabet. Today in the electric age we feel as free to invent nonlineal 
logics as we do to make non-Euclidean geometries. 2 

In happening, as in Artaud, is demonstrated this aversion for the grammatical 

sentence and a predilection for visual impact. 

Electronic media have demoted the word from the central position in 

co.munication, and by so doing, have brought about a correletive abandonment 

0' the concept of a single perspective. In the modern world, man is bombarded 

simultaneously with information from all sides eo that information is no 

longer compartmentalized into neat topics. The concept of space that relatea 

to this eituation is not the organized space of the single printed line but 

rather "acoustic epace", 

1Kaprow, Assemblaae, p. 169. 

2~ershall ~luh.n, Understanding Media: the Extenaions of Man, 2nd ed. 
(Naw York' Signet Books, 1964 repr. 1966), p. 88. 



There are no lines or directions in acoustic space, but rather a 
simultaneous field. It is non-Euclidean. And the newspaper in 
setting up a dozen book pages on one page waa already a big step 
towards this sort of cultural simultaneity and non-lineality.1 
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This notion of time/space returns man to "the multidimensional space orienta

tion of the 'primitive.,"2 The Cubist artists prefigured the impact of the 

advancing electronic technology; as McLuhan acknowledges, they freed art from 

the "straitjaCket,,3 of lineal development. The trend in visual perception in 

the electronic era is the "transition from lineal connectiona to configura-

4 tions." Here the idea of space of the primitive re-emerges as he, too, had 

no concept of direction but rather perceived interconnected patterns. 

Happening parallels this trend: it employs a total use of apace, enveloping 

the spectator; its structure involves series of simultaneoua actions that 

surround the spectator who is assailed by sensual stimuli fro. all directional 

events are Juxtaposed without causal links, and the composition of the events 

into a whole takes place in the eye of the observer as Oldenburg indicates: 

"It'a characteristic of all my pieces to want to put the responsibility on 

5 
the individual eye." 

Electronic media also alter the basic aim of co .. unication. Previously 

the instrument of communication was purely a means by which a .essage or piece 

of information was transmitted from one point to another, from one individual 

to another. McLuhan argues that in the present situation tha means of co.-

.unication ~ the message to be communicated; in other words, the means ia not 

neutral but informs the message. The corollary of this aituation is an 

intereat in effect rather than meaningl "Concern with aff_ct rather than 

•• aning is a ba.ic chenge of our electric time, for effect involves the total 
6 

8ituation, and not a single level of information movement." In happening the 

1Marshall McLuhan, Counterblast (London: Rapp & Whiting, 1969), p. 83. 

2Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore, The Medium is the Masaag_ (London: 
Allen lane Penguin Pra8a, 1967), p. 56. 

3Mcluhan, Underatanding Media, p. 62. 
4 Ibid., p. 27. 

501denburg to Kostelanetz, Theatre of Mixed Meana, pp. 152-53. 

6Mcluhan, Understanding Media, p. 39. 
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.eaning of the work equals the effect it has on the spectator-participant. 

The consequences of the rediscovery of lIacoustic space" are seen by 

McLuhan to lead away fro~ the co~partmentalization of experience in favour of 

interrelation, also cited as an aim of happening by Hansen: "I think of 

happenings as an art of our time. In happenings I am involved with communice-

tion and education. Schooling is so old fashioned that individuals get 

cra.ed into a compartmentalized egg crate epproach to life.,,1 "Acoustic 

apace" also makes for the involvement of the observer in the environment by 

the concentration of information media, just as primitive man felt involved 

in his universe to the point of faeling attacked on all sides. The abandonment 

of logic and the alphabet frees man to react once more I 

Oral cultures act and react at the same time. Phonetic culture endows 
men with the means of repressing their feelings and emotions when 
engaged in action. To act without reacting, without involvement, i8 
the peculiar advantage of Western literate man. 2 

In the happening the spectator becomes an active element by reacting to the 

atimuli, and this reaction usually takea the form of a physical action rather 

than a grammatical sentence. 

A final point of comparison of happening and McLuhan's information 

theory is the overall idea of the environment. The happeners attribute a 

great deal of importance to the environment for the happening: Lebel calla it 

"l'lllment assentiel du happening"; Kaprow sees the environment and happening 

aa .. anifestations of a single impulse "whose principle is extansion.,,3 The 

choice of terminology is interesting in that McLuhan regards the electronic 

.edi- aa "the extensions of man," the aubtitle of Understanding Pledia. for 

PlcLuhan, the electronic media extend the central nervous system beyond the 

body and into the universe, in the same way as in the previous technology the 

whe.l extended the foot. By a parallel argument, the environment and the 

happening extend the repressed instincts and desiras of the participant into 

action. In this manner, Lebel's desire to expreas the hidden part of man'. 

payche would aeem to be realized. However, tha environ .. ant also haa a control 

2 
McLuhan, Understanding Pledia, p.ll. 

3Lebal, La Happening, p. 63; and Kaprow, As.e.blage, p. 184. 
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over the theme: "Environments are not passive wrappings, but are, rather, 

active processes which are invisiblee ll1 The environment in happening controls 

the individual by conditioning him to react in a certain way; often the spec-

t.tor only becomes a participant in as much as he reacts to a stimUlUS: 

"Marc '0 d'un cot&, Lebel d'un autre, bouleversent de fond en comble notre 

syst~.e de perception: ncus ne savons plus, avec Ges derniers, ou donnsr del 

yeux, nous som.es sollicit&., harcel&a, tourment&., comme talonnl. partout, 

nos nerfs sont mis ~ rude Ipreuve, nos sens sont aiguilonnl. sans rlpit, notre 

sy.tame perceptif habituel s'lcroulee,,2 The spectator-participant reacts only 

to that which is thsre; the possibility to pass beyond the situation i8 

reduced. Similarly, McLuhsn's extensions of man lead to "the total involve

.ent in all-inclusive nownesse"3 The point to be made is that the extensions 

of .an, electronically or environmentally, in encouraging s development of 

.an also imply a restriction of his freedom which is intimately bound up with 

the ability to imagine alternstives and hence to entertain non-exiat'nt notiona. 

Interpretad in this ssnner, happening repre.ents an art form that 

reflects the social theory of reification. The procesa by which value is 

converted into economic worth, reification, ultimately reduces life to 

exchsnges of objectse As a consequence, objects become the most essential 

ele.ents in life. Man is s.crificed to the production of the.e objects and 

ia himaelf reduced to an object by the means of mass production in which ha 

ie a. repl.ceable ss any other part of the machinery. Lucien Goldmann a.se •••• 

tha effect of this process on the human psyche, "La conscience tend en affet 

a devenir un aimpla reflet, ~ perdre toute fonction active au fur et a .e.ure 

que 1e processus de Is rlification, conslquence inlvitable d'une Icono.ia 

.arch.nde, .'Itand et plnatre de ltintlrieur tou. les aecteur. non Iconomique. 

de Is penala et de l'affactivitl."4 As s simpla reflet, consciousn ••• losea 

it. ability to go beyond that which exists and to imagine that which does not. 

1~Luhan and Fiora, Medium i. the Maa •• ge, p. 68. 

2Tarrab, "La H.ppening," p. 33. 3McLuhan, Counterbl.st, p. 27. 

4Lucien Gala-ann! "La Rlification," Lea Teaps Moderna., 14e annl., 
156-157 (February 1959), p. 1436. noe. 
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The happening in as much as it allows only immediate reaction to a stimulus 

can be regarded as an artistic manifestation of this reduction of man's 

consciouaness. Nevertheless, the practitioners of happening, and especially 

Lebel, attack vehemently just this process of reification in contemporary 

aociety. The paradox is apparent: the theory of happening is betrayed by the 

practice; the effect of the means employed runs contrary to the initial 

purpose for their use. 

Lebel's arguments against the reified society centre •• O?,nd the 

question of msn's alienation inside a society of objects and his incapacity 

to act. Goldmann analyses this situation and attributes it to the prevailing 

economic system: "C'est ainsi que dans ce domaine fondamental de la vie 

humaine qu'eet la vie economique, l"conomie marchande masque le caract~r8 

hietorique et humain de la vie sociele transformant l'homme en elament passif, 

8n spectateur d'un drame qui se renouvelle continuellement et dana lequel lea 
1 

seuls ellments reellement sctifs sont 1es choses inertes." The happening, 

states Lebel, "de tous les langages a notre disposition est Ie moins alienant," 

the reason being that the traditional roles in theatre and, indeed, in society 

are not respected: "11 n'y a plus de sens unique comme au theatre ou au musee, 

plus de fauvea derriere lea barreaux comme au zoo. II faut aortir de la 

condition de spectateur ~ laquel1e la culture ou la politique noue ont 

habituea.,,2 The traditional situation in the theatre is described by Jouvat: 

"L'acteur n'animnt 80n personnage qu'afin de permettre au public de se donner 

3 l'''e d'un voyeur." The happening, by allowing man to have an active role, 

counters thie enforced paseivity. The spectateur 1s freed to re-integrata 

him.elf into the action and the environment. 

The happeners will never be able to eradicate completely the difference 

l. 
1Goldllann,"La R;'fication," p. 1447. 

2Lebel, Le Happening, p. 45; and p. 77. It ia intereating to obaerve 
that the modern concept of the zoo typified by the eafari park involvee a 
revar.al of rolea. The spectators are locked in their cars while the animala 
roam free and observe the •• 

3Jouvet, Rlrlaxions du co_Idien, p. 13. 
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in the roles of the spectator-participant and the actor or organizer-partici-

pant. The latter will always have prior knowledge of the happening which is 

not available to the former which remains the esse even when the datails of 

the happening are communicated to the participants before the event. Where 

the happening does differ in kind from conventional theatre ia in its accept-

ance of the unforeseen action of the spectator as part of the work. The 

problem that then arises is that of the nature of the environment in which 

the apectator finds himself and whether the ensuing identification and re-

integration releases man from the reified universe of objects. The environ-

.ents of happenings are composed of everyday articles and merchandise including 

televisions, washing-machines and other elements of the machine society. It 

can be argued, as does Herbert Marcuse, that this type of confrontation of 

.an with the objects of his own environment does not lead to a revelation 

about the nature of that environment but rather to its confirmation; for, 

"the people recognize themselves in their commoditiea" and "the subject which 

is alienated is swallowed up by its alienated existencee,,1 Secondly, a study 

of the treatment of people in happening (both actor and spectator) raveals a 

large degree of functionalism which might act to deny human inventiveneas and 

reduce the human being to the status of an object among objects. On both 

of these levels it is possible to consider happening as a product of reified 

aociety rather than its contradiction. 

from this point of view, happening can be compared with the nouveau 

roman and especially the work of Alain Robbe-Grillet. Purely hiatorically it 

is 8ignificant that Cage's early mixed media production and Robbe-Grillet's 

first novel, Les Goame8, are only separated by a matter of .anth.. Jean 

Bloch-Michel summarizes the contents of the new novel: "11 y a d'abord laa 

objets, ce mot Itant pris dans son sena le plus large, tout 'tent objet pour 

la suJet qui parle, y co.pria lea stres humeina, et ceux-ci au .sme titre qua 

1Harbert ~arcuse, One Dimensional ~anl Studiea in the Ideology of 
Advanced Industrial Society (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1964), p. 9, 
and p. 11. 
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1 las choses." This aspect of the form of the novel has been interpreted by 

Goldmann a8 ample proof of the procesa of reification and its infiltration 

into the mind of the creative artist, "Sur le plan littlraire, la transformation 

eaaantielle porte en tout premier lieu ••• sur l'unitl structurale 

personnage-objets, modi file dans le sens d'une disparition plus ou moine 

radicala du personnage et d'un renforcement corrllatif non mains considlrable 

2 da l' autonollie des ob hats." The omnipresence of the object in Robbe-Grillet 

parallels the position of the object in the happening and, indeed, refer. back 

once .ore to our initial comparison with Cubiem. For the techniques employad 

by Robbe-Grillat compare with the pictorial techniques of Cubist painting. 

For ex .. ple, the use of the present indicstive in the novel and the method 

by which the object is described from several pointa of view "sillultaneously" 

is equivalent to the break-up of the object into surfaces and the resultant 

impression of simultaneity of Cubist painting. The novel as well as tha 

hsppening abandons the notion of story line or intrigue as a principle of 

organization just a8 Cubist painting abandons perspective. The treatment of 

the hu.an for. ahows common traits. People in Robbe-Grillet's novals are 

depersonalizad in one of two ways: either thay appear and disappear 80 rapidly 

that they are only preeent aa an ill-defined retinal imaga (for example, "le 

ga.in" in Dana le labyrinthe) or they are fixed in artificial rigidity: "Elle 

pivota sur se8 talons, co .. e une marionette, puia alla rapporter la bouteille 

derri~r. le comptoir, ayant aussitSt retrouvl son allure lente et fragile de 

3 
pouple articulI •• " Both these methods occur in the happening: Kaprow's 

Spring Happening (New York, 1960) presented shadowy figures fleeting past the 
4 

eye and "human" boxes moving eerily about. Cubist painting provides parallel 

examples in OUchamp's Nu descendant l'escalier: 2 (1912) and the robot-like 

1Jean Bloch-Michel, Le Prlsent ds l'indic.ti', Id. revue et aug •• ntle 
(Paris, Galli.srd, 1973), p. 20. 

p. 187. 

2Lucisn Goldmann, Pour une sociologie du roman (Paria: Galli •• rd, 1964), 

3Alain Robbe-Grillet, Le Voyeur (Paris: Minuit, 1955), p. 64. 

4A1lan Kaprow, Spring Happening in Happenings by kirby, pp. 92-104. 
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i •• ges 1n L~ger's L'Escalier (1913). Finally there is an emphasis on the 

activity demanded of the individual spectator: the Cubist painting forces the 

spectator to refocus continually; the happening involves the spectator in 

movement,and stresses the uniqueness of each individual's experience; 

similarly Robbe-Grillet sees the new novel asking a more creative effort from 

the reader. HC. qu'il ~'auteurJ lui [au lecteurJ demande, ce n'est plu8 de 

recevoir tout fait un monde achev', plein, clos aur lui-meme, c'est au 
~ , L 

contraire~participer a une cr.ation, d'1nventer l son tour l'oeuvra--et le 

monda--et d'apprendre ainsi ~ inventer S8 propre vie. H1 

The need to create an art form that corresponds to the post-Einstein 

conception of space and to the so-called post-literate perception of •• n in 

a reified society precipitated the appearance of happening. It was the action 

of current trends of sociel, political, and philosophical thought on existing 

artistic forms that produced the heterogeneous art form that is happening. 

'iii) The Language of Happening 

The influences of these currents of thought are clearly discernlble 

in the structure, means of expression, and composition of the happening. In 

contradiction to the conventionsl theatrical process of cr.ation which begina 

with an idea expressed through words, the point of departure of the happening 

are the materials that present themselves to the author-artist. "Co.poaition 

is understood as sn operation dependent upon the materials (including people 

and nature) and phenomenally indistinct from them.,,2 Such a method of creation 

ahows an organic interrelationship of the artist and hie environment in that 

tha artist ie not 8 manager of materials but aleo is managed by them to • 

cartain axtent. The position of the artist ia modified; he 1e no longer god-

like in hie creation of a world. This approach is typified by Oldenburg. 

"A. far aa 1'. concerned, when I decide to do aomething, it's like throwing 

a awitch, and everything that happens from that mo.ent ia • contribution to 

1Alain Robbe-Grillet, Pour un nouveau roman (Paria, ~inuit, 1963), 
p. 134. 
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what finally takes place." 

The creative method adopted by happeners, particularly in America, 
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derives from their formative experiments in the plastic arts in which physical 

.aterial. have a suggestive and creative force. In the theatre, also, there 

have been experiments based on the manipulation of the bare materials of the 

art, namely the physical space and the actor. For example, group creation 

techniques often ambrace the principle of direct creation on stage. Marc'O 

declares: "11 ne faut plus tScrire des pieces sur Ie papier, .ais crier 

directement sur la scsne, en dlmystifiant tout Ie temps.,,2 But this in turn 

only paraphrases Artaud's essay "La Mise en sclme et la mltaphysique," written 

as early ae December 1931: "L'idtSe d'une piece faite de la scene directement, 

an se heurtant aux obstacles de la realisation et de la scene impose la 

dlcouverte d'un langage actif, actif et anarchique, OU 1&8 delimitationa 

habituelles des sentiments et des mots soient abandonnees.,,3 

The scenic approach to creation necessitates a different theatrical 

vocabulary. tor instance, direct creation through gesture and movement entails 

a di.inution of the importance of the word in the theatrical creation. This 

demotion of the word has alao resulted from the debasement language suffers 

in aociety at the hands of advertisere and propagandists (and according to 

Lebel, the capitalist system of economics). This distrust of the word as an 

accurate maana of co .. unication dates back at least as far aa the phonetic 

poe •• of the Oadaist Hugo BallI "In these phonetic poems we want to abandon a 

language ravaged and laid barren by Journalism. We must return to ths deepeat 

alchemy of the Word, and leave even that behind ua, in order to keep safe for 

4 poetry ite honeet sanctuaryo" Identical motives are instrumental in Ionaeco·. 

linguistic experimentation; the final scene in La Cantatrice chauva could 

10ldenburg to Kostelanetz, Thestre of ~ix.d Me.n8, p. 144. 

2Marc 'O cited in "Spectacles de Paria,1I La Soir (Bruasala), 11 March 
1964. Marc'O was the organizer of a grou~ that created Laa Idol.a, deacrib.d 
a8 a pi~ce-happening at the Bilboquet-Thaatre (Paris) in May 1966. 

3Artaud, ~ IV, p. 49. 

4Hugo Ball cited by Richter, Q!2!, p. 42. 
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aasily be part of a happening. Lebel himeelf launches an attack on the rape 

of language by the lIIedia: "Notre premier objectif est de translluter en polsie 

l.s langages que la socilte d'exploitation a reduit au commerce at a 
llabeurditl. n1 

But, in addition to reinvesting language with meaning, Lebel and the 

happeners are concerned with the primary aim of creating a theatrical langu.ga 

not ba.ed on the word. Happening, thu., continues Artaud's experi.entation 

with the theatrical vocabulary which was based on the premise that the.tra 

has little to do with "Ie dialogue-chose ecrite et parlle," but createe its 

Ollln language, 

Je di. que la ac~ne eat un lieu physique et concret qui demande 
qu'on Ie rampli ••• , et qu'on lui fasse parler son lan9age concrete 

Je di. que ce l80gage concrat, de.tin' aux sen. et indlpandant da 
1. parola, doit eatisfaire d'.bord les .en •• 2 

The words that do reAlain are not linked in a logical grammatical way but ara 

u •• d in a .patial for.. Language becomas a physical action: ttPlai. Je vois en 

outre Ie diapason des voix, et Ie degrl des intonation. constituent eux aus.i 

das sortes d'etagee, at, an tout cas un element concrat ayent la mame 

i.portanca que Ie decor ou que Ie diapason lumineux.,,3 In performance, this 

theory beCOMes a question of breaking up the word into syllables and giving 

the. a rhythMic value rathar than a significant one: 

La tempete fait raQe de plus en plus et. malle au vent et partant de 
tau. 1.. coine de la sc~na, on entand la voix das ••• as.in. prononcant 
Ie no. de Canci. 

D'un trait: Canci, 
aur daux te.pa. Can--ci, 
ca..a la battant dluna pendula: Cancl--Canci--Cenci--tanci. 
Par momants tou. las 80n. 8e nouent en un oint du ciel co .. a das 

oiseaux inno.brablas dont Ie vol S8 rassamblarait. puis il ea r pand 
at a laepaca.4 

In happening ths word i. u.ad but rarely in the traditional 8enee. It is 

either inaudible and reduced to whi.pering Dr Just a .erias of ahouted co .. anda 

p. 233 • 

1Labal, Ls Happening, p. 76. 

2Artaud, O.C, IV, p. 45. 

3Antonin Artaud, Oeuvr,s Complatae III (PariSI Galli •• rd, 1961), 

• Artaud, ~ IV, p. 407, n. 6. 
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or a random list of words and phrases. Lebel in Pour conjurer l'esprit de 

catastrophe screamed into the faces of the audience. Michael Kirby describes 

the use of worde in an early happening by Red Grooms, The Burning Building 

(Nelli York, 1959): "It is separated from the usual progressive associations 

and accu.ulative meaning and functions as a vocal entity in which pure sound 
1 

values tend to predominate." This description is equally apt for Artaud's 

linguistic experiments in "Pour en finir avec Ie jugement de Oisu" and in 

his "Lettres de Rodez": 

ratara ratara ratara 
atara tatara rana 

otara otara katara 
otara ratara kana 2 

Artaud's "18ngage concret" finds an exact counterpart in the 

theoretical writings of the happeners; Lebel describes happening as "un moyen 

d'expression plastiqus" and "poifsie s'arrachant ••• de 1a page Icrlte.,,3 

The language of happening does not reduce and conceptualize "en mots ou en 

argu.ente" but rather radiates as a "langags visible immldiat": "Le langage 

en cours est un langage p1astique, un lang8ge de signes, dans la meeure o~ 11 

alegit da poser un certain nombre d'images. C'est un langage d'instincts, et 

non de rlflexion.,,4 The resonances with Artaud are clear: "Le chevauchell8nt 

de. illage8 at des lIouvement. aboutira, par des collusions dlobjsts, de silance., 

de erie et de ryth.ss, a la cr'ation d'un vlritable langage phyaique a base de 

5 aigne. et non plus de IRoh." Language for both Artaud and the happeners is a 

.. ans 0' expre88ion thst is non-conceptual; the language ehould stillulate it. 

1Klrby, Happenings, p. 12. The script of Red Grooms, The Burning 
Building i. in Happenings by Kirby, pp. 121-33. 

2Antonin Artaud, Oeuvres Compl~te. XIII (Paris: GallilRard, 1974), 
pp. 65-104; and Antonin Artaud, Oeuvres Co.pl~tes IX (Paris: Galli.ard, 1971) 
p. 188. 

3Lebel, Le H!ppening, p. 51; and Lebel, "Notas sur las happening.," 
p. 572. 

4Lebal, La Happening, p. 62; and Lebal to Gilbert Tarrab. "Un L.1vre
spectacle: la happening," La Soir (Brussels), 2B July 1966. 

5Artaud, D.C, IV, p. 149. 
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own meaning in each member of the audience. The displacement of the word as 

a significant element is a necessary step in creating an art work that no 

longer relies on the logical sequence of sentence structure but rather on 

simultaneous total stimulation. To use Mcluhan'. terms, happening deserts 

the phonetic means of perception which preserve the divorce between man and 

environment for a return to the iconic level of perception: man reeching to 

configurations rather than sequences and open to effects from a total environ-

mente It is an art form based on the overall integral effect rather than the 

story line. 

The word is super'eded by phonic expressions; pure noise becomes a 

constituent of the environment both as a simple aural sti.ulus and, in certain 

case8, a means of provocation. Oldenburg's Autobodys (los A~~alea, 1963) 

demonstrated the use made of noise. The sound anvironment was extensive I the 

roaring of both motorcycle and automobile engines, the thundering of the drum. 

on cement mixers, the deafening blasts of a airen, the cacophony of car radio. 

being switched on and off mixed with dramatic music broadcast at maximum 

1 volume through a loudspeaker. As provocation, noise i. very evident in 

Kaprow's Spring Happening. The audience (which still ramained very paasive 

at this early stage) were enclosed in a long cylinder from which they could 

pear out to the right and left into performing areas by maan8 of lataral slits. 

In this confined aituation they were subjected to a large range of m.chanical 

sounds: barrels wera dropped end crashed to the ground; a powar saw screachad 

over them, bells were rung and all manner of growling aounds were produced in 

a contrapuntal arrangement with softer cracking sound.. The u.e of the •• harsh 

sound effects verged on direct physical intimidation. At the end of the 

happening, a man appeared pushing a high-powered lawn-.ower which h. drove 

directly at the confined audience. Noise and phyaical as.ault were combined 

until at the point of impact between Mower and public, the .ide. of tha tunnel 

exploded releasing the audience. 

Kaprow'a early style depended vary mUch on creating strong emotion in 

1Cla •• Oldenburg, AutobodYa in H!ppanlngs by Kirby, pp. 262-88. 
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the audience by means of noise. In May 1961 in Michigan, he orcheatrated his 

happening, Night, with an almost idantical sound environment: wooden planks 

crashed down onto barrels; a whole collection of suspended ironware was 

dropped to the ground producing a "horrendous noiae"; "a piercing siren noise" 

accompanied the ever present power saw; and behind this created sound track, 

Kaprow utilized the noises that issued constantly into the courtyard from the 
1 

kitchens ofths hotel. A year later in November 1962 in Courtyard, crashing 

plates, metallic roars, a power saw, a fog horn, boxes crashing to the ground, 

transistorized music and the quieter noises of rhythmic humming and tinkling 

bicycle bells reappeared with the planned use of the roaring engine of a 

motorcycle enveloping the audience as it was driven around the courtyard.2 

The motorcycle is the extension of the lawn-mower of Spring Happening, 

and its use is notable in many happenings. Kaprow himself planned a role for 

3 
it again in September 1963 in his happening, §!!, at the Edinburgh Festival. 

In Lebel's Oechirex (Paris, 1965), a motorcycle ridden by a nude girl was 

driven through the audience to the accompaniment of Spanish bullfight cheers: 
4 

"La mota descend de la sc~ne et fonce comme un taureau dans la foule." A 

recording of cannons, machine guns and a fire engine rushing to a fire was 

elso part of his sound environment. 

A marked difference in the style of the french happening and its 

American counterpart can be seen in the use of tha motorcycle in these example •• 

for Kaprow, it sppears because it forms an element of the everyday scene in 

city streets with perhaps the implication of the dehumanizing effect of the 

nois8 and fumes it causes. With Lebel, the motorcycle assumes arotic overtone. 

8S well ss suggesting a similar attack on the machine society. The parallel 

1Allan Kaprow, Night in New Writers IV, pp. 83-85. 

2Allan Kaprow, Courtyard in Happenings by Kirby, pp. 105-16. 

3Allan Kaprow, ~ in Nsw Writers IV, pp. 101-2. 

4Jean-Jacques Lebel, Oechirex in Le Happening, p. 72. The use of 
motorbicycles is not exclusive to modern forma of theatre. VS8volod ~8yerhold 
uaed them in his production of Marcel Martinet's Earth on its Hindle~a in 
which "the actors roared aero.. the stage on motor-bike., • • • '[and . draggad 
on heavy cannons." See James Roose-Evans, Expert_ental Theatre (Naw Yorks Avon 
Books, 1970), p. 43. 
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drawn by Lebel in his description between the motorcycle and the bull underlined 

in perforMance by the shouting of 016 can suggest a replacement in contemporary 

Western society of the direct physical challenge of the fight to the death by 

the dare-devil riding of a motorcycle. In a McLuhanistic interpretation, the 

motorcycle becomes the extension of the impUlse into a mechanical form. The 

nude girl adds another dimension to the social commentary, namely that this 

instinct has a sexual origin, an implication that modern SOCiety represses this 

instinct and transforms it into a machine fetish. This type of interpretation 

is not outrageous in the context of the erotic content of Lebel's happenings, 

whereas it would be out of place in the work of Kaprow or Oldenburg in America. 

The American happening embellishes the role of the motorcycle as 

symbol of social depersonalization in works such as Oldenburg's Autobodys 

where the motorcycle became a perking lot full of black and white cara and 

cement mixers. Here man's identification with his means of transport is per-

fectly realized by the visual image of the motorcycle rider who, pushed motion-

le88 across the performance area on a trolley only comes to life when mounted 

on his motorcycle. Kaprow used an analogous image in Bon Msrch' (Paris, 1963) 

1n which a workman rolled a huge tyre through the audience until a member of 

the audience took it over, at which point the workman crawled on the floor 

1 
•• king quiet motor sounds. 

Apart from the motorcycle, a frequent element is tha siren. It, too, 

haa social overtones. In soma factories it is now uaed to signal the breaks 

1n the working day, an aural symbol of the society conditioned by noiae (an 

extenaion of Pavlov's dog experiments). Of course, this idea is not original. 

Backett, to name but one recent forerunner in a mora traditional form of theatre, 

us.s the noise signal in both Acte sans parole I (1957) and Oh lea beaux 

Joura (1963)1 

(Sonnerie percante. Elle ouvra les yaux aussitSt. La sonneri. 
s'arrete. Elle regarde devant elle. Un temps long.) 

WINNIEI Salut, sainte lumiira. (Un tempa. Elle ferme les yeux. 

1Allan Keprow, itA Happening in Paris," in Naw Writers IV, pp. 92-100. 



Sonnaria parQante. Elle ouvre las yaux aussitot. La sonnerie 
s 'arreta. ) 1 

Another constant of the sound environment of happenings is music. 
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Kaprow has explained his use of rock and roll music in Courtyard as part of 

the ritual of the work; it represented the externalization of the central 

girl's own internal rhythms, a symbol typical of the highly intellectualized 

2 form of the American happening. As for Lebel, he resorted to the use of Jazz 

on at least two occasions. In Pour conjurer l'esprit de catastrophe, the 

Walter ~aclean Jazz Combo played throughout, "relaxing the participants into 

a cool lethargic activity" at the beginning, and, according to the scenario 

of the later version at Boulogne, at the end "very fast, swinging stimulating 

sounds"3 precipitated the finel delirium of the work. Similarly for Dechirex 

Lebel used a full length banda sonore which included Jazz played by Eric Dolphy. 

Recitation appears frequently as a devica to complete the aural 

stimulation of the happening, its appearance being favoured more by the french 

than the Americans (with perhaps the possible exception of Al Hansen). It i. 

the eole area where the word retains its true function. In Dechirex, there 

were two straight recitations: a Mayakovsky poem recited in the original 

Rusaian (for most of those present, this simply had phonic value) and 

ferlinghetti's The Great Chinese Dragon together with an extract of a Castro 

speech and "une petite fille [qui1 lit au micro un texte du Larousss ~tSdic.l 

sur la pubert4. n4 At the third festival de la Libre Expression (Paris, 1966) 

• critic de8cribed tha reading of "le8 pages les plus typique8 du didn 

5 
.arquis." 

The affinity for recitation in french happening is less surprising in 

the light of the frequency of manifesto reading in the Dada activitie8 in 

1Samuel Beckett, Oh les beaux joura (Paris: Minuit, 1963), p. 68. 

2Allan Kaprow, "A Statement," in Happening' by Kirby, pp. 49-50. 

3Nimao , "Catastrophe in Paris," p. 51; and Jean-Jacques Lebel. !2£ 
Exorciaing the Spirit of Cataatrophe in Assemblage by Kaprow, p. 234. 

4Lebel, Le Happening, p. 72. 

SClaude Tuli'. "Happening: canular en fran9aia," Entratiena sur Ie 
tbfltre. no. 18 (September-October 1966), p. 26. 
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Paris. For eXaJllple, the "manifestation Dada" at the Grand Palais (5 february 

1920) consisted of seven manifestos read by a number of readers which dwindled 
1 

fro. ten to four Dadaists and a journalist. Dada also preceded happening in 

its use of a total sound environment. At Is Maison de l'Oeuvre on 27 March 

1920, Tzara recited La Premi~re AVenture c'leste de M. Antipyrine: ttl invented 

on the occasion of this performance a diabolical machine composed of a klaxon 

and three successive invisible echoes, for the purpose of impressing on the 

2 
minds of the public certain phrases describing the aima of Dada." EVen the 

Dadaists were not original in this respect since the futuriat Rusaolo had 

celebrated bruitis.a with his noise organ in 1911. for the Dadaiats, however, 

noiae was a means to shock, and purely ahock, whereas in happening, noia. 

becomes an element of the environment of a total work and its effect is in the 

integrated effect of that whole environment. 

Lighting techniques provide a visual counterpart to the noise element. 

The fact that most indoor happenings were performed in dimly lit confined 

space. enlarged the role of lighting in shaping the environment. Kaprow in 

Spring Happening capitalized on the enclosed darkness inside the cylindrical 

tunnel to expose the audience to sudden flashes of light: blinking lights in 

tha tunnel, matches which suddenly flared up before the public'a eyes, strong 

be ... pursued fleeting shapes in the performance areas. Like the noise 

element, this use of light di80rientate. the public. A similar aocial point 

is s180 possible: the lights imply a criticism of the sociaty of traffic 

.igna18 and etop-go lights of all descriptions. The aasociation of light and 

activity was more overtly underscored in Kaprow's French happening, Bon "arch •• 

Here Kaprow uaed the found environment of the department atore at night with 

actiona performed in different areas. Tha awitching on and off of light. ia 

one act in a ritual which implies a certain automatic behaviour of the hUman 

baing, it i8 also closely linked with the proce.8 of demonstrating marchandi.e 

in a co .. arcial situation. Perhapa the parallel ia that coamercialia. 

1S.e Michel Sanouillat, DadaaParia (Pari.: Pauvart, 1965). p. 152. 

2Trietan Tzara, "Memoirs of Oadaiam," in Axel's C.etle by Eo.und 
Wileon (New York. Charlas Scribner, 1934), p. 307. 
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produces alienated robots: "Washing machine wrapped and unwrapped with heavy 

tarpaulin and rope. Crumpled paper stuffed in, pulled out. Light switched 

off, then on. Zombie salesman. Repeated. II The simulated domestic scene was 

no less mechanicsl: "Sparkling TV set under beach umbrella, nice chick watching 

programme for a bit, covers it with burlap, turns on bulb overhead, sits, 

thinks, turns off bulb, uncovers TV again, watches. Repeated from time to 

1 
tims." This last example is an obvious parody of that technique of adverti-

sing which associates elements that suggest an affluent and successful exis-

tence, the beach umbrella and the shining television Bet. 

The television is a common element of happening no doubt because it 

has become a symbol of contemporary society especially in its lack of real 

co..unal activity. The German Vostell used two televisions in hie T6l6vision 

06collage (Wuppertal, 1963): a man sat in front of them and watched the lines 

2 flash scross the badly tuned screens. During the happening one set was 

defaced by a whipped cream pie, wrapped in barbed wirs, and finally burned. 

In hi_ ~ (Nsw York, 1964), television sets were burned and exploded before 

3 the gaze of gss-masked viewers. In Lebel's Pour conjurer l'esprit de 

patastrophe, an actor appeared with a television crammed over his head eignal

ling erotically. The aggression and eroticism in the use of televieion seen 

hsre did not occur in American happening. 

The association of light and machine gesture was sxpreseed by Jim 

4 Dine in Car Crash (New York, 1960). Dine had his participants wear lights 

in the mannsr of car head-lamps, and then chase each other around the perfor-

mance area like cars on a motorway. The final tableau is reminiscent of the 

and of loneeco'. Lea Chaiaes with a man trying to artiCUlate a me •• age but 

only managing to make guttural sounds. Oine'e warde were deformed by et..

mering and as he stammered the light flickered--thus, light and human 

1Kaprow, tlA Happening in Paris," p. 93. 

2See photograph in Hansen, Primer, p. 70. 

3wolf voatsll, ~ in Assemblage by Kaprow, pp. 256-68. 

4 Jim Oin8, Car Crash in Happenings by Kirby, pp. 189-99. 
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co .. unication are indissolubly linked. Man only functions when stimulated by 

flashing lights. 

Lebel, himself, makes scant use of lighting effects as such, but 

a.ploys great amounts of colour and projections. In Pour conjurer l'esprit 

de catastrophe, Ferro daubed paint onto a canvas to create en action painting; 

in the Boulogne version, the public became involved in this painting by 

throwing cans of paint onto a twirling board as a machine traced a faint red 

line. Lebel alao created an action painting during the same happening. The 

baginning of 06chirex contained vivid visual stimuli as a gama of badminton 

was playad: "On na voit clairement qua las volanta, paints au fluor, qui 

passant an co.~tas fluorescantas au-dessus des tetas. Arrivant deux hommes 

portent casques at lunettes Courr~gas ~galamant paints au fluor." The same 

happening mada complex use of projection; it utilized e film collaga involving 

"cinq ou six films de nature, de technique, de taille, da longueur, at da 

couleur diff~rentes [qUi] apparaissent simultan~ment." Lebel suggested as 

fitting material for this collage, a mixtura of films on political issuae, 

drugs, black African magic, and the birth process shown backwards.1 

Whether by using light or cinematic techniques, the happenars try to 

craata a situation where the visual sense is exposed to intense stimUlation. 

Togathar with tha noise alemant, lighting effects strive to awaken tha body 

to tha environment, to awaken in man the capacity to relate in a non-rational 

way to his surroundings and so to arrive at a greater awareness of the world 

around him (achieved most completely in Kaprow's later work in the open air). 

This procass of man's ra-integration into tha anvironmant ia complatad 

by tha stimUlation of the tactile sense. The very conditions of parformanca 

produce an intimacy and proximity graater than in traditional thaatra; cartain 

happanings, indeed, do not go beyond this alementary stage. An axaapla ia 

Ji. Dina's Car Cra.h which was performed with definad areas for actor and 

.pactator; the audience wae arranged in rows of chaire in an in-tha-round 

fa.hion .0 that tha only physical action damandad wa. tha twisting and turning 

1Labal, La Happenins, pp. 71-72. 
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of heads as the actors entered and made exits all around. Movement of the 

audience is, however, constant in the work of Oldenburg, Kaprow, and Lebel. 

The necessity for this movement, often ensured by provocation, is described by 

Oldenburg: "It's really not to hurt them but to meke them feel their bodies 

1 More." In Injun (Dallas, 1962), the spectators were moved through an 

itinerant happening prodded by guards and grabbed at by men deformed by net 

2 costUMes. Kaprow, in perticular, has used the confined space and the resul-

tant enforced proximity of spectator to spectator for the same effect; in 

Spring Happening, in Night, and in ~, the audience were jostled by moving 

box.8 and participants; the confines of the area were reduced by Moving walls 

and invading trees (as in Night) or by the circling of a motorcycle (as in 

Sea). Nimao describes the physical situation of the audience in Lebel'a -
Pour conjurer l'esprit de catastrophe: "The centre of the gallery, packed to 

almost suffocation with a swaying sea of eager-eyed faces held a solid Mass 

of consciously willing people, desirous of seeing everything, grimly deter-

3 mined not to .iss a thing." The line dividing the necessity for a bodily 

tactile sensation from overt physical provocetion in order to produce a wild, 

irrational response is difficult to trace. Despite Nimmo's description, Lebel's 

work generally tends towards incitement to physical action~ A counter-current 

to the Lebel style of shock happening is repre~ented by Liquid Theatre who 

describe their work as "Theatre of Touch • • • an experiment in making people 

5 
'eal good." 

The environment to which the spectator relates ia composed of the 

product. of society, both its creations and its waste. Kaprow expressea the 

naceaaity for the materials to be "of the most perishable kind,,,6 thua chickan 

10ldenburg to Kostelanetz, Theatre of Mixed Meana, p. 145. 

2elaes Oldenburg, Injun in HappeninQs by Kirby, pp. 204-19. 

3Ni_ o, "Catastrophe in Paris," p. 51. 

45ee below, pp. 270-73. 

SLanc. Larsen, "Liquid Theatre," The Drama Review, vol. 15, no. 3. 
(su .. ar 1971), p. 91. 

6Kaprow, tI'Happenings' in the Na.., York Scene," p. 60. 
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wire and newspaper are to be found regularly in his work as well as foodstuffs 

and organic material which will necessarily decay and disappear (for example, 

the bread, butter and wine in Bon MarchI). Lebel's environment for f2Yt 

conjurer l'esprit de catastrophe was very much in the line laid down by Kaprow: 

"The walls of the gallery were hung with collages made up of every conceivable 

thing that one could think of •••• The artists had taken their materials 

fro. old toys, telephones, cooking utensils, and the laboratory.u1 Newspaper 

cuttings and headlines were stuck to nude bodies or to boards (as in Lebel's 

La Tour d'Argent, Paris, 1965J. The use of waste products and bric-*-brac 

harks back to the collages of the Dadaists and Cubists in the early years 

of the century; Kurt Schwitters proved to be the most assiduous in this 

direction as Richter explains: 

There IIISS no talk of the "desth of art," or "non-art," or Uanti-art" 
with him. On the contrary, every tram-ticket, every envelope, cheese 
wrapper or cigar-band, together with old shoe-soles or shoe-laces, 
wire, feathers, dishcloths--everything that had been throliln alllay--al13 this he loved, and restored to an honoured place by means of his art. 

The very clear distinction to be drawn here between Schwittere and the neo-

Dedaists, Kaprow and Lebel, is that Schwitters tried to eternalize these 

pieces of debris whereas Kaprow and Lebel draw on them precisely because 

of their ephemerality. foodstuffs are the extreme case of perishable elamenta. 

Lebal in pichirex called for cherries and spagetti; at the third festival de 

la Libre Expression, a happening at the Thlltre de la Chim~ra involved e girl 

who was covered with whipped cream that was licked from her bOdy.4 By 

focusing on ephemera the happening presents a double nature. While often 

deecribed as an ert form that exists as a work in progress or a work in 

cre.tion, the end product of this process is not the creation of a work at all, 

1 NiIlUllO, "Catastrophe in Paris," p. 52. 

2Jaan-Jacques Label, La Tour d'Argent outlined in Le Happening, pp.81-8. 

3Richter, Q!2!, po 138. 

4Tu1ilf, "Happening: canuler an fran~.i.," pp. 25-26. This 8S.sociation 
of aweetness and the young girl recalls the image of the scantily clad girl 
... rging fro. a mountainous pie, a hallmark of early films fro. Hollywood; 
happening, however, uses this formula not for enjoyment but provocation. 
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for, as it creates itself, the happening destroys itself. 

The Justification for the self-creating, self-destroying art work 

varies from artist to artist. Kaprow argues that change is the sUbstance of 

existence (as confirmed scientifically by theories of quantum physics and 

relativity) and, therefore, that art work in order to have relevance must 

incorporate change not just conceptually but organically: "If change is to be 

lived and felt deeply, then the art work must be free to articulate thie on 

levels beyond the conceptual. There is no fundamental reason why it should 

be a fixed, enduring object to be placed in a locked case.,,1 Thus, the art 

work itself must become part of the reality of change; this is achieved by 

eetablishing a relationship between a unique set of circumstancea of time, 

place, and people, and within this matrix, by employing materials which will 

necessarily undergo change (for example, foodstuffs that decay). A secondary 

explanation put forward by Kaprow is that society has become a throw-away 

culture, a tendency which will naturally be reflected in the materials of 

artistic creation. Both arguments follow a similar line& the art work must 

be relevant to the contemporary world. 

Lebel's arguments on this subject derive from more ideological ,roots. 

As a basic premise of the art movement that begot happenings, Lebel stated& 

"L'abolition du privil~ge de speculer sur une valeur commerciale arbitraire at 

artificiella, attribuee, on n'a jamais su pourquoi, a l'oeuvre d'art.,,2 The 

co .. ericalization of art (and particularly the theatre) was something against 

which Charles Dullin and his pupil Jean Vilar argued: "Le theatre eet considerl 

co.me un produit qui ns diff~re en rien juridiquement de celui de l'induatrial 

3 
at du co .. er~.nt." Viler's wish was to see the arts placed outeide tha 

nacassity to be profitable by the granting of direct government subsidy (a 

wiah that has .aterialized in the policy of decentralized theatres and tha 

"a180ns de Ie Culture). Lebel's answer to the problem is to create a work 

which cannot exist as an object and therefore can have no exchange value. Ae 

1Kaprow, A.ae.blags, p. 168. 
2 
Lebel, Le HappeninA, p. 14. 

3Jean Vilar, De 1a tradition thiStra1e (Paris: Gallimard, 1955), p. 93. 
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he explained to the Living Theater: "Le happening que noue avons fait ensemble 

en 1966 sur le pont de Cassis r~pondait ~ ce meme besoin de sortir des limites 

1 
contraignantes et repreesives de l'industrie du spectacle." The association 

of culture and commercialism recurs throughout Lebel's writings. In Procas 

du Festival d'Avignon, that festival is referred to as "Ie supermarch~ 

d'Avignon," "la machine culturelle," "l'industrie culturelle," "l'industrie 

thlatrale"; his desire is to go beyond the "interdit mercantile" and to escapa 

"aux exigences de la rentabilit~.,,2 

It must be stated that, for Lebel, the decommercialization of art is 

only one aspect of his desire for a total decommercialization of life, 

realizable in his eyes only by the overthrow of the capitalist system. Aa 

soon as the art work becomes an object it is absorbed into the consumer system 

and assumes an exchange value. The happening combats this situation by 

creating a self-destroying work and also a work that demanda activity from tha 

audience. The happening, for Lebsl, is part of a drive towards a culture of 

participation: "Le public n'est pas lA non-plus pour etre nourri comme une 

oie.,,3 If the spectator were to become active the consumer situation in the 

theatre would be destroyed, and by extension to society at large, this would 

lead to a destruction of the traditional relationships that obtain in conta.-

porary capitalist society. Lebel sees the happening aa instrumental in this 

revolution aiming at nle dlpassement de l'ebarrante relation de suj_t ~ objet 

(regardaur/regardl, exploiteur/axploitl, epectateur/acteur, colonialist_/ 

colonisl, alieniste/alienl, llgalisme/illegalisme etc.), separation frontali~ra 

qui a jusqu'ici domini et conditionne l'art modarna. n4 Hara onca .are i. the 

fundamental distinction between American and rrench happening. In Kaprow's 

writings thera is no extension either of the happening as an art for. that 

1Jsan-Jacques Lebel, Entratiens avsc la Living Thlatre (PariSI aalfond, 
1969), p. 17. 

2Jean-Jacquee Lebel, Proc~s du rastival d'Avianon (Parie: aalfond, 
1968), p. 10; p. 11; p. 25; p. 21; and p. 17. 

3Lab• l to Jean-Pisrre Nicola, "Chapitaau pour un scandal.," Trlt .... ! 67 
no. 4 (August-Septamber 1967), p. 52. 

"4Label, La Happening, p. 15. 
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escapes the capitalist system of exchange value or of the concept of audience 

activity as a blow against the social structure of capitalism: 

The modern artist is apolitical •••• 
The best of the vanguerd artists today are famous, usually prolific, 

financially comfortable. Those who are not yet, can be; and those few 
who will not be, must agree they have rejected the opportunity out of a 
preference for the tradition of artistic martyrdom or out of fear of 
temptation. 1 

In the light of this discussion of art as a consumer product, it is 

interesting to observe the recurrence of the theme of ingestion in happenings, 

particularly in America, as though the happening were a microcosm of the social 

situation: Kaprow's f!i (New York, 1964), Jhitman's Mouth (New York, 1961), 

and C. Schneemann's Meat Joy (New York, 1964), and also the number of instances 

of eating or drinking during the course of happenings. 2 Kaprow in particular 

uses the digestive process. In Bon Marche, breed and jam were distributed to 

the eudience; the association of commercialism and digestion is more obvious 

hare when one considers that the American slang for money is "bread" and that 

the happening took place in a leading department store. Another cleer example 

is the action in Household (Cornell, 1964) where participants licked a jam-

3 
covered Volkswagen. 

A frequent event which refers to the capitalist system of exchange 

1s that of wrapping articles up and by extension the use of cellophane. In 

the Shining Bed (New York, 1960), Jim Dine covered an embracing couple in 

cellophane with the suggestion that human relationships have become a matter 

of pre-packaged commodities; in Autobodys Oldenburg had certain of the auto

mobiles wrapped in plastic and muslin; and the central element of Kaprow's 

CourtYard was a giant mountain structure bound in black plaatic. The clearest 

parallel between commercialism and the imagery of happening is to be found in 

1Allan Kaprow, "Should the Artist 8ecome a Man of the World?" 
Art News. vol. 63, no. 6 (October 1964), p. 35; and p. 36. 

25ee !'Iichae! Kirby, "Allan Kaprow's £!i," Tulane Drama Review, val. 10, 
no. 2 (Winter 1965), pp. 44-49; Robert Whitman, ~Duth in Happenings by Kirby, 
pp. 148-57, and Caralee Schneemann, ~eat JOY, see the long discuseian in 
rarrab, "Le Happening," pp. 39-52. 

3Allan Kaprow, Household in Assemblag8, pp. 323-37. 
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Kaprow's axplanation of the genesis of 80n March': "I sensed in the ritual 

exchange of packagea for money, and in the night-time aisles of cloth-covered 

merchandise and mannequins, an inevitable circularity of imagery.,,1 During 

the happening a washing machine was wrapped and unwrappad, a talevision was 

covered and uncovered, and a man was packaged supermarket style in plastic. 

The circularity of imagery is significant in that it is suggested by 

the action of objects; the packages and the money are linked with the covered 

dummies and produce, one implication being that emphasis on exchange value 

entails the reification of society. Kaprow does not express this implication 

being more concerned as a pure artist with patterns of imagery. However, the 

preponderance and importance of objects in happenings is quite striking and 

points to a deeper social situation being revealed in the art form. In an 

informative article on the psychology of the new art, A. R. Solomon claims 

that the happening "gave to objects, which always played an important part in 

these events, a new importance, with the result, actually, that objects often 
2 

became members of the cast, as important as the human actors." This claim is 

only in part justifiable as objects had already played important roles in the 

absurdist theatre. For example, in Ionesco's plays, Les Chaises and Le Nouveau 

Locataire, objects people the stage to the exclusion of the human actor; in 

the final tableau of Amedee ou Comment sten d'barrasser, the set is dominated 

by the growing corpse and the proliferating mushrooms. Tardieu, at the •• me 

time, was experimenting with objects in the theatre to the point that in hi. 

Voix .ans per sonne no human actors appear at all, and the action is performad 

by pieces of furniture in a room. Solomon is correct in &0 far •• happening 

generally makes far greater use of the object. In Ji. Dine'. The Vaudeville 
3 

Show, "inanimate objects became actors," and in Oldenburg'. VOY!Qe. I (N • .., 

York, 1960), newspaper replaced, aa it were, Ioneaco'. chair.1 "Great volu ••• 

of paper suddenly arriving out of a crack in the ..,all and engulfing all the 

1 Kaprow, "A Happening in Paria," p. 92. 

2Alan R. Solollon, "Jim Dine and the Psychology of the N.w Art," 
Art International (October 1964), p. 52. 

3Jill Dine, itA statement," in Happening. by Kirby, p. 186. 
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performers and the audience; large mounds of newspaper building up and 

billowing over the people and welding or wedding the audience and the performers 

in a sea of things or objects.,,1 A similar situation occurred in lebel's 

oschirex where the action of the happening was halted by the inflation of a 

huge polythene tube which wound itself around the floor as ferlinghetti recited 

The Great Chinese Dragon: "Le tube prend des proportions 'normes et paralyse 

le mouvement de 1a sa11e.,,2 

The obvious corollary to the growing importance of the object is the 

reduction of the human being; in theatrical terms, the object emerging as the 

central performer diminishes the position of the actor and spectator to that 

of fellow objects. for the Americans the emphasis on objectification i. 

aesthetic, treating it as a matter of volumes in movsment,rather than sociel 

symbolism. The reason for this bias is probably best explained by Oldenburg'. 

observation: "It should have been made clear that Happenings came about when 

painters and sculptors crossed into theatre taking with them their way of 

looking and doing things.,,3 And this is amplified: "The 'happening' is one or 

another method of using objects in motion, and this I take to include people, 

both in themselves and as agents of object motion.,,4 Thus, the happening can 

be described as bio-kinetic SCUlpture in its use of the human body linking it 

in theatre history to Meyerhold's bio-mechanical experiments in Russia in the 

1930s. The result of Oldenburg's approach is an apparent denial of the very 

humanity of the actor: 

It is also a way to make objects of the players. My instructions to them 
have always been not to display emotion or attitudes. They behsve like 
machines--either their bodies are inert or, when they are moving, they 
behave unreflectively and mechanically, repeating a simple action. It 
is their bodies that are used, their movements more than enything.5 

Autobodys aptly exemplifies this statement. Nevertheless, Oldenburg uses the 

human body's expressive possibilities far more than most happeners who content 

1Hansen, Primer, p. 66. 2 
lebel, Le Happening, p. 73. 

30ldenburg cited by Ken Dewey, "X-ings," Tulsne orSlla Review, vol. 10, 
no. 2 (Winter 1965), p. 216. 

4Claes Oldenburg, itA statement," in Happenings by Kirby, p. 200. 

50ldenburg to Kostelanetz, Theatre of ~ixad Means, p. 154. 
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themselves ~ith its deformation. The merging of the individual form into one 

object among other objects is total in Snapshots from the City; Oldenburg 

appeared bandaged and crippled in a black and white set constructed out of 

newspaper and ~aste from the New York streets, all sprayed black and ~hite: 

"When people eventually came into the Judson Gallery, they sa~ me on the street 

as an object •••• I was literally .!!l my construction.,,1 The human shape is 

disguised by masks, nettsd costumes, buried by debris and hardly recognizabls 

(Injun) or reduced to unsubstantiated fleeting forms (Spring Happening). 

Lebel's happenings use the transformation of the hUman form with a deliberately 

symbolic intent. The man with "an imitation TV crammed over his head" or 

Ferro disguised with "an enormous converted cash register, studded with ping-

2 
pong balls and dominoes ~ith hair sprouting out allover it" --both present 

visual images of the impact of commerce and technology on the human psyche. 

In Catsstrophe, a huge marionette figure, "a large head (over nine feet high) 
3 

cries poems." Once again the happening seems to be continuing a faature of 

the Dadaist spectacles. ~ichel Sanouillet describes the performance of 1! 

Premiare Aventure celeste de M. Antipyrine I "La decor mima de la Prerliare 

aventura celesta, compo.e d'objets heteroclites, d'une roue da bicyclatt. 

empruntle ~ Marcal OUchamp, les costumes (les personnage. 'taient enfer.ls 

dans d'immenses sac. en papier de diverses couleurs et leurs nOlls partes sur 

4 des pancartss) inaugurait le ragne de l'obJet-acteur." Ribemont-Deasaignea 

details his performance in his o~n work, La Danse frontiere (Paris, 26 May 

5 1920): "Enfoui dans un immenss sntonnoir de carton oscillant aur sa point •• " 

Nor doss the apectator escape the process of objsctification. Either 

he ia prodded and cajoled into movement in order to fulfil the kinetic vision 

of the artist, or pushed and Jabbed into a reaction to create a so-callad free 

flow between the audience and the actor. The public are not treated .s 

1 2 
"Catsatrophe in Ibid., p. 139. NimBlo, Paria," p. 51. 

3Lebel, for ExorCising the Seirit of Catastroehe in A.s.mblag. by 
Kaprow, p. 234. 

4sanouillet, Dada • Paris, p. 167. 

SRibe.ont-DeSsaignes, ellA .Jadie, pp. 74-75. 
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privileged persons but rather as a material to be used in much the same way 

as any other material: "I have no quarrel with it. It is part of my work, and 

my job is to use it well (along with objects, smells, food and doge and cats) • 

• • • The public's only job is to decide if it wants to be a party to my 
1 

efforts." Lebel's attitude to the public is more aggressive. Whereas in 

America the audience is jostled or at most showered with rice grains (as in 

Night) or pieces of aluminium foil (as in ~), in france the emphasis is on 

direct physical attack. In the plan for D~chirex, the audience is not only 

encircled by the motorcycle, but the nude riding it crushes "des cerises sur 

le visage de taus ceux qui s'approchent d'elle"; the girl swaying on top of 

the stationary car sprays the crowd with spaghetti; the badminton players "se 

jettent dans le public en assenant des coups de raquettes," and we are told 

that later they "continuent de donner des coups de raquettes et de pousser 

les gens autour de la voiture qui est offerte au public.,,2 This happening 

even includes the smashing of the car with hatchets and pick axes. The tone 
3 

is far removed from the "very quiet, more contemplative situation" that 

Oldenburg sees as providing the best happening. 

The 1966 happening at the Th~&tre de la Chim~re included a Japanese 

who sprayed the audience with sneezing powder and a final tableau in which the 

audience was blindfolded and led around Paris having been told they were to 

visit "les lieux interdits, secrets, sensuels de Paris" only to be unmasked 

t d 
•• ,,4 "dans un buffe e gare par1s1enne. Ben Vautier resorted to the same type 

of abusB of the public in his Art total when the public were led around the 

Btreet with their heads in paper bags. Ben's ingenuity in this field is 

demonstrated by the list of eight actions that he suggests as poasible 

happening situations I 

1Kaprow, "A Happening in Paris," p. 98. 

2Lebel, Le Happening, pp. 72-73. 

30ldenburg to Kostelanetz, Theatre of Mixed Meane, p. 144. 

4Tu1il, "Happening: canular en fran9aia," p. 26. 
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1) Les acteurs d6guis6s en C.R.S. descendent au parterre et embraS8ent 
les spectateurs qu'ils font monter sur la sc~ne. 

2) On lachera une caisse contenant huit rats et une autre contenant 
huit chats dans la salle. 

3) Au lieu de jouer 1a pi~ce les acteurs 6coutent sur scene une piece 
a la radio. 

4) Profiter du moindre bruit dans la salle pour insulter et harceler 
lee spectateurs, pour en arriver aux mains, si possible. 

5) Une actrice fera du strip-tease, on fera 6vacuer la salle par la 
police des moeurs. 

6) Empecher les m6contents de eortir s'il Ie faut par la force. 

7) Mettre le feu au th6atre et bruler les spectateurs. 

8) Annoncer un vol et fouiller systematiquement tous les spectateurs.1 

The aim behind this aggression is a redefinition of the theatrical roles 

through the enforced emergence of the audience from its passivity. However, 

the 8cope of these actions in terms of theatrical relationships is limited; 

it is clear by the use of scene and salle in the descriptions that the roles 

still exist. All Ben is achieving is a reversal of roles (for example, the 

audience go onto the stage end the actors descend into the auditorium) and 

not their disappearance. 

The preoccupation with the attempt to break the barrier that exists 

between actor and spectator, between the activity of the one and the passivity 

of the other, dates back to the experiments of the futurist~ in Italy before 

the first World War. In a manifesto for futurist theatre, Marinetti compiles 

a not dissimilar list of actions "to make the spectators of the pit, the boxes 

and the gallery taka part in the action." Among his suggestions are the 

following: 

Put strong glue on some of the stalls, so that the spectator, man or 
woman, remains glued down, may arouse general hilarity. 

Sell the same place to ten different people; hence obstructions, arguments 
and altercations. 

Sprinkle the stalls with powders which produce itching, sneezing, etc.2 

The similarity of the actions proposed at an interval of at least SOMe forty 

years is quits striking and reveals the longevity of the proposition that 

18en , "Theatre • Tout," Le Theatre dans Is monde, vol. 14, no. 6 
(Nove.ber-Oece.bar 1965), p. 573. Proposal no. 5 was effected during the Pari. 
production of ~ when a bogus police force interrupted the perfor.ance. 

2fillippo T. ~arinetti, "futurism and the Theatre," in Total Theatre, 
ed. E. T. Kirby, pp. 93-94. 
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increased physical activity necessarily increases participation and involve-

ment in the theatrical event. Yet several reservations limit the propositione' 

application; it is true only if the term participation is restricted to the 

very narrow sense of physical reaction to a situation or if participation can 

be said to taka place in those circumstances when the spectator-participant is 

unaware of his involvement in the action. 

The physical provocation in happening is rendered more aggresaive by 

a concomitant moral violation of the audience, in short, a pervasive use of 

scandal. Total nudity and representations of phalli abound in the European 

happening, for example in Lebel's Pour conjurer l'esprit de Catastrophe I "Row 

upon row of black penis-shaped objects strung across the ceiling" and the 

walls with three spot-lit cupboards containing "plastic replicas of the womb 

1 stuck with hYP,odermic needles" (the work of the Japanese sculptor Kudo) 

formed a part of the environment. In the later Boulogne version, Kudo's 

contribution was even more erotically aggressive: "Kudo as sex priest makes 

silent sermon with immense papier-mAche phallus, then screams in Japanese, 

caresses public with the phallus, goes into mystic orgasm and then collapses.,,2 

The prevalence of the simulation of the sexual act in thie work adds to the 

outrage of the public's morals. Ferro created an action painting by sticking 

his brush held between his thighs into pots of paint held in an identical 

position by two scantily clad young girls, and then daubing a huge canvas with 

paint. Lebel mimed the sexual act when he appeared as the television .an with 

amal1 portable posters in each hand, one bearing the image of the male organ 

and the other the female, and theee he passed across each other from hand to 

hand. Overt nudity was employed for an action parodying the policital confron-

tation between Russia and America; two nude girls, one wearing a Kennedy mask, 

the other one of Khrushchev, were etuck with newspaper headlines and then both 

bathed in a bath full of imitation blood. Striptease is another sexual element 

1 Nimllo, "Catastrophe in Paris," p. 51; and p. 52. 

2Lebel, for Exorcising the Spirit of Catastrophe in Assemblage by 
Kaprow, p. 234. 
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in happenings; at the 1966 Festival de Ie Libre Expression, "un travesti vatu 

en religieuse ••• 8e deshabille sans 'paravents' ••• s'assoit sur una 

chaise avec une petite la~pe allumee entre les Jambes. n1 It would appear that 

evan sexual acts themaalves ara not omitted from Lebel's work; in the scanario 

2 
of Olchirex one reads "deux couples 'interraciaux' a'enlacent" and in the 

Boulogne version of Catastrophe it is implied that two girls embrace a third 

Perhaps the most inflammatory example of sexual aggression in Lebal'e 

work is to be found not in a happening as such but in his production of 

Picasso's Le OtSsir attrape par la queue. In this play, la Tarte IIs'accroupit 

devant Ie trou du souffleur et, face ~ la salle, pisse et chaudepiae. pendant 

3 dix bon nee minutes." The justification that Lebel offers for retaining thie 

action (apart from Picaseo's insistence that nothing should ba cut) indicatee 

the reaeon for the extensive use of nudity and sax in the whole of his work. 

"C'aet notra saul .oyen de deranger les rapports ordinaires, convantionnele, 

.t pour tout dire 'morts' qu'entratient Ie apectateur avec Ie monde, c'eet 

notra seul .oyen de tranagresaer las interdits, afin qu'au nivasu de Is via, 

chacun ait la force de secouer Ie faux personnage hlrite d'une socilte 

4 .anuracturea." The whole problem is typically returned to the psycho-social 
5 

le".l by Lebel; the aim is not to "faire physiquement mal aux apactateurs" but 

to Jolt them into a new awarenese of life. In nudity Lebel aees a way to 

break the hold that the system has over the lives, both conscious and uncon-

ecioue, of the individual and hence he proclaime. "11 faut que la nuditl 

6 redavienne possible." It is one of the methode to bring about a radical 

changa, to ovarthrow "les interdits d'un ordre dlpolitisant, desaxuali8ant, 

1Tulie, "Happsning: canular en fran~ais," p. 25. 

2Lebel, Le Happening, p. 73. 

3picasso, Le Olsir attrapG par 18 queue, p. 18. 

4Lebel to Nicola, "Chapiteau pour un scandale," p. 52. 

SLabal, Entratiens avec Ie Living Theatre, p. 69. 

6 Ibid., p. 104. 
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d'ou la plus elementaire notion de liberte est organiquement exclue.,,1 

The role Lebel attributes to the erotic placee him in a current of 

social thought perhaps best typified by Herbert Marcuse. Marcuse argues that 

"erotic • • 

reality and 

• cognitio~ break[s1 the hold of the established, contingent 

strive[s] for a truth incompatible with it.,,2 The release of the 

erotic impulses of man would break lithe repressive utilization of instinctusl 

energy" on which ths economic system of the West exists I "freed from these 

constraints, man would exist without work and without order; he would fall 

3 back into nature, which would destroy culture. 1I This could well be an 

alternativs light in which to interpret Lebel's comparison of happening and 

primeval art. Both reprssent the art form of a non-repressive culture. 

The use of sex and nudity in art is the major distinction between 

American and European happenings. Al Hansen has stated: "I fail to see how 

a theater piece could be made better by having sex introduced.,,4 But, 8ax is 

an essential element in Lebel's work; for example, in Cstsstrophe, ferro 

projected slides of modern art onto the stomach of a nude, girating model. 

The symbolism of this act remains obscure unless interpreted in the light of 

Lebel's closing remarks as he goose-steps out of the gallery shouting "Heil 

Art! Heil Sex!": political power controls art and sex; by releasing sexual 

instincts from repression happening will liberate art and social mana "On na 

peut transformer ni la psychologie n1 le8 rapports soc1aux sana transformer ou 

libirer la sexualite. On ne peut pas realiser une revolution a un seul niveau. 

.. ~ 5 Sans cela on va droit a l'echec." The use of sex highlights the difference 

6 
in aim between the two schools of happening: for the Americans the happening 

1Jean-Jacques Lebel, "Une ebauche geniale du theatre total," L'Avant
Sc~ne: Theatre, no. 500 (August 1972), p. 10. 

2~arcuse, One Dimensional ~an, p. 127. 

3~arcuss, Eros and Civilisation, p. 175. 4 
Hansen, Primer, p. 87. 

5Julian Beck cited by Lebel, Entretiens avec Ie Living Theatre, p. 14. 

6Happening is not restricted to Western Europe and North America, aventa 
have occurred in Japan and Eastern Europe. However, we are concerned with a 
comparison of North Americen and European happening in as far as it throws 
light on the happenings that have occurred in france. 
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is basically an aesthetic question, an atte~pt to create an art form that 

can relate to modern man's needs through its transitoriness, its rapidity, 

and its environmental involvement; for Lebel, however, the happening haa the 

further dimenaion of "l'agitation sociale.,,1 Tha American happening is 

deacriptive of a situation; the French happening is a means by which to change 

the situation. Lebal summarizes the aims of Catastrophe: "We have striven to 

give our audience an idea, an attitude of dissent against co .. ereialis. of 

art, a conscientious use of our subconscious, and a .ore direct use of our 

cons.nsus in sex and art.,,2 

Jorge Lavelli arrives at similar conclusions in his experiments with 

the happening form: "Le but du happening est de liblrer des 'nergies refoul'.s, 

dans un IClatementqui dlnonce et viole en meme temps las atructures poliei~res 

de la sociltl et de aa culture.,,3 This explains the aggreaaive nature of 

french happening that Hanaen notes: 

Violence aeems to be more characteristic of European hsppenings 
than of happenings in America. There is something soft and poetic and 
perhaps evan .usic hallish about the American happenings. The 
European happening ha8 much more of a chicken wandering acr08S the .tage 
followed by a man quickly 8winging an axe who cuts it in half, by the 
participants or performers having intercourse or being atripped naked. 4 

The Europeans are attempting to break down barriers and then push their 

fre.doM .s far a. possible, whereas the American8 are .uch More concerned with 

trying to create a total art work. The Europeans set out to achieve a paycho-

.ocial liberation, the Americana to solve an aesthetic proble.. An illuatra-

tiO" is Ksprow'a commentary on the use of ephe.eral .aterial and city wa.te: 

it ia either "a further enlargement of the domain of art'. aubJect .. atter," 

or • re-posing of the proble .. (begun by Ouch_p's objets trouvls) of "what .ay 

be (or baco.e) art and what .ay not"; the outeo.e of thia use of wa.te will 

be the teaa1bility of "a new range of for .. s not pos.ible with conventional 
5 

.ean •• " All tour points are argued solely frail the aesthetic angle with no 

1Lebal, Le Happening, p. 62. 

2Lebel to Ni .. o, Cataatrophe in Parie," p. 52. 

3Noras and Godard, Lavalli, p. 149. 

5 
Kaprow. A •• e.blage, pp. 166-67. 
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.ention of Lebel's argullenta that the heppening by its ephemerality escapes 

co.ercialism. 

Kaprow, himself, is aware of the distinction between his own "rough 

ritual style" and Lebel's style which is "more surreal, erotic and SORletille. 

political in overtone and intent." The point on which he allowe comparison 

with Lebel is the need lito break down as many traditional barriers a& possibl_ 

those that divide the arts, that separate these from the spectator Or listener, 

and thst prevent art and life from mixing. tt1 Again, only aesthetic considers-

tions predominate. Wherees for Kaprow the breaking of traditional barriers 

is seen as an aesthetic end in iteelf, for Lebel the happening represents "la 

pratique de la rlvolution psychophysique permanente.,,2 Happening is an effort 

towards a redefinition of culture that will radically alter the nature of 

society and civilisation--a replacement of the culture based on the text, the 

spoken word, and the passive receiver by a culture based on the action, the 

performance of the act, and the active participant. Lebel's happening is what 

~cLuhan would call a post-literate art form, one that relates to the alectronic 

era by its emphasis on involvement in the world about oneself. 

The socio-political aims of Lebal's work suggested in the social 

symbolism of hie creations are made totally obvious in the overt political 

.tatements that they include. The initial event of Catastrophe presented 

the following situation a a pram draped in a tricolour lIIas pushed in by a 

mother; the baby in the pram lIIas a .ask of De Gaulle. The political analogy 

is that Franca (the mother) begets De Gaulle (the child). Another actor 

grabbed the De Gaulle mask, the implicstion being that social revolution (over

throwing De Gaulle) not only necessitates the violation of society but also 

the violation of the family. Maske of the politicians Kennedy and KhrushChev 

were worn dUring the happening, and the final event was an improvisation 

dealing with the rejection of the black American Meredith's application to 

enter "issiesippi University. Such overt references to political situations 

1Kaprow, "A Happening in Parie," pp. 98-99. 

2Lebel, Entretiena avec 1. Living Theatre, p. 227. 
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never occur in American happening. 

Despite these ideological differences, the happenings of both Europe 

and North America attempt a redefinition of theatrical language that has 

i_plicationa for the positions of actor and spectator. The new language 

proposes an environment of noise, light, and touch that encompa •• es both 

actor and spectator. Sensual shock is coupled with erotic stimUlation and 

Moral outrage to pro~ote a more physically active reaction from the spectator

~participant. Moreover, the very form of happeninga precludes the eaay 

identification of spectator and character, and demands a more co-.itted 

response. 

(iv) The Structure and Creative Process of Happening 

The hypothetical description refers to the organization of happening 

aa a tlcompartmental structure t
'; the basis of this structure is the arrange_ent 

and Juxtaposition of "theatrical units that are completely self-contain.d and 

h.reetic.,,1 Michael Kirby thus implies that the relationship between th ••• 

unit. 1s just teeporal in that one event happens before, after, or at the .... 

tiMe e. another, and that there is no necessary literary link between thee. 

What is clear is that any notion of intrigue or story line has been abandoned 

by happening. Kaprow posits, flHappenings are events which, put .iMply, happen. 

• • • They appear to go nowhere and do not make any particular literary 

point.,,2 Happenings, then, sre anti-theatrical in ae much as they deny that 

central element of the theatrical event as defined by Maurice Oescote., "La 

piace d. thlatr. doit Btre ~ant tout cette hi.toire bien menle, bien 

recontle, apte 8 sati.faire la curiositl Illmentaire qui est le .enti.ent 

pr .. ier de la fouls rasse.blle pour apprendre et attendre 'ce qui va •• 

p .... r.'n3 The principle of organization of happening muat be looked for al ... 

wh.r.. The abeurdi.t dramatista destroyed the conventional concapt of intrigue 

1KirbY, Happenings, p. 13. 

2Kaprow, "'Happenings' in the New York Scene," p. 39. 

3o.acotee, La Public de thlatre, p. 348. 
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by a danial of action and development, but nevertheless, structure waa given 

to the whole by thematic orchestration and the ritualistic repetition of 

cartain phrases. Happening's structure springs from rhythm and movament and 

in this respect is totally non-literarYI 

Time or "pacing" lIIill acquire an order that is determined more by the 
character of movements within environments than by a fixed concept of 
regular development and conclusion. There need be no rhythmic coordina
tion between the several points of a Happening. 1 

This movement/rhythm concept of structure is best illustrated by 

reference to Kaprow's Bon ~arch8. An account of the action runa: on arriving 

at the supermarket, the first moment of the happening was the vague wandering. 

of the public through the darkened store where five countars were lit by bulbs, 

each apectator-participant lIIas given a cloth bag to carry containing a haavy 

object; the sound environment was the public address system encouraging people 

to buy this or that product and broadcasting the time in different parts of 

the world. The first moment is characterized by undirected, unconcentratsd 

.ovement, genaral sound, and a uniform lighting system. The second mo.ent 

consiated of specific actions performed in specific locations; at the five 

lit counters, five actions were performed I a washing-machine was wrapped and 

unwrapped, filled with and emptied of newspaper by an expressionleae salasman 

while a light was switched on and off; a man was puahed around in a basket, 

wae wrapped up and led away; another ritual of wrapping and unwrapping was 

performed at a different counter; at the fourth counter a girl buttered bread 

and spread Jam; and, at the fifth, a girl covered in plaetic was washed down 

with suds by a bearded sttendant. This period is marked by the dafinition of 

arass either by flsshing lights (contrasting with tha uniform dimness of tha 

opening) or by specific noises like the mechanical clicking of the girl in 

plastiC or the blasts of a police whistle and fog-horn during tha wrapping 

of the man (a8 opposed to the general public address syatem); similarly the 

audience is directed tOlllards certain points in contrast to the earlier vagua 

.eanderings. In the third moment, the audience returned to its wanderings as 

1 Kaprolll, Ass8mblage, p. 191. 
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they passed from counter to counter, perhaps asking the demonstrators questions. 

The fact that certain events were carried out randomly in the space the 

audience occupied distinguishes the third moment from the first. The per

formance areas (which were formerly the counters) and the spectator eree are 

fUBed as four actions were performed: a woman dragged a cot and bedding through 

the aisles of the shop; a workman rolled a tyre among the spectators; photo

graphers shot flashguns that were answered by cap pistole; and finally a mad-

dog man ran through the crowd on all fours. The breaking of the barrier 

between separate performance and spectating areas was underlined by epectators 

actively entering the action either by taking over the tyre from the workmen 

or by creating their own action; the breaking of the physical barrier led in 

&OMe case. to the breaking of the psychological barrier which enforced a 

paesive role on the spectator. The fourth moment is in radical contrast a& 

it draws spectators, actors, and those who have created their own event, all 

three, together around a single spotlight, "a bright hard circle of idiotic 
1 

iMportance." A single spectator was declared the winner, and he was sat on 

a steel chair to receive his prize of money and wine. The concentration into 

one spot is emphasized by the demonstrators from the other counters clambering 

through the crowd towards the winner and the wine. In this period, the single 

spectator becomes the central actor, especislly as the demonstrstors collapae 

one by one .. ong the feet of the crowd. The swing is towards a very tightly 

packed space with a magnification of the crowd's activity around the central 

point. fro. this frenzy the happening decelerated as the last demonstrator 

poured a final bottle of wine over the girl covered in plastic and dropped 

slowly to the floor after having aeked the spectators to rip open their cloth 

bags. The original eilence wae restored and then the public address syste. 

broadcest the exact time in Paris and requested the contents of the bags 

(a stone) to be deposited in the pool at the foot of the plastic-covered girl 

before leaving the supermarket. ~The structure of this happening is based on 

• variety of rhythms obtained through movement. It i8 a aeries of groupings 

1 Kaprow, "A Happening in Paris," p. 94. 
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and dispersings with a final moment of spatial concentration underlined by 

the broadcasting of the accurate time in one place, Paris (as opposed to the 

world capitals of the opening sequence). 

The ebb-and-flow style of this happening recurs in many of Kaprow's 

happenings (~ snd Night) and derives from a desire to construct his work on 

the rhythms of nature which tend to be cyclic. This pattern gives Kaprow's 

work a ritual style since most primitive rituals are tied to natural cycles. 

The analysis of 80n Marche shows that the progression of the happening is 

closely tied to the movements of spectators and participants and the space in 

which they evolve. Space-time articulation is the basic vocabulary of the 

happening and not the grammatical sentence with its implied causality. 

Lebel's happenings do not use space in such a well-defined way as 

Kaprow's but Oechirex does follow a similar spatial development. Again, the 

happening is grouped about a series of moments. The opening sequence posits 

a traditional aUdience-stage relationship in that the audience was confronted 

with two proacenium arches; on the left, two girls were playing badminton in 

ultra-violet light with fluorescent aquipment, and on the right, a film collage 

was projected. The second moment begins when the crowd reacted to ~exican 

bullfighting music and, simultaneously, a motorcycle and the badminton players 

descended into the spectating area, a dramatic breaking of the physical 

barrier between audience and actors. Ouring the third moment, the single 

araa is .ade even more common to both eets of people by ndee actions spontan'es 

1 qui ant lieu dans la sallen: a nude girl covered with spaghetti danced on 

top of a car; a recitation was made from the Larouss8 "'dical; a Mayakovaky 

po •• wae read; and a speech by Castro was broadcast as wall aa othar sound 

ele.ants. The fourth moment is the herding of the crowd into a apace around 

the car by the circling motorcycle and the flailing badminton rackets. The 

physical concentration of ths audience is compeneated ror by the violent 

physical action of breaking up the car; at this point, ths purely evasivs 

activity of the crowd was turned into positive activity (in the context or 

1Label, Le Happening, p. 72. 
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the happening) as the crowd took command of the offered car and began to 

dismantle it. The final moment is a paralysis of the activity; as ferlinghetti 

read his poem, a huge plastic tube wound its way among the spectator-

participants causing a freezing of the action as it inflated. The public and 

the participants become a single unit experiencing a common, enforced immobility. 

In this second instance, the structure of the happening is again derived froM 

the correlation between space and activity with a concluding reassembling of 

actors end spectators. In both Bon ~arch' and Dechirex, structure can be 

defined most accurately in terms of flow and movement through space; these 

elements give happening a form despite its "self-contained and hermetic" 

theatricel events. 

As spatial articulation and movement become prime features in the 

organization of the work, the physical position of the spectator is integrated 

into the artistic conception of the happening. It has been said of Spring 

Happening: "The viewing situation has become an organic part of the work 

it.elf.,,1 Space is no longer a stable, static element but rather kinetic; and 

80 the observer snd passive spectator beCOMe participants in the work by their 

movement in the sense that thsy are a constructive part of the whole. 

Ths organic use of the physical position of tha spectator has developed 

during a second phasa of hsppening experimentation. In the formative years, 

between 1959 and 1961, a more or less traditional situation obtained in which 

tha audiencs was situated in defined areas of seating, albeit in the round or 

inside a surrounding environment. for example, Red Grooms's The Burning 

Building had a delineated stage area and therefore one can assume an aqually 

wall-defined audience area; for Whitman's happenings ~ and The American ~on 

(both New York, 1960), there appears to have been specific performance areas 

2 
in the cantre of the saated public. The Amarican ~oon played with tha 

phy.ical position of the audience. The spectators were seated facing inwards 

inside six tunnels that radiated out from the centre of the room, leaving • 

1Kirby, Happenings, p. 27. 

2Rob.rt ~itman, The American ~oon in Happening. by Kirby, pp. 137-47. 
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roughly oval area where most of the action of the piece took place. The 

spectators could only see part of the central area and the mouth of the opposite 

tunnel. They ware deliberately left unsure about the shape of the room until 

the end of the happening. As was the case with Dine's Car Crash, the division 

into specific areas for spectator and actor is attenuated by the action of the 

happening being carried on around and above the audience. 

It is worthwhile noting that certain happenings are deliberate attempts 

to exploit the tension, the attente (as Duvignaud calls it), that is esta-

blished between the actor and spectator in the traditional situation. An 

example is Ben's Publik (Deuxieme Festival de la Libre Expression, 1965): 

Ben sat alone on stage looking expressionless out at the audience and doing 

absolutely nothing; over his head was a sign which said: "Regarder va suffit." 

In the programme, Ben explains the happening: 

La piece va durer une heure. 
Aucune action prlconvue n'aura lieu. 
Obsarvez Ie public. 
Toutes ses rlactions, meme les plus infimes et imperceptibles, 

sont l'action de la piece. 1 

The sign is an ironic commsnt on ths traditional role of the spectator which 

the happening aims to reverse by having the spectator perform and the actor 

observe. Irony as a mechanism does very little to destroy the whole concept 

of defined roles which is the aim of Lebel's work. In this respect, Lebel's 

Catastrophe can be sesn as a progression: "Composle surtout d'un hsppening et 

d'une exposition-environnement, cette manifestation intlgra Ie 'public' 

entiarement dans son mouvement.,,2 The development of the happening in general' 

has been away from fixed positions and fixed roles towards fluidity of movs-

.ant and interaction between spectator and actor to the point of eradicating 

1een , "Programme pour un happening," Le Thl8tre dana Ie monde, vol. 14, 
no. 6 (November-December 1965), p. 571. For further details, aee Tarrab, 
"Le Happening," pp. 16-17; and Lebel, Le Happening, p. 51. There i8 so •• 
confusion concsrning the date of this work. Tarrab quotes Ben who indicates 
that the first performance was in Nice (1962); he also mentions a 1964 Paris 
performance. Lebel maintains that Publik was created at the Oeuxi~me Festival 
de 1a Libre Expression (Paris 1965). One can only conclude that Ben repeated 
the happening over a period of years in different places. 

2Lebe1, Le Happening, p. 87. 
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the barrier between them. 

The spatial transformations of a happening in progress are clearly 

impossible in the fixed arrangement of seats and stage that exists in the 

traditional theatre. Indeed, it is arguable that the rigidity of the physical 

setting reinforces the notion of immutable roles for the actor and the spec-

tator which precludes the possibility of free interplay. Reform of theatrical 

architecture is a principle on which the ephe~ere panigue is based because of 

Jodorowsky's objections to just this rigidity and its roles. The area that 

happenings define in their action has developed towards the sphere, that is, 

a total use of the three-dimensional environment including the space occupied 

1 by the audience. The experimentation with theatrical space has been pursued 

.ors avidly by the Americans than Lebel, most of whose work has been performed 

in the .ore or less rectangUlar envelope of a gallery. Kaprow hae personally 

struck out against this "limiting rectangularity of the gallery architecture. n2 

Ju.t as the theatre building imposes a certain physical relationship on actor 

and spectator, so the gallery has a limiting effect on the possibilities of 

creation and of art's interaction with life. Jerome Savary's Grand Magic 

Circus refuses the thestre building precisely because ita architecture cauaes 

a rupture between theatre and the life of the community, a rupture that they 

•• ek to repair. Kaprow argues the same case against the museus venue, "With 

the emergence of the picture shop and museum in the last two centuries as a 

direct consequence of art's .eparation from SOCiety, art came to .ean a dre .. 

world, cut off from real life capable of only indirect reference to the 

3 
.xi.tence .ost people knew." The original venue of most happenings was a 

•• all room in a .useum (for example, the Reuben Gallery or the Judson Gallery 

in New York) and it is interesting to observe that in these happenings the 

audience-actor relationship remained formal. This would seem to support 

Kaprow's argument that the physical envelope informs the nature of the 

1Tha work of Jacques Polier1 has also developed towards the use of 
apherical structuree in the exploitation of the theatrical space. Sea balow, 
Chapter VI, pp. 549-56. 

3 Ibid., p. 183. 
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theatrical relationships and that the creativity of the early happening was 

inhibited by the physical setting. This point is made in performance in 

Dlchirex as the two proscenium arches of the beginning impose the attitude of 

voyeur on the spectator; when this defined physical situation is broken there 

is a subsequent willed alteration in the spectator's attitude to the 

performance. 

The creation of environment inside the gallery helped to reduce the 

effect of the envelope but interplay was still restricted. Oldenburg's develop

ment away from the basement of the Judson Gallery is symptomatic of the spatial 

development of the happening as a whole. At first, he tried to bring the 

city into the gallery by constructing environments with the city's scrap 

material (Snapshots from the City). Dissatisfied he moved from the gallery 

to the concept of the found environment in the city itself: the swimming pool 

of Washes (New York, 1965)1 and the parking lot of Autobodys. As he moved 

outside, the itinerent happening took over (Injun) and audience movement 

becaBe more integral to the work. finally he embarked upon a transcontinental 

trilogy of happenings: Gayety, Autobodye, and stars (Chicago, Los Angeles, and 

Washington, 1963). Kaprow's work has evolved in a parallel manner from the 

Reuben Gallery and works like Spring Happening where actor-audience delinea-

tion was rigid, to the tenement block of Courtyard or the supermarket of ~ 

"archl and their flow of spectator and actor, and ultimately to the open air 

happenings in the natural environment as in Household where "interactivity 

between art, the public, and nature,,2 is achieved with the disappearance ot 

the spectstor. Not that Ksprow has realized the ideal happening: Copeau's 

revolution of the actor and spectator thinking simultaneously has not been 

achisved, but Anouilh's dictum that the audience ought to be rehearsed has 

3 been observed. for, in Household, Kaprow gathered together all those 

1Claes Oldenburg, Washes, Tulane Drama Review, vol. 10, no. 2 (Winter 
1965), pp. 108-18. 

2Kaprow, Assemblage, p. 182. 

3See Jacques Copeau cited by Pierre-Henri Simon, Theatre et d •• tin 
(Paris: Armand Colin, 1959), p. 37; and Jean Anouilh, La Grotte (PariSI 
La Tabla Ronde, 1961), p. 11. 
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interested in participating and all discussed the plan for the action before-

hand. Alain Jouffroy in his novel, Un r3ve plus long que la nuit, describes 

one such happening that took place at Sheepshead Bay near New York: 

Clest cela Ie vrai, Ie fou theatre, une improvisation au ralenti, sur 
la plage, a la tombee du Jour; des hommes et des femmes que nul spectateur 
froid ne regards; tous les amis participent ~ la f3te at ne s'interessent 
1 rien d'autre qul~ la construction et ~ la destruction dea tours, au 
jeu du vent dans les etoffes clouees sur les poteaux dlamarrage: il n'y 
a pas de plus beau theatre que Ie moment que lion vit.1 

Here we see the happening fully integrated into the life of the subject. 

Oldenburg's and Kaprow's progression out of the gallery and into the 

city links them with a whole branch of happening that takes the city as its 

basic material. Wolf Vostell has created works like Cityrama I (Cologne, 1961) 

which he describes as "a permanent realistic demonstration in twenty-six 

placee in Cologne" and which involves visiting certain areas of the city and 

looking at bomb damage and si~ilar sights. His Ligne petite ceinture (Paris, 

1962) has for a plan the route map of a Parisian bus; the action is the 

following: 

-----------faites attention aux circonstance8 
---------accoustiques et optiques simultanee8 
----------------Bruits--Cris--Voix-----------
---------Murs d'affichas (decollages)-------
---------Oecombres Auines etc. 2 

3 In America, Ken Dewey has created City Scale (1963) which prescribes a dawn 

to Gusk ramble and activity around New York and a similar pi.c. callad 

kincinatti Journey (1965). 

The use of the city in this manner sU9gests very strongly an ext.nsion 

of the Dadaist visit to Saint-Julien-des-Pauvres (Paris, April 1921) in which 

the Oadaists planned to take members of the public up to the church and th.n 

re.d .t rando. frD~ the Larousee encyclopaedia. 8reton explain.d the purpo •• 

0' this activity in the programme: "lIne s'agit pas dlune .anif.atation anti-

1Alain Jouffroy, Un rave plus long que la nuit (Paris: Galli.ard, 
1963), p. 186. 

2Wolf Vost.ll, Cityrama I and Ligne petite c.intur. in A •••• bl.R. by 
Kaprow, pp. 244-46. 

3K• n Deway, City Scala, plan in Tulane Drama Raview, vol. 10, no. 2 
(Winter 1965), b.twe.n pp. 186 and 187. 
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cllricale comme on serait tentl de le croire, bien plutSt d'une nouvelle 

interprltation de la nature appliquee cette fois non pas a l'art mais a la vie.,,1 

The mechanism of Dewey's City Scale is to present familiar sights in an 

unfamiliar way (for example, bathing a bank in blue light) which seems to echo 

the random reading of the Larousse in front of the familiar church. 

The discussion of the use of space in happening and, indeed, of the 

other means employed by this art form includes many references back to the 

Dada movement. The superficial similarity between the two movements is 

remarkable and nowhere more so than in the case of the Max Ernst Exhibition 

held at the Au Sans Pareil Gallery in May and June 1922. Aste d'Esparbas 

describes it in the columns of Comoedia (7 May 1922): 

Avec le mauvais gout qui les caractlrise, les Dadas ant fait appel, 
cette fois, au ressort de l,epouvante. La scene 6tait dans la cave et 
toutes les lumieres Iteintes a l'interieur du magasin, il montait par 
une trappe des gemissements a fendre l'ame et le murmure d'une discussion 
dont nous n'avons pu saisir que quelques bribes •••• 

Les Dadas, sans cravates et gantls de blanc, passaient et repaseaient. 
Andre Braton croquait des allumettes, Georges Ribbement [sic] -Dessaigne. 
criait a chaque instant: "11 pleut sur un crane." Aragon miaulait, 
Philippe Soupault jouait a cache-cache avec Tristan Tzara tandis que 
Benjamin Peret et Chachourne [!!£ 1 se serraient la main a chaque instant. 
Sur Ie seuil o~ se tenait un mannequin au sourire enigmatique Jacques 
Rigaut comptait a voix haute les automobiles et les perles des visiteuse •• 2 

Certain elements in this example prefigure the happening experimental the 

dimly lit room and lighting effects of the struck matches and the white glovesJ 

the enforced proximity of the public and the "actors"; the noise environment 

coapoaed of screams, shouts, and whisperings with no intelligible sentences 

pronounced; the actors used as puppets by repeating the handshake; and the 

automatic shouting of Ribemont-Dessaignes. There was no delineation of actor 

and spectator areas as events were carried out among the audience. The role 

of the "actor" was decidedly in the non-matrixed style of the happening by 

which each action ia independent of all other actions and independent of any 

.etting. Sanouillet has underlined the continuity between Dada and surraali._, 

and now happening, in the _atter of theatrical experimentation: 

1Andre Braton cited by Sanouillet, Dada a Paris, p. 244. 

2Astl d'Eaparb~a cited by Sanouillet, Dada 1 Paria, pp. 250-51. 
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TousAQui parmi les Dadaistes et les Surrealistss qui ont pris 
conscience des problemas du theatre (Ribsmont-Dessaignes, Tzara, Vitrac 
Artaud • • • ) ont pose comme condition premiere ~ la restauration 
da la communion theatrale primitive un changsment d'attitude de la 
part du public. Le spectateur passif et consentant devait ceder 
place a un participant hostile, constamment fustiga par les 
provocations de l'auteur et dee acteurs.1 

The point of dissimilarity ie the method adopted by the happeners. Dada and 

surrealism used shock techniques and physical confrontation with the audience; 

the happening aims at an end product of incorporation of and cooperation with 

the public. The spectator of the Dada manifestation stayed outside the "play" 

and was constantly thwarted and pushed into an act of rebellion against the 

actor; the happener tries to encourage collusion between actor and spectator, 

to create a situation in which actor and spectator are one.2 

The basic relationships of theatre--author/actor/apectator--in which 

the first two agents interact in order to present a work to the third, are 

modified by an approach to creation which aims at the active cooperation of 

actor and spectator. The inclusion of the spectator in the happening as a 

constructive element and as a creative force, as well as the belief that it 

i. in the eye of each individual spectator that the total art work is realized, 

.eans that the art work is a fluid, intangible entity. The first manifests-

tions of this type of art form are the touchable sculptures of Oldenburg and 

the rearrangeable creations of Kaprow; these latter works immediately preceded 

the blo •• oming of the happening. In Kaprow'. Worde (New York, 1961),3 the 

apectator wa. free to .ove and rearrange elements of the sculpture aa ha 

wished; the form was a newpaper kiosk which bristled with headlinee and pic-

tures all of which could be removed and replaced in a different order. The 

choice of the newapaper kiosk with the juxtaposition of ita many atorie. and 

nawe ita •• i. relevant to Kaprow's demand that art ehould relate to the psycha 

1Sanouillet, Dada a Paris, p. 154, n. 1. 

2There ia a form of happening, happening auto-gere, in which thia 
initial barrier i8 not present. The happening evolvea from the interaction 
and improvisation of a nu.ber of people all of who. are participants. Sa. 
Tarrab, "La Happening," pp. 59-65. 

3Al1an Kaprow, Warde, illu8tration. in Aaaemblaga, p. 52 and p. 54. 
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of contemporary man; the newspaper is the symbol of the explosion of the media 

and the bombardment of man by many simultaneous levels of information (a case 

argued by ~cLuhan in Understanding Media). In happening, the symbol is 

replaced by the use of mixed media themselves. Words also prefigured happening 

in its use of an everyday city object as its central image. The opportunity 

given to the audience to effect the nature of the art work by rearranging its 

elements alters fundamentally the process of creation of the work; the work 

ia no longer completed in the studio before being exhibited: "This would simply 

continue the compositional process into the performance process and two 

usually distinct phases would begin to merge as ths caesura between them is 

1 
pullsd out." 

Not in total contrast is the conventional theatrical situation where 

the role of the author is restricted by a series of choices made by the 

director and the production team (including the actor) which may modify his 

original conception of the play. Similarly, as Salacrou has observed, the 

play is not complete until its performance in front of a public, and this 

situation can modify the work yet again: 

Le public qui venait entendre ma piece evait encore dans la tete 
tant de discours radiodiffuses, tant de depeches de journaux, quia 
travers la grille de S8S inquietudes et de ses angoisses, toutes mes 
phrases devenaient allusives. Le vrai drame de ma piece disparut dans 
le drame du public. 2 

The theatre by its very structure would appear to attract those artists 

inter •• tad in the principles of change and the rearrangeable. However, in 

the thaatrical situation, the author still has a complete, fully developed 

idea, a pre-existing total conception of his work. Although perhaps modified, 

this conception is portrayed as a finished work to the public. The reheareal 

in convantional theatre ensures that the work created is presented aa a 

ho.ogeneous whole, an object offered to the public. The process of craation 

ia almost totally over on contact with the audience which has been excluded 

'rom that procese in all but its imagined presence as the intanded partner in 

1Kaprow, Asaemblage, p. 204. 

2 Armand Salacrou, __ ..:.T;.;.h.:;;.sA=.at::.;r=.:e=:.-__ IV (ParisI Gallimard, 1945), p.121. 
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the communicative action of art. Generally, the audience is allo~ed to 

interpret what it perceives but not to Modify the nature of what it perceives. 

In the happening the audience is given the opportunity to compoae what it 

experiences. 

An illustration of the relative difference in re8ponaibility and role 

of the conventional dramatic author end the author of happening is the nature 

and position of the text in the finished work. In conventional theatre, the 

text retains a central position and tends to be a word-perfect script. Despite 

the widespread belief that happenings are totally non-textual, they generally 

have a 8cript or scenario. It is, however, very rarely concerned with dialogue 

or words, but merely lists a seriee of actions, perhaps with place8 and times 

aa well without any expressed relation between one act and the next. Often 

the sequence of ections is determined by chance methods 8uch S8 turning a pack 

of carda. Indeed, the fact that it has been possible to discuss atructure 

i~liea a certain pre-axiating conception of the workJ Kaprow's statement 

referring to the most uncontrolled moment of Bon Marchi, "almost lose it one 

night,,,1 does imply that s measure of control over the events is conceived by 

the author. However, the happener would not interfere with the production 

aa Oldenburg affirms: "I like to withdraw and let the thing handle itself and 

2 find its own way." Instead of having a general idea that ia then filled out 

and developed by the single author to become a structured script, the happsning 

author works from the general idea (or structure) in parformance. The 

perfor.ance itself develope the generel idea, and the work as the product of 

tha aingle author becomes a collective enterprise open to the vagaries of 

eituetion, weather and participants. Tha happening i. in fsct the cre.tion of 

the work, or es Hansen has expressed it "a representation of the creativa 

J 
process in action." 

The very fact that the concept of the author is eclipsed in happening 

1Kaprow, "A Happening in Paris," p. 94. 

201denburg to Kostelanetz, Theatre of Mixed Means, p. 146. 
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production has led to Peter Brook's criticism that the resultant work is 

forlilass: IIThere is eventually a need for authorship to raach the ultimste 

1 compactness and focus that collective work is almost obliged to lIiss." The 

happening is seen to become divorced from life because there is no prssence 

behind the production: IIPresque toujours il manque ~ ses jeux une pr'sence, 

CELLE DU CREATEUR, qui donnerait au 'happening' sa r'alit'. Faute de quai, 

celui-ci tourne toujours ~ la mystification.,,2 Alfred Simon's criticism, as 

well as Brook's, is based on a desire for a single stable point of view, an 

omniscient author, as in the nineteenth-century novel--a desire that the 

happeners consider an anachronism in a universe based on relativity and meta-

morphosis. The only reality of happening is the experience of each individual 

present and his contribution to the work: "L'artiste ou l"crivain est lui

.Ima devenu une piece de mus'e, anachronique et inutile, das lars que le 

privilege de la transgression est exarce par tous et non par un."3 Lebel's 

attitude towards authorship is characteristically political in overtone; for 

him, the events of Paris, May 1968 proved that the public had realized the 

aim of happening for itself, that is, a new psycho-social world viaw. Kaprow, 

on the other hand, believes that the public is still incapable of directing 

their own happenings, and hence still assigns a prominant position to hi •• elf 

1n the production, "In the case of those Happenings with more detailed instruc-

tions or more expanded action, the artist must be present at every moment, 

directing and participating, for the tradition is too young for the complete 

4 stranger to know what to do with such plans if he got them." In such 

happenings Kaprow has adopted the practice of discussing the action beforehand 

and eo his control over events is greatar than Lebal'.. As aarly as October 

5 
1963, ha briafed tha crowd on "what would take place." Kaprow'a lRathod is to 

p. 842. 

1erook, Empty Spaca, po 35. 

2Alfr.d Simon, liLa JII'taphore prillordiale," Esprit, no. 5 (Play 1965), 

3Lebel, Entretiens avec Ie Living Th,atre, p. 220. 

4Kaprow, As •• mblage, p. 195. 

SAllan Kaprow, "An Artist's Story of a Happening," New York Time., 
6 October 1963. 
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draw up guidelines along which the happening may develop: "I try to plan for 

different degrees of flexibility within parameters of an otherwise strictly 
1 

controlled imagery." Despite these parameters, the author's control is not 

total and the artist t'need not be the only one responsible for a creative 

2 
action." Obvious co-creators of the happening are the physical setting and 

the spectator-participant. Al Hansen considers the creation of a happening in 

a similar light: "My approach to happenings has been to write a framework 

notation as a skeleton within which the performers will fill space and build 

a .onster or creature which could then be considered the product of us all ... 3 

If happening is non-theatrical in the modifications it brings to the 

creative process, it is equally non-theatrical in its choice of performera. 

Just aa the theatrical building is considered a restraining factor on the 

cr.ative process so the learned techniques of a trained actor will create a 

theatrical atmosphere thus impeding the breakdown of the barrier between actor 

and audience: 

Actors are stage-trained and bring over habits from their art that are 
hard to shake off •••• The best participants have been persona not 
normally engaged in art or performance, but who are moved to take part 
in an activity that is at once meaningful to them in its ideas yet 
natural in its methods.4 

Th. ..phasis in happening is n2i on learning a role or embodying an imagin.d 

character. The concept of characterization is rendered obsolete. In a 

tradition that includes Artaud and Genet who both attacked Western theatre for 

it ••• phasie on psychological depiction of character and the subsequent 

.xhibitionism, the happening rejects the actor, "axhibitionniste m.nteur," in 

favour of the actor, "po~te en .stat de trans •• "
S 

for Jodorolilaky and L.b.l, 

with th.ir preoccupation of passing beyond the conscious world, trance is the 

.tat. of r.lea •• of repr.ssions, that mom.nt when the subconscious take. full 

po ••••• ion of the being, 8S opposed to the traditional concept of tranc. as 

1 Kaprow, "A statement," in H8eeeninga by Kirby, p. 51. 

2Kaprow, A •••• blag., p. 1720 3 Hana.n Pri •• r, p. 109. 

4Kaprow, As.a_blag., p. 197. 

5Jodorow.ky, "Vers l'lph'.~ra panique," p. 85 • 
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that moment when the god visits the celebrant. The trance of Al Hansen's 

happenings is different again; the actors through reflection and contemplation 

become so involved with the work that they are oblivious of their physical 

beings: 

These two girls [Meredith Monk and Phoebe Neville] approach happenings 
so filled with danger and joie, that if not watched carefully they 
will easily destroy something or hurt themsalves. It is not unusual 
in the happening world for happening performer types to be uninhibited 1 
to the point of actually hurting themselves or someone in the audience. 

In a Kaprow piece, trance is not utilized, his work being more controlled 

and concerned with the creation of a total effect. Trance acting is one 

method by which happener-performers avoid exhibitionism. The trance is the 

total commitment of the actor to the work; it is not the imaginary world of 

character but the vital world of involvement. 

The incarnation of roles and characters is replaced by a performance 

of gestures and simple actions; in this way, the performer is not attempting 

to create a total illusion of reality but is presenting a lived action. By 

reducing the temptation of exhibitionism and inauthenticity, the simple action 

.mphasizes the irreducible presence of the actor aa a living being. The 

philosophic debste concerning the reality of the character and the actor is 

no longer valid. The actor is present in his own reality; the happening 

introduces hi. in a state of brute presence. 

Discussion of the actor-object appears throughout modern dramatic 

theory and centres on this very problem of the conflicting realms of the 

living ector and the imaginary character; for axample, Craig and Ionesco have 

argued in favour of the puppet. Their objections to the actor arose becauae 

the human being can only be artificially integrated into the theatrical 

illusion; his own physical reality reacts against the illusion. The puppst 

resolves the conflict by rejecting the living element. In Happening a reverae 

process ha. been established; by discarding characterization and reducing the 

actor-performer to his naked presence, illusion is destroyed in favour of 

r.ality. Happening is reality; theoretically the position of the actor in 
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happening achieves the desired fusion of art and life. The actor-performer 

ie not absorbed into a situation. 

When Lebel produced Picasso's Le D~sir attrap~ par la queue, he urged 

his sctors to be "actifs" and to improvise around the text so as not to remain 

"fideles du mot a mot.,,1 Improvisation is another method of obviating the 

conflict of real and imaginary. It demands that the actor divulge his own 

nature; it constitutes a movement through the fictitious realism of Antoine's 

Thlatre Libra towards what could be called ultra-realism. Theatre has often 

experi~ented with the division between the reality of the theatre and lived 

reality usually in an attempt to persuade the audience to accept the stage 

reality as lived reality, hence, the passsge of actors through the audisnce 

in order to involve the audience, to make them believe in the reality of the 

actor- character. Happening again resolves this division by creating no rival 

"reality." for example, Ann Halprin's Apartment 6 (1965) presented the actor. 

on stage with no pre-axisting lines or action: "In our situation there'. 

absolutely nothing pretended. We don't play any roles. We just are who we 

ara. I don't know where it's going to lead to •••• We avoid personalizing.n2 

The position of the actor in happening is complicated. Either hi. 

creative role is reduced to carrying out an action prescribed by the suthor 

in which hi. vslue is that of being simply a living being, or hi. creativity 

is the reason for the existence of happening as Lebel directs his actor.: 

"I'm not going to tell you what you should do in this show; I know you are 

capabla of doing it. All I ask of you is for you to conjure up the spirit of 

3 a catastrophe." In both cases, the movement is away from psychological 

character development towards physical activity and consequently the substitu

tion of lived reality for the dramatic illusion. 

The spectator has become integrsl to the creation of the art work a. 

has the actor. Being an art form that does not allow for dUration in time 

1Lebel to Nicola, "Chapiteeu pour un scandale," p. 51. 

2Ann Halprin, "Interview," Tulane Drama Reviaw, vol. 10, no. 2 
(Winter 1965), p. 166. 

3Lebel to Ni_o, "Catastrophe in Parie," p. 49. 
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or place, the happening involves the spectator in an unconventional manner; 

Schechner expresses it: "The thing done is no longer any more important than 

those who do it and those who witness it.,,1 from being the external subject 

to whom the art object is proffered and who has the privilege of observing a 

total complete work, the spectator has become an agent in the creative process. 

A happening in which the spectator does assume an amount of autonomy is 

Milan Kntzak's Demonstration for All the Senses (Prague, 1964). The first of 

the three moments is a mise en condition (essential for the happeners to 

release the individual from imposed reactions learned by life in society), 

"a disturbance of their normal state of mind" effected by enclosing spectators 

in a dark room. The second constitutes the happening proper with the 

customary sequence of unrelated actions performed mainly by the spectator-

participants. The final moment "ends in a fortnight, and is different for 

each participant. Everything that happens to him during this period is a 

2 second demonstration." Here the author acts purely as a motivating agent, 

leaving the creative role to the spectator who chooaes what constitutes the 

art work in the ensuing days. The distinction between the spectator and actor 

has been eliminated by the concept of the participant. 

The destruction of the barrier between spectator and actor is central 

to Lebel's argument in Le Happening; he seea in the art form a means to combat 

the alienation of modern society. Instead of the subject/object separation, 

he calls for "un Ichange et une collaboration effective": "Puisqu'il s'agit 

de thlatre. je crois qu'en 1967 l'essentiel est de dltruire la relation 

alifnfe scene/salle (ou. si vous pr~f~rez, acteurs/public, sujet/objet) et de 

la remplscer par une relation libre, ind~terminee."3 The example of his work 

studied would seem to indicate that his success in practice in this raalm is 

li_itad. Most of the activity of the audience is confined to defeneive 

1Richard Schechner, "Happenings," Tulane Drama Review, vol. 10, no. 2 
(Winter 1965). p. 230 

2Milan Kn!z~, Demonstration for All the Senses in Assemblage by 
Kaprolll. p. 305. 

3Lebel. Le Happening. p. 27; and Lebel, "Parler du happening," p. 11. 
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evasion of assaults by the actors. At the outset of his happenings there is 

a division between audience and actor. Although the action is directed toward 

a diminution of the barrier allowing the two to intermingle and to interreact, 

its effect is minimal. For example, the final tableau of O'chirex finds 

actors and spectators immobilized while engaged in a common activity. This is 

interaction at a very basic level; the spectator is no longer spatially 

separated from the actor but his knowledge of what is expected is less than 

that of the actor. The concept of audience participetion is ill-defined and 

has lost all real meaning. Ben describes the following situation as "la 

participation directe du public A l'action": "Benjamin Patterson bende lee 

yeux au public qu'il amene faire un tour de 20 minutes dans la rue. II fait 

vivre la pi~ce au public qui devient acteur a part entiare.,,1 This type of 

participation derives from simple physical provocation and is not at all 

creative; the decision to act on the part of the audience is not a free one and 

doae not derive from any inspiration. This situation puts the spectator in a 

more passive position than in the conventional theatre; the participation i. 

imposed by the author, and the spectator is just a material in his design. 

Lebel is aware of this type of shortcoming2 and rather more optimistically 

claims: "Toute per sonne presente A un happening y participe. II n'y a plus de 

public, d'a~teurs, d'exhibitionnistes, de voyeurs, tous peuvent changer d'Itat 

a volontl •••• Nul n'est rlduit a zero, comme au theatre. n3 

Happening is an art form capable of accommodating tha spontaneous 

action of the audience; in fact it seeks to encourage this action. Yet the 

difficulty remains that forcing the public to act does not ensure any meaning-

rul creative act. Lebel's happenings do not appear to surmount the problam 

of inspiring in the audience the desire to participate in any worthwhile 

.annar. Al Hansan concludes from his own experience of happening, both as 

author and participant: 

1aan, "Th.s8tre = Tout," p. 574. 

2Labal, La Happening, p. 51. 

3Lebal, "Notes 8ur les happenings," p. 569. 
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The relationship between the performer and the spectator in happenings 
is classical. • • • Rarely do these people, who are moved into taking 
part by the freedom that seems to be exhibited, add anything. They 
usually do not know how to do a little--they try to do too much end to 
allow them to do this is a lot like entering into a debate with a 
heckler at a nightclub. 1 

Kaprow also expresses reservations about the value of provoking the spectator 

into some kind of physical reaction and then claiming the result as audience 

participation I ~To assemble people unprepared for an event and say that they 

are 'participating' if apples are thrown at them or they are herded about is 

to ask very little of the whole notion of participation.,,2 Kaprow himself 

has solved this problem by starting his work from a revised standpoint. 

Instead of the initial situation of actor-spectator separation which is to be 

eradicated during the happening, Kaprow begins from a situation where all 

present are willing participants. His method is to assemble a group of 

participants before embarking on the action in order to discuss the scenario 

for the piece; in this way, the participants are made aware of the demands of 

the work so that their own actions during the execution of the work will be in 

tone with the total piece. The spontaneity of the participant is in no way 

impaired by this process but rather it is channeled in order to conform to an 

overall pattern. 

Through its malleable structure, happening entails a redsfinition of 

the theatrical spac~ and of the production process of conventional theatre. 

Author, actor and spectator become involved more closely, both physically and 

creatively, in the art work with the ultimate objective of the elimination of 

these independent roles altogether. Even in the more moderats work of Lebsl 

and Kaprow, the approach allows a degree of involvement in the creative process 

unfamiliar in conventional theatre. 

(v) The Challenge of Happening 

The happening, it has been argued, does not create an illuaion. 

Rather the work is composed from the direct physical confrontation of the 

spectator-participent and the work in progress. Now, the traditional .ode at 

1Hensen, Primer, p. 49. 
2 
Kaprow, As ••• blase, p. 196. 
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perception of art involves the self-effacement of the spectator; the spectator 

passes into the imaginary world of the art object and willingly takes this 

imaginary realm for reality. Gouhier describes this state of consciousness 
, 1 

as lila perception esthetique." In The Dehumanization of Art, Ortega y Gasset 

argues that this mode of perception differs from the perception of everyday 

reality and thus that there are two modes of consciousness: "Perception of 

'lived' reality and perception of artistic forms, are essentially incompatible 

because they call for a different adjustment of our perceptive apparatus. 1I2 

In the state of artistic perception the subject in his self-effacement loses 

his ability to act, as Mikel Dufrenne observes: 

eela ne signifie pas que la peinture soit de l'irr~el, mais que je me 
suis irrealise pour proclamer sa realite et que j'ai pris pied dans ce 
nouveau monde qu'elle m'ouvre, homme nouveau moi-meme. Mais il faut 
bien voir qu'en m'irrealisant je m'interdis toute participation active.3 

Theory maintains that active participation and aesthetic contemplation are 

antagonistic; the reality of the art work is not the same as the reality of 

lived experience, for we are active in lived experience but inactive in the 

reality of the art work. An illustration of this statement is that, although 

accepting the stage action as "real," we do not Jump to our feet to warn a 

character on stage of impending danger. In Racine et Shakespeare, Stendhal 

reports the case of a soldier who, at a performance of Othello, shot at the 

hero who was about to murder Desdemona. Stendhal explains the situation of 

the soldier in the following way: 

L'illuaion parfaite atait celle du soldat en faction au th~atre de 
Baltimore. 11 est impossible que vous ne conveniez pas que les 
spectateurs savent bien qu'ils sont au theatre, et qu'ils aasistent a 
1a representation d'un ouvrage d'art, et non pas a un fait vrai.4 

The soldier-spectator had entered the illusion of the stage with the conscious-

ness of lived reality; his action resulted from the confusion of the imaginary 

1Gouhier, L'Essence du theatre, p. 26. 

2Jose Ortega y Gasset, The Dehumanization of Art (New Jersey, Princeton 
University Press, 1968), p. 25. 

3Mikel Dufrenne, Ph9nom~nol09ie de l'experience esthetigue, vol. 1 
(Paris: P.U.F., 1967), p. 94. 

4 
Stendhal, Racine et Shakespeare (Paris: Flammarion, 1970), p. 58. 
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and the real. Another case is reported by Al1ardyce Nicoll: at a performance 

of Clifford Odets's Waiting for Lefty in 1935, the striking taxi drivers in 

the audience shouted and stamped their feet in support of the taxi drivers on 

1 
stage. In both cases, the spectators were unable to distinguish between 

reality and imaginary reconstruction in artistic form. 

In happening, however, active participation is consciously sought; 

the audience are either forced or invited to respond with raal acts to the 

real actions effected by the actors. Sartre explains the process: 

Entre les spectateurs et ceux que nous appellerons non plus les acteura 
mais 1es agents, il n'y a qu'une difflrence provisoire, c'ast-~-dire 
une difflrence du temps. Les agents font rlellement quelque chose, peu 
importe quai, mais quelque chose de provoquant, qui fasse qU'un 
Ivlnement rIel sa produise n'importe quai! 2 

3 
The happening substitutes lived action for the "sorte d'abandon de conacience." 

By 80 doing the realms of art and life merge; aesthetic perception is auper-

laded by reaction, the traditional response to popular forma. ~largaret 

Plead argues from a different angle that for art and reelity to coincide "the 

4 whole sensuoua being must be caught up in the experience." On this account, 

as well, happening achieves art-life integration by ita use of visual, aural, 

and tactile stimuli and the involvement of the being in a total environment. 

for Lebel, the aim of happening is exactly to effect a combination of 

art and life: "Le happening ne se contente pas d'interprlter la vie, il 

participe a son dlroulement dans la rialitl."S By implication, this process 

is a destruction of art; for art to bscome indistinguishable from life nece.-

8itates the absorption of art into life: "Dana Ie happening, c'est finalement 

Ie rIel qui absorbe l'imaginaire.,,6 Whereas in the case of Stendhal's soldier 

the imaginary world took complete control of the man so that he lived the 

1 Allardyce Nicoll, The Theatre and Dramatic Theory (London: Harrap, 
1962) , pp. 25-26. 

2Jean-Paul Sartre, Un Thlitre de aituations (Paris: Gallimard, 1973), 
p. 179. 

3Jan Doat, Entrle du public (Paris: flore, 1947), p. 61. 

4Margaret Mesd, "Art and Reality," College Art Journal, vol. 2, no. 4, 
pt. 1 (Play 1943), p. 119. 

SLebel, Le Happening, p. 22. 6 
Sartre, Theatre de situations, p.182. 
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situation as he would have lived a real one, the happening presents a situation 

in which the real totally controls the imaginary. For Lebel, the happening is 

the context in which all things become possible: IIfinissons-en avec la culture 

mercantile, celle qUi institutionnalise la repression physique et psychique, 

celle qui sert ~ remplscer ls vie et emp~cher d ' itre. u1 

By taking art from its realm divorced from everyday reality, does one 

in fact create a situation which is independent of,and hence unaffected by,the 

constraints that obtain in a particular society? Only in this case can happen-

ing help to overthrow society. However, through happening it is arguable that 

art becomes an extension of the social repressions; happening can be seen to 

aptly illustrate the Marcusian concept of repressive desublimation.2 The role 

of art in the past was to portray situations to which man could aspire and 

hence pass from the existing world to a world of fulfilled desires. Thi8 

pos8ibility to surpass the everyday is all-important since it provides a 

perapective from which the everyday situation may be criticized. In short, 

art constitutes a facet of the ability to think negatively in the 8ense of 

being able to deny the existing situation, and to perceive an alternativa. 

Marcuse argues that the traditional role of art has been eroded by the all-

pervasiveneas of the capitalist system: the heroea of the past are no longer 

larger than life; their outrageous and daring deeds have become attainableJ 

the mythical real. has been desublimated into the averyday. 

It would seem evident that the happening by attempting to articulata 

lice qui est cach' derri~re le murl! end to incorporate it into everyday 

existence is contributing to the very process of the demyatification of lite. 

The happening atrophies life by denying its imaginary dimenaion. Hans Richter 

in a concluding comparison of Dada and the neo-Dadaist happening movement 

makes a telling point: 

Art in this zero form has taken on a new meaning, no longer magical 
but socio-psychological, no longer transcendental but therapeutic. It 

1Lebel, Entretiens evac le Living Thlatre, p. 231. 

2Marcuae, Dna Oi.ansional Man, pp. 56-83. 
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confirms our existence by confronting the self with an object, and by 
means of this confrontation, evoking sensations of the self when it is 
face to face with the outside world. 1 

Richter's observation appesrs true when one considers the use of the everyday 

in primitive art and the happening; for the cave-dweller the manifeatation of 

the bison's form in the rock was of transcendental magical significance, 

whereas the happeners' use of the everyday object from the city street remains 

a strictly social phenomenon. There is a parallel dissimilarity betwaen 

Artaud's quest for the transcendental and Lebel's quest for social liberation. 

Desublimation is also apparent in the happeners' interpretation of trance: for 

them, trance comes to mean the release from repressions, the state when the 

subconscious snd authentic personality tske control, a purely psychological 

process. In primitive ritual trance is taken to be a state wh.n the parti-

cipant is pos.essed by transcendental forces, by the godhead. 

On a performance level, the fact that happening is an art of confronts-

tion is further evidence of deaublimetion, that ia, the aesthetic respon.. of 

traditional art has become physical reaction to a stimulus. The happening 

could be the theatrical counterpart of McLuhan's disc Jockey: 

That's Patty Baby and that's the girl with the dancing feet and that's 
Freddy Cannon there on the David Mickie Show in the night ti.. ooohbah 
ecuba-doo how are you booboo. Next we'll be Swinging on a Star and 
ssahhhwwoooo and sliding on a moonbeam.2 

The disc Jockey acts and reacts simultaneously to his own words without any 

reflection; there is no depth or relief to his experience as both action and 

raaction are kspt on the same plane. 

Can this simple reaction to the stimulUS ever develop into a creative 

act on the part of the spectator-participant? In Lebel'a happenings, it 

appears not: the audience participation of Dlchirex is limited to the de.truc

tion of a car and to the evasion of blows from badminton racketa; in 

Cataatrophe, the audience's contribution to the action is re.trictad to a 

morbid curiosity. The later developments in Kaprow'. work, on the other hand, 

do .aa. to point to the po •• ibility of craativB action by the participanta. 

1Richtar, Dada, p. 211. 
2 
"cLuhan, Under.tanding "adi., p. 81. 
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However, this is achieved only by eliminating totally the spectator and 

adopting the methods of group creation by the discussion of a plan of action 

beforehend. 

The assessment of the effectiveness of happening is made impossible 

in the eyes of its practitioners by virtue of the premise that the happening 

is a lived experience and that, consequently, the only value of happening ia 

its effect on the individual spectator-participant; in other words, all 

objective criteria ara rendered invalid: "La seule logique du happening est 

celIe de l'hallucine/hallucinant--ne per dons pas notre temps dehors; de 

l'extlrieur rian ne paut etre v.scu, senti ni compris.,,1 Lebel argues that the 

actions of the individuals present create the happening, that the proce •• of 

creation is not a r.lationship but a relating, and that only the participant 

can experience and evaluate hi. axperience for hi •• elf, "Du dahors l'assantial 

2 est inintalligibla." The German artist Vostall submits that not avan tha 

author has tha means or the authority to asse.s tha effectivene •• of his own 

creation, "It i. not important what I, Vostell, think; what tha public it.elf 

takas away, as a result of any of Illy imagas and the Happening, i. illportant.,,3 

The difficulty of assessment does not, however, precluda critici •• of 

the .ethod by which happening sets out to achieve avowad aime. Labal has 

dascribed happening a. tha laaat alienating of art for.... The effect of 

happening, than, .hould be to raintegrata .an into hi. sociaty and his anviron

ment, an ef'ect Jaan Ouvignaud clearly thinks it has, "De .... que les 

Africain. a .. anl. en a.clavega aux Antilles et au Br'.il ont, a travers leura 

denaes da possassion, .aintanu et r'cuplr' una partie pardue, da •• anifa.tationa 

co .. a la 'happaning' tantant de retrouvar una participation chaleurauae qua 

condellna la .ocilt' induatriella, da reprendra pos.a.sion da la .ubatance 

hu.aina totale, da ce '.ana' sans lequel la vie n'ast qU'un ao .. ail appliqul.·4 

2 
1Labal, "Parlar du happ.ning," p. 11. Lebel, La Happening, p. 62. 

3Voatall, ~ in Asaemblaga by Kaprow, p. 251. 

4Jean Duvignaud, "La Voudou da l'iga industrial," La Nouvel Ob.arvataur 
no. 14, 13 AprIl 1966, p. 55. 
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The happening does indeed awaken man's sensorium, and in this way makes him 

aware of his physical existence in a universe which is dominated by the machine 

and which is introducing a life style of physical divorce from the natural 

environment. Nevertheless the question still remains whether the environment 

of which happening is making man aware is instrumental in recreating an 

integral existence for man. The world of the happening is the world of mixed 

means, machines, and objects. Man is thus confronted with an objectified 

world; if any reintegration takes place it is that of man into an alienated 

society. To overcome this paradox it is necessary to postulate that the object 

presented is there to be surpassed. For example, the interpretation of the 

role of the motorcycle in happening as a criticism of the growing dominance 

of the machine in contemporary society relies on an intellectual process, a 

rational deduction from the event. But such intellectual exercises are contrary 

to the methods of happening: "C'est un langage d'instincts et non de r'flexion. 

La cOMmunication--si elle a lieu--se fait d'instinct, de nerfs ~ nerfs, d'ondea 

a ondes.,,1 The contradictory situation is apparent: to achieve ita aima 

happening must involve an intellectual interpretation; but happening by ita 

methods tries to circumvent that process. 

Schechner has described the happening as "a celebration of the world'. 

complexity. 112 Indeed, the happening'a explosion of space and time and the 

breaking up of continuous, sustained action into parcels of unconnected avent. 

is certainly an attempt to produce an art form compatible with Modern man'. 

comprehension of the world. But by celebrating this world ie man aided in hi. 

attampts to cope with it? Surely man is being integrated into the exploded 

world of the machine. It is symptomatic of the paradox of happening that the 

same euthor can write that the trend towards including the public in the 

creative process of the work of art, as well ae in the work itself, constitutes 

an attampt"to forge unalienated communal moments from the stony reificationa 

1Label to Tarrab, "Un livre-spectacle a le happening." 

2schachner, "Happenings," p. 231. 
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of American society.n1 The physical inclusion of the audience in happening 

when limited to reaction to physical provocation does not appear a qualitative 

improvement over reaction to the factory whiatle. 

The divorce in practice between the aims of the happeners and the 

e"ects they achieve is nowhere made more apparent than in the case of Kaprow's 

courtyard. Kaprow explains at length the ritual significance of the girl clad 

in white, the eruption of the black mountain of boxee and the lowering of the 

2 suspended canopy; but for the spectator the effect is lost& "A rituaU It 

was a composition using space, colour and movement, and ths setting in which 

the Happening took place gave it a nightmarish, obsessive quality, although 

'the meaning' of the 'action' was more or less non-existent. n3 

Lebel attributes to the happening a role in the reform of society. If 

the participational activity of the audience is limited and the ability of 

happening to go beyond the object and alienation is suspect, clearly the dee

truction of the spectator/actor barrier (if and when achieved) has not led to 

a concomitant destruction of the barriers of the society at large, in Lebel'. 

eye. the .aster/slave, exploiter/exploited relationships. This failure may 

well result from factors similar to those that defeated Breton'. aims for the 

Dadaist visit to Saint-Julien-des-Pauvres; in particular, the participants 

continue to view the whole affair as a Dadaist or happening prank and not a. 

the revelatory experience intended. for Lebel, the public itself does not 

_ake the necessary tran8fer from the happening into life; the public doe. not 

ahare the conviction of the author of the continuity of art and lif.. A fUrther 

factor could well be the very limited public to which happenings are played, 

not only in numbers but also in composition; generally happening has be.n tha 

art form of an artistic 'lite, an art form for the delectation of other artists, 

"l'artiste conaommsnt aon propra art, loin du public et d.s circuits 

1Richard Schachner, "Audience Participation," The Drama Review, vol. 15, 
no. 3a (Summer 1971), p. 74. 

2Se. Kaprow, "A stat.ment," in Happenings by Kirby, pp. 44-52. 

3Richter, Dad., p. 213. 
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commerciauxo,,1 The failure of the happening to be an effective force in the 

revolutionary struggle has apparently been admitted by Lebel himself who has 

abandoned all artistic activity since 1967 "pour consacrer son temps at son 

Inergie a la transformation de la societl at des rapports humains par l'action 

directe.,,2 

1Hahn , "Pop art at happenings," p. 1330. 

2N•0•L., L'Avant-Sc~nal Thlatre, no. 500 (August 1972), p. 7, n. 1. 



CHAPTER V 

GROUP AUTHORSHIP AND COLLECTIVE CREATION 

(i) Collective Creation and Popular Theatre 

The collective approach to dramatic creation posits the responsibility 

of a group and not a succession of individuals for the production. It is a 

method of creation that seeks to obviate the hierarchical structure that 

presides over a conventional production. The latter is understood as a double 

procedure: the preparation of a play text followed by its rehearsal and 

performance. This primary division is further subdivided by the allotment of 

functions inside the theatre. Generally speaking, the theatrical venture 

involves two groups of people, one administrative and the other creative.1 

The passage of a play text from the author to the stage involves these twa 

groupS in a series of isolated choices. for example, in the case of Beckett's 

En attendant Godot, it is commonly known that the artist submitted hie manu-

ecript to Roger Blin whose direction he had admired in a production of 

strindberg's Ghost Sonata. Blin then had to solicit the aid of a theatre 

director and a producer. Their considerations involved not only the artistic 

merit of the play, but also its potential as an economically aound production. 

In our example the Theatre Babylone accepted the text. It was only at that 

ti.e that the proce.s of creation proper could begin after the independent 

decisions of at least four people. 

Disregarding the whole gamut of functions inside the a~ini.tr.tive 

branch (house-.anager, box-office, publicity), the number of roles to be filled 

in a theetrical production remains high. The director holds auditions for a 

cast. This practice generally serves to bring together another group of 

1Thsre are cs.e. in which these two branchss are combined by a central 
figure who st once le.ds a company of actors and head. the administrative 
.ta'f of a theatre, for ex .. ple Jean-Louis Barrault and the Coapagnie 
Ransud-Barrault. 
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individuals which will evolve its own hierarchy ranging from the leading rolee 

to the extra. Besides the actors there are the major fUnctions of set-designer, 

costumier, lighting engineer, perhaps even a musical director, all of whom are 

surrounded by a team of individuals having an internal system of ranks and 

positions. The organ of the production, the stage, also has its attendant 

staff under the control of the stage-manager. Although the aucceas of many 

productions proves that this creative method can produca a unified, homogeneous 

work, the very elaboration of functions and specializations causes compartment-

alization. Each individual is assigned a specific task to perform. Many of 

those so involved in the work have very little influence on the development 

of the production. Responsibility for its success or failure is not with them 

but artistically with the director, or economically with the theatre director. 

This process of creation is equatable with the assembly-line manufacture of an 

automobile in which many workers are employed, but few, if any, participate. 

The collective approach suggests itself as an alternative to thia method. 

The emergence of theatre collectives is comparatively recent.1 A few 

examples exist of similar ventures before and just after the war: Harold 

Clurman's The Group Theatre was active in post-depression New York; Joan 

Littlewood in England has piloted her Theatre Workshop since 1945; and the 

Living Theater, perhaps the most influential theatre group to have e.erged, waa 

begun by Judith Malina and Julian Beck in 1947. In france, attempta that 

approximate to the collective msthod were made at least ss early a. Jacques 

Copeau's retreat to Burgundy in the early 19208. If his company, L •• Copiaux, 

.till r.sorted to rehearsing pre-existing texts (as in the 1928 production of 

cornailla's L'Illu.ion co.i9US), their method of concentrating on the crea

tivity of the actor and the incorporation of improvisation into tha creative 

technique wae very much the earne as that proposed by present-day collectiv.s. 

As early as October 1932 Antonin Artaud outlined a method of creation that h •• 

obvious relevancs to ths contemporary theatre. "Nous ne Jouarone pa. da piac. 

1It must be understood that the present study do.s not intend to giva 
an axhaustive li.t of possible originatore of the collective .ethod. Hance no 
particular •• ntion will be made of the organization of theatrical co.panisa 
at the ti.e of ~li~r. nor the dra.atic practice 0' the co ... dia dall'arta. 
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ecrite, mais autour de themes, de faits ou d'oeuvres connus, noua tenterons 

des essais de mise en scene directe.,,1 Although Artaud is not eliminating the 

possibility of using pre-existing texts altogether, he is advocating a 

reworking of these texts through the creativity of the ector on stage. Rather 

than an attack on the institution of the text, it is perhaps an invective 

against that approach to directing by which all the stage movements, gestures, 

and voices are established before the first rehearsal. 

However, it is very striking that despite such precedents the 

phenomenon of the collective approach has experienced a concentrated resurgence 

since 1960. From twenty-eight English-speaking groups listed by Theodore 

Shank, all but three came into being after 1960.2 One of the three exceptions 

ia the San Francisco Mime Troupe which was started in 1959 but reformed a8 a 

collective only in 1970. In France, the focal date in the emergence of thia . 

phenomenon is as late as 196B. Apart from the ephemeral street theatre 

ventures (.uch as Action Culturelle de llEpee de Bois)3 which blossomed during 

the political troubles, there are groups such as the Theatre du Chene Noir 

which parallel the experience of the San Francisco Mime Troupe.4 Having bean 

formed for play readings at the 1966 Avignon Festival, they have adopted 

collective methods of creation only since 196B. Another company from the 

provinces, Theatre de l'Acte from Toulouse, was founded in tha wake of 1968 by 

a dozen or so young people living in a commune. Indeed, it waa in that .... 

year that Le Grand MagiC Circus emerged while the Theatre du Solei1'a firat 

poet-196B production, Les Clowne, saw the total abandon.ent of a pre-existing 

play text in favour of the development of a work based entirely on the 

creativity of the actors. 

The trend towards an alternative approach to dr .. atic creation aince 

1Artaud, O.C. IV, p. 117. 

2 Theodore Shank, "Theatre Collectives," in Contemporary Cr .. atieta, 
ed. J~e. Vineon (London: st. James Preas, 1973), pp. 909-13. 

3Action Culturell. de l'Epee de Boi., "Three street Playa," The Or ... 
Review, vol. 13, no. 4 (Summer 1969), pp. 119-22. 

4Gerard Gelaa, Le Theatre du Chene Noir (Paria: Stock, 1972). 
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1960 can be identified in the positions assumed by certain playwrights towards 

new productions. The example of Arrabal's play Bella ciao comes immediately 

to mind as does Armand Gatti's experiment in collective authorship, Les 13 

Soleils de la rue Saint-Blaise. Clearly neither Arrabal nor Gatti have becoma 

members of a theatre group but in order to become the recorder of the anxieties 

of a particular circle, a step has been taken away from the conventional 

procedure of the solitary playwright creating from his own individual 

imagination. 

In the light of this evidence it seems valid to draw a parallel between 

the emergence of theatre collectives and social events and situations. Shank 

proposes with some conviction that the collective method reflects "the need, 

whether conscious or subconscious, for wholeness in contrast with the psychic 

fragmentation of the individual in the established technocratic society.,,1 In 

this view the accepted belief of the society is that human needs are best 

satisfied through increased specialization. Shank's argument is that theatrical 

organization is a microcosm of society as a whole, and so the competition and 

compartmentalization of the technological society are to be found in the 

conventional production system, two examples being the practice of audition. 

(the competition for parts, the selling of a skill) and the specialization 

demanded by a theatrical creation. By extension the theatre collective becomes 

the dramatic embodiment of the counter cUlture.2 JfA similar interpretation can 

be advanced in the case of france: the theatre collective could appaar aa an 

artistic counterpart to the movement for worker participation much discussed 

and proposed during ~ay 1968. A rallying concept for those who opposed the 

status quo, it came to represent the right of each individual to take an active 

part in the constitution of the state, in the organization of his work. 

~arc'O, hi_self active in fringe theatrical activities, had anticipated this 

.ove_ent and its impact on the theatrical structure: "Cetta axigenca nouvalla 

d'un th41tra de participation institue Ie groupe comme responsabla de la 

1 Shank, "Theatra Collectivss," p. 903. 

2 Sae Theodore Roszak, The Making of the Countar culturas Reflections 
on the Technocratic SOCiety and its Youthful Opposition (Garden City, N.Y.s 
Doubleday, 1969). 
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representation devant Ie public.,,1 If the happening, especially in France, 

was the manifestation of an anarchist attitude towards the technological 

society, the collective is the constructive result of that revolt in its 

formulation of an alternative approach to society.2 It is noticeable that in 

their works and manifestos the groups consistently mention a need to develop 

social commitment. The search to define one's position in socia-political 

terms appears throughout avant-garde theatre. 80th Arrabal and Gatti abandoned 

the expression of a vague philosophy of alienation characteristic of the 

immediate post-war period and moved in the direction of social and political 

commitment. Arrabal's Et Ils passsrent des menottes aux (leurs and Gatti's 

Chant public devant deux chaises electrigues are cases in point. Indeed, the 

leaders of the state-subsidized theatres and Maisons de la Culture declared 

in May 19681 

Tout effort d'ordre culturel ne pourra plus que nous apparattre vain 
aussi long temps qu'il ne se proposera pas express~ment d'itre une 
entreprise de politisationl c'est-a-dire d'inventer sana relache, a 
l'intention de ce "non-public,1I des occasions de .!!. politiser, de se 
choisir librement, par-dels Ie sentiment d'impuissanca at d'absurditl 
que na cesse de susciter en lui un systeme social o~ les hommes ne sont 
pratiquement jamais en mesure d'inventer ensemble leur propra hu.anitl.3 

Although the collective approach as a whole can be saen to darive fro. 

a particular socio-political situation that does not mean that all the groups 

have identical interests and aims. There ere those whose work concentrates 

mainly on theatrical experimentation and the research for a renewed dramatic 

language (Open Theater, Performance Group, Group N), those who use the thea-

trical form to promote particular political ends (Agitprop Theatre, People 

Show, Red Ladder Thsatrs), or those who rspresent the problems of a single 

group of people in 80ciety (El Teatro Csmpeaino, New feminist Theatre).4 

1Marc '0, "La Creation collective," La Nef, 24e annie, no. 29 (January
"arch 1967), p. 79. 

2It is interesting to note that Jean-Jacques Lebel abandoned the 
happening during the troubles of May 1968 and formed a 1008e theatre collective 
that undertook street theatre. 

3"La Declaration de Villeurbanna," in Le Thl;tre hors le. mura by 
Philippe "adral (Paris, Sauil, 1969), pp. 246-47. 

40etails of these groups can be found in: Jonathan Ham.ond, itA Pott.d 
History of the Fringe," Theatre quartarly, vol. 3, no. 12 (October-Oac_b.~ 
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Nevertheless it is possible to discern certain common aspects concerning 

organization and method of creation among these groups. 

Central to their existence is the opposition to the hierarchical .truc-

ture of the conventional theatre in favour of fluid cooperation. The emphasie 

is eway from the individual and towards the group. for instance, the author 

in a conventional situation is the most important figure as the provider of 

the basic material. This exalted position is symbolized by the prominence of 

his name in advertisements. In group theatre, the author (if indeed a single 

author emerges) becomes a member of the company and his function is harnessed 

to the work of the sctors: "Au niveau de la reprlsentation, il partagera 

rlellement les responaabilitfs avec les autres participants, mais son effet 

crlatif portera bien moins sur Ie texte lui-mSme que sur la structure de 

1 co.position du texte." In those productions where a text of a non-cooperating 

author is used, the group feels free to adapt, cut, or expend the text 

according to their own improvisations on a theme. Such was the caae for 

Autopsie de Macbeth performed by Group N (Paris, february 1970). The text 

consieted of about fifty phrases or short speeches from Shakespeare rearranged, 

restructured and repeated aa many as ten times in a variety of languages. 

Similarly, Orbe-Recherche Thlatrale used a collage of quotationa from Michaux's 

work in their production Khoma (Paris, february 1974). In so.e caaee the 

author will be one of the group and will compose a text from his own direct 

experience of the improvisations; for example, Numa Sodoul who wrote the middle 

section of Orbe's Oratorio concentrationnaire (Paria, February 1970). The 

author in all cases is subordinate to the actor. 

Without the central authority of the author moat groups have recognized 

the necesaity for an outside obaerver to criticize and halp i.prove the 

actors' work. This ia the function of the director in the theatre collective. 

1973), pp. 37-46; Theodore Shank, "The Theatre of the CultUral Revolution," 
lale french Studies, no •• 6 (1971), pp. 167-85; and TheOdore Shank, "Collective 
Creation, tt The Or .. a Review, vol. 16, no. 2 (June 1972), pp. 3-31. Other 
infor •• tion 1a the result of personal observation and interviews. 

1 MarclO, "Crf.tion collective," p. 79. 
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The director is no longer the artistic dictator who receives the credit for 

a successful production (as in the formula Peter Brook's production of 

Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream), but rather "quelqu'un qui stimule, 

1 observe et coordonne." 

It is the actor who assumes the major creative role. If the actor is 

csntral to the specificity of all theatre, it is inside the collective approach 

that he is given responsibility commensurate with his importance. Nor is the 

actor to be viewed as engaged in the isolated search for a character proposed 

by Stanislavsky, but rather as a member of a creative team. The creation of a 

work begins with the actor's own creativity: "La 'miee en sc~ne' ne peut 

preexiater a l'invention de l'acteur lui-meme. C'est l'acteur qui propoae." 

In this process of creation the actor does not incarnate roles or create 

characters but rather reveals himself to the audience: "L'acteur n'est jama1s 

que lui-mems," declares the Theatre de l'Acte. In this way the actor eacapes 

from "des servitudes psychologiques et du carcan scenique du thl5tre 

traditionnel.,,2 A member of Orbe described the physical and psychological 

commitment demanded by a performance of Oratorio concentrationnaire as equi-

valent to running ten thousand metres at the speed one would run ons hundred 

metres. 3 It was thus consistant that the group should avoid traditional make-

up and uae instead walnut stain that took days to wear off. In many of these 

groups the actor is seen as an officiant who sacrifices himself to the audienca 

4 during a complex ritual of communication. Even in the less ritualistic groups 

the actor retains his position as the incipient creative forca. 

If the author is replaced by the actor, the text is replaced by tha 

actors' improvisations on a theme. It is the original imprOVisations that will 

be worked and reworked in order to constitute both the form and the content of 

1Theatre de l'Acte, Duplicsted typescript distributed at e performance 
of Maman, L'Atelier de Recherche et Creation (Clichy), 21 January 1973, p. 3. 

2 3 Ibid., p. 3; p. 6; and p. 1. Shank, "Cultural Revolution," p. 179. 

4 Thia style of theatrical performance has been made famoua in r8cent 
yeara by the Pole Grotwoski and his Theatre Laboratory. S8e Jerzy GrotDwaki, 
Towards a Poor Theatre (London: Methuen, 1968). 
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the performance. Performances themselves are not generally improvised (that 

is the quality peculiar to happening), but rather improvisation is the technique 

by which a work is created. Since theme, form, and content of a piece 

originate and evolve inside the group, the collective method avoids the primary 

division of the writing of the text followed by rehearsal. The group beCOMes 

totally responsible for the production. Each member helps to develop all 

aspects of the work so that specialization is kept to a minimum. 

The dramatic language of the alternative theatre reveals an antagonism 

to contemporary conventional theatre. In fact, the French groups either 

consciously or unconsciously owe much to Antonin Artaudls theoretical writings 

concerned with the creation of "une polfsie dans l'espace. n1 The Thlf3tre de 

l'Acte are representative of the groups that are re-introducing his theories 

into the collective method: "Or, clest bien de danser qulil s'agit, clest-~-

dire de retrouver l'usage d'un corps libre, de ce corps asservi par des 8i~cle8 

d'une culture chrlftienne, de renouer evec l'image du dlfsir, avec lleepace, avec 

l'autre, clest-a-dire faire exactementl'inverse de ce que nous ordonne la 

suite des actes quotidiens en socitftlf.,,2 
3 

In performance, the flssns physique" 

that the group gives to its language became stifled grunts, groans, lIIai11ngs, 

and screams in Maman. These were amplified and made more physical by the 

multiple-stage set of Cestas (Paris, february 1973) which allowed the encircled 

audience to be assailed from all sides by deafening noises and mad rushes. The 

director of Group N, Emilio Galli, explained the value of this type of vocab-

ulery: "The distortion of phonetics and gestures provides a new language of 

signs, of graphics, and of music very much richer than traditional theatre 

4 
language." Thus, Group N'. Autopsie de Macbeth employed a vast range of non-

verbal sounds: breathing, gurgling, choking, blowing, and clicking. The same 

sounds were used, but more loudly, in the Thlfatre ~Chene Noir's production 

Sarcophage (Avignon, November 1969) which also provided a strong visual 

1Artaud, D.C. IV, p. 46. 

2Thlfatre de l'Acte, Maman typescript, po 4. 

4Emilio Galli cited by Shank, "Cultural Revolution," p. 172. 
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stimulus in its use af ralls af green and red paper and flashing bulbs. In 

all these productions there is a conscious movement away from literary language 

towards spatial semaphore. The type of performance that results is a combina-

tion of vigorous physical activity accompanied by assorted noises which acts 

directly, physically, on the spectator. Admittedly, this type of performance 

marks the extreme of theatrical experimentation, but the same distrust of the 

word is illustrated, albeit more mildly, by the highly visual productions of 

Le Grand Magic Circus or by the artiCUlation of space in the Theatre du Soleil's 

Both these companies, without going to the extremes of Artaud, have 

elaborated a language which draws on song, mime, clowning, and music, far 

beyond the simple word. 

The venues in which these groups perform very from the street (Bread 

and puppet Theatre) to the factory or union hall (Agitprop Theatre) to any 

suitable location provided that it is not a theatre building. The theatre 

building proper is undesirable because of its association with a conventional 

cultural activity; its structure generally imposes cuatomary rolaa on those 

inside. A hierarchy is suggested by the seating arrangemanta (a compartment

alizsd structure of stalls, circles, and galleries), and the mere exi8tenCe of 

rows of rigid seats causes a division betwesn actor and spectator implying 

active and passive roles respectively.1 Therefore Orbe'a Oratorio concan-

trationnaire was performad in a bare room, the audience standing close to the 

actors. The effact of physical suffering and torture was enhanced by the 

intimacy of the theatrical situation. Similarly, the Theatre de l'Acta have 

consciously tried to vary the spectator-actor relationship for each of their 

creations' L'Odyssae (created in 1970) with its seven mansions involved the 

audience in physical movement thus underlining the itinerant theme; Ceata. 

created the chaos of contemporary life through its simUltaneoua use of multiple 

stages. Place and spectator are integrated into the production. The 

10issatisfaction with the structure of thsatrical buildings has baen 
co __ on throughout the centurYI Gropiue, Msyerhold, Appia, and Reinhardt all 
disregarded convsntional structures at the same period a8 Artaud w.. propo.ing 
hia open plan theatre. See Artaud, ~ IV, pp. 114-15. 
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theatrical venue becomes more than just an ornamental framework for a 

cultural pastime. 1 

For these groups the whole nature of theatre is more than pure enter-

tainment, more than a pleasure-giving commodity to be exchanged for the price 

of a ticket. It constitutes a means by which to improve the quality of lifa 

of the community at large. However, stating this conviction, not to proceed 

to an examination of the composition of the theatrical audience is naive. For, 

to effect any social change requires that the production should reach a broad 

social spectrum. It is clear that many groups become so involved in their 

own experimentation that they are oblivious "of society at large. In such 

cases the audience attracted will remain primsrily middle class and liberal 

since it is thay alone who can afford to support such eclectic art. Tha 

problem that has to be faced by the groups is that of creating a popular 

audience, that is, an audience that includes a percentage of the urban 

proletariat or the rural peasantry. 

This same problem has received increasing attention throughout this 

century as the state in France has become more actively involved in cultural 

affairs and as theatre expenditure hss entered the national budget. For the 

state, the problem is posed in a different fashion; if the theatre is to be 

aubsidized by the taxes of the whole community then theatre has a duty to 

serve all sections of that community and not Just the wealthy, privileged 

minority that constitutes the conventional theatrical audience. The atate 

began to pro.ote the concept of a Theatre National Populeire in 1920 ~hen the 

Chambre des o'putls voted 110,000 francs for the establishment of a national 

theatre et the Palaia de Trocadero.
2 

1The search for alternative locations away from the conventional theatre 
places the conteMporary groups in a tradition of twentieth-century theatre 
innovators I Antoine had created his Theatre Libre in 1887 outsida the faehion
able theatrical circuit I Copeau's Vieux Colombier was founded in 1913 on the 
bank of the Seine opposite to that of the established theatrea; Viler in 1947 
took the theatre right a~ay fro. Paria to the Palaia des Papes at Avignon. 

2Ths idea of a national theatre had been suggested by Chlnier as aarly 
a8 1789 and echoed by Michelet in the 1850s. Early attempts to found a popular 
theatre were made by Rolland, Gemier and 8ernheim with hie "Trent. ana da 
theatre." See Romain Rolland, Le Theatre du peuple (Paris: Hachatte, 1913), 
pp. 67-107. 
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However, in 1945 France, theatrically speaking, was still a divided 

nation: on the one hand there was the capital (in effect a rectangle bordered 

by Place de la R'publique, Place de l'Etoile, Montmartre and the Quartier 

Latin) which supported fifty-two theatres or one theatre for every ninety 

thousand inhabitants; on the other hand the provinces could only muster fifty

one theatres or one theatre for every 713,000 inhabitanta. Furthermore these 

provincial theatres did not organize any regular activities. 8eing without 

permanent acting troupes of their own they could only welcome touring companies 

from the capital such as those of Baret and Karsenty. 8y spring 1970 the 

availability of grants and subsidies from the Ministere des Affaires Culturelles 

and from local authorities had helped to create and maintain nine Centres 

Dramatiques Nationaux and eight Troupes Permanentes de Decentraliaation in the 

provinces as well as the Parisian Theatre National Populaire, the Theatre de 

l'Est Parisien, and the Treteaux de France. In addition, there are twenty-

five planned Maisons de la Culture which aim to provide facilities not only for 

1 
theatre but for many other activities as well. It is undeniable that great 

efforts have been made by these centres to find a wider theatre-going audience, 

to reech a public that would not normally experience theatre, and to create 

works that ere directly relevant to 8 local population. For example, Roger 

Planchon's second production 8S the head of the Th'atre de la Cite (now T.N.P. 

Villeurbanne) was Dumas's Les Trois ~ousguetaires (~ay 1958), chosen because 

it was the second most frequently mentioned work in a questionnaire distributed 

among the local people. Indeed, Jean Viler at the T.N.P. attempted to solve 

the problem of attracting a popular audience from a very practical viewpoint: 

he toured the suburbs; he kept prices as low as possible, encouraging the less 

well off to attend by special reduced tickets for groups, associations, unions 

and worksrs' co .. ittesa; all supplementary charges (cloakroom, usherettes' 

tips) were discontinued. Moreover he arranged that the finishing time ahould 

alwsys be early enough so that workers could return home after the performanca 

1 france, Embasey Prass and Information Dept., "Dr ... tic Art in the 
french Province.," A/77/12/70. Also sae Andre d. a •• cque, L.a Plaison. de 1. 
culture, 2nd ed. (Paris: S.ghara, 1967). 
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and still be fully prepared for the next working day. The subsequent earlier 

starting time was made more practical by the possibility of obtaining 

reasonably priced food at the theatre. Similarly the early arrival was 

greeted with welcoming music which reduced the formality of the gathering in 

the foyer. 

However, if one can take the results of Vilar's time at the T.N.P. 

and perhaps the efforts of the T.E.P. as representative of the effect of these 

official ventures, figures reveal that their success was limited. Of 3,382 

performances by the T.N.P., only 151 took place in the Parisian suburbs and 

only four hundred in the provinces. Well over half of the total were acted 

at the Palais de Chaillot which is situated in a very fashionable and expen-

1 sive district of Paris far beyond the everyday experience of the working man. 

far from travelling it would appear that Vilar's company was resident inside 

the metropolis, 2,254 performances inside Paris out of 3,382 total. Even at 

the T.N.P., the theatre remained a cultural activity enjoyed by a small 

minority of the community. 

The social composition of that minority as revealed by figures at 

the T.E.P. would suggest that the effort to attract a broader based audience 

has been far from successful. for example, a survey conducted by the Communist 

Party in March 1967 revealed that 43.4% of the population of the area sur

rounding the T.E.P. in the 20th arrondissement could be classified as workers,2 

wheress this same category represented only 11% of the total public that 

visited the T.E.P. in the 1966-67 season. The 1968-69 season's figures would 

suggest that there had been a marginal increas8 up to 13%.3 The constant 

element in both sets of figures was the student percentage of 30-35%. The 

audience of the T.E.P. is still far from reflecting the social structure that 

1This can hardly be attributed to Vilar since the theatre is provided 
by the State. It does perhaps cast some doubt on the motives of the authorities, 
however. for figures, see Claude Roy, Jean Vilar (Paris: Seghers, 1968). 

2See Gan8vi~ve Rozanthal, Le Theatre en france, Notes at Etudes 
Documentaires, nos. 3907-8 (Paris: Documentation fran~eis., July 1972). 

3 
Interpretation of percentages is confused by the adoption of diffarent 

categoriss for sach season. 
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It would appear that the state-subsidized venture into the creation 

of a national and popular theatre has not realized its objectives as affirmed 

by Jean Vilar in 1952: 

Le T.N.P. est un service public •••• 11 est desormais question, 
et pour trois ans, d'apporter a la partie la plus vive de la societe 
contemporaine et particulierement aux hommes, aux femmes et aux anfants 
de le tache ingrate et du labeur dur, les charmes d'un plaisir dont lla 

n'auraient jamais dO, depuis le temps des cathedrales et des mysterea, 
atre sevr's. 

Nous allons aussi tenter de reunir, dans les trav'es de la communion 
dramatique, le petit boutiquier de Suresnes et le haut magistrat, 
l'ouvrier de Puteaux et l'agent de changes, Ie facteur des pauvres at 
le professeur agreg,.2 

In fact, a survey conducted by the Institut fran~ais d'Opinion Publique in 

1968 concluded that there was no noticeable difference between the audience 

of the subsidized theatres and that of the private boulevard thaatre. 

According to Rozenthal's figures this would mean that only 5% of the french 

3 
people go regularly to the theatre. 

Sartre predicted this situation as early as 1955 after only three 

years of Vilar's directorship at the T.N.P. Sartre ar9ued that the theatre 

remained a bourgeois institution because the worker was still not a frequant 

visitor to the theatre, although occasionally attracted through his workers' 

organization. He did not go more often because of the bourgeois ceremony of 
• 

dressing up, booking tickets for example, and because of the repertory, usually 

masterpieces of French culture, a culture from which the worker was excluded. 

Sartre felt the theatre should produce plays written for the working claas, 

which interested the working class.4 His conclusion means that the word 

"popular" should be reinterpreted as theatre for the lower classee. 

These same reservetions wera taken up again and rephrased by the leaders 

1For further details of the success and failure of subsidized theatres 
in the Parisian suburbs, see Madral, Theatre hare les murs. 

2Jean Vilar cited by Emile Copfermann, Le Th'atre Populaira. Pourquol? 
(Paris: Maepero, 1965), p. 58. 

3I •f •O•P., "La Theatre et le public," 1968 cited by Rozenthal, Th,atra 
an frence, p. 82; and p. 5. 

4Jean-Paul Sartre, "Jean-Paul Sartre nou. parle de theatra," Theatra 
populaire, no. 15 (September-October 1955), pp. 1-9. 
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of the state-aided theatres themselves in 1968. They emphasized the exclusion 

of the lower classes from the cultural activity of the nation (as indeed they 

were excluded from all but the manual activities in the economic structure) 

and hence they criticized the practice of taking the classics to the people: 

Car la simple "di ffusion" des oeuvres d' art, meme agrimentie d' un peu 
d'animation, apparaissait deja de plus en plus incapable de provoquer 
une rencontre effective entre ces oeuvres et d'inormes quantitis d'hommea 
et de femmes qui s'acharnaient a survivre au sein de notre sociiti mais 
qui, a bien des &gards, en demeuraient exclus: contraints dey participer 
a 1a production des biens materiels mais privis des moyene de contribuer 
a l'orientation meme de sa dimarche ginirale. 1 

They were forced to reelize that despite their good intentions and honest 

labour their work as members of a cultural industry was regarded by the 

majority of the populace "comme une option faite par des priviligiis en faveur 

d'une culture hiriditaire, particulariste, c'est-a-dire tout simplement 

bourgeoise."Z Their conclusions echo Sartre. Theatre must abandon its 

traditional procedures which refer to an a priori, pre-existing content in 

favour of a process which, from the meeting with the pub~ic, will define a 

content that relatea to it. In short, the yoke of the bourgeois heritage is 

to be thrown off: "Car 11 est maintenant tout a fait clair qu'aucuna definition 

de Ie culture ne sera valable, n'aura de sens, qu'au prix d'apparattre utile 

aux intireseis eux-memes, c'est-a-dire dans l'exacte mesure o~ Ie 'non-public' 

3 y pourra trouver l'instrument dont il a besoin." 

It is the more surprising that the official ventures should have .et 

with such limited results given that Romain Rolland at the turn of the century 

had already formulated a recipe for a national theatre. In the preface to 

Le Theatre du peuple, first published in 1903, Rolland declares: 

Le theatre du peuple n'est pas un article de mode et un jeu de 
dilettantes. C'est l'expression impirieus8 d'une eociite nouvelle, sa 
voix et sa peneee; et c'est, par la force des choees, dans les heures 
de crise, sa machina de guerre contre une societe caduque et vieillie. 
11 ne faut point d,equivoque. 11 ne s'agit pas d'ouvrir de nouveaux 
vieux • • • theatres bourgeois qui tachent de donner le change en se 
di8ant populaires. 11 .'agit d"lever le Theatre par at pour le Peupla. 
11 e'agit de fonder un art nouveau pour un monde nouveau.~ 

1"oiclaraUon de Villeurbanne," p. 245. 

3 Ibid., p. 246. 4 
Rolland, Theatre du peuple, pp. xi-xii. 
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Thus Rolland rejects the idea of taking the masterpieces to the peopla. 

In his analysis of Bernheim's production of Andromagua at Ba-Ta-Clanin1903 

he agrees that it was enjoyed by the people but for the wrong reasons: it was 

admired for the melodramatic qualities of the plot rathar than for its poetic 

1 
inspiration. The material that, in Rolland's view, is conducive to the 

creation of a popular theatre is history and, in particular, the history of 

the french people. This theme not only utilizes an interest common to all 

citizens of France, it also emphasizes their common heritage, condition. that 

could lead to the realization of a community of belief inside the performance 

between spectator and spectator, spectator and actor. This concept of the 

existence of a body of communal beliefs is central to Rolland's understanding 
2 

of popular theatre. 

Rolland also recognizes in his eseay that it is not sufficient to 

create a potentially popular theme, but that this theme must also be staged 

and developed in a popular fashion. His attack on Corneille reveals his own 

convictions of what makes a play popular: "Peu de personnages; peu d'lvlne.ants; 

point de mise en sc~ne; une action qui se traduit en paroles abstraitee. • •• 

Rien pour la vie physique du peuple qui souffre d'etre comprimee. Rian pour 

3 son imagination enfantine et avide." Rolland takes the circus, •• lodr .. a, 

pantOMime and burlesque show as prime examples of popular theatre in that 

4 
thair simplicity and directness appeal "s l'8me par les sens." His theatre 

in theory is not to be dominated by the word but by physical action. The 

sensual element of the performance is to be enhanced by a staging that owes 

more to the fete pODulaire than to the theatre proper. Thua singing and music

"la force tyrannique des sons, qui remue les foules passivee,,,5 __ ae well ae 

great crowda of actors snd spectators are central to his theatrical credo. 

1 Ibid., p. 16. 

2Ibid., p. 142. This is the basis of the popularity of both the 
Greek theatre and the medieval mystery play. 

3 Ibid., p. 26 4 
Ibid., p. 131. 

SRomain Rolland, Thlatre de la revolution: Le 14 Juilletj Danton; Lea 
LOup. (PariSI Hachatte, 1909), p. 150. 
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Indeed, Rolland's commentary on his "Variante, pour une repr'sentation de 

fete populaire avec orchestre et ch08urs,1I written for the play Le 14 Juillet, 

statee: "11 n'est pas nacessaire que Ie public saisisse tous les mots de la 

foule, pas plus que toutes les notes de l'orchestre et des choeurs; il faut 

qu'il ait seulement l'impression d'une kermesse triomphante.,,1 This variation 

is the closest that Rolland comes to incorporating his theatrical observations 

into a creative work. However, his efforts to forge a new national identity 

through the medium of theatre have been recognized by revivals of his plays at 

times of public celebration throughout the century. For example, his Danton 

was staged at the Arenes de Lutece to celebrate the liberation in March 1945. 

Firmin Gamier shared Rolland's belief in the power of history as a 

dramatic theme and his enthusiasm for sumptuous staging. 2 He put these 

precepts into practice in some audacious productions in the first quarter of 

this century. An experimenter with theatrical design, Gamier suppressed the 

footlights at the Thaatre-Antoine3 for his 1917 production of Fran;ois Porcha's 

Lea Butora et la finette in which he had a funeral cortege form a procession 

through the audience. His approach was to involve the audience sensually in 

the production by surrounding it with the action; it was, thus, not uncommon 

to have speeches delivered from allover the auditorium or to have athlstic 

4 events included in the productions. In fact ae early ae 1903 he had staged a 

Festivsl Vaudois at Lausanne in front of twenty thousand spactetors. The 

production (which treated the history of the Swiss canton) had involved two 

thousand performere, many of them local people, who circulated through and 

around the audience. As a result, the whole asse~bly wa. caught up in the 

t " 5 ac ~on. Gamier also recognized the importance of travel in order to reach the 

1Ibid • 

2It was Gamier who directed a production of Le 14 Juillet (21 March 
1902) at Theatre Renaissance-Gamier (Paris) which gave only twenty-nine per
forMances. See Paul Blsnchart, Firmin Gamier (Paris: l'Arche, 1954), p. 82. 

3Jacqu8s Copeau was to have similar alterations mada to his Vieux-
Colo.bier in 1920. 

45ee the description of Gamier's production of Bouhalier's Oadipe roi 
de Th~be8 (17 December 1919) in Blanchart, firmin Gamier, pp. 206-8. • 

SFirMin Gamier, Le Theatre, ed. Paul Gsell (PariSI Grasset, 1925),p.274. 
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majority of the nation. Consequently in 1911 he founded an ill-fated 

itinerant company, La Theatre National Ambulant. He had hoped to reanimate the 

traditions of tIle vrai theatre, • • • celui qui se dESplace, qui va aU-devant 

de la foule et l'appelle bruyamment au spectacle, comme faieaient naguare nos 

i b 1 di 1 . t i . , 1 prem era a a ns. •• es premlers ac eurs, nos pr mltifs a nousl" 

The approach of both Gemier and Rolland relied not only on theme but 

on form. Their theme was history and their form they derived, in theory, from 

popular entertainments and public celebrations. Their choice of theme and form 

was made to attract the whole nation into the theatre; through this national 

theatre, the nation could be regenerated. The activities of most of the 

decentralized theatres imply that little note has been taken of the observe-

2 tions of their precursors. Instead of trying to produce playa that draw on 

themes from a popular heritage expressed in a popular form, most of the centres 

have contented themselves with ~e choice of a Brecht playas he is considered 

the master of proletarian theatre. Very little observable attention has been 

given to the problem of evolving a style of theatrical production baeed on the 

techniques of popular theatre. 

Both Le Grand Magic Circus and Le Theatre du Soleil are theatre groupa 

which seek to overcome the deficiencies of the state-aided theatre. by recourae 

to alternative production techniques and to popular forms of entertain.ent. 

While similar in approach, the two groups differ in the conception of their 

functions in society, the Theatre du Solei1 believes in the educational role 

of theatre snd consequently its work tends towards the Sartrean solution of a 

theatre that is written for and concerned with the problems of the oppressed; 

on the other hand, Le Grand Magic Circus concentrates on the creation of a 

fate populaire, their work being based on the simple proposition that it i8 

human interaction that needs to be stimUlated in the systemized contemporary 

world. 

1 
Gemier cited by 8lanchart, rirmin Gemier, p. 125. 

2 
Notable exceptions have been Roger Planchon'. Theatre de la Cit. 

(now T.N.P. Villeurbanne) and ~arcel Mar8chal's Compagnie du Cothurna. 
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(ii) Towards a Popular Theatre: Le Grand Magic Circus 

Le Grand Magic Circus came into existence in autumn 1968 after several 

years during which the basic idea had matured and developed in the mind and 

through the theatrical experiences of Jerome Savary. Savary's beginnings in 

the theatre had a very real influence on the evolution of Le Grand Magic 

Circus; he was a designer with Victor Garcia and Jean-Marie Serreau as well 

as playing Wenceslas in Garcia's production of Jarry's Ubu Roi. However, both 

these experiences proved frustrating. With Garcia there was a clash of 

temperament and style: "Moi, j'aime les d&cors r6alistes, comme au chAtelet, 

J'aime que l"g1ise soit vraiment une 'glise et non pas une forme symbolique. 

Ce qui est vraiment anti-Garcia. 1I1 With Jean-Marie Serreau again personality 

intervened. for Savary it was not enough to be a designer answerable to 

someone else's general concept of a play and its production. Even as a 

director one was tied to the author's text and his imagination: 

En ce qui concerne le th'atre, personnellement, je ne comprends pas le 
p1aisir que l'on peut 'prouver a employer les mots des autres •••• 
Dire le texte dlun autre, Jlen suis incapable. Je me sens malhonnete, 
sacrilege. Je ne vois pas comment je pourrais monter une piece sans 
trahir l'auteur. 2 

Nevertheless it was using a text that Savary and Le Grand Magic Circus 

(then called Le Grand Theatre Panique) first came to public notice. The play 

in question was Arrabal's Le Labyrinths performed at the Theatre Daniel 

Sorano (Vincennes) in January 1967. The choice of text is characteristics 

Arraballs plays are an evocation of emotions, fantasies, and dreams in which 

it is vital to create a corresponding atmosphere; Arrabal is an author who 

gives the director a free hand to adapt and alter his text. Savary was thus 

able to create his own play, as it were. He introduced a great deal of music 

played by the actors themselves, new characters and even live animals; he 

invited the author and cartoonist Cop! to take part in the performance, though 

his role was difficult to understand: "11 ne fait atrictamant rien pendant 

toute la piece, sinon esquisser tr~s rapidement un pae de danse, avec un petit 

1Jar811e Savary, "Une grande fete pour adultes triste.," Preuva., 
no. 11 (38 tri •• 1972), p. 140. 

2Ibid., p. 145. 
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filet de sang qui lui coule de la bouche.,,1 In particular five new characters 

were introduced to add to the five of the text. Savary explains their function: 

lIs representent l'humanite soumise. lIs sont muets, mais bruyants. 
Leurs costumes sont grotesques. lIs vont et viennent en jouant de la 
trompette, du tambour, de la crecelle. lIs representent l'humanite 
qui n'a plus rien a dire. 2 

The whole performance was marked by a complete disregard for the superiority 

and autonomy of the text; in fact the words of the text often were drowned by 

the clamour of the instruments and the flushing of the toilets that formed a 

central part of the set design: "N'etant tenus par aucune logique dramatique, 

ni par aucune valeur de texte, les Jeunes animateurs que cela interesse peuvent 

projeter sur la piece et sur la scene les sons, les formes ou les geates de 

leur propre delire.,,3 The onus of success or failure of the venture was 

placed squarely on the enthusiasm of the actors as they improvised around the 

text. In the manner of 10nesco, the traditional logic of the dramatic 

performance was replaced by "une puissante et haletante respiration draDiatique.,,4 

The proliferation of the spectacle through its music and the additional 

characters led to a comparison with happening.
5 

This production received comprehensive critical coverage and toured 

Belgium and Germany before being invited to the Mercury Theatre in London 

(June 1968). The circumstances of these last performances pushed the spectacle 

even further away from any conventional theatrical form. Chance would have it 

that by 1968 the original cast had disbanded, and Savary was forced to try and 

persuade colleagues to come to London. On arrival he had only four actors; the 

rest he recruited on the spot. Rehearsal (which for the original production 

only lasted fifteen days) was confined to a couple of directives from Savary: 

1 Guy Dumur, Le Nouvel Obaervateur, 17 January 1967, p. 39. As well aa 
baing the author of severel plays, Copi has aince collaborated with Savary on 
Good-bye Mr. freud (Paria, Theatre de la Porte Saint-Martin, November 1974). 

2Savary cited by fran¥oise Varanne, La figaro, 30 DeceDlber 1966. 

3aertrand Poirot-Delpech, Le Mond., 14 January 1967, p. 15. 

4Gilles Sandiar, Arts et Loisirs, no. 68 (18 January 1967), pp. 29-30. 

5 OUDlur, Le Nouvel Observateur, 17 January 1967 p 
bien Jamais, Ie thZatre ne s'Ztait,donne tant de libertea: 
veut 'happening.,n 

391 "Jamaia, ja die 
.a •• loraqu'il s. 
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"J'indique grosso modo les mouvements, les ballets, je demande aux acteurs de 

dire les textes qui leur plaisent.,,1 Thus, Arrabal's play was completely 

replaced by a collage of unrelated texts, spoken in English and french, 

according to the native tongue of the actor. The babel of the original 

performance was amplified and the nonscripted elements became most important. 

Reliance on the actors' improvisations of the moment was complete: "b! 

Labyrinthe se transforme en show extravagant, avec pltards, fumigenes, 

confettis.,,2 Two eye-witness accounts will give some idea of the nature and 

atmosphere of the spectacle: 

The performance is improvised, as it proceeds, under the energetic 
direction of Jerome Savary who conducts the proceedings sometimee from 
the roof, on top of a ladder, or even suspended upside down over the 
audience. • • • There is generated an atmosphere of extraordinary tension 
and excitement. • • • The audience forgets time, caught up in an atmoa
phereof fun and exuberance which is a mixture of fiesta, carnival, 
cabaret and night club, fairground, dance-hall, orgy and revivalist 
meeting. 

Deafening irregular drumming dazes the senses, dislodging you from the 
security of measured time. Lights wheel and stab through the darkness 
shattering space's accustomed dimensions to fragmented glimpses of 
bodies and forces. Actors erupt from behind, around and above you, 
swinging out of the dark on ropes, addressing one another nonsensically 
in both french and English. 3 

This type of performance abolishes many accepted conventions in the 

theatre: the separation of the audience and the actor spatially by means of 

the distinct delineation of acting areas and sitting areas;4 the weakening of 

the distinction between actor and spectator (still not quite as far as the 

happener's single concept of participant); and the disregard for the author's 

text. 5 The logic of any development whatever is replaced by a desire to create 

an atmosphere of orgiastic energy, a total environment; the vicarious 

1 Savary, "Grande fGte," p. 141. 

3 Roose-Evans, Experimental Theatre, pp. 96-97; and Ronald Bryden, 
The Observer, 16 June 1968, p. 27. 

4peter Ansorge, Plays and Players, vol. 15, no. 11 (August 1969), 
p. 47: "An anti-Arrabal piece, only loosely connected with the original printed 
text (or any other printed text for that matter). There was no atte.pt to 
dietinguish events which occurred on stage from events which occurred in the 
audience." 

55ee Harold Hobson, The Observer, 23 June 1968, p. 26; he called this 
"civil war." 
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experience of more conventional theatre is transformed into an experience of 

life itself. Savary found the performance a revelation which pointed the way 

to develop his theatrical style: "J'ai dlcouvert l~ quelque chose d'important: 

le probleme n'est pas de jouer dans un th6atre ou dans 1a rue, mais de porter 

1e jeu a l'echelle d'un quartier de maniere que chacun prenne le relais, 

transmet te le flambeau." 1 

The key concept to evolve from the Mercury production is the 

experience of life itsalf; it is after this production that Le Grand Thlatre 

Panique becomes Le Grand Cirque Panique. By autumn 1968, the name is fixed as 

Le Grand Magic Circus. In effect, theatre has been replaced by circus, and 

panic by magic. Behind these changes of name runa the key concept. The evolu-

tion towards this concept began in a negative way; the early manifestoa 

publiahad by Savary and collectively by Le Grand Magic Circu8 are, for tha moet 

2 part, a reaction against the form of contemporary theatre. It has drifted 

away from the social role of being the collective experience of a com.unity to 

become the diversion of the few, an 'litist entertainment divorced from the 

mainatream of life which has 8urrounded itaelf in 8elf-perpetuating and 8elf-

pre8erving convention. This re8tricted circle i8 in it8elf moribund, "un 

I.ouvant muale d'une sociltl balzacianne en voia da disparition"J life can only 

be brought back to it by breaking "ce joug peaant des convention8 et du 

:3 cloisonnement," and by reinstating the theatre as a central activity for th8 

whole community. The whole atructure of contemporary theatre prohibit8 this 

rediscovery of the theatre's roots in the life of the COMmunity, and thua, this 

atructure must be avoided. 

La vie, decidl.ent, a'entend .al avec 18 thl.tre. 11 8amblerait qua 
le the.tra na peut a'ipanouir que tr8a loin da la via, tout au fond da 
caa blockhaua en beton arme, o~ pratiquement tout eat intardit, aauf 
s'aaaeoir. Le Magic Circus n'aima dlcidemant paa le theatra. 4 

1 Savary, "Grande flte," p. 141. 

2S8e: JiroMe Savary, "Noa fatea ••• ," La Theatre, 1968, no. 1, 
pp. 81-86J L8 Grand Magic Circua, "Manifeato," Pari8-ThZatra, 21 a ann'a, noa. 
260-61 (1969), pp. 30-33J and Le Grand Magic Circue, "Savary at aon "agic Circul 
La ftonde, 25 February 1971, p. 13. 

3Savary, nNos fltes," p. 82; and p. 86. 

4Grand l'Iagic Circu8, "Savary at aon Magic Circue," p. 13. 
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first to be shunned then is the theatre building itself. It tsnds to 

be constructed away from the centre of the community, usually in impressive 

style, which in itself is a bsrrier to the lower reaches of the social scale. 

Seeming bastions against change, the majority of theatre buildings are rigid 

in their internal arrangement which does not allow for the change in the 

pattern of life itself. To illustrate, life today is conducted on sevsral 

levels simultaneously; the development of the media makes it possible for one 

man in England to be watching a moon-landing while listening to a football 

match taking place in france. The single perspective of ths sc~ne A 
1 ltitalienne cannot cope with the movement of life and its diversity. The 

division into acting area and sitting area does not allow for movement and 

free flow during the performance; by their physical disposition in their seats, 

the spectators must remain passive. 

While it is true that Le Grand Magic Circus performed in theatre 

buildings at the Mercury Theatre in London and at Le Theatre de la Commune at 

Aubervilliers and studio des Champs-Elysees in Paris, in all three cases they 

tried to radically adapt the intsrnal structure of the theatre. for L'Oratorio 

macabre du rade8u de la Meduse2 a net was suspended from the front of the 

balcony down to the stage providing an additional performance area that 

increased the opportunity for movement throughout the theetre building. At 

the ~ercury Theatre, James Roose-Evans described the explosion of the theatrical 

space: Savary suspended over the audience, entrances and exits made through 

and around ths audience, the audience arranged in sections "so that the actors 

3 can moue more freely among the audience." In Les Oerniere Jour. dB solitude 

de Robinson Crusoe, the action tskes place on a series of different etages 

around, above, and among the audience. This scenic design makes the production 

1 The structure of the performance area and the conditione of perception 
for the audience are aress of theatrical research pursued by Michel Parent and 
Jaoques Polilri. See below, Chapter VI. 

2 This group creation by Savary and soma friends waa i_provi.ed around 
tha atory of the "adusa and performed aa part of the Ve Biennale de Paris at 
Studio das Ch .. p.-Ely.~a. in October 1967. Sea Le Th~atre, 1968, no. 1 for 
diagr ... of the production. 

3Rooea-Evans, Experimental Theatre, p. 95. 
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ill-suited for performance inside traditional theatrical architecture. Thus, 

when the troupe found themselves performing in the Theatre de la Co •• una, the 

situation prompted several remarks from Savary during the performance I "Le 

Grand Magic Circus peut jouer n'importe ou sauf dans un theatre"; "cette salle 

qui ne nous convient absolument pas.,,1 Ideally they seek an open space where 

they can pitch a huge tent; then alone is the true nature of their spectacle 

best displayed, much more akin as it is to the boisterous bustle of the circus 

than to the whispered conversations of the theatre lobby. In May 1973 at 

Villeurbanne, Le Grand Magic Circus performed sous chapiteau on a de8erted 

aquare in an area heavily populated by immigrants. Similarly the creation of 

De MoIse a Mao: 5.000 ans d'aventures et d'amour at Strasbourg in November 1973 

took place under a circus tent before transferring to the Roundhouse in London. 

If space for a tent is not available, the building selected is one not designed 

for theatrical productions but for another community activity. for instance, 

at La Rochelle for the creation and only performances of Cendrillon AU la lytta 

dae classe. (April, 1973) the basketball court was chosen; obviously the 

basketball court is not associated with literary or cultural events, but rather 

with an activity important in the town's communal life, an ideal situation 

for the living experience of Le Grand Magic Circua, 

--En opposition aux theatres-mus'es, il [Le Grand Magic Circus] cherchera 
l eclater dans l'espace et dans la vie •••• 

Tous les lieux sont bons seils sont Vivants, donc s'ils ne sont paa 
darthestres. 2 

To remain inside a theatre building is also to attract only the 

bourgeoisie, a small section of the whole .ociety. Thi. runs contrary to the 

tradition of theatre. The condition of early theatre wa. to ba nomadic, to go 

out and confront the people and to draw the performance from thie contact aa ia 

deacribed in Scarron's Le ROllan comigue. Indeed, before 1625 there wera no 

par.anent theatres. Jean-Louis Barrault still sees this as the pri.e 

condition of the theatre. 

1Thaae co .. ents wera made on 26 April 1973. The co.pany had expected 
to parform in a big top erected on e nearby eite. 

2Grand l'Iagic Circua, "Manifa.to," p. 32. 
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Je crois que la condition d'un comldien est bien d'atra nomade. Nous 
devons vivre avec notre sac sur Ie dos ou notre valise a la main. • • • 
Nous sommes en qUBte des hommes et il faut que nous les rencontrions, 
at pour les rencontrer il faut aller vers eux. 1 

La Grand Magic Circus refuses to remain permanently in one place in order to 

avoid becoming subject to a single set of cultural references. It avoids 

accumulating a great deal of stage machinery which may cause eventual depen-

dence on the mechanical and make it impossible for the company to perform 

elsewhere. Early in 1973, Le Grand Magic Circus visited Bourges, Suresnes, 

Verves, Strasbourg, Poitiers, Orl~ans, Montpellier, Nice, Grenoble, La 

Rochelle, Aubervilliers, Rouen and Villeurbanne: 

--Le spectscle pourra avoir lieu n'importe ou et n'importe quand. 
--II ne sera tributaire ni d'une structure sociale particuli~re, ni 

d'un materiel technique donnl. 2 

By travelling they hope to render obsolete the concept of the theatre as a 

bourgeois institution, to re-establish the tradition of popular theatre which 

appeals to all sectors of the social structure. It is interesting to nota 

that Evert Sprinchorn's definition of the commedia dell'arte could also be 

aptly applied to Le Grand Magic Circus: "Entertainment for both high-brow and 

low-brow, comprising tried and true situations endlessly varied, always 

undemanding intellectually, often raunchy and vulgar, and, at its best, 

. it d lIt b ,,3 vigorous and sp~r e as on y popu ar ar can e. It is to the commedia 

dell'arte that Savary turns for a precursor. 

By the very nature of a travelling company, any great mechanical 

mise en sc~ne is impossible; the essence is simplicity and a reliance on the 

~ of the actors and their enthusiasm for the spectacla. The materiel 

technique of the company is very limited: "II transporte ses quaranta-cinq 

palmiara en carton-pata, sas trois dunes g'antes, son monstra marin, son chien 

1Jean-Louis Barrault to Jacques Chancal, "Radioscopie," O.R.T.f., 
28 April 1972. 

2Grand Magic Circus, "Manifeato," p. 31. 

3Evart Sprinchorn, Introduction to The Commadia dell'Arte by Giaco.o 
Oraglia, trans. Lovett Edwards (London: Methuen, 1968), p. xi. Savary 
coapared tha tradition of La Grand Magic Circus to that of the co.-adi. in 
1ntervl.~ to Richard C. Webb, Theatre Jean Vilar (Suresnas), 14 ~arch 1973. 
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et ses poules, dans sa voiture, a cat~ de sa trompette et de 8es p~tards.111 

All ths ingredients of the company's performance style are therea the exotic 

desert, the thrill of deep-sea peril, the axcitement of live animals and fire-

works, as well 8S the pulsating rhythms of Latin American music. Nevertheless, 

there hava been occasions when the company have been tempted by the resource8 

of a permanent theatre. Jean-Louis Perinetti states that Savary was delighted 

by the possibilities offered by the workshop at the Th"tre National de 

Strasbourg at the time of the creation of De Moise a Mao. 2 In November 1974, 

Le Grand Magic Circus undertook a six-month season performing Good-bye Mr. 

rreud. This uncharacteristic period was used by the company as a "laboratoire 

vivant pour le d~part des futures grandes tourn~es.tt3 

Refusing dependence on any social institution, even state subsidy, 

Le Grand Magic Circus intend to rely solely on their popularity a "Nous n'avona 

pas de subvention, et finalement, c'est miaux comme 9s. Le jour au le8 gene 

ne viendront plus nous voir, nous arraterons et le Magic Circus n'existera 

4 
plus." They consider that a company who relies on a subsidy is under tha 

power of the government who keeps it aliva artificially for a limited period. 

The direct financial relationship with the public is characteristic of 

the whole of the activity of Le Grand Magic Circus; it is based on a form of 

amateurism, a straightforwardness, even naivety, that makes it instantly attrac-

tiva. The company exists as an association of friends without Signed contracts 

or legal obligation: "Le Grend Magic Circus c'est 20 parsonnes qui travaillent 

ensemble POUR LE PLAISIR.,,5 A sense of enjoyment is contagious in a theatrical 

situation; the company's pleasure in performing together for a public 

immediately instigates s welcoming atmoephere, a first step in the Bstablishment 

p. 68. 

1Grand Magic Circus, "Savary et son Magic Circus," p. 13. 

2programma note, Th~atre National de Strasbourg, November 1973. 

3J'ro.e Savary, Album du Grand Magic Circus (Paris: Belfond, 1974), 

4Grand Magic Circus, Les Derniers Jours de solitude de Robinson Crusoe. 
L'Avant-Scane, Th'ltre, no. 496 (1 June 1972), p. 3. 

5 ti~ 
Grand Magi~ "La rate, c'est avant tout la libertl," Co.bat, 

12 rebruary 1972, p. 12. 
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of an amicable dialogue I "-Il refusera l'esprit corporatif qui tend a faire 

du thlatre une profession, quand il pense, au contraire, que Ie th.satra fait 

partie de la vie et appartient a tous.,,1 

Professionslism is a concept alien to Savary and his COMpany, a concept 

that distinguishes them from the commedia dell'arte which relied very greatly 

on training and technique (much the same as the circus does). Profeseional 

formation holds no sway with the Grand Magic Circus; four of the pre8ent 

company have attended Lecoq's mime school in Paris, a training which ia 8uited 

to the athletic performances of La Grand Magic Circus. Instead Savary encour-

ages the natural talents and tendencies of those who Join the troupe; later 

these talents are included in the apectacla. The case of a young American 

\L will aerve to illustrate I "II Itait aplendide aux t~mbas •••• Maia en gorille, 

il est parfait. En pr&aentateur de Broadway, excellent. En danseuse 8rabal 

authentique. Alors, il fait tout a la fois, comme nous tous. p2 formal 

technique learned during an actor's formation is considered a barrier sapara-

ting the actor and the audience as it involves a certain amount of non-

spontaneity and unnaturalnes8. It prevents a direct dialogue between actor 

and spectator I 

La technique c'est pr.stentieux, intimidant, ~a fait fuir. 

You lose your senae of dialogue with the audience when you have 
theatrical training. Take that scane whan a n8ked man claabers into 
the audience and sits on a women's lap. If an actor did that he 
wouldn't be able to do it spontaneously. He would do 1t theatrically. 

There is nothing quite so sordid as a professional actor. Aa 800n as 
one has achieved this status, one has 8ucceeded in cutting one8elf off 
frolR the out8ide world. 3 

The example of the American illustrate8 another aspect of Le Grand 

Magic Circus's divergence frolR conventional theatre. The actor'a ekill ia not 

bent to the dictates of a pre-existent text, but rather it is the actor'a 

1Grand.Plagic Circus, "Manifesto," pp. 31-32. 

2J.sr81Re Savary cited by Christiane Duparc, "La Culture du trombone," 
Le Nouvel Observateur, 1 March 1971, p. 37. See figure 1, p. 332. 

3Ibid.; J.sr8lRe Savary cited by Byron Rogers, "Chaos 1n 43 Scen •• ," 
Daily Telegraph Magazine, 15 December 1972, p. 12; and J.sr8l1e Savary to 
Bettina Knapp, "Sounding the Drum," The Dr ... Reuiew, vol. 15, no. 1 (fall 1910) 
p. 94. 
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initiative that creates the spectacle. It is this approach that Savary 

describes as the "technique of keeping the individuality of each performar. n1 

A technique that he feels relates his troupe to the traditional circus. Just 

as Savary himself finds it impossible to perform someona else's text, so he 

finds it impossible to impose a text on an actor: "Je ne vois pas comment je 

pourrais imposer un texte a un comldien sans qu'il le trahisse."2 Thera is a 

basic idea or thsme (usually suggested by Savary) around which the actors 

improvise scenes, and it is from the8e improviaations thet the spectacle is 

:5 ultimately constructed. 

It is apparent that literary worth, the invention of fine apeeches 

full of alliteration and metaphor, do not enter into the composition of the 

spectacle. In contrast is the conventional theatre which functions aa the 

alave of literature, "ce royaume de raccourci et du bon mot.,,4 Le Grand "agic 

Circus propose a form of theatre which is largely spectacular and visual. In 

order to communicate with all people, a language has to be found which all 

people understand. The written word has bean suparledad by spectacle. An 

advertisement for Cisar Birotteau would have been pur sly a written account of 

the product; today all the writing would be replaced by a glamorized picture 

of the product. Pierre francastel point. out. "Le des.in a ce.a' d"tre le 

A L 5 co .. entaire de la parole, il est devenu par lui-.eme une evidence." 

following a line of argument traced by Ionesco, the company maintain thet the 

apokan word haa become "plus utilitaire," le.8 de.criptive and poetic; under 

the influence of advertising and political slogan., the word haa beco.a solely 

an aural atimulus rather than a communicator of meaningl "On n"coute plus le 

1from the soundtrack of a film docu.entary entitled Once Upon a Ti •• 
by Tom Buaby, premiered at the 1973 Edinburgh fe.tival. 

2Savary, "Grande fate," p. 145. 

3This practice is the .a.a as that used in traditional th.atre. LIon 
Chanceral in ~oliar. (Pari., Presses Littlraires da france, 1953), p. 14 
describes the .arly farces t'dont les rlpl1quas trouvlea dans la chaleur du jau 
n. furant fixl.a qu'ensuite apr~a l'Ipreuve du public, et que ~oliare sa refusa 
1 leiaeer impri.ar." 

4savary, "Noa fates," p. B5. 

5Pierra francastel, Art et technique aux XIXe et XXe si~cl.s (PariS' 
ftlnuit, 1956), p. 2420 
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sens des lIIots mais leur consonance.,,1 Literature, then, has little place in 

direct communication with all people, "After all, today's society no longer 

reads. The masses enjoy television, the movies, visual forms of entertainment. n2 

The literary text is replaced by a series of scenes, a basic plot 

outline in terms of action. Again like the commedia dell'arte, Le Grand Magic 

Circus uses a canevas as oppossd to a text. The canevas provides just the 

skeleton of the spectacle; it is up to each performer to supplement the out-

line by his performance each night. In this way the spectacle is never com-

pletely fixed; it remains open to the influences of each and every situation 

provided by the presence of an audience. It is true that all actors, even in 

conventional productions, admit the influence of the audience on each 

performance. However, for Le Grand Magic Circus, just as for the music-hall 

entertainer, the performance develops around this influence with the presence 

of the audience as the central element: "Le 'show' n'est jamais deux fois Ie 

mame. Tout dlpend du lieu, du public. Le spectacle agit sur les gens, les 
3 

gens agissent sur Ie spectecle." 

The structure of the spectacle being a series of tableaux, each 

tableau in turn baing sn entity, there is great scope for the elaboration of 

one tableau if the public is responding favourably to it; analogously, the 

possibility exists to shorten or aven omit a tableau if the situatian demands. 

Savary explains the process of performing this open-ended spectaclea 

Raconter une histoire a la mani~re des conteurs orientaux, aane taxta 
ecrit, dlfinitif, en s'adaptant a ceux qui sont la, an train d'icauter, 
da mani~ra qulils puissant la tranemettre en la prenant ~ leur charga. 
Noue eommes obliges alors non pas d'invanter, male de rlinventer selon 

1Savary, "Grande fate," p. 145. 

2savary to Knapp, "Sounding the Drum," p. 94. 

30uparc , "La culture du trombone," p. 37. This again is not a nalll ida. 
in itsalfa "Le drsmaturge a un collaborateur que leon oubHe touJours, qui. 
peut-atre autant d'importanca que lui, C'EST LE PUBLIC. L'oeuvre dramatiqu. 
e beaoin de la sc~ne, a beeoin dlun public, non pas 'para ••• mais dlun 
public reuni dans une 8alle, grange ou palaia, et fremisaant dana aon unit' d. 
public •••• Et c'est chaqua soir que la piece aa erie." Armand Salacrou, 
Thl'tr. II (Paria: Gallimard, 1944), p. 223; and "La prami~re rlplique noua 
d'couvrant Is plaisir de. epsctatsurs est pareille aux clls dea Icriture. 
secretea: all. nous livrs l'avsnir de la 80irle, nQUa per.at de 1. lire, 
aaqui.as une physionomie du public. • • • Par ee8 rlactiona, il accua. lui-
.a •• son esprit, 80n humeur; 11 revele a l'avancs aux comedian. 1. ton .t 
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las reactions immediates. Chaque 80ir, naus devons faire l'effort da 
nous rappeler ce que nous aurons a dire, at ~ Ie retrouver non pas sur 
la memoire, mais sur la logique.1 

Against the rigidity of conventional theatre with its distinct elements 

of actor and spectator, text and performance, theatre and life, Le Grand ~agic 

Circus advocate a more fluid form where actor and spectator together generate 

the performance and through that effort theatre and life are made to exist on 

the same level. The comparison Savery makes is between a "dead show-with live 

people" and a tllife-show.,,2 He develops this idea further: 

Le theitre, on s'en fout. C'est un pretexte, une excuse. On n'est 
pas ls pour s'exprimer, montrer notre talent. L'axe principal ne va pas 
de nous au public mais directement du public au public. 11 e'agit de 
vivre ensemble, un moment, une celebration, une fate collective. Casser 
le .ur qui sepere les gens, qui les tient clottre., enca8ses, paralysee, 
enfer.as dans leur quant-a-soi. 3 

By this concept of "life-show" or la fate, the theatrical credo of Le 

Grand Magic Circus fuses with a social outlook. The reason that theatre should 

not remain an 'litist entertainment, and why Le Grand Magic Circus are seeking 

to reform the nature of the theatre, is because of the very important social 

function the theatre fulfils. As Jean-Louis Barrault expresses it: "C'est que 

le theitre n'est pas fait pour accentuer ce qui sapare les ho .. es, il est fait 

au contraire pour les ra8sembler. 11 n'est pas fait pour la division, mai. 

pour l'union. 11 n'est pas fait pour entretenir les haines mais pour facilitar 

lea 'changes et les comprehensions.,,4 Le Grand Magic Circus would agree but 

argue that the mass of people do not share in this communal activity. For tha 

thsatre to perform ite eociel function effectively the whole of society must 

be pre.ent. All peopls have to be reached and attracted since the theatre is 

l'accueil da la salla." Louis Jouvet, Te_oionaoas sur la theatre (Paris: 
flammarion, 1952), p. 115. 

1 Savary, "Granda fata," p. 144. 
2 
Savery cited by Margaret Tierney, "Tha Lifs-Sho ... of Jerome Savary," 

Play. and Players, vol. 20, no. 4 (January 1973), p. 58. 

3Savary cited by Ouparc, "La Culture du trombone," p. 37. Jan Ooat ..... 
making a similar point as early ae 1947. "11 n'y a pas de nos Jours an francs, 
da public de thlatre. Seule.ent un cert.in nombre da spectatsurs .ssistant 
individualle.ent ~ le reprlsentation, tel eet l'.ffet du divorce total entra 
l'art dr .. atiqua at la com.uneutl," Entrla du public, p. 81. 

4Jean-Louis Barrault, Letter to Esprit, no. 5 ("ay 1965), p. 852. 
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a last place where men can meet and exchange ideas: "Theatre is the only 

living, meeting experience left for human beings. The new theatre could become 
1 

the new meeting hall of society.1I This extreme view has to be evaluated in 

the light of the massive process of modernization of cities which has caused 

the disappearance of many of the traditional meeting places. Huge multi-

storey blocks of flats instead of a street of houses, the supermarket as 

opposed to the neighbourhood corner store, the smart bar in the place of the 

lively caf9--all similar developments isolate modern man from his fellows. 

Theatre could provide the opportunity for a social gathering. Similarly 

bureaucracy is stifling modern man's creativity by limiting his means of self-

expression. In the parks that do exist one can do very little other than 

walk. 2 ba fete by its existence challenges these social inhibitions: 

Les regimes en place dans notre societe repriment sciemment les possi
bilites de jeu pour taus. Car Ie jeu, synonyme de liberte, est aussi 
synonyme de dialogue, de reunion. 5'il est un cas, et nous pensons qua 
c 'est Ie seul o~ Ie "th.satre" pourrait devenir "revolutionnaire," c 'est 
bien celui-ci; un theatre donnant la possibilitl aux hommes de se reunir 
et de jouer (s'exprimer en toute liberte).3 

Theatre and life are not only brought together in the concapt ot 

living experience ss discovered at the Mercury Theatre but also in the social 

function of la fete as a means to create opportunities for self-axpression. 

The challenge of Le Grand Magic Circus to conventional theatre goes beyond an 

aesthetic revolt which simply destroys the old towards a positive reaffirms-

tion of the traditional role of theatre. 

This theory ot theatre has produced six full-length spectacles together 

with a whole host ot more minor entertainments between 1968 and 1915: Zartan 

gu le rr~re mal aim.s de Tarzan. ~es Oerniers Jour, de solitude de Robinlon 

Crusoe, Cendrillon au la lutte des classes, De Moise l Mao: 5.000 80s 

1Savary cited by Nsseem Khan, The Guardian, 30 Decamber 1912, p. 10. 

2ror example, Article 6 of the Parisian park regulation.: "11 eat 
interdit: 1e de former aucun groupe ou rassemblement de nature l ganer la 

circulation. 
2e de .archer ou s'asseoir sur les bordures de gazon st sur touts. 

Is. palouses, seulee lee pelousee de. bois de 80ulagna at da 
Vincennas non intarditea par una clSture au par un Icriteau 
sont accessibles au public." 

3Grand Plsgic Circus, "La Public at nous," L'Avant-Scana: Thlatra, 
no. 496 (1 June 1972), p. 44. 
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d'aventures et d'amour, Good-bye Mr. freud, and Les Grands Sentiments. The 

choice of subject alone immediately situates the style of the show on a plane 

different from the literary: three of the heroes are a part of popular culture; 

for De Morse a Mao and Good-bye Mr. freud, they come from elementary history 
1 

books and horror stories. A bond of sympathy is immediately established by 

these overt references to forgotten childhood. Cendrillon is the only spec-

tacle that follows the original story very precisely, but even it is altered 

to include a potent social message. The moral is expressed in the sub-titles 

of the spectacles: "La Lutte des classes" for Cendrillon, "Les Chroniques 

co10nia1es" for Zartsn, and "La Solitude" for Robinson Crusoe. There are 

three stages to a spectacle which can be summarized as prespectac1e, spectacle, 

and postspectacle. for each stage, a study of the basic form, the means of 

communication, and the relationship with the audience will demonstrate the 

theoretical principles of Le Grand Magic Circus in practice. 

The idea of prespectac1e is becoming increasingly popular in conteD-

porary french productions. for instance, at the Renaud-Barrault production of 

Claudel's Sous Ie vent des lIes Bal'aires (situated sous chapiteau at the Gare 

d'Or.ay), the public was met by a foyer decorated with back-cloths from pas~ 

productions, masks and many of the trappings of the theatrical performance.2 

Arrabal describea minutely in the text of Et lIs passarent Ie. menottes aux 

fleurs the welcome to be given to the arriving spectators. Le TheAtre du 

50leil use one hall at the Cartoucherie as a foyer-reception where a slide 

show of the 1789-1793 pariod snd a tract on art by Karl ~arx warm the audience 

to the .pectacle. Le Grand Magic Circus itself places great importance on 

this part of the show. Originally a great street parsde was held to adverti.e 

ita arrival in a town, much in the manner of the circus and of the travelling 

1The use of a f .. iliar story is a traditional aspect. The Greek theatre 
drew on co .. on myths; even Ph~dre's tragedy was known by the audience in 
advance. Giraudoux highlights this process by the title, Amphitryon 38. 

2It is indeed significant and exemplifies the influence 0' the 
experimental theatre on the conventional that Barrault should put on a Claudel 
play in such surroundings using multiple stages and many new lighting teohnique •• 
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players of traditional theatre:
1 

"A long file of players, some in rags, some 

in tags, one in the full-dress uniform of a master mariner of the Second 

Empire, came swirling with drums and cymbals through the narrow streets of an 

2 
old french town." This describes the arrival in La Rochelle of 1972. Un for-

tunately this practice has been discontinued; street parades are illegal with

out prior permission of the authorities which ruins the surprise arrival in e 

town. At present the street parade has been replaced by publicity and the 

sight of their painted van. Nonetheless the emphasis is heavily on visual 

advertisements rather than the more usual verbal approach of theatre publicity. 

The leaflets distributed are covered with pictures and sketches which capture 

the low-brow, almost cartoon character of the spectacle.3 Although the effect 

of this type of poster is limited, it is characteristic of Le Grand ~egic 

Circus's avoidance of the written word. Similarly, the change of na.e to L. 

Grand ~agic Circus came about because the former Grand Penic Circus was 

considered "trop lie ~ un mouvement litteraire.,,4 This shunning of the text 

and of the literary explains the name "Circus" as opposed to "Th.satre"a "Th. 

world of the circus is an old forgotten one. It is quite the opposite of what 

we mean by theatre. That is dominated by the word; the circus is do.inatad by 

action."S 

Having arrived at the place of performance the eudience is exposed to 

another element of the elaborate mise en condition which precedes the spectacle 

proper. To take the performances of Zartan at Villeurbanna as an sx .. ple,6 

1The street parade was common in late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
century. ',[valleron] avait sans doute agi ~ la fa~on des Confr~re., 'allant 
appaler Ie monde au son du tambour jusqu'au carrefour de Saint-Eustache, , au 
a la fa~on dse co • .sdiens no.adee, faisant visiter toute8 lee ruee, comma .'il 
s'agis.sit de faire la patrouille, par un tambour et un arlaquin." This i. 
bafore the affiche became custom. Another interesting point is that before 
1625, the poet's name was never .entionad. See Eug~ne Rigal, Le Thlatre 
(r,nials avant la periode classigue (Paris: Hachette, 1901), pp. 197-98. 

2Rogers, "Cheos," p. 9. 

35ee figure 1, p. 332 end figurs 2, p. 339. 

4Grand "agic Circus, "Petite Histaire du G.~.C.," L'Avent-Scane: 
Thlatre, no. 496 (1 June 1972) p. 6. 

SSavary cited by Rogers, "Chaos," p. 10. 

6Given that there 1s no extant text, quotations frOM Zarten are fro. 
tha author'. notes co_piled from five consecutive performances at Villeurbann., 
7-12 Play 1973. 
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the public was confronted by the huge blue tent, the orange and white bannar 

and the fairy lights, circus .usic blaring out from the tant. The total 

at.osphere induced an excitement and a sense of gaiety. 

This acclimatization process was continued and intensified on entering 

the theatrical space where the prespectacle began. This period ususlly lasts 

approximately thirty minutes. It follows no predetermined plan, relying solely 

on the spontaneous reaction of audience to actor and actor to audience. The 

spsctator was welcomed by costumed and made-up members of the troupe and 

offered sangria or a sandwich, none of which of course he had to accept and 

there was no pressure exerted to do so. This friendly welcome is in sharp 

contrast to the conventional usherette who demands your attention and your 

tip; she is parodied by Jean-Paul Muel in the prespectacle for Robin80n Cruaoil 

liLa soli de ouvreuse-homme en robe noire gui continue a entasser les nouveaux 

arrivants a coups de rayons de sa lampe Ilectrigue dans des interstices 

inexistants" (RCa11). 

From this welcome the spectator passed to the area of the performance 

proper which presented a dispositif sclnigue of multiple stages arranged in 

and around the fragmented seating areas. The spectator is immediately incor-

porated into the action of the spectacle. The passage from the outside into 

tha performance area is studied; it influences the audience attitude towarde 

the spectacle. The fine stairway and ornste decoration of a conventional 

theatre like the Oplra have a similar purpose; there it is a question of the 

passage from the turmoil of everyday lifa into a more precious real. of art. 

For Le Grand ~agic Circus the transition is froll the 10nelines8 0' .odern life 

into a gathering of friends. Impressive architecture is replaced by an 

a.icable handshake: 

Nous aimons parler directement avec las gens. Nous leur sarrons 1a 
.ain lorsqulils entrant, nous les accueillons co~e das a.is qui 
vilndraiant nOU8 raJoindra pour qua nous leur racontions dans da baaux 
dlcora paints en trompe l'oeil de

1
palmiers varts at d •• ar blau. 

(d'chainl.) llhiatoire de Zartan. 

Thera i. no lIyat1fication; tha "grosses 'icallas" of the production ers 

1Savary, "Grande fata," p. 144. 
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openly displayed. 1 The subsidiary stages, although unlit, are visible with 

their simple painted back-cloths. The central performance area (be it the 

pi ate of Robinson Crusoe or the narrow walkway of Zartan) is illuminated. 

There was a constant coming and going along this runway at Villeurbanne, and 

it emerged that the actors were preparing their costumes and make-up for the 

performance. The audience, thus, has the opportunity to see the actors as 

people before the performance begins; as each actor finishes his make-up he 

re-appears on the runway and each in his own way makes approaches to the 

spectators. At Villeurbanne, Michel Dussarat chose a quiet, formal approach: 

costumed as a distinguished middle-class gentleman complete with cigar and a 

glass of chartreuse, he engaged members of the audience in polite conversation. 

On one particular occasion he courteously asked the permission of a husband 

before dancing a fox~trot with a highly amused lady and finally returned her to 

her seat with due grace and ceremony. for Robinson Crusoe at Aubervilliers, 

the same actor chose a more eccentric approach: his torso dressed formally in 

black bow tie, white shirt and black waist_coat, but wearing green and red 

shorts with a cloth cap on his head, he elegantly batted streamers into the 

audience. Cslia Booth always appears as a brightly garbed clown and sets about 

entertaining the audience with simple acrobatics, encouraging applause from 

them and urging them to respond to her efforts. Maxime ferrier usually emerges 

in the costume of a naval officer with heavy white make-up tinged with blue 

emphasizing a sullen, lean look; he passes quietly through the audience hardly 

speaking, distributing confetti and streamers,and encouraging the spectators to 

throw tham about by a taciturn mimicry of the act of throwing. The prespectacle 

is retained for De Moise ~ Mao: gay Viennese music is broadcast as Jean-Paul 

Muel, dressed as an elegant madam, welcomes the spectators with a kindly "Good 

evening"; Dussarat inscrutably daba females with perfume and Celia Booth 

sprinkles glitter powder over those who desire it. At Strasbourg the prespec-

tacle was accompanied by the elegant madam's etern treatment of a servant who 

1This idee was clear to Jean Cocteau: "La poesie de theatre sereit una 
grosse dentelle; une dentelle en cordages, un navire sur la mer," Thlltra I, p.5. 
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was dusting the spectators' seats, an altercation which terminated with the 

hanging of the servant just as the spectacle proper was to commence. 

It is essential to underline three effecta of this period of the 

spectacle. firstly, the actor introduces himself to the audience as a fellow 

human being, not as an unapproachable god belonging to the realm of the stage. 

Secondly, there is the possibility for the actor to strike up a personal rela-

tionship with members of the audience, to establish a bond. Thirdly, the 

members of the audience are given a chance to become acquainted with each 

other albeit through a sense of fun. The importance of the preapectacle cannot 

be underestimated. It situates the spectacle on the level of human contact 

and establishes the mood from which the spectacle can develop. Indeed, the 

achievement of La Grand Magic Circus can be attributed to the succass of this 

period: "La grande r.sussite de Jd'rome Savary, c'est ce conditionnement du 

public. Comment s'y prend-il pour transformer chaque soir six cents personnae 

1 en boy-scouts." That the prespectacle succeeds is unquestionable. One 

example will suffice to illustrate the bond that ia establishad between 

audience and actor. Jean-Paul Muel's parody of the conventional usherette in 

the prespectacle of Robinson Crusos makes him a favourite with the audience. 

His reappearance later as Monsieur Duchoux or Le Pare Plongeur or any of the 

other characters he portrays is always met with great cheers: "Arrive M. 

Duchoux. Ie planteur. en qui chacun se rd'iouit de reconnattre la robust. 

placeuse du d.sbut du spectacle" (RCI17). 

The transition from prespectacle to spectacle is sudden. It is 

announced by the entry of Savary costumed variously in a huge green overcoat 

with sequined plaid lining and green bowler hat or a white suit with top hat. 

for Zartan the band strikes up a fast Latin American rhythm, "pour nous mettre 

dans l'atmosphere," and the actors suddenly return to the central runway to 

dance to the music. An explosion of a firework freezes them; the lights on the 

runway black out; the music stops. Savary begins an introductory speech of 

welcome which is common to the shows up until De Molse A Mao. (In that 

1Matthieu Galey, Combat, 18 february 1972, p. 12. 
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spectacle, instead of composing a speech about Le Grand Magic Circus, he 

describes the history of the folies de Vienna, a travelling company marooned 

in the middle of the Nevada desert on their way to California.) for Robinson 

Crusoe, the transition is marked by Savary as le bonimenteur, M. Trampolino, 

diving through a hoop onto the piste centrale "dans une puissante glissade 

qui Ie 'ette sur le public au ras de la piste de l'autre cotl" (RC:11). 

It is significant that the spectacle proper is begun by Savary'. 

entrance for it is he who paces and ultimately decides the structure of the 

performance based on a consideration of the audience's reaction to each 

individual tableau. The elasticity of the performance is confirmed in Savary'. 

admission that Robinson Crusoe has lasted between one and a half and three 

hours according to the mood of the audience. from the early performanca. of 

Oratorio macabre du radeau de la Mlduse and Le LabYrinthe, Savary has bean 

the central figure. Although attenuated in later productions this position 

has never been usurped. The form of the spectacle, a proliferation of 

tableaux around a central story line, makes a central commentator necessary. 

for example, Robinson Crusoe ie summarized on a publicity tract: 

Une slrie de somptueux tableaux dont: 
-Jeanne d'Arc au bOcher 
-L'assassinat de Trotsky sous les yeux 'pouvantls de Staline 
-Le naufrage du Magic Circus dans les Caralbes 
-La tombola des sept erreurs et ses lots empoisonnls 
-Le carnaval A Buckingham Palace 
-Le saut de la mort du P~re Paul, curl plongeur 
-Le combat des sorcieres de la jungle 
-L'assassinat de Robinson Crusoe par Ie einistre roi rlneon, 
sur des textes inoubliables de Shakespeare et du Magic Circu.' 

This .eemingly unconnected collage of tableaux is only held together by the 

thinnest thread, namely the introductions to the different tableaux by Savary, 

Ie boni.enteur. 

Unlike the surrealists, and later the abaurdists, who replaced the 

logic of plot and character development by symbolic association,2 Le Grand 

1 
It is significant that the spectacle doe. not always include all 

the.e scenes. The length of the spectacle depends on the atmosphere of the 
performance on each night. 

2Two instances are: "Les sc~nes s'emboitent comme Ie. Alots d'un poame," 
Jean Cocteau, Thlatre I, p. 5; and "Une piace de theatre est une construction 



Magic Circus base development purely on the need to vary the pace of the 

sketches. Sometimes the introduction is eimply: 

M. TRAMPOLINO: Premier tableau: llaction se situe dans un hospice de 
vieillards de la region parisienne. (RC:12) 

Or on the arrival of a new character: 
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M. TRAMPOLINO: Regarde, un etranger; clest notre dix-neuviame tableau 
qui arrive. (RCI23) 

Similarly, in Zartan, an "agent du C.I.A." suddenly appeara. "VoilA un 

personnage qui tombe A pic pour relancer Ie drame. tI The slender link between 

tableaux is unabashed: Zartan is sprinkled with such phrases as "l'arrivle 

inattendue," "un jour par hasard," "llapparition d'un nouveau personnage," 

"ltatterrissage absolulllent inopina," "llarrivee inesplrle,"and "ltapparition 

inopinee." Robinson Crusoe containa just as many instances; the tableau 

"Sur Iltle voisine, Banana Beach, au Tropical Bar" is quite arbitrarily 

introduced, "Au meme instant, a trois miles de II," and terlllinated just as 

unaccountably a "Robinson Crusoe, ignorant tout de ce qui se passe sur Ittl. 

voisine fume un peu de ce bon tabac" (AC:16; and 17). De Mofse a Mao continues 

the line of coincidental tableaux; the action pasaee froll a stone Age cave to 

the sophistication or Chinese culture with unabash.d simplicity, "At the .... 

time thousands of miles away, another civilisation, the Chinese civilisation. 

Oh, what II contrasU" A new technique is introduced by breaking the action 

of a tableau to return to the situetion of the folie. d. Vienne, and then 

releunching the action with an unrelated tableau. for example, from a debate 

on innocence one is suddenly spirited back to the Middle Ages: "Meanwhile we 

Must work hard on our historical tablsaux. And ohl What a surprise, how 
1 

fortunate! Our next tableau comes from the Middle Ages." 

constituee dtune slrie d'etate de conscience, ou de situation., qui s'int.nsi
fisnt, se deneifient, puis se nouent, soit pour S8 dlnou.r, soit pour finir 
dans un inextricable insoutenable," Eugene Ionesco, Notes at contre-note. 
(Paria, Gallimard, 1962), pp. 219-20. . 

1Quotationsrrom De Mofsa 8 Mao as p.rformed at tha Roundhouse (London) 
15-18 february 1974. One ia reminded of the annoncier in Claudel t• La Soulier. 
de aatin, Thlatre II (Paris: Gallilllard, 1948), p. 958: 

"LtANNONCIER: ctsst encors 1II0i, Mesdames et !'Iesaieur., qui .ui. chargl de 
re.plir a votra benlfice Ie role d'ecluaier at de lever las vann •• de 
ltintlr ••• ante histoire dont vous avez ent.ndu Ie cOllllllenc .... nt." 

Th. work, subtitled Le Pire "'est pas toulours sar (p. 566), has other 
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structural coherence and logical development are secondary to speed 

and rhythm of action and action is unexplained. This rapidity of development 

leads to an explosion of time and place. Robinson Crusoe takes place in a 

"hospice de vieillards de la rlgion parisienne," in the English-countryside 

home of the great aunts, on his desert island, on a neighbouring island, at 

an English port, during a battle in South 'America, on a ship, in the hare,m of 

a lecherous king, and at Las Vegas. Zartan's adventures are spread over three 

continents: the action is suddenly transferred from the Amazon jungle to Rio 

de Janeiro, from the ocean off Brazil to New York and Broadway, from the 

Ethiopian desert to Berkhampstead on Sea and Buckingham Palace. The action of 

Oe Moise a Mao spans an equally wide area: Europe, America, and Asia. In 

Europe alone, the audience is whisked from Paris to London and Rome, from 

Greece to Switzerland, from Austerlitz to Nuremberg. 

Similarly any sequential time scale is destroyed despite the fact 

that both Zartan and Robinson Crusoe are biographical. All the ages of 

Robinson Cruso~ are intermingled: young Robinson playing childhood games, 

the adolescent Robinson leaving his aunts in search of adventure, adult 

Robinson leading the army, mature Robinson on his island, and old Robinson 

in the old people's home--all are present simultaneously a 

M. TRAMPOLINOI II (Robinson crusoe1 raconte sa vie d'aventures 1 una 
infirmi~re au bord de la retraite qui 8e tient Iveillae en .a pin9ant 
Ie bras. Chaque fois que nous irona en arriara dans l'hiatoire de 
cet homme je me permettrai de tourner cetta manivelle. Cela voudra 
dire Mesdames, Mesdemois.lles, Messieurs qu'il s'agit d'un flash
back. (RC : 1 2 ) 

However, the practice is soon forgotten being used only occasionally for comic 

effect, and the audience is left with a kaleidoscopic account of Robinson's 

life. In Zattan, the necessity to speed up the account of the haro's early 

life causes a telescoping of three stages of development I the young child 

Zartan, the boy Zartan, and the youth Zartan. This is achieved in perfor.ance 

by the simultaneous appsarance of three actors each repres.nting one of the 

features in co .. on: a riotous prespectacle, the use of music, and a taleacoping 
of time: "L'auteur s'est permis de comprimer les pays et les Ipoquea," (p. 857). 
Although firat appearing in 1929, it was adapted for the stage by Jean-Louia 
Barrault only in Nove.bar 1943. 
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stages: "Saul au monde Ie Grand Magic Circus est en mesure de vous pre8enter 

au mame instant, sur la meme scene trois g!Sn!Srations du me me personnage." The 

time scale becomes so involved that it crosses over itself: 

M. TRAMPOLINO: Et c'est ainsi que Robinson Crusoe partit sur un beau 
navire pour la mer des Indes avec Rinalda Rinaldi, sa belle mattresse. 
Mais je ne vais pas vous montrer ce tableau de nouveau puisque vous 
l'avez d~ja vu il y a a peu pres una heure. Alors, nous allons 
!Scouter la musique de ce tableau. (RC:35) 

Just as any coherence of theatrical time (time inside the play) is 

denied, so historical time is dislocated by anachronism. In Robinson Cru80e 

there is the juxtaposition of Robinson's departure for adventure from the 

port which is given an eighteenth or nineteenth-century appearance by the 

sailor8' costumes and the arrival there of the wicked Roi r!Snlon who is treated 

in the manner of the rulers of ancient Rome. Similarly in Zartan, Spanish 

conquistadores break into a tableau which is apparently set in the industrial 

suburbs of Rio de Janeiro. In De Morse a Mao the french Revolution is carried 

out by Louis XIV, C~zanne, and Jesus Christ; the Napoleonic Wars are concen-

trated into one tableau: the battle of Waterloo (1815), the retreat from 

Russia (1812), and the victory of Napoleon at Eylau (1807)--all occur concur-

rently. All time is somehow included in the structure of the spectacles I 

Robinson's life seems to span the duration from the Roman Empire to the modern 

day, from nineteenth-century night-club owner8 to the twentieth-century P~re 

plongeur at Las Vega8, from the mutiny of nineteenth-century sailors to the 

assassination of Cha Guevara. This is even more true of De ~r8e l Mao. 

Among this patchwork of epochs, a further continuum is introduced I 

present time outside the theatre, "real" time for the theatre audience. 

Generally, references are made during the spectacle to actual events that are 

occurring in the neighbourhood. A simple axa.pla is the U8e at Villaurbanna 

of the front page of La Progres (Lyon) with a cartoon of Zartan on it at that 

point in the spectacle when Louise is 8earching for hi., or a referenca in the 

s .. e show to the condition of the nationalized theatra (particularly relavant 

in Villeurbanne where Roger Planchon'. T.N.P. i8 very 8ucca.aful). Two actor. 

appaar without costumes in one scene and Savary declares a "Soyaz gfnlreux, 
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Mesdames, Mesdemoiselles, Messieurs a nos deux camarades du th'atre subven

tionne lyonnais." 

A final time scale is that of the time that passes during the spectacle. 

Already the quotation for the criss-crossing of time has included a raference 

to the hour between the two identical points in the story. All dialogue with 

the audience by the actors draws attention to the immediacy of the theatrical 

experience and the passing of time. All reference to the spectacle in progress 

emphasizes the passage of time, the chief example being M. Trampolino's 

soliloquy on the nature of solitude at the end of Robinson Crusoi: "La solitude, 

mesdames, mesdemoiselles, messieurs, tel etait Ie theme que nous avons essaye 

de developper ce soir" (RC:35). 

The proliferation of time and space inevitably involves the rapid 

introduction and disappearance of many characters which, in turn, implies the 

abandonment of logical character development. Only the eponJ-ous heroes 

remain consistent throughout, but they ere surrounded with a horde of .econdary 

characters who appear without explanation and disappear just as unexpectedly. 

In Zartan, an amazing collection of characters appears: la Reine d'Angleterre, 

un agent de la C.I.A., • music-hall song-and-dance act, a group of Italian 

serenaders, a tight-rope walker, Adolph Hitler, the music critic of ths ~ 

yprk Time,--all make fleeting, undeveloped entrances. In Robinson Crusoe, the 

case of Maxime Nogripe is illustrative. He is nrran~ais moyen, cadre superieur 

chez Renault, en vacances a Banana Beach" dreseed in "maillot ravl. beret. 

,oultaches. Daria et collier de fleurs, stYle 'gentil membre,' l'air excadf 

et dedaigneux, haussant les epaules" (RC:11). He is introduced during the 

parade of characters and then appears Just once more at the Tropical Bar on 

Banana Beach characteristically complaining about the weather and the cost of 

the holiday. This second appearance is commented on by M. Trampolino: "C'est 

la derniere fois que vous voyez ce personnsge" (RC:21-22). He is included in 

the action because of his popular appeal and the humour he provide.. He ia 

a type, an exaggerated example of a kind of peraon that the whole audience know 

or with whom they can identify. He ie a part of popular culture and as such 
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allows immediate communication between spectacle and audience. Certain other 

characters draw on popular culture and become types: l'Entraineuse du bar 

played by Jacqueline Kaps (in Zartan there are two, the other played by Myriam 

Mezieres), the innocent young lover played by Sylvie Kuhn, the Bccentric old 

lady played by Celia Booth, the priest played by Jean-Paul Muel. All these 

types are readily recognizable and nearly always produce laughter in the 

audience. 

In a similar way, Tarzan, Robinson Crusoe and Cinderella are products 

of popular myth. Every young child has been told of the exploits of these 

three characters. Essentially the same, De Moise 8 Mao is peopled by historical 

figures that are known to most members of the audience. familiarity causes an 

i~ediate bond to form between the audience and the story. It is true thst Le 

Grand Magic Circus change the plots in order to maka a particular social point. 

but the initial attraction is nonetheless present. 

The proliferation of characters means that each actor has to perform 

many different roles. This practice does not allow any form of identification 

or involvement in the spectacle; it is impossible to believe in the reality of 

a character if it is obvious that the same actor has played five or six other 

characters. Identification would be foreign to the rapid succession of tableaux 

and the basically humourous affect at which Le Grand Magic Circus aims. The 

nu.ber of roles performsd can be due simply to the needs of a particular 

tableau or to the learning of a new skill by an actor (hence the conjuring 

interlude by Jacqueline Kaps in Zartan and Cendrillon) or to some deeper 

significance. 

The deeper significance lies in that certsin actors always take a 

certain type of part. This method of characterization is built on the physical 

characteristics and on the disposition of the actor. In so.e respects it i8 

the reversal of the commedia dell'arte technique where the character was stable 

and central, snd each actor who played it added an idiosyncraJy in the proce.s 

of the evolution of the stock character. In Le Grand Magic Circu8, the actor'. 

own peraonality is the central element; the characters portrayed bear the 
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stamp of this personality and, thus, these characters can be grouped together 

as facets of a single recognizable type. An example is the type performed by 

Jean-Paul Muel: in Cendrillon he played the captain of the Royal Guard and 

Prince Charming; in Zartan, the Cheik Sanguinaire (alias Capitaine Roger), 

Mr. Lee (British colonial explorer, father of Zartan), the pretre-ouvrier of 

Rio de Janeiro's slum district, and the impresario Mayakovsky; finally, in 

Robinson Crusoe, he is 8een as the officious usherette of the prespectacle, 

Roi Feneon, the cure of the village and the cure plongeur of Las Vegas. The 

style of acting used in all these roles is the same: an excessive parody of 

the lecherous old man of farce. Because Jean-Paul Muel plays the bossy 

usherette and the evil Roi Feneon, an association is set up with all the other 

characters he acts so that they are imbued with a certain unsavoury netura. 

In De Mofse a Mao, Muel continues in the same vein as Queen Victoria, Louis XIV, 

Victor Hugo, a lecherous medieval monk, the nagging rolling-pin-swinging wife 

of the caveman as well as Docteur Siegmund and the imperioue madam of the 

1 
prespectacle. The overall thematic effect of this type of associative 

characterization is a social satire on the bulwarks of Western capitaliet 

society: the church, the monarchy, the colonielist expansion, the army, and 

the capitalist system in general in the person of the impresario. 

In dramatic terms the effect of the commedia dell'arte system of stock 

characters and of the system of stock scting by Le Grand Magic Circua is 

similar. The author of commedia dell'arte performances did not need to spend 

tille introducing his characters because the audience already "knew" the .. 

through previous performances. In turn this allowed for a speed of plot 

development not attainable in other forms of drama. Similarly, for Le Grand 

Magic Circus, certain actors come to represent certain characteristica. BO whan 

a new character arrives on .tage the audience are immediately aware of the 

relationship to have with him and, indeed, the opinion they are to form of hi •• 

1 The women's share in this process of aleatory characterization ia 
emphasized by Savary's addition to the text (p. 31) during a performanca of 
Robinson Crusoe (Aubervilliers, 26 April 1973)_ "Nous avons tr~s peu de jeunee 
tilles dans Ie Grand Magic Circus et la meme jeune fille doit incarner deux 
rales oompl~tement differents: oe n'est pas Marie, mais Olga Ie do.pteuae." 
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Again this produces rapidity of development and non-literary communication 

of ideas about certain institutions. The characters are a mixture of tradi

tional types (the lecherous priest is found in medieval fabliaux, the young 

lovers are standard in the commedia) and more modern stereotypes (Reine 

d'Angleterrez "My husband and I," the British colonialist, Ie franljais .oyen), 

but!!! have the advantage of familiarity and immediate recognition by the 

audience. 

The form of the spectacle is then a loose succession of tableaux 

given structure by the underlying story line and theme. The very fluidity 

of the spectacle derives from an impression of chaos created by the abandon-

.ent of linear time, place, and character development. Beceuse structure is 

only given by story line, a canevas and not a complete text, there is oppor-

tunity for the actor to improvise inside a tableau and to play on the relation-

ship he has with the audience. 

The form is based more on the principle of entertainmant than of 

metaphysics or of logic. The free creation of characters and the collage of 

time and place illustrate that the emphasis is placed on action as opposed to 

reflection. The form is popular in the same way as the strip cartoon where 

action also predominates. It would be inconsistent if this popular form were 

accompanied by anything other than a popular theatrical language. To 

communicate ona has to use a language intelligible to the receiver. The 

"language" used by Le Grand ~agic Circus is popular in its avoidance of the 

literary and its cultivation of the spectacular and the visual drawn from a 

whole range of low-brow entertainments. 

The circus not only lends its name but also provide. 80m. of the 

techniques employed by Savary and his company. The exaggerated .ake-up is 

reminiscent of the clown especially the sad eyes of M. Trampolino'. make-up. 

The tall man on atilts that welcomas tha aUdience to Robinson Crusoe, the 

fire-eeters, the tight-rope walkers, the live animals (chickens, turkeys, 

rabbits, goat and dova.)--all come from the circus. 1 The surprise of the 

1See figure 3, p. 351. 
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fireworks and cabbages that explode when turning into a car (Le Grand Magic 

Circus version of Cinderella's pumpkin) are standard to the clown's repertoire. 

The carnival is the inspiration for the "dragon vert crachant du feu" which 

appears in Robinson Crusoe's nightmare (RC:15). The pantomime is the ancsstral 

home of men drsssed up as animals: the lion and the zebras in Robinson Crusoe; 

the hostile gorillas in Zartan; the horses drawing the carriage in Cendrillon; 

and the lion, gorilla and horse in De Moise ~ Mao and Good-bye Mr. Freud. The 

pentomime also developed the tradition of transvestism through the character 

of the dame; this is exploited by Jean-Paul Muel in the prespectaclee. Such 
1 

traditional methods as the surprise of the sudden revelation find their place 

quite naturally beside the circus, carnival and the pantomime: 

(Le paysan ate sa cape et sa fausse barbe.) 
LE PAYSAN: Eh bien non, je ns suis pas un pauvre paysan. Je suis 

Lulu, le chef des mutins du port. (RC:24) 

The plots sre full of unexpected appearances by characters, for example, 

Robinson's discovery of his former love Rinalda Rinaldi at Roi Flnlon'8 orgy. 

In the matter of stage business, nothing is kept from the audience. 

The eound effecta are all produced on stage by musicel instruments or the 

human voice (RC:12; 13; and 30); all the tricks are openly explained in 

diagrams in the programme (RC:13; 15; 21; and 29). The essence of these tech

niques is summed up by ths blackboard on which old Robineon explains his escape 

frail the sharks after the shipwreck: "Un tableau noir trugul COI1llllS an voudraiant 

tous le8 Ilave." (RC:14). Le Grand Magic Circu8 wants to appeal to tha non-

intellectual side of man. "Reprendre les histoires de notre enfance an sachant 

bien que noua ne noua adras80ns pas ~ des enfants, mais a l'enfant que tout 

2 adulte e.t restl," such is their goal. lIIhat must be admitted about La Grand 

~.gic Circus approach to thaatre ia that it is blatantly anti-intellectual: 

Nous voulons lui [au spactateur] faire retrouver las '.arveillement., 
les enchantamants de l'enfance •••• Le ~agic Circus n'intellectuali.e 
pa.. 11 aille au premier degrl le cirque, les bandes dessinle., lea roman. 
photos, 1e music~all, le caf' conc', le8 refrains populaires, la musiqu. 
qui fait dansar. 

1Sudden revalations are common in ~arivaux and are to be found in 
Ione.co's absurdist dr .. a from Les Chaises to Macbett. 

2Savary, "Grande fate," p. 144. 3Ibid., pp. 143-44. 
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other jeux de sc~ne derive from more modern forms of popular enter-

tainment: the caf' conc' represented by Frou-Frou in Robinson Crusoe and 

Madame Louise in Zartan, both of whom sing unsophisticated ballads; the soap 

opera provides the ridiculously overacted scenes of hardship in love; the 

comadie musicale is evoked by the people at the port; the night-club element 

is revealed in the strip-tease and the suggestive jokes. 

The popularity and attraction of the horror film cannot be overlooked 

in this attempt to communicate with the masses. Le Grand Magic Circus use the 

vampire in both Robinson Crusoe and Cendrillon, the gore of cannibalism in the 

person of Friday, and the violation of innocence by sinister ogres such as ths 

old school<eacher and Roi Fenlon in Robinson Crusoe. These elements appeal 

1 to the"hidden caveman" that Savary claims exists in every man. 

The characteristic common to all these techniques is their blatant 

anti-literary nature. All of them appeal to the senses and basic instincts 

rather than to the intellect. Those branches of the arts which are supposed 

to represent the pinnacle of human achievement are included in the spectscle 

but only as a butt for parody: opera in the Monteverdi style is sung in a duet 

by Robinson and Rinaldi; Wagnerian music is played during the shipwreck scene 

from Zartan; modern ballet is parodied during the scene of resurrection atter 

the battle in Robinson Crusoe; and Roi Flnlon's diabolic speech is falsely 

attributed to Shakespeare. The literary language is reduced to nonsenae: 

ROBINSON, chante: Jamais les poules ne mangent l8S oeuts. Les boeu's 
n'aiment pas le pot-au-fsu. Les oies dltestsnt la rillette. Les 
porca ne mangBnt pas d'andouillette. (RCs16) 

The rules of spoken language are ridiculad, 

VIEUX ROBINSON: 11 s'en suit un rlsultat non .01ns nltrange, pardon, 
zltrange. (RC:14) 

M. TRAMPOLINO: 11 prit alors, ou plut8t, il prit talors. (RC:15) 

The litaral interpretation of the idiomatic phrase is used (much in the manner 
2 

0' the early absurdist plays) to reveal the nonsen8e on which language is 

1Savary to Rogers, "Chaos," p. 10. 

2Similar playing with lenguage i8 practised by lone8col 
"M ... ARTIN: J1ailRe)IAiBUX pendre un OBUt que ¥ller un boeu'," Thlatra I, 

(Paria: Gallimard, 1954 , p. 51. 



sometimes constructed: 

M. TRAMPOLINO: J'en tombe debout. (Et M. Trampolino se flangue par 
terre, de son haut.) (RC:23) 
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Language is being debased by advertising; meaning is being replaced 

by sound association. To speak to the people one must at least take note of 

this change in the use of language. In Robinson Crusoe Robinson and Rinalda 

have the following exchange: 

RINALDA, chante: On m'appelle Rinalda Rinaldi. Je suis la reine da 
ce port. 

ROBINSON, chante: 0 cielo una putana. 
LE PEUPlEI Oohl (Scandaliae.) 
RINAlOA, chantel Une putane, non, una courtisana. 
lE PEUPlE: Ahl (Soulage.) 
ROBINSON: Eh bien courtisons cette courtisane. 
RINAlDA, chante: Viens chez moi, je t'offre une tisane. (RCI28)1 

For Le Grand Magic Circus, language is secondary to music, used not 

only as a diversion and entertainment but for more deep-rooted effects. For 

instance, certain thematic strands are underlined by musical accompaniment. 

In Cendrillon the appearance of the stepmother is met with a harsh discordant 

cacophony while Cendrillon herself is greeted with soft harmonious flute music. 

In Zartan the battle between Western culture and the peasant culture of South 

America is very effectively underscored by the opposition of the simple peasant 

song and the clamour of the invading culture. In Robinson Crusoe, the 

colonialist soldiers enter accompanied by "une lIIusique ••• barbars" (RCI15). 

The music used ranges from free jazz to arias by Gabriel Faure, Brazilian 

calypso rhythms, Italian serenades, British martial music, the popular song 

and the night-club ballad as well as rock musico 

The lIIost extensive use of music is to be found in Cendrillon which 
2 

Savary himself described as a concert. He used the music of Le Grand Magic 

1Forced rhyme in a foreign tongue is ussd by Moliere: 
"C'est pour csla que nunc convocati estis; 

Et credo quod trovabitis 
Dignam matieram medici 

In s~avanti ho.ine que voici, 
Lequel in chosia omnibus 
Dono ad interrogandulII 
Et 1 fond examinandum 
Vostris capacitatibus." 

La "alada illlaginaire, Oeuvres Compl~tss II (Paris: Gallilllard, 1971), pp. 1172-13. 

2Martin Even, "Jerome Savary st lss stereotypes," La ~nda, 30 March 
1913, p. 17. 
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Circus band, a free jazz band and L'Harmonie de Sainte-Cecile de Lagard as 

commentaries on the action. Dialogue was almost completely replaced by the 

lyrics of songs or by action performed to musical accompaniment. In this 

spectacle, Savary admits to leaving the realm of the theatre proper (the 

theatre of words): liCe n'est pas du theatre, mais du lyrique.,,1 

Together with this aural stimulation there goes a direct visual 

stimulation. Savary has no taste for subtle symbolism; every aspect of a 

Grand ~agic Circus production is direct, positive, and forthright. The 

scenery is no exception. The back-cloths of Zartan's multiple etages are bold, 

almost hyper-realistic representations of the mansion of Mr. Lee in its 

grounds, the jungle with lion and tiger, the hare_m of the Cheik Sanguinaire, 

and "la mer houleuse"; the palm trees are in a primitive style that immediately 

catches the eye. The stage properties often have a similar hyper-realietic 

style; the giant footprint found by Robinson and the huge vegetables grown 

by the civilized friday are all grossly oversized and brightly coloured. 

By drawing on the techniques of popular entertainments and by adopting 

an unsophisticated style, Le Grand Magic Circus try to create a lively enthu-

eiasm during the performance. This animation is central to their shows as it 

is central to all forms of popular entertainment. They depend heavily on 

audience reaction; not just the tacit response which influences all actors, 

but also the boistsrous clamourings of the parterre, the unsolicited comment 

from the back of the audience, the warnings shouted to the unsuspecting victim 

of some vilain. Such interruptions are invited by tha style of the show and 

are accommodated in the loose structure of the tableaux. Through both style 

and structure Le Grand Magic Circus attempt to encourage the audience to be 

active in their responses to the action. 

The physical relationship with the audience further encourages a more 

direct rapport between actor and spectator. It also helps the spectator to 

strike up relationships with his neighbour which ie essential for the realiza

tion of the fete collective. The d1spos1tif sc'n1gue of "all spectacles 1s 

1savary cited by Louis Lanne, Sud-Ouest, 20 April 1973. 
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based on multiple playing areas. For _R~o~b=i~n~s~o~n_££.~~·· th - usoe ere are seven stages: 

the piste centrale, the Peacock Bar on Banana Beach, the Italianate stage 

(scene of Roi Fanson's harefm), Crusoe's island, the port, the monument for 

tha war dead, and the balcony which serves for the cornfields, Calvary and 

Jeanne d'Arc's place of execution. 1 In Zartan there are eight stages, but 

C.ndrillon uses only three delineated stage areas. De ~orse • Mao is more 

conventional in that the larger part of the action takes place on an 

Italianate stage connected to a large circular platform producing an area 

somewhat akin to a stage with a very extended apron. There are two other 

defined, often used, acting areas, namely e miniature sc~ne a l'italienne high 

up behind the audience and a bed among the spectators. The fact thet the 

action is spatially distributed among these stages implies a greater mobility 

not only of the spectacle but also of the spectator who has to make some 

physical movement in order to follow the action. The arrangement of the 

etagea (Candrillon is an exception) ie a circle or oval around the edges of 

the audience and phyeically encompasses the spectators. It alters the tradi

tional theatrical situation where there are two contiguous boxes--one being 

the acting area and the other, the sitting area--separated by the footlights. 

Hare the audience are included in a single space all of which constitutes both 

the acting and sitting areas. 

This physical inclusion of tha spectator throughout the acting area 

ia not left undaveloped and thus is not merely another gi.-ick nor another 

superficial example of the quest for audience participation which deniee 

alteration in the roles of audience and actor. In the approach of Le Grand 

MagiC Circua to theatre, neither the acting area nor the actor are sacrosanct 

alements of the drama. When unwittingly the audience apills onto one of the 

additional stagee, (for example, Robinson's island "plus gU'a moiti' conguise 

par des spectateurs" - RC:14), they are not hurriedly pushed aside but 

encouraged to play with the actors: "Je demanderai aux gens qui sont autour 

du port de revetir un petit chapeau de marin" (RC:23). 

15ee Figura 4, p. 357. 
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The arrangement of the stages denies the single stable perspective of 

both the Italianate stage and the theatre in the round; angles of perception 

are changed several times during a production demanding a re-adJustment from 

the audience and countering the passive acceptance of a single perspective 

found in most conventional theatre. Movement of the spectator, understood in 

the changing perspectives, involves a deeper awareness of the other individuals 

around him; instead of sensing their presence in the darkness while concen

trating on a single focal point, the spectator actually perceives his fellows. 

This awareness is stimUlated most in the period of mise en condition and again 

in those periods where thera is dialogue with members of the audience, but is 

underscored by the very fact that at whichever acting area one looks, one'e 

gaze has to pass through or over another sitting area; for Just as the stages 

are distributed spatially so sitting areas are split into different sections. 

Movement is not restricted to ths horizontal encompassing the cordon 

of stages around the audience, but also operates vertically. In Zartan apes 

appear above the send dunes, a shadow mime is projected on a screen above the 

percussion stand, ectors climb ropes to the roof of the tent and scale scaf

folding during the bettle scene. In Robinson Crusos the lieu sclnigue used 

for the cornfields and for Jeanne d'Arc at the stake is above the entrance 

to the scene ~ l'italienne; the "soul" of Marie la leucemique flies above 

the heads of the audience on a trapeze. These changes of position of the 

action involve an active effort on the part of the audience to follow its 

movement. 

It ie worth noting that there are three constant elements in the 

dlsDosltlf scenigue for Zartan, Robinson Crusoe and De Mofse a Mao. Firstly, 

there is always one acting area which is most important and which occupies a 

central position in ths midst of the audience. In Robinson Crusoe and De Mofsa 

~ Mao, it is the piste centrale and in Zartan, the central runwax. In all 

three casas it is this area only that is illuminated as the public enter. 

Although there are no physical barriers to prevent the public walking acros. 

lt, lt is thus distinguishable as an acting area as opposed to a sitting araa. 
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While implying a basic structure of performance, but not rigidly, this central 

area is a physical aymbol of the company's approach to theatre, a structure 

that allows for improvisation. Secondly, there is always an additional acting 

area which is styled as a miniature Italianate stage with a proscenium arch. 

In Robinson Crusos', the use of this area is particularly revelatory. 

Positioned at the back of the piste centrale at the far end of the theatrical 

space, it is through this arch that the actors issue during M. Trampolina's 

introduction of the cast. ~. Trampolino himself runs from the curtains ta 

dive through the hoop at the very beginning of the spectacle. After the ship-

wreck, Robinson "swims" out from the arch towards his desert island. In 

De Moise a Mao, a representation of Delacroix's La LibertI guidant le peuple is 

presented on the small, elevated Italianate stage. ~ister Marmaduke Moiea calls 

on Victory to laave her golden frame and enter the action on the central stage. 

The Italianate stage and its division into auditorium end stage is thua 

symbolically brokan in the course of the spectacle. Thirdly, there is alwaya 

an acting area that is not apparent to the public when it enters the 

performance space despite all the others being fully lit, and so an element of 

real surprise is introduced into the performance. The audience has no sooner 

accustomed itself to the unusual dispositif sclnigue ~ this surprise ingre-

dient is revealed. In Robinson Crusoe, it is the area behind and above tha 

audience used for the cornfields. In Zartan, the dunes are pulled aside to 

reveal the angry aea of the shipwreck tableau with its exaggerated yellows and 

bluee and the exotic hare.m of the Cheik Sanguinaire complete with danCing 

girls and sparkling jewels. In De Moise ~ Maa, the surprise is reduced to the 

revelstion of Mao's portrait whiCh is illuminated at the end of the show. 

Surprise is a .sinspring of popular forms of entertainment and of childhood 

gamesl this use of the di.positif sclnigue is part of the ... e tendency towards 

popular theatre. 

The delineation of separate apaces for audience and actor i. anathe •• 

to Le Grand Magic Circue. Even thoee .pace th t e a can be generally designated 

a8 sitting areas on a diagram of the dispositif sclnigue in practice beco •• 
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involved in the action. Of course, the use of amplified sound, the scanning 

of lights and the audience's own activity make them an integral part of the 

action, but more importantly they provide points of access for actors and also 

undesignated acting areas. Since the principal acting area is to be found in 

the centre of the audience and since the wings are found in the oval space 

outside the audience, access generally has to be made through the audience 

from behind. The physical proximity of actor and spectator is, in this case, 

an inducement to familiarity and to the creation of a personal relationship 

with the actor. A particular instance from Zartan illustrates just this point: 

Louise, alone, is looking for Zartan; suddenly she seeks help from a man in 

the audience as she enters the acting area; she asks him to protect her from 

the strangeness of the jungle; from these remarks on the spectacle she begins 

a conversation with the man and his wife oblivious of the spectacle which 

passes on to the next tableau. Physical closeness becomes more immediate on 

those occasions when the actors have to clamber through to the central acting 

area or conversely escape from it by passing through the audience. The many 

examples in the productions of Zartan and Robinson Crusoe of this type of 

1 physical assault on the audience, and the spirit of fun in which the audience 

accept these incursions, show to what extent the company have won the public 

over to the idea of !!E! or offer the public an opportunity to express the 

desire for !i1!. 
The sitting areas are also transformed into lieux sc'niques proper 

on occasion. The total effect of such a tableau is derived from its position-

ing among the audience. In Zartan, Spanish conquistadorss invade during the 

P~re-ouvrierts dramatic reconstruction of the life of the Inca chieftain8 

(acted by Zartan and Zouzou). After a period of rioting, the soldiers line up 

facing the auxiliary stage but separated from it by the rows of spectators. 

Savary takes charge of the situation, and, as the officer, gives the order 

for mock adoration of the Inca chieftain. This parody produce8 amu8e.ent. 

Then come8 the order: "Seis pasos por adalante." A moment of con8ternation i8 

1The author counted 14 cases in Zartan and 15 in Robin8on Cru8oe. 
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ended by the advance of the soldiers over the audience. The whole of the 

audience gives way to laughter. This situation is developed by Savary ordering 

the soldiers to reform a line, lift their arms and repeat the show of adoration. 

finally he orders another advance. This continues two or three times until 

the soldiers have reached the stage. The comedy of this scene is derived from 

the situation of the action being performed among the spectators. The response 

is good-humoured and a direct link is forged between actor and spectator. The 

use of the public area is most extensive in Cendrillon. Here the public 

become the Royal Ball where Cendrillon dances with the Prince. The soldiers 

of the Guard turn to the audience and invite them to dance. The sitting area 

becomes an area of action through the interaction of actor and audience. 

The use of the audience area as an element in the action CUlminates 

in the inclusion of the audience itself in the dramatic action. These tableaux 

will be referred to as scenes of total environment and they fell into two 

categories I firstly, those scenes in which the audience remains more or less 

passive but is subjected to violent, sensual experiences; secondly, those 

scenes in which sensual stimUlation is coupled to an active role in creating 

the atmosphere of the scene. Characteristic of the first category are the 

nightmare and shipwreck episodes which are constants of the troupe's productions. 

In Zartan, the nightmare is Mr. Lee's; he is dreaming of the imminent birth of 

his child and he sees him snatched from his wife's belly by an ogre. The 

portrayal of the nightmare is a struggle which ends with the ogre slitting 

open the wife's dress front and pulling out a chicken in a mass of fluttering. 

The horror of the scene is communicated by the amplification of strident music 

all around the tent, by jungle noises produced by actors encircling the 

audience in the oval wings, and by the scanning of audience and central runway 

with red light. The horror 1s conveyed by direct action on the een8es rather 

than by the sight of Mr. Lee's writhing body as he agonizes in his sleep. The 

nightmare and shipwreck in Robinson Crusoe are expressed by similar technique. 

of sensual attack. 

Of the second category, the best examplee are found in Candrillon and 



Zartan. In Cendrillon, this technique is used to illustrate the phrase, 

1 
"Quelle agitation dans la maison!" during the enactment of the two ugly 
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sisters' preparations for the Royal Ball. The form of this spectacle is such 

that the cast, for the most part, remain on the orchestra platform. Howevsr, 

for this tableau, the sisters and the stepmother come down to small plat forme 

situated in the middle of the audience. Their descent is accompanied by a 

cacophonous mixture of sounds produced by the modern jazz quartet and the 

rapid panning and looping of a ghoulish green light from two spotlights. To 

these stimuli are added perfume, sprays, canisters of talcum powder end hand-

fule of straw which are sprinkled, shaken, emptied end thrown by the rest of 

the cast as it invades the audience area. This type of action invites 

reciprocal gestures by members of the audience producing an atmosphere of 

uneeemly, garish chaos which corresponds to the hideous attempts made by the 

sisters to bedeck themselves suitably for the ball. A second example is the 

battle scene in Zartan. The battle is between Western industrialized cultura 

and the quiet peasant culture of South Americe. The unsightliness, the mind-

lessness end the hysteria of war are expressed in vivid sensual terme. The 

action is conceived ae a battle of sounds: harsh shouting end random hootinge, 

bangings, and clashings represent Western culture; a sweet, simple solo by a 

peasant girl rspresents the oppressed culture. The Western culture is symbol-

ized by the actors each shouting a quotation from the arts: spread out aaong 

the audience, filling the whole theatrical area with sound, Jean-Paul Muel 

recites a Shakespearean Brutus-style oration; Jacqueline Kaps sings an aria; 

Savary urges the audience to add their'own favourite quotations: 

« 
Voila le moment pour ceux~entre vous qui avez rave de dire un jour un 
petit texte en public, de r'citer un poeme devant 950 spectateura. Le 
moment est arrive pour realiser ce reve. Parce que Zartan qui 8e debat 
dans le jungle sauvage, ne lutte pas pour lui-mame, mais il defend 1. 
culture occidentale, et il n'y a personne ici ce soir quelles que soient 
sa race au sa conviction politique qui ne soit pas forte.ent empreint de 
la culture occidentale. • • • Zartan se debat pour vous aUssi, aidez-lul, 
recitez pour qu'il ne soit pas seul a lutter dans le jungle impenetrable. 

The audience are encouraged to become part of the force of Western culture. 

1This does not appear in the child's picture book used a8 a text and 
aerVBS as an example of the liberties the troupe take with taxts in gensral. 
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This babel is amplified by the explosion of fireworks to represent guns. The 

atmosphere is made heavy with smoke from coloured flares. The shouting 

audience is panned by red spotlights. It is this chaos that is juxtaposed 

contrapuntally with the single voice of the peasant song. 

These scenes are closest to the happening-styled performances of 

Le Labyrinthe in their totally unscripted nature and in their concentration 

on the evocation of a total environment. However, they do not present them-

selves to a completely unprepared audience. All the other practices earlier 

help create the atmosphere in which such scenes can take place effectively. 

The attempt at total environment is also anticipated by those parta of the 

apectacle where Savary addresses himself directly to the public: the intro-

duction of the troupe, the long soliloquy on the nature of solitude in 

Robin80n Crusoe, and the lotteries that are held during both Robinson snd 

Zartan: "Voila le moment pour vous de participer a notre grand concours aux 

lots; vous avez 1'occasion de gagner de quoi faire la f;te en rentrant chez 

vous. Tout Ie jeu con8iste a identifier cette nouvelle danseuse exotique." 

These techniques make the audience ready for the final stage of the 

show, the p08t8pectacle. It is this part of the performance when Le Grand 

~agic Circus rediscover the contact they evolve with the children during their 

afternoons of play. Savary has described the evening performances as "mains 

optimi8te8. Nous distrayonslepublic en provoquant sa prise de conscience 

1 plus que nous ne le faisons effectivement Jousr." The postspectacle is when 

the audience does begin to "play." Its mechanics are easy to explain: the 

percussionists strike up a rapid Brazilian rhythm a8 the final parade of actor. 

is making its exit; the actors begin to dance to the music inviting the 

audience to join in. The result is a party that continues aa long as strength 

laete, audience and actors mingling. In La Rochelle after the Csndrillon 

performancea, the band .oved out into the street. Aftar e Roundhouse 

performance, the cast gradually withdrew leaving the audience to make thsir 

own music. 

1Grand Magic Circus, "Le Public et nous," p. 44. 
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The whole performance appears to be directed at the generation during 

the postspectacle of an atmosphere which will encourage creative impulses in 

the public. These impulses are interpreted by Le Grand Magic Circus as the 

willingness to express oneself in dance or music. To this end, the emphasis 

is placed on the relationship between the actor and the spectator; the other 

elements of the dispositif scenigue and the form of the spectacle are used to 

foster this relationship: "La barriere n'est pas toujours, comme on le croit, 

dans le texte, ni meme dans l'architecture mais dans la relation humaine.,,1 

It is only through the establishment of a central affinity that any valid 

form of participation can take place. One critic has a simple definition of 

this rapport between actor and spectator: "The Magic Circus doesn't hector, 

bully, or impose its will: it waits for you to make the first move, and 
2 

doesn't ignore you when you do." Onto this relationship there have to be 

grafted the multiple associations of the spectators one with another and with 

the actors. Without theee prerequisites one must agree with M. Trampolino: 

"Vous savez tres bien que la participation est un leurre. (Rires.) Clest un 

probleme purement esth'tique l1 (RCa24). All real participation is dependent on 

the desire of all parties involved to make the experience effective; otherwise 

the audience becomee mere objects pushed and assaulted by the actors. Le Grand 

~agic Circus have that desire and hsve also found it in their audiences: 

Partout ou nous allons, nous sentons chez les spectateurs le besoin de 
faire quelque chose ensemble, quelque chose avec nous. La vraie 
participation, ce n'est pas la cr'ation collective bidon, clest vibrer 
ensemble, rire ensemble; ce sont mille tetes qui r'agissent ensemble. 3 

It is important to realize the progress made in this respect from the 

early panic productions of Le Labyrinthe and Oratorio macabre where the 

audience is immediately confronted by violent sensual attack. Through the 

process of the tripartite spectacle, the audience is cajoled into a frame of 

mind: what could have been called anti-theatre because of ita overt antagonism 

1973. 
1savary to Webb, Interview, Th'atre Jean Vilar (suresnes), 14 ~arch 

2Benedict Nightingale, New statesman, 5 January 1973, pp. 28-29. 

3Savary cited by Even, "Les St'r'otypes," p. 17. 
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of the audience has developed an attentive attitude to its spectators. A 

precise example from the mise en condition stage of the spectacles will illus-

trate this transformation. For Le Labyrinthe in Paris, the mise en condition 

consisted of "trois feuillats de papier pelure chiffonmfs dans une botte 

d'allumettes,,1 which was the programme. For Oratorio macabre: ilLes spectateurs 

Itaient invites, A l'entree, a tatouer eux-memes Ie dos de l'un ou l'autre 
2 

des acteurs." These two cases are surely aimed at scandalizing the bourgeois 

theatre-going public. The present attitude is to encourage all spectators 

(which includes the bourgeoisie) to communicate with each other. 

If successful, the result of the harmonious relationship between 

spectator and actor is a situation where neither actor nor spectator have a 

role to play: "Qu'il n'y ait plus de spectateurs passifs, sans que personne ne 

3 devienne acteur." At La Rochelle, the creation of Cendrillon was a new 

departure in the pursuit of this ideal. The fundamental innovation was to 

use the local populace (about one hundred of them) in the production of a 

concert-spectacle based on the Cinderella story. The period of preparation 

was limited to three afternoon ateliers theatraux in which the hundred local 

people were split into groups under the direction of an actor. Each group 

worked on a section of the spectacle. The role of the membere of Le Grand 

"agic Circue was to coordinate, "lier l'action.,,4 The performancee given had 

many rough edges but the anti-professional approach of the troupe was 

vindicated. The public as spectators could obviously take the lead from the 

public as actors and together create a living experience. An answer to the 

query "Comment concevoir qu'un individu qui pay a puisse Jouer innocem.ent avec 

calui qui est paya?,,5 was outlined through the use at the inhabitants at the 

1Claude Baignar~., La Figaro, 14 January 1967. By the time at the 
London perfor.ance, the programme had been altered to a aheet two feet lang 
bearing "no legend save the lIIord PANIQUE, placed inconspicuously in minute 
capitals in the top left-hand corner," Hilary Spurling, The Spectator, 
14 June 1968, p. 826. 

2Jacques Joubert, Le Figaro littaraira, 9 October 1967. 

3Savary cited by Even, "Les stereotypes," p. 17. 

5Grand Magic Circus, "Le Public et nous," p. 44. 
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town in the spectacle. Hence, the members of the audience were able to react 

naturally towards these members of the cast from the outset. 

The success of Le Grand Magic Circus lies in establishing communication 

on a simple level that is directed at the senses rather than the intellect: 

"Sans chercher ~ Ie faire 'participer' vraiment, • • • il [Le Grand Magic 

Circus] l'enveloppe (par Ie jeu au milieu du public, le contact charnel, Ie 

regard, la musique et le rythme)et l'entratne doucement, presque malgr& lui, 

vers un &tat de creation collective.,,1 This approach to theatre differs 

decidedly from the conventional as Colette Godard implies: "La seule et unique 

condition etait de laisser au vestiaire, toute reference th&atrale.,,2 Most 

people who attend must do so for "un courant myst&rieux a'enrouls autour des 

3 interpretes et des spectateurs." Many critics trace the appeal of Le Grand 

Magic Circus to the "desinvolture," the "je-m'en-fichisme" of their spectaclee, 

4 "th&atre de derision pure." A basic problem arising from a premise of entar-

tainment and sensual communication is whether the spectacle will have any 

lasting positive effect on the public. After all, Savary has referred to the 

prise de conscience by the public, and a prise de conscience is dependent on 

some kind of identification with a character or an underlying theme. In 

Robinson Crusoe, the theme of solitude is indeed there, in Zartan, the evil of 

colonialism is expressed; and in Cendrillon, the plight of the exploited 

revealed. But all these themes are swamped in the light-hearted approach. 

In Robinson Crusoe, the deeper significance of the spectacle, the encroachment 

on the human liberty to express oneself by the spectre of mass industrializa-

tion and urban redevelopment, is so subtly expressed ae to be completely 

overlooked. At Aubervilliers, Savary added a new commentary to draw attention 

to thie subtle points "11 faut la voir au moins trois fois pour la 

1J&rSme Savary, "Robinson a la solitude," L'Avant-Scene: Th&&tre, 
no. 496 (1 June 1972), p. 7 

2Colette Godard, Le Monde, 3 March 1971, p. 20. 

3p• Mazers, Le Figaro, 17 November 1971. 

4Ibid •• Y. Navarra, Pariscope, 1 March 1972; Guy Oumur, Le Nouvel 
Ob •• rvateur, 8 March 1971, p. 55; and Pierre Marcabru, France-Soir, 19 Feb. 1972. 
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1 
comprendre." The scene is a visual image: a monument for the war dead rotates, 

the face with the commemorative plaque is replaced by a representation of a 

factory chimney belching smoke. The fruits of the horrors of war are the 

horrors of a society that is poisoning itself and stifling mankind. Charac-

teristically, this theme is expressed in visual terms. 

The question of validity after the performance re-introduces the 

concept of the "life-show." Instead of themes and ideas being carried out of 

the theatre in conceptual terms in the minds of the spectators, the aim is 

that the desire for self-expression (which is synonymous with freedom for Le 

Grand Megic Circus) will be present in the audience as sensual impulses and 

that these impulses will be transformed into positive action. After the 

postspactacle, at the end of certain performances of Robinson Crusoe, Savary 

urged the audience: "Retournez chez vous et allez faire votre cirque voue-

.. ,,2 memes. Leaflets for the children's entertainments in the afternoons carry 

the heading: "Pour que les enfants apprennent ~ faire Ie cirque eux-memas." 

The company are convinced that their theatre can have an application and an 

effsctiveness beyond the place of performance and that it can change the lot 

of the ordinary man. The symbol of this belief is "notre camion, vous Ie 

connaissez, vous l'avez vu stationn~ au-dehors, a cat~ du th~atre •••• Ce 

qui montre que quelquefois Ie th~atre a un prolongement dans la rue. H3 

By turning the spectacle into a living experience, Le Grand Magic 

Circus hope to obliterate the divorce that exists between life and art, the 

divorce which allows the event in the theatre to be considered as unreal and 

having no bearing on life. M. Trampolino illustrates this aspect of theatre 

when he tells the sad story of the white rabbit: 

M. TRAMPOLINO: Vous me croyez, bien sur. • • • Eh bien vous avez tort. 
Ja l'ai achete la semaine derniere ~ la Samaritaine •••• Et voue 
viendrez nous dire que Ie th~atre crest la viel ••• Plaia ai Ie 

1This wss sdded to the text (pp. 28-29) on 28 April 1973. 

2This occurred at the Roundhouse and at Aubervilliers, although ~ 
in the printed text of the Cite Univeraitaire production. 

3savary during an Aubervilliers performance of Robinson Crusos, 
27 April 1973. 



theatre c'etait la vie vaus serliez taus en train de lui courir 
derriere. (RCa35; and 37) 

The constant commentaries of Savary and the open display of the "grosses 

fica11es" of the production are designed to destroy any form of dramatic 

illusion snd to keep the audience aware of the spectacle in creation, the 

immediacy of the experience. 

It is true that by this insistence on the here and now of the 
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performance and the social situation of the audience,~ this type of pro-

duction denies the religious (in spiritual terms) sense of the theatre in order 

to concentrate on a more literal level of religious experience, a being together. 

In this respect it cannot be popular in the same way as Greek theatre and the 

medieval mystery-plays were; it cannot present a re-affirmation of a body of 

common beliefs. But popular it remains in the manner of the commedia dell'arta, 

as an entertainment. 

Rediscovery of the roots of the theatre is what Savary claims. In 

the process, Le Grand Magic Circus deny the attributes of conventional theatre: 

the text has been displaced as the point of departura and central element by a 

canevas; the theatre building has been transformed into a mobile unit; the 

actor has been demystified; plot and charscter construction have been 

replaced by proliferation. Savary has doubted the sppellation theatre as 

far as it concerns his spectacles: 

Et qu'on nous laisse, nous, donner nos fetes comme nous l'entandons. 
au nous l'entendons, sans chercher ~ leur donner un nom. 11 sera bien 
tempe de eavoir, un ~our, si c'est ou non, du th'atre at ce qu'est 
au juste le theatre. 

Yet it is theatre: the central element is the actor on whom the effectiveness 

of the spectacle solely depends. If one posits that the specificity of the 

theatre is the experience of the immediate physical presence of an actor and 

a spectator, then Le Grand Magic Circus not only respects this principle, but 

builds its performances squarely on it. 

1 Savary, "Nos fetes," p. 86. 



(iii) A Collective Ap~roach to Historical 
Theatre: Le Theatre du Soleil 
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The history of Le Th~atre du Soleil is really the history of Ariane 

Mnouchkine, the director and main inspiration of the group. Her first 

organized theatrical experiences were had under the auspices of L'Association 

Th~atrale des Etudiants de France when she designed the costumes for a 1959 

student production of Llorca's Noces de Sang. By March 1960 she had become 

a leading figure in the Association since it was she who succeeded in attrac-

tin9 Jean-Paul Sartre to the Sorbonne to deliver a lecture entitled "Thlatre 

'pique et thifatre dramatique.,,1 In the theatre the following year Mnouchkine 

led a cast of young student actors in a production of Henri Bauchau's Gengi. 

~ which was performed three times at the Arenes de Lutece. It is really 

from this production that an embryonic form of Le Thifatre du Soleil datss; 

for, of the nine students that took part, all nine were still together at the 

ti.e of the performances of Le Songe d'une nuit d'Itl early in 1968 at the 

Cirque de Mont.artre. Indeed, it would appear that all but one, Jean-Pierre 

Tailhade, collaborated on the group's most famous productions, ~ and ~, 

between 1970 and 1972. The survival of this nucleus of actors is the .ore 

surprising in that Le Th~atre du Soleil did not spring directly from the 

Gengis Khan production. For example, Mnouchkine herself spent three years 

travelling the world, working on films in Italy as well as studying the 

oriental theatre in the Far East. During the same period she also took part 

in student productions at Oxford Univsrsity (and was even assistant stage

.anagar of the student theatre).2 It was only in May 1964, after an earlier 

abortive attempt to form a travelling company on the line. of Copeau'. Les 

Copiaux, that Le Thlatre du Soleil was established. 

The ne.e the company adopted has been explained by Mnouchkine and 

Jean-Claude Penchenat (probably the ~ central figure in the company naxt 

1sartre, Un thlatre de situations, pp. 104-51. 

2For details of Mnouchkine's biography, see: Michele Manc8aux "La 
Mi1itante du thlatre," Le Nouvel Observateur, no. 320 (28 December 1970), p.35, 
and Claude Morand, "Pour Ariane ~ 28 ans, une place au Soleil," Arts-Loisire, 
no. 82 (19 April 1967), p. 31. 
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to Mnouchkine herself), as a reaction to the depersonalized, abbreviated 

titles such as T.N.P., T.O.P., and T.E.P. that have been adopted by some of 

the government-subsidized theatres. Their aversion for these formula-style 

names can be interpreted as a protest against the dull uniformity that the 

production system of capitalism imposes on the servants oIthat system. This 

interpretation seems valid in the light of the political direction of the 

company, and of the recurrent theme in its work of man's instinctual power 

over and above his social position. 

The name itself derives from the film directors, Max Ophuls, George 

Cukor, and Jean Renoir whom Mnouchkine classifies as Illes ciniastes de la 

lumi~re."1 It is difficult to see a close thematic or stylistic parallel 

between their work and that of Le Theatre du Soleil: Max Ophuls specialized 

in women in love set against luxurious surroundings; George Cukor is probably 

best known for his film My Fair Lady which appesred in 1964 at the time of 

the formation of the company; Jean Renoir in La R~9le du Jeu or La Grande 

Illusion showed a related interest in formslity snd externsl forms and a 

predilection for the stylized mannerisms of the french eighteenth-century 

comedy of Beaumarchais and Marivaux. Unlike the other two, however, Renoir's 

work does treat a certain social problem, that of the stranger or outsider 

and how he wishes to belong to a milieu which is not hie as, for example, in 

his version of Gorki's Les 8as fonds. This theme can be seen in a modified 

form in the social preoccupations of Le Theatre du Solei 1 and in their desire 

to bring the masses,or the non-public,into the theatre and into an advantageous 

position in society. All three directors have in common, nevertheless, a 

clarity and precision in their imagery and, perhaps after all, it was this 

aspect of their work that prompted Mnouchkine and Penchenat to celebrate them 

in the name of their own theatrical company. 

Ths formation of the company led to a full-scale production of Gorki's 

~e. Petit. Bourgeois (Paris, ThiAtre Mouffetard, November 1964). Between 1964 

1Ariane Mnouchkine and Jean-Claude Penchenat, "L'Aventure du Thiatra 
du Solei1," Preuve8, no. 7 (3e trim. 1971), p. 119. 
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and 1975, the company have produced seven full-length spectacles: Gautier's 

Le Capitaine fracasse, Wesker's La Cuisine, Shakespeare's Le Songe d'une nuit 

d'ttt; and their own creations, Les Clowns, 1789: La Rtvolution doit s'arreter 

a la perfection du bonheur, 1793: La Citt revolutionnaire est de ce monde. and 

1 
L'Age d'or. In forming their company, the participants wished to go beyond a 

purely theatrical troupe--that is, one that contents itself with the simple 

performance of dramatic works--and realize a collective for which each member 

felt responsible and to which he could make a creative contribution. The 

common denominator on which this collective was based was the desire to perform 

theatrical pieces. In the programme notes to Le Capitaine fracasse, the 

genesis of the company is described: 

Dix comediens et techniciens de formations diverses decouvrent en 
travaillant ensemble que pour eux faire du theatre est synonyme d'oeuvre 
collective et de passion commune et qu'une seule solution est envisageable: 
fonder une compagnie. C'est ce qui est fait en le nom de "Theatre du 
50leil."2 

The point of departure of La Theatre du Soleil is based on equality, 

harmony, and unity. tor example, the star system is no longer observed; the 

whole company is listed in alphabetical order or in order of entry on stage 

without the usual specialist headings which, in advertisements, follow the 

formula, The X theatre prasents V, a play by Z, directed by A and starring 

8 and C. The usual advertisement in the case of Le Theatre du Soleil simply 

reads: "~, un spectacle du Theatre du Soleil." (A similar convention is 

also used by the Comedie tran~aise; the actors are listed in alphabetical order 

obviating any hierarchy.) They have striven to avoid the formal aplit of 

aa.iniatrators and performing actors. All have a responsibility in every 

aspect of the group's activity and a total involvement in the life of the 

group. Perhaps the most striking instence of this commitment was the monu-

1Le Capitaine fracess8, Paris, Theatre Reca.ier, January 1966, 
La Cuisine, Paris, Cirque de Montmartre, April 1967; Le Songe d'une nuit d'Ite. 
Paris, Cirque de "ontmartre, tebruary 1968; Les Clowns, Aubervilliers, Thlatra 
de la Co.-une, April 1969; 1789. Milan, Palais des Sports, November 1970 
transferred to Vincennes, La Cartoucherie, December 1970; 1793. Vincenne., La 
Cartoucheri8, ~ay 1972; and L'Age d'or, Vincennes, La Cartoucherie, March 1975. 

2paris, Theatre Recamier, 22 January 1966. 
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mental labour of preparing the disused arms at 

Vincennes for the performances of~. In the period Je~tember to December 

• 1970, the company rendered the huge shell of the building comfortable and warm 

enough for a Parisian audience in mid-winter. Each member of the group had to 

perform all manner of tasks in order to ensure the successful outcome of the 

production and to prolong the activity of the company. It is the qualities 

demanded by tsam-work that are paramount to the group and it is these and not 

purely acting ability that are examined when a prospective recruit makes his 

first spproaches to the company: "La communsutlS sst grande ouverte. Si 

quelqu'un vient se prlSsenter, je lui demande d'etre Is Ie lendemain vers sept 

heures, pour dlSchsrger les dlScors ou quelque chose de ce genre. Tr~s vite, 

on voit ceux qui se decouragent.,,1 

Although the principles of the company demand a shared responsibility 

and an equality in the distribution of duties, they do not preclude the 

specialization of certain individuals to resolve particular technical problems, 

nor do they restrict the creativity of the individual within the framework 

posited by the group. The company is aware of the distinction to be made 

between egalitarianism and total conformity: 

Nous sommes egaux mais pas similaires. II ne faut pas 3tre dlSmQgogique 
et penser que bientSt les comlSdiens feront les decors et les eclairages. 
Ce n'est pas vrsi. II y a des moments o~ les comediens et les techniciens 
ont ete enti~rement rassembles, lorsque nous avons amenage la Cartoucherie, 
.ais en periode de creation dlun spectacle, lorsqulon rap~te de e ~ 10 
heures par Jour, Ie partage des taches est nlScessaire. 2 

Consequently one of the company, Guy-Claude Fran~ois, began as early as March 

1971 to study and acquire the technical and electrical expertise that would 

later be assential to achieve the daylight and sun effect. required for the 

staging of 1793. Following his lead four other members concentrated on this -
3 side of the production. 

In effect a working community has been established. This does not 

11'1nouchkine to fWlanceaux, "Militante," p. 35. 

21'1nouchkine cited by Franioise Kourilsky, "L'Entreprise Theatre du 
Solail," Travail theatral, no. B (July-September 1972), p. 21. 

3Thestre du Soleil, 1793: Ls Cite revolutionnaira est de C8 _onds, 
PariSI Stock, 1972), p. 160. 
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mean, however, that Le Th~atre du Soleil are the french equivalent to the 

American Living Theater. The latter existed as an anarchist commune, which was 

to be an embryonic form of the post-revolutionary alternative aociety.1 Le 

Theatre du Soleil has chosen to work inaide the existing social structure and 

to use its theatrical expertise with the aim of reforming society. Their 

examination of the problems of social living begins with their own group 

situation. The group deems it necessary to scrutinize their own internal 

organization and to evaluate its possible applications for society at large 

as they develop their theatrical experiments. Their work poses not only 

technical problems, but also stimulates reflection on the structure and natura 

of the group, the micro-society, 

Au cours de l'elaboration de ~ des questions fondamentales ont etl 
pos~es sur Ie probleme de l'appartenance au groupe, sur la raison de 
cette appartenance. On peut de moins en moins etre Ie comme un acteur 
en representation, et ne pas s'engager a la fois dans Ie sens du spectacle 
et dans Ie sens de la participation au groupe. 2 

Inside their own company, the actors try to resolve problems such as that of 

eradicating the spectre of repressive authority which threaten. the structure 

of society: "Le plus dur dans une communaute, c'est de supprimer l'autoritl • 

Noue avons progresse. 
.. 

Le succes au l'echec de la troupe est devenu Ie SUCC~8 

oU l'echec de chacun.,,3 

The structure ,and composition of the collective do not remain stable 

and immutable. The constant self-examination and mutusl questioning render it 

ever-changing. This state is desired by the members of the group because, like 

the members of Le Grand Magic Circua, they are very aware of the danger of 

becoming institutionalized. In the eyes of Le Th~atre du Soleil this is inter

preted as becoming a theatre that is divorced from the social needa of the 

people, for any stable structure ia incompatible with the flow of evants. This 

threat was made clear to them at the time of the attempted overthrow of the 

Gaullist government in May 1968; the revolt could be attributed, in part, to 

1see Pierre Biner, Le Living Theatre, 2nd ed. (Lausanne: La Cit4, 1969) 
and Lebel, Entretiens avec Ie Living Thlatre. 

2Jean-Claude Penchenat cited by Kourilsky, "Entreprise," p. 22. 

3Mnouchkine to l'Ianceaux, ttMilitante," p. 35. 
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the breakdown of communication between the institutions of the state and the 

people: "Nous avons pu delimiter les dangers de l'institutionnalisation, nous 

nous sommes rendus compte que nous devions etre toujours disponibles, prats 

a changer de structures face aux ~venements.,,1 An example of the company's 

willingness to involve itself in the problems of the oppressed outside the 

theatre was its collaboration with the Groupe d'Information sur les Prisons on 

a brief, documentary play, La Justice telle gu'on la rend. 2 This short dramatic 

piece deals with the apparent victimization of six prisoners after a revolt 

of the inmates of the Prison Charles III; it reproduces the scene of the 

audience correctionnelle, basing the dialogue on the court transcripts and 

on direct observation for the physical portrayal of the leading figures. In 

the disturbances of May 1968, the company performed La Cuisine for the workers 

in strike-bound factories. 3 Similarly, in 1973 the actors became the organizers, 

coordinators, and leaders of an anti-censorship demonstration through the 

streets of Paris protesting against the policies of ths Ministrs des Affaires 

culturelles, Maurice oruon. 4 

The legal standing of the company as a workers' cooperative resulted 

in the same egalitarian principles being applied to the material position of 

each member within the group. Between January 1969 and July 1975, salaries 

rose by annual increments from 1000 francs a month to 1750 francs a month. 

However, the precarious financial position of the company meant that in the 

summer of 1974, all members of tpe company agrsed to draw no salary in order 

to pool their resourcss for the crsation of L'AQS d'or. The company in fact 

had only been in a position to pay salaries to all its forty-five members after 

the success of~. Indeed, in 1964 there had been no full-time members for 

the creation of Les Petits Bourgeois, and only after the successful production 

1Mnouchkine and Penchenat, "Aventure," p. 1210 

2Theatre du Soleil, La Justice telle guion la rend, Esprit, October 
1972, pp. 524-55. 

3sylvain Zegel, Les Idees de mai (Paris: Gallimard, 1968), p. 230. 

4The demonstration took place 13 May 1973. Political and artistic 
reactions to the minister's speech are reported in Le Monde, 5, 11, 15, 20, 23 
and 25 May 1973. 
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of La Cuisine in 1967 could it afford six salaries.1 

The result in performance of this egalitarian system of organization 

is that the spectator is struck by the enthusiasm of each actor at the same 

time as the cohesion of the group. Fran90ise Kourilsky's assessment of the 

success of the company's production of La Cuisine aptly translates this 

impression: "La reussite ici est celIe d'un enssmble forme par des methodes 

de travail collectif, et non celIe d'individus occasionnellement reunis. La 

moindre intonation sonne juste, Ie moindre geste est Ivrai.,"2 Jean-Jacques 

Olivier echoes Mnouchkine's own words describing Le The~tre du Soleil's 

production techniqus when he stated that the company represents "un changement 

total de msntalite. n3 

Although praised by certain critics for its unconventional, if not 

revolutionary, approach to theatrical organization, the company itself balieves 

that it is this aspect, and neither the form nor content of its spsctacles, 

that caused its strained relationship with the central government; for its 

organization and structure reveal an alternative method to the exploited/ 

exploitsr, slave/master relationships that obtain in the prssent capitalist 

system: "La fa~on dont la troupe fonctionna, dont elle produit ses spectacles, 

ce simple fait que nous ne nous emboitons pas dans un cadre pr'-existant, cela 

les desar~onne, les inquiets.,,4 

Ths Theatre du Soleil was granted its first state subsidy in 1971 by 

the Ministere des Affaires Culturelles. In that year it received a total of 

300,000 francs. In the sama year the smallest decentralized company, Le 

Theatre des Pays de la Loire, was accorded 400,000 franca and the Theatre 

1ror details aeel Emile Copfermann, "O~ est la d1fference?" Travail 
theatral. no. 2 (January-March 1971), p. 14; Kourilaky, "Entrepris8," pp. 19-20; 
and Jesn-Jacques Olivier, "Si vous n'allez paa ~ la Cartoucheris de Vincennes," 
La riaaro, 28 April 1973, p. 19. A communique from the company confusing the 
i.sue announces "un aaleire Igal de 1500 francs." See Loui. Dandrel, "La 
Pauvrete subvantionnee du Theatre du Solail," Le Monde, 3 April 1973, p. 27. 

2rran~oise Kourilsky, Le Nouvel Observateur, 19 April 1967, p. 40 0 

30livier, "51 vous n'allez pas," p. 19. 

41'1nouchkine to Emile Copfermann, "Entretien aVec Ariane Mnouchkine," 
Travail theatral, no. 2 (January-March 1971), p. 9. 
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National de Strasbourg received a staggering 3,300,000 francs. In the years 

1971-1975, the company's grant increased gradually from 300,000 to 1,000,000 

francs. These amounts are not over-generous if one considers the success of 

its productions: in 1967 the production of La Cuisine won the Prix des 

Associations des Spectateurs; even before opening at Vincennes, ~ had 

played to 20,000 spectators at the Palais des Sports in Milan; since then, 

~ has attracted some 250,000 people and ~ some 90,000 out into the Bois 

de Vincennes. The popularity of the company can be assessed by the fact that 

some five thousand people bought tickets in advance, often at five or ten 

times the face value, to finance the production L'Age d'or. At a press confer-

ence in April 1973, Mnouchkine pointed out that each Cartoucherie spectator 

was subsidized to the value of 1.70 francs whereas each spectator at the 

Maison de la Culture at Grenoble represented 3.75 francs of national subsidy. 

She argued that it was not that her company should receive more at the expense 

of other companies but that the allotment of subsidies should be more equal 

and that the proportion of the national budget assigned to cultural affairs 

should be increased to accommodate this redistribution. 1 

The fact that a company which opposes the government of the day should 

receive financial support however meagre from the central authority may appear 

paradoxical. Indeed, M. Oruon's statements on accepting the office of Ministra 

des Affaires Culturelles made it the more surprising that the Thlatre du 
2 

soleil received a grant for 1974. Probably more surprising still is that 

this same company should choose to be financially dependent on the government 

at all. The Thlatre du Soleil is aware of the tenuous situation in which it 

finds itself, but affirms that it does not in any way compromise its principles 

because of the subsidy it receives: "Nous savons que nOUB participons ~ un 

aysteme contre lequel nous luttons. L'essentiel est de connattra prlcis'ment 

notre marge de libert', de la maintenir, de la d'velopper autant que possible.,,3 

It is adamant that the money is accepted to aid the creation of apectacles 

'see Oendrel, "Pauvretl," p. 27. 2See he ~onde, 4 May 1973. 

3Mnouchkine and Penchenat, "Aventure," p. 127. 
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that have been conceived solely in the light of what the company wants to 

communicate to the public, and that this process is in no way modified in order 

to court the favour of the ministry. The company retains its independence and 

freedom inside its place of work. 

This place of work is the Cartoucherie at Vincennes which waa rented 

to them in the first instance on a lease of three years commencing September 

1970. Before acquiring this centre for ite activities, the company existed 

in a piecemeal fashion, either touring the suburbs of Peris or having infra-

quent and short runs at conventional theatres such as Theatre Recamier or 

Theatre Mouffetard. A first taste of stable working condition. was had at 

the Theatre de la Commune (Aubervilli.rs) thanks to Gabriel Garran who 

co-produced Les Clowns,performed in April 1969. Oespite these experiencea 

in.ide the traditional theatrical framework,this type of theatre was not what 

the company wer. seeking. The alternative organizational structure of the 

company demanded an alternative instrumsnt for its productions I "Nous ne 

pouvons nous installer dans un theatre •••• 11s ~es homlles du theatr.] ont 

accepte d'atre prisonniers de leur lieu •••• Moi je ne l'accepte pas."1 

Thie statement wa. made by Mnouchkine when the company had juet aecured the 

Cartoucherie, but it reflects the deep-rooted aversion for the strUctured 

architscture of the theatre. In its formative years the company had planned 

"une aalle protei forme et malleable, dana un batimant an dur au coeur de la 

2 
villa." In April 1969, after the succe.s of Les Clowns, the company entared 

into prelillinary negotiations concerning the leasing of one of the vacatad 

warehouaea of the dieused market, Le. Halles; this venue would have offered a 

large •• pty space within which the company would hava been frea to create their 

own lieu theatrt!. The desire to construct their own venue and to eacape fro. 

a fixed structure underlay the company' •• earch for ideal p.rformanc. 

condition •• 

Obviously a company ha. to perform where it can, but on those occ •• ion. 

1Mnouchkine to Copfermann, "Entretien," p. 9. 

2Ariane ""ouchkina, "L. Theatre du 50leil," L'Architacture d'auJourd'hu1 
no. 152 (October-Nov.mber 1970), p. 43. 
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when it had a choice, the Theatre du Soleil opted for non-theatrical venuea. 

for instance, for the productions Le SongB d'une nuit d'ete and La Cuisine, 

the company leased the Cirque de Montmartre. This building was associated 

more with forms of popular entertainment like the circus than with the conven-

tional ritual of Parisian theatre going. structurally it presented 

a circular arena in which the audience dominated a central area, a far cry 

frOM the tiered structure of the conventional theatre building. Nevertheless, 

the company atill found it an impossible method of existence. The procedure 

of having to lease a theatre waS a crippling financial burden; despite very 

successful seasons with both productions the company found itself in grave 

economic difficulties. The financial structure of the theatrical industry 

was, and remains, a barrier to the activities of new young companies despite 

government aid. 

An alternative to bankruptcy was to design a travalling production, 

As aarly as 1964, the company had taken Les Petits 80urgeois on a twenty-fiva 

performanca tour of the Parisian suburbs after its run at Theatre Mouffetard. 

for a year between November 1964 and November 1965, Le Theatre du Soleil 

played at Ivry, Pantin, Noisy-le-sec, Courbevoie, Vincennes, Levalla1s-Perret, 

Baurges, and in 1967 they revived the production at Sartrouvilla. The 

attraction of an itinerant theatre was not purely econo.lc. It was a method 

by which the COMpany could discover a public outside the fashionable area. of 

the capital. This principle, inspired by Viler, was central to activity by 

the co.pany before 1971: 

Racl .. er pour le theatre un lieu non prevu a cat uaage, c'eat boulever.ar 
la trac4 convanu de la ville, c'est aussi ne pal entrar dans un cadre 
prlcia,d'o~ .4fiance. Cette reflexion ••• nous conduit a sartir du 
theatra co .. e institution architecturale, pour aller au plus pra. dlun 
public virtuel, qui .ubit dee contraintes 80cio-culturelles conaid4rable •• 1 

Conaaquently the production of Les Clowns, although created inaida the Thlltre 

de la Co.-una, waa organized around a atructure that was independant of the 

architectural envelope of the theatre, namely a baragua foraine. In this way 

the production wa. able to travel to the 1969 festival d'Avignon and a1ao tour 
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the surrounding working-cless districts to entertain the non-theatre-going 

public. 

After such a period of nomadic and uncertain activity, the offer of 

the Cartoucherie at a rent of 500 francs monthly was some comfort; but, the 

company were very aware of the dangers of settling in one locationa "Nous ne 

voulons pas to.ber dans la production, reguli~re et normalis'e, qui davalor-

. 1 
iserait notre travB1l." The Cartoucherie challenged the company's principles 

of seeking out the non-public and of fighting against alienating inetitution-

elization. It represents a partial betrayal of these principles; for the 

contention had always been that the theatre building should be avoided in 

favour of public places because they alone retain the vestiges of "une activit' 

sociale intense" and the possibility of "transformer la collectivitl en 

cOlllllunautl" which the company feels is the function of the theatre in conte .... 

porary society especially as "les lieux d"change et de rencontre tendent 1 

se rarafier.,,2 Clearly the deserted army installation in a remote area of 

the Bois de Vincennes does not satisfy this need. However, it .ust be added 

in the company's defense that the alternative was dissolution. furthermore, 

inside the Cartoucherie, the company strove to create a theatrical space thet 

did away with a rigid internal design and that encouraged a communal theatre 

by avoiding the segregation of the audience into socio-financial groupinga. 

The company democratize the theatrical performance by having one-price tickets, 

by denying any real privileged position in spectacles that revolve around the 

audience, and by extending a free bus service from the nearest Metro station 

to the place of performance. They try and make it possible for mothers to 

attend by offering a child-minding service for weekend performance •• 

The preoccupetion with architectural considerations has been paralleled 

by an examination of the traditional production process in the theatra particu

larly in it. effect on the composition of the theatrical aUdience. for 

aXaMple, it found that the use of written texts of established playwright. 

1"nouchkina to Copfer.ann, "Entretien," p. 10. 

2Mnouchkina, "Thlatre du Soleil," p. 43. 
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(Gorki, Shakespeare, Wesker, and even Brecht whose ~ they abandoned in 

rehearsal) did not correspond to the desire to remain close to the preoccupa

tions of the socisty at large and particularly of the working classes. At 

the time of the creation of 11!2. this realization became concrete: "Nous 

savions que nous devions aller plus loin, c'est-A-dire ne plus monter pour 

l'instant de pi~ce ecrite •••• Plais nous exprimer collectivement en tant que 

groupe dialoguant avec Ie public par la mediation du the~tre de la mani~re la 

1 
plus directe, la plus stroite." 

In its fear of institutionalization, its aversion for the theatrical 

building, and its abandonment of the written text, the company attempt to 

realize a new form of theatre, to attract a new audience while remaining 

associated to the ~ainstream of theatrical activity through their dependence 

on the government. This position is close to those forward looking companies 

in the decentralized system such as Planchon's Theatre National Populaire at 

Villeurbanne. 

Jerome Savary and Le Grand Magic Circus have resolved the question of 

attracting a new audience by travel, by visiting as many local communities a8 

possible. 
2 for Plnouchkine such activity is a "nomadisme comme fin en soi II 

which fails to produce the desired results. Her ideal would be to give a 

parformance in a town followed by the cultivation of interest in the surround

ing area and finally to create a cultural activity in the town using the local 

people. This type of programme could well have resulted from the company's 

experience while rehearsing Les Clowns in Salines de Chaux d'Arc-et-Senans 

during the su .. er of 1968. Here the local populace became so interested in 

the company's work that it asked the company to perform for them. The 

reeulting improvisations on the theme of the clown marked the first steps in 

the creation of the spectacle propar. 

There is an obvious compromise implied in the choice of this manner of 

activity. To be able to spend time creating the basis for local cultural 

1Plnouchkine and Penchenat, "Aventure," p. 123. 

2~nouchkine, "Theatre du Solail," p. 43. 
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activity, one must reduce the number of venues visited and, consequently, the 

size of the new audience. There has been vacillation in the ideas of L. 

Theatre du 501eil between nomadism and intensive activity in a sing18 area. 

In the 1967 programme notes for La Cuisine, the company formulated a plan of 

future development: "La Compagnie va dlsormais concentrer se8 efforts dans une 

localite ou elle pourra creer ses spectacles, en recevoir dlautra., encourager 

les initiatives locales, notamment la construction dlun theatre correspondant 

rlellement aux besoins sclniques 8ctuelles, susciter enfin dans la villa 

L LA 1 choisia un reel besoin de theatre." This idea was re-affirmed by Jean-Piarre 

Tailhade at the time when it appeared that the company would be able to lea •• 

Pavillon 11 of Les Hallas from the Ville de Paris: "Nous pourrions aniater d •• 

quartiers de Paris, aller ~ la rencontre d'un nouveau public dont les beso!n. 

sont Iv!denta, et essayer d'atteindre, comme nous Ie faisons actuellement, les 

jeunes travailleurs et les lyceens, qui constitueront la majoritl de ce que 

lion appalle ma!ntenant le non-public • .,2 

Howevar, now the company is resident at Vincennes publicized activity 

is liatited to a programme of informing and encouraging the public, eapecially 

that .ection of it reached through the comites dlentrepriaa and the hostals for 

young workers. It holds seances dlanimation, in the manner of Viler at the 

T.N.P., and public debates which serve to introduce the spectacle to a public 

who would otherwise only learn of it through word of mouth and prass coverage, 

both of which are unreliable. The following table of statistics daacribes the 

co.position of one audience attractsd to the Cartouchsrie during ~ay 1972. 

rurther statistics COMpiled for the period 12-30 ~ay 1972 reflect that while 

university students and lyceens form a large part of the audience, there i. 
3 

still a considsrable interest shown by the comites dlentreprias. 

1Reprinted in L'Avant-Scane: Theatre, no. 385 (Auguat 1967), p. 8. 

2Jean-Pierre Tailhade cited by Lucien Attoun, Les Nouvelles litteraire' 
17 Paril 1969, p. 13. 

3rigures and table fro. Renee Saurel, Lea Temps "od.rne., 28· annl., 
nos. 312-13 (July-August 1972), p. 323. 



Comite d'Entreprise de l'O.R.T.f. 

Comite d'£ntreprise Aerospatiale de Sureenes 

Comite d'Entrepriss Honeywell Bull 

Comitl d'Entreprise Credit Lyonnais 

Lyeee de l'Ieaux 

Universite de Californie 

Ecole Normale d'Orleane 

Maison des Jeunes et de la Culture de Bi~vres 

ALPHA (fNAC) 

Art et Vie 

COPAR 

Total de reservations 

Individuels 

TOTAL 

Places 

70 

17 

53 

29 

80 

17 

60 

60 

46 

15 

42 

489 

311 

800 

These figures, however encouraging, suggest that the majority of 
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spectators are young !n2 belong to the university student or lyclan categori.s 

which does ~ appear to constitute a breakthrough in the search for a new 
1 

public. Possible reasons for this apparent failure are manifold. Th. 

difficulty of access of the Cartoucherie, sven with ita free bus sarvice, 

means that to arrive on time for a 20130 houra start, the would-be spectator 

from a working-class district of Paris would have to count on at least one 

hour'. travelling time. This time has clearly to be added on again at the 

end of the performance for the return Journey which would mean that thia 

spectator would not reach home until midnight, hardly an hour conducive to 

encourage a worker who has to rise early in the morning. Another important 

factor is the cost; although selling tickets of uniform price, the Theatre du 

Soleil"dEullanded"15 francs in 1973 which put it beyond the means of many of 

the working class. A final observation concerns l1!! in particular which wae 

e thrae-hour spectacla for the duration of which most of the spectatore etood. 

1This opinion has been confirmed by the author's pereonal observations 
during 1973 and 1974. 
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Although this arrangement was important for the conception of the spectacle, 

it failed to appreciate the problem of fatigue. During his time at the T.N.P., 

Vilar had been faced with the same problems and had tried to solve particular 

ones, for example, by beginning the performance early in the evening and 

providing reasonably priced food. The Th~atre du Soleil do not seem to have 

developed or resolved these same problems, nor do they seem to have taken notice 

of several surveys that have treated the problem of why theatre audience. are 

smaller. Thesa have shown that the time fsctor, difficulty of access, and 

cost are the three most common reasons given for disaffection with the thaatra.1 

The obvious concern with the composition of its audiencee that prompted 

the statistical research in May 1972 derives from the company's desire to 

help change the quality of life for the majority. In fact, it is aware that 

to be in any way effective in a socio-political situation, the company must 

attract those members of society to whom it wishes to communicate, in this caee 

the working class. Mnouchkine has not hidden her social aims: "J'.i besoin de 

changer Ie monde • • • marne si cette ambition paratt prltentieuse," and the 

2 company have declared: "Nous luttons contre la societe capitaliste." Theatre 

is the instrument through which this struggle is carried on, and as a conae-

quence, the company's theatrical activity has all the fervour and emotion 

engendered by the desire for social change. Theatre has become the means of 

realization of one's ideals and even of self-fulfillment and haa ceaaed to be 

a cultural adornment or a personal hobby: "Au debut, j'ai fait du thlatre pour 

3 
mon plaisir. Puis le plaisir est devenu une passion, puis un eacerdoce." 

This committed viewpoint leads the company into a paradox; to a 

certain Bxtent, its ideals of social reform thet axisted in a virtual form as 

desires have been transferred into an imagined realm, that of tha theatre. 

This paradox of social revolution and artistic expre8sion caused Jean-Jacques 

15ee Renl Kaes, "Publics et participation ouvri~re," E8prit, no. 5 
(May 1965), pp. 900-16; and Rozenthal, Le Theatre en france. 

2Ariane P1nouchkine, "Une prise de conscience," Le Theatre, 1968, no. 1, 
p. 119; and Plnouchkine end Penchenat, "Aventure," p. 125. 

3Mnouchkine cited by Mich~le Motte, L'Expraes, 19 february 1968, p. 58. 
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Lebel to abandon art. On the other hand, Le Th6atre du Soleil commit their 

social ideals to their art while acknowledging that the theatre itself csnnot 

bring about the social revolution: tlJe ne crois pas que le thlatre puisse 

h 1 d · tt i LA 1 c snger e mon e ma~s ce n es pas une ra son pour condamner le thtJatre. tt 

The company show an understanding of the process by which their political ai.a 

are made unreal by the audience: 

Pendant le spectacle, le public, stidentifiant au peuple, manifeste son 
adh6sion 1 nos idles. Cependant, hors du lieu th'atral, il redevient 
lui-mSme et, pas plus que nous d'ailleurs, ne cherche immldiatemant ~ 
regagner sa revolution perdue. 11 est malheureusement impossible da 
controler ltimpact d'un spectacle •••• Oevons-noua nous politiser 
davantage? Ou nous restreindre aux limites du temps et du lieu thlatraux? 
Nous politiser davantage 'quivaudrait 1 en sortir.2 

The paradoxical situation caused by the incompatibility of effective political 

action and artistic form is resolved by a clear-sighted appraisal of the 

function of theatre: ttLe th'atre n'est un moteur que pour ceux qui en font. 

:3 Le public, su mieux, y trouve des forces." Thestre can only be effactiva in 

the role of positing and suggesting new possibilities which may hot have 

occurred to the spectator. All that can be achieved is a new undsrstanding 

on the part of the spectator after he has experienced a situation in the 

theatrical spsce. The overall Justification for its continued activity is that 

through theatre, the company can best articulate ita political ideals despite 

the necessary compromises to be made when it chooaes an artistic meana ot 

expression and a genre thet is irremediably bound to econo.ic considerational 

ttNotre probleme actual eat de aavoir comment pourauivre notre action, Jusqu'A 

quel point nOUB pouvons continuer ~ participer au systeme d'axploitation d'un 

spectacle, inevitable a l'interieur d'une sociltl capitaliste, aana nous 
4 

la1aaar aller a la facilite du succh." 

Clearly, a change in the social atructure that ia daatined not to 

terminate in the rise of another ~litist regime and in the consequent lack of 

1P1nouchkine to Planceaux, "PIllitante," p. 35. 

21'1nouchkine and Panchenat, "Aventure," p. 126. 

3l'1noUchkina, ttPrise," p. 123 

41'1nouchkine and Panchenat, "Aventure," p. 126. 
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amelioration of the common lot must originate in the lower classes and remain 

in their control. This is exactly the dynamic of the french Revolution aa 

portrayed by Le Theatre du Soleil's~. Since the Theatre du Sol.il choose 

to militate in the theatrical space for just such a change, it is essantial that 

they should sttract a lower clasa audience. Thus, the company heve to confront 

the problsm of popular theatre which has 'aced the directora of the dec eo-

tralized theatre groups whosa raison d'etra is precisely to involve the people 

in the culture of france. The problem 1s squarely posed by Mnouchkine: 

Ce public, appelons-le public populaire, n'existe d'ailleure pas 
actuellement. 11 represents un but ~ atteindre. 11 rspresente una 
massa ds gens, depuis das siecles depossedes du theatre. • • • 
Le problema n'est pas de former ses gouts, maie de le 'aire exister, 
de le faire venir au theatre, sans demagogla.1 

The Theatre du Soleil's approach to popular theatre can be seen against 

the back-cloth of the post-1968 reapprsisal of theatre. Arguing more gravely 

it maintains that the nature of the capitalist system of production hae put 

the theatre out of the sphsre of the working-class man. The mentality 0' 
performing a task for payment and of profit-making has sO ingrained it.elf in 

the aervants of the system that any activity that is not rentable is valued as 

worthless. Thus, the word "culture" is lIeaningless 'or the working lIan or at 

bast considered to refer to a realm which is out.ide hi. own experienca. "En 

france, en tout cas, le mot 'culture' 8ignifi. culture bourgeoise, ls theatre 

2 populaire s'adrese. ~ ceux qui ne la poss~dent pas." In theae circumstancee 

~nouchkine cOlles to a conclusion that is cloee to the Oeclarstion d. Villeurbanne: 
, 

thaatre /lust provide plays and a forll of cultura "qui concerna le peuple, ou 
, 3 

11 •• ratrouve, ou il est inform •• " This is also the standpoint of both 
4 

5artra and 8racht. At the eame tille 8S politicsl cOllllit .. nt to the peopla, 

howevar, one Muat not torget the i/lportant tactor of enjoy.ent. ~nouchkina 

1~nouchkine,ItPrise,1t p. 121; and p. 123. 

3f11nouchkine to "anceaux, "Militante," p. 35. 

2 Ibid., p. 124. 

45ae Bertolt Brecht, Brecht on Theatra, the Davelo .ant 0' an Aesthatic, 
ad. trans. John Willett (London: Eyre Methuen, 1964 , p. 108: "Popular meane 
intelligible to the broad masse., taking over thsir own tor.. of expres.ion 
and enriching the./.dopting and consolidating their standpoint." 
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again: "Sur le plan du repertoire je ne crois pas plus au theatre didactique 

politique, qu'au theatre hermetique. • • 
1 • Le plaisir est essentiel." 

While the ethos stands firm, the theatrical method and style of Le 

Theatre du Soleil are in a state of constant evolution as it attempts to 

further its dramatic ideal. In the pre-1968 period two methods of production 

were used: there was the more traditional approach involving a pre-existing 

stage script and rehearsals of that script, for example, Les Petits Bourgeoia, 

La Cuisine and Le Songe d'une nuit d'etl; also, a first attempt at a collective 

creation, Le Capitaine Fracasee was made in which the company itself worked 

on and adapted a pre-existing non-dramatic text in order to produce an authentic 

dramatic work. It is interesting to note the coincidence that Marcel Marlcha! 

also chose Gautier's story in a production whose method was to break new 

ground for his own company, Compagnie du Cothurne, namely the use of a writsr 

to create a play text for a particular company of actors, in ehort, a system 

of close collaboration between an author and an acting company.2 

In both approaches common features are to be found deepite the 

contention of the company that each production represents a new departure. 

Primarily there is the constant, intricate, planned preparation of a production 

over a period of months: the retreat to the Ard~che in the summer of 1964 to 

prepare Lea Petits Bourgeois; the rehearsals on Le Songe which began in 

September 1967 for the firat performance in February 1968; the geneaia of 

Lea Clowne over an equally long period 1n 1969; more recently, the half-year of 

evolution before the first performances of ~; and the year and a half of 

preparation for L'Age d'or. Mnouchkine admitsl "Lea habitudes du Thaatre

fran9ais, trois semaines ou un mois de rlpetition, cala me .e.ble effrayant. 

Pour qu'une oeuvre trouve son rythme, son eclairage, i1 faut du tamps, de 1. 

patience, que 1e travail collabore avec la durla.,,3 Although spending an 

equally exhaustive period in rehearsal, the company have evolved in the mattar 

1 Mnouchkine, "Prise," p. 122. 

2Sarge Ganzl, Fracasse (PariSI Stock, 1972). 

31'1nouchkine to Claude Roy, "Shakeepeare chez le8 liona," Le Nouvel 
Obaarvataur, no. 173 (6 March 1968), p. 44. 
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of how this time is used. To illustrate, in the early play productions 

research and work were concentrated almost totally on the text itself: the 

characterization of Les Petits Bourgeois or the theme of man's inatinctual 

power and how to express it in Le Songe. However, in the later productions, 

primary research has taken the form of self-instruction on the period and 

events to be treated in the creation. 

A second feature common to the pre-1968 productions is the unconven-

tional treatment of the theatrical space and more especially the Bcenic area. 

It could well be that Mnouchkine was influenced in this respect by her 

experience of the oriental forms of drama, especially kabuki, during her 

travels prior to the formation of the company. Claude Roy mentions that it 

was kabuki in particular that she studied in the East.1 This in fact would be 

consistent with her own theatrical convictions, for kabuki ia the traditional 

popular form of theatre of Japan. The arrangement of the theatrical spaca 

in kabuki presents a narrow stage running the full width of the audience and 

two continuations of the stage that run the full length of the auditorium and 

along which characters pass at different moments in the perfor.ance.2 In Le 

Th'atre du 50leil's production of Lee Clowns a not dissimilar scenic situation 

is described. At the Th'atre de la Commune the company were working in a 

theatre in which the width of the stage was commensurste with thst of the 

auditorium, and an aisle passed down each side wall. In addition, the co.pany 
3 

constructed "un long practicable dsns la salle." The method of acces. to the 

stage or main ecting area followed a pattern: characters would enter by the 

swing-doors at the back of the auditorium and at the end of esch of the ai.le •• 

they would make their way down the aisles to the stage, but would then find 

themselves unable to climb up onto the stage; at which point they would have 

recourse to the gangway built out into the audience. The similarities with 

1Ibido 

2See ~asakatsu GunJi, Kabuki, trans. John Bester (Tokyoa Kodenaha 
International, 1969), p. 45; and pp. 151-55. 

3Mnouchkine cited by Attoun, les Nouvelles littlrairas, 17 April 1969, 
p. 13. 
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kabuki can be seen as the movement through the audience and the projections of 

the stage provided for this effect (in this case the two aisles can be 

considered projections of the scenic space). 

Even if this parallelism were unconscious, the desire to change the 

perspective of the traditional theatrical situation is clear. In reality, the 

movement and scenic design for La Cuisine was suggested to ~nouchkine by the 

proportions of the Cirque de Montmartre: "D~s Ie depart, je me suis persuadee 

que Ie public devait dominer la scene.,,1 Thus, the action of the play was 

exposed to the full view of the audience which was confronted with a prolifera-

tion of activities: "11 y a presque constamment trente personnes sur la sc~n. 

et trois ou quatre actions simultanees ... 2 In the same building the following 

year, the company produced yet another surprising set and scenic arrangement 

for Le Songe, "Un lieu scGnique extraordinaire" is how RenGe Saurel described 

it and continued I 

Le public n'Gtant admis que sur l'hemicycle, l'autre moitiG a ete 
recouverte de peaux de chevres, qui nous renvoient, somptueusement, a 
notre animalite. Epaieses, voluptueuses, melant les blancs aux roux et 
au noir, elles tapissent egalement la piste cantrale. Au fond, une sorte 
de cyclorama blond ~ lamelles mobiles, sur lequel la 1umi~re lunaire 
jouera. • •• Sur ce plan incline, tapisse de fourrura, sur la piste du 
bas, les acteurs, ••• se battent, s'etreignent, et tombent foudroyls 
par le plaisir.3 

These unconventional sets are not gratuitous experiments, the product 

of contempora~y antagonism against the Italianate stage. Each sst evolve. 

organically 'rom the overall conception of the play which is not limited by 

any pre-existing architectural structure nor technical aquipment. J.-P. Bigot 

reports that during the rehearsals and creation of Les Clowns at Aubervilliers, 

the technical director of the Theatre de 1a Commune was struck by the company'e 

freedom and independence of the resources of lighting and staging at thair 

disposal (and it must be remembered that this production was the firet for 

1~nouchkine to Paul-Louis ~ignon, "Ariane ~nouchkine," L'Avant-Scana, 
Thlatre, nos. 526-27 (1-15 October 1973), p. 17. 

2Jean Dutourd, rranca-Soir, 9 April 1967. 

3Renle Saurel, Les Temps Modernes, 23e annla, no. 262 (March 196B), 
pp. 1701-2. It i. interesting that this arrangement i. close to Ga.ier's 
organization of the Cirque d'Hiver for Bouheliar's Oedipa, roi de Th~baa (1919). 
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Each new venture prompts a rethinking of their work to date and an 

effort towards new forms. In the matter of stage design, each production has 

its own scenic form which will disappear with the rest of the production, 

leaving the necessity to create new designs for each production. Guy-Claude 

fran90is reflects this attitude: "Nous pensons plutot que chaque spectacle 

impose une forme de scEfnographie diffEfrente."2 This continual reaearch and 

reconstruction is never arbitrary; the stage design sought is alwsys that which 

best suits the argument underlying the development of the work and that which 

is instrumental to its expression. After the production of ~, Elllile 

Copfermann was able to write of "la concordance du cadre de la reprEfaentation 

et la reprEfsentation.,,3 

The desire to progress and not repeat its work is central to the 

activity of Le Th~atre du Soleil as a whole. Mnouchkine declared in 1968 

that "je veux aller plus loin it chaque spectacle. n4 This spirit is moat 

strikingly reflected in the attitude towards the position of the actor in 

the troupe. The choice of Les Petits Bourgeois in 1964 was unadventureso.e 

but the play offered inexperienced actors the opportunity to practice their 

acting styles since the characterization was straightforward verging on typea. 

The technique was improvisational but on the linea of Stanislavaky's method. 

According to this approach, the actor immerses himself in the play and his 

character; a total identification between actor and role is sought. "The very 

best that can happen is to have the actor completely carried away by the play. 

Then regardless of hie own will he lives the part, not noticing how he f8.1s, 

not thinking about ~ he does, and it all moves of ita own accord, aubcon-

1J ._p• BEfgot, "Recherches eur une crEfation collective au ThEfatre du 
Soleil: Les Clowne," (Mattrise, Inetitut dee Etudes Thlatrales, Paris III, 
Ceneier, 1969-70), p. 27. 

2Guy-Claude fran9ois, "A chaque spectacle sa sclnographie," Travail 
thlltral, no. 2 (January-March 1971), p. 19. 

3Elllile Copfer.ann, Les Lettres francaiaea, 23 December 1970, p. 11. 
4Mnouchkine, nPrise,n p. 125. 
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Mnouchkine and Penchenat qualified this method as the "recherche des 
2 

motivations subjectives." This research was continued for La Cuisine. For 

example, included in the preparation for the play were visits to the kitchen 

of a large hotel and observation of waiters in action as well as classes 

given by a kitchen waiter on how to walk with, and carry, a tray among other 

serving skills; such attention to detail reveals a concern to produce accurat. 

movements in the playas well as convincing portrayals of waiters. At the 

same time a group approach to production was developed; the emphasis was 

changing from the individual actor's attempt to create an identity for his 

character to the group's ability to present a total reality of the kitchen of 

the play, that is, not just the naturalistic gesture, but an understanding of 

the desires and motivation of the individuals in their social context. In the 

first weeks of rehearsal of the play (Mnouchkine had secured the rights of 

performance as early as June 1966), all the actors played all the part. as a 

preraquisite to attaining a homogeneous style for the production,3 and as a 

means to obviate the rivalry and subsequent disunity encouraged by the concept 

of a lead actor. Greater freedom for creativity had been given to the actor 

the previous year; in the production Le Capitaine Fracasse.after Philippe 

Llotard and Ariane Mnouchkine adapted Gautier, this adaptation was reworked by 

the actors before a final rewriting. 4 

The movement towards increased collectivization in production and more 

reliance on the company's and the actor's own creativity is typified by the 

fact that the incidental music for the production of Le 50nge waa co_posed by 

Jacques Lasry on the snatches of tunes the actors themselves hummed or whi.tled 

during rehearsals. The result, according to Matthieu Galey, was very effective 

in the context of the whole production as it suggested "tout Ie .ur.ure, lea 

1Constantin Stanislavsky, An Actor Prepares (London. Bl.8, 1936), 
p. 13. 

2Mnouchkine and Penchenat, "Aventure,~ p. 120. 

3Ibid., pp. 120-21. 4 Ibid.,p. 120. 
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frissons, las soupirs d'una forst enchantae, habitae par des raves troubles."1 

In addition, the company did not rely on Eluard's existing translation and 

adaptation of Shakespeare but preferred Leotard's new version. 

The co.pany's own reaction to Le Capitaina Fracas.e wae disappoint.ent, 

the result bias "an de~~ da notre 8IIbition. n2 However, through the.e procedure. 

the company prepared itself for a major step, the production of Las Clown •• 

The COllpany abandoned any typs of pre-text, aven a motivating idaa: "Au depart 

das Clowns, il n'axistait rien; rien an effet, sinon la craativite de. 

cOllladiens." 3 Thus, the actor became the initial creator replacing the author 

(La Cuisine) and evsn ths adaptor (Le CapitB1ne Fracasss). Thi. transf.r of 

responsibility to the performing artist provokad a modification in creative 

technique. If in the conventional situation, the author primarily repre.ent. 

the verbsl expression of theme, it is obviously content or thelllatic structure 

that i. the basis of the production. If, however, it is the actor that i. 

given the task of creating the initial articulation of a production, the 

emphasis will be transferred onto the form the expression should a •• u •• : "Le. 

acteurs sont laissas pour la premiere fois en face de la libert' la plus 

totale. Aucun theme n'est impose. La preoccupation fandamentale est la 

recherche d'une forme, la plus elamentaire, la plus directe pas8ible. n4 

The actor was left to his own resources. The company did not study 

circus clowns nor did they invite clowns to give class •• on their art, rether 

each actor was forced to resort to his own personal lIelllori.. and create the 

stylized gestures and individual voice on that basis. ~ax Dauchin, one of 

the actors, described this process to Lucien Attoun: "La difficultl, en verit', 

c'est pracislment de trouver 'son' clown. Tout notre travail eat parti de 11.,,5 

1~stthieu Galey, Les Nouvelles littlraire., 29 February 1968, p. 13. 

2~nauchkine snd Psnchenat, "Aventure," p. 120. 

3~nauchkine to Copfermann, "Entretien,n p. 5. 

4Thaatre du Soleil, 1789: La Rlvolution doit s'arretar a 1a perfection 
du b00haur (Peri.: Stock, 1971), p. 84. 

5~ax Douchin cited by Attoun, Les Nouvelles 1ittlraire., 17 April 1969, 
p. 13. 
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This technique derives from Stanislavsky in that it relies heavily on the 

personal research and mental concentration of the individual actor and cul

minates in the creation of a personal clown. On the other hand, this creation 

is fully conscious and has nothing of the intuitive coincidence of character 

and actor as described by Stanislavaky. Indeed, the concept of "'son' clown" 

presupposes an independent entity that is only described by the actor's craft 

and not revitalized through the actorls incarnation of it. This procese 

implies a certain critical distance on the part of the actor towards his clown, 

as does the fact that the actor is not building on a reality but on a remem

bered reality which will necessarily be moderated by the critical faculties. 

In effect, the clown that the audience observes is the actor'e reflections on 

the state of "the clown." This reflective technique of building characters 

is important in the creetion of the later historical plays and their argumen-

tation. 

from the individual quest for a clown, the production was moulded 

together collectively under the direction of ~nouchkine: "(nsuite. la creation 

s'est d8veloppee collectivement, soumise au dialogue des comediens et du 

metteur en sc~ne devenu pour eux un regard, le regard de celui qui, tamoin 

de ca que chacun apporte dans l'improvisation. llaide A dafinir l'espace et le 

temps les plus justes pour mettre en valeur sa craation."1 It is at this stage 

that certain restrictions were put on the free crestivity of the actor, 

restrictions often of a practical nature since the improvisations ran to about 

six hours in length and necessarily had to be reduced to compose a normal 

length production. This abbreviation did also present certain problems in the 

area of the group's attempt to reduce authoritarianism; it is natural that an 

actor who had worked for several months on an improvieation should be reluctant 

to have it cut or even omitted altogether from the production. Such short

comings are why Mnouchkine and Penchenat have reservations about the succass of 

Les Clowns as a collective creation; rather they describa it as "un collaga 

d'expressions individuellea" or as fila quintessence de la creation individuall. 

1Mnouchkine to Mignon, "Ariane Mnouchkine," p. 18. 
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1 
de chacun." Nevertheless, Les Clowns was significant in that it provided the 

company with the experience of a production developed from their own creativity 

and of the collective method which was to come to maturity in 1789 and 1121. 

As the company evolved their creative method and laid more emphasis on 

the actor as the basic material to the gradual exclusion of the play text, 

there was a concomitant development of its dramatic language. Originally, it 

retained the conventional fidelity to the printed word (Les Petits Bourgeois). 

By 1967 and the rehearsals for La Cuisine, Mnouchkine had attended Lecoq's 

theatrical school to learn the principles of corporal movement and expression 

together with "Ie placement de la voix, Ie chant, l'acrobatie, l'improvisation.,,2 

This fact reflects an effort to create a dramatic language that is not solely 

based on the pre-existing text. Indeed, despite using Wesker's play, the 

aspect most remarked upon by the critics concerning the production of ~ 

Cuisine was the movement, "ce grouillement symphonique de gestea" as Gillea 
3 

Sandier expressed it. In retrospect, Matthieu Galey corroborated this 

impression and continued interestingly: "Un se rappelle davantage Ie mouvement 

et Ie bruit, Ie decor et les gestes, Ie rythme auss!, plutot que la pi~c. 

elle-meme, pretexts l cst extraordinaire exercice de virtuosit.s."4 

The use of dance and corporal expression was at the heart of the 

company's version of Shakespeare's Le Songe d'une nuit d'ete in 1968. In this 

production some of the leading roles were taken by dancers rather than actors. 

For instance, Ursula Kubler played Titania while Germinal Casado took the part 

of Oberon. The programme notes to the production explain the reason for this 

approach: "Pour rendre le monde du realisme fantastique qui est celui du 

Songe, il a rsllu, en erfet associer etroitement les techniques de jeu de 
5 

l'acteur l la musique et ~ la danae." In his review, Sandier again emphasized 

1P1nouchkins and Penchenat, "Aventure," p. 123; and Plnouchkine to 
CopferlRann, "E:ntretien," p. 6. 

2jW\ignon, "Ariane Mnouchkine," p. 17. 

3Gilles Sandier, Arts et Loisirs, no. 82 (19 April 1967), p. 32. 

4Matthieu Galey, Les Nouvelles littlraire., 8 Play 1969, p. 13. 

5paria, Cirque de Montmartre, 15 February 1968. 
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the use made of a strongly physical dramatic language: liCe spectacle gymnique, 

1 
Grotique, acrobatiquB." Les Clowns constituted a decidedly important produc-

tion in the evolution of a new dramatic language. The group abandoned the 

printed text completely. Indeed, during the rehearsals even recourse to the 

spoken word was regarded as a sign that the improvisations were breaking down 

or losing their clarity of expression. J.-P. aGgot has recorded certain of 

Mnouchkine's remarks as she presided over the early efforts of the actors: 

"Est-ce que vous vous rendez compte que c'est a partir du moment ou ~a 

commence a ne plus aller que vous avez recours aux lIots?,,2 The production was 

to be based not on a logical structure and grammatical sentences but on rhythm. 

The rejection of the conventional play text went against the conviction of the 

primacy and necessity of a pre-existing script which still prevailed in 1969 

among certain critics. for example, Jean Dutourd attributed the failure of 

the production to please him to its tendency to repeat itself, to a miscon-

ception that the company had of the theatrical genre: "C'est que, sans auteur, 

le thlStre n'existe pas.,,3 

The portrayal of a situation through physical means rather than 

through verbal description is more relevant to the thematic evolution of the 

company. In La Cuisine, the psychology of individual characters was 8ubord-

inated to a recreation of a total social situation, the relationship of man 

and society. This was communicated in the rushing activity of the kitchen. 

The production did not aim at flat psychological realism but attempted to 

account for the reactions of the group to the situation of the kitchen. The 

trend away from psychology (a characteristic the company share with Artaud and 

Genet) was continued in the method of approach to Les Clowns. Claude "erlin 

described the process of character building to Attoun in the.e wordal 

"L'important, pour trouvar 'son' clown, c'est d'elaguer toute action 

1Gilles Sandier, Theatre et combat: Regards sur ls thl8tre actuel 
(Paris: Stock, 1970), p. 227. 

2aegot, "Les Clowns," p. 23. 

3Jssn Dutourd, france-Soir, 27 April 1969. 
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PSYChologique."1 This attitude anticipates the development of the company's 

approach to historical productions and characterization which is exemplified 

in~. 

The style of the company's productions has been distinguished by an 

avoidance of realism which is seen as a limiting mode of expres.ion. The 

depth of the company's opposition to realism is reflected in the anecdote 

told by Mnouchkine herself: on reading the reviews after the opening of 

La Cuisine, she was upset to the point of physical sickness because many 

2 critics had seen it as a purely realistic production. Jacques Lemarchand 

typifies this interpretation; the parformance suggested to him "Ie plu8 

. 3 
extreme souci de reall.sme." fortunately not all reviewers agreed with hill 

as the observations on the movement of the production have revealed. Perhaps 

the best understanding of the company's aim is shown by Emile Copfermann's 

review: "Ariane Mnouchkine evite Ie naturalisme--le jeu demeure .tylise. la 

pi~ca ne tombe pas dans Ie symbolisme--elle aurait pu: la cuisine represente 

Ie monde, la pi~ce est une meditation sur la societe.,,4 

The production of Le 50nge d'une nuit d'ete was to illustrate "la 

forca vivante et revolutionnaire,,5 of the desire in lien's hearte. Thia 

approach is in flat contradiction to the style adopted for the play tradi-

tionally, that is, a realistic interpretation that surrounded Botto. and hi. 

troupe of workers with clu •• y pranks and light-hearted humour. for "nouchkine, 

Bottom became the incarnation of the force of love, synony.ou. with tha god 

Eros. She described the thema of tha play unequivocally to Clauda ROYI "Ni 

una tlarie, ni une farce, mai. la granda nuit de l'inconacient, avec .ea 

6 
terreurs et ses interdits, sa cruaute et son innocence." Rania Saurel wa. 

1Claude Merlin cited by Attoun, Les Nouvelle. littlrair •• , 17 April 
1969, p. 13. 

2l'1nouchkine, "Priee," p. 124. 

3JacquBa Lemarchand, Le figaro litter.ire, 1S April 1967. 

4Ellila Coptermann, Las Lattraa francaiaa., 15 April 1967, p. 17. 

5pari., Cirque de Mont.artre, 15 february 1968. 

61'1nouchkine to Roy, "Shakespeare," p. 44. 
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sensitive to this interpretation in her review describing the production as 

"un flot qui emporte les barri~res, les tabous, les barrages de la morale, 

• • • et met a nu les fantasmes, les desirs refoules, les envies de meurtre.,,1 

If Les Clowns began as an exercise in the traditional techniques of 

2 the clown, it soon became a means to "aborder des problemes fondamentaux." 

In none of their productions are the company content with the observation of 

detail for its own sake, but rather use a sense of precision and accuracy to 

go beyond, "depasser Ie realisme.,,3 It could be either Lecoq's teaching or 

Mnouchkine's observation of the kabuki theatre that lies at the root of the 

"forme claire, directe, lumineuse,,4 which typifies the company's work. 

Although less stylized than the Japanese popular theatre with its traditional 

5 mie and ma, the company employ economy of gesture and dieciplined acting in - -
a rigidly organized structure. 

Clarity of expression aids the company to effect the communication 

with a wider public that it views as fundamental to its existence. Lucien 

Attoun, in an account of all the company's work, distinguishes a central 

preoccupation that gives them an overall unity: "Le souci du Theatre du Soleil 

[eat] de tenter une rencontre immediate et permanente, donc an protondaur, 

avec les spectateurs d'aujourd'hui, en faisant confronter la rlalitl sociale 

et politique d'une condition humaine inadmissibls au plaisir de la tlte 

the3trale necesaaire, non pas comme derivatit mais comme depaesament."6 Its 

style reflects an attempt to reveal the aspirations pf man and their inco.-

patibility with certain social situations. In La Cuisine there i. direct 

1saurel, Les Temps modernes, 23e annee, no. 262 (March 1968), p. 1703. 

2Mnouchkine and Penchenat, "Aventure," p. 122. 3Ibid., p. 121. 

4Mnouchkine to Copfermann, "Entretien," p. 4. 

55ee Gunji, Kabuki, p. 16; and p. 17: "&, one of the sxaggsratedly 
theatrical posae that ars used to mark moments of emotional climax. • • • 
Ma--the slight dramatic pause left between a particular mo.ant in the 
n;rrstive aa expressed in the music or dialogue, and the bodily .av ... nt. 
and tacial expressions that correspond to that movement in the acting." 

6Lucien Attoun, Las Nouvelles litteraires, 31 Decembar 1970, p. 13. 
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confrontation of man and his situation; in Le Songe is expressed the human 

power and energy that could be released if man had the opportunity to do so. 

As Mnouchkine has observed: "Ouvrir les partes de l'inconscient, c'est aussi 

changer quelque chose au monde.,,1 To this end, the company do not use the 

techniques of the happening nor the Living Theater which attempt to spread 

the freedom and anarchy of the subconscious during the performance usually by 

some kind of physical confrontation with the audience. On the contrary, Le 

Theatre du Solei 1 seeks an emotional as well as intellectual appreciation of 

the theatrical situation on the part of the spectators: tlCette conception me 

coupe d'une grande partie de la dramaturgie contemporaine: je n'adh~re pas ~ 

sa forme agressive •••• Je pense que les specteteurs rlpondent ~ l'agres.ion 

directe en la refusant, en retrouvant leur fauteuil.,,2 A precise example is 

the company's attitude towards the nudity of Puck in Le Songe. It would have 

been entirely consistent with their view of the play to have Puck appear 

naked and, in fact, rehearsals were begun in that manner. However, the company 

as a whole could not readily accept the situation. Since this was the case, 

the audience, it was argued, would not be able to appreciate the raaeons 

behind hie nakedness either but would rather see it as "une exhibition osl •• ,,3 

Thus, anarchy is rejected alongside of realism. The public must be 

presented with a performance that is clear and understandable and with which 

it can raadily identify, a reaeon why the company has resorted to popular 

themes for its collective creations. In Le Cepitaina fracasse, it was a 

question of communicating It~ travers un roman populairs .. ;4 Le. Clowns draw 

on the tradition of the circus; whereas ~ and ~ had the co .. on heritage 

of a national history on which to build. Inside these production. a popular 

dramstic language was baginning to evolve. 

History became the basis for the ettempts made since Septamber 1910 to 

provide a production which would concern and relata directly to a popular 

audience: "Ce que nous tentons at qui eet encore 8 l'ltat embryonna1re, 

1Plnouchkine, "Prise," p. 120. 2Ibid• 

3 4 Ibid., p. 121. Mnouchkine to Mignon, "Ariane Plnouchkine," p. 17. 
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balbutiant, c'est de trouver quelque chose de commun 8 partir duquel s'etab-

lisse un rapport avec Ie public."1 Of all periods, the French Revolution 

appeared the most conducive, partly because the Revolution is central in the 

experience of every Frenchman and, perhaps, partly because the genesis of the 

production dates back to a period when modern France had just experienced 

another traumatic upheaval and near revolution. Mnouchkine claimed that "nous 

voulions que Ie contenu soit commun aux spectateurs et aux acteurs.,,2 The 

resonances between the historical subject and more recent events, although not 

strictly conscious, are neither totally unconscious. Parallels were 

" discern~ble between the position of the Deputes de l'Assemblee Nationale in 

1789 and that of the trade unions in the struggles of 1968; the order of 

marital law is perhaps more readily seen as a clear reference to the loi anti-

casseuse of the 1968 authorities. The company do not deny the possibility of 

such echoes, and no doubt would see in them a sign that it has succeeded in 

stimulating the critical faculties of at least some of its audience. Yet its 

explanation is less literal: "II S8 trouve que, comme tout Ie monde, nous 

avons vecu mai 1968 et que, comme beaucoup, nous svons analyse cette plriode.,,3 

These instances are evidence of the shared past, and equally shared present, 

common to both the actor and spectator. 

The choice of history and the choice of the french Revolution in 

particular in the context of a regeneration of the theatre in terms of its 

social function was also made by Romain Rolland. He examined the history and 

position of the french theatre as well as the possible utilization of theatre 

as 8 popular means of mass education. In a 1901 preface to the play 

be 14 Juillat, Rolland already attributed Just such a function to his play. 

"Ressuciter les forces de la Revolution, ranimer les puissances d'action, 

rallumer l'herolsme et la foie de la nation aux flammas da l"pople rlpubli

caine, afin que l'oeuvre interrompua en 1794 soit reprisa at achavls par un 

11"1nouchkine to Copfermann, "Entratien," p. 11. 

21'1nouchkine to Mignon, "Ariane Mnouchkine," p. 18. 

31'1nouchkine and Penchenat, "Avantura," p. 124. 
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peuple plus mar et plus conscient de ses destinees: tel est notre id.sal.,,1 

When produced by Gamier, this play only lasted twenty-nine performances. While 

it is not possible now to account for that failure, a present day reading 

reveals that Rolland tried to write an accurate historical reconstruction of 

the tumultuous events of that day. This included crowding a mass of tha common 

people bearing pikes and muskets onto the narrow stage to cheer and support 

the speeches of Robespierre, Desmoulins and ~arat who tended to hold centre 

stage. Rolland tried to capture the climax of the storming of the Bastille in 

the following way: 

LE PEUPLE, eclatant de joie et d 'orgue!l, ag!tant des rameaux verts, 
pare de cocardes vertes, de rubans verts, de feuilles vertes: 
Libre! Le ciel est libre! 
(Le solei 1 couchant penetre par l'ouverture du pont-levis et baigne 
de ses ra~ons pourpres la cour de la Bastille, et la foule avec les 
rameaux.) 

The enthusiasm of the crowd seems totally artificial; the effect of the scene 

is probably due more to a visual and contemplative image than any revolutionary 

fervour generated in the audience. However, it is clear that Rolland used 

this scene, and moreover the whole play, as an example to be followed; hence, 

we read two pages later, this harangue by Desmoulins to the public at the 

theatre: 

DESMOULINS, au public: Et maintenant, 8 vousl Achevez notre ouvragel 
La Bastille est ~ bas: il reste d'autres Bastilles. A l'as.autl 
A l'assaut des mensongea~ A l'assaut de la nuit! L'Eaprit vaincra 
la force! Le passe est brise!3 

Here, Rolland is trying to force the analogy between the historical situation 

of the play and the social situation of his contemporaries. The method 

adopted is clumsy. This type of speech had not been anticipated and ie totally 

out of character with a play that has remained behind a proscenium arch. 

It could well be that consciousness of the limited resources of the 

theatre impelled Rolland to write in such a manner, since in the text ha 

included an alternative ending in the event of "une representation de feta 

1Rolland, Thlltre de la R.svolution, p. 3. The fact that the political 
en de of Rolland differ from those of Le Thl.tre du Solei 1 i. irralevant to our 
argument concerning the use of the theatre 88 enlightenment. 

2Ibid., p. 136. 3Ibid., p. 138. 
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populaire avec orchestre et choeurs" which provides for a descent into the 

audience by the actors: "L'objet de ce tableau est de r~aliser l'union du 

public et de l'oeuvre, de Jeter un pont entre la salle et la scene, de faire 

d'une action dramatique reellement une action. Le drame s'adresse soudain 
1 

directement au peuple." Again, Rolland has misunderstood the mechanism of 

the audience's relationship to a dramatic work. Rolland is attempting to 

use a historical situation to produce a prise de conscience in the present. 

To be effective the public must allow itself to become involved in the action 

while retaining its critical faculties towards the historical situation. By 

the descent of the actors into the audience, either the actors would cease to 

be historical characters for the audience or the audience would be swept into 

the imaginary realm of the dramatic action and lose its contact with the 

present and, hence, its critical distance towards the subject of the play. 

In either case, Rolland has not achieved his aim. 

Rolland's attempt at writing a popular drama on a historical subject 

does, however, highlight the difficulties of creating a historical play that 

is at once written from the point of view of the people and that avoids pure 

reconstruction for its own sake. Historical plays usually avoid such problems 

because they do not deal with history but rather with characte~s in history. 

One method is to build a plot around a central, leading figure, for example, 

Anouilh's Pauvre Bitos, in this case, the Revolution is enacted from the point 

of view of the impact of events on Robespierre. Another treatment employed 

is to recount the impact of historical events on a single family unit as in 

Sartre's Les Seguestres d'Altona; here again the main interest of the play 

resides in the psychology of the characters and the production runs the risk 

of becoming too didactic. The Theatre du Soleil have striven to provide an 

alternative method and one that deals primarily with the structure of a 

historical situation seen from the point of view, not of the individual, but of 

a whole class. It has taken up the question, posed by Rolland, of treating a 

mass drama but has avoided the images d'Epinal effect of the latter. The 

1 Ibid., p. 150. 
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problem of achieving a popular view of history together with an impact on 

the contemporary spectator is solved by avoiding a stereotyped image of the 

people (a mass of undistinguishable faces that collectively constitute a 

single amorphous character, the People) and by creating a theatrical situation 

in which the theatre public are at once integrated into and distanced from 

the performance. There is no lasting identification with the historical 

situation which would lead to oblivion of the present but rather a flow 

between the two poles of participation and critical distanciation.1 By 

avoiding the character approach to historical drama, the company ara able to 

make history the central concern of the play and not simply a decorative back-

cloth or a catalyst for dramatic action. 

The technique that is common to both 1789 and 1793 and which allows - -
detailed treatment of history without psychology or simple reconstruction i. 

based on a reflected view of history. In other words, the events of the 

Revolution are not presented as the company's interpretation of those events, 

but rether its interpretation of how another set of people regarded those 

events, in short, a second-hand view of history. In 11!!, the primary view

point is that of the eighteenth-century street entertainers, the bateleurs. 

In this instance, history was already theatrical before the company itself 

reworked the material. In~, the svents are enacted as they would have 

been experienced by the working people of Paris in the sections of the !!2!

culotterie. In both cases, the primary view of history is popular (that is, ' 

concerned with the people) as opposed to the histories of the Revolution with 

splendid colour plates of the heroes, Robespierre or Oesmoulins, and a flashing 

account of the major events. Clearly, this device avoids the necessity for 

great crowd scenes in the manner of Rolland sincs the actual evente do not taka 

place in the theatrical space but are made known through reporta or staged 

re-enactments. for instance, the taking of ths Bastille in 1789 ia simulated 

by siMUltaneous verbal battle descriptions. Juat as evente ara not 

10istancistion is usually ussd in connection with Bertolt Brecht a. an 
English alternative for the V Effekt. The meaning attributed to it here ia 
thst of maintaining a critical attitude towards the evants of the performance 
with a view to reflscting on their significance in the preaent. 
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reconstructed nor need there be realistic portrayals of the leading figures 

of the Revolution; they are presented as they would have appeared to the 

people's imagination. 

The preparation needed in order to have this awareneS8 of the period 

and to be able to recreate a version of history that is consistent with that 

of the people of 1789-1793 was exhaustive. It was not enough merely to don 

the costumes of the time. The actors had to make themselves familiar with the 

detail as well as the broad line of developments during the Revolution in order 

to prsssnt accurate observations on the events and informed judgements on 

their evolution. It was therefore necessary for the actors to addreS8 them-

selves to the problem of the interpretation of historical facts. For 1789 ......... 
the company attended lectures which discu8sed current hi8torical theories of 

the Revolution; the actors set themselves courses of private reeding, had 

films screened at the Cin'matheque, and spent some weeks learning revolutionary 

songs.1 Preparations for 1121 sent them once more into the archives of the 

Bibliotheque Nationale and the Mus'e d'Histoire du Costume, and to lectures 

and group readings of the various accounts of the Revolution particularly 

tho8e of Mathiez, Soboul, Michelet, Jeure8 and Gu'rin. 2 Indeed, it was only 

after this vast documentation had been amassed and discussed in detail by the 

group that work on the theatrical production began. This proc8dure ensurea 

that the whole company collectively agrees on a particular historical inter-

pretation of the events which will be organically and nece8sarily integrated 

into the form of the production. 

As far as the rehearsals themselVes were concerned the co.pany extended 

the technique of Les Clowns. Instead of the individual actor in isolation 

creating "hie" clown, the primary element was a group of actors iaprovi8ing 

around a .ituation. At the end of 8 day's work, tha diffarent group ••• s .. bled 

to discus. the problems and progreas they had found and mada. In this w.y tha 

1 
Fren~oie, itA chaque spectacle aa ac'nographie," p. 21. Ind •• d •• 

early as 1967 the company underwent a courae of lectures which were held for 
two houra each day before the evening parformance. of La Cui.ln •• 

2Renl a Saurel, La. Tamps modernas, 28e annie, n08. 312-13 (July
August 1912), pp. 313-14. 
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individual creativity was more immediately integrated into the collective 

structure of the company; the situation of having to reject certain perfected 

individual contributions (as in the case of Les Clowns) is avoided, 

A partir des cinq treteaux, cinq groupes d'improvieation ont travaill' 
sur les memes themes, chacun selon une technique differante. Le choix 
des scenes, leur mise en forme definitive r~sultent d'une critique 
quotidienne. C'est pourquoi ~ est reellement une creation collective.1 

There is no form imposed from the outset that limits the possibilitiea for tha 

production. Improvisations2 are worked and reworked, curtailed and lengthened; 

certain extracts are done and then replaced in the production at a different 

point. The form and style of the productions are distilled from the imagina

tion, creativity, and knowledge of the actors. 3 During this process the struc-

ture of the whole is strengthened. Certain improvisations cause the modelling 

of other parts of the production: "Entre temps ont ete trouvees des improvi-

sations tres fortes comme celIe de la Nuit du Quatre Aout1 celles concernant 
,. 4 

la prise de la Bastille paraissent a tous devoir etre remises en question." 

Oespite the similarities between ~ and~, the two productione 

differ markedly in tone; that difference derives from the two dissimilar agents 

chosen to express the popular view of history. The bateleurs of 1789 .......... 
necessarily imply a riotous, Jovial and raucoue account of the events. The 

emphasis on public celebration and popular rejoicing provokes a moving view 

of history; the rapid sequence of events which swept the people along without 

leaving them the time to reflect on the changes that were being made. It ia 

at this level that the company's interpretation of history is incorporated 

into the production; they aee in the Revolution a popular victory (hence the 

rejoicing) but also the controlling of the people by the bourgeoisie. The 

same event is regarded ss cause for celebration and cause for reflection, and 

1"nouchkine and Penchenat, "Aventure," p. 125. 

2Improvisations in the collective situation refer to the creations of 
the actors in rehearsals that are not dependent on a pre-text at the out.et. 

3See "Un exemple du travail: la prise de la Bastille," in 11!! by 
Th'atre du Sole11, pp. 87-93; and "Un exemple de travail: Is petition da 
"auconseil et Is priss des Tuileries, Ie 10 soOt 1792," in ~, pp. 139-55. 

4Theatre du Soleil, 1789, p. 88. 
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conssquently the construction of the production is twofold. Under the surfaca 

frivolity and exuberance lies the seriousness of the manoauvrings of the 

aristocracy and the bourgeoisie who, at the same time as encouraging the people 

to revolt, contain the resultant revolution. This dialectic is reflected in 

the spectacle's structure; the successive victories of the people are followed 

by its defeats and containment. for example, the joy of the people on lsarning 

of the cahiers de dollancss is cut short by a scene in which the illiterate 

state of the peasantry is shown to illustrate the impossibility of complaining 

in writing. Similarly the fate foraine that follows the taking of the Bastille 

is terminated by Lafayette, the one-time hero of the people, ordering the fair 

to end with the chilling words: "LA REVOLUTION EST fINIE!" (1789:53). 

On the other hand, ~ presents a form that derives from tha use of 

the sectionnaire as mediator between events and their representation. Thus, 

the framework of theatricality provided by the bateleurs is replaced by the 

details of the daily life of a group of men and women. How the graat avanta 

of 1793 and how the great public figures affected them communicates the popular 

view of history. Restricted to the experience of a group of city dwellere, 

this view will not share the panoramic quality of ~ nor its colour or .ove-

mente Rather, the style adopted is stationary lending itself to the study of 

a single place of social interaction amid the tumult of events of 1793. This 

method is clearly very close to the history-of-the-family approach. Tha 

co.pany were very aware of the dangers of falling into paychological portrayal 

and only belatedly realized the necessary connection of their method with ths 

study of the historical situation: "On a vu que les rapports entre lea 

sectionnaires dlterminent leurs actes, et donc l'histoire. A partirdece 
1 

moment, tout devenait simple." Confirmed in its resolve, the co.pany steadily 

evolvad away from the emphasis on public enthusiasm of 1l!! towards a .ore 

so_bre, _ore aware examination of history: "~ ••• n'ltBit pratique.ent 

J .. aia au niveau du quotidien. • • • Alors que dana ~, on voit tout 1. t •• pa 

1Mnouchkine cited by Colette Godard, "Le ThlAtre du Sol.i1 au travail. 
1793, un 'col1ectif artisana1,'" Le Monda, 4 May 1972,p. 19. 
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The views of history that are represented in the two productions differ 

widely not only in the technique of presentation but also in the attention to 

detail and facta. The history in ~ is that of popular mythology; the 

events enacted or referred to represent the Revolution or at least are synon-

ymous with the Revolution in the minds of the french people. In euch a 

context dates are unnecessary; the significance of the events exists without 

date in the minds of the public. Not a single date is mentioned during the 

performance of ~; all events are referred to by name, for example, the 

"Convocation des Etats Generaux," "Le Lit de justice." 1m is not concerned 

with the realm of the popular imagination as much as that of the living con-

ditions of the people. The passage of time becomes important in that each day 

brings new hardships. Consequently dates proliferate: there are the vague 

"l'hiver 1793" or the precise"21 juillet 1792," "le 31 juillet 1792," tIle 10 

aout" and so on until "le 5 septembre 1793" and le 9 septambra 1793." 

Si.ilarly in ..11!2., taxes are named such as "la champort," "la gabelle," and 

"la ta111e" to give texture to a generalized picture of the suffering of the 

peaaantry at the hands of the lords, whereae in ~ we are presantad with a 

much more exact description of the conditions of the urban worker. Bread is 

twice referred to as costing eight sous a pound and soap is mentioned as 

costing as much as ten sous; both commodities are used as the basia of acenes 

between the working-class women and the small shopkeeper (1793:22; 90-91). In 

the aame manner other details of the economic life of the working man are 

referred to especially the diminishing value of the assignat and the non-

payment of the solde to the wives of men who had gone to the front. In like 

manner, the proliferation of historical events alluded to or recounted in 1789 -
ie reduced to just three in ~: the storming of the Tuileriea on 10 August 

1792, the military victory at Valmy on 20 August 1792, and the fall of the 

Girondin government in ~ay-June 1793. 

1Mnouchkine to fran~oise Kourilsky, "Oe 1783 l 1793: Entretien avec 
Ariane Mnouchkine," Travail th'ltral, no. B (July-September 1972), p. 24. 
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In all aspects of the producti~n--set, staging, lighting, and sound--

the distinction between the two different approaches to the history of the 

Revolution is constantly reflected. The collective method of creation in 

which all elements of a production are developed simultaneouely and with a 

uniform, guiding interpretation of history, ensures this extent of homogeneity. 

Thus, the company can state quite unequivocally that "ll!!2, etait un spectacle 

de 80urce medievale, et que nous voulions tel, parce qulil parle de la fin du 

~oyen-Age, ~ devrait 3tre un spectacle contemporain, parce qulil parle 

vraiment des debuts de notre socilSte.,,1 

The style of ~ suggests an itinerent structure for the production 

ss a whole. Just as a medieval production would involve movemant from one 

mansion to another in the description of the life of an individual in terms of 

a journey, so Le Theatre du Soleil use a multiple-stage technique to account 

for the passage in time of the events of the Revolution. It must be under-

stood that the comparison with ths mediaval theatre is superficial since the 

many stages of 11!! do not each have a solitary significance as do the manaiona 

of heaven and hell, for example, of the mystery. Rather it ie the action that 

take. place on them that endows them with meaning. Given the itinerant atruc

ture, the 8cenographer then has to account for the thematic approach of the 

company to ita subject. He has to create a structure which will acco .. odat. 

both the manifestetions of public rejoicing which should includ. tha audience 

and the moments of necessary critical distance to evaluate the role of the 

bourgeoisie. This double nature for the production suggested it •• lf to the 

company as early as 29 July 1970 in an improviaation on the aa.tille the •• 

(which, in fact, was ultimately never used), "C'ast 1. coexiatence, l 

l'interieur dlune m3me improvisation, de deux modes de representation different_, 

(le rire de foire du premier de Launay et llencerclement plu8 realiste du 

second) qui retient l'interet. tt2 In his attempts to represent this situation in 

the scenography, Guy-Claude fran~oi8 came across the analogy with the 

1Theltre du Solei1, 1793, p. 138. -
2Theatra du Soleil, ~, p. 87. 
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basketball court. He explains: "Le basket-ball est un sport qui demande A 

etre vu de suffisamment pres, parce que l'action individuelle des Joueurs est 

int'ressante a suivre mais il a besoin aussi d'un certain recul pour que le 
1 

spectateur voie la strat'gie du jeu. tt This example provided him with certain 

proportions which also answered the company's need for a transportable produc-

tion that could play in almost any town. The initial conception supplied the 

basic structure of the five stages linked by walkwaye which approximately 

describe a rectangle of the same measurements as a basketball court. 

The early idea of the stages forming an enclosure was abandoned so 

access to the central area became possible. Outside this rectangle there would 

be tiers of seate for spectators. The opening up of the central area meant 

that there existed two groups of spectators, those inside and those outside 

the rectangle. This arrangement was felt to be in complete harmony with the 

direction of the rest of the production as it progressed towards a th'itra de 

foire form: "Nous retrouvions dans les rapports gradins-aire centrale-tr'teaux 

une certsine 'qui valence avec les rapports du th'atre de foire sur les places 

des villes a march': ainsi a Cambrai, les bateleurs s'inatallaient sur la 

place du march' pour jouer devant le menu peuple tandis que des fenetres des 

maisons bourgeoises une autre vision 'tait possible.,,2 

The two areas for the spectators reflect the dialactic of the historical 

representation. The central area provides conditions of perception which lend 

themselvss to a participatory activity on the part of the audience, a constant 

movement from stage to stage to follow the ection, a mutual Jostling--crowd 

conditions that are more suited to the transmission of an atmosphere or a mood 

rather than the understanding of a reasoned argument. Ths gradins provide 

another perspective; the spectators are outside the action and not liable to 

be caught up in the enthusiasm of the fete foraine, but are more liable to 

follow the overall movement of the production and appreciate ite twofold .true-

ture. To this extent, one can state that the unconventional nature of the 

1 
fran~ois, "A chaque spectacle sa sc'nographie," p. 20. 

2Th'atre du Soleil, ~, p. 94. See figure 5, p. 408. 
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scenic structure is not used as a means of surprising the audience (indeed, 

an opening sequence depicting the flight to Varennes was introduced in order 

to reveal the full extent of the dispositif sc'nigue to the audience from the 

outset) nor due to the designer's self-indulgence in theatrical ingenuity; it 

is instrumental in the development of the thematic content of the production. 

The company uses the stage areas in five different ways, either in 

combination or singly. Most often the single stage depicts a single situation; 

this is close to the traditional relationship between audience and stage 

except that the spectators are grouped, standing, in front of a platform that 

begins at about the level of their eyes. However, this usage can be employed 

for a succession of scenes and it results in a cumulative effect. tor 

instance, the opening sequence of scenes that depicts the realities of peasant 

life in 1788 involves the use of stages S, E, 8. The subject-matter of theaa 

portrayals concerns the oppression of the farming peasantry by the taxes 

claimed by Church and Lord, the indigence of the non-landed peasantry, especially 

after the failure of the wheat crop in 1788, and the abuse of the peasantry by 

the landed gentry; by using successive stages the impres8ion given to the 

audience in the parterre is that of nationwide suffering of the people under

lined by the fact that both the land and the sea-coast are mentioned in the 

dialogues. This impression is reinforced by the geometry of the staging; since 

the positions of stages 8 and E are symmetrical, the audience's necessity to 

turn about on itself suggests sn enclosed echoing misery from which there ia 

no eacape. 

A combination of stages may be acted on in a aingle tableau. Juat 

such a caae ia the scene, "La Trahison du Roi." It occurs after a succession 

of single-stage tableaux that poke fun at the King and treat in a light-hearted 

way the impossibility of the people communicating their grievances in the 

caniers de dollances due to their illiteracy. The scsne in question deal. with 

the malevolent influence of Cagliostro, eXerted over the King through Marie

Antoinette and her companions. The frenetic, diebolic atmosphere which sur

rounded the .agician is translated in scenic terms by the uss of strong drum 
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beats (an echo of voodoo ritual) and demonic cavortings along the stages and 

walkways on the far side of the structure from the stands (B-b-C-c-O). 

More strikingly, the tour of the city by the stockbroker de Breuil in 

order to rally support for Necker and opposition to the King takes in not 

only all the stages and walkways, but commences in the parterre itself. The 

stockbroker begins by introducing himself to the people of the parterre and 

then passes from stage to stage recruiting a banker (B), two shopkeepers (C), 

and a retired military officer who, for a price, teaches them how to fire a 

rifle (D). After their instruction the group complete the circuit of the 

stage area "au son du tambour et sur un rythme de marche lIlilitaire" (E-A) 

(1789:46). This circular tour is obviously very effective theatrically but 

more than that, the movement around the srena communicates the tille lapse 

between the dismissal of Necker (11 July 17B9) and the storming of the Bastille 

(14 July 1789), the result of organizetion of public feeling. furthermore, 
1 

while reflecting sccurately the detail of events of these three deys, the 

staging of the tableau reveals the political interpretation underlying the 

company's production. The bourgeois de Breuil (and he is very pedantic in 

emphasizing the significance of the "de" in hie name - 1789:41) begins in the 

parterre with the people. His tour, however, soon takes him up onto the 

treteaux where he meets other members of the shop-owning class. He completes 

the circuit on the level of the treteaux (aasociated with the bourgeoisie). 

When the movement of the people begins in the parterre which leads to the 

taking of the Bastille we find all the bourgeois on stage A, above and apart 

fro. the people. The end of the circuit is the following stage imagel 

LE BANQUIERs Jisi dit Itlachez le peuple," Je n'ai pas dit "ar ... z 
le peuplen • • • 

(Les autres personnages se concertent longuement puis peu a peu. de 
plus en plUS fort. Hs crient "lachez le peuple lt en braguant leura 
fusile vers le public, puis se sauvent.) (1789:46) 

1See Albert Mathiez, The French Revolution trans. Catharina Phillips 
(London: Willi .. e & Norgata, 1927), pp. 46-47: "A .eeting of stock-brokers at 
once took place, which decided to close the Bourse as a protest againat tha 
dis.issal of Necker. Money was distributed to win over the soldiers. Bankers 
like Etienne OBlesBart, Prevotsau, COindre, and Boscary enlisted with their 
staffs in the bourgeois guard which was being formed." 
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The bourgeoisie mouth the revolutionary shout of the people, but are frankly 

opposed to them. The dynamics of de Breuil's passage around the performance 

area illustrate the historical point that the bourgeoisie availed themselves 

of the situation of popular unrest to further their own ends, but, once these 

ends were achieved,the people and the bourgeoisie became opponents. 

The third way in which the scenic structure of multiple stages is put 

to use is in creating simultaneous effects. The first instance of this tech-

nique comes at the end of the initial sequence of peasant misery and before 

the appearance of the King. The echoing effect created by the alternating 

action on stsges 8 and E is amplified by a climactic use of four stage areas, 

A, B, C and E (1789:16). On each area a husband comforts his wife bearing her 

baby in her arms. The detail of each couple and stage is the same (dull 

browns and whites, dim lighting) and all use exactly the aame worde; however, 

the delivery of the sentences is slightly staggered on all four etages so 

that a eubtle echoing effect is orchestrated. This vocal decalage draws the 

spectator's attention from one stage to another where he is, nevertheless, 

confronted with the exact same scene of misery. By the end, the scene has 

assumed a hallucinatory quality producing a haunting image of hardship. It is 

the King's finery that breaks the enchantment and brings welcome relief. 

However, a few straggling phrases from the husbands undercut the fine phrases 

of the King. They leavs a question mark over the sincsrity of the monarch 
ti f.obe. 

which is to be expose~in the ensuing scenes. 

The same technique can be used for totally dissimilar ends. If the 

scene dsscribed above created disunity in the audience by ita simultaneous 

soliciting of the spectator in all directions, a later similar scene creates 

increasing unity in the aUdience. The storming of the Bastille is re-enacted 

not on the level of the action itself but rather on that of the recitation of 

eye-witness reports (1789:47). The scene bsgins by bateleurs (sprsad out over 

sll ths treteaux and among the public both in the central area and in the 

stands) attracting small groups of spectators around them as they each co .. ence 

their account. Although the precise words used may differ, each bateleur is 
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aware of the progress of the report of the others so that the account proceeds 

at the same pace in the different areas of the theatrical space. Th • following 

diagram illustrates the technique in action: 

Initial situation rinal situation 

Bateleurs are seated -----:>~ crouching ---->~ standing 

Spectators in small groups ~ wider groups > "'hole aUdience as 
one group 

with increasing~ 
Account delivered in a whisper ~intensity ~~y shouting 

The finsl situation presents a unified whole because each group of spectator. 

is then aware of the shouted accounts of the other bateleurs; each bateleur 

cen see the others as they stand. The movement towards increased unification 

and intensity is underscored by drumming ",hich begins as "un battsmant rlgulier 

et croissant de tymbales" and at the moment of climax: "be roulement de 

ty.bales s'intensifie puis eclate" (17B9:47). The climax is reached with a 

sudden flooding of the ",hole theatrical space in yello", light and the 

impetuous arrival of a messenger: 

b'HOMME: Citoyansl ba Roi a ranvoye las vingt milla ho •• as et rappele 
NeckerJ be Roi viendra damain ~ Paris pour racavoir la cocarde, d~a 
demain sara antraprisa Is demolition da la Bastille, at nous 
danserons sur ses ruines. bE PEUPLE EST VAINQUEUR. (1189148) 

The .ovement of the scene and the unbridled enthusiasm that it creates among 

the audience ia a substitute for the physical action of the storming of the 

S'astille. The company do not fall into the trap of creating this peak of 

enthusiasm and excitement ",hich is theatrical, and therefore not authentic, 

and then try to transform it into an assault. Rather, the whole action remaina 

on the theatrical level by the eruption of the fete foraine; it is during 

this physical activity that tha public can work off the high spirits of the 

Bastille accounts by throwing bean bags or shouting and cheering at a .ack 

1 
wrestling match. The specific effect of this tableau is the creation of an 

atmosphere of public celebration; the means by which this is achieved ",ere 

1See figure 6, p. 413. 



rig. 6. La rIta foraina in 1789. -
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proved true in the first improvisations: "Ce qui est beau, c'est que peu A 

peu, imperceptiblement, Ie ton a mont&, on sentait l'~meute; de plus, Ie 

th&atre de foire est un th&atre de tradition orale, on retrouve lA sa 

epeci fici te .,,1 

Certain tableaux use the stages in a way which does not coincide with 

any of the three situations that have been described, but rather employ a 

mixture of them. An example in which the dramatic action is developed on 

two stagee simultaneously, but not with a view to audience involvement, ie the 

scene of the symbolic re-enactment of the Revolution that comes at the end of 

the production. The action is performed on stage A for an audience of garishly 

clad bourgeois crowded onto stage D. The events enacted summarize the momenta 

of the Revolution: the People (in the form of a single actor) egged on by 

the Bourgeoisie are extricated from a great basket; they kill the Nobility and 

the Clergy and are then led back tamely into the basket. The cries of laughter 

and derieion that come from the audience of bourgeois on stage 0 are stifled 

as the lid of the basket is raised and the People begin to rise again, but 

the Bourgeoisie with a cry of "A moi, la garde nationale" defeat. the. 

(1789:76). The theatrical situation of the play-within-a-play belies once 

more the overall theme of the production. The bourgeoie on 0 completely over-

look the people in the parterre in order to watch "Ie spectacle de leur propre 

r~volution" (1789:74). As the enactment describes, the People were used by 

the Bourgeoisie and then discarded. Indeed, the situation depicted on stage A 

rebounds back into the "reality" of 1789 when the cry of the Bourgeoisie is 

met on 0 by the proclamation of martial law; this, in turn, is followed by a 

procession of the bourgeois behind the upheld black flag of ordr. fro. 0 

through the parterre to exit by the opening between Band A. The association 

of the public in the psrterre and the mob of 17B9 is confirmed by the bourgeois 

uttering the insult "canaille" to the audience, a common form of abuse during 

2 
the Revolution. 

1Thaatre du 50leil, ~, p. 92. 

2Albert 50boul, The Parisian Sans-Culottes and the French Revolution. 
1793-4 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1964), p. 24. 
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It is interesting to note that there is a certain consistency in the 

use of particular stage areas throughout the production. for example, stage 0 

becomes associated with the confirmation of royal powers or the ascendency of 

the bourgeoisie to the detriment of the people. In the last scene described, 

it supported the victorious bourgeois, but at the beginning of the spectacle 

the King appeared there in all his glory. 

A final scenic area is the parterre. This area is strictly associated 

with the people; it is employed as an acting area when a popular victory is 

portrayed. In the opening minutes that present the flight of the King and 

Queen from Paris and their subsequent arrest at Varennes, they are led through 

the audience in the parterre by a handful of jubilant workers. The victory 

of the Bastille is likewise celebrated in the parterre as well as on the 

stages, and Le Chapelier reads the Bill of Human Rights to the people from the 

floor of the central area (1789:59). We find that the champion of the people, 

Marat, who appears often in the second half of the production, virtually never 

climbs up onto the stages; either he is "sorti de la foule" or he "s'adress8 

au public" from the floor (1789:70; and 73). In fact, the parterre is 

differentiated from the stages by the sound systems employed in these two 

areas. Marat, for example, usually speaks through a hand-held microphone, 

the reproduction of which is coarse and distorted, whereas the stages are 

served by very sensitive, fixed microphones suspended from above which give 

out clear, pure sounds. 

The parterre only becomes an important acting area in the second half 

of the production and, significantly, only after de 8reuil's tour. In fact, 

de Breuil is the first character (apart from the opening Varennes sequence) to 

position himself in the parterre. His appesrance follows an incitemant to 

action from the stages directed at the audience: "Ils n'attendant qu'un ordra, 

qu'un saul pour raser ParisI Etes-vous done bien laches! Qu'sttendaz-vous 

pour vous revoltar? Lae laisaerez-vous faire?" (1789:40). Similar pleaa from 

the stages by peasants during the opsning sequence produced no reaponse at all, 

yet this time action is forthcoming and from a bourgeois. The implicatiDn ia 
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clear: the revolt of the people became effective when the bourgeois associated 

himself with it, but at the same time the people ceded their control over their 

own revolt. It is equally noteworthy that the final use of the parterre as 

an acting area is the exit parade of the bourgeois after the play-within-a

play. Despite their victories, the people have relinquished control over 

their own area of influence. 

In this analysis of the use of the scenic structure, emphasis has 

been placed on how the scenography of a particular tableau underscores its 

thematic content. A final example will illustrate this. In the scene 

depicting the parliamentary debate on the Bill of Human Rights (26 August 1789) 

the dialogue is comprised totally of exact quotation from the historical 

debate; simultaneous use is made of many stages. The d~put~s enter, as did 

the bateleurs for the Bastille scene, from among the people: "Entr~e dea 

deputes dans 18 foule des spectateurs; au fur et ~ me sure de leurs interven

tions. ils montent sur 188 marches des escaliers qui menent aux treteaux ou 

sur les treteaux memes" (1789: 60). Significantly, they are all talking among 

themselves and not to the people. The gradual rising from the floor repre

sents in scenic terms their gradual divorce from the realities of the people 

who had forced the debate, Just as from the central argument of the rights 

of the individual, they diversify into "delire m~taphysique,n "des subtilitls 

mltaphysiques" (1789:63). furthermore, as each depute climbs up onto a 

different stage or walkway, the spatial unity in which they entered is exploded 

over the whole scenic space. After the debate they all agree on a declaration 

of rights that totally contradicts that which they met to discuss. As though 

to emphasize the complete separation between the parlia.ent and the people 

He l'issue du debat parlementaire, les deputls-bateleurs se separent en se 

congratulant las uns les autreadans la plus parfaite at souriante aolidarite" 

(1789;64). The movement in space coincides with the movement of the avent. of 

history interpreted by the company. 

Such varied use of the theatrical apace ia .atched by diversity in 

the relationships between actor and spectator. It has already baen i.plied 
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that the public in the central area is associated with the Paris mob of 1789, 

but this perspective is only one of three. Inside the dual audience structure 

(the separation into central and external spectating areas) the relationship 

between the spectator of the parterre and the actor is developed and modified 

at different moments during the performance. 

The first relationship could be described as that of a spectator in 

1972 attending a performance set in 1789, that is to say, the relationship 

between the present-day and the historical fact. This relationship obtains 

in the scenes that are introduced by a conteur. For example, the opening 

tirade: 

II ~tait une fois, dans un pays que vous avez 
oublie, 
un roi malade et accable de peines. 
Regardez-le: • •• (1789:7) 

This approach is the most common early in the spectacle; it is used to 

portray the peasant misery in "Marie la miserable," the abuse of the pregnant 

woman by her Lord, and the suffering of the baby of the poor couple, as well 

as the spirit of joy fostered by the King's summoning of the Etats G~neraux 

(1789:10-18). In such scenes the spectator is a detached outside observer 

as is shown by the fact that the appeals to the audience by characters in 

distress produce no response and are in fact curtailed by a change in action. 

The spectator is admitted into the performance to a certain degree in 

the second type of relationship, namely spectators in 1789 present at sketches 

performed by bateleurs. Again, the manner of the relationship is illustrated 

by the introduction to the scene to be played. In this case, the conteur is 

abandoned in favour of the bateleur himself: 

A ce moment-ls, Louis entra dans une colere epouvantable et c'ast cetta 
col ere que nous allons vous jouer, mesdames et messieurs, dans la 
celebre seance du "lit de justice" ••• qui opposa d'una part, Louis, 
ce dernier rejeton de la dynastie maudite des Capets et, d'autra part, 
ce lion superbe, ce D~mosthena du dix-huitieme siecle, J'ai nomme Ie 
comte de ~irabeau. (1789:30) 

The style of introduction is that of the fairground, and the popular rhetoric 

is used to whip up support for the contestants rather in the manner of the 

present day boxing match. At the end of the introduction the public and the 
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bateleur are included in a single time sequence; the Bateleur-Mirabeau is 

urged to answer why he sat on the benches for the Third Estate in the Assembly 

in the following words: nEt pourquoi Monsieur de Mirabeau, dites-le-nou8%" 

(1789:30). This approach is most often used in situations where event. are 

to be portrayed according to the popular imagination rather than historical 

fact. An almost identical speech of introduction is employed by the Bateleur-

Magicien for the scene in which the malefic power of Cagliostro over the court 

is to be enacted: 

Tout aurait pu s'arreter l~, mais la fausse bonte du roi cache une 
affreuse traitrise. Son entourage veille. Aussi, nous allons vous 
jouer dans Ie mode barbaresque tile roi aux deux visages." Les trois 
creatures qui piaffent devant moi sont trois comediennes dont je tairrai 
Ie nom, voulant leur eViter, apr~s ce que vous allez voir,les foudres 
mortelles de la col~re royale. (1789:36) 

The sequence of tenses of this passage draws the bateleur, his public and the 

ecene to be depicted into a single time, and that not far removed from 1789. 

The first tense suggests a critical distance or at least a temporal distance 

from the event which preceded it; but by the second half of the opening 

sentence we are thrown back into the immediacy of an imagined present. The 

banter of the bateleur is an attempt to involve ths audience closely in what 

is to happen and to try to create the illusion of its reality by intimating 

that the King himself might take steps against the actresses if their namea 

ware revealed. However, the prevailing tone is that of the popular theatre; 

the public would not consider that they were present at the real event. In 

short, what is invoked is the traditional suspension of disbelief. 

In these first two styles of relationship, an overtly theatrical 

relationship is maintained. This is emphasized by the mere fact that the 

introductions are often accompanied by some manner of costuming. For example, 

the opening conteur takes part in the scene which he has been describing, and 

"~i1 coiffe un bonnet a oreilles diane" (1789:8). The bateleurs who are to 

represent Mirabeau, Dreux-Breze and Louis XVI make up on stage during the 

preliminary speeches (1789130). Finally, the 8ateleur-Magicien abandons hi. 

role of barker in favour of that of Cagliostrol "Je vais maintenant davant 

vous me transformer en fauva, en un personnage auquel vous n'oserez croir., 
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en un mage terrible: Cagliostrol" (1789:36). 

There remains the relationship in ~hich actors and audience become 

identified as a single entity, the Paris mob. This fusion dominates the central 

part of the production and significantly coincides ~ith the moments of great 

popular victories. The transformation from the bateleur-spectator relation

ship to the actor-spectator identification is made through an initial intro

ductory speech. The Bateleur-Magicien tears off his wig and costume emphat

ically underlining the end of the theatrical representation and harangues the 

audience, "5i vous Ie voulez bien, nous allons laisser lA l'imaginaire et 

revenir A notre realitel" (1789:40). He is stating the precedence of 1789 

reality over the imaginary realm of the theatrical representation. He proceeds 

to give an accurate account of the position of the foreign troops with ~hich 

Louis has surrounded Paris. This speech is entirely conducted in the preaent 

tense ~hich distinguishes it from those of the conteurs and the b.telsurs. 

It builds in passion and intsnsity as the speaker identifies himself with his 

public: liLa, la, encore la! Hs bloquent toutes nos reserves de ble, d'tour"nent 

taus nos convoisl A Versailles, ils tiennent nos deputls entre leura griffes" 

(1789140). The speech is concluded with the impassioned plea for action which 

is followed by the emergence of the stockbroker de Breuil from among the audience. 

His address is obviously spoken not to a 1972 theatre public but to a 1789 

Paris crowd (1789:41). It is part of ths thematic structure of the production 

that de Breuil should abandon the parterre and the public-Paris mob, but the 

identification of theatre public and 1789 workere remains nonetheless implicit. 

The period for which this identification is maintained coincides 

exactly with a passage in the performance when actions and events flow from 

one to another without any break or introduction. From de Breuil's recruiting 

tour, we are swept into the recounting of the 14 July and then into the 

celebrations of la fete foraine. These are the moments of popular self

expression and the Theatre du soleil uses the aUdience to express public 

celebration. In the fate foraine the parterre participates symbolically in 

the taking of the Bastille. It must be understood that the identification of 
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public and Paris mob is kept at the level of theatrical effectiveness; that 

is, the identification ie not used to bring the 1789 revolution up to date and 

hence effect some immediate effective political action in the present, but 

rather to take the 1972 audience into the past. 

The identification of public and Parie ~ob only operates in those 

situations at which the mob of 1789 may have been present; therefore, it 

remains intact as Lafayette orders the dispersal of the crowd and as ~arat 

emerges as champion of the people, but as soon as the action of the production 

spreads to the effect of the 14 July on the countryside, on the policies of 

the nobles and the events of the Grande Peur, the conteur is ra-introduced. 

It is therefore consistent that the last type of spectator-actor 

relationship should obtain on the occasion of the "deuxiame grande victoire 

du peuple," namely the enforced return of the royal couple to Paris from 

Versailles on 5 October 1789 (1789:67). The theatrical action that covers 

this sequence of events is begun without any introduction; a woman just aiMply 

emerges from the crowd in the parterre and commences a verbal attack on the 

profiteering by the monopolists, the plot of the nobles to starva the people, 

and the other injustices that the people have to suffer. from this te~pes

tuous start, action swiftly follows action: a group of women rush through ths 

partsrre and return bearing the fifteen-foot effigies of Louis and ~arie

Antoinette; faced with this victory, the authorities appear on stage 0 and 

grimly decree martial law; they descend and pass through the crowd pushing 

back the victorious women and stifling the public rejoicing; even ~arat who 

stands up to them with a passionate speech on behalf of the people is slowly 

swept back. For the remainder of the production the identification of the 

audience with the Paris mob is maintained as the Troisiame oiputi (nEt le dix

neuvieme siecle, ••• il est 1& aux portesl" - 1789:72), ~arat and Barn.ve 

.uccessively address the audience-public. However, as the audienca-public, 

they take no further part in the events depicted, for after 5 October it i. 

the bourgeoisie that i. in control. The final exit of the bourgeois with 

their de.pising oaths to the parterre as the Paris mob underscore. the 
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continuing identification. 

The production offers not only a varied use of space but alao involvea 

the audience in a variety of relationships with the action. The interplay of 

spatial setting and the audience's theatrical situation is structured in order 

to communicate the theme of the play. The coexistence of the participational 

and the critical attitudes that is suggested in the configuration of the set 

is echoed by the different levels of rapport that are struck during the 

performance. By balancing the association of the theatre audience and the 

Paris crowd with the historical description of conteur-introduced tableaux, 

the company has succeeded in moulding into one production both participation 

and distanciation. The merit of this achievement lies in the fact that the 

spectator moves from one relationship to another easily and smoothly. Finding 

oneself in the position of the Paris mob and being treated like them (for 

example, the "canaille" at the end or the "d6gagez" that cuts short the 

celebrations after 14 July) makes an assessment and critical reaction all the 

more deeply felt. 

The opening scenes of peasant suffering are particularly revealing in 

an examination of audience responses to the production. The caricatures of the 

nobility (as a goose), the clergy (as a crow), and the ailing King who are 

exploiting the people (as an ass) passes from highly amusing to highly 

nauseating as the scene accelerates. The audience is left in an uncertain 

position wanting to recoil from the acene into which it has been drawn. 

Applause and bowing from the actors serve as an escape valve and diapal this 

uneasineaa. The following tableau of "Marie, la miserable" preeents a straight

forward situation of human suffering, but the audience has no time to form a 

lasting Judgement as the action moves quickly on. Hu.an suffering ie next 

treated in a more poetic manner through a crude personification of the tax, 

fIla gabelle," ending with an appeal to the audience. But again no time ie lett 

tor evaluation a8 "Ie conteur continue" {1789:13)o The fourth scene involv •• 

the violation of the rights of a pregnant woman by 8 bo_baetic seigneur; atter 

baing played in 8 highly drematic way, the feeling of outrage engendered i. 
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stifled once more by bowing. In all four of the situations the spectator 

looks on as an outside observer and his involvement in the action is denied 

because his sense of moral outrage is always prevented from developing. In 

the following tableau that uses simulteneous contrapuntal techniques to 

express the hardship of a young married couple and their baby, the spectator 

is involved in the action, is inserted into the centre of the action which he 

1 b d f outsl"de up ~ th tit Th i has on y 0 serve rom ~ a po n. e scene s not halted 

by the intervention of the conteur, but by the ascension of the elegantly 

clothed King surrounded by well-fed, pretty peasant girls and accompanied by 

brilliant light and grandiose music. The spectator by having first observed 

and then partiCipated in (on a theatrical level of involvement) the hardship 

of the peasants is led to a greater feeling of disgust at the injustices of 

the society by the appearance of the King. This contrast of feeling ia under-

scored by following the King's installation on stage 0 with all ita pomp, 

ceremony and sycophantic smiles with the singing of a patriotic peasant song 

by a young, Jovial peasant girl at the opposite end (stage A). The artificial-

1ty of the King is contrasted to the natural freshness of the peasant girl; 

the classical music booming out from hidden amplifiers is replaced by the 

melody of a single flute played by a peasant accompanist. Thia paasage of 

ths spectator through different attitudes towerds the representation is sy.p-

tomatic of his oscillation throughout the production, from participation to 

critical appreciation and back. 

Since the spectator is absorbed into the theatrical reality only part 

of the time, he is not oblivious of his position as a contemporary individual 

regarding a historical subject nor of the critical sense that this temporal 

distancing makes available to him. Indeed, the coexistence of 1789 and 1972 

in the production is demonstrated by the use of the microphone by Marat; tha 

way he moves with it recalls the ballad singar of contemporary night-clubs. 

Given the diversity of techniques in the performance, it is very 

aurprising that most of the critical evaluations of the production emphasized 

the identification of the public with the Paris mob 8S being the central elament. 
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However, to dwell on the fete theatrale alone is to misunderstand the movement 
1 

and structure of the production. True, this association of the spectators 

to the action of the spectacle allows the company to avoid the inconsistency 

of Rolland's play in which the audience, which had been the passive spectators 

of a historical reconstruction, are suddenly turned on and aeked to respond 

actively to the performance. But where the Theatre du Soleil show themselves 

superior to Rolland is in their understanding of the theatrical experience. 

They accept that theatre cannot make revolution or change society itself, and 

so in their production the call for action that is made by the Bateleur-

Magicien is answered in theatrical terms by the recitations of the capture of 

the Bastille and the fun of the fair. Nevertheless, certain shortcomings are 

apparent in the practice of the production 11!i, for is it not a somewhat 

false assumption that the theatre going public of 1972 can be fairly identified 

with the Paris mob? The former is mainly middle class and it was not that 

class which accounted for the majority of the people in the streets during the 

Revolution. A second point to be made is that the spectators in the parterra, 

although incorporated into the revolutionary crowd with the actors, are always 

on a different level of comprehension of what is actually happening to that 

of the actors. Hence, in the scene of the return of the royal couple to Parie, 

the actors hurriedly clear the space for the passage of the huge effigies by 

keeping the spectators well away. 

If ~ is characterized by movement, variety, colour and theatricality, 

1793 presents a totally different view of the world in its more static, sombra ......... 
and serious composition. ~ concerns itself with a historical reality. This 

is illustrated by the fact that practically all scenes of 1793 are introduced .......... 
by the conteur technique. The experience of thia technique in 11!! ahows that 

such scenes do not attempt to include the audience in the performance, but ara 

rather employed to provoke contemplation about the hietorical situation. 

Throughout the performance it is made clear that the aim of 1793 is to induce .......... 
this mental activity on the part of the audience. 

1Claude Olivier, Lee Lettres francaises, 20 January 1971, p. 16. 
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The scenic structure of ~ suggests the th6atre de foire; it includes 

recognizably theatrical acting areas and is used in an overtly theatrical 

manner with back-cloths and curtains. The theatrical space for ~ offers 

no such theatrical allusions. furthermore, on first entering the main 

performance area, there are no clearly defined areas for spectatora and actors. 

The whole theatrical araa is built out of wood, a replica of the church halls 
1 

which were the meeting-places for the sectionnaires. Indeed in contrast to 

the set for ~ which is only given meaning by the action portrayed on it, 

the set for 1793 is a defined, historical venue. The three isolated table-.......... 
stages which form the main centres of the action do not allow the flow and 

smooth transitional movement that the ~ set affords. Each scene is clearly 

demarcated by the noisy transfer of the actors from one table to another. 

This has important implications for the temporal conception of 1793; because 

each action is isolated, one is conscious of the passage from one event to the 

next and, by extension, the time lapse between events. 

The lighting techniques of the later production fulfil the same function 

of insisting on the passing of time. Instead of the theatrical spotlighte and 

stage lighting of 11![, here the lighting sources are either external to the 

theatrical space or in the form of naturalistic lamps suspended over each 

table-stage. The lighting effects are total, that is, the audience and tha 

actors are in the same light just as they are included in the same defined 

place, la section. The external sources produce a synthesized daylight that 

shines through the glass roof of the Cartoucherie and the windows at either end. 

This daylight follows its natural course; during the opening sequence it 

diminishes and as it does so the lamps over the tables are illuminated. 

Lighting also plays an important role in the avocation of • concrata 

reality which is the aim of the production. for example, the 8cene, "La Lavoir 

en Itl," is accompanied by golden light streaming in through the window8, 

whereas the parallel scene, "Le Lavoir en hiver," is illu~nated by a ata.ly, 

grey light. Similarly, the resounding clsssical music of 1789--Handal. Bach 

15a• Figura 7, p. 425. 
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Mozart, Beethoven, r'lahler-has no place in 11.2lwith its simple popular songs 

accompanied by drum and flute. At no time is the section drownsd in sounds 

that are transmitted from sources outside itself. The theme of the production 

concentrates on the economic and political situation of the people in 1793; 

simplicity is IIIhat characterizes the techniques employed: "Au depart, la salla 

devait etre entierement utilisee, mais Ie spectacle evoluant vers une 

concentration du jeu des comediens dans un lieu plus ferme, il noue a peru 

1 
utile de n'habiter qu'une saula nef da la Cartoucherie, pour la Bection." 

In the matter of characterization as much as in any other aspect of 

production, the difference in style of ~ and ~ is made abundantly clear. 

In the former, the actors play many different parts and, furthermore, the 

same role is interpreted by many different actors: for example, Gerard Hardy 

appears as Louis XVI, a banker, a colonial noble in Santo Domingo, a member of 

the Comedie rran~aise, a parliamentary secretary, and one of the triumphant 

bourgeois; but Louis XVI is also performed by Serge Coursan, Louis Samier, 

Marc Godard, and Georges Bonnaud as lIIell as by two different-aized puppets. 

The continuity of ths production in this respect is not to be found in any 

eesential detail of characterization, but rather in costuming: 

A chaque changement de situation, ils [les personnageal sont interprltla 
par un comedien different signale par un detail signi(icatif da coatumas 
les nobles portent des fraises et des chapeaux de mouaquetairea, lea 
paysans se referent a Le Nain au a Watteau selon le climat a creer. le 
comedien ne donne jamais a voir Louis XVI ou Necker, par exemple, maie 
leur image signifiante. 2 

Characterization through external detail alone precludes the traditional 

identification either of character with his role or of spactator with actor-

character. 11!! plays on the possibility of multiple and complex relationahips 

between spectator and actor that freedom from this convention brings about. 

~ is not suited to this diffuse approach to characterization. The 

emphasia is on the evocation of a concrete reality and not of a reality created 

in the popular imagination. from emblematic coatuming, the maans of continuity 

1Theatre du Solail, ~, p. 157. 

2Mnouchkine and Penchenat, "Aventure," p. 124. 
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was turned to "1a recherche et l'approche de personnages charnels."1 This 

direction was taken up in rehearsals as early as December 1971 and by January 

the following year it.was clear that the characters must be placed in a defined 

and specific milieu for the effect to be realized. From that point onwards 

rehearsals tended towards the creation of stable characters and a concentration 

on a single setting, that is, la section. 2 

The creation of these characters was a complex process involving the 

actor's own experience, personal research and observation as well as the 

necessity for historical accuracy. To a certain extent, ~ proved to be the 

continuation of Les Clowns in this respect, where ~ had been its continua-

tion in the matter of the style of performance. For instance, the actors were 

left the freedom by Mnouchkine to form their own sectionnaira, Just as in 

Les Clowns each actor built his own identity as a clown. Philippe Caubere 

became Nine d'Allauch in the production through a common Marseille heritage; 

Genevi~ve Rey, on the other hand, chose the role of a servant, Angele Lafargue, 
3 

because she considered it close to her bourgeois upbringing. Panchenat 

explains the necessity of the process that encouraged the actors to resort to 

their personal experience and family heritage: 

Oui, noua preferona tous parler de quelque chose que noua connaissions • 
• • • 11 fallait chercher les racines qUi restent en nous, parce qulon 
est co.pletement d'sincarne maintenant dans une villa. Et pour parler 
de ces gens du peuple 1792-3, de leur chaleur, de leur force, on evait 
besoin de retrouver des racines. 4 

Once these roots had been found and the embryonic sectionnaire had 

bean given an occupation or trade, once more ths company employed direct 

observation. Just as for La Cuisina the actors had visited kitchens to study 

waiters in action, so for ~ the actors sought a tradesman with whom to 

spend s day. Rene Patrignani, hence, visited a blacksmith; Nicole rllix, 

a repasseuse; Roland Amstutz, a carpenter. This was not to produce an 

1Thlatrs du Soleil, ~, p. 141. 2 Ibid., pp. 148-49. 

35ee rran~oisa Kourilsky, tlEntretien avec les comediens," Travail 
theatral, no. 8 (July-September 1972), p. 35. 

4penchenat to Kourilsky, "Entretiens avec les co_Idiena," p. 35. 
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accurate replica of a blacksmith or carpenter, but to be able to inform the 

character with those gestures which reveal the socisl position of the trade 

chosen. The aim was not to recreate that particular tradesman observed but to 

express his social reality. In more ideological terms, tIle personnage charnel 

1 
doit etre saisi d'un point de vue his tori que et social." The creativity and 

observation of the actor had to be channeled through his awarene.. and compre-

hension of the historical events of 1793; as Philippe Caubere states, "Tout ce 

qu'on voit apparaitre des personnages dans le spectacle a, en fait, une 

signification historique et pOlitique.,,2 

Evidence of the company's historical awareness is to be found in the 

inspiration for certain of the characters. It is a fact that none of the well-

known figures of the Revolution eppear directly in the performance; however, 

certain of these figures are at the base of characters that do appear. GIrard 

Hardy who plays Charles-Henri Le Breton admits his debt to Varlet. The latter 

shares with his theatrical counterpart a position in the postal service. Varlet 

was a member of the Section des Droits de l'Homme so it is natural to find him 

in the company's section. However, Varlet was in no way a member of the 

working class having enjoyed an inheritance from his mother; this economic 

position is reflected in the performance by hie elegant and well-groomed 

clothes that distinguish him from the more shabbily dressed butcher, joiner 

and blacksmith. finally, Varlet's extrovert and vitriolic character have made 

their mark in Le Breton's willingness to perform in front of his fellow 

sectionnaires, either as the victor of Valmy or the monopolist grocer of the 

rue Saint-Blaise (1793158; and 118-20). As e political enrage Varlet was an 

extremiet in his 80cialist views. A di8ciple of Rous8eau, he was a firm 

bali ever in the power and sovereignty of the people and attacked their 

exploitation by merchants and politicians alike. 3 Le Breton is the 

1catharine Mounier, "Roles et personnage8," Travail theatral, no. 8 
(July-September 1972), p. 39. 

2philippe Caubere to Kouril8ky, "Entretien avec le8 comedien8," p. 37. 

35 •• R. B. RD •• , The Enras'sl Socialist8 of the French Revolution? 
("-lbournel Melbourne University Press, 1965). 
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representative of this political faction inside the section created by the 

Theatre du 501eil. It is he who reports the petition taken before the 

Convention Nationale by Jacques Roux, the more famous enrage (1793:84-86). 

This petition, in the words of the historian Soboul, reflected the movement 

towards "popular egalitarianism,,;1 therefore, it is no surprise to find 

Le Breton championing the cause of equality of the people and their right to 

exercise direct power: 

Un peuple represente n'est pas libre. La volonte ne se represente 
pas. (1793:124) 

Eh bien moi, je vous adjure de vous mettre ~ la place de la representation 
nationele, que les deputes descendent de leurs gradins, ils appartiennent 
au peuple. (1793:126) 

Characteristically, it is Le Breton who assumes the role of inquisitor in the 

trial of the monopolist that the sectionnaires enact for their own amusement, 

and who, in a moment of unbridled idealism, proclaims "la reunion immiSdiate 

de la lune ~ la terre:" (1793: 67-70; and 76). 

Further proof of the company's ability to build historical fact and 

detail into a theatrical performance without the simple transposition that 

ends in reconstruction, is revealed in the character Germain Fabre, the 

engraver. Georges Bonnaud constructed this theatrical creation on a certain 

Lange, a municipal officer in Lyons who in the summer of 1792 declared in a 

pamphlet that all foodstuffs should be nationalized and that prices should be 

fixed according to the resources of the consumers and not the claims of the 

landowners. 2 Germsin Fabre is, from the outset, a firm believer in public 

opinion end leter develops into e follower of the "philosophes",supporting a 

philosophy of "Ie bonheur commun" in order to improve the quality of life by 

3 
such measures as fres housing of equal standard for all. Similar parallels 

exist between Franck Poumeyrsau's Baptiste Dumont and Robespierre and Philippe 

Caubere's Nene d'Allauch and a federe mar.eillais called Romme. 

p. 111. 

1S0boul, Parisian Sans-Culottes, p. 58. 

25ee Methiez, rrench Revolution, p. 207. 

35ee Theatre du soleil, ~, p. 19; p. 73; p. 115; pp. 75-76, end 
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The names for these characters were selected to sound authentic. Not 

all merely sound authentic, one in particular is actually that of a tradesman 

who became a commissaire revolutionnaire of the Section Mont-Blanc. It is in 

keeping with the perspective of the production that the authentic name should 

not be that of a leading figure; it is also probable that the character only 

shares a name and a profession with his historical predecessor. What is known 

of this Antoine Mar6chal is that during the public celebrations in honour of 

Marat, he proclaimed an attack on the rich who identified themselves with the 

cause of the people in the sections.1 Roland Amstutz's version of Marschal, 

the menuisier, remains a more conservative figure by his championing of the 

shopkeeper and the right to own property. In an imaginary constitution that 

carries his name, he puts forward three articles: equality of opportunity for 

children, the right of inheritance and the right to possese property (1793,71; 

and 75). The apparent contradiction of these articles is representative of 

the sans-culottes' inability to deal with political theory; many of the demsnds 

articulated in the period were the result of specific situations and were not 

argued from a consistent social viewpoint. The demand for the right to own 

property, in fact, is the one demand that reflects the social ideal of the 

sans-culotteriel 

CITOYEN MENUISIER: Article deux: chaque citoyen doit avoir sa petite 
propriet', un artisan eon atelier, un commer~ant sa boutique, un 
paysan son champ, une proprist' modeste mais suffisante pour chaque 
famille. 11 faut que chacun soit libre et ind'pendent, qulil se 
suffise a lui-memel (1793:71; and 73) 

This speech is a theatrical restatement of a declaration by the Section des 

Sans-Culottes on 2 September 1793 in which it was laid down that nobody should 

own more than one shop or workshop in order that inequality of wealth might be 

2 
gradually eroded. 

By this procese of integrating the political problems of the period 

into the construction of a character, the company avoids plain historical 

1See Soboul, Parieian Sans-Culottes, p. 83: "We have rich people in 
this Section, citizens under suspicion. We shall arrest them and, if necessary, 
force them to pay 100,000 ~ as a revolutionary tax." 

2Ibid., p. 64. 
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reconstruction and, indeed, psychological portrayal. No persons such as 

Charles La Breton or even Antoine Marechal actually existed; these characters 

may be built on historical figures, but they reflect the wider political 

situation of the time. Nor are characters the subjective creations of the 

actors since they are tempered by the observance of historical and social 

reality. Penchenat explains: "Nous pouvions amener tout ce que nous avions 

envie d'amener dans la construction de notre personnage, mais pas gratultement. 

Le personnage ••• doit refleter toute une categorle de personnages, les 
1 

enrages, les babouvistes, les robespierristes." 

Part of that reality was the evolution of political ideas caused by 

the turn of events. To reflect this situation the company realized that the 
2 

characters must develop throughout the performance. An example ia Penchenat'a 

own creation, the scribe and clerk of court, Honore ferron. As an ex-repre-

sentative of the civil authorities and royal power (1793,65-66), ferron i8 at 

the outset an observer of due form and honest practice: 

CITOVEN GREffIER: Citoyens, tout ce que nous disons l~ doit Stre 
consigne dans une petition en bonne et due forme, signee de noue 
tous, que nous irons presenter a l'Assemblee, avec l'assent1ment dee 
quarante-sept autres sectionsl (1793:19) 

The rejection of the constitution by the Assembly 1s theatrically enacted by 

a sectionnaire throwing a ball of paper into ferron's face. In this action 

we have fused a representation of historical reality and the personal intar-

action of the sectionnaires that leads to the development of each character 

and his political ideas. ferron's adherence to the traditional means of 

reform is symbolically ended when he plays a Girondin depute (the elected 

representative of the psopla) in a light-heartad farce in the section and is 

beheaded. from hesitant compliance to the will of the majority, ferron passes 

to authoritative action in urging the section to draw up a constitution, in 

calling for unity among the sectionnaires, and in leading the civic banquet 

on which the performance ends (1793:71; 94; and 114). Politically, his ideas 

advance fro. opposition to the conatitution to a demand for tha nationalization 

1penchenat to Kourilsky, "Entratien avec les comediens," p. 37. 

2Ibid., p. 34. 
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of land and the declaration of an idealistic universal republic (1793:19; and 

75): 

CITOYEN GREFFIER: II faut que la Constitution soit universelle, qu'ell. 
s'applique a tous les hommes de la terre et qu'elle rlgisse une 
rlpublique universelle ou le mot de guerre serait a jamais rayl du 
vocabulaire. Et dans cette republique universelle il n'y aurait pas 
de disputes puisqu'il n'y a pas de points de communication entre la 
terre et les planetes. (1793:76) 

By the end of the performance he has become a follower of Babeuf in his 

support of the sovereignty of the people and the responsibility of the dlputls 

to the people (1793:121-22). Indeed, from a man who has interceded on behalf 

of unity in an argument between Le Breton (repreeenting the enragl faction) 

and Baptiste Dumont (the follower of Robespierre), he becomes the leader of 

the debate that finally sees Dumont defeated in favour of the more militant 

approach of the enragls (1793:126). The structure of the performance is 

dramatically based on the relative positions of certain sectionnaires within 

the group; for example, Le Breton and Dumont are opponents, the latter 

enjoying support in the first half of the performance, the former in the 

second half; the evolution of Ferron is the back-cloth against which this 

confrontation of roles is played out. Thematically, the structure derives 

from the movement of history, the emergence of the enrasls as a result of 

the worsening conditions of life. 

As a group, the sactionnaires are a combination of the small shop 

owner (Jospeh Dupril, marchand de vin), the craftsman (Adrian Rlveillard, 

forgeron), the office employee (Charles-Henri Le Breton, co..ts dea postaa), 

the aoldier (Jean Choux, militaire) as well as the serving cl.ss (Louisa 

Cassius de Linval, journaliara) represented in the main by women. The majority 

are drawn from the shopkeepers or tradesman; this explains the defence of the 

small property owner against the socialist proposals of rllicien Parent, who 

aa 8 commis boucher. has no property to defend: 

fELICIEN PARENT: ••• l'&rri~re-boutique, elle eat pleine, alors, on 
rentre dedans ••• (remous dans 1& section) 

CITOYEN ftARCHAND DE VIN: Tu croia que je vsia te laiaaef piller m. 
boutique de vin, moi? 

CITOYEN ~ENUISIER: On va pas commencer a piller las honnstaa commerganta, 
w& ae retournerait contfe nousl (1793:26) 
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The social composition of the section reflects the distinct absence of the 

male working classes, the urban proletariat or the unskilled industrial labourer. 

Baptiste Dumont points out this fact to the sectionnaires: "La grande societe 

populaire, c'est Ie peuple fran~ai8, et puis, Ie peuple existe-t-il chaque 

jour dans les sections? (reactions violentes)" (1793:125). It was a fact that 

the sans-culottes movement was fashioned by the craftsmen and shop-owners and 
1 

not by any truly working-class representation. The make-up of the section 

reveals that sans-culotterie was less a movement than "a coalition of socially 
2 

heterogeneous elements"; for example, the middle-class liberals, Dumont and 

Le Breton, are found among the craftsmen and tradesmen of the section. It was 

never a unified political force but was constantly "undermined by internal 
3 

contradictions." The washerwoman meets the butcher inside the section but 

this does not alter their commercial relationship outside the meeting hall. 

It is this paradox that Louise articulates: 

LOUISE: Moi, c'est l'egoisme, l'indifference qui regnent parmi les gens 
comme nous, c'est ~a qui divise les sanS-CUlottes! Tiens, tu vas 
chez Ie boucher, tu es pauvre, alors tu as droit aux os et aux bas 
morceaux, tandis qu'aux riches, i1 leur reserve les morceaux les plus 
delicats, et plutot que de mettre ~ un prix abordable les bons 
morceaux pour les sans-culottes, i1 prefere le8 laisser pourrir et 
1es jeterl (1793:106) 

The differences between the sectionnaires are to some extent reflected 

in the costuming: for example, ferron wears white gaiters, silk choker and a 

broad-brimmed hat which contrasts with the uniform of the sans-culottes move-

ment, the bonnet rouge, the short waistcoat (la carmagnole), and long trousers. 

It is interesting to note that as he advences in his political development 

towards babouvisme, ferron's costume is altered accordingly (mainly by the 

abandonment of the hat). Similarly the journalist, Baptiste Dumont, stands 

out from the section by his middle-class attire: white socks, highly poliehed 

shoes with gold buckles, silk waistcoat and white choker. Throughout the 

performance, there is no noticeable change in hie appearance, and so it is 

consistent that he should remain outsida the group at the end of the 

1S0boul, Parisian Sans-Culottes, p. 28. 

2 Ibid., p. 48. 
3 
Ibid., p. 33. 
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production (1793:126). Indeed, it is in keeping with a character based on 

Robespierre to refuse to wear the sans-culottes uniform, for on 19 March 1792 

Robespierre himself had opposed a motion in the Convention that demended all 

deputes wear the bonnet rougs. This attention to the detail of costume i. 

significant in the light of Soboul's remark: "The sans-culottes readily judged 
1 

a person's character from his appearance." Thus, the moment of Dumont's fall 

from popularity in the section is marked by a reference to his physical 

appearance as Nana d'Allauch spits out: "II est beau comme un roil" (1793:126). 

The events and relationships in the section are, therefore, reflections 

of the historical and political situation, but at the same time this situation 

is the product of everyday events, such as those enacted by the sectionnaires. 

This dialectic is represented in the section by the division into a male and 

female group. The men are the embodiment of the social ideals and aspirations 

of the time, whereas the women incarnate the suffering and problems of every-

day life. It is they who twice enact the scene outside a bakery to illustrate 

to the men the hardships in the city; it is equally through them that the 

economic details of urban life are expressed. The interaction between the 

everyday and the shaping of political initiatives in the historical context i8 

portrayed dramatically by the position of the women inside the section. 

In the opening situation, tha women are ready for action as eitoyenne 

Ang~le shouts across to the wrangling men: "Tu crois qu'on ne va pas marcher, 

citoyen, moi, je peux te dire qu'on est tous prets, et nous, Iss fem.es, on a 

de bonnes raisons pour ¥a" (1793:20). The inaction of the men would appear to 

be due to their own ignorance of the political issues and to thair opposition 

to female involvement as is prove~ by the "brouhaha desapprobataur" that greete 

Nene d'Allauch's suggestion that women should vote in the alection of 

commissars (1793:26). The scenes at the communal wash-house, 1n su-.er and 

winter, serve to complete their identities as individusls and also to demon-

strate their politicsl self-education through their daily experience. For 

exa_ple, it is Rose-Maris who points out the shortCOMings in Maret's argUMent 

1 Ibid., p. 19. 
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for making the deliberations of the Convention public by building benches 

for four thousand spectators: 

ROSE-MARIE: Quatre mille! II y pense pas, Maratl Tous les hommes sont 
au front! Dix-huit mille en trois semaines qui sont partis, avec 
mon homme! Alors, comment on va les remplir les tribunes! Avec 
les riches! (1793:51) 

Through their reactions to events, the divorce between the people and their 

elected representatives is made apparent, a divorce that lies at the root of 

the rise of the enra9~s. Thus, it is the women who begin the response to 

Baptiste Dumont's opposition to Jacques Roux's petition: 

ANGELE: Tu ne sais pas ce que tu dis, citoyen, tu ne connais pas la 
misere du peuple. (1793:87) 

Consequently it is they who polarize the opinion of the men and force Dumont 

to compromise. The increasing power of the female faction (by implication, 

the faction of political action through economic necessity) is demonstrated 

scenically at the end of this scene: "Elles sont relointes par les hommes de 

la section gui avaient approuv~, dans la scene pr~c~dente. la p~tition de 

Jacques Roux" (1793:91). Through their action, the women have become 

sufficiently politically aware that their next appearance is marked by their 

own demands and articles for a petition (1793:104-12). The final tableau 

presents the women standing up with the men to cite articles from the 

Constitution on the occasion of the general uprising of 23 August 1793 

(1793:115-16). from non-voting, additional members to the section, the women 

have risen to become important and equal in the political activity of the 

section. The occasion of their political maturity is significantly also that 

of the defeat of Baptiste Dumont and his legal constitutional approach at the 

hands of the revolutionary element represented by Le Breton and Rsnoir. The 

growing prominence accorded to the women illustrates the fact that "economic 

fluctuations provided the rhythm of the revolutionary movement" and, more 

precisely, that the problem of hunger and paying for food was lithe essential 

feature of popular movements during the Revolution.,,1 

It is these fluctuations that are of importance in the production. 

1Ibid., p. 54; and p. 42. 
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The movement of history and its effects on the people are what interest ths 

company. Although interpreted through the sectionnaires pressnted before us, 

it is the people's indomitable spirit to triumph over the events and to strive 

towards a revolutionary society that the company gives as an example and not 

the individual's psychology in the moment of stress: "Si elle ~ne sc~neJ 

n'apporte qu'une connaissence ~largie du personnage, elle est finalement 

inutile et peut rarement rester, parce queen la surchargeant artificiellement 

on la d'&trui t." 1 The final scene is one of the triumph of the people. 

Historical events after 1793 destroy their achievements as the final roll-call 

illustrates, but the repression of later years cannot eradicate the existence 

of lila cit.& revolutionnaire" nor deny that it is "de ce monde," the aphorism 

which is the apt sub-title to the production. Through their characterization 

the company illustrate Soboul's assessment of the sans-culotte movement as 
2 

representing "the glimmerings of a new moral code." 

As far as the actor's attitude towards his role is concerned, the 

company's customary avoidance of identificetion recurs once more. Penchenat 

affirms that lIil n'y a aucune identification entre noue et notre personnage," 

and Philippe Caubere explains that it would be impossible for the actor not 

to treat the character "avec distance" because the aim and direction of the 
3 

production are never out of sight. 

This distence between the actor and his role is expressed in performance 

by the introductory formula through which an ector-conteur identifiee hi_self 

as s certain sectionnsire. The most straightforward of these introductions 

follows this pattern: 

UN CONTEUR: Le 31 juillet 1792, les assembl.&es du 
envahies par les citoyens de toutes origines. 
Renoir • • • qui ~teit, ce jour-l~, pr'&sidsnt. 
boulanger) 

CITOYEN BOULANGER: O'abord,... (1793:17) 

quartiers furent 
Je jouerai le boulanger 
(Jouant le citoren 

In this example the transition is underscored by the splitting of the speach 

1Mnouchkine cited by Godard, "Collectif artisanal," p. 19. 

2soboul, Parisian Sans-Culottes, p. 247. 

3penchenat and Caubere to Kourllsky,"Entretien avec les co_Idiens," 
p. 37; and p. 38. 
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and the direct naming of the sectionnaire to be played. ~ore often the 

transition is not so well defined but is nevertheless obvious: 

UNE CONTEUSE: Alors, les hommes sont partis et dans Paris, les femmes 
sont restaes et Rose-Marie Quentin, tous les jours, meme le dimanche, 
elle va au lavoir. (Elle joue Rose-Marie.) 

ANGELE: Bonjour, Rose-~ariel (1793:48) 

The characters Adrien Raveillard, Nana d'Allauch, Agricol Chapette, and Honor' 

terron all conduct similar speeches of introduction. Not only does this 

technique preclude identification with the character either by the actor or 

indeed by the audience, it also keeps the historical situation constantly in 

focus. 

Although each actor defines a single sectionnaire and develops a 

single character, there are occasions in which the sectionnaire assumes another 

role. This situation is reminiscent of the actor-bateleur-historical figure 

arrangement of 11[[. However, there is a qualitative difference betwean the 

analogous situations in the two productions, a difference that again has its 

roots in a divergence of overall perspective. A case in point is that of 

Honore terron's mimicry of the writing of official history in the scene, 

"Le Racit du f'dare." The scene is constructed around two simultaneous 

speeches; the one related by Agricol Chapette deals with the actual events 

of his journey to Paris, and the other by terron represents what the historians 

have made of the harsh facts. The accounts are timed so that a8 the end 

approaches the pace is incraased, the parody more exaggerated and the official 

account more preposterous. However, at the end the scene is applauded by the 

other sectionnaires from another table-stage. It becomes apparent that the 

ecene was played as an amusement for them as much as for the aUdience. Agricol 

Chapette and Honore terron light-heartedly return their companions' applause 

with gracious theatrical bows. The other instances of the sectionnaire as an 

actor are all characterized by the conscious parody of the part by the 

sectionnairs. tor example, Charles-Henri Le Breton introduces the farce about 

the monopolist grocer: 

CITOYEN LE BRETON: Cltoyens, nous allons vous jouer une petite sayn~t8, 
sur le maximum! • • • ~a s'appellera: l'epicier accapareur ou la 
tas.e du maximum! (Les trois coupa sont frappes par le citoyen 
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reffier et durant toute la scene les orteront 
comme un v ritable public de guignol.) 

Similarly, Honor~ Ferron incarnates a people's representative in a manner 

meant as a joke for the delight of the section; the stage direction emphasizes 

the distance: !Ill joue au d~put~ girondin" (1793:70). 

Any situation that refers to events outside the meeting-hall is either 

directly reported to the sectionnaires by one of their number (Le Breton reads 

Jacques ROux's petition) or is enacted in a scene for the purpose of informing 

the other sectionnaires. Overtly theatrical moments like the victorious 

return from Valmy are met with overtly theatrical responses from the other 

sectionnaires,such as loud applause and cheering. Even more solemn scenes 

such as "Le Lavoir en ete" are kept on the level of enactment by their staging. 

In the scene in question, the women are all seated around the table-stage and 

enter from that position to make their speeches (1793:48). The essential 

distinction between ~ and ~ that underlies this technique is expressed 

by the company: "Dans .1Z2l, ce seront, non plus les acteurs du Theatre du 

Soleil qui jouent le role de bateleurs qui racontent la Revolution, msis lea 

acteurs qui joueront le role de sectionnaires, de sans-culottes qui 8e 
, 1 

racontent la Revolution." The crucial word is the reflexive pronoun "se." 

The theatricality of the situation remains inside the events as they are 

related to each other by the sectionnaires. They are not told to the theatre 

audience. The spectators are not asked to suspend their disbelief and identity 

with eny of the situations enacted, but rather to remain a twentieth-century 

collection of people in the face of the information presented to them. Whereas 

~ attempts to involve the audience in order to express its political opinion, 

~ simply states the company's understanding of a historical aituation. 

11![ is a theatre of participation; ~ is a theatre of information. The 

ever present ector, either seated at the table-stage or beside it, constantly 

comes between the audience and the enacted event. 

11!i presents a whole range of different acting etyles and theatrical 

1Theatre du Solai1, ~, pp. 137-38. 
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devices. There are scenes derived from the medieval bestiary (the ailing 

King), from the allegory or the parable ("Marie la misiSrable"), from a naive 

symbolism (lila gabelle") as well as historical tableau (tILe Seigneur a Saint-

Oomingue ll ), statement of historical fact (the accounts of the storming of the 

Bastille) and the unadorned reading of historical documents ("Le OiSbat 

parlementaire"). The means used to express these variations of tone, similarly, 

range from almost straight acting through puppetry to parody and clowning. 

This is the debt owed to popular forms of entertainment. Many of the same 

techniques and procedures are to be found in the later production but their 

use is tempered by the fact that they are employed for the mutual entertain-

ment of the sectionnaires. Whereas each of the techniques enumerated shares 

an almost equal importance in ~, all are used in ~ as moments grafted 

onto the main development of the production which is expressed in the form 

of the recite 

In 1121, there are fewer instances of direct quotation from historical 

documents (five in ~ as opposed to eight in ~), and two of these 

instances involve a quotation from Marat's paper L'Ami du peuple and the 

reading of Jacques ROux's petition (1793:50-52; and 84-94). There is but a 

single quotation from a major revolutionary figure, Robespierre, and thia ia 

reported by Dumont (1793:29-31). The other two citations are from the pltition 

de ~auconseil snd the revolutionary constitution (1793:22-24; and 115-16). 

The implication is that these are the only words which filtered through to 

the level of the people. 

The other historical technique that continues from 1789 is the use of -
the conteur who describes historical situations and events. In ~ not only 

does he introduce the scenes, but he is seen to conclude certain specific 

scenes. He appears in this role at the end of the scenes dealing with the 

popular victories, namely liLa 10 aout," "La Chute de la Gironde," and "Le 5 

septembre 1793" (1793:38; 97; and 129). He gives the results of the action 

described or enacted in cold facts and figures which serves to restore non-

theatrical tone and to curtail any rising emotion in the aUdience. 
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The recit proper can only be said to occur once in 1789, and this in -
order to describe the storming of the Bastille. In 112l there are at least 

four full-length accounts of events: Louise's account of the revolution in 

Santo Domingo, Baptiste Dumont's account of the workings of the Convention, 

the multiple account of the storming of the Tuileries, and the appeal to 

action by the boulanger (1793:53-55; 94-96; 33-38; and 128-29). 

The pattern of the battle recits in the two productions reveals the 

different perspective. Although treating a similar subject and indeed a 

popular victory, the effect of each recit is dissimilar, reflecting the 

divergence in production. The Bastille scene is constructed to lead to 

mounting enthusiasm and the outbreak of public rejoicing. To this end, it is 

recounted directly to the audience and encourages them to take an active part 

in the fete foraine that follows. In ~ the recit is built on four different 

moments and not a single flowing wave of enthusiasm. The first moment 

represents the emotional meaning of the event for the sans-culottes. It 

consists of a double action that builds from the individual to the collective 

laval, firstly through a shooting lesson and than through an enacted account 

by the boulanger of the imminent uprising. Both elements are charactarized 

by ritualistic repetition of phrases and gestures (II~Il tombe. puis se releve~ 

Mais on na mourra pas" - 1793:36) as well as being given rhythm by quickening 

drum beats. 80th pass from a solitary figure on stage to a group who gradually 

join him from the benches around the table-stage. The high emotional pitch 

thus elicited is broken by the men all suddenly returning to their seats. 

Simultaneously a second moment begins with the historical account of the 

events as they were experienced first by the amorphous group (tills sont 

arrives" - 1793:36), then an unnamed individual ("On en a vu un" - 1793:36), 

and than an identified member of the section (IIEt Nane d'Allauch, c'est l~ 

qu'il est arrive, avec la deuxieme vague. [Jouant Ie personnage~ "- 1793:37). 

This account is, in its turn, kept at the theatrical level by the mime that 

accompanies it: "A peine 11s etaient SQUS les fenetres, qu'une d.scharge a 

eclate de tous les cotes. Couchez-vous. (quelques sectionnairee 8e couchant 
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sur la table.)" (1793:37). Nene's own individual account with its succession 

of simple statements rapidly builds up the tension again, but the emotion is 

once more curtailed, this time by an interruption from ferron complaining at 

Nene's brutality: "Non, c'est faux, ce jour-HI Ie peuple de Paris a ete grand, 

et les femmes aristocrates, il les a epargnees" (1793:37). Nana argues with 

ferron briefly and in so doing the past and the present (for the sectionnaires) 

are fused: "Parce que, regarde, rien que pour notre quartierl (11 designe les 

corps atendus sur la table.)" (1793:38). This altercation illustrates that it 

is not the mythology of the event, but its fact that is described; the interest 

dOBS not lie in the proportions the event assumes in the popular imagination 

but rather its proportions in history. The final moment continues the state

ment of historical fact and its association with the sectionnaires preeent. 

Le Breton reads out the facts of the deaths and the political repercussions 

while there is a contrapuntal roll-call of the names on the discs attached to 

the bodies. Here is expressed the fusion of the everyday reality and the 

historical process in a highly effective dramatic scene. 

The overall structure of this recit contrasts sharply with the Baetille 

scene of~. It actively dissuades emotionalism after having evoked the 

emotion; the account returns to the facts When it threatens to become 

glamorized by exaggeration or enthusiasm. The movement of the recit is held 

in check by historical detail; the final word is not with the rejoicing of the 

people but with the statement of fact. The spectator never becomes directly 

engaged in the event since the sectionnaires themselves are the real audience. 

If the difference in the position of the audience is only indirectly 

expressed in the storming of the Tuileries, it is totally evident in the 

scenes of public rejoicing, "Les Courtilles" after Valmy and the"Banquet 

civique" at the end of the performance. The rejoicing is only for the 

eectionnaires as they psss between the table-stages dancing and singing; the 

theatre audience is an uninvolved outside observer of the events. Instead of 

building scenes that use the spectator and that rely on the poeition of the 

epectator for their effect <as is the case in ~)t the company has resorted 

( 
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to the use of the recit, embellished and developed by a choral technique 

whereby the account is carried forward through the interventions and the inter-

jections of the sectionnaires. For instance, in the description of the 

storming of the Tuileries the account passes from Adrien Reveillard to Basile 

Renoir to Nene dlAllauch and finally to Charles-Henri Le Breton. This scene is 

the articulation of the group just as the whole production is the account of 

the events by the section. In this procedure, there is no place for the 

spectator. 

The spectatorls non-intervention in the production of 1121 is 

paralleled by his physical position in relation to the performance. If 1789 .......... 

involves movement and a standing mobile public, then ~ with its more static 

style implies the sedentary public that positions itself in various parts of 

the section. Whether seated on the wooden floor, on the two side stands or on 

the galleries, there is no differentiation of the public; all remain inactive 
1 

and contemplative. They are accepted as part of the section just as the whole 

area represents a section, but no other attention is paid to them. No attempt 

is made to involve them in the action through any of the techniques of 11!2 

such as simultaneous staging. There is some cross talk between adjacent 

table-stages, but this forms part of the choral technique of scene building. 

The central space which is equatable with the parterre is not used as an 

acting area except on two occasions. The first is the triumphant return from 

Valmy; a small band followed by Le Breton and Choux pulling a diminutive toy 

cannon passes around snd through the seated public to reach the central table-

stage. There is no effort made to convey the victorious enthusiasm to the 

theatre public whose quiet consternation contrasts sharply with the rapturou8 

applause and shouting of the other sectionnaires. In the light of this non

participation,' ferron1s speech delivered from the floor calling for unity 

appears a rather artificial attempt to effect a manner of public involvement 

in the debate of the sectionnaires (1793a94). It 88ems somewhat inconsistent 

to make such an attempt in a production whose orientation has been away from 

1 See figure 7, p. 425. 
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participatory technique and towards critical examination. 

Given the divorce between the productions in the matter of style of 

performance, is there continuity between the two stages of the Revolution as 

Le Theatre du 501eil depicts them? The problem of continuity is resolved in 

part by the modified sharing of certain techniques but principally by a scene 

of introduction to ~ which extends ~ while at the same time leading into 
1 

~. In fact, 1121 takes place in two contiguous halls. Passing from the 

foyer, the spectators enter a first hall in which a long platform is erected. 

This platform, although larger, is reminiscent of the treteaux of ~; it 

stands about head high and is lit by spotlights and a very bright row of foot-

lights. The space is filled by thunderous classical music (Berlioz) as a 

bateleur with a microphone introduces the leading figures of national and 

international politics of the years 1789-1793. The characters wear the heavy 

exaggerated make-up of the ~ aristocracy and are costumed in the shabby 

finery of the bateleurs. Against the neutral,dull back-cloth, the historical 

figures "iouent 9rossi~rement les sc~nes" in the manner of the notables in 

the opening scenes of ~ who are described as "deux ogres" (1793:6; and 

1789:10). At the end of this over-acted sequence in which the people are 

constantly frustrated by those in power, the meneur dramatically proclaims: 

LE MENEUR: la lutte 

The urging of the sudience to advance into the second hall is in the style of 

the fairground barker, but it is the last time that this~tYle will be adopted. 

The movement of the public symbolizes passing beyond the colour plates of the 

official histories of the period into the everyday reality of the time. With 

this penetration through the superficial, the theatricality, make-up, and 

parody of the bateleur is exchanged for the direct plain statement of the 

ssctionnaire. 

Whether using theatricality Dr the rec1t, the effort of the company 

158a figura 8, p. 444. 
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is towards an accuracy and clarity of expression and away from realism. 

These same two principles that governed the earlier productions remain firmly 

at the base of ~ and~. The evolution of the Bastille scene in ~ was 

particularly arduous, but the only improvisations that held the attention of 

the company were those with "une precision un peu notoriale et une absence 
1 

totale de lyrisme. 1I The final form of separate accounts of the events of 

14 July, each building to a crescendo is not simply an ingenious theatrical 

device; it clearly expresses the import of that moment in the history of the 

2 
Revolution: liLa lisibilite est respectee: on sent la colere du peuple." 

Similarly, in the notes on the rehear.ls of 1121, the preoccupation with clarity 

and the necessity to communicate easily with the audience recurs. The early 

improvisations were heavily marked by the actors' experiences of ~, but the 

direction of the new production was soon established: "L'objectif se clarifie, 

• • • ces personnages, par une conviction et une volonte desesperee de 

3 
convaincre, doivent s'efforcer de rendre claire la complexite de l'histoire." 

In ~, the complexity of history is elucidated by the very arrangement and 

uae of the scenic space; in~, it is expressed through a small group of 

characters interacting and living the events as they happened. If a single 

statement could summarize the activity of the company, it would be Mnouchkine's 

reminder to the actors during rehearsals for 11!!2.: till faut faire attention 

aux fioritures, aux anecdotes. On oublie Ie ton du spectacle, on fuit 

4 l'essentiel." The essential of an event can be captured without realism; both 

the excitement of the fall of the Bastille and the reality of the storming of 

the Tuileries are expressed through a substitution of a recit for an event. 

In thie practice, the company are not breaking new ground, but returning to 

the practices of the classical theatre both in Greece and in France. The 

company's feeling for its art is deep enough to allow the realization that to 

try and recreate reality in a theatrical situation (in the way Rolland did) can 

only lead to an awkward artificiality. 

1Theatre du Soleil, ~, p. 91. 

3Theltre du Soleil, ~, p. 141. 

2 
Ibid., p. 92. 

4 .LA 
Theatre du Soleil, ~, 
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The development from ~ to ~ illustrates the company's under-

standing of popular theatre. It is interesting to note that many critics 

proclaimed the first production a masterpiece of popular theatre because of 

the use it makes of puppetry, clowning, and the techniques of Ie theatre de 

foire remembering above all the fete foraine that follows the storming of the 

Bastille. For example, here is Matthieu Galey's appreciation: 

On retrouve donc ici toute une tradition •••• Ce sont les faits, les 
scenes qui parlent d'eux-memes, flashes rapides ~ la mani~re des bsndes 
dessinees, qui ne sont rien d'autre, apras tout, :que Ie bon vieil art 
populaire des fabliaux ou des complaintes, adapte aux mythes modernes du 
superman, de la science-fiction ou de l'erotisme. 1 

Claude Olivier spoke of the "tout l'arsenal abondamment colorie et chansonn' 

d t • f dd ,. ,2 que chacun e nous ra1ne au on e sa mem01re. ' However, the true popularity 

of the production was due not merely to the techniques adapted from traditional 

entertainments but also to the choice of a subject-matter relevant for a 

present-day audience. .11.2l proves that the company believes that "popularity" 

lies as much in the pursuit of a suitable sUbject-matter as in the adaptation 

of performance techniques. 

~ and ~ constitute two different approaches to popular, historical 

theatre created through the development of a collective method of creation. 

The style of performance is necessarily linked to the method of production. 

The usual criticism of such productions is that they lack the cohesion and 

direction of those productions which have a single figure, the director, at 

their head. Indeed, the company has not been unaffected by the danger of 

wasting its energy through diversification; during the early rehearsals of 

1793 in May 1971, before any strict ideas about the production had been formed, -
ideas and plans multiplied: "On lan¥ait des idees, on les rafusait. Rien ne 

se construisait. On s'est bientot aper¥u que c'etait impossible de travailler 

ainsi, qu'il fallait que quelqu'un cristallise un peu. 1I3 Although Ariane 

Mnouchkine has assumed this role in the company, her approach hae been not to 

1Matthieu Galey, Les Nouvelles litteraires, 7 January 1971, p. 13. 

20livier, Les Lettres francaises, 20 January 1971, p. 16. 

3Gerard Hardy cited by fran¥oise Kourilaky, "Les Actions hore thlatra," 
Travail theatrel, no. 8 (July-September 1972), p. 48. 
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impose anything on the actors but to act only as a judge of their improvisations. 

in the light of the direction of the production. At the time of the perfor-

mances of Le 50nge d'une nuit d'ete, Mnouchkine described her role as "un 

miroir parfait,,1 for the actors, implying that the actor is the prime mover 

since without a subject the mirror has nothing to reflect. As the company 

has developed a unified group identity, so the role of the director has evolved 

away from the authoritarian distributor of parts (as was the case for ~ 

Petits Bourgeois) to the arbitrator of Les Clowns who "n'impose rien, il 

absorbe, assimile, avale les centaines d'improvisations que les comediens 
2 

presentent au premier spectateur qu'il est devenu." The director as arbitrator 

was a negative function consisting of cutting out those improvisations and 
3 

scenes that deviated from the central theme. The historical productions 

brought a change; the director's role became more creative, an aid to the actor: 

II s'agissait moins, desormais, d'imposer que de sentir et de pressentir. 
II fallait etre Ie spectateur attentif et inconditionnel, ••• il fallait 
aussi assurer la fidelite a la lecture politique des evenements, • • • 
articuler les improvisations les unes aux autres, et enfin aider a 
s'accomplir tout ce qui n'etait parfois qu'ebauche dans les recherchee 
des comediens.4 

Thus, the metteur en scene emerges as an integrated member of the group who 

works within the framework of group discussion and group decision making. 

The relationship of the director to the actor is such that as the 

function of the former changes so does the role of the latter. The production 

of Les Clowns saw the major modification to this relationship. Mnouchkine 

explains: 
Au fond, je suis liberee d'une grande responsabilite, ou plutSt nous 

sommes plusieurs a la partager. Ce sont plutot les comediens qui, ayant 
tout d'un coup une plus grande responsabilite, sont pris d'angoisse: 
celIe de devoir creer seul, sans guide. 5 

In the alternative method of creation, the author is superleded by a 

collaboration of the group of actors and the director. The actor is, there-

fore, the creative force. Rather than just having a role to learn and then to 

p. 13. 

1Mnouchkine to Roy, "Shakespeare," p. 44. 

2Theatre du 50leil, ~, p. 84. 
3 
Ibid. 4 

Ibid., p. 86. 

5Mnouchkine cited by Attoun, Les Nouvelles litteraires, 17 April 1969, 
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play according to the pacing and overall timing of the piece which is laid 

down by the director, the actor of Le Theatre du Soleil is instrumental in the 

creation of the entire production from text to performance. Louis Samier, as 

a new arrival to the company, felt this difference very deeply when interviewed 

by Emile Copfermann in October 1970: "lei on demande ~ un comedien d'etre 

createur dans Ie spectacle." Through the freedom given to the actor to create 

in a wider field, the company becomes a team of co-workers that cooperate. 

In the same interview, several members of the company emphasize that this 

collective approach to the total production is what differentiates Le Theatre 

du Soleil from the normal situation in a theatre. Guy-Claude Fran¥ois 

explains: "La difference slexprime en ceci qulil nlexiste pas vraiment chez 

nous de specialisation." Gerard Hardy describes how the actors helped out in 

the making of the costumes and the building of the scenic structure: "Le travail 

est fait totalement en commun. 1I The effect of this type of collaboration 

transforms the company into a means by which the individual expresses himself 

totally in his work inside a group framework. Fran~oise Oescotils defines 

the company not in terms of its organization but as "la fa¥on de vivre d'un 

groupe en accord avec ce qulil accomplit.,,1 In this way the company sess 

itself as escaping from the alienation of the modern world. Each member's 

contribution is equally valusble; no hierarchies are established and no talents 

bought and sold. Guy-Claude Fran¥ois states: 

La difference qu'il y a entre tel theatre et nous, clest que dans llun 
il y a une notion de consommation qui suppose eu depart une connaissancB, 
un certificat et tu vends an quelque sorte ta connaissance. Nous,;a 
n'est pas pareil, une evolution se fait ensemble et bon, elle 8e fait 
dans une direction. Ailleurs, tu es oblige de produire. Ici, tu as 
l'impression d'acquerir quelque chose.2 

As far as the spectator is concerned, the attitude of the company is 

ambivalent. Clearly it hopes to attract a wide audience. The overt preoc-

cupation with the spectator's political education is demonstrated in the ~ 

~'accueil at Vincennes where a slide show of illustrations of the revolutionary 

1Louis Samier, Guy-Claude Fran¥ois, Gerard Hardy and Fran~oi8e 
Oescoti1s to Copfermann, "0~ est 1a difference?" p. 13, p. 14, p. 14, and p. 15. 

2rran¥ois, IIA chaque spectacle sa scenographie,1I pp. 27-28. 
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period is projected along with a display of photographs on the problems facing 

1 
the third world and a quotation from Lenin on the necessity for man to dream. 

That the actors do not hide away but mingle with the audience as they prepare 

reveals that they believe in the equality of the spectator and do not hold the 

romantic view that the actor is a sensitive creator, superior to his fellow 

beings, an attitude that is continued by the cult of the star performer. 

Despite this liberal tendency outside the performance, the company do not 

believe, however, in the right of the spectator to play an active or creative 

role in the production. Ariane Mnouchkine declares: "Sans partager ses idees, 

je pense neanmoins comme Grotowski, que Ie public ne doit pas modifier Ie 

2 
spectacle." Ther~fore, it is not surprising to see the company using the 

spectator in 1789 to create the effects of public festivity, but then 

demanding that he should revert to the more traditional attitudes of a theatre 

audience. Similarly, in~, the audience are invited to the scene of the 

people's opposition to the powerful nobles but are not asked to take part in 

that opposition. Just as Grotowski staged a production of faust in which the 

audience were seated at banquet tables on which the action took place but did 

not feed the audience, so Le Theatre du Soleil invite the public to a spectacle 

in which they cannot participate. 

Liv) Conclusion 

The Theatre du Soleil and Le Grand Magic Circus, major representatives 

of the collective approach to theatrical production, share an evolution away 

from production based on the rehearsal of a text that has been created prior 

to any influence on their part towards production understood as the creation 

inside the group of a spectecle that remains totally within their control. 

The Theatre du Soleil had used Gorki's, Wesker's end Shakespeare's texts before 

the burden of creetion wes assumed by the company alone; eimilarly, they had 

adapted Gautier's Le Capitaine fracasse. In the case of Le Grand Magic Circu8, 

Arrabal's Le Labyrinthe was superleded by the creations developed from existing 

1Theatre du Soleil, ~, p. 134. 

2~nouchkine to Copfermann, "Entretien," p. 11. 
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popular stories, Robinson and Cendrillon, which in turn led to the development 

of a historical spectacle, De Morse a Mao, entirely conceived by the troupe. 

As a consequence the role of the author has tended to disappear from both the 

companies with a subsequent growth in the autonomy and importance of the actor. 

As the company or troupe assumes a greater control over and responsi

bility for the production, so the actor's functions are not limited to acting 

but imply a broader involvement in the creation. The actors of Le Grand Magic 

Circus became musicians for Cendrillon as well as being responsible for their 

own costuming and properties. Maxime Ferrier who had acted many parts in 

Robinson Crusoe became the stage-manager for De Morse a Mao; this job had 

been assumed by Patricio Quirino-Suffern for the performances of Zartan and 

Robinson Crusoe at Villeurbanne despite the fact that he had parts in both 

productions as well as acting an ugly sister in Cendrillon. The same avoidance 

of specialization is noticeable in Le The~tre du 501eil's productions in which 

each member is expected to build the set, prepare the place of performance, 

and manufacture costumes. In both companies, this will and ability to work 

in a team effort is sought in any new recruit. Even in the advertisements, 

the company remains a group and not a collection of individuals. 

The internal reforms of the companies find expression in the choice 

of venues in which to perform. 80th Jerome Savary and Ariane Mnouchkine have 

expressed opposition not only to established theatre buildings, but also to 

their conventional internal structure. These directors put forward almost 

identical cases in support of their objections: namely, theatre buildings are 

situated, for the most part, in the areas of towns that, at the time of 

construction, were associated with the middle classes and so these buildings 

are indis80ciably tied to the moribund ceremony of that class; secondly, the 

rigidity of the interior separation into stage and auditorium, and further, 

into rows of stalls and circles imposes a formality and reserve on the 

relationships between all those inside the theatre building. 

The dramatic language that each company has developed draws very .uch 

on the physical, aural, and visual leading to a limitation of the autono.y of 
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the word. Music of all descriptions, from classical to popular, punctuates 

the performances of both companies. The colour and spectacle of Delacroix's 

canvases are not lost in Le Grand Magic Circus' parodies of that artist's 

historical paintings; similarly in ~, the Theatre du Soleil borrow both 

the gay frivolity of rrsgonard and the sombre gravity of David. If colour ia 

used by the one in a gratuitous, stimulating way, it is carefully managed by 

the other. This contrast in styles is more evident in the handling of the 

physical environment of the performance. While both companies employ multiple

stage techniques, the Theatre du Soleil use the movement around and through 

the audience that results to underline the thematic content of the production, 

whereas for Le Grand Magic Circus, multiple staging simply offers the 

possibility of a profusion of action at a hectic pace designed to excite the 

spectator in the manner of the thrills of the fair. 

80th companies embody alternative theatre by their basic antagoniam 

towards the prevailing social order and their desire to improve the living 

conditions of the majority. The Theatre du Solei 1 support of the revolutionary 

struggle of 1968 snd of the inmates of the Prison Charles III is more overtly 

political than Le Grand Magic Circus charity performance at Suresne& (the pro

ceeds of which were to go towards rebuilding a Vietnamese village) or its anti

war sketch for Les Citoyens du Monde in Paris, but the ideological a1lagiance 

of both compsnies is made clear by their activities. 

Despite these general similarities, the two groups are decidedly 

disei.iliar in the detail of their work. The Theatre du Soleil organized 

itself in accordance with its political ideale. Egalitarianism waa the motiva

tion for daclaring itself a workers' cooperative with fixed contracts of equal 

value. In practice this has led to a working community that is concerned with 

its role in society as well as its own composition, s concern that encourages 

a continuing self-examination and the articUlation of a group point of view. 

Although striving to avoid institutionalization, the company's structured 

approach to relations is very for_al in comparison with the free-wheeling band 

of friends that constitutes Le Grand Magic Circus. Having no legal contract., 
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the troupe's aim is to enjoy itself and promote joy in the community; each 

member is free to leave the troupe when he pleases. 

The actor in Le Theatre du Soleil would appear to have, or at least 

develop, a strong sense of vocation. Commitment to the company and commitment 

to its social ideals instills a desire to perfect his own expertise and mastery 

of his art. For example, the company have twice undertaken retreats into the 

provinces to study acting techniques and to improve their histrionic skills. 

Technique, for Savary and his troupe, is to be shunned at all costs; the 

professionalism of the actor forms barriers between actor and spectator which 

prevent a natural reaction to the theatrical situation. Perhaps the only 

training pursued by a member of Le Grand Magic Circus is that required to 

learn to play a musical instrument or to perform a trick or a stunt. In the 

production, these dissimilar conceptions of the actor's position cause a 

divergence of approach: whereas Mnouchkine's company balieves in detailed 

preparation and exhaustive rehearsals to create a tightly knit, homogeneous 

work, a Grand Magic Circus spectacle is chaotic, formed by the anarchic 

imagination of the company unreetrained by a lengthy period of preparation. 

for example, ~ or 1121 develop in strict accordance with historical events, 

each scene revealing a meticulous attention to detail; De Moise a Mao, on 

b!f 
the other hand, treats history with a liberal disregerd~including many 

anachronistic twists in plot. 

Even in their attitude towards improvisation the two companies differ. 

1789 or 1793 are not improvised in the sense that each performance preeents a - -
totally naw work. In feet, improvisation is used ae a technique by which the 

company evolve the structure of the production. A stable and largely unvarying 

text, performed intact every night, is the result of the original improviaing. 

Neither are the spectacle8 that Le Grand "egic Circue perform totally unacripted. 

Obvioualy certain coup. de theatre and stage busines8 are carefully worked out 

to enaure rapid move.ent. However, their 8pectaclee are improvi.ed in the 

8en •• that the co •• edia dell'arte improvi8ed; ageinst a canevaa of prsscribed 

stage movements the actors are left free to create the dialogue and to develop 
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a scene. 80th in the early Italian theatre and Le Grand Magic Circus, this 

improvisation depends, for the most part, on the response of each spectator. 

These variations in the method of creation and in the actor's role 

are aptly reflected by the contrasting reaction with which the companies have 

been met. Critical consensus characterizes the productions by the Theatre du 

Soleil with "une precision, ••• una discretion, ••• un sens de Ie finition 
1 

particuliere"; it is the opposite notion of lila desinvolture" that is often 

used to resume a Grand Magic Circus spectacle. 

Underneath these stylistic contrasts, there is a differing conception 

of the role, function, and purpose of theatre. for Mnouchkine, theatre hae 

the definite function of means for social change. It performs this function 

through its ability to enlighten those who attend a performance. In this way 

theatre is educative. Implicit in this process is a division into teacher and 

taught, the transfer of information from those who "know" to those who are 

"ignorant." On the other hand, theatre for Savary is a communal activity to 

be enjoyed by all, equally, both actor and spectator. Ideally, no distinction 

should be made between actor and spectator in that both are involved in the 

creation of la fate populaire. for Le Grend Magic Circus, la fate becomes an 

end in itself and not the vehicule for the communication of some form of 

socio-political message. for its effect the spectacle does not hinge on a 

reflective process as does, for example, ~. 

Since la fate involves the notion of numbers of people and reflection 

thet of training people, it is not surprising that Le Grand Magic Circue 

continues to travel extensively in order to take its work to as meny places 

as possible nor that the Theatre du Soleil focuses on stability and the 

involvement of an area in their work. The latter is committed to the promotion 

of a popular theatre, popular being interpreted as concerned with, and 

performed for, the working class. Although sharing a vaguely left-wing 

attitude, Le Grand ~agic Circus ia primarily interested in creating a popular 

.pectacle that appeals to ~ members of the community. The continuing, 

1aartrand Poirot-Oelpech, Le Monda, 10 April 1967. 
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unqualified use of popular forms of entertainment in spectacles by Le Grand 

Magic Circus contrasts with the decline of such practices by the Theatre duo 

Soleil between ~ and 1121, whose ideological content remains undiminished 

and equally geared for the proletariat. 

The division of teacher-taught in theatrical terms keeps the spectator 

in a situation of relative passivity. The Theatre du Soleil restricts 

creativity in the production to the team of actors, a restriction consistent 

with its view of the vocation of the actor and the company. Thus, rather than 

extending the possibility for creative acts to the spectator, the company 

simply solicits the agreement of the audience. In fact, the situation that 

obtains during the performance is that of a consumer society: a few manufacture 

a product for the many to enjoy. In his book on popular theatre, Emile 

Copfermann argues that the characteristic of traditional popular culture was 
1 

that the many created for the many. for instance, the staging of a mystery 

involved a high percentage of the community. However, modern forms of popular 

culture heve been permeated by the ethos of the production line, perpetuated 

by those such as the Theatre du Soleil. Pursuing this line of argument, it 

follows that Le Grand Magic Circus is attemptting to rediscover a traditional 

popular form because it actively encourages the spectator not only to partici-

pate in the spectacle, but also to begin his own form of Le Grand Magic Circus. 

Inspired by Gemier, Le Grand Magic Circus endeavoured to involve the community 

of La Rochelle in the production of Cendrillon. Their goal is to create a 

situation described by Copfermann: "Le seul moyen de rompre radicalement 

l'a1ternative des rapports producteurs-consommateurs de l'art est de former 

des producteurs qui soient en meme temps des consommateurs de l'art.,,2 

It is curious to note the correlation between thia argument from a 

socio-economic viewpoint and Copeau's observation that the relationships inside 

a theatrical performance will only be radically altered when spectator and 

3 
actor utter the sama words at tha sama time with the same fealing. Apparently 

1Copfarmann, Theatre populaire, p. 10. 2 
Ibid., p. 71. 

3Copeau cited by P.-H. Simon, Theatre et destin, p. 37. 
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the Theatre du Soleil has organized itself into a company that avoids tha 

system of production of conventional theatre but that stops short of extending 

their alternative method into the performance area. Only in a Grand Magic 

Circus invitation to the spectator to involve himself in the performance doee 

the collective approach to creation present itself as a true alternative in 

all spheres of theatre. 



CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENTS IN THEATRICAL fORM AND DESIGN 

The approach of the theatre groups represents theetre adapting itself 

to, or indeed pioneering radical systems of production and communication that 

are evolving in society at large. Another branch of theatrical research 

concerns itself particularly with the relationship between theatrical language 

and the technology of society. In practice, it experiments with the conditions 

of communication and perception of the theatrical performance. The activity 

in this field may be stimUlated by a particular view of human personality and 

freedom which demands a re-examination of theatrical forms,or by an interest 

in the nature of dramatic language. Whatever the interest of an individual 

artist, the whole area of research is marked by the technological advances of 

1 
the post-war period and, in particular, by the advent of the "electronic era." 

As McLuhan argues, man's perception of the world is fashioned and 

modified by the meane of communication and the range of informational proce8ses 

to which he is subject and by which hs is surrounded. In contemporary society 

he finds himself at the centre of complex webs of data which he i. called upon 

to assimilate simultaneously. The implicationa for dramatic form are 

summarized by John Cage: "We live in, and are more and more aware of living 

in, the epace around us. • •• More pertinent to our daily experience is a 
2 

theatre in which we ourselves are in the round." 

The response to the challenge of the electronic ere can take the for. 

eithar of celabrations of electronic technology in complicated kinatic spec-

tacles or of performances that observe the changed situation of man in ordar to 

bring him to aome awareness and understanding of it. In their different waya 

1for a diacussion of the impact of electronic technology on .odarn 
society, sea McLuhan, Understanding Media. 

2Caga to Kirby and Schechner,' "An Interview with John Cage," p. 52. 
456 
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the experimenters are striving to describe a theatrical form relevant to the 

climate of the modern world; as such, they constitute another approach to the 

quest for a popular theatrical form. 

(i) Armand Gatti: An Exploded Theatre 
at the Service of the People 

Armand Gatti's conception of his art places him in the mainstream of 

cultural re-appraisal that is symbolized by the Declaration de Villeurbanne 

(1968). There it is argued that a new culture should be created, a culture 

resulting from the collaboration of artist and the non-public. In other words, 

culture should be so formed as to include even those who are excluded from 

full participation in the consumer society_ The new culture will be charac-

terized by its dynamism and by its constant evolution and metamorphoses. Such 

convictions lead to a disregard of the works of the past as they are necessarily 

considered irrelevant to the conditions that prevail 1n contemporary society_ 

Culture is a movement towards the future and not a withdrawal into the past. 

Gatti explains the relationship of the masterpiece to its society: 

Les chefs-d'oeuvres renvoient ~ une forme de vie donnee, dana un contexte 
donne qui les alimentait, en etait l'explication formelle et la 
necessit6_ Par rapport ~ ce contexte, ce que l'on veut bien appeler 
un "chef-d'oeuvre" s'inscrivait comme un elifment de rupture, la creation 
d'une nouvelle dimension, d'un nouvel oxygene a apporter a l'homme. 
A partir de la disparition du contexte, du monde quotidien dans lequel 
elle plongeait ses racines, l'oeuvre perd tout son sens vital. Elle 
surnaga a travers le temps 8 titre de "r.sf.srence." La nouvelle 
combustion qu'elle allumait est refroidie. Elle n'est plus en .stat 
d'insurrection. Elle entre dans le conformisme, elle devient a son 
tour, cette culture dont on se gargarise, una force qui opprime.1 

Gatti's words restate the case argued by Artaud in hi. easay, "En 

finir avec les chefs-d'oeuvre," for the regeneration of a culture that would 

unify life, artistic creation and religious belief as it did for primitiva 

Indian tribes. furthermore, appreciation of the works of art from the past 
2 

represents for Artaud, "un dss aspects du conformisms bourgeois. 1I 80th Artaud 

and Gatti share the idea of a culture that is active, creative, and devaloped 

by the community at large,rather than one which is simply appreciated by • 

1Gatti to Jean-Louis Pays, "Entretien aur l'art actual," Lea Lettr.a 
francaise8, 19 August 1965. 

2Artaud, ~ IV, p. 91. 
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privileged minority. Culture should be the reflection of each individual's 

creativity in society: "Chaque homma doit etre en mesure de construire se 

propre culture, de la construire en tant qu'auteur, en tant qu'acteur, de la 
1 

construire egalement, en tant que spectateur.1I Thus, Gatti opposes a culture 

that fixes itself in words and deeds which consequently anchor it in the past. 

His is a culture that evolves and develops,throwing off one form for another. 

Joaquin attacks Soledad in La Passion du general Franco for precisely that 

reason: 

JOAQUIN: Par la force des choses, vous deviendrez une espsce de religion 
[ou promesse de religion]. Vous serez une direction, au lieu de vous 
trouver ~ l'intersection d'une pluralite de sens en marche. 2 

In order to avoid the danger of becoming fixed and producing a 

"refarence" culture (in the same sense as a reference book), it is necessary 

to create an art that is not easily assimilated but rather one that opposes 

accepted beliefs and constantly challenges the spectator to redefine his 

position in the society and the world. Shock and surprise to overthrow 

prevailing tastes and customs have been used by the Dadaists and surrealists 

whose aims consisted of bringing about a radical confrontation with the 

accepted modes of perception. Gatti attempts to create such a revolution 

while remaining at a level of popular entertainment through an art that is 

deeply rooted in contemporary life. The Oadaists and surrealists through 

their scandalous behaviour and works became divorced from the mass of the 

population, although ideally they had wanted to return the arts to the people. 

Gatti has striven to avoid this pitfall at all costs: "La premiare idle de la 

pi8ce,[V comme vietn~l c'est Ie £h2£ provoque par un evenement. Pour eea8yer 

de traduire cet evenement, la chose indispensable c'est Ie v'cu, qui permat 

de parler dlun evlnement autrement que par rlferencee.,,3 

A culture that depends on reference enslavee,serving only 8S a 

1Armand Gatti, "Notes aU spectateur idlal," Lea Lettree francaiaea, 
15 June 1967, p. 22. 

2Armand Gatti, La Passion du general franco (Parie: Seuil, 1968), p.30. 

3Armand Gatti, "Theatre d'aujourd'hui," O.R.T.f., 16 June 1967 citad 
by Gozlan and Paya, Gatti aujourd'hui, p. 128. 
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translation of the past. By being enclosed, it cannot project into the future. 

Roles are imposed on the individual; the status quo is preserved. For Gatti, 

the idea of a regenerative culture is paralleled by the idea of liberation from 

the restraints of the past: "Tout ce que je demande c'est d'arriver ~ un art 
1 

de liberation." Gatti's freedom is both socio-political and psychological. 

All his plays reveal a strong anti-imperialist, anti-colonialist element that 

is augmented by an overt championing of the victims of the system. For 

example, the names used in V comme Vietnam for the workers at the Pentagon are 

altered versions of pseudonyms that were actually used in the Pentagon: thus, 

Krulak who was called the Beast of the Pentagon becomes G'n'ral Bulldog; Sharp 

becomes Amiral Pointu; Johnson who was proud of having a father who fought at 

the Alamo appears as Megasheriff; the technocrat McNamara as Quadrature; and 

Cardinal Spellman as La Congregation. Gatti has made caricaturas of the 

historical figures from America whereas the Vietnamese retain real names 

(such as Nguyen Hun Tang), thus implying that the Americans are the impersonal 

ogres and the oppressed Vietnamese are the human victims. On the psychological 

level, Gatti defines his concept of freedom as "Ie dialogue de l'homme avec 
2 

ses possibles •••• La prise de conscience de son potentiel, de sa force." 

Liberation involves man in a debate with his virtual selves; by being conscious 

of the fact that he could be something other than he is, man escapes from the 

roles that are imposed upon him by the social system. The theatre is unique 

among art forms in presenting the spectator with an opportunity to confront 

himself and to confront his other possibilities: 

Le theatre dans la mesure ou il est la multiplication des autres par 
nous et de nous par les autres, doit faire partie de l'existence. C'ast 
una prise de conscience lib'ratrice et militante pour tout ce qui 
concerne les problemas de l'homme que nous voudrions du theatre et du 
cin'ma. 3 

Theatre becomes a means of enlightenment not only by the revelation of 

1Gatti to Claude n'outer, "Le Th'atre doit liberer l'homme," 
T'.oignage chretien, 14 May 1964. 

2Arlland Gatti, "Defense et apprentissage de la libert'," Gr.nier de 
Toulouse, no. 1 (October 1964), p. 4. 

3Gatti to Pays, "Art actuel." 
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social and political injustices but also through its essence of offering man 

a complex of alternative roles. The resultant liberation, however, can only 

be individual. Gatti's theatre is not aimed at creating a community in the 

audience or between the stage and the auditorium. for him, theatre can only 
1 

become "une fate pour taus" after all repression and exploitation have ceased. 

Before that revolution the theatre's duty is to make each individual aware, 

to stimulate a personal response from each member of the audience: 

Je suia pour un theatre qui divise et non pas pour un theatre qui 
unifie, dans lequel tout Ie monde se retrouve; un theatre qui divisa 
Ie plus profondement possible. II faut que Ie theatre permette aux 
classes les plus desheritees de prendre conscience de leurs forces et, 
en mama temps, de S8 compter. 2 

for Gatti there is an indissoluble bond between theatre as a means of 

socia-political agitation and history. He considers it necessary that theatre 
3 

should treat a historical subject. Gatti faced the same problem in this 

field as did Le Theatre du 501eil; the traditional view of history and the 

hietorical play did not conform to his own view of history which had to find 

its own means of expression. As Leang-lo informs Li Tche-liou in Un homma saul: 

LEANG-LO: L'histoire [malheurs aux vaincusl] est faite de l'opinion 
majoritaire d'un certain nombre de peraonnes qui ont touch' de pres 
ou de loin a un evenement. Apres quoi l'opinion ••• est filtr'e 
par les interpretations. Ce qu'il en reste, c'est l'histoire. 
[Sauf accident elle n'a jamais rien eu a voir avec ce qui se passe 
dans Ie realite.] 4 

Traditional history is a distillation of facts mingled with opinions that 

deny the multi-faceted nature of reality. History is generally treated 

through the leading figures of a particular period or simply the major events. 

In either case history is defined by immutable dates that do not take into 

account the different perspectives that are relevant to any single event. for 

Gatti, the single-character, historical play reflects this view of history. 

Un hom.e seul illustrates one way in which Gatti avoids a single perspective 

1Gatti to J. Autruisseau, "Le Crapaud-buffla d'Armand Gatti," 
Lea Lettr8a franceis8s, 15 October 1959, p. 9. 

2Gatti, "Spectateur id.sal," p. 22. 

3See Armand Gatti and l'Iaurice Sarrazin, "Un th.sstre," Grenier de 
Toulouse, no. 1 (October 1964), p. 7. 

4Armand Gatti, Un homma saul (Paris: Saul1, 1969), p. 19. 
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on the events. The play treats the reflections of a revolutionary on his 

activities before an imaginary tribunal; the different pointe of view are 

shown because the identity of the revolutionary is never stable: 

PAl TCHOUN-SHI: Li Tche-liou atait un nom generique dont le8 brigands 
coiffaient chacun de leurs mafaits pour creer une legende dans 
llesprit De ne crois pas exagere de dire tlborne"] des payssns. 

(HoS:14) 

Li Tche-liou was based on the historical character, Wei Pa-tchoun, but the 

attraction of this character for Gatti derived from the fact that he repre-

sented many different aspects of the Chinese Revolution for different sections 

of the population. The play, then, exploded the central character in order 

to deal with the complex reality of a situation, in this case the Chinese 

Revolution. As a result, Gatti's drama is equally intricate in development 

and structure. A charge often levelled against Gatti is that his work is 

incomprehensible or too obtuse to be followed. His answer to such criticism 

is that he is attempting to create a historical reality: 

Ce nlest pas par gout. J'y suis force dans Ie mesure o~ je renonce 
a un theatre psychologique pour un theatre o~ Ie heros porte l'evenement. 
Mais l'evenement est porte par un seul personnage. En fait, quand 
l'avenement est porte par un seul personnage, c'est encore du theatre 
psychologique. Mais avec l'evenement disp~rse sur des dizaines, des 
centaines de personnages on rejoint Ie theatre sociologique.1 

A play built around a single central character has the added 

inconvenience that the dominance of the character obscures the vicissitUdes 

of the situation in which he finds himsel~ and hindsrs the appreciation of 

events: 

Dans une entreprise un ouvrier m'a dit: tlCe que vous nous presentez 
ce n'est pas una vision individuelle, c'est une vision de masse." II 
avait tout ~ fait raison. lIs ont une vision qui n'est plus du tout 
celIe du theatre. Hamlet est loin. Quand ils voient Hamlet, le personnage 
forme ecran, Ie prince du Danemark. Et ils ne voient pas du tout ce qui 
se passe au niveau du comportement et qui les interesse. 2 

The traditional play technique brings one or several characters into focus 

during a single period of time, an approach described by Gatti as a 

1Gatti to Jean-Jacques Lerrant, "Armand Gatti, metteur en sc~ne: 
decouvrir d'abord un rythme,".!!£!!!" no. 91 (December 1965), p. 14. 

2Gatti to Emile Copfermann, "Interview avec Armand Gatti," Cite-
Panorama (Lyon) no. 8 (february-April 1966), p. 15. ----
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1 
"linear play." On the contrary, his effort is towards a form that does not 

restrict man to a single perspective but rather one that deals with many 

people in many places at many times. Indeed, Gatti's idea of freedom implies 

the multiplication of man's possibilities and so it is not surprising to find 

him rejecting a form that limits itself to a few characters. 

Similarly, Gatti refutes the concept of historical reconstruction 

in which set, costuming, and dialogue are a replica of a situation in the past. 

His antipathy to this conventional approach is that it isolates ths event in 

the past and does not allow for continuation into the present and future. "La 

reconstitution figeait l'histoire et la privait de 80n vecu, de son vivant, 

c'est-a-dire de sa realite et de sa signification. 1I2 In a programme note to 

Chant public devant deux chaises electrigues, Gatti states that his intention 

is not to recreate history but to live it. 3 In other words, the temporal 

hiatus between spectator and action implied by a historical reconstruction i. 

obviated by making the historical event contemporary. In Chant public, Gatti 

creates the complex reality of the Sacco and Vanzetti affair not by reconetruc-

ting the events themselves, but by presenting the reactions to them of five 

theatrical "audiences" (actors acting spectators on stage). Each "spectator's" 

reaction brings the affair into the present: "Chaque personnage an fonction de 

sa classe, ds son contexte, de son quotidien s'identifie au psrsonnage resl 

du drams st Ie revit a nouveau.,,4 

Essential to Gatti's purpose is the suggestion in the play of ths 

movement of history into the present and the future. In the theatrical 

eituation, the present (and the future) are interpreted as the play going 

beyond the performance and projecting itself into the lives of tha audience. 

"Je repugne toujours a substituer une realite theStrale decalqule ~ une realitl 

historique. Pour que je puisee jouer sur une realite totale, il faut que mon 

1Gatti to Bettina Knapp, "Armand Gatti: A Theatre of Action," Kentucky 
Romance Quarterly, vol. 14, no. 4 (1967), p. 414. 

2Gatti to Pays, "Art actuel." 

3palais de Chaillot, T.N.P., 17 January 1966. 

4Gatti to Pays, "Art actuel." 
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d'aujourd'hui." The present day is often reflected in the sets; they are 

invariably inspired by contemporary events and revised as circumstances change. 

This revision is very noticeable in the evolution of the staging of Chronigues 

d'une planete provisoire: in the first production at Toulouse in October 1963 

the actions of the astronauts were observed directly by the audience; for the 

1967 revival Gatti introduced an immense television screen that formed the 

frame of the stage. His aim was not to create an illusion of reality since 

the frame was disproportionate to the size of the actors, but rather to reflect 

the evolution of the spectator society and the vast television coverage of the 

American space flights. In La Vie imaginaire de l'eboueur Auguste G. the band 

that played at the marathon de danse was changed from the Garde-Mobile to the 

C.R.S., as Gatti explains: "Tout en signifiant la meme chose (i11 la situait 
2 

davantage dans l'actualite." In Chant public, there are two noteworthy 

examples. The secund American theatre of the original printed text (1964) was 

in New Orleans, but by 1966 the venue had been changed to a meeting-hall at 

203rd street, Watts, an area of Los Angeles that had suffered violent race 

riots that same year. Similarly, the prison mentioned in 1966 is no longer 

Alcatraz but Lewisburg since Martin Sobell (one of those convicted with Juliu8 

and Ethel Rosenberg) had just been transferred there. 

While these minor alterations serve to keep the play relevant to the 

present day situation, Gatti is not a slavish follower of historical detail. 

In Un homme seul, the Battle of Seven Days and Nights and the Long ~arch are 

made to appear contemporaneous whereas, in fact, the battle preceded the march. 

This telescoping of time heightens dramatic effect at the expense of historical 

accuracy. 

The relationship of historical fact and daily experience to the 

dramatic work is complex. Accuracy of detail is vital; Gatti believes without 

it, the impact and power of the play are lost on the spectator who will 

1Getti to F. Gendron, "Entretien avec Armand Gatti," Les Lettrss 
francaisas, 2 october 1963. 

2Armand Gatti, Theatre [1111 (Paris: Seuil, 1962), p. 15. 
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consider the events on stage as fictitious. 1 
In Gatti's view of theatre as 

enlightenment, the spectator must be faced with a situation that forces him to 

reconsider his own position and not just with a naturalistic mirror image of 

an observable, existing situation. Richard Coe, in an analysis of La Deuxi~me 

Existence du camp de Tatenberg, astutely unravels the significance of the event. 

" 2 of the scene, "Ballade des processions paralleles." On the surface this scene 

appears to be a neo-surrealistic composition: Reuter, the fire-eater, exhales 

not fire but a lobster, flowers, confetti and a pair of old shoes; a second 

procession is made up of a prelate carrying a prehistoric thigh bone, an 

orchestra of victims that produces not a single sound, a team of footballers, 

and the emperors and empresses of Vienna transformed into the vowels, A., E., 

I., 0., and U. The logic of these kaleidoscopic figures is shown by Coe to 

be "based on the plain reality of fact, only lightly glossed over with fantasy," 
3 

a atatement he proves "with the aid of a good guidebook and a map of Vienna." 

Cae's argument is an attempt to show the impact of the absurdist dramatists, 

Beckett and Ionesco, on Gatti's dramatic technique. He concludes that Gatti 

is absurdist in technique but not in metaphysics. Gatti, himself, underlines 

this point to G'rard Gozlan and Jean-Louis Paysl 

Le th'atre de l'absurde ••• est un th'~tre d'sujourd'hui et, a ce titre 
indiecutablement int'ressant. C'est meme, je crois, une exploration tree 
pouse'e vers certains problemes de certainshommes. Mais la d'marche que 
nous faisions est diam'tralement opposle. Le thlatre de l'absurde se 
situe sur le plan de l'absence de l'homme sur la terre, tandis que dans 
Ie th';tre que nous essayons de faire, c'est plutot la prlsence de l'homme 
dans la cr'ation et comment cet homme devient 8 son tour cr'ateur, 
forgeant lui-meme son destin, sa propre face d'homme. 4 

The parameters of Cae's argument are too narrow to allow an examination 

of the root causes of the strong tie between fact and fantasy in Gatti's work. 

For Gatti, the imaginary is part of the total reality of life and part of the 

individual's own reality. The imaginary is not just a dramatic techniqueJ 

1Gatti to Knapp, "Theatre of Action," p. 416. 

2Richard N. Coe, "Armand Gatti's Carnival of Compassion: La Deuxia.e 
Existence du camp de Tatenberg," Yale French Studie8, no. 46 (1971), pp. 71-74. 

3Ibid., p. 71; and pp. 71-72. 

4Gatti cited by Gozlan and Pays, Gatti 8uJourd'hui, pp. 152-53. 
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together with fact it formulates the truth of a situation: "L'imaginaire fait 

partie de la realite de chaque homme. II fait part de son quotidien au mame 

titre, sinon plus, que les objets qu'il touche, et les gens qu'il eStoie.'" 

While the historical fact and the routine detail are essential, the imaginary 

is just as necessary as it is the fomenting ground in which man's possibilities 

are germinated. The imaginary reveals the alternatives to the existing 

situation or, rather, the synthesis of apparently heterogeneous details. Thus, 

Abel Antokokoletz explains the strange events of the parade to his fellows in 

Tatenberg: "Avec les Viennois tout est possible.,,2 Thus, Vienna is simulta-

neously all those startling apparitions; not just the capital of Austria or a 

geographical location, it is a nexus of perspectives. Coe relates Gatti's 

treatment of Vienna to that of Musil in The Man Without qualities through the 

similarity of Gatti's word paralleles and Musil's concept of parallel action. 

However, the intended meanings behind these two terms are different. for Musil, 

parallelism is synonymous with an escapism or IIself-deludings,,3 whereas for 

Gatti the parallel situations are used as a means to enlightenment: "L'actualit' 

a son sens et sa signification en tant que telle. Mais pour tirer un 

anseignement, il faut mille actualites qui se juxtaposent les unes aux autres.,,4 
I 

The concept of parallels recurs throughout Gatti s dramatic work. The 

whole structure of Auguste G. is based on the simultaneous juxtaposition and 

combination of five different characters called Auguste G., representing the 

same man at five different stages in his life: 9, 21, 30, 46 years old and an 

imagined Auguste G. in retirement. In '964, Gatti tried to define his concept 

of parallels by coining the word selmaire, to be interpreted as "une creation 

parallele a une rlfalite donnee,"S that is, the prolongation of an event or 

1Gattl cited by Jean-Jacques Lerrant, "Le Theatre d'Armand Gatti: c'est 
l'eapace des 'possibles, ft. !!!:.!f., no. 89 (October 1965), p. 10. 

2Armand Gatti, La Oeuxieme Existence du eamp de Tatenberg in Theatre 
[IU], p. 293. 

3Coe , "Carnival of Compassion," p. 73. 

4Gatti to Pays, "Art actuel." 

SArmand Gatti, Chant public devant deux chaisea electriguea (Paris. 
Seuil, 1964), p. 15. 
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situation in the mind of each individual. The term is frequently used in 

Chant public in much the same way as the word "scene" or "tableaux" would be 

used in a traditional play script. It emphasizes that Gatti's plays are not 

linearly sequential but rather exist as a matrix of points of view and reac-

tions put together in the manner of a film,with movement playing an important, 

combining role. 

The Vienna sequence in Tatenberg is parallel not only because it 

presents various possible views of Vienna in a single sequence, but also 

because it reveals a telescoping of time, the simultaneous expression of 

different epochs: the bone carried by the prelate alludes to a legend concerning 

the ruins of the Great Cathedral of Vienna dating from 1285; the vowel intitiala 

are a direct borrowing from the motto of the Russian emperors suggesting 1918; 

the Viennese football stadium is close to the Prater, which was the destina-

tion of the procession, a reference that is still valid today. In this manner, 

both historical and contemporary Vienna exist side by side in the scene. 

Characteristically, at this period of Gatti's writing (pre-1963), time 1s 

depicted as a fusion of past and present without reference to the future. In 

his first play performed, Le Crapaud-buffle, the dictator Don Tiburcio declares: 

"La pass' nous a reJoint. Considerez que Ie temps est maintenant un autre 
1 

trajet pour nous taus." for Le Poisson nair, Gatti anticipated the use of 

large screens behind the characters so that their words and the results of 

these words could be comprehended simultaneously. Howe~r, the screens had 

the disadvantage of suggesting that the situation had bean completely resolved 

in the past; consequently, when the play was performed the screens were 

2 
suppressed end the temporal dimensions of the play expanded. 

During the period of creation of Auguste G. 1n 1962 and following hi. 

first experience of directing in cooperation with Maurice Sarrazin at Toulouae,3 

1Armand Gatti, Le Crapaud-buffle (Paris: L'Arche, 1959), p. 41. 

2Armand Gatti, Le Poisaon noir, Th'atre ~l (Paris: Seuil, 1958), 
Performed 29 October 1964 (Grenier de Toulouse) with the author as mettaur an 
ecene. 

3They collaborated on Chronigue8 d'une planate provisoire, Toulous., 
Th"tre du Capitole, 2 October 1963. 
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Gatti began to elucidate ideas more clearly. He arrived at a definition of 

time as he understood it: "J'essaie de faire un th~atre qui ne tient plus compte 

du temps-duree mais du temps-possibilit~.,,1 What Gatti is rejecting is the 

concept of time as a passage, that is, a flow from the present into the past. 

This would prohibit the possibility of parallel sequences. Gatti's conception 

of reality requires a concept of time that allows the imaginative creations 

of the individual: 

Nous voyons que les possibles repr~sentent des formes de temporalite8 
divergentes, ayant pris corps dans la dur~e ou non. En elles, l'homme a 
la fois simpls et multiple se trouve confront~ avec la multiplication des 
autres craant de nouvelles formes d'identite. Nous sommes entres dans Ie 
temps psychologique pour Ie deborder et pousser jusqu'au temps des vies 
paralleles que nous vivons a tous les echelons de la creation, mais dont 
nous n'avons encore qu'une conscience tres reduite. 2 

Gatti describes the theme of Auguste G. as "la superposition des differentes 

temporalites d'un meme personnage, toutes avoluant dans un sens propre a 
L ... 3 l'interieur d'un mame cadre." In Auguste G., Gatti's fascination with time 

is rendered more complex by the inclusion of an element of the future in the 

character of Auguste G. in retirement, the projected desires and needs of the 

Auguste G. dying at 46 years of age. The preoccupation with time was reflected 

in the use of five giant photographic portraits of the five ages of Auguste G. 

which formed a kind of withdrawn frame for the performance in Jacques Rosner'e 

set. 

A definition of the concept of temporalite must taka into consideration 

Sartre's discussion in L'Etre et Ie neant. In his view, time is neither a 

collection of elements nor an infinite series of moments in the present, soma 

of which have not yet bean and others of which have already passed, but rather 

past, present, and future should be viewed as structures of a synthesiSe 

Sartre consequently rejects the temporal concepts of both Descartes and Bergson 

since both considered time as a flow and hence the past as finished, having no 

existence in the present: "Le passe n'est pas !!!!l, il n'est pae non plue Ie 

1Gatti to fleouter, "Liberer l'homme." 

2Gatti to Lerrant, "Espace des 'possibles,'" p. 10. 

3Gatti to Pays, "Art actuel." 
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present, mais i1 appartient a sa source meme comme lie a un certain present 

, 1, 
et a un certain futur." Gatti s time shows a certain similarity of structure: 

"Le present etait fait de 11experience passes et Ie futur imagine en fonction 

d'experience passee at du present ... 
2 

Gatti proposes "temps-possibilite" because "temps-duree" is a prison 

which does not allow for the development of the individual's possibilities; 

it enslaves him, enforcing a routine. The burden of "temps-duree"is ths 

imposition of a consciousness of limitation. Activity is channe~d into a 

fixed pattern: "Nous naissons avec des dizaines de "possibles" en nous qui 

peu a peu, par la force des habitudes de pensee et d'action que cette societe 

capitaliste nous impose, s'etiolent comme les feuilles d'un arbre pris par Ie 

gel.,,3 If this limiting way of life does not sufficiently atrophy man and 

his possibilities, then man will willingly amputate his own potentiel. Sadness 

for Gatti is the sight of an individual who settles down to observe a strict 

routine; this person is denying his own humanity which, for Gatti,lies in ths 

pursuit of one's potentialities. On one level, his thestrs is an attempt to 

make man realize his full potential, to evoke in man active responses 80 that 

he may pursue his own destiny;4 it is a heartfelt cry against thia ravaging 

of man by"temps-duree", a process described by Don Tiburcio in Gatti's first 

play. 

DON TIBURCIO: A six mois un enfant participe 8 des dizaines, 8 des centaines 
d'existence8 simultanees. A dix ans, il n'en a plus que deux ou 
trois. Encore n'en joint-il qulen cachette pour se donner un psu 
d'espace. A quinze ens, clest Ie parfait imbecile. II n'est plus 
qu'un, c'est-a-dire seul. Cette solituda l'lpouvanta, aussi va-t-i1 
s'anterrer a vingt ans dans un role, una fonction. II n'sst plus rian. 

(CB:64-65) 

It is against this type of chronological description of a man that Ma Young-au 

protssts: "La naissancs st la mort dlun homme n'ont rien a voir avec lea dat •• 

1~ean-paul Sartre, L'Etre et 1e neant: sssai. d'ontolo i. henomlno
Iogigu. (PariSI Galli.ard, 1943 repr. 1955 , p. 150; and pp. 153-54. 

2Gatti to Pays, "Art actuel." 

3Ar• and Gatti, "Un theatre pour 1a cite," La Nef, 24. annlS., no. 29 
(January-March 1967), p. 72. 

4Armand Gatti, "Dlmons et merveilles," O.R.T.f., 29 May 1965 cited by 
Gozlan and Pays, Gatti aujourd'hui, p. 100. 
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consignees sur lui dans les minutes d'un stat civil" (HoS:25). By the simul-

teneous exposition of a man's past, present, and future, the spectator sees 

Auguste G. as more than the roadsweeper or a cipher in the police files; rather 

he appears as a human being who has the will to go beyond his role in society 

and yet is ultimately defeated by the truncheon of the police. 

The parallel existences of a man are integral to that man as a whole. 

Gatti does not consider the individual in terms of a stable, personal identity. 

For him, the individual is a composite forged from situations and from contact 

with other men: "Notre devoir d'homme est d'etre un homme non pas in abstracto 

mais un homme parmi les hommes •••• Un homme et une femme en soi ~a n'existe 

pas. Nous n'existons que par rapport aux autres.,,1 In Auguste G., the forty-

six-year-old version of the hero reflects on his relationship with his wife and 

with his earlier sweethearts: 

AUGUSTE G. 46 ANS: Un couple, au fond, est une caserne--c'est inimaginable, 
le nombre de gens qui s'y installent, y vi vent pendant un an ou un 
Jour, disparaissent, sont remplaces par d'autres,--sans compter ceux 
qui y font carriere. 2 

This position is scenically translated in Un homme seul at a point when 

Li Tche-liou and his wife, Li Vi-hua, are trying to rediscover the attraction 

and feeling of their first love. As they approach each other to embrace all 

the characters of the imaginary court crowd onto the stage. At first they 

orchestrate the lovers'embrace with half-memories, details of everyday life, 

but gradually they physically encroach upon the entwined couple to the point of 

sitting on them. The couple is formed by the convergence of all these other 

characters and details. 

Gatti's views on personality were forged by hie prison camp experiences 

in which men lived a common existence; eech individual was part of a community, 

"Chacun portait en lui une espece de pensd'e collective, une fa~on de voir Ie 

monds qui n'est pas Ie fait d'un seul individu mais d'un nombre tres grand 

:5 d'individua." This collective experience marks Gatti's early plays very 

1Gatt! to Pays, "Art actuel." 

2Armand Gatti, La Vie imaginaire de l'lboueur Auguata G. in Thlatr. (ll~ 
p. 29. 

:5Gatti, "Od'mons at merveilles," cited by Gozlen and Paye, Gatti 
auJourd'hui, p. 26. 
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heavily: L'Enfant-rat, La Deuxieme Existence du camp de Tatenberg, and Chronigues 

d'une planete provisoire--all revolve around a central image of the prisoner-

of-war camp. In his preface to L'Enfant-rat, Gatti's explanation of the use 

of numbers for characterization in the play underlines the concept of identity 

that permeates his dramatic works. The identity of a character varies 

according to the point of view from which he is studied; therefore, a character 

can have multiple identities. Rather than giving a single name to a multiple 

identity, a number is attributed to it since a number best represents the 

abstract nature of personality: 

Le but de cette tentative theatrale est de montrer que derri~re le 
chiffre, il y a un homme, que cet homme porte dans ses paroles, ses 
silences et ses actes des dizaines d'autres hommes (morts ou vivant_) 
et que de surcroit gravltent autour de lui, comme des satellites, lea 
versions contradictoires que donnent de son personnage, ceux qui 
l'entourent, Ie connaissent ou l'ont connu.1 

In addition to this interrelation, the exiles in the salt mines share a common 

experience, symbolized in the four characters HUlT (ex-gardienne de camp), 

NEUf (ex-kapo de la mine), DIX (ex-gardien de camp), and ONZE (ex-commandant 

de camp). The exiles cannot throw off the experience of the camp and so these 

four characters are still present in their everyday lives. The play ia struc

tured around evangiles which are "uneinterpretation du monde qui l'entoure, 

donnee par l'un des personnages. Celui-cl devient en quelque sorte Ie 

personnage-soleil. Tant que dire son avangile tout se plie a son syst~me, 

a sa vision des choses--meme les autres personnages, lesquels se modelent sur 

la fayon dont il les eclaire ou se souvient d'eux.,,2 The avangile is the 

forerunner of the selmaire of Chant public. 

Gatti's world view is a complex juxtaposition of past, present and 

future in which personality as well as time is considered to be in a constant 

1 Armand Gatti, Theatre [II] (Paris: Seu!l, 1960), pp. 9-10. Adllaide 
in the play reaffirms this ideal 

"A peine entre dans Ie box, tu ntes plus toi. Moi aus8i--je n'etaia plus 
mol. [Chacun avait son Adelaide, Ie president, Ie procureur, l'avocat, 
les jDurnalistes, Ie public. lIs se la lan~aient ~ la figure ~ tour de 
brasll Dix, vingt Adelaidea, qui s'empoignaient a chaque audience. Et 
loraque j'y ajoutais la mienne les autrea se retournaient toutes contre 
moUlt Arllland Gatti, L 'Enfant-rat in Theatre [n], p. 84. 

2Gatti , Theatre [II], p. 10. 
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state of metamorphosis; new forms do not eradicate previous states but rather 

join the old in a simultaneous, multi-dimensional action. However, a Gatti 

play is still created in the conventional two-process manner with written 

text pre-existing performance. Getti, himself, views these periods as distinct 

processes: "Quand j'ecris je ne tiens aucun compte de la mise en scene. Je 

subordonne tout a la logique des personnages et des situations.,,1 The literary 

text that is produced is a work in its own right but only becomes theatre at 

the moment of performance: "Tout commence a la mise en scens •••• C'sst elle 

qui cree Ie phenomene du langage. L'auteur apporte la matiere brute. Ce par 
2 

quoi cette matiere existe, c'est la mise en scene." The process of rehearsal 

and performance gives the work a new life, not in the sense of resuscitation 

but rather of rebirth. The work on stage is not the same as that of the author's 

studio. Gatti was very surprised by this phenomenon, "ce travail de ra

imagination, ttl when Vllar created Le Crapaud-buffle; he stated that his text 

was hardly recognizable in its new form. The strength of this impression led 

him to claim that "Ie texte-chef-d'oeuvre, ~a n'existe pss.,,4 

The transformation of a Gatti play from literary text to performed work 

is clearly seen in the cass of Chant public. The play was in a formative 

state as early as April 1962 when Mireille Boris announced that Gatti was 

writing a play called Chant nuptial d'une horloae treating the Sacco and 
5 

Vanzetti affair. The play Chant public was completed in a period of fifteen 

days once the planning had been done. But in January 1964, Gatti admitted that 

the experience of working on Chronigues with Sarrazin had shown him that the 

written version of Chant public was not suitable in its initial form for stage 

production. 6 It was necessary for him to cut and prune the text. The version 

published at the time of the 1966 T.N.P. production of the play ShOW8 the 

1Gatti to Lsrrant, ttMetteur en scene," p. 13. 

2Gatti cited by Gozlan and Pays, Gatti aujourd'hul, p. 222. 

lGatti to Autruisssau, "Crapaud-buffle," p. 9. 4Ib1d• 

5~1raille Boris, L'Humanitl, 16 April 1962. 

6Gatti to Mirsille Boris, ~ntretienl, L'Humanitl, 4 January 1964. 
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extent of the adaptation. Generally speaking, the stage version reveals a 

more tightly knit structure. To take but two examples, in the 1964 version 

the first sequence, "Clefs de portee sous forme de spectateurs," includes four 

short passages issuing from the Lyons theatre; in the 1966 text, three of 

these brief passages are fused into a single longer sequence. 1 Similarly, 

the second sequence, "Bande sonore pour un generique," is transformed from a 

multitude of short flashes of historical detail from all corners of the stage 

into a more coherent, discursive introduction of the historical setting 

comprising a flow of longer speeches from each theatre (CP64:37-41; CP66:21-28). 

This type of structural alteration occurs throughout the 1966 version and 

demonstrates that Gatti was adapting a personal reflection on the affair into 

a communicable play. The profusion of details is grouped more coherently in 

the second version and,if not deemed essential,pieces are omitted. For 

instance, Eugene Debs, another victim of injustice, is mentioned in the 1964 

version, but is not cited in the stage text (CP64:130). 

The long period of genesis implied in the creation of Chant public is 

apparently a constant aspect of Gatti's creative process. It is not possible 

to outline Gatti's method of writing, as he himself admits to being an erratic 

.t 2 wrl. ere Gatti's mind and mental activity are such that a single subject over 

a period of time will suggest itself to him from a variety of angle8. Un homme 

8eul derives from his experiences as a reporter in Kouangsi; during his work -
the name Wei Pa-tchoun kept recurring and the facets of the character of this 

guerrilla leader appeared to multiply as each new piece of information was 

reported: "Partout ou j'allais, j'interrogaais las gens sur Wei Pa-tchoun. 

J'ai eu des versions innombrables et la piece n'est pae autre chose que la 

confrontation de cas differentes versions."l Thus, Li Tche-liou is studied in 

the play from different perspectives simultaneously, a composite psychological 

1Gatti, Chant public (1964), pp. 25-26; pp. 27-28; pp. 31-32; and pp. 
34-35; and Armand Gatti, Chant public devant deux chaises electriQues (Paris: 
Seull, 1966), pp. 19-21. 

2Gatti to Knapp, "Theatre of Action," p. 409. 

3GatU to Pays, "Art actuel." 
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picture that does not try to harmonize the different aspects of his identity, 

but rather states them as being Li Tche-liou's reality. Focal or linear 

psychology has been replaced by an exploded psychology. 

1 His Rosa collective was created by an analogous process. Although 

the sources of his material were not other people's reports but his own know-

ledge of the life and work of Rosa Luxembourg, Gatti was nevertheless in the 

situation of having various views of the revolutionary figure: "En huit ans 

j'avais imagine plusieurs pieces sur Rosa, mais c'est alors que l'id~e m'est 

. 2 venue de les faire coexister a l'interieur de la m3me p~ece, les confronter." 

The work, imagined for so long, suddenly coalesces around a single idea. A 

similar revelatory experience led to the inspired period of composition of 

Chant public. His knowledge of the Sacco and Vanzetti affair had been intimate 

for a long period. Only the specific situation of the Cuban missile confronta-

tion suggested the form for the play: 

Ce fut Ie declic. Dans mes souvenirs, Sacco et Vanzetti repeterent au 
moins cinq phrases analogues. AussitSt ces blancs et ces nuits de la 
Havane defilant sous la pluie avec leurs imperm~ables, leurs sacs, leurs 
couvertures, et quelquefois leurs parapluies inscriverent pour moi, leur 
marche, entre les couloirs de Sing-Sing et ceux de Charleston. lIs 
~taient tous 8 leur fa~on des Rosenbergs, des Saccos et des Vanzettis. 
Leurs ennemis etaient les m3mes et pour les m3mes raisons. • • • La 
plupart ne savaient rien de Sacco et Vanzetti mais ils avaient rejoint 
leur histoire, chacun ~ sa fayon, chacun a sa dimension, chacun avec son 
education, chacun avec sa pigmentation de peau.3 

Gatti states that the first process, writing, is undertaken indepen-

dently of the idea of performance; composition develops according to its own 

internal logic of charscterization and situation. However, this logic is not 

one of moulding into rectilinear coherence, but one of complex confrontation. 

The method of elaborating the characters of his plays encourages this complexity 

and also avoids the single, central hero bias of much of historical drama. He 

identifies with each character in turn in order to understand his feelings and 

reactions. The resultant play becomes very dense with a host of equally well 

1Armand Gatti, Rosa collective (Paris: Seuil, 1973). 

2Gatti to Denis Bablet, "Entretien avec Armand Gatti," Travail thlatral 
no. 3 (April to June 1971), p. 16. 

3Gatti, Chant public (1964), p. 13. 
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developed characters, all of whom present a particular point of view on the 

central theme: "Une foi5 qu'il y a autant de pi~ces que de personnages, je 

fais une sorte de mixage: beaucoup de choses disparaissent, mais Je trouve Ie 

fil conducteur. C'est ainsi que cette espece de vision kal'idoscopique forme 

1 un tout." Observing such a method, it would be impossible for Gatti to 

produce a conventional play with its linear development of character and 

situation. 

Although the written text is constructed by Gatti alone, it does not 

remain fixed and immutable. The authoritative author figure is not an image 

that Gatti pursues: "Je ne crois pas ~ la toute puissance de l'auteur, Ce 

monsieur qui fait des pieces de th'itre, mais ~ un travail d'iquipe. Clest 

de 18 communion dans l'oeuvre que peut na!tre la communion souhaitle du public 
2 

avec cette oeuvre." In fact after Hubert ~onloup's work on Tatenberg at Lyons 

in 1962, Gatti tended to work exclusively with that designer. They joined 

with Jean-Marie Lancelot and H. Chatelain, and the four became a creative team 

that lasted until Gatti grew disenchanted by the theatrical industry in 1968. 

He left the team in order to discover a more active form by which to communicate 

his social and political ideals. The team, while it lasted, was a filter 
~~ 

through which the writtenApassed; play scripts were adapted and modified as 

a result of contact with other experiences. 

Especially after Chant public, which itself had been exposed to a 

public reading at Theatre de la Commune at Aubervilliers in February 1964,3 

Gatti adopted the practice of extensive play readings and open discussions 

which served as an additional agency for modification and adaptation. For 

example, the banned La Passion du glnlral Franc04 was recited before 

proletarian and peasant audiences no less than fifteen times in France and 

1Gatti, "Thlatrs d'auJourd'hui," cited by Gozlan and Pays, Gatti 
auJourdthui, p. 134. 

2Gatti, "Theatre pour la citl," p. 72. 

3Advertisements appeared in Combat, 22 February 1964 and L'Humanit', 
20 February 1964. 

4For dstails of the ban see Dorothy Knowles, "To be banned or not to be 
banned," Drama, no. 93 (summer 1969), pp. 53-58. 
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abroad. The audiences were invited to criticize and suggest more accurate 

1 
details as a result of which the play was remoulded. This practice under-

scores Gatti's conviction that a play should have a firm basis in reality. In 

addition it represents a formative stage in the development of an artistic 

ethos in which the author acts as servant to the community. It is in this 

sense that Maurice Sarrazin, Gatti's collaborator in Toulouse. can observe: 

"C'est un th~atre qui bouge ••• ; l'auteur n'h~site pas ~ modifier, il 

considere Ie th~atre comme une matiere vivante au lieu d'etre celui qui, ~ 

cathedra, pond, signe et nay touche plus.,,2 

During the creation of a play, Gatti is liable to reconstruct a role 

in order that it should better suit the actor. Thus. the live experience of 

the performance is felt to be more important than the words on the page: 

J'ai un homme, j'ai un role. Je cherche dans cet homme qui est en face 
de moi tout ce qui peut recevoir l'esprit du role, quitte a modifier 
celui-ci en consequence. Au lieu de partir du pereonnage a cr~er. je 
pars de l'homme qui va l'endosser •••• Mee idees precon9ues s'sbolissent 
devant l'homme. 3 

The manner in which Gatti the director deals with the actors allows dimensions 

that lay beyond the text to emerge. Thie is clearly consistent with the idea 

of theatre being a medium through which man's possibilities can be exploited. 

In interview with Bettina Knapp, he described the way he helped to construct 

the role of the Rabbi in Chroniguesl at the outset. the actor was asked to 

speak his lines not as a rabbi but as an opera singer; when this had been 

achieved, the actor had to change and play the part in the manner of a Garman 

worker; such variations were pursued up until a few days before the first 

parformance when Gatti asked the actor to consider himself as a rabbi.4 This 

procedure avoids the creation of a caricature in favour of a richly complex 

character. The numerous possibilities facing the actor in his building of the 

1Gatti , "Theatre d'aujourd1hui,1I cited by Gozlan and Pays, Gatti 
auiourd'hui, p. 135. 

2P1eurice Sarrazin, "Theatre d'aujourd'hui," cited by Gozlan and Pays, 
Gatti auJourd'hui, p. 135 

3Gatti to Lerrant, "Metteur en scene," p. 13. 

4Knapp, "Theatre of Action," p. 417. 
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role tended to add new dimensions to the part of the Rabbi who subsequently 

became a multi-faceted creation--in Gatti's terms, a more human character. 

The play text which is developed by the author is modifiable by the 

production team, the future spectator, and the actor. These opportunities for 

adaptation are a logical outcome of the view that Gatti holds of the text; not 

a word perfect piece of literature, it is but a basis from which to work in 

rehearsal: "Que je proclame ••• que chaque sujet possede une theatralite 

qui lui 8st propre, que c'est la recherche des structures exprimant cette 
1 

theatralite qui forme une piece." 

The spectator's contribution to the creative process has pa8sed through 

variou8 stages of evolution in Gatti's theatre. His fundamental convictions 

are that theatre should be a means of enlightenment for the oppressed clae888 

and a product of the creativity of the community as a whole. This concept of 

popular theatre is a radical approach to the determination of ths social role 

of theatre. The official policy towards a national popular theatre basically 

relies on the simple premise that a wider segment of society should be provided 

with theatre but not that this increased audience 8hould take any active part 

in dramatic creation. Gatti contrasts the official approach which ha describes 

as "une conquite du public par Ie theatre" with an approach that he favour. 

2 
which would constitute "une conquate du theatre par le public." The par tic-

ipation that he envisages is a creative effort by the populace and not the 8elf

indulgence of phY8ical participation of the kind solicited by happeningl 

Cette participation physique c'est un ~nre de vidange; on tire la 
chatne, on vide, et ~a y e8t. • • • OnkBent mieux apres. Je ne croia pas 
que cela aille beaucoup plus loin. On exclut la reflaxion, alora ce qui 
co.pte ce sont les problemss que leon pose et que leon ne rasoudra sana 
douta pas le 80ir mame, mais un jour plus tard, au contact avec 1a raalita. 
Cetta attitude-le me paratt beaucoup plus valable. O'apres mon experience, 
c'est seulement de cette maniere qus Ie theatre peut avoir une influence 
raelle. 3 

To match this theoretical position, Gatti works to develop the means 

by which the community can find self-expression in the theatre. Be fora 1968, 

Gatti produced two plays commissioned by organizations; e third resulted fro. 

1 Gat ti, Theatre [1 II] p. B. 2Gatti and Sarrazin, "Un theatre," p.S. 

3Getti to Bablet, "Entratien," po 10. 
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a community theatre workshop convened by the Theatre de l'Est Parisien. Both 

commissioned works sprang from Gatti's relationship with the Grenier de 

Toulouse. V comme Vietnam answered a request from the Collectif Intersyndical 

Universitaire d'Action pour la Paix au Vietnam; played instead of the announced 

programme, it represented a departure for the eubsidized theatre and its 

relationship with current affairs; the theatre was involved with current, 

political issues. More interesting for our purpose is La Passion du general 

franco, created in reply to a group of emigrant Spanish workers who wished to 

express their solidarity with the striking Asturian miners and who wanted to 

draw attention to franco's military regime. for this play, Gatti interviewed 

many exiled Spaniards in order to appreciate the condition of being a foreigner 

in a strange land. 

The most advanced example of this type of author-public collaboration 

is Les 13 Soleils de la rue Saint-Blaise. The play was created from five 

recorded conversations chaired by Emile Copfermann between Gatti and the 

inhabitants of the 20e arrondissement in Paris. The discussion centred on 

the question: "Quels sent les problemee actuels qui selon vous devraient 'tre 

representes sur scene?" The subject-matter of the play derived from the preoc

cupations of those participating with the quality of life especially in the 

light of plans for urban redevelopment. The administration of the T.E.P. 

and, no doubt, Gatti and Copfermann saw the venture aa a new departure for 

the theatres 

L'experience consiatait A inveraer lea roles habitu.l., A •• ttre 1 •• 
ap.ctateur8 en situation d'auteurs, et l'auteur et Is metteur en .c~n. 
an 8ituation de spectateurs. Diffarents pointa de vue se 80nt affront's. 
Des repliques meme8, achangaes par nos adharents, •• t naB la pi~c.. Les 
.pectat.urs-auteurs sont devenus "le8 treize soleils de la rue Saint
Blai ..... 1 

According to the T.E.P.' s director, Guy Ratora, the importance of the 

experiment for Gatti was that it marked "un pas sur Ie chemin qui conduira un 

jour cheque hOmlla • etre craateur.,,2 This underlying aim unites Gatti with 

1Armand Gatti, Les 13 50leils de 18 rue Saint-Blai •• (Paris, S.uil, 
1968), p. 7. 

2GUY Ratora cited by Philippe ~adral, L'Humanita, 13 ~arch 1968. 
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the Villeurbanne declaration and the efforts of the theatre collectives--all 

represent the artistic manifestation of the socio-political trend that leads 
1 

away from the spectator society towards a participatory community. The 

experiment, however, was perhaps not as revolutionary in its final form as it 

was in intention. Gatti himself admits that the words of the inhabitants were 

full of human interest but devoid of much dramatic potential; his role as 

author is to lI'transcender' le debat et lui donner vie theitrale.,,2 The work 

is obviously more Gatti's than the citizens' in its expression, being written 

in a rich, evocativa vocabulary with an exuberance of imagery. for Matthieu 

Galey, this was so obviously the case that he referred to the whole undertaking 
3 

as the "participation illusoire des spectateurs." 

After 1968, Gatti greatly reduced the creation of full scale produc-

tions that demand complex steging, a skilled production team, great expensa, 

and the use of an established theatre. Only in 1968 did Gatti realize the 

paradox inherent in his situation: although a playwright who supports a radical 

change in society and an overthrow of the capitalist system of exploitation, he 

is not only dependent on the industry of theatrical production but "exhibits" 

his work in a situation from which those to whom he appeals are excluded. 

Gatti explains the untenable position of the revolutionary playwright to Denia 

8ablet: 
Roaa est an train d'etre mantee a Kassel. Elle ne peut pas toucher les 
~ a qui je voudrais m'adresssr parce qu'ils n'appartiennant tout 
simplement pas a ceux qui pourront la voir. Elle devient un objet 
culturel, avec elle J'occupe une position privilegi'a par rapport aux 
travailleura. Quoique je fasse, je suis du cat. des privilages. Je 
suis le bouffon du syst~ma.4 

In 1968 he saw a possible resolution of the paradox in the creation 

of .ini=pieces. These works are designed to be easily transportable through 

their simplicity of setting; they demand very little preparation and laat 

1for an analysis of the spectator society, see Guy Debord, La Sociltl 
du spectacle, (Paris: Buchet/Chastal, 1967). 

2Gatti cited by fran90ise Varenne, Le figaro, 15 March 1968. 

3MatthiBu Galey, Les Nouvelles litterairea, 28 March 1968. 

4Gatti to 8ablet, IIEntretien," p. 19. 
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approximately one and a half hours. The collection, Petit Manuel de guerilla 

1 
urbaine, is the closest that Gatti has come to agit-prop or street theatre. 

The mini-plays also constitute a further evolution towards Gatti's ideal of 

the society of creators. For the actors and directors of any of the works, 

Gatti has but one word: "Aucune piece n'etait donnee comme une realite 

definitive: 'Vous avez une piece. Crest une base a partir de laquelle voua 

devez inventez. 
2 

Alors ne tenez pas compte de l'auteur, inventezl'" 

In the sketch, Machine excavatrice pour entrar dans le plan de 

defrichement de la colonne d'invasion ehe Guevara, the spectators are also 

801icited to take an active part. Gatti's plot is basically a simple atruc-

ture: a Cuban must go to fight a guerrilla war but he cannot tell his french 

lover; she doss all she can to find him but fails. However, the actions and 

reactions of the characters in this situation are dependent on the will of the 

audience; there is a whole series of alternative actions from which the 

audience can choose: "II y a toute une serie de cas prevus et selon le8 avis 

du public les psrsonnages font telle ou tells chose. Une dizaine de pieces 

possibles coexistent et le public qui choisit ne va it jamaie la mame piace.,,3 

The mini-pieces involve s measure of collective composition by 

demanding that the outlines laid down by the author be adapted or expanded by 

the actors and audience at the moment of craation. To this extent, the 

playlets constitute another stage in Gatti's search for an alternative 

dramstic language and creative process that would break "le cercle 'troit o~ 

sont enfermes les rapports de consommation spectacle-spectateur.,,4 To this 

end Gatti experimented between 1972 and 1974 with a more ambitious type of 

collective creation involving his students from the Institut des Arts de 

Diffusion et Louvain and the inhabitants of the Brabant Wallon. The premis. 

1The plays are unpublished in french but details are given in Gatti 
auJourd'hui by Gozlan and Pays, pp. 252-54. 

2 3 Gstti to Bablet, "Entretien," p. 7. Ibid., p. 10. 

40etails and quotations are taken from documents distributed by Gatti 
at a series of discussions entitled "Rencontres avec Armand Gatti: la recherche 
d'un lang8ge," held at the Salle des rates de la Mairie, Paris 17e, 15-11 June 
1973. 
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of the experiment was expressed as: "Cr'er face a l"venement et non plus en 

fonction de principes." Thus, the intention was for the students to work with 

the villagers and to develop their views and experiences and desires into an 

action. The complex reality of the villagers formed the basis of the spectacle. 

An extension of the procedure used for 13 501ei1s, the approach, however, left 

the people free to rehearse and create their own scenes and sketches all of 

which were to be used. For Gatti and his students, the technique obviated 

the alienating aspects of conventional theatrical production and experience: 

Le spectacle constitue purement et simplement une forme de colonisation 
perp~tr'e sur l'individu par l'imposition d'un savoir et d'une culture 
'trangers a son monde, son univers et son v'cu. A la notion de spectateur, 
issue de cette id'e de spectacle, nous avons voulu substituer celle de 
createur. 

By May 1973, eight months of work had produced open-air and street 

theatre, ten plays, two musical comedies and forty-five songs. However, the 

mejor development had been the creation of pi~ces-trajet based on four charac-

ters from the villages: a housewife, a peasant, a worker, and a building 

contractor. Each play was a collage of perspectives of the central character 

who possessed five realities: 1) the character as he lives and acta in every

day life; 2) the character as he sees himself; 3) the character aa he ia aeen 

and described by the production team; 4) the character as envieaged by each 

actor with his different nationality and aocial class; and 5) the character aa 

represented by a huge puppet fashioned from the waste products of the 

consumer aociety. In 1974 theee complex realities were fused into a whole 

and augmented by the scenes and sketches of the Brabant people to produce a 

spectacle entitled L'Arche d'Adelin. It tells the story of a Brabant peaaant, 

Adelin, who is fleeing to~ordOgne to escape the ills of modern induatrial 

society. The work was performed simultaneously on mobile stagee mounted on 

150 vehicules which travelled twenty-five kilometers during the twenty-eight-

hour show. 

Both in its elaborated construction and itinerant performance, Adelin 
1 

ia an intricate example of exploded theatre. Furthermore, the creative 

1Gatti'. contribution to the 1974 Festival d'Avignon, La Tribu de 
Carcana en guerre contre guoi? exploits similar techniquea on a amaller .cala. 
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process which encouraged the inhabitants to develop their own scenes reflects 

Gatti's desire to awaken man to his possibilities. Indeed, for Gatti and his 

students, the success of the exper~ent was that it provoked three thousand 

people to venture into areas of creativity and self-awareness that did not form 

part of their daily experience, that these people came to realize that they 

could create alternative experiences themselves, and that consequently they 

had glimpsed the possibility of acting on the world rather than passively 

suffering it. 

Throughout Gatti's work an apparent development progresses towards the 

effacement of the dramatist before the increasing power of his public Qr the 

actors who are becoming co-creators. Never, however, is the organizing and 

transforming consciousness of the artist completely superleded. The process 

. 1 
of creation which led to Chat sauvage is representat1ve. Discussions were 

organized by the acting company, Group V, around a scenario entitled Interdit 

aux plus de trente ans. In this scenario, Don Quixote confronts Gilles Tantin, 

a martyr of the events of 1968; during their dialogue the two characters try 

to create a common basis for mutual understanding. Ths discussions with the 

public altered this angle considerably; the central element became a debate 

on how one could join the cause for which Tantin died: "C'etait une demarche 

tr~s nouvelle: j'avais d'abord ecrit la piece comme je la voyais, elle fut 

ensuite soumise a des publicset je l'a! re-ecrite en fonction de ses publics. H2 

In the resultant play, Chat sauvage, the character of Don Quixote has been 

written out altogether. It is significant that Don Quixote was the coda name 

under which Gatti operated in the Resistence and with which he associated very 

closely. Thus, symbolically, Gatti was prepared to eliminate himself fro. the 

play: "J'ai execute mon brave Don Quichotte, c'est-a-dirs .oi-me.e, j'ai 'ta 
3 

fusill' d~8 Ie debut de la pi~ce." The author becomes the anonYMOUS 

amanuensis to the public-creator. 

As extreme as they apparently are, Gatti's experiments with tha 

1 Unpublished. Details in Gatti auJourd'hu1 by Gozlan and Pays, p. 255. 

2Gatti to 8ablet, "Entretlen," p. 12. 3Ib1d• 
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audience's responsibility towards the performance are not totally isolated 

efforts. Michel Butor in collaboration with the 8elgian composer, Henri 

Pousseur, began to write an opera, Votre Faust: fant¥ie variable. genre oeara , 
1 

as early as June 1961. As the title suggests the work allows for various 

versions inside a single structure. The varietions are due to the opportu-

nities offered to the audience to affect the course of the action during the 

performance. There are four points at which the audience are able to exercise 

their authority over the work they are viewing. After an initial invariable 

sequence the audience is given the straight choice by the Directeur de Theatre 

of voting either that the young composer Henri should go to the fair with 

Maggy or that Maggy should disappear to be replaced by another companion: 

LE DIRECTEUR: La cantatrice et son ami Richard vont passer parmi vous 
pendant l'entracte; l'un vous proposera des boules noires qui voudront 
dire: "avec une autre," l'autre des boules blanches: "avec Maggy." 
Vous les deposerez, selon votre choix, dans les troncs, ••• Ensuite, 
nous peserons Ie pour et le contre. (VF:85) 

This democratic principle does not apply at the second moment of choice which 

occurs before the result of the ballot. On this occasion the Directeur twice 

descends into the audience and leads a spectator (first a male, then a female) 

1The text of Votre Faust hae been subject to a lot of confusing specu
lation. A version containing two alternative endings was published in serial 
form in La Nouvelle Revue francaise as follows (quotations are from this text): 

No. 109 January 1962 pp. 65-86 
No. 110 February 1962 pp. 261-89 
No. 111 March 1962 pp. 461-82 
No. 112 April 1962 pp. 641-57 

An alternative version for the second part, "La Banlieue de l'aube ~ l'aurore," 
was included in a special number on Sutor of the Belgien review VII, no. 10 
(1962). Other fragments appeared in Cahiers Reneud-Barrault, no:-41 (December 
1963), pp. 203-15. Leon s. Roudiez in his Michel Sutor (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1965), p. 44 claims that a complete text was to appear in 
book form in 1965, but nothing has emerged. A full text has appeared in Cahiera 
du Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches Marxistes, no. 62 (1968). 

Similar confusion surrounds the dates of performance I Roudiez clai •• 
that the opera was to be performed in Venice in autumn 1965 prior to a Pari.ian 
production by Jean-Louis Barrault (p. 43). Raal Ouellet, Les Critiques de 
notre temps et Ie nouveau roman (Paris: Garnier Frere., 1972), p. 128 clai.s 
that there was a performance in Brussels in 1967; this i8 confirmed in a not. 
by Jacques Longchampt in Le Monda, 14 Dece_ber 1966, p. 14; however, no trace 
of this performance could be found. Jacques Dubois and Jean-Marie Piemm. 
announced the creation of the work in 1968 in Milan in the introduction to Henri 
pouseeur's article, "La foire de Votra feust,·t Marche Romane, vol 20, no. 3 
(1970), p. 21. What is certain is that there was a concert performanca of 
pousseur's score at the Bienna1e de Bruxe11es 1n December 1966 (reviewed by 
Longchampt) and a creation of the full work at the Piccola Scala (Milan) in 
January 1969. 
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onto the stage: 
LE OIRECTEUA: Monsieur, vous avez la possibilit~ d'intervenir pour 

une premiere fois. Voulez-vous que nous jouions la suite de cette 
scene, ou preferez-vous que nous revenions en arriere, et que nous 
la remplacions par une autre o~ Henri sera dans sa chambre? (Vr:266) 

It is the minority point of view that governs the audience's third decision, 

for just a simple cry of "no" from any member of the audience is sufficient 

to stop the scene and to cause another to be commenced (VF:275-76). This 

choice is not without its limiting conditions; the Oirecteur explains that 

after a certain sound signal no alteration is possible, and that only one 

interruption is allowed between one signal and the next. The democratic 

process is reinstated for the final method by which the audience articulates 

its preferences: 

LE DIRECTEUR: Mais le cri de l'un d'entre vous ne suffira plus. 11 
faudra que la salle entiere fasse rage pour reussir a tordre ce destin 
si fermement oriente maintenant. Lorsque vous ferez un vacarme tel, 
criant, chantant si vous voulez, hurlant, applaudissant, que l'on 
ne pourra plus entendre la voix des acteurs, alors la scene en cours 
s'arretera. (VF:461) 

The construction of a work that allows this manner of alternation is 

necessarily extremely complex. Henri Pousseur, himself, in describing the 

fair scene in the second part of the performance is forced to resort to 

algebraic notation to refer to the different possibilities for plot develop

ment.
1 

Butor and Pousseur admit that there are twenty-five possible versions. 2 

The endings of the two versions printed in La Nouvelle Revue francaise 

represent the two extremes open to Henri: either the defiant rebuttal by which 

he breaks his contract with the Mephistophelean director to aapire to a certain 

independence; or the harrowing acqUiescence to the director's demands (Vra655; 

and 482). 8etween these two solutions lay another three possibilities of 

various gradations of salvation and damnation.
3 

The variability that is built 

into the structure of the work means that it ia unlikely that two aUdiencea 

would in fact see the same version of Votre Faust on successive nights. 

1 Pous.aur, "roire," pp. 21-27. 

2Butor and Pousseur, Votre raust, Cahlers Renaud-Barrault, no. 41 
(Dece_ber 1963), p. 204. 

3 Pou888ur, "roire," pp. 32-33. 
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A similar experiment was produced by the collaboration of the spatio

dynamic sculptor Nikolas Scheffer, the serialist composer Pierre Henry, and 

the modern dance company of Alwin Nikolals at the Hamburg Opera in February 

1973. The title of the work, Kyldex-1, translates the priorities of the 

artists: Ky(bernetic or cybernetic) L(umino) O(ynamic) Ex(periment). The 

audience were supplied with five signals: a red circle, a green triangle, a 

white square, a blue diamond and a yellow triangle which signified stop, faster, 

explain, slower, and repeat respectively. At the and of each sequence the 

Oirector of the Opera, Rolf Liebermann, consulted the audience who replied 

with their signs. The wishes of the majority were respected.
1 

Apart from the obvious parallels to be drawn between this type of 

experimentation and the surrealist fascination with aleatory techniques, both 

Kyldex-1 and Votre Faust play on the convention of the intrinsic collaboration 

between the author and his public, traditionally called the auspension of 

disbalief. There is an attempt to democratize this relationship by breaking 

the tyranny of the author and to return an element of freedom to the spectator. 

8utor, in particular, is concerned with the veracity of the reality 

which he as author presents. All created work will necessarily present a 

fake reality because it is the result of a narrow choice by an individual. To 

approximate more closely to the true nature of experience, the work must 

express a multi-dimensional reality: "Le seul moyen de dire la viritl, d'aller 

a la recherche de la vlrite, c'est de confronter inlassablement, mathodiquement, 

ce que nous racontons d'habitude avec ce que nous voyons, entendons, aVBC les 

informations que nous recevons, c'est done de 'travailler' sur Is racit. tt2 

Thus, inside a single work there exists a whole gamut of perspectives. In 

this Butor's work resembles Gatti's; both preaent multiple points of view on 

a subject inside a play expressed by a technique of confrontation between those 

differing views. It is noteworthy that both authors are fascinated by the 

idea of trajeta or journeys through a work. Butor's radiophonic text, Rlaeau 

1for details of this psrformance, S88 Jacqu8s Lonchampt, Le ~ond., 
15 february 1973, p. 27; and Martine Cadi8u, Les Nouvelles littlraire., 19 
february 1973, p. 19. 

2Michel Butor, Ripertoire II (Paris: Minuit, 1964), p. 89. 
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a~rien, is constructed around conversations of passengers on as many as ten 
1 

aeroplanes simultaneously flying allover the globe. The result is a kind of 

patchwork of overlapping, intersecting dialogues that treat the common preoc-

cupations of the travellers. Similarly, Gatti's La Passion du general franco 

confronts four different journeys made by Spanish emigres in order to examine 

the problems and human suffering involved in emigration. Both works require 

not an analytical understanding of sequential events, but rather a synthetic 
2 

grasping of a complex reality. 

Butor's work is not offered to the public as an invitation into an 

imaginary space; it demands that the reader, listener, or spectator should be 

consciously active in the creation of the work. The reader has to break with 

the traditional procedure that offers him an easy story line in order to cops 

with the possibilities contained in a single work, or for that matter, in a 

aingle page: "La narration n'est plus une ligne, mais une surface dans laquelle 

nous isolons un certain nombre de lignes, de points, ou de groupements 

3 4 remarquables." Thus, a text like Mobile should be read "en etoile," that 

is to say the reader should follow the lines and points out from the centre of 

the page. Equally, variations of type-face allow the reader to follow 

different routes through the study. The situation is reproduced in 

6.810.0001itres d'eau par seconde which, by virtue of being a stereophonic 

work, offers various possibilities to the listener: 

L'auditeur en reglant la balance de son appareil, peut aussi 
privilegier plus ou moins tel ou tel cote. • •• On a donc une double 
variabilite: ~ l'emission, l'axecutant aura choisi l'une des dix voies; 
~ la reception, l'auditeur pourra changer de la place a l'interieur de 
l'architecture transmise.5 

1Michel Sutor, Reseau aerien (Paris: Gallimard, 1962). 

2Although such a comparison is valid, it must be understood that while 
Gatti is more concerned with the socio-political aspect. of hi. work, Sutor i. 
more interested in the aesthetic problem of expressing reality. 

3Butor, Repertoire II, p. 92. 

4sutor cited by Jean Roudaut, Michel Butor. ou Le livre futur: 
proposition (Parie: Gallimard, 1964), p. 66. 

5~ichel 8utor, 6.810.000 litres d'eau par seconds (Paris: Gall1mard, 
1965), pp. 20-21. 
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The choices made by the audience in Votre faust are examples of the same kind 

of freedom and responsibility, although by the very nature of the dramatic 

performance individual choice is tempered by the collective will. In that same 

work, the limitations set on the freedom of choice by the Directeur carry a 

hint of coercion, as does his implication that he has some accomplices seated 

in the audience (Vf:276; and 461). 

The performance of a variable text poses problems for the actor. To 

change parts randomly presents no real difficulty for a musician or a chorister 

since the genre pre-supposes no identification between the musician-chorister 

and his part. In the case of the actor, however, this ability to axchange 

characters or portrayals successfully is questionable. In Votre faust, the 

character of Henri is subjected to this treatment because of the possible 

changes of direction willed by the audience. The reviews of the performance 

indicate that this difficulty was not solved by the production. Jacques 

Lonchampt admitted that after the first unchangeable sequence, he found himself 

"dans l'alea et la confusion"; Maurice fleuret condemned the venture with "un 

intellectualisme irrespirable," implying that variation can only exist as an 

t i t " 1 idea and no n prac 1ce. 

In principle, Votre Faust embodies an attempt by 8utor and Pousseur 

to circumvent the hierarchy of creator over spectator that obtains in the con-

ventional artistic situation: "Une espsce de balancement continuel du rapport 

de maitre ~ esclave.,,2 Nevertheless, sutor does not abdicate any of the 

author's authority in practice. In a discussion of the theories of multiple 

focua and character in the novel, Sutor concludes: "L'ecrivain dolt alors 

controler l'oeuvre dans toutes ses differentea versions, les aasumar COmMe le 

aculpteur responsable de tous lea angles sous lesquels on pourra photographier 

3 
sa statue, et du mouvement qui lie toutes ces vues." Consequently, in the 

1Jacques Lonchampt, Le Monde, 22 January 1969; and Maurice Fleuret, 
La Nouvel Observateur, 27 January 1969, p. 44. 

2sutor and Pousseur, Votre Faust, Cahiers du Centre d'Etudea et de 
Recherches Marxistes, no. 62 (1968), p. 19. 

3 Sutor, Repertoire II, pp. 98-99. 
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structure of Votre Faust the spectator becomes "un ~l~ment aleatoire consi

d~rable et tres difficile a controler.,,1 The audience is held in check; the 

author retains his mastery of the work. The possibility for creative action by 

the spectator was never really there; he is allowed only to choose between 

various alternatives supplied by the author. Without channelling the spectator 

into a single perspective, this process does keep him within the design of the 

author: "Votre Faust est un soli de a l'interieur duquel on peut faire das 

coupea. Le public ns voit pas seulsment une version; il voit en perspective 

la fa¥on dont d'autres versions sont possibles.,,2 Even this measure of freedom 

Sutor believes can have an instructive and liberating effect on the spectator-

reader. The reader is given the responsibility for the progress of the action 

inside the microcosm of the work; through this experience, it is possible that 

he teaches himself about the exercise and practice of freedom. This new found 

self-knowledge is of importance in his daily conduct and self-realization.3 

In the text of Chant public Gatti had anticipated this possible 

development of the concept of audience responsibility. In the simulated 

theatrical situation, Bonnetade halts the action to consult the "audience"z 

BONNETAOE: stopS excusez ce court arret. Nous allons vous demander 
comment, a partir de la, chacun de vous voit la suite de la piece. 
Vous monsieur? Non? Alors, vous monsieur? (CP66:30) 

Through this device, Gatti breaks up the linear development of the direct 

enactment of the scenes concerning the Sacco-Vanzetti affair in order to 

introduce a complex of reactions to a single event. This invitation doea not 

instance any real variation in the play's performance for the simUltaneous 

reeponses to a "performance" treating the case of the anarchists by five 

different "audiences" in "theatres" around the globe form the basis and struc-

ture of the play. 

Thus, with the profusion of geographic locations goes an explosion of 

perspective. Time and development are present only in an indirect way in that 

1Butor and Pousseur, 
Recherches Marxistes, no. 62 

2Ibid• 

Votre Faust, Cahiers du Centre d'Etudes et de 
(1968), p. 17. 

:3 
Butor, R~pertoire II, p. 99. 
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the supposed performance does pursue the events surrounding the case of the 

anarchists. What the audience in the theatre witness, though, ie the realm of 

the parallel actions or selmaires of the different supposed spectators and 

these are deliberately non-chronological. Each member of each "audience" 

reacts according to his own socio-political context: Little Ned as a black in 

Los Angeles sees the case as an example of prejudice against ethnic minorities 

(CP66:148-49); in Boston, Farley and Anne regard it as an example of injustices 

perpetrated against undefended people, in particular Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, 

whereas their fellow Bostonians Eva, Boyd, Grant and Katz treat the whole 

matter as a social outing (CP66:18; and 70); in the Turin theatre, Cervi and 

Letizia draw analogies between their own emotional situation and the traumas 

that must have been suffered by Sacco and his wife; Venturelli, the anarchist, 

and Coleone, the unionist, cannot avoid placing the Sacco and Vanzetti affair 

in the context of the workers' world-wide struggle against the oppressors 

(CP66:42; 71; and 111-12); in Hamburg, Kassel regards the victims as the two 

cashiers that were supposedly shot by the anarchists; Erhman-Klose, as a 

professor of law, is interested in the legal conduct of the case, aa is the 

lawyer Muller whose client Vorortzug, however, identifies with the third man 

convicted, Madeiros, through the situation of his son (CP64&35; CP66:14; 47-48; 

and 11). As a result of this proliferation of the points of view the action 

of the play, although centred on one affair which can be precisely dated 

1920-1927, ranges from the 1886 hanging of the five Chicago workers to the 

Rosenberg affair of 1953; even more expansively the historical figure Judge 

Thayer compares it with the battle of Gettysburg,and Mann renders the play 

contemporary with the reference to the Watts race riots in Los Angeles (CP66:75, 

27; and 39). Indeed to speak in terms of past and future in a chronological 

fashion does not heed Gatti's conception of time nor the baais of tha play. 

VENTURELLI, Voua connaissez l'affaire des pendus de Chicago? Calla qui 
a donnl naissance l la fete du Premier Mai? ••• ~me si des gena 
comme vous font semblant d'ignorer a qui alle est due, avons-noua un 
seul jour (dans notre maniere de vivre ou de penser) cass' de 
temoigner pour ou contre les anarchistes de Chicago, et les idles 
pour lesqualle8 11s ont It I pendus? (CP66:17-18) 

To try and express in a text and on stage such a geographically and 
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temporally complex situation poses many technical problems. In the texts, 

Gatti uses a system of hyphens and brackets to indicate different movements 

in time: 

Plus pr~cissment, un tiret marque une rupture de penese, un changement 
de vitesse vers l'extsriorisation; une parenthese marque un changement 
de vitesse vers l'interiorisation. C'est en quelque sorte una ecriture 
a trois tons ou les differentes hauteurs n8 sont pas donnees une fois 
pour toutes mais s'etablissent continuellement les unes par rapport aux 
autres. 1 

Gatti's problem is greater than that of Oiderot who proposed a scenic design 

that would allow various sets to coexist on the same stage: "Oifferents 

endroits distribuee de maniere que le spectateur v!t toute l'action. 1I2 He, 

however, only envisaged sets that would naturelly coexist, for example, the 

public square with the different fa¥ades, each providing a defined area. 

The performance of plays developed according to a concept of "temps-

possibilite" is seen by Gatti to necessitate a parallel development of an 

"espace-possibilite," that is to say a space that is constantly modifiable in 

3 order to provide all possible spaces. This variability is vital to free 

theatrical expression since "avant tout une piece est determinee par l'espace 
4 

qu'on lui attribue et dans lequel les personnages se meuvent." This dramatic 

experimentation with space obviously brings Gatti into conflict with the 

existing theatrical buildings and scenic structures which are based on a 

stable single perspective that limits man's potential. These limitations 

contradict the very nature of Gatti's philosophy of freedom to develop: "Que 

Je vocifere • • • que toute la senilite du theatre vient de 1a scene unique et 

de son impossibilite a respirer dans un monde qui vit sur plusieurs dimenaions 

et dans plusieurs age8 a la fois.,,5 Gatti's fascination with space even extends 

1Gatti, Theatre ~II1, pp. 10-11. 20iderot, ~. VII, pp. 115-16. 

3Gozlan and Pays, Gatti aulourd'hui, p. 177. 

4Gatti, Theatre [III], p. 8. Gatti contemplated and designed Just 
such a spatial conception in an essay entitled "Pour un theatre spatial" which 
by 1959 had reached the proportions of three hundred pages, but which was 
abandoned and lost. See Armand Gatti, "Le Theatre c'ast 18 fate des hO.8a," 
Bref, no. 29 (October 1959), p. 5. 

5Gatti, Theatre [II~, p. 9. 
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to a desire to explode the human form: 

Je voudrais en arriver a l'~clatement de l'sspace. Je voudrais mame 
faire eclater Ie corps humain, prendre dans Ie pinceau d'un projecteur 
l'oeil de l'un, la bouche de l'autre, recomposer, a travers dix peraonnages, 
un etre unique, eclate.1 

In effect this would lead to a scenic experiment not dissimilar to Tzara's 

Le Coeur a gaz which called for actors (fellow surrealists) to act parts of 

the body. 

Gatti's plays have escaped the confines of the conventional theatrical 

structures on at least two occasions, but ironically in both instances it wae 

not Gatti himself who had charge of the productions. In February 1967, Jean 

Hurstel recreated Tatenberg at the Theatre Universitaire de Strasbourg. The 

studio theatre was arranged in an elevated scenic structure that provided 

several acting areas distributed throughout the theatre and Joined by a series 

of gangways that criss-crossed and surrounded the audience. The spectators 

took their places in the empty spaces between. Gatti, himself, was pleased 

with the interpretation: 

Tatenberg etait monte par Hurstel dans un espacs sc'niqus au Ie public 
se trouvait inclus. Tous les rapports, tous les plans d'ecriture se 
constituaient naturellement (et Hurstel n'smployait en tout et pour 
tout que trois projactsurs). ~a pi~ce 'tait rsstituBe a see 
possibilites. 2 

In March 1968 Hurstel also produced La Cigogne on a similar scenic instrument. 

The stage directions for this play call for the provision of "quatre faces 

(Nord, Sud, Est, Ouest) et sur chacune d'elles des panneaux qui couli.sent 

cOllUle dans les maisona japonaises.,,3 Such indications are characteristic of 

Gstti's later works. At least two of the plays that comprise Petit Manuel de 

guerilla urbaine demand similar settings: Les Hauts Plateaux has three staga. 

arranged at the cardinal points North, East, and West, the spactator. taking 

up positions on the south sids but inside the three stag.sl Machine 

excavetrice calls for four spaces, one at each of the points of the co.pa •• , 

1Gatti cited by Alain Schifres, "Armand Gstti," Realitls, no. 242 
(March 1966), p. 68. 

2Armand Gatti, "Entretien avec ~,tI June 1967 cited by Gozlan and 
Pays, Gatti au)ourd'hui, p. 226. 

JAr_and Gatti, La CigDgne (Paris: Sauil, 1971), p. 8. 
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and in the centre a bare patch from which Marianne addresses the audience 

which is eeated in the remaining area between the stages. Only with his 

experiments in Belgium did Gatti escape the di1emrre of being a "prisonnier deB 

salles existantes"; generally he had to suffer the "espece de vio1 11 that comes 

1 of trying to adapt his theatre to the proportions of the Italianate stage. 

Although the later plays have more details of intricate stage designs, 

all Gatti's plays imply a dispositif &clat&. The opening tableau of Le Crapaud

buffle suggests a distinct spatial separation: at the back of the stage to the 

right and to the left of a coat of arms stand Huacarimac and Don Tiburcio; 

centre stage, lila psrtie vivante de la scene,tI is occupied by Dona Concha and 

a group of wailing widows around a child's bed (CB:7); further forward still 

on the apron passes a monk with his crucifix followed by a guard pushing a 

bound and gagged man in a wheelchair--backwards. The depth of the stage, and 

hence it proportions, are emphasized by a lot of stage business being concan-

trated there. for example, slides are projected onto "une immense afficha 

murale qui couvre tout Ie fond de la scene" (CB:16). Later in the play, tha 

same spatial eeparation of the opening scene is avoked: "Les inuit's .a mattent 

leun apras leautre face au public, aU fond de la salle. Par devant. une tabla 

(au un simulacre de table) est installee ll (CB:38). Another scene is presented 

with the stage divided into two cubes by illuminating one half with bright 

lights and keeping the other in darkness; this division is stressed by 

positioning Huacarimac "8 la ligne de partasa" (CBI51). 

The original stage conception of Auguste G. manifested the ever present 

desire to experiment with colour and ths concrete space of the stages 

Shown clearly in this stags direction is Gatti's concern with movement not 

1Gatti, I1Entrstien avec .§!:!.2.," cited by Gozlan and Pays, Gatti 
auJourd'hui, p. 226; and Gatti to Claude fleouter, "(ntratien avec Armand 
Gatti," Le Monde, 20 January 1966. 
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only in the horizontal plane but also in the vertical plane. Also noticeable 

is an emphasis on the organic connections between the stage areas, just as 

Hurstel's gangways combined the elements of his exploded stage setting. When 

Gatti was writing Auguste G., he had had no direct experience of the theatre; 

his stage directions were a compromise between his spatial theatre and the 

requirements of the traditional stage. The complexity of such a set in prac-

tice was seen by Jacques Rosner to be an obstacle to the movement of the play. 

He simplified the set, reducing it to three basic areas--a hospital room, a 

small sloping stage-within-the-stage on the right, and a low inclined platform 

that ran the width of the back stage wall. The divided stages were replaced 

by moving panels and astute lighting techniques. The effect on one critic 

was all that Gatti himself could have hoped forI itA partir d'un dispositif 

unique et changeant, des elements mobiles decoupent, creusent, resserrent, font 

se dilater au se contracter un espace scenique qUi, au-dele de sa materialite, 

1 mime la dialectique de l'Espace-Temps." Rosner's solution to the conflict 

of Gatti's ideal and the existing stage was soon acknowledged by Gatti himself 

in his own productions. In a television interview in 1967, he described how 

the problem of unsuitable theatrical architecture was overcome by the use of 

lighting, for example, dividing the stage in two front to back or diagonally 

by the fading of one area and the simUltaneous lighting of another. 2 Lighting 

made the single space adaptable to Gatti's theatre without, however, obtaining 

"de vie theatrale sur une multiplicite d'espaces simultane_ pour la simple 

raison que si on essayait de recreer les espaces simultane_ dan_ un cadre a 
3 

l'italienne, ils bloqueraient tout mouvement." 

~ile working with Sarrazin on the creation of Chronigue., Gatti began 

to use light as a means to ensure movement and to smooth tranaitional pha •••• 

1Alfred Simon, Esprit (August 1964), p. 482. 

2This could be seen in Rosner's production (performed by Theatr. de Ie 
Cite) in the Bcene change from the police station to the hospital. Armand 
Gatti, La Vie ima inaire de l'eboueur Au uste Geai, L'Avent-Scanel Theatre, 
no. 272 (15 September 1962 , p. 10. 

3Gatti, "Theatre d'aujourd'hui,1f cited by Gozlan and Pays, Gatti 
au1ourd'hui, p. 225. 
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For this production each scene wae formed around a fixed point of light; the 

actors were to arrange themselves around these points and the spotlights were 
1 

to find the actors and not the reverse. Some three lears later, when Gatti 

wae directing Chant public by himself, he resorted to a similar technique, 

Nous avons exclu les entrees et les sorties du theatre conventionnel. 
II n'y a pas plus d'interruption qu'il y en a dans un film entre deux 
plans. Quel que soit Ie lieu ou se deroule l'action, il y a toujours 
sur Ie plateau un spectacle dans l'ombre et un spectacle dans la lumi~re • 
• • • Quand la lumiere le8 ~es acteurs]abandonne pour une autre action 
deja en mouvement ils quittent Ie plateau en continuant leur jeu. Pour 
nous les lumieres interviennent comme un facteur de choix, sur telle au 
telle phase d'un mouvement ~erpetuel au les differentes temporalites 
s'engendrent l'une l'autre. 

Gatti's style of direction is based on movement. The desire to create 

speed necessitated the adaptation of certain of his directions when putting the 

written text onto the stage. For example, the revolving stage of Chronigue8 

was abandoned and the moving strip in Tatenberg was also avoided. The smooth 

transitions that these devices were supposed to achieve in theory were effected 

by the simpler and more instantaneous medium of light. The transition between 

the bombing scene and the scene of the Promised Land in Chronigues was made 

possible by having certain bomb victims fall into the debris in the shadow 

and then rise up into the light for the following sequence. 

Movement on stage played an important part in Chant public. Pierre 

Chaussat (Gatti's sssistant) described the success of Monloup's set as "un 

ensemble de matieres constamment en circulation qui s'engendrent, elles ausai, 

3 l'une l'autre." With a cast of seventy and the necessity of including the 

different perspectives of the "spectators," the difficulties of staging that 

Monloup overcame were great. The dynamic of Chant public was basically an ebb 

and flow of characters from their respective "audiences" into a forward central 

area which represented an imaginary space. The thematic development of the 

play is underlined by this movement; from the positions of individual 

"spectators" at a "performance" and through their reactions, they are 8hown to 

1See Gatti cited by Lerrant, "Espace de8 'possible8,'" p. 11. 

2Pierre Chaussat (S."t'. a •• i.'.~\) cited by Jean-Louis Pay., Lee -Lettres franc.i8ea, 20 January 1966. 

3Ibid • 
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have a common concern for the Sacco and Vanzetti affair, although this concern 

may be expressed in different ways according to each person's background. The 

opening sequence dealing with the assembly of each "audience" emphasized the 

spatial separation since each "theatre" was designated a different area on 

the stage; each entry was accompanied by a neon sign flashing on the back wall. 

The set as initially conceived would have emphasized this configuration even 

more since the stage was going to imitate a huge pin-ball machine and each 

area would have been lit from underneath. 1 The separation was attanuated in 

the second sequence when the official at each "theatre" introduced the show 

which the "audiences" were to witness. The passage of the microphone around 

the"audiences" in reply to Bonnetade's question concerning the development of 

the "show" anticipated the first physical breakdown of the isolated positions 

of each "audience" that was to occur in the first selmaire: Venturelli became 

"tel un Monsieur Loyal" to communicate what he thought America was like in 

1920 (CP66z34); the actors from Lyona and Grant, Eva and Boyd from Boston were 

brought into his action; the conclusion of this sequence was the selmaire 

general: "Sur un signal de Venturelli toujours dans lee airs qui articule 

l'enorme president pour lui faire battre la meaure avec Ie pied, Le Tin Roof 

Blues des Spectateurs et dee Parelleles reunit toutes les salles at tous lea 

spectateurs dans une marne dansB" (CP66:38). 

The interpenetration and inter reaction of the "spactators" ",as 

intensified throughout the play. The areas were combined through the growing 

identification of the "audiences" with the central but absent characters of 

the Sacco and Vanzetti drama: Kurlanski, Bonnetade, Little Ned, Coleone, 

Vastadour and Anne moved towards the figure of Vanzetti whereas Boschetto, 
(, 

Cervi, Venturelli, Erhman-Klose, Derlinski and Farley b~ame involved with 

5scco (CP66:67). In the second half of the production, the original spatial 

separstion was superleded by concentration eround a central area which wa. 

closely associated with the Charleston prison (CP66:79). As the stage ",a. 

1Hubert Monloup cited by Jean-Jacques Lerrant, "Una ecriture ds 
l's.pace: le decor d'Hubert Monloup au service des 'Possibles' de Gatti,· 
Braf, no. 92 (January 1966), p. 14. -
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given a focal point in this way so the figures of Sacco and Vanzetti and the 

third man accused, ~adeiros, were assumed by Cervi, Vastadour, and Vorortzug. 

However, before the end of the performance the action was exploded again and 

the original spatial separation was re-established. It is significant that 

this return to the opening situation is begun from the break-up of a selmaire 

general (CP66:113). The scene of execution takes place with the stage "a 
nouveau salle multiple avec ses fauteuils et ses spectateursll (CP66:11S). The 

disunity echoes Gatti's statement that he is in favour not of a theatre of 

community but of a theatre that divides. 

A Gatti play develops in a disjointed manner--the complexity of the 

characters, the multiplicity of the action, the fragmentation of time and 

space--but the whole is orchestrated in performance into a continuously 

evolving movement. The quality of the movement in fact adds to the complexity 

of the play. For, in the cinema, a rapid succession of images has the effect 

of each new image totally obliterating the preceding one; in Gatti's theatre, 

however, the scenes follow on from each other in a way so that perhaps both 

scenes are momentarily real to the spectator at the same time, one disappearing, 

the other appearing. 

Amid these rapid transformations, there are certain elements that 

recur to serve as points of reference. Gatti uses colour and costume in his 

productions to stabilize situations. In his staging of Chant public, the set 

and properties of all the selmaires were the same colour as the stags; tha 

impression was monochromatic. Thus parallal actions were consequently distin

guishable from the scenes taken from the "performance" of the Sacco and Vanzatti 

affair at Lyons which were highly coloured. The "spectators" costulIles lIIare 

brightly coloured and contemporary whereas ths Lyons "actors" were dreaead in 

period costumes all of a single basic colour, red. The avant-sc~ne was also 

red, a relevant fact since this ares was designated an imaginary area on which 

certain sequences from the supposed performsnce were acted out. A similar use 

is made of colour in Auguste G. where continuity is maintained by Auguste's 

shock of red hair, prominent at whatever atage of his life. In both productions 
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of Chronigues (1963 and 1967), the stage was divided into different areas of 

colour to indicate the different areas of action: the camp itself was green; 

the ghetto, blue; Ongrille, grey; and Barbe-Roussie, red. In the unpublished 

Notre tranchle de chague jour, Gatti directs: "Tous les personnages de la 

piece qui appartiennent au passe et qui viennent se malar e llaction auront 

des costumes entierement decolorls par opposition aux costumes normalement 
, 1 

colores des personnages du present." 

The complexity of the plot of Un homme seul is similarly clarified by 

the use of costuming. The play is structured around the versions given by 

different people of the same events. Gatti explains that the character from 

whose point of view the events are being recounted should be dressed in a 

costume that contrasts violently with the indacision of tha costumes of the 

others. The exceptions to this rule are the central characters of Li Tche-

liou and Tsoun-jen who are implicated in all the versions; theee two are 

costumed throughout in a realistic manner in the style of Tong peasants. This 

element of costuming helps to tie the play down to a concrete reality deapite 

the proliferating structure. The realism of tha hospital set in Auguste G. 

2 serves a similar purpose. Indeed, Gatti insists that the plays despite their 

rich linguistic texture and their complex atructure should always ba acted and 

dasigned in a realist mannar: ha is adamant that Lea 13 soleila 8hould not be 

3 performed in "un dlScor de type symboliste." The geometry of the atage i. a 

further principle of organization. In Chant public, the opening sequence of 

the gathering of the "audiences" illustrates this point: the door in the back 

wall by which the "spectators" enter, the neon sign that indicatea the "theatre" 

to which they belong, and the rows of seats towards which they are directed, 

all lay in a diagonal. This geometry helps the theatre audience follow the 

evolution of the play. 

1Armand Gatti, Notre tranchlSe de chaque Jour, "texte ronlotypl de 1. 
COlledi8 de Saint-Etienne," p. 71 cited by Elizabeth Oargent, "L'Expre8aion 
scenique du temps st de I'espacs dans les misea en ac~ne d'Armand Gatti" 
(0.E.5. memoirs, Institut des Etudes Theatralse, Paris III, Censier, 1966-67). 
p. 60. 

2Gatti , Theatre [jIij, p. 18. 3Gatti, 13 Solei1., p. 13. 
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Nevertheless, the style of performance leads to difficulties for both 

actor and spectator. Not structured according to linear development, but rather 

according to what Gatti calls "flash time,,1 neither actor nor spectator has 

a core on which to base, for the one the performance of a character and, for 

the other the comprehension of the characters and situation. Rosner describes 

the style of acting that Augusta G. demands: "11 n'y a pas de mantee dramatique, 

il n'y a pas de personnages qui evoluent. L'acteur doit immediatement etre en 

situation au maximum d'intensite sans avoir la possibilite de s'appuyer a 
la sequence qui precede.,,2 Chaussat remarks that for Chant public the actor's 

technique has to be close to that of a film actor who does not necessarily 

shoot the sequences in the order that they are to be shown and hence is not 

in the position to rely on a developing character. 3 The spectator is in a 

position in which he does not identify with characters on stage but rather is 

presented with a total reality communicated in flashes. 

This alternative method of dramatic writing has generally led to 

unfavourable reactions. The early productions of Gatti's plays were frequently 

met with criticism of the fragmentary structure: Jacques Bauchare called 

Le Crapaud-buffle, "ce fourre-tout declamatoire, confus et vain," an opinion 

that Pierre Marcabru seconded: "Une jonchee d' asselets qui ne mlme nulle 

part"; the only defence of Gatti's play came from Raymond Lavigne who supported 

it more because of its anti-imperialist snd anti-dictatorial political content, 

arguing that the hostile reaction to it by the press wae purely due to 

4 political motives. However, the reception of another production dating from 

the early period, Le VoyaQe du grand'Tchou, confirms the unreadiness of the 

theatrical community for Gatti's style of play: Jacques Lemarchand reviewed 

the PlarseilleS performance as "une sorte de fourre-tout au 11 a jete, en hate, 

et sans trap da reflexian, des dialogues ebauches, de situatione cocassaa, dae 

p. 9. 

1Gatti to Knapp, "Theatre of Action," p. 411. 

2Jacques Rosner, L'Avant-Scene: Theatre, no. 272 (15 Septembar 1962), 

3Chausaat cited by Pays, Les Lettres francaisea, 20 January 1966. 

4 
Jacques 8auchare, Reforma, 31 October 1959; Pierre Marcabru, Arta, 

28 October 1959; and Raymond Lavigne, L'Humanitl, 29 October 1959. 
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, 1 
insolences momentanees." The multi-faceted construction of Gatti's work only 

began to communicate itself at all successfully with Roger Planchon's 1962 

production of Auguste G.. Even Jean-Jacques Gautier admitted that the perfor-

mance was "une experience presque reussie"; he was not deterred by the complex 

staging, probably because he realized that Gatti's theatre cannot be understood 

on a purely rational, linear level; "cette suggestion qui rsmplacs l'analyse" 
2 

was the key to his appreciation. The Paris revival of the same play in 1964 

saw ths critics becoming intrigued by Gatti's style: "Uns mysterieuse alchimie" 

Robert Abirached called it while Jacqueline Cartier was impressed by the move-
3 

ment "fuyante et fascinante." Nevertheless,the recurring criticism that the 

play was too complex issued from Gilles Sandier, "cette piece pasante et 

touffue," and Gilbert Guilleminault, "un prodigiaux tohu-bohu.,,4 The most 

hostils reaction came from Gabriel Marcel,whose attack made some fundamental 

points about the nature of Gatti's theatre. Marcel opposed the use of five 

actors for the same character in that it destroyed the concept of the central 

character; for him, theatre is based on this concept and to willingly flaunt it 

is "une heresie." Quite accurately, Marcel realized that Gatti represents a 

threat to the canons of accepted theatrical practice and beyond them to society: 

"Ce que je trouve pour rna part Ie plus insupportable dans ce theatre d'avant

garde, clest cette sorte de volonta de destructuration qui ne peutse Justifier 

5 d'aucun point ds vue." The "dsstructuration" is part of Gatti's attell'lpt to 

make the spectator active, for the onus is on him to formulate ~is own inter-

pratation of the play. The criticisms of Chant public in 1966 that emphasized 

the lack of structure such as Sandier's "polyphonie singulillrement 

cacophonique," Gautier's "construction abracadabrante," or the anonYlious 

1Jacques Lemarchand, Le figaro litteraira, 8 December 1962, p. 22. 

2Jesn-Jacquas Gautier, Le figaro, 26 february 1962. 

3Robert Abirached, Etudes, no. 321 (July-August 1964), p. 98, and 
Jacqueline Cartier, france-Soir, 10 May 1964. 

4Gilles Sandier, Arts, 13 ~ay 1964; and Gilbert Guill •• inault, 
L'Aurore, 11 May 1964. 

5Gabriel Marcel, Les Nouvell.s litteraire8, 14 May 1964. 
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"tohu-bohu dramatique" do not discuss the alternative response that the plays 

try to solicit from the audience. 1 

Chant public was staged with the characters deliberately talking out 

into the audience instead of directing their lines to each other. The practice 

was adopted to force the drama from the stage into the audience. Early in the 

performance, Coleone addresses the Turin "audience" and by implication the 

real theatre audience: 

COLEONE: L'affaire Sacco-Vanzetti continue, en fait, en droit (et au fond 
de nous). Aucun de ceux qui sont presents dans cette salle du 
Dopolavoro turinois ne peuvent echapper a la question "Est-ce vous 
Nicola et Bartolomeo qUi continuez a mourir? Ou bien est-ce nous 
qui mourrons a travers vous?" (CP66:25) 

Later in the play Ehrman-Klose rephrases the question of the guilt and 

responsibility for the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti: "Nous sommes le lieu 

du crime, et a travers nous, Sacco et Vanzetti vont etre une fois de plus 

condamnes (et executes)" (CP66:80). 

Using direct questioning and exposure to the many dimensions of the 

case, Gatti is trying to break the traditional response of the audience as 

expressed in the 1964 version of Chant public: ilLes spectataurs, comma c'est 

leur fonction au theatre, participent a la mise 8 mort des personnages" (CP64: 

162). In the written texts, Chant public ends with Laureen turning her torch 

light onto the seated public and Chronigues is concluded by the actors marching 

in line towards the front of the stage. Cervi in Chant public explains the 

usual theatrical situation in response to Ehrman-Klase's accusation: "Pourtant, 

on l'endossa cette condamnation, un habit, quitte 8 le rejeter lorsque 

(demain a l'ueine) il ne paraitra plus de mise, mais ce soir nous Ie porton8" 

(CP66:80). 

By creating a dramatic style that is non-scenocratic (one that doe. 

not remain centred entirely on the stage), Gatti can be 8een to be following 

Genet's example of Les Negres. Chant public and Le8 Negra. 8hare a structure 

that is based on the relationship between the spectator and the play. Gatti 

introduces his preface to the written taxt of hi. play: "La scena at la •• lle. 

1Gillss Sandier, Arts et loisira, no. 19 (2 February 1966), Jean
Jacques Gautier, La Figaro, 28 January 1966; La Parisien lib'r', 1 Feb. 1966. 
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Deux espaces qui se fascinent l'un l'autre. C'est sur les elements supposes 

1 
de cette fascination que repose ce Chant public." Unlike Genet who in his 

way tries to assassinate the audience through the play, Gatti is seeking to 

make the audience an active force. The spectator's response is included in 

the possibilities of the play: "Madame, votre reponse est celIe du vrai 

spectateur, celui qui apporte son invention parallelement a la piece qu'il a 

2 
vue, et qui finalement construit sa piece lui-meme en meme temps." 

Here we find a second aspect of the spectator's contribution to the 

creation of the play. Gatti's observations on the oriental theatre appear to 

explain the role of the spectator in his own theatrical productions: 

Les treteaux ne sont que l'indication d'un espace imaginaire illimite. 
L'espace, les lieux, l'androit ou se deroule une piece, ce sont les 
acteurs qui Ie creent a chaque instant. Le Jeu de mimes et de signifi
cations d'accessoires donnent a la scene une infinite d'existences 
differentes dans Ie temps et dans l'espace. De cs fait, Ie public 
devient coproducteur ou cocreateur d'un spectacle.3 

In performance, this effort demanded of the audience sometimes appears to be 

too great. In a sample of answers to a questionnaire on Chant public conducted 

by ~, the magazine of the T.N.P., difficulty in understanding and confuaion 

were often suggested as obstacles to the complete enjoyment of the play. An 

example of the most violent reactions is that of a sixteen-year-old schoolboy: 

"Difficulta' de comprehension au debut de la piece un peu trop decouaue.,,4 

This would seem to imply that exploded theatre does not necessarily appeal to 

an audience that has lived only in the age of the electronic revolution 

proclaimed by McLuhan. In contradiction is Sarrazin's support of the techniqu., 

Or, l'ecriture, Ie morcellement du temps et de l'espace dans le th'atra 
de Gatti correspondent a Ie favon dont, moi, je per¥ois la vie. Ja ne 
peux plus perce voir la vie d'une maniere logique, je Ie daplore. J'estime 
donc que Gatti, an faisant ec1atar 1a perception qu'on a de la vie, a 
contribue e rapprocher, contrairement a cs qu'on pourrait croire, Ie 
theatre du public. 5 

1Gatti, Chant public (1964), p. 9. 2Gatt1 , "Spactateur id'al," p.22. 

3Armand Gatti, Chine (Paris: Saui1, 1957), p. 162. 

411La Critique des spectateurs: oui a Armand Gatti," .!!!:!!, no. 93 
(february 1966), p. 13. 

5sarrazin, "Theatre d'aujourd'hui," cited by Gozlan and Pays, Gatti 
aulourd'hui, p. 195, n. 6. 
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One spectator of Chant public spoke of "cette prise de conscience collective"1 

that the play evoked through its fragmentary structure. Similarly, the three 

hundred roadsweepers invited by the author to the Parisian performances of 

Auguste G. experienced little difficulty in understanding that play. for them, 

the play's exploded complex structure reflected the television news programmes 

which gather together pictures and reports from allover the world. 2 These 

spectators are Gatti's ideal spectators since their minds opsrate on a 

synthetic and not an analytical plane. 

Ideally, this new form of dramatic language demands a new scenic 

concept. for Gatti, however, the need to communicate directly and immediately 

with his fellow man outweighs the need to wait for new scenic structures to be 

designed and built. In this compromise with existing theatrical architecture 

Gatti still hopes to induce a greater awareness of the world and its eocial 

problems through bombarding the spectator with a profusion of facts, situatione, 

and viewpoints. 

(ii) Michel Parent's Theatre of Simultaneity 

Michel Parent is also concerned with the channels of communication of 

the electronic age. By experimenting with stage dasign, Parent hopes to lead 

man to use the media and not become their slave, to employ them as a means to 

activity and not as an excuse for passivity. The eituation of the average man 

in contemporary society horrifies Parent, not from a class point of view like 

Gatti, but from the angle of his increasing inaction before the madia. This 

average lIan is described as "l'homme conditionn' tYPique ll3 who might be a 

spectator on the terraces of a football ground at Bordeaux watching ona _etoh 

and listening to another on a transistorized radio; he contributes to tha huge 

cheer in Bordeaux that greets the scoring of a goal in Reime. The depressing 

factor for Parent is that man livee only IIponctuellement ll ;4 haraesed by all the 

p. 6. 

1"Critique dae spactateure," p. 12. 

2Gatti, "Offense et apprentissage de la libert'," p. 5. 

3P1ichel Parent, liVers un nouveau thlitre," !@" no. 6 (April-June 1965), 

• Ibid. 
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different informational stimuli, the individual makes no attempt to arrange 

them into a meaningful pattern. Parent S8e8 his theatre as a meane to make the 

individual aware that "au-dela de cetts dissonance ponctuelle, confuse et 

insignifiante, la superposition de deux realit's plus 'tenduss peut etre 

signifiante.,,1 A rider to the explosion of the communications industry is 

that to a large extent language has been corrupted and debased to serve the 

purpose of an increased commercialism. 2 These two facts taken together have 

conditioned man to the domiciled passivity of a consumer surrounded by 

electronic gadgetry that only reinforces inactivity. 

from the outset, Parent's work in the thestre3 has shown a tendency to 

develop a form of contrapuntal technique that allows the expreseion of two 

contradictory realities, and that places the spectator in a position of 

receiving two sets of data that have to be sorted and arranged. As early a. 

1954, Parent undsr the pseudonym Pierre-Michel Ollivier created Le Myat~ra du 

Jugement. It was staged at Dijon's H8tel-Dieu in a manner meda famous by 

Vilar at the Palais des Papes at Avignon, inside an authentic, historical 

setting. Treating the trial of Joan of Arc and the part played in her fate 

by Nicolas Rollin, the production centred on the double natura of Rollin: on 

the ana hand the historical figure inatrumental in handing Joan over to her 

eventual executionera; and on the other ths local figure of Rollin, the 

philanthropic founder of the hospital in which the play was parfor_ed. This 

paradox was translated .cenically inaide a single defined acting area by tha 

pri.itive device of two oppo.ing platforms. On one wa8 acted Rollin'. guilt 

and on tha other, his magnanimity. 

The dasign of Barba-rouge, Parent'. contribution to tha 1960 fsatival 

des Huits da Bourgogns, involved a greater co.plexity. This play daalt with 

1 Ibid., p. 7. 

2parent to Jean Beese, "festival da. Nuita de Bourgogna," La. Lattraa 
francaisa., 12 Juna 1963. 

3Nona of Parent'. work. have bean published. Details of texts and 
perfor.ence. have been .. aased through study of contemporary raviews snd 
critici ••• and through corraspondanca with spactator. of parformanca. (neaaly 
Doctor O. Knowle. and Daniele Marty.) 
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the relationship between Henry VIII and his six wives. Set in OiJonts 

La Cour de Far with elegant historical costuming, the action was not treated 

in a historical progression, but rather simultaneously, a technique achieved 

by the dramatic device of constructing the play around the visit of an old 

English woman to a waxworks where figures of the characters were grouped in 

a single study. The wax dummies had the advantage of being able to come to 

life in order to debate with the visitor. Thus, it was possible to produce a 

scene in which the King, his new fiancee, the executioner and the outgoing 

Anne Boleyn were sll simultaneously present. Jean-Jacques Lerrant described 
1 

this type of effect as "un beau paralltlisme d'action." Time and space were 

concentrated into a new relationship inside the dramatic structure in order to 

emphasize the loneliness of the King. The single perspective of the setting 

was disrupted by the positioning of the English visitor amid the audience. The 

provision of this extra focal point of attention acted as a spatial counterpart 

to the multilateral debate conducted on the main stage in which the central 

figure was first one, then another of the characters. 

In these two works, not only is there an obvious atteMpt to produce 

plays with a non-linear, prismatic quality, but also a concern to have a 

uniformity of setting and production. Indeed, the prime quality of the annual 

festival was seen by one critic as the desire to insert the audience into "un 

complexe auditif et spatial ll2 that reflected accurately the intention of the 

author. 

In addition to his practical work in the theatre, Parent has also 

i "o~ experimented with a new form of dramatic writing n the draft of a. A ~roduced 

and· ,complete play, Le Deri. Begun in 1958, this work w •• cOMpo.ed "~ la 

fa90n d'une ecriture musicale, c'est-a-dire selon le prinCipe de developp ••• nt 

3 
simultane." With an interest in the concordance of play and .etting, the 

staging of such a venture would have been very interesting. However, the 

ovale," 

1Jean-Jacques Lerrant, Le rigaro, 29 June 1960. 

2r • P., Combat, 29 May 1 ~6t~a( 
3Michel Parent, IITheatre1 apres Ie theatre a 4 sc~nes, 
Le 8i8n public (OiJon), ~9 ~ay 1964. 

18 thlatl'a 
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synthesis of simultaneous composition and an adequate scenic design was 

precipitated by the collaboration between Parent and the kinetic sculptor and 

painter, Yaacov Agam. 

In April 1962, Agam designed a theatre with multiple stages in counter-
1 

point. The design, executed by the architect Claude Parent, is for a theatre 

in which the stage can surround the audience on all sides. The walls of the 

theatre are totally adaptable in the sense that openings can be made on every 

side and at any height to accommodate stages of any dimensions. The trans-

formable nature of this enveloping scenic atructure means that the action of 

a play could be enacted simultaneously around the audience or contrapuntally 

on two or more stages. The seating arrangements are adapted to this type of 

production by providing pivoting chairs which allow the spectator to observe 

any of the different stages as he so desires. The stages are positioned so 

that visibility does not fashion the spectator'a choice. In addition, for 

each performance a certain number of aeats are to be left unoccupied in ordar 

to allow spectators to change position during the performance if they wiah to 

follow the action of a particular stage more closely. 

The variability of the acanic structure and the traeda. latt to the 

spectator to choose his position and the stagas he wiahas to tollow implies a 

dyn .. ism ot performance that is inheritad from the principles ot kinetic art 

in general: 

A point which in a conventional picture would be only a secondary alement 
in a vaet and organized frsmework of the composition, and which cannot be 
a center of attraction and of expre •• ion, can on tha othar hand beco.e 

(elamant 
the .ain (tha.a in kinetic painting, for it i. hare no longer its own 

(subject (axpressive 1 ti (position 
.ateriality and its (pictorial p as c (.ituation that .atter, but it. 
path and aove.ant in space.2 

This view of art in turn derive. tram a dynamiC world view. Given that tha 

natural world is always evolving snd changing whila atill preserving an 

15ee Figura 9, p. 505. 
axhibition Lieu thlatral--lieu 
Septamber-october 1962). 

A model of ths theatre was exhibited at tha 
culturel (Peria, Biblioth~qua de l'Ar.anal, 

2 
Vaacov Ag .. , Texts by the Artiet, trans. Haakon Chevalier (Neuchltell 

du Griffon, 1962), p. 101. 
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overall, definite character, Agam argues that any art that tries to express 

this through fixed representation has only falsified it. Similarly, in the 

narrower context of human experience, life is not a sequence of fixed, 

undeviating events, but rather takes form from a conflict of several contrary 

inclinations which co-exist simultaneously, and which by their interaction 

determine our actions and moods. 1 Again, to express this situation in a 

linear fashion which either eradicates the contradictions or smoothes them 

into an artificial succession of isolated inclinations, prevents the faithful 

depiction of the human condition. Agam proposes that it is possible to account 

for these non-uniform stimuli in a simultaneous, but nevertheless coherent, 

fashion. The design of his theatre allows for just such a treatment of human 

conduct; the spatial theatre permits the simultaneous enactment of all the 

events relating to a single action. 

To a certain extent, Agam can be said to be aiming at a type of 

realism that is relevant to an era characterized by a polyvalent, multi-

dimensional consciousness. By placing the spectator in the centre of a complex 

of stages all emitting informational data, Agam is reproducing the position of 

man bombarded by the sophisticated systems of communications in the modern 

society. Just as Parent's football supporter is prey to various simultaneous 

experiences, so Agam pictures the man in the street caught up in a whole range 

of aural, visual and tactile experience. It is deforming this reality to 

translate it into the fixed, frontal eituation of the conventional theatrical 

structure. 2 By embracing totally the simultaneous multiplicity of life, Agam's 

approach to theatricel design differs from preceding experiments. Generally, 

however much his predecessors raformed scenic architecture or the dramatic 

language, they still held to the belief that the spectator should follow 

everything occurring on the stage or stages. Agam's desire is for a totally 

new theatrel "Renouvelons Ie repertoire en rinovant l'icriture theatra1e, 
:5 

abandonnons 1e linaaire pour le polyphonique." 

1 2 Ibid., p. 110. Ibid., p. 115. 

3Yaacov Ag", "Conception scinique et conception thlltrale," 
Entretiena aur Ie theatre, November-December 1965, p. 12. -
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Not 8S presumptuous as Agam, Parent does not claim to be a revolu-

tionary innovator. He sees both Pirandello and Brecht as possible precursors 

of his own work. Pirandello constructed his plays not on a single perspective 

but on the balancing and superimposition of hypotheses in the form of different 

levels of reality presented in the play. Brecht, on the other hand, although 

his plays tend to deal with a single action, refused the concept of identifica-

tion with the characters on stage. Parent sees dramatic identification aa the 

theatrical equivalent to the perspective of classical art in that both imply 

the absorption of the spectator into the art work. By keeping the spectator 

at a critical distance, Brecht allowed for multiple perspectives on the action. 

However. both dramatists were limited in that their dramatic mathods led 

ultimately to single,relative truths: for Pirandello it was the acceptance of 

the absurd,and for Brecht, the acceptance of a political fact. 1 The spatial 

articulation of their plays wss also restricted. In the realm of Bcenic 

architecture, Parent is recognizant of another set of forerunneral Artaud and 

hia hangar theatre; Piscator and the experiments of the Bauhaua Group towarda 

a Total Theatre; the Pole Cirkus, constructor of a multi-staged simultaneous 

k ' i 2 theatre between the wars; and the wor of Jacques Polier • He considers his 

work surpasses the efforts of all these artists because his spectacles allow 

the spectator to cut and edit and ultimately create hia own epectacle. 

Agam's polyphony finds its counterpart in Parent's concept of contra-

puntal composition. The dictionary definition of counterpoint reads, "The 

combination of simultaneous voice parts, each independent but all conducing 

to a rasult of uniform coherent texture." In a simulteneous production, each 

staga has its own ection and the overall synthesis, and thus coherencs. i. 

achieved in the psyche of the individual spectator. for Parsnt, life is lived 

1parent, "Nouveau theatre," p. 9. 

2Michel Parent, Creation theatrale et craation architecturale (Londonz 
Athlone Press, 1971), p. 59, n. 1. for the experiments referred to, sea: 
Artaud, ~. IV, pp. 114-16. Oskar Schlemmer, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, and farkaa 
~olnar, The Theater of the Bauhaus, ed. Walter Gropius, trans. Arthur Wenaingar 
(~iddlstown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1961); and Jacques Polilri, ed., 
IIscanographie nouvelle," Au ourd'hui: Art et architecture, nos. 42-43 (October 
1963), p. 137. A full discussion of Poli ri's work comes later in thia chapter, 
s •• pp. 521-56. 
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in a manner similar to this musical metaphor. Man necessarily forges relation-

ships between essentially unconnected events, objects, and people. Memory, 

for example, often works through the associstion of a piece of music with a 

particular person, a particular place or a particular event. The uniform 

texture is imposed by the consciousness that relates these disparate elements. 

On such grounds, Parent claims that "le contrepoint apparait comme une cellule 

essentielle de la vie psychique, en tout cas comme l'une des structures de 

1 la manifestation de l'univers exterieur dans cette vie psychique." Counter-

point is either positive or negative: the former occurs when actions are 

situatsd on two stages which by their spatial relationship allow both to be 

followed simultaneously; negative counterpoint takes place when the spectator, 

2 unable to follow both or all the actions, hss to choose between them. 

The first production to result from the theoretical considerstions of 

both Agam and Parent was Gilda appelle Mae West, performed in a OiJon conference 

hall in June 1962. The life of John Eatherly, the pilot who dropped the firat 

atom bomb on Hir08hima, is traced through the different atagea, from the moment 

of his receipt of the military order to bomb Japan, through his attempted 

suicide on returning from the mission, his subsequent involvement in an armed 

J 
robbery, and his final commitment to a sanatorium. The text of the perfor-

4 
manee lIIas "d'finitivemant fix'" before being submitted to the director, Jean-

Marie Serreau, and had clearly been conceived in e new form. Agam had urged 

a ravolution of the written word because he conaidered the fixity implied by 

1parent, "Nouveau thiatre," p.1. 2parent, "Th.satre exp.srimental." 

3parent seems to be confused about the name and status of his hero. 
The pilot known as the "Hiroshima pilot II was in fact a Claude Eatherly and hi. 
involvement in the bombing is in fact mythical rather than historical. for 
Eatherly did not in fact drop the bomb but piloted a weather plane that flaw 
into Hiroshima a faw minutes ahead of the plane carrying the bomb. furthermore 
Robert J. Litton in Oeath in Life (Londona Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1968), 
p. 341 states: "Hia Hiroshima experience has a highly questionable causal rela
tionahip to his later mental illne.s." for the two aides of this ca •• , ••• : 
Claude Eatherly and G. Andera, Burning Conscience (New York: Monthly Review 
Press, 1962); and William B. Huie, The Hiroshima Pilot (New York, Putna.a, 
1964). Parent ie correct in 80Me details, however. for example, General 
Tibbet8 was the Co .. ander of the atomic bomb plene, the Enola Gay. 

4parent, "Theatre experimental." 
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the single orthographic structure inadequate for the expression of the thought 

processes which are "toujours dynamiquB, complexe, en va-et-vient et simultanee."· 

His language would be multilinear by which he meant "writing in counterpoint, 

with several lines superimposed, each of which lIIould express s feeling, s 

sensation, a thought, and the synthesis and simultaneity of which alone would 

translate as completely as possible the psycho-physical state of a being at a 

given moment. 1I2 The script that Parent composed lIIas written in a contrapuntal 

fashion. The cross-ruled paper contained words and stage directions on a grid 

structure. Vertically, the sheet lIIas divided into four columns. Each column 

corresponded to a side of the rectangular space that Parent envisaged as his 

performance area. In this way, the printed page had an architectural lay-out 

of its own. The text reflected both the multiple and simultaneous aspects of 

the stage design: reading dOllln each column successively revealed a prolifera-

tion of scenes, and reading across gave the impression of simultaneity. 

Indeed, this form of writing lIIas later described by Parent as "ecriture 

simultanee.,,3 

Jean-~arie Serreau's set for the performence observed the spatial 

implicstions of the script. The rectangle lIIas preferred to the square or other 

quadrilaterals because it contained a preferential axis, the advantage of 

which was that the performance could be given a rhythm by the interplay of the 

differsnt axas of the scenic space. Thus, space could bacome en organizational 

4 
principle of the production giving the whole a certain cohesion. Around the 

walls, twelve different acting areas or sets were eracted. All of them ware 

simultaneously present to the audience. Apart from the cockpit of the pilot, 

interiors played a major role in this production: the apartmente of a 

prostitute, Shirley, and an actress, Mircola, to which John returns for 

comfort and escape from his sen.e of guilt; the bar in which the armed robbery 

1Agam , "Conception scenique," p. 13. 

3parent, "Nouveau theatre," p.9. 

4The production of the play at Essen 
aree which Parent found not "auss! efficace" 
Parent, "Thlatre explrimental. 1I 

2 
Agam, Texts, p. 111. 

used a mora square performance 
ae the D!Jon rectangle. See 
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is planned; the military headquarters where the final details of the bombing 

raid are worked out; a prayer stall at which John confesses to a priest; and 

a room in a psychiatric clinic--all these backgrounds are contrasted with the 

symbolic ruins of Hiroshima, each representing a stage of this man's torment. 

The juxtaposition of so many different times and places could easily 

have led to a confusion of symbolism, but, just as Gatti used the realism of 

Auguste's hospital bed to anchor the play in a concrete reality, the properties 

of Parent's stages reflected the everyday reality of the consumer society. 

Refrigerators, washing machines, talevieions, slot machines, and tubular .teel 

and perspex office equipment gleamed from all the sets. The Significance of 

this type of decor is clear, if hackneyed: the same technology that produces 

the labour-saving comforts of the modern urban environment also produced ths 

horror of the atomic bomb. 

The multiple sets snd the simultaneous action made the conventional 

one-actor-for-each-part cast impossible. In fact, the character of John 

Eatherly was played by three different actors. Continuity and comprehension 

were aided by the use of colour: all three actors wore identical white shirt. 

as part of their costumes. Mobility was lent to the performance by spotlights 

that switched from one stags to another underlining the parallel. between one 

action and another. The visual impact was underscored by music and sound 

effects by Edgardo Canton and Jean Delanduc. The production also used the 

device of interweaving recorded passages of dialogue with speeches .poken fro. 

the stages to create the effect of different placee and times being siMulta

neously present. Parent commented on this method aftar the productions 

Des retours de situation, dans 1a via de ce personnege, .ont l'occa.ion 
de juxtapositions et de superpositions integralas de .c~ne. vecue •• de • 
• oment. de sa vie tre. eloign's. La realitl apstio-te.porelle eat ain81 
eclat'e, d'sarticulle et recompoale, et ce travail alchimique la rend 
plus significative, excite 8 la fois la curiosite, l'esprit critique du 
spectateur concerne simultanlmsnt par l'action. 1 

The style of Parent's theatre is con8equently bassd not on psychology 

but rather on history in the sams manner aa Gatti's. The play doee not evolve 

elong the lina of the psychological development of a central character, but 

1 
Parent, "Nouveau thlatre," p. 9. 
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through the confrontation of different moments in a single life. Each scene 

assumes its significance not through its causal relationship with a preceding 

scene but by reference to a complex of simultaneously played actions. A good 

illustration is the linking of three separate actions (performed at the same 

time) by the common line, "oui, mon g6n6ral": on his return to the United 

states, John is visiting Shirley, the prostitute, to seek consolation and 

respite from his feeling of guilt, but his account of the flight and his manner 

are greeted with an ironic acquiescence; another stage portrays John later in 

life planning the armed robbery like a military campaign with the subsequent 

agreement of his companions taking military form; on a third stage, we see 

John receiving the order to fly the bombing raid from his superior officer, 

General Tibbets. In this one sequence, fused by the single phrase, the effect 

of his one decision is shown to permeate his whole future conduct; in his 

personal relationships and his social behaviour, John is unable to forget the 

part he played in the mass murder of the people of Hiroshima. A later sequence 

reveals the outlaw position that he feels he occupies in sociaty at large: 

simultaneously, he is depicted before a priest in confession, receiving orders 

in the cockpit of the plane, and before the judge presiding over the armed 

robbery case. Here John is at the mercy, and is a victim, of the pillsrs of 

society: Church, Military and Law. 

These two sequences cohere in that they are unified by the singla 

sentence or the theme of victimization. Not all sequences are 8S simultaneously 

presented. A slight staggering of two actions, and their presentation on non

neighbouring stages is employed to induce a critical attitude. Such is the 

ca •• when Maxwell, a war colleague of John, rejoices enthusiaatically on 

learning that he is to take part in the atomic mission. At this, on another 

atage, a young Japanese girl appears among the ruins of Hiroshima to try and 

identify a known face among the streets of photographs of thoae missing as a 

result of the raid. These two actions illustrate the double nature of tha 

evant: the haroic prowess of the military mind and the pathetic suttering ot 

the citizen. Spatially .eparat.d, the distance between the victor and the 
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victim is scenically emphasized. 

The two types of sequence correspond to Parent's theories of positive 

and negative counterpoint. For Rodo Mahert the resultant performance depended 

too much on technical ingenuity and Was artificial. Generally, though, the 

critics' reaction pointed to the success of the staging: "On sort de lA, 

trouble, abasourdi par ce miracle de 'regie,' cette virtuosite qui derobe A 

la technique les moyens de la confondre, la tete bruissante, Ie coeur chavira." 

The success of the production was attributed to the suitability of the exploded 

scenic structure for the depiction of John Eatherly's (and modern man's) guilt, 

"une mise au point minutieuse, un dynamisme sans defaillance et un esprit 

d'equipa absolu." The dynamism of the performance did not destroy the dramatic 

experience through its diversity, but rather this very diversity served to 

confirm it: "Des flashes multiples, 
~ des parallelismes, des contrepoints, des 

savants chevauchements, declenchent 
1 

en nOUB une emotion artistique." Serreau 

was successful in combining the sensual fascination of the technical equipment 

(stereophonic sound, alternating spotlights) with an appreciation of the tragic 

situation of the central character. The human predicament remained central to 

the dramatic performance. 

Parent's Festival continued its investigation into new theatrical 

forms with the 1963 production of Borchert's Devant la porte by Marcel 

Marechal and his company from Lyons. Originally staged in a conventional 

Italianate sta~e, Marechal adapted it for performance on fourteen sets 

arranged around the rectangle of the Palais des Congres. He used the s.-e 

swivelling chairs in order to allow the audience to follow the multiple actions. 

In fact, the production was in detail very similar to that for Gilda app.lle 

Mae West, but, significantly, critical acclaim was not .. unani.ou.. A strong 

faction of critics clearly stated that the cohesion of staging and dramatic 

2 action was lacking, and still other~ that tha simUltaneous staging destroy.d 

1Rodo Mahert, La Tribune de G*neve, 12 July 1962; Claude Sarrauta, ~ 
~ond., 4 July 1962; Gustave Joly, L'Aurora, 30 June 1962; and Jean Be.e., La • ....... 
Lettree francais.s, 12 July 1962. 

2Jaan-Jacquea Larrant, Le figaro, 18 June 1963; fran~oia Cariglioli, 
Co.bat, 18 June 1963; Jacques Lemarchand, Le figaro littlraire, 22 June 1963. 
and Rodo "ahert, La Tribune de G*nev., 22 June 1963. 
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the dramatic intensity that the play had had in the earlier conventional 

1 production at Lyons. The implication of this critical division seeml to ba 

that the new method of staging requires e new repertory, and that to adapt a 

play written with a conventional theatre in view to the new scenic structure. 

will produce inconsistencies. Was this not in fact Agam's conclusion when he 

2 
called for a new repertory in 19651 

The outcome of the use of the rectangular stage ie s new scenic 

conception that Parent calls the "theatre oval"; he composed a production for 

it entitled Cathsrsis in 1964. Parent argues that the preferential sxis of 

the rectangle, although giving a structural basis to the performance, also 

means that the audience's attention is drawn by the stages on the long side. 

and so an order of preference is established among the stages. The elliptical 

structure of the new project, on the other hand, offers "des proprietes 

g60metriques telles que l'efficacite des scenes sst plus egalsment repartie 

sur les spectateurs." In effect, the design simply links the four sets of 

latersl stages of the rectangle by diagonal stages in each corner to produce 

a vaguely oval structure of eight stages. In the middle of this revised, 

perlpheral)scenic arrangement, Parent calls for s ninth.small,central ataga to 

be constructed. In the same wey as the positioning of the English woman in 

the centre of the audience for Barbe-rouge, this platform leads to "una 

profondeur de champ nouvelle, un contrepoint general, et une integration de. 

3 spectateurs au spectacle." The desire of the designer ie no doubt to giva 

the audience an even greater freedom of choice between the actiona on the 

multiple stages by trying to make the power of the stimuli equal on all sides. 

In such a situation, the spectators' attention would not be instinctively 

4 
dragged to a certain stage. 

The theme of the play performed on this structure is an investigation 

into the nature of the dramatic experience, especially "aoh rola catalytique 

1Roger Thiblot, La Croix, 20 June 1963; and Claude Sarrauta, La Monde. 
20 June 1963. 

2588 abov., p. 506. 

45e• Figura 10, p. 514. 

3parent, "Theatre experi.ental." 
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"' Encircling Stage, at Dijon, for Catirarsis, by Michel Parent, 1964 
By courtesy of Michel Parent 
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1 
obsessionnel et 'dafoulant.'" In effect, the play is a meditation on the 

debasement of the notions of tragedy and catharsis in modern life in the face 

of the reporting of events by the mass media and the scandal papers. The 

purgation that was central to the classical theatre as it portrayed the 

tragedies of antiquity has been replaced in the news media by incitament and 

self-indulgence. The text was constructed in a sketch-like fashion on court 

scenes, attacks on publicity and television, and theoretical pronouncements on 

the nature of catharsis. The photograph (Figure 10) clearly shows that the 

audience's attention was solicited from all quarters. But as the success of 

Gilda appelle Mae West had been dependent on clarity, the failure of Catharsis 

was its confusion: "Tout se brouille slors dans ses oreilles et dans son esprit. 

11 n'y a plus que cacophonie.,,2 

The plot only worsened this state of affairs by remaining on the level 

of a theoretical dissertation. The theme of the play was introverted in the 

sense that it dealt with the functions of the drama; it did so on an experi-

msntal scenic design based on the theoretical premise that it offered more 

poasibilities for the audience to exercise its freedom of choice. 3 Even if 

4 Gilda sppelle Ma~ West had escaped "la tentation du formalisme," Catharsis 

was a sterile play about the theatre. A theoretical point became the centre 

of the ection to the exclusion of human problems. The play embodied the worst 

in dramatic experimentation as Roger Thiblot had feared in hie review of Devant 

le porta the previous year: "N'oublions pas, apres tout, que llemotion 

dramatique postule essentiellement la concentration et quia trop la disse.inar, 

sous pretexte de l'approfondir, on aboutirait p un theatre sur lequal on 

pourrait batir des copieuses dissertations esthetiques mais qui n lint4reesarait, 

5 en fait, que les theoriciens." 

1parent, "Nouveau theatre," p. 9. 

2Roger Thiblot, La Croix, 11 July 1964. 

3See Jean-Jacquea Lerrant, Le Figaro, 6 July 1964; and Bertrand Poirot
Delpech, Le Monda, 7 July 1964, p. 9. 

4Georges Lerminier, Le Parisien libera, 3 July 1962. 
5 Thiblot, La Croix, 20 June 1963. 
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Central to the concept of simultaneity as posited by Parent, is the 

freedom extended to the spectator inside the performance: 

II slagit la, non seulement de modifier completement les positions 
respectives des comedians et spectateurs, mais de solliciter Ie spectateur 
par des appels contradictoires, de llamener a choisir entre une infinite 
de spectacles possibles. En bref, de creer une liberte maximum du 
spectateur, de lui lais8er la faculte permanente du choix.1 

This seminal definition of the nature of dramatic freedom is substantially 

modified for successive performances. By 1964, the free choice which had 

been its cornerstone was no longer an absolute choice; the authoritative 

position of the author became clear: "Pour moi, il ne peut y avoir que choix 
2 

relatif du spectateur." The true nature of the freedom offered by Parent's 

productions, he finally recognized, was purely that of being able to choose 

between premeditated alternatives provided by the author and the production 

team. The spectator becomes his own editor: "Clest Ie spectateur lui-m'me 

3 qui cree son montage." 

Agam is much more precise about the innovations of his theatre: "Les 

spectateurs acquierent, grace au contrepoint, a la simultaneite et ~ la 

multiplicite des scenes, une liberte dont ils sont prives par Ie theatre 

conventionnel. lIs choisissent leur point de vue, ils Ie changent l leur gre.,,4 

The basis of Agam's art is the possible transformations and permutations of 

forms in movement, but there is never any question as to the control of the 

elements: 

This freedom given to the viewer raises the question as to whether 
(artist 

I am not thus relinquishing my sovereignty rights as (author and if the 
(creator 

spectator does not modify 
doea not create anything. 

my work. I want to emphasize that the viewar 
He merely modifies one of the numerous 

(positions 
(situations 
(propositiona, 

all of which I have virtually pre-included. 5 

far fro. being dapendant on a spectator's intervention, the art work is 

1parent to Jean 8esse, "[ntretien avec Plichel Parent," Lea Lettrea 
francaiaea, 7 June 1962. 

2perent, "Theatre experimental." 

3parant, Creation theatrele, p. 60, n. 1. 

4Agu , "Conception 8clniqua," po 12. 5 
Agam, Texta, p. 6. 
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complete in itself with lIits own autonomous existence, parallel to that of 
1 

the viewer. 1I 

Parent, as a man of the theatre, does not accept this premise totally; 

for him the dramatic work, unlike the sculpture, can only be complete by its 

eventual contact with the live audience. However, the idea of a definitively 

fixed text that not even the director should alter (this was the case for 

Gilda appelle Mae West) necessarily precludes the possibility for the spectator 

to alter the global structure of the work. The author, for Parent, is the 

only source for a valid renovation of the theatre and dramatic language. The 

director can only recreate works of the past in a contemporary form and not 

2 anything in the present. 

Simultaneity in effect only allows a vitiated form of freedom to exist 

in the performance, but it has, however, woven the notion of pluralism into 

the very fabric of the dramatic performance. Fundamental to the doctrine of 

the popular theatre of Rolland and Gamier was the re-creation and regeneration 

of a community of beliefs; this desire (which has motivated other dramatic 

experiments) blinded them to the realization that such a unity was impossibls 

in an emerging,technological society. Simultaneity takes account of this 

situation and, indeed, exploits the differences between individual spectators 

by communicating a wide range of information about an event which each member 

of the audience synthesizes in his own way. The individual spectator becomes 
, 3 

"un point de convergence ou vient se focaliser le drame." Parent describes 

this in electronic terminology calling the spectators "les capteurs des 

machines cybernetiques,tt4 processors of informetion fed into them. Fran~oi8 

Cariglioli aptly describes the effect of this in a complete audience: "Une 

salle, selon Yaacov Agam, ce sont des regards qUi se croissnt au lieu de 

converger. Ce sont des regards qui s,eparpillent. Ce sont des regards 

1 Ibid., p. 5. 2 
Parent, "Theatre experimental." 

3eeeee, Les Lettres francaiaee, 12 July 1962. 

4 
Parent to Gilbert Guez, "Dijon ne redoute pas Ie theatre experimental," 

paria-Theatre, no. 209 (1964), pp. 12-13. 
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contradictoires. Des regards en liberte.,,1 

The concept of a theatre in which the stage emits a single performance 

to a passive spectator is surpassed as each spectator searches out the actor or 

the action for himself. The novelty of this experience can be judged by the 

reaction of the actors. According to Agam, a well-known actress refused to 

perform when she learned that the audience did not necessarily have to look 

at her. Those who did agree to perform, however, considered it a new experience 

"parce qulil leur a fallu se presenter, jouer comme slils .staient dans la vie.,,2 

Given that Parent has managed to express the pluralism of contemporary 

society in his work, the basis of its exploitation in the performance has still 

not been examined. Is simUltaneity in fact possible? It is necessary to 

distinguish simultaneity in the emission of stimuli from simultaneity in the 

perception of those same stimuli. For example, if two coloured lights are 

flashed at precisely the same moment, it is possible to talk of the simulta-

neous flash of the lights. However, a subject sitting in front of those 

lights might, and probably will, experience the flashes in a successive order. 

Paul Fraisse in his Psychologie du temps beses his case on the exemination of 

results of perceptual experiments conducted by Piaget, Paillard, Guinzburg, 

Michotte and Wundt. He concludes: 

Incapables dletre attentifs ~ deux stimUlations simultanees, nous 
nous orientons vers l'une des deux, soit spontanement parce qu'elle nOUB 
attire, soit volontairement. Et la stimUlation vers laquelle nous sommes 
orientes semble preceder l'autre. 3 

Physically different types of stimulus take longer to be transmitted to the 

brain and so perceptually the stimuli will appear successive. Fraisse postu-

lates that there are only two ways in which stimuli can be experienced 

simultaneously. The one is by a careful adjustment of the instruments of the 

experiment so that the stimuli are emitted separately at a time interval that 

will counterbalance the difference in times of transmission to the brain. 

1Cariglioli, Combat, 18 June 1963. 

2A98lll , "Conception sc.snique," p. 14. 

3paul Frai88e, Psycholo9ie du temps (Paris: p.u.r., 1957), p. 107. 
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Simultaneity of emission and simultaneity of perception can only occur, though, 

if the stimuli themselves create "une figure ayant une unit' de eignification."1 

The first of these methods is clearly impossible in the theatrical 

situation because of the many variables of distance, intensity, and movement 

caused by a multiple subject. (At Dijon, the audiences numbered between 180 

and 250 spectators.) The second solution would only be feasible in the scenes 

constructed on positive counterpoint which by definition present actions that 

have a spatial and thematic unity. Generally speaking, the spectator is 

attracted by one stage rather than another, hence, the following situation 

of Devant la porte: "II y a une action ou .c~ne principale, l'autre sc~ne ou 

188 autres scenes concomitantes sont secondaires et ne r'clament pae toute 

2 l'attention des spectateurs." Indeed, the whole notion of choice between 

different actions and of negative counterpoint denies the possibility of 

simultaneity of perception. Clearly, simultaneous theatre only means the 

simUltaneous playing of various actions. However, even this is questionable 

on dramatic grounds. 

During the rehearsals for Gilda appelle Mae West, Agam and the director, 

Jean-Marie Serreau, became involved in an argument over the posaibility of 

performing simultaneous actions. for Agam, the necessity for the public to 

choose was vital; Serreau, involved less in the theory of simultaneity and 

more in the communicability of a dramatic performance, argued against this 

conception: "Je suis assez oppos' a cette id'e en tant que metteur en sc~ne, 

parce qU'on ne peut percevoir plus de deux choses ~ la fois.,,3 In the 

performances, it was 5erreau's wishes that were observed. The only simulta-

neously staged play to have been generally well received and, furthermore, to 

have been praised so often for its staging technique was Gilda appelle Mae 

~. Could its success be due to Serreau's partial denial of the theory of 

simultaneity rather than to its exploitation? 

2Thiblot, La Croix, 20 June 1963. 

3Jean-Marie Serreau quoted in Bibliotheque de l'Arsenal (Paris), 
Lieu th,atral--lieu culturel, Catalogue of the Exposition Internationale 
d'Architecture organized by Maison du Theatre, 28 September-20 October, 1962. 
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If the principle of simultaneity is doubtful in a theatrical context 

because of the inevitable concentration on one stage, the question arises 

whether in practice the relationship between this stage and spectator remains 

conventional? The vital distinction lies in the fact that in the conventional 

situation there is no possibility to alter one's perspective. The opportunity 

is there for the spectator in a simultaneous staging to be more active in his 

appreciation of a play by choosing his own plot development. 

Agam argues that the simultaneous theatre reflects the position of 

man in society, and is an image of the human predicament: 

This new form of theatre would be closer to reality and bring man into 
the presence of his own tragedy, since he thus would find himself in the 

centre of the action, without being able to grasp it in its «totality. 1 
truth. 

Taken literally, this tends to imply that the art work would not attempt to 

structure this tragedy and would only provide man with a mirror image of his 

own chaos. Parent does not wholly accept this role for his own work. for 

him, the simultaneous method forces man to choose between alternatives and to 

order ths elements of the drama: 

Ce th'atre spatio-dynamique est Ie champ clos ou les visions contra
dictoires du monde pourront s'affronter, et les dissonances qui paraia.ent 
sans signification en prennent une, lorsque la scene permet d"taler Ie 
passe at Ie present des 'v'nements et de les confronter. 

Ce theatre doit devenir un filtre de r'flexion. 2 

In this; Parent is not far removed from the enlightening function that Gatti 

attributes to his work. On the other hand, whereas Gatti accapts the limita-

tions of the Italianate stage but pushes them to their extremes by dyna.ic set. 

and stage movement, Parent experiments with scenic designs striving for new 

forms of theatre. These new forms are, however, to be based on the word. In 

this re8pect, Parent is not revolutionary; the dialogue is to remain the cantral 

element of the performance: "Les moyens de la mise en scane doivent restar 

importants dans Ie theatre moderne, mais toujours soumis au texte et aux 

3 intentions de la piece." 

The extent to which he experiments with the dramatic language i8 

1 2 
Ago, Texts, p. 118. Parent, tlNouveau th'ltre," p. 11. 

29 June 
3P1ichel Parent, "A propos de CatharSis," Le 8ien public (Oijon), 
1964. 
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consequently limited. In Gilda appelle Mae West, certain sequences could be 

mimed on one stage while on others commentaries in words would underscore the 

action. This division of ection and word constitutes the most audacious 

redefinition of scenic language that Parent attempts. Neither did he really 

exhaust the possibilities of his own scenic designs. Paul Morelle in an ironic 

review of Catharsis questioned why Parent had not tried out movement of the 

decor, or the public rotating in one direction while the stages moved in the 

other, or having the seats moving not only horizontally but vertically as well.1 

It was in these precise areas of redefinition of dramatic language and of 

mechanical stage designs that Jacques Polieri carried out his theatrical 

experimentation. 

(iii) Jacgues Polieri: Theatre as ScenographY 

Jacques Polieri developed his interest in the theatre at the small, 

rive gauche theatres that became famous after the Second World War for their 

productions of avant-garde writers such as Beckett, Ionesco end Ademov. 

Experimentation was the order of the day and nowhere was this more the case 

than at the Theatre des Noctambules, then under the directorship of Jean-Marie 

Serreau. Polieri in fact acted the part of Le Blesse in Serreau's creation 

in November 1950 of Adamov's La Grande et la Petite Manoeuvre. This production 

included musigue concr~te by Pierre Henry and an extensive sound track of 

voices and factory noises. The scenes were to follow each other with great 

rapidity, a procedure that Adamov described as "enchatnement quasi cin'mata

graphigua.,,2 Polieri remained in the circle of the avant=Qarde theatree 

during these eerly years collaborating with directors such ae Georges Vitaly, 

Robert Hossein, and Michel de Re with whom he produced a play called Caligari 

in an uexpressioniste-cubiste,,3 manner. In the 1950-1953 pariod, Michel de Rtf 

was creating many of Jean Tardiau'e plays and it could well have baen through 

p. 233. 

1Paul ~orelle, Liberation, 9 July 1964. 

2Arthur Adamov, Theatre I (Paria: Gallimard, 1953), p. 102. 

3Jacquee polieri, Sceno9raphie-almi09raphie (Parial Oanoal, 1971), 



this relationship that Polier! acquainted himself with the work of the 

1 
dramatist-poet. 
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Polieri's first solo production was an evening of Ionesco sketches 

performed at Theatre de la Huchette in September 1953. This production appears 

to have passed into oblivion, but it is interesting to note with whom Polieri 

wes working at this period. For this spectacle, Polieri employed the Russian 

line artist Annenkov as the designer. Annenkov had been designer for various 

famous ballet productions between the wars such as Les Comediens ,laloux (1932) 

and Hamlet (1934). Pierre Michaut characterizes his work as being abstract 

in both scenic conception and costume design. 2 As an artist, he embodied a 

combination of cubist technique with the intersection of planes characteristic 

of an artist like CiSzanne, "an artist of sculptural, glyptic, graphic 

3 perception." In sum, his art revealed a concern with line, rhythm, and 

proportion, almost architectural in its form. Ionesco's early work was 

similarly non-figurative in that it broke up the conventional, linear psycho-

logical dellelopment of characters by juxtaposed, non'wsensicsl dialogues which 

undermined the logic of the constructed sentence and by the revelation of the 

disparity between word and gesture. 

All these early theatrical experiences share an aVBraion for the 

conventional and an interest in abstraction as well as the use of other art 

forms in the thsatrical production. This artistic persuasion became evident 

when polieri approached Isidore Isou in the Boulevard Saint-Germain for s text 

which he could produce on stage. Isou is the founder of the lettriata move-

ment which since 1945 has been pursuing the experiments of the Dadaists and 

surrealists eapecially in the realm of poetry which, he contends, consists 

simply of the sonic qualities of letters more or lBss arbitrarily arranged. 

The poems are full of onomatopoeia including intestinal rumblings, and thrive 

on non aensical interjections. The main characteristic of lettrista art is -
1Michel de RI was responsible for the creation of aeven Tardiau playa 

between April 1951 and November 1952 • 

2Pierre Michaut, Le Ballet cont.mporain: 1929-1950 (PariSI PIDn. 1950). 
pp. 24-27. 

3Aleksis Rannit, "A Note on Annenkov's drawings," in 
vol. 2 by George Annenkov (New York: Inter-Language Literary ~~~~~~~~~ 
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its disjunction of accepted forms of expression; in the theatre this leada to 

an exploitation of the discrepancy of word and gesture. 1 

The text Isou provided is entitled La Marche des Jongleurs, first 

performed at Theatre de Poche on 19 January 1954 with Poli'ri acting one of 

the three parts. In effect, it is little more than a theatrical discourse on 

the nature of lettriste theatre. La Jeune Fille is made to utter: "II feut 

d'passer Ie systeme du theatre anecdotique et harmoniqus et cr'er Ie th'atre 

discrepant, dans lequel les disciplines des paroles, dee gestes, de la scane 

stecouleront dechir'es et sens amitie.,,2 The text is a string of such 

declarations mixed with autobiographical details. The three actors accompany 

it with a whole gamut of gestures that bear no relation to what they are 

saying. Indeed on the printed page the divorce of word and action is repre-

sented by a two-column presentation, one devoted to the text and the other to 

the stage directions. The entry of the three actors sets the acrobatic tone 

of the piece: "Arrivee des trois personnages au pas gymnastigue, a la gueue 

leu leu. Apres chague Impllque dite face au public, lIs font quelques pas en 

groupe" (MJ:101). The gestures performed involve dance, strip-tease, strangling, 

stabbing, jumping, crawling, climbing, and trapeze stunts. The actors also 

parody the history of mime with passages based on Greek, Roman, medieval and 

modern pantomime with extracts from commadia delltarte techniques as well as 

the romantic clowning of Grimaldi and Oeburau and the silent film antice of 

Laurel and Hardy. Gymnaatic movements combine with minor muscular contrac-

tions to produce a lettriste dance described as "dans. de particules puree, 

ciselantes, compos'e de fragments corporels miniscules: mouvemente de doiqts, 

d'orteils, de paupiares, da levras etc." (MJ:189). 

The basic element of Isouts theatre is not the dialogue but the 

15ee: Isidore Isou, Fondements our la transformation inta rala du 
theatre, vol. 1 {Paris: Bordas, 1953 ; Isidore Isou, "Manifeste pour la 
dlfinition et Ie bouleversemant du theitre,11 Revue theatrale, no. 25 (1954) 
pp. 24-35; and Isidore Isou, "Le Th'atre neuf ou conservatoire: pour Is ' 
renovation du theatre contemporain," Paris-Theatre, no. 215 (1965), pp. 9-14. 

2Isidore Isou, Le Merche des Jongleurs in Oeuvres de spectacle (Pari., 
Gallimard, 1964), p. 114. 
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"imp11que": lllin remplace ici des repligues, qui repliguent par des impligues 

qui s'impliguent en elles-memes et qui ne repliquent plus a personne" (1"13:108). 

Thus, instead of a continuous flow from speech to speech the text becomes "una 

assemblee 1nfinie de moments 8xceptionnels, depourvue de syncopes" (MJI109). 

The "impliqu8s 11 are consequently not delivered by one actor to another, but 

are spoken out didactically to the audience. For Isou, the theatre is not a 

harmonious marriage of many arts but a collection of many arts each independent 

and claiming its autonomy. 

The text not only calls for a new relationship between the corner-

stones of conventional theatre--speech and gesture--but elso for the inclusion 

of film to contrast with the three-dimenionnal presence of the ectora. As with 

the other elements the film is not used in harmony but independently as "!!!!. 

discrepant," having no relationship with the voices of the actora (MJ:123). 

The interplay between film and actors is exploited as a filmed bicycle journey 

is continued in mime in a "fondu enchains avec le film" (MJ:157). Conversely 

the text being spoken by an actor is suddenly projected onto the screen and 

mimed by the man. In short, the whole venture is little more than an 

experiment with the elements of the theatre: 

L'HOMME: 11 y a autre chose dans le theatre que le texte. 11 y a las 
corps d'acteurs at les masses plastiques des decors qui sa justifient 
par leur vie avant de se justifier par leurs appats. (MJ:104) 

Polieri's involvement with the production was total, as director, 

actor, and creator of both film and sound effects. His belief in this form 

of theatre is confirmed by his determination to continue with the performance 

despite the disaffection of actors (who of tan refused to comply with the 

principle of 1s discrepant) and of critics who all avoided the performanc •• 

except Jean Ouvignaud. His reaction was, however, s single line lambasting 

1 the whole venture. 

This production marks Polieri'a involvement in a more abstract form 

of theatre in which movemant, gesture, and colour play an incraaaingly 

important role. This typa of theatre inevitably demands experimentation in 

1Jean Ouvignaud, La Nouvelle Revue francaisa, no. 18 (1 June 1954), 
p. 544. 
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the technology needed to produce such spatio-dynamic productions. In 1955 

he wrotel 

Le th~atre moderne, du moins celui que j'aime, n~glige de plus en plus 
l'anecdote pretexte; il ne conserve que sa substance, Ie meilleur de 
lui-meme. Le theatre de demain sera, je pense, un theatre d'introspection 
et abstrait, utilisant et de toutes les manieres les gammes du spectacle· 

.. ' 1 une orchestration de sons, de lumieres, de formes, de couleurs et de vie. 

His theatre is to be composed on the stage with the elements of the theatre: 

lighting, decor, the body of the actors. The principle of organization is 

to be movement, sets being replaced by dynamic structures. Thus, abstraction 

and purity are central to his conception: "Je r~ve d'un theatre qui, par sa 

forme, son esth~tique, sa technique meme n'exprimerait qu'une vision interieure 

pure, une abstraction essentielle.,,2 He develops this idea of theatre in a 
3 

number of manifestos that take the form of "partitions techniques" for a non-

figurative style of production. These essays are written in an effusive style 

that rushes through disconnected words and phrases with such force that at 

times they have the intensity of some mystical tract. 

Theatre is to become "Ie poeme du spectacle" in an abstract sense of 

purity distilled from all the arts: "Ni de la danse, ni de la musique, ni de 

la peinture, ni de la sculpture, ni du poeme, mais du spectacle pur.,,4 The 

image that Poli~ri employs to describe this state is that of the gem, tIle 

theatre cristal": "Alors enfin on peut esperer l'harmonie, Ie cristal veritable. 

Une pierre precieuse brille et nous inonde de sons, de couleurs, de formes, de 

poesis, des gestes, de cris purs, parfaits, abstraits.,,5 The gem posses the 

quality of irreducible, brilliant presence, a flash of almost celestial radiance. 

1Jacques polieri, "Le Theatre kaleidoscopique," Revue theatrale, 
ga annee, no. 30 (1955), p. 23. 

2Ibid• 

35ee polilSri, "Theatre kaleidoscopique"; Jacques Poli~ri, "Partition 
pour un theatre non figuratif (et Partitions techniques I, II et III)," Revua 
theatrele, 10e annee, no. 32 (1956), pp. 25-30; and Jacques Polieri, "Pour 
une nouvelle dimension scenique," Revue theatrale, 10e ann.se, no. 34 (1956) 
pp. 39-42. All these essays, with the exceptIon of "Partition technique IU:" 
have bean collected in 5c.snographie-semiographie from which the quotations 
have been taken. 

4poliari, scenographie-semiographie, p. 22 and p. 21. 

5Ibid., p. 24 and p. 19. 
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Coupled with this image, Poli'ri uses mathematical and geometrical vocabulary 

to express the essential nature of his theatre. Juat as Sartre's Roquentin is 

fascinated by the non-contingency of the circle in La Naus'e, ao Polieri 

proclaims: "Cette mathematique du theatre n'est concevable que dans 
1 

1 'abstraction." 

The arrangement and organization of the means of expression are to 

follow "une geometrie nouvelle" described "en des arabesques, des tracls 

nouveaux, inconnus, eblouissants"; each sequence is an independent flash of 

this radiance, "les instantanees sclniques,,,2 a rapid succession of essential 

moments and not the causal flow of character and plot developmant. This idea 

can be seen to have resonances with Iaou's theory of "impliques." PolitSri 

explainsl "Non pas correspondantes mais successives, lss images progressent 

par bonds dans un discontinu sonore, plastique, lumineux, pie tor .1, verbal, 

mimique.,,3 The frsgmented structure achieves the solid purity of the crystal 

through the perfection of the global organization: "Un dlsordra eynchronique-

ordre parfait.,,4 The synthesis of sound, colour, and movement comes about in 

the manner of the mysterious transformations by which the alchemiat converted 

base metals into gold: 

Un hurlement doux et harmonieux met en branle la machine. 11 n'est 
que du silence. Une vibration plus forte, puis le ge8te sst mattre, 
le corps, le bras, Ie doigt. L'ongle qui scintille, d8clsnchs Ie son, 
qui se metamorphose en couleur. Vert, rouge, nair, cercls, carre, rapids, 
fort, grave, clair, bleu, un voile, una feuille, une Itoile. Le dlcor 
mange, englobe. 5 

The transformations of a force into successive physical manifestatione, .a 
though in a chain raaction, are referred to in the other "partitions techniques'" 

"Un point bouge-s'inscrit sur la pointedu compas-de la sc~na-se coule sur 

fond sonora-prend forme humaine.,,6 And elsewhere: "Un proJecteur exprills 

autant qu'una tirade--un ge8te remplace et continue une eonorite que _epara 

7 une forme." 

1Ibid., p. 19. 

4Ibid• 

2Ibid• 

5 Ibid., p. 19. 

6pol1eri, "Partition tachnique III," p. 29. 

7 
polieri, scenoaraphie-aemiographie, p. 21. 

3Ibid., p. 21. 
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The concept of an abstract theatre of metamorphosis is not original. 

Artaud described "Le Theatre alchemique" and lIIas fascinated by the 8alineee 

dancers' ability to continue music into gesture. 1 Prior to Artaud, the 

qualities of movement and colour had formed the basis of research for many 

artists around the time of the first World War and had caused the appearance 

of many small artistic schools: Orphism, vorticism, suprematism, neo-plasticism. 

futurism in Italy and the Bauhaus group in Germany took up the elements of 

these movements and applied them to the performing arts. In 1915, Enrico 

Prampolini described the futurist theatre: "Vibrations, luminous forms ••• 

will IIIriggle and writhe dynamically, and these veritable actor-gasBs of an 

unknoliln theatre will have to replace living actors.,,2 Moholy-Nagy's spectacle, 

Die Mechanische Exzentrik (1913) did not banish the human actor completely but 

only used his plastic qualities in "a precise and fully controlled organize-

tion of form and motion, intended to be a synthesis of dynamically contrasting 

phenomena (space, form, motion, sound, and light).,,3 Dskar Schlemmer sum

marized the outlook of this group of experimenters towards the performing artSI 

L'Art de la scene est un art spatial et Ie sera encore davantage 8 
l'avenir car la scene est surtout un enssmble architecture-espace dont 
tous les ivinements sont en rapport direct avec celui-ci. Ls forme plane 
ou plastique est une division de l'espace, la couleur et la lumi~re sont 
les parties de la forme. 4 

poli'ri, in the course of his manifestos, continues the work of the Bauhaua 

integrating all the modern techniques of slide-proJection, film, cyclorama, 

lighting, and electronic sound recording into the spectacle. The actor ia 

referred to as a mobile and aound element capable of a wide range of mov8ments--

dance, gymnastics, mime--and of vocal utterances--words, cries, and screama. 

His projects for the theatre found an outlet through the theatre of 

1 Artaud, ~. IV, p. 65J and p. 67. 

2Enrico Prampolini, "Manifesto of futurist scenography and choreo
graphy," 8915] in Total Theatr., .d. E. T. Kirby, p. 98. 

3Laszlo Ploholy-Nagy, "Theater, Circus, Variety," in Tn.at.r of the 
Bauhau. by Schl .... r, Ploholy-Nagy and Plolnar, p. 54. 

40akar Schlemmer, from a lecture given 16 March 1927, cited by Jacqu •• 
polieri, .d., "Spectacle.: 50 ana de rechel'cne.," Aulaurd'huia Art et archi
tectura, 3· annIe, no. 17 (~ay 1958), p. 31. 
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Jean Tardieu. Polieri considered him the only dramatist who was attempting a 

fundamental renovation of the dramatic language in the direction of increased 

dynamism and abstraction. 1 On no less than four occasions between 1955 and 1959, 

Polieri directed plays by Tardieu. An example of Tardieu's experimentation 

was La Son ate et les trois messieurs which Polieri produced for the first 

time in June 1955 (Paris, Theatre de la Huchette). Polieri terms this play 
II (,,'.s" l'A r 

revolutionary because~" Yle rythme verbal et plastique (corps de l'acteur) 
, , , 2 

que sont suggerees les donnees sonores d'une sonate de type classique." 

Tardieu's sub-title for the study, "Comment parler musique," revaal. ths main 

preoccupation of the work, to create an artificial dramatic language baaed 

entirely on rhythm. The anecdotal interest of the piece is nil; the three 

characters are simply referred to as A, S, and C. It is arranged in three 

movements, largo, andante, and finale using the lines of the text, as in music, 

as themes on which to improvise. for instance, the line "une grande atandus 

d'eBu dans le soir" is repeated four times by C in the opening movement as an 

unexplained theme; it is modified and redistributed in order to return at the 

end of the second movement in a revised choral form that resolves the tansion 

and mystery that had built up around it: 

C, me.e ton: N'etait-ce pas ••• dans une grande etendue? 
A: Oui, dans une grande etendue. 
S: Une grande etendue dans le soir. 
A: Dans le soir. 
B: Dans 1e aoir. 

Words are used as pure sonic elements as the finel cre.cendo of the work 

aubeides into the fragmentation of the word "matin": 

B, a C: PIa • • • ? (Un silence.) -C: • • • tin! 
e, ll: Ma • • • ? (Un silence.) 
A: • • • tin! 

aortent gravemeot.)3 (Les trois Messieurs .aluent et 

1poliari to Richard C. Webb, Interview, Centra Experimental du 
Spectacle (Paris), 26 March 1973. 

2Jecque. poUeri, "Notaa aur le texts, le decor et 1e ga.ta dan. 1s 
theatre da Jean Tardieu," Revue theatrala, 12a annea, no. 38 (1958), p. 11. 

3Jaan Tardieu, La Sonata et 18a trois .assiaurs in Theatra II Theatre 
de ch .. bre (Parial Galli.srd, 1955), p. 130; and pp. 134-35. 
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In a preface to his Theatre de chambrs, Tardieu states that his early 

plan was to write a classification of the different theatrical elements in the 

form of short plays or studies illustrating each element. The very idea of 

such a theoretical undertaking indicates his leaning towards "la demarche 

creatrice des musiciens lorsqu'ils composent a partir d'une volonte abstraite 

1 
et non d'une representation imitative, nl d'une figuration quelconqua." Some 

of the titles of his plays suggest that he made a start on this plan: Monsieur 

Moi: dialogue avec un brl11ant partenairs; Ce gue parler veut dire au le patoie 

des familles; II y avait foule au manoir ou les monologues; Un mot pour un 

sutre; Un geste pour un autre; Conversation-sinfonietta. Tardieu places such 

experiments in the tradition of abstract artists like Paul Klee and the 

composers Erik Satie and Anton Webern who reformed musical composition by a 

rejection of the chromatic scale. His theatre is non-descriptive by being 

enclosed upon itself. The subject of the play becomes the play itself, just 

as the abstract painting is its own subject. 

Three of the other plays directed by Polieri in this 'iret production 

revolved on such formal elements. La Serryre presented a counterpart to 

Isou'. La Marche des jongleurs in that the action of the play arose out of the 

interrelation of word and gesture which also suggested the properties and the 

set. The production also allowed a certain experimentation with the inter-

relatiori of light, sound, and the word, as seen in the closing sequence: 

diminuer 

anci-
durera 

The noise element was exploited in Le Guichet which listed among the characters 

a radio and a loudspeaker as well as the noises of a busy cit~.uch a8 trains, 

cars, hooters, skidding and an anguished cry. Qui eat ll? demanded a ~or.al 

pattern of gesturing based on simplicity and minutely ti.ed execution; the 

1Jean Tardieu, Theatre I: Theatre de chambre, nouv. ad. (Paris: 
Galli.ard, 1966), p. 9. 

2Jean Tardieu, La Sarrura in Theatre 1 (1955), pp. 60-61. 
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mother's and son's movement of fright was stylized to such an extent that it 

appeared eerily unnatural: IIPendant ce temps, la Mere et Ie Fils detournent la 

tete vers la droite en cachant leur visage dans leurs mains at restant 

longtemps encore dans cette position.,,1 Formality of movement was used again 

in the precise movements of their chairs by the gentlemen of La Sonate et les 

trois messieurs. 

In the 1956 production of Tardieu's Une voix sans personne in the same 

theatre, Polieri is to push his experimentation further. If all Tardieu's 

plays reduce the status of the actor to a mobile element, this play eliminates 

him altogether. Only a voice reciting a text is used as a counterpart to the 

set itself which is the central character. The action of the play is the life 

given to this set by the use of lighting effects. The voice itaelf should be 

as abstract as possible: 

Seule une voix d'homme dira Ie texte du poeme. Elle sera. soit transmise 
par haut-psrleur, soit incarn:e--mais non personnifi:e--par un com&dien, 
gui se tiendra ~ droite, • • • tournant Ie doe a la scene: de toute fa on 
ce ne sera gu'une voix anonyme. parlant simplement. sans d clamation. 

This type of experiment had been tried by Edward Gordon Craig as early as 

1905 when he conceived The Stairs and later Scene. Both attempted to produce 

dramatic effects by the interplay of set and lighting without the significant 

presence of living actors.
3 

Like Isou and Parent, Tardieu underlines the equal importance of 

stage action and text by dividing the printed page into columns, Juxtaposing 

the poem and lighting effects. This practice is used by Tardieu in many of 

his studies for the thaatre, although not for Le Temps du verbe which formed 

the second half of the programme in 1956. Architectured by words, the plot 

is created by convoluted dialogues that mix past, present, and future leaving 

the spectator at a loss inside a Pirandellian labyrinth of reality and illusion. 

Whather it be the nature of lighting or vocabulary Tardieu treats "de_ theme_ 

1Jaan Tardieu, gUi eat Is? in Theatre I (1955), p. 11. 

2 Jaan Tardiau, Une voix sana per sonne in Theatre II: Poeme. A Jouar 
(PariSI Galli.ard, 1960), p. 111. 

3Edward Gordon Craig, Towards • New Theatre (London: Dent and Sons, 
1913), pp. 41-47. 
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formels plut6t que des evenements. 111 

formalism both of text and production characterized the 1959 "Spectacle 

polieri-Tardieu" (Paris, Alliance Fran9aise). The equal status of director 

end author that Georges Lerminier implies underlines the importance of the 

technical devices that Polieri was using to create Tardieu's plays. This 

8alAe cr i tic had objected to Polieri's handling of the sketches of the 1955 

production: "Un peu trop eng agee dans le realisme." 2 With his second staging 

of La Son ate et les trois messieurs in 1956, Po!ieri moved away from realism; 

he abandoned the bare stage for a triple set of slide projections comprising 

abstract designs of lines and blinding flashe8 of colour (Mar8eille, Cite 

Radiau8e). The 1959 production involved even more complex staging in order 

to give the play increased visual dynamism. The spectacle had been filmed 

before the performance and was projected onto a huge panoramic screen behind 

3 the three gentlemen. The increased spectacular appeal and, ultimately, 

abstraction, that this gave to the text can be assessed by Charles Oobzynski'. 

reaction: 

Peu de mouvements, les images projetees s'accordant aux gestes ou lea 
contradisant. En fait, les phrases ne sont point ici porteuses d'images 
ou d'idees mais jouent Ie role d'un contrepoint sonore, ce aont des notes 
musicales qui resonnent et retentissent comme les bruits d'una langua 
quasiment inconnue. 4 

l'A.B.C. de notre vie shares its musical origin with La Sonate et les trois 

messieurs by being conceived on the lines of a concertos "Quant a l'argument 

de l'oeuvre, il consiste non pas en un sujet, mais,-comme en mU8ique-an 

themea, diveraement associ9a, opposes ou entremeles."5 The resulting intar-

woven structure is based on "un plan pureillent formel" having no regard for 

dialogue nor dramatic action in any conventional sense but rather obeying 

"das preoccupations de rythme, d'alternance des mouvement8, d'opp08ition daa 

end 2. 

1Tardieu cited by G.l., la Figaro litteraira, 4 february 1956. 

2Georges Lerminier, la Parisien 1ibere, 9 June 1959; and 24 June 1955. 

3polieri, Scenographle-semiographie, Cahier d'illustrationa noaa 1 

4Charles Oobzyn.ki, Les Lettra. francaise., 11 Juna 1959. 
5 , 
Jean Tardieu. L A.B.C. de notre vie in Theatre II, p. 9. 
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effats" (A8C:77; and 77-78). For the characters Monsieur Mot and ~adame 

Parole, language is understood not as a means of significant communication but 

rather "des notes de musigue ou des touches de couleur" (ABC:13). Tardiau 

uses a chorus of indistinct voices as the background music for the words of 

the main protagonists. That Tardieu is mainly interested in the musical 

quality of syllables is made clear by having a different voice utter each word 

of a sentence. The overall effect of the division of the sentence into ita 

component elements is almost stereophonic as the sound source moves around the 

area of the stage. The interrelation of sound and the physical proportions of 

the stage is aptly captured by Tardieu when he observes that the ability to 

maintain a low indistinct murmuring and than to suddenly callout a clear word 

demands "una gylllnastigue vocale tres viva" (ABC:79).1 

With tha stylization of the vocal part of the play goes a highly 

stylized fashion of movement. The Protagoniste moves across the .tage either 

as though he is conducting "une demonstration de danse rythmigue ou de 

gymnastigua" or "comme les acteurs du theatre chinois" (ABC:38). No more 

natural are the steps of Monsieur Mot and Madame Parole who at one point 

adopt "une gesticulation stereotYPee" (ABC:40). 

The lighting effects are orchestrated in a fashion similar to the 

sound of the chorus. The stage is initially in darkness and remains generally 

vary darkJ against this sombre background, the charactars are repeatedly 

highlighted by vivid spotlights. Just as tha individual words are made to 

stand out against the monotone murmurings of the chorus, so the characters ara 

distinguished by bright lights from the monochrome general lighting. Apart 

from this parallelism of light and sound, there are momenta when lighting and 

vocal effects are coordinated: 

1 Polieri, in fact, avoided this difficulty by prerecording the part 
of the chorus. 
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Voice, colour, lighting, and sound combine to express the "diff~rents plans 

sonores et visuals" which constituted the meaning of the ex~eriment (ABC:14) 

Rythme a trois temps is an attempt to recreate the emotion felt by 

a visitor to the temple at Segesta. The sction of the play is fourfold 

representing the temple in bright sunlight, at dusk, in starlight, and in 

moonlight. The front of the temple is represented by six actresses as the 

columns. The play progresses as tha slow evolution of perspective aa one 

travels around the temple. The actresses go through their revolutions with 

geometric precision ss a text is read out. In effect the production gives the 

audience the impression of travelling while in fact remaining stationary. The 

experiment aims at creating a dramatic amotion with the minimal use of text 

and highly calculated movement. The human element is negated in favour of a 

language of gesture. Indeed, Tardieu recommends that the six actresses should 

wear half-masks becausB "l'expression ne doit pas 3tre dans les Jeux de 

physionomie mais dans les gestes--tres etudies, tres calculee--et dans les 

paroles--tres avares, tree espacees.,,1 

Polieri augmented the non-literary element of the.e plays by an 

elaborate system of slide projections of abstract paintings and a score by 

Webern. The use of the canvases of dissimilar and interlocking colour. ot 

s. Poliakoff and the swift lines on contrasting backgrounds of Hans Hartung 

together with the almost stained-glass effect of Vieira de Silva's juxtaposed, 

minute, geometrical shapes added a strongly visuel dimension that Polieri had 

not previously exploited. The fragmentation suggested by the painting as well 

as the dodecaphonic Webern score underlined the stylization of the elements of 

the plays and emphasized the independent nature of each of these elements--

text, corporal .ovement, sete. 

The wholesele introduction of other autonomous art worke into the 

dramatic performance is part of Polieri'e resolution of the problem of the 

theatre's tardiness to develop a form comparable to the pictorial innovations 

of abstract art or serial composition. He proceeded with this technique in 

1Jean Tardieu, Ryth.e 8 trois tempa in Theatre II, p. 87. 
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a production entitled Formes sonores de la po~sie (Paris, December 1959) in 

which the poems of Saint-John Perse and Henri Michaux were accompanied by the 

music of Webern, Alban Berg, and Schonberg, and later in Orchestration 

theatrale (Paris, May 1960), an abstract text by Arrabal illustrated by the 

works of DelaundY, Klee, Malevitch, Mondrian and Calder. It is significant 

that the art works used are all products of "artists of movement,1I1 the fore-

fathers of kinetic art. for example, Oelaunar's work concerns itself with 

the connection between colour and movement through the interaction of large 

areas of juxtaposed pigments; Klee confronts surfaces of varying colour and 

texture, whereas Mondrian and Malevitch experiment with the dynamic posaibil-

ities of geometrical abstraction. 

By bringing together different art forma into a single work, Polieri 

is experimenting with a form of simultaneity. The audience becomes involved 

in a total spectacle in which all its senses are attracted by equally strong 

stimulations: the visual element of the paintings is opposed by the musical 

score which in turn is challenged by the kinetic properties of the stage move-

ment. However, these tensions between the different creative manifestations 

exist within the single space of the Italianate stage. The obvious logical 

progression is to go beyond the unique space and to create a spectacle insida 

a more open spatial arrangement. In fact, Polieri's inveatigations into the 

dynamism of the Italianate stage and the elemente of dramatic language 

necessarily led him to a reappraising of that space itself. Aa early ae 1956 

in the "Partition technique III," polieri anticipated thia neceeeitya "Inutile 

de nier plus longtemps Ie moule lieu theatral craque--eclate de touteparta--

prend possession de l'espaca--vire, tourne, bouge--directement 8c.l1e--oo •• oe 

2 
scanique." And in the contemporary "Pour une nouvelle dimeneion eceniqu.," 

there are hints of the new direction to be takenl 

Decraseer Ie mou1a-- • • • 
Supprimer la rampe, la couleur 

1ror a short, outlined history of kinetic art, eee: rrank Popper, 
Naissance de l'art cinetigue (Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1967). 

2poliari, "Partition technique III," p. 29. 



at las cintres na suffit pas-
La botte est la mame-- • • • 
Mise an scene dans l'espace. 1 
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With the use of many forms of expression and the questioning of the 

structure of the performance and its area, there is a new role for the director. 

No longer is he just concerned with the physical ~epresentation of a dramatic 

text. from 1958, Polieri underlined this change of function by adopting a new 

vocabulary: 8cenol09ie, sceno9raphie, and scenographe became common terms in 

his writings. 5cenologie concerns "tout l'appareil scenique,,,2 that is not 

only the end effect but also the means of production of the stage image; 

scenographie is the study of the conditions of the performance including those 

that appertain to the artists and those affecting the spectators: "LI concept 

scenographique tend 8 definir le phenomene physico-psychique reliant emission 

et reception du spectacle, le rapport geometrique, la 'distance' de le 8alle 

8 la scene, puis bientSt la geometrie, la notation de cette distsnciation 

,. 3 
elle-meme." The scenographe is the man who develops and examines all these 

relationships superceding and outgrowing the function of director. This 

description is more relevant to a man who declares that his aim i8 "un entier 

4 
renouvellement de la notion d'espace spectaculaire." 

polieri's objections to the Italianate stage are founded in both the 

physicsl sciences and in the history of theatrical architecture itself. He 

argues that the proscenium stege was developed from a mathematical postulate 

of perspective in which "l'image est une coupe plane a travers le cona optiqua 

constitus par l'oeil du spectateur et les rayons qui le joignent 8 toua laa 
5 

points de l'espace 8 representer." This formula only hold. true if one asaumea 

a single point of perception, a field of vision of about 150·, and the reatric-

tion of the quality of vision to a single plane. Thess conditions do not 

conform to the physical attributes of the human eye. A single eye hae a field 

of vision nearer to 200· and allows sight simultaneously to the right and the 

1polieri, scenographie-semiographie, 

2 3 
Ibid., p. 5. Ibid., p. 40. 

Spolieri, scenographie-semiographie, 

p. 23; p. 24; and p. 26. 

4 , 
Polieri, ed., "Spectacles," p.3. 

p. 33. 
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left as well as a certain judgement of depth. With two eyes working in 

concert, the field of vision is correspondingly wider and there is not only 

perception of the relative positions of objects in depth but also some 

appreciation of the texture of surfaces. Furthermore, the human eye is mobile 

and can perceive space spherically. Polieri concludes that the limitations of 

the conventional stage are incompatible with the range of perception of the 

human being. 

Through the ages, different stage designs have evolved from the sensa 

of space that prevailed in the society that constructed them. Thus, the stage 

of classical Greece shares a common concept of space with its art in which ths 

lines of perspective do not all converge on a single point but rather each 

pair come together along a common axis. The pictorial art of the first half 

of the twentieth century is characterized by its extension of the visual field 

allover the canvas, not drawing the eye to a single vanishing-point. The 

theatre has not produced a design that embraces this change in perspective. 

It is this theatre for which Polieri is searching, "un espace simultane, 

susceptible d'animation et de variabilite" in which the concept of the focal 
1 

point is replaced by "une image diffractee ou enveloppante. tI 

The possibility of reconstruction inside the box stage is rejected; 

adding an extended apron or breaking the hard division formed by the arch with 

side-stages projecting into the audience is insufficient. All the new develop

Ments in the theatre (projections, animated images) underline the inadequacy 

of the conventional stage and confirm "la desintegration du point de fuite 

unique et fixe, et la necessite d'etablir de nouveaux rapports spectacle-

2 spactateur." The projects that initially appealed to Poliari were designs on 

the model of the circle. Apparently, this attraction was due to a widening of 

his reflections on the nature of human vision. In the preface to Scenographia

s4miographie, he describes "la surface interieure du champ visuel physiolog!qua 

1 Ibid., p. 37. 

2Jacqu8s polier!, "Mise en sclme at sc.snographie nouvelles," Le Theatre 
dans 1 •• cnda, vol. 15, no. 1 (1966),p. 15. 
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qui s'inscrit dans un conoide est une surface concave.,,1 The circular or 

annular stage reproduces this concave surface in architecture. 

The idea of a spectacle surrounding the public is by no means an 

invention of the twentieth century. Richard Southern sketches a possible 

reconstruction of a medieval mystery play that used an enclosed circular space 
2 

with one central and five peripheral stages. The panorama dates from as 

early as 1787 and Louis Daguerra's diorama involving the use of a photographic 

o image projected onto a 360 surface became popular from 1823 onwards. This 

technique has been refined to produce the common cinerama films as wall as 

Walt Disney's circarama (1955). In the theatre, Apollinaire proposed the 

double circular stage in 1916 through which the audience could be at onca 
3 

surrounded by and surrounding the action. Indeed, this idea was put into 

practice by Nikolai Okhlopkov's Moscow production of Gorki's The Mother 
4 

between 1932 and 1936. 

All these precursory designs have in common the fact of a mobile 

performance around a ststionary audience. Taking a lead from Von Laban who in 

1951 had designed a theatre incorporating a circular stage with a rotating 
5 

platform for the audience, Polieri began to plan theatres involving the prin-

ciple of stage and audience movement. In 1956, at the same time as ha wae 

producing his "partitions techniques," he collaborated with the architect 

Andr' Wogenscky to produce the Theatre Spherique. Its structure allowa for 

a thousand strong audience to be placed on a circular rotating disc surrounded 

by a narrow stage that also moves, and beyond that, by a fixed stage of varying 

depths. The whole construction is housed in an ovoid building. The project 

received an alternative treatment in 1958 by Guillaume Gillet under the nama 

1 .L , h . ,. hi 8 Polieri, Scenograp 1e-sem10grap a, p. • 

2Richard Southern, The Seven Ages of the Theatre (London: taber, 1962), 
p. 100. 

3Guillaume Apollinaire, Oeuvras po'tigues (Paris: Gallimard, 1965), 
p. 881. 

45ae Andr' Van Gysaghem, Theatre in Soviet Russia (London: tabar, 
1943), pp. 196-97. 

55ee Von Laban, "Theatre ~ ac~na annulaire," in "Spectacles," ad. 
Poli'ri, p. 83. 
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of Theatre Mobile a Scene Annulaire. Here, the pivoting auditorium is 

positioned off-centre inside a single, fixed annular stage. 

Polieri's first fully realized architectural project was the Theatre 

Mobile constructed for the third Festival de l'Art d'Avant-garde in Paria 

(1960). The architects, Andre Bloc and Claude Parent, combined aspects of 

both Woganscky's and Gillet's projects: the central pivoting disc for the 

spectators was decentralized, thus gaining a variable relationship with the 

inner rotating stage and the outer fixed but narrower stage. Both the mobile 

stage and the spectators' platform could move in both directions. The advan-

tage of the off-centre setting was described by Polieri in the catalogue to 

the exhibition Lieu theatral--lieu culturel, "La rotation et le decentrage 

de la plate-forme centrale par rapport a l'ensemble de la scene annulaire 

donnent l'illusion du travelling: Ie spectateur avancs, recule, pivote et 

1 participe ainsi physiquement au spectacle." 

The Theatre Mobile was built for the spectacle Rythmes et imagea. 

For the first time, Polieri was experimenting with other art forms inside a 

spectacle based on his own scenographic conceptions. The production was 

comprised of poetry, music, and sculpture integrated into a complex lighting 

system. Sculptures by Brancusi, Adam, Pevsner and Jacobsen were placed on 

rotating podiums which were themselves positioned on the rotating etage. With 

the great possibilities for movement, it was they who were "les vd'ritablea 

protagonistes de l'action.,,2 The sculptures encircled the audience and ware 

turned in accordance with the verbal, musical, and lighting plana. Polid'ri 

3 
described the production as "sorte de feerie verbale, musicale et plastique." 

The mixture of sound, form, light, and movement was elaborated into a spectacle 

basad on the notion of their interdependence: "La muaique, les images verbalsa 

tranapoaaient ces variations plaatiques dans un eepacs parallale, dont lea 

interf'rencea sonorss et visualles constituaiant l'espace tot ale de l'acte 

1Biblioth~qua da l'Araenal, Lieu theatral--lieu cultural, Exhibit 
france 10. 

2polid'ri, sceno9raphia-s'miosraphia, p. 109. 

3Ibid., Cahiar d'illustratione no. 16. 
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1 
sc~nique." The extensive use he mede of the sculptures is not surprising 

for it was the modern painters and sculptors that had been an inspiration to 

him in his attempts to define a modern theatre: 

Clest aux peintres et sculpteurs modernes qu'il faut faire appel, 
si leon veut tenter une renovation quelconque dans l'ordre de la 
plantation et de l'organisation du d~cor. Les arts plastiques non 
figuratifs, en depla~ant Ie centre de gravite de l'image ou du volume, 
ont detruit la contrainte de la perspective et cree ainsi un nouvel 
espace. 2 

The most famous example of a theatre built on this principle is the 

emaller theatre at the Maison de la Culture at Grenoble. Designed by Andr~ 

Wogenscky the theatre has the same plan as Polieri's Theatre Spherique. 

Wogenecky's justification for the mobile circular structure is indeed very 

close to Poli~ri's argument against the Italianate stage; that is, the new 

shape is better suited to the range of perception of the human form. 3 

Completed in December 1967, the first production was an adaptation by 8utor of 

his radiophonic text 6.810.000 litras d'eau par seconde. The subject-matter 

is the nature of the Niagara Falls, both physical and mythical, and its 

significance in the American psyche as a traditional honeymoon vacation area. 

Formed of a complex amalgam of two descriptive passages from Chateaubriand, 

fragmented and juxtaposed, a factual account by the speaker, and the memoriee 

of married couples, both young and old, it is split into twelve monthly parts 

running from April to March thus covering the character of the Falls in all 

the different climatic conditions. Michael Spencer describes the text as "a 

multiplicity of itineraries available to producer, listener, and reader" whose 
0.. 

global structure "produces,<multidimensional impression of the site, with 

historical, topographical, sociological and anecdotal information and implica-

4 tions." It is characteristic of sutor's work that such a system of references 

should come together in a single text especially in a text that deale with a 

1 Ibid., p. 109. 2 Ibid., p. 30. 

3Andra Wogenscky, "La Maison de la Culture ~ Grenoble," Suppl~ment, 
Ann.lee de l' nstitut Techni ue du SAtiment et des Trauaux Publics, no. 253 
January 1969), p. 128. 

4Michael Spencer, "Son et Lumiare at the Niagara Falle," Australian 
Journal of french studies, vol. 6, no. 1 (January-April 1969), p. 104. 
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geographic entity. Sutor does not see things in isolation but involved in a 

spatial matrix: "Un objet n'existe pas, pour moi, sans sa lumi~re, sans l'espace 
1 

qui l'entoure." 

The original form of the text was conceived as a stereophonic work. 

stereophony not only seems to answer the practical difficulties of expressing 

so much information by offering several channels of transmission, but also 

seems suitable for 8utor's spatial imagination. The stereophonic principle 

can be summarized as the achievement of a three-dimensional effect of auditory 

perspective; this effect conveys to the listener the epatial aspects of sound. 

A scenic version of a text that is based on this principle would not be easily 

adaptable to the Italianate stage with the limitation of perspective that it 

imposes. The qualities of the mobile, annular stage in ralation to the fixed 

peripheral stage and rotating decentralized audience platform offer the 

variations of perspective implied by the stereophonic structure. This possl-

bility of multiple variation was what persuaded Sutor to accept the challenge 

of producing 8 scenic version. He admitted that he would not have contem

plated this (indeed thought it impossible) in a conventional theatrical 8etting.2 

~oreover, the text is suited to the mobile theatre at Grenoble taking 

movement as its basis as it does. Sutor was fascinated by the physical proper-

ties of the Falls which, at one and the same time, include the headlong rushing 

of water and the permanence of the Falls themselves. The text was constructed 

to capture this "sorte de monument liquide, de monument qui eat perpetual 

mouvement. n3 The theatre reproduces this dynamism inside ultimate stability 

by its permanent architectural construction enveloping mobile units. 

The production at Grenoble by Bernard Floiriet and the Comedie des 

AI~ (necessarily augmented by a whole team of techniCians) employed both the 

fixed and the mobile circular stages. On the outer fixed stage were the 

1 Sutor to Georges Charbonnier, Entretiens avec Michel 8utor (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1967), p. 139. 

2"Entretlen avec ~ichel 8utor," La Maison de la Culture a Grenoble, 
(Fsbruary 1968). 

3autor to Charbonnier, Entretiens, pp. 134-35. 
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different sets constructed out of shining metal, while the inner mobila stage 

supported a boat structure in transparent material that transported black-clad 

travellers back and forth. The decor was strongly visual in its contrast of 

shining materials, black and brightly coloured op-art costumes. The design 

concept of the spectacle was based on the view that the sets should no longer 

serve as illustration but should become an active dramatic element in their 
1 

own right. The strong visual element was accompsnied by a detailed sound 

track that included musigue concr~te, dance tunee and Christmas carola, as 

well as the sound effects of cars, the falls, and the tourist trade connected 

with them. The director, floiriet, saw the integration of all theee discip-

lines as the realization of a form of Total Theatre which aought "la parente 
2 

du theatre avec la Musique, la poesie, llexpression graphique." ~adeleine 

Chapsal, however, experienced this aynthesis more as an abatract experi.ente-

ticn with theatrical space: 

Cleat une architecture ou Ie spectateur se promene, la aalla enti~re 
devient un eepace de sculpturepourles realisateure. Clest un vida a 
sculpter, travail qui demande un effort inhabituel qui reaaamble a 
celui du sculpteur et de llarchitecte.3 

The production at Grenoble appears to have approximated to polierila own 

appreciation of the possibilities of the mobile theatrel lI~ais le principe da 

la mObilite du spectateur associe l celle du spectacle i~liqua una concaption 

revolutionnaire, il suppose le jeu eimultane et reciproque de taus lea Ill.ant. 

qui constituent l'espace scenique: decors, son, paroles, personnag •• ani_Ie 

au inanimea, presences. n4 

polieri was not content to stop his experimentation with this principIa 

after Rythmes et imagea, therefore the first designs of the Thlatre Mobile of 

1Michel Raffaeilli, "Le Decor," La Maieon de la Culture a Grenoble, 
(february 1968). 

2"Entretien avec Bernard floiriet," La Maiaon de la Culture a Grenoble 
(february 1968). 

3~adeleine Chapsal, [Entretien avec Michel Butor), La Quinzaine 
litteraire, 1 february 1968, p. 14. 

4Jacques polieri, "LIImage a 3600 et llespace 8cenique nouveau," in 
theltral dana 18 socilt. moderne, ed. Denie aablat and Jean Jacquot, 
Parie: C.N.R.s., 1969), p. 147. 
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1956 are still to be found behind projects and constructiona executed in 

1970. The Maison de Jeunes at de la Culture, Vallee de Chevreuse (1970) was 

built to include an automatic, mobile auditorium with electrically operated 

rotating stages. To this early concept was added the possibility of adapting 

the theatrical space through lifts and moving sections in the auditorium. As 

a further alternative to the Italianate stage, the transformable theatre can be 

considered to satisfy the proposition that theatrical architecture should 

contain the dynamic qualities of human perception. In fact, the transformable 

theatre corresponds more logically to the constant development and evolution 

of the means of communication in the electronic era. In his 1967 "Notes pour 

un programme de recherches," Polieri implies that architects should take note 

of this situation: "La variation constante des donnees informationnelles 

aboutirait ainsi ~ une conception mouvante, modifiable, non predeterminee, 

son agencement et sa structure ne devant pas etre prevus pour un laps de tempa 

1 trop important." 

He himself had experimented in this form of theatre design in 1959 

when, with the architect Werner Ruhnau, he submitted a project for a trans-

formable theatre (confusingly called a Theatre Mobile) to a design competition 
2 

at Dusseldorf. The idea posits a neutral space, the horizontal eurface of 

which is divided into perfectly interlocking hexagonal sections. Each section 

can be raised or lowered independently to create all manner of relationships 

between acting areas and seating areas according to the requirements of a 

particular production. The movement of these sections is such that the 

spatial arrangement can be easily modified during the course of a single 

performance. The audience sits on pivoting seats arranged two to each section. 

Thus, not only can the spectator's position be altered vertically but a180 

horizontally by the rotation of the individual seats. This last manoeuvre is 

executed by the spectator himself as he chooses in which direction to look, 

whereas the vertical movement is controlled by the director at ths coneole. 

1polieri, Scen09raphie-samiographie, p. 59. 

2po1ieri, ed., "Scenographie nouvelle," p. 184. 
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Polieri had suggested that each section should itself rotate thus putting 

the control of all movement in the hands of the electronics technician. Ruhnau, 

however, rejected this possibility. The architect believed that the freedom 

and openness of the theatrical space with its lack of permanent structures of 

spatial differentiation answered the needs of the modern theatre allowing, as 

it did, the utilization of "la totalite de l'espace dans la multiplication des 

perspectives." Absolute freedom would only be achieved "par Ie moyen d'archi-
1 

tectures immaterielles," such as the creation of an environment by jets of 

warm air that suggest no visible differentiation between one area and the next. 

Polieri pursued this line of development in his own way with his 1962 

design Theatre Transformable Automatique (sometimes Mobile). Displayed in the 

exhibition Lieu theatral--lieu culturel, the aim of the model built by Claude 
2 

Parent and Andre Bloc is the "utilisation totale de I'espace." He took a 

step closer to immaterial architecture with the project of the Theatre Mobile 

Transformable for the Salle Louis-Jouvet du Conservatoire National de l'Art 

Dramatique (1969). The advantage of this design over its predecessors is 

that not only the theatrical space, but also the technical equipment are 

completely movable, thus leaving very little by way of a permanent structure 
3 

in the neutral space of the theatre. 

The main disadvantage for an artist working in the medium of theatrical 

and scenic design is that the majority of his projects and experimente have to 

remain as blue-prints and plans since to realize them fully would involve 

exorbitant financial expense. Polieri partially circumvents thia enforced 

practical sterility by being active on both the theoretical and practical 

levels of theetrical experimentatioh. His work on design evolved from his 

questioning of dramatic language, but this did not signify that he abandoned 

his first field completely. 

Polieri's plans for a first spectacle independent of a pre-existing 

\/erner Ruhnau, "Liberation du jeu par des architectures immaterielle.," 
in Le Lieu theatral, ads. Bablet and Jacquot, p. 127; and p. 129. 

28iblioth~qU8 de l'Arsenal, Lieu theatral--liBu cultural, Exhibit 
franca 11. 

3polilri, sclnographie-slmiographie, p. 237. 
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literary text were a study of the range of expression of the human body. 

Gamme de 7 was originally conceived for the Italianate stage in 1957 and falls 

into the early phase of his work. The idea is to create a "total" actor out 

of seven individuals. This total actor is considered to be an artist who has 

mastered the arts of song, mime and dance. The work is arranged around a 

singer on each side of whom an actor will take up position as an intermediary 

stage between song and mime. Then on each side of the actors will be a mime 

with the flanks being occupied by a dancer. The notes of the singer are 

metamorphosed into the gestures of the mime via the actors to end up as dance 

movements. The preoccupation of the spectacle is to create "une totalita 

rythmique du spectacle" which clearly denies all anecdotal or figurative 

content. As with the Tardieu productions, the "play" was considered an 
1 

autonomous dramatic structure, "une composition en soi visuelle et auditive." 

This seminal concept was developed in conjunction with the design of 

an annular stage. On the circular stage the central element (the singer) takes 

up position at three places forming the points of a triangle enclosing the 

audience. The gamme constructs itself in the same way about these three 

points. Instead of seven actors in a line allowing only a single direction 

of development (horizontally along the line of actors), twenty-one actors are 

positioned on the circumference of the circle and "s'acrivent agalement 
2 

axonomatriquement, englobant de leurs raseaux l'espace du spectateur." These 

networks of relationships (except for three singers who are governed by the 

triangle) are composed of two single lines that unite one actor, for example, 

with his closest and furthest partners and a double line that communicates 

with his two intermediary partners in the other gammes. Thus, the possibilities 

of interrelation between the different modes of action are greatly increased: 

"Une telle mise en scene est con¥ue ~ la fois par une simultanaita et un 

daroulement temporel et spatial. L'action a lieu en des points divers, elle 

est polyvisuelle.,,3 

The Gamme de 21 has never been produced no doubt because of the 

1 Ibid., p. 91. 
2 
Ibid., p. 94. 
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absence of a suitable theatre. Nevertheless in October 1964, Polieri directed 

a work patterned on Gamme de 7 but using fourteen actors in a constructed set 
1 

at the Theatre Gerard Philippe. The scenic instrument consisted of a conven-

tional Italianate stage surmounted by a platform-stage behind which hung a 

giant screen with two long side-stages that projected into the audience 

supporting two smaller raised platforms at their extremity. Thus the set 
VJil{ Joke-

surrounded the audience on three sides, a compromiseAtotal envelopment afforded 

by the circular stage. Furthermore it allowed action on three levels: stage 

level, platform level, and the much higher level of the platform stage above 

the proscenium arch. 

The performance was structured about three movements with the central 

element being the dancer and not the singer as in the projects. Each movement 

had its own characteristic type of gesture and was associated with a particular 

use of the stage areas. The first movement was enacted on the Italianate 

stage and was characterized by rectilinear gesture (similar to the original 

Gamme de 7). The action of the second movement took place on the side stages 

at the first level; this break-up of the single perspective was echoed in the 

sinuous,spiralling movements of the actors. The third movement presented the 

actors on all the acting areas, at all levels; the gestures became correspond-

ingly less defined and rigid involving sudden collapses and tumblings with 

light,airy movements. The interrelation of gesture, stage-design, and 

performance was carefully monitored by Polieri: ItLa structure genlrale de 

l'action orgsnise les signes gestueis qui progressent de l'espace perspectif 

simple a la perspective multiple pour aboutir a I'eepace tridimensionnel: 

2 
sorte de conqu~te de l'sspace. 1t This conquest of space was emphasized by the 

glass and aluminium tubing construction of the higher levels allowing the 

maximum field of vision for the spectators as well as suggeeting actions 

suspended in mid-air. The harmony of set and gestura should not lead one to 

think that Polieri had created a Total Theatre of harmonious synthesis of 

1 See Figure 11, p. 546. 

2polieri, scenographie-slmiographie, p. 125. 
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space and movement. The musical score and lighting effects followed "des 

1 
partitions paralleles independantes les unes des autres" as did the images 

projected onto the huge screen produced by a television process which permitted 

increased flexibility and possible variation denied the pre-filmed action of 

La Sonate et les trois messieurs. In this Gamme de 7, Polieri maintained the 

simultaneity of contrasting stimulations that had marked his work since 

La Marche des jongleurs. 

The complex scenic structure used at the Theatre Gerard Philippe 

evolved from earlier ventures in which Polieri tried to break down the conven-

tional theatrical architecture that he was forced to use. In 1959 he produced 

two spectacles, Texte pour des SCUlptures d'Arp and a scenic version of 

Mellarme's Un coup de des, that proposed a solution to his predicament not 

dissimilar to that adopted in 1964. Polieri took the total stage and audito-

rium area of the Theatre de l'Alliance rran~aise and distributed his lighting 

equipment, and actors throughout this whole space. for Texte pour des 

SCUlptures d'Arp, he used five models of Arp sculptures a8 well as five live 

actors lIIith a text written according to "une structure verbale parall~le a 

l'idee scenographique.,,2 The action of the piece Illes punctuated by slide8 and 

film shots relevant to Arp's work of the period 1914-1934. 

This conventional scenography also shaped the second production. 

Polieri considered the exploded spatisl arrangement of the set suitable to 

"traduire la mise en page et la typographie du po~me."3 The poem presents 

different styles of print spread irregularly over a double page with spaces 

and blanks that present "une vision simultanee de la Page.,,4 ror Poliari, 

Msllarma's poem is a significant innovation in modarn art because of the 

spatial sense that it expresses. By adapting it to the stage he was attempting 

to create a theatrical equivalent to the artistic revolution symbolized by 

the poem (for much the same reason that he included kinetic paintings in his 

1 2 C Ibid., p. 127. Ibid., ahier d'illuatrations no. 11. 

3Ibid., Cahier d'illustrations no. 10. 

4stephane Mallar.e, Oeuvres Co.pl~te8 (PariSI Galli_ard, 1945), p. 455. 
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productions). Again he used many different media in this production; slide 

projections, film, sound effects--all were integrated into the piece. The 

actors took up positions in diagonal relationship to each other around the 

stage and auditorium (including the circle) thus producing a network of signa 

communicated across the space incorporating the audience, although in a simpler 

way than that proposed by Gamme de 21. The result of this synthesis of mixed 

media end scenographic innovation was "une action ster.sophonique et poly

visuellee,,1 

Polieri found a similar attraction in Sutor's Mobile which he produced 

as a scenic work in 1962. By the use of an unorthodox typographical syetem 

involving four columns and three different sizes of type face, Sutor hoped to 

, 2 
capture "cet espace americain." The work is based on a Journey across 

America undertaken fictitiously by the juxtaposition of town names that are 

common to different states. Thus one travels from Clinton, Nebraska to Clinton, 

3 Iowa and to Clinton, Louisiana in a double page. The roving, moving struc-

ture of the work is to some extent inherited from the principle of television 

"avec l'idle d'une image qui est formee d'un faisceau, qui balaie un ecran.,,4 

The sequential structure of the conventional printed text is consequently 

destroyed. The work becomes impossible to read normally as the focal point 

chops and changes from one site to another; the reader's eyes are simultaneously 

attracted by the large capitals that punctuate the double page. Sy imposing 

this effort on the reader Sutor hopes to make him experience the space and 

pace of America and ita way of life. 

Polieri's scenic adaptation reproduced this experience by the use of 

multiple perspectives in the Theatre Royal de Liege. Again conventional 

theatrical architecture was combated by the positioning of actors all round 

the theatre and at different levels. By the interjections of these actors 

1polieri, scenographie-semiographie, Cahier dtillustrations no. 10. 

2sutor to Charbonnier, Entretiens, p. 156. 

3Michel Butor, Mobile (Paris: Gallimard, 1962), pp. 100-101. 

4Butor to Charbonnier, Entretiens, p. 157. 
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positioned around the auditorium a feeling of space was suggested. A reader 

was placed on the proscenium stage and moved side to side, forward and back-

ward across it; each new position he adopted instigated a reaction from an 

actor positioned somewhere in the theatrical space. In this way the proportions 

of not only the auditorium but also the stage itself were exploited. True to 

sutor's own manner of composition Poli~ri erected a huge screen at the back of 
~ 

the stage behind the reader. On thiskdiagram map of the United states was 

projected and a concentrated spotlight traced the development of the text. 

Similarly the verbal texture of the work was represented scenically by films 

of landscapes,and slides of Audubon's colour prints and clothing advertisements, 

all projected onto the back wall. Polieri's interest in the experiment was 

the creation of "structures polyvalentes sonores et visuelles" inside a three

dimensional performance area.
1 

A three-dimensional space was used for his scenic version of Mallarme's 

Le Livre. Polieri was attracted by the qualities of purity, abstraction and 

mathematical precision that formed an important part of the poet's project. 

The possible arrangements of volumes, pages, lines, and words of The Book 

poses a mathematical problem in its own right. The unique quality of the work 

is that Mellarme intended it not only to be read horizontally and vertically 

down the page but also in depth through the volume. This possibility wae 

described by Palieri as the "combinataire tridimeneion"elle.,,2 
J... 

It was this aspect of The Book that he tried to capture in hie 

production. The set was a modificstion of that used for Gamme de 7. 3 The 

scenic structure was formed by four rectangular stages that were arranged eo 

as to leave an enclosed square space in the centre. The high level stage at 

one end was maintained, but the giant screen was positioned along one side. 

The central area was divided into four equal squares. On a diagonal, two of 

these squares were reserved for the audience split into two groups and facing 

each other. The other two squares were further divided into 'rour smaller 

1poli'ri, Scenographie-s'miographie, Cahier d'illuBtrations no. 12. 

2 3 Ibid., p. 134. See Figure 12, p. 550. 
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squares. Again, on a diagonal and closest to the centre of the total area at 

the point of intersection of the princip~L diagonals, there were two acting 

areas at ground level. Two more areas with the same proportions but raised 

above the audience filled the other two smaller squares. In all, this 

presented ten different acting areas (including the screen) which often 

allowed the simultaneous presentation of several actions. The production 

aimed at the maximum possible fluidity through and around this complex set. 

The mobility and change inherent in Mallarme's work was guaranteed by the 

rapid passage of the actors around the stages, the swift movement of the lights, 

and the counterpoint between the various scenic actions.1 The complex patterns 

of this action could have led to a dispersal of the audience's attention, but 

according to one critic the experience was stunning: 

Les acteurs entourent Ie public, entrent dans Ie public. Les mots se 
croisent au-dessus de notre tete. On parle derri~re noua, devant nous, 
a droite, a gauche et ces diagonales verbales qui sillonnent l'espace 
ant des intersections palpitantes d'intensite. 2 

This type of staging is reminiscent of Parent allowing a measure of choice 

on the part of the spectator. 

Polieri pursued this idea in July 1969 with a production of Beckett's 

COmedie. The attraction of this piece was not in fact the text itself but -
the musical score by Haubenstock-Ramati that it inspired.

3 
Polieri called 

4 
his set, "diapositif scenique multidirectionnel." It comprised five simUlta-

neous stagas of which the most important was positioned off-centre in relation 

to six hexagonal podiums erranged in a fan facing the public. The stages 

surrounded the public on three sides. Beckett's three characters were 

mUltiPl~d by five and hence the spectator could follow the action on anyone of 

the five stages. Each stage would, however, offer a different perspective to 

each spectator because of the different spatial relationships that existed 

between five stages and six angled audience areas. 

15ee diagram of actors' movements, Figure 13, p. 552. 

2Catherine Valogne, Las Lettre8 francaises, 5 July 1967, p. 17. 

3polieri to Webb, Interview, Centra Experimental, 26 March 1973. 

4poliari, scenographie-samiographie, Cahier d'illustrations no. 13. 
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A third major direction that Polieri's work has taken combines the 

possibility of the mobile stage and auditorium with the modifiable theatre 

inside a three-dimensional space. Polieri called such projects the Theatre du 

Mouvement Total. As early as 1956 his imagination had embraced this 

possibility: 

Theatre sans public 
Chaque acteur est un spectacle--ou chaque toile--chaque forme, 
chaque son-
Deux actions etrangeres l'une a l'autre se font face
Spectateur de droite, fauteuil de gauche-
Du fond-
De gauche-
Le haut--bas-au milieu-
Commencement, fin- 1 
Ainsi se deroule le globe. 

The idea of using a three-dimensional space had not escaped the 

Bauhaus group in the 1920s; Gropius in collaboration with Piscator had designed 

hie Total Theater (1926); Farkas Molnar's U-Theater (1924) involved vertically 

moving stages with drawbridges between circlea and elevated acting areas; and 

Xanti Schawnisky's Theatre Spherique (1926) comprised suspended and mobile 

stages. 2 The most complete predecessor was Andreas Weininger who planned 

the Spherical Theatre (1924): 

A sphere as architectonic structure in place of the customary theater. 
The spectators, on the inner wall of the sphere, find themselvee in a 
new reletionship to space. Because of their all-encompassing view, 
because of centripetal force, they find themselves in a new psychic, 
optical, acoustical relationship; they find themselves confronted with 
new possibilities for concentric, eccentric, multidirectional, mechanical 
space-stage phenomena. • • • Purpose: to educate men through the creative 
play of new rhythms of motion to new modes of observation; to give 
elementary answers to elementary necessities.3 

As with the concept of the annular stage, Polieri differs from these historical 

antecedents because of his dynamism. Except for parts of some of the stages, 

1Ibid ., pp. 24-25. 

2See Schlemmer, Mohaly-Nagy and Molnar, Theater of the Bauhaus, pp. 12-
13; pp. 72-76; and polieri, ed. "Scenographie nouvells," p. 174. 

3Andreas Weininger in Theater of the Bauhaus by Schlemmer, Moholy
Nagy and Molnar, p. 89. Victor GarcIa used a spiral structure in a recent 
production of Genet's Le Balcon in Brazil. The action of the play took place 
on platforms that moved about a well with the audience positioned at all 
levels around this centrel, modifiable space. See: Ilks M. Zanotto, "An 
Audience-Structure for The Balcony," The Drama Review, vol. 17, no. 2 (June 
1973), pp. 58-65. 
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the Bauhaus group did not anticipate the movement of the acting areas and of 

the public to any major degree. From the outset, Polieri had envisaged spec-

tator movement as could only have been expected in that his Theatre du 

Mouvement Total developed from the mobile designs including the rotating 

spectator disc. In the specifications that Polieri submitted to the architects 

the whole interior wall of the sphere was to be Ilune sc~ne mobile ~ diaphragme" 

and there were to be places for one thousand spectators "sur mobile rotatif."' 

Enzo Venturelli's initial study (1958) is a metal, spherical, inner surface 

that can rotate horizontally; the walls allow 20 x 10 metre segments to be 

opened up and horizontal surfaces to project in order to form acting areas. 

These elements can all be controlled mechanically and be closed off and with-

drawn according to the demands of the production. The salle is thus the inner 

volume of the sphere separated from the mobile walls. The spectators sit on 

platforms attached to a central axis, some fixed and some mobile in both 

horizontal and vertical planes. The central axis can rotate independently of 

the interior wall. The use to which this structure can be put is described I 

Cette salle mobile est con~ue pour une mise en acene a trois 
dimensions. Elle utilise notamment pour les images projetees ou les 
films, pour les diffusions senores, pour les acteurs et les figurss qui 
participent avec eux a l'action, les points diagonaux du theatre relies 
entre eux par des rapports imprevus et des interactions qui creent ainsi 
une axonomatrie scenique. 2 

The second study was executed by Pierre and Etienne Vago in 1962; it 

achieves even more mobility than Venturelli's by eliminating the central axis. 

Instead, it proposes that the platforms for spectators be attached to pivots 

that have telescopic properties so that each platform can be projected into 

and retracted from the spherical space. The feet of the telescopic structures 

ara implanted in the base of the sphere on a disc that cen be rotated inde-

pendently of the rest of the sphere. The seat. for the audience also rotate 

giving sven greater possibilities of variation of perspective. The stages are 

elsa governed by e telescopic principle in the form of extensions from the 

1polieri, scenographie-seMiographie, pp. 69-75. 
2 
Bibliothequa de l'Arsenal, Lieu theitral--lieu culturel, Exhibit 

france 30. 
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side walls into the space already occupied by the mobile audience platforms. 

The very ambitiousness of these projects and their immensely complex 

technology have meant that they have remained simply projects. However, Jean 

Lorrain reports the construction of a Theatre Mobile at Saint-Hermein that 

appears to bear some relation to Polieri's work: 

Entierement construit de tubes d'acier (2,134 au total) et de ballons 
de plastiques, Ie theatre mobile de Patrick Antoine se presente sous 
l'aspect d'une sphere en aluminium doublee interieurement d'une autre 
sphere en polyester translucide de 25 m~tres de diamatre., autour de 
laquelle viennent s'ajouter quantites de bulles mobiles destinees a 
abuter les loges. Toutes les combinaisons serent realisables, les 
corbeilles s'elevent ou s'abaissent au gre du metteur en scene qui 1 
pourra ainsi, s'il Ie desire, meIer totalement les comediens au public. 

The position of the audience outside and around the spectacle differentiates 

this construction, and indeed those of the Bauhaus group, from Polieri's work 

which includes the audience. Polieri's proposal for the PavilIon Oecumenique 

at the Montreal World Fair (1965) was to project films onto a hemispherical 

dome; 2 thus, the interior surface would be invested with a kind of illusory 

movement. The spectator could become involved with this movement by being 

filmed himself and then projected onto the enveloping dome. The interior 

space could also be given a certain dynamism, again illusory, by the play of 

coloured lights. More real would be the sudden transference of spectators 

from one area to another by the use of mechanically controlled mobile sections 

of the floor. 

The 1970 World Fair in Osaka provided the opportunity for the Mitani 

group to construct a simplified version of the Theatre du Mouvement Total 

(Etude no. 2). On a rotating circular platform three telescoping platforms 

were erected. At the beginning of the spectacle, the three audiences each 

faced a small screen on which a film was projected, thus constituting three 

independent auditoriums. As the spectacle developed, the three small screens 

gave way to a 360 0 projection using both film and slides. At this point, the 

platforms began to move in all three directions in accordance with the rhythm 

of the film. At the and of the spectacle, the vertical movements of the 

1Jean Lorrain, L'Aurore, 9 March 1972, p. 9. 

2Polifri, Scfnographia-samiographie, pp. 47-57. 



platforms were coordinated with the vertical movements of the dome itself 

which changed colours and moulded into the projections. Spectators and 

spectacle became interwoven in the same space. 1 

(iv) Conclusion 
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All the dramatic experiments discussed in this chapter share the 

common preoccupation of creating a form of theetre thet is compatible with 

the age in which we live. The contemporary world is characterized by movement 

and fragmentation born of the upsurge in the electronic media. The term "news 

flash" is symbolic of this situation with the implied notions of a piece of 

information which is brought rapidly to light but which passes just as quickly. 

A corollary of the increased capabilities of the informational media is the 

communication of a sense of space as the four corners of the world are made 

simultaneously present, for example, in the cathode-ray tube. The experi~ents 

described deal with this environment in different ways. Gatti adopts the 

fragmented style of the newsreel to communicate his concern for the oppressed 

in society and his call to them to choose to change their exploited position. 

In brief, one could say that Gatti adapts a revolutionary form to a revolu

tionary subject. What continually frustrates him in this project is the 

prevailing conventions of theatrical building. 

Parent evolved a new scenic architecture with the artist Agam which 

ideally expresses in spatial terms the position of modern man in the society 

of mass media. The central position of the audience in Gilda appelle Maa West 

articulated the ever-present impact of one decision on a man's life. The 

play used the complex stage arrangement in the context of a human predicament. 

As the human condition was abandoned by Parent for more theoretical considera

tions of the nature of the theatre, the instrument was exposed as being no 

more than an instrument. 

Polieri describes the Theatre du Mouvement Total as the theatrical 

1Ibid., Cahier d'illustrations no. 17b. 
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design that is relevant to "l'Ipoque de la multiplicite."1 His work emerges 

as an extension of the experiments of the Bauhaus group who were themselves 

fascinated by movement and who strove to present new spatial arrangements to 

. 2 
satisfy "the specific need of our time for a vision in mot~on.1I Poli&ri 

restates the same point of view thirty years later: ilLes caract&ristiquee memes 

de notre Ipoque sont precisement dans cette fluctuation et les notions 

nouvelles de mouvement, d'espace et de temps, l'essence et le mat&riau de la 

representation future. 1I3 Indeed, Bernard Floiriet is convinced that Poli&ri's 

approach to contemporary theatre is well-founded: 

Le spectateur subira sans doute, mais c'est volontaire, des effets de 
desorientation. Tout y concourt, d'ailleurs: l'oeuvre, la salle, la 
scene, ~a tourne, on ne sait plus au on est. Mais au siecle de la 
vitesse, at de la mobilite, y-a-t-il la de quai tellement d&router?4 

Involved in the concept of a theatre for our age is the notion of a 

theatre that comes to terms with the environment and proposes approaches to 

life for the spectator. In a sense, this could be termed a theatre of 

liberation. For Gatti, the case is clearly stated: his theatre is aimed at 

the lower reaches of the social scale in order to induce an improvement in 

the position of the working class inside society. Parent's theatre is less 

80cially orientated and more concerned with man's increasing passivity in the 

face of the electronic media. His theatre is an attempt to awaken men and 

enable them to overcome this crippling power. Polieri sees the liberation of 

.an not in the eradication of an enemy, be it social classes or electronic 

gadgetry, but rather in the fusion and cooperation of man with the inevitable 

advance of technology. 

Les choses IIvont plus vite" que nous
de toutes fa90ns--
et de plus en plus--

1Jacques Polieri, Interview on Canadian television, cited by Gilbert 
Tarrab, "La Nouvelle Architecture scenique: sa place dans le 'theatre du 
nouveau langage, "' Cahiers Renaud-Barrault, no. 68 (December 1968), p. 102. 

2 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, The New Vision (New York; W. W. Norton, 1938) 

cited by Kosta1anetz, Theatre of Mixed Means, p. 3. 

3polleri, Scenographie-slmiographie, p. 31. 

4 
"Entretien avec Bernard Floiriet," La Maison de 1a Culture a Grenoble, 

(february 1968). 



que l'on veuille ou non--
Que no us avons quelques chances de dominer les elements et non 
d'etre dominas par eux-- 1 

Modern man should have "aucune peur de la technique" for, as he says in a 
2 
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"partition technique": liLa technique est personnelle." The social implics-

tions of his work, however, receive very little attention in his writinge, and 

although his ultimate aim may be to harness advanced technology to the psycho-

physical needs of the individual, what appears to be uppermost in his mind is 

formal revolution in the theatre: 

"11 faut que le theatre exprime notre epoque • • • " Arthur Adamov me 
disait ceci il y a quelques jours •••• Mais lui, donnait a cette 
affirmation un sans social. Pour ma part, mes recherches concernent 
Ie plan esthetique. II est evident que les progres du theatre, dans 
son essence, et dans sa forme doivent suivre une demarche parallele. 3 

Given this particular bias, it is hardly surprising that Tardieu's work 

attracted him. Tardieu himself expresses a similar desire to experiment with 

theatrical form: "J'si reve d'explorer systematiquement dans ses formes passess 

at depas8ees comme dans ses possibilites futures, cette grande machinerie 

mentale et physique qu'an appelle LE THEATRE.,,4 

The danger of such overt commitment to experimentation lies in the 

lase with which it degenerates into a strict adherence to the means at one's 

disposal and not to the end in view, into a lifeless formalism. Although 

Parent acknowledges polieri's contribution to research into the discovery of 

an articulation of the theatrical space that is relevant to contemporary 

SOCiety, he objects to the extreme use of technology in Polieri's experiments: 

Mais il semble l'attendre de mecanismes perfectionnes. 
contrainte supplementaire, et Ie machinisme qui envahit 
hu.ain va-t-il debusquer l'homme jusque dans Ie dernier 
presence reelle continue a se manifester et a prevaloir 
8uccedanes.5 

1polieri, scenographie-semiographie, p. 23. 

S'agit-il d'une 
tout l'horizon 
refuge ou la 
sur tous ses 

2Ibid., p. 24; and polieri, "Partition technique III," p. 30. 

3pol1eri to Alain Schifres, "Entretien avec Jacques Polieri," Combat, 
21 January 1956. 

4Jean Tardieu cited by Emilie Noulet, Jean Tardieu (Paris: Seghera, 
1964), p. 73. 

5 Parent, "Theatre exper imental." 



Gatti opposes any experimentation carried on for its own sake: 

5i j'ai essays de rompre avec une certaine forme d'ecriture scenique, 
ce n'est certainement pas pour Ie simple plaisir de "faire neuf" a 
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tout prix, comme certains de nos auteurs contemporains. • • • La technique 
c'est tres bien, mais pour moi, il faut que cela serve toujours un 
CONTENU d'envergure. 1 

for Gatti, this means of course a socio-political stand. Even Pousseur 

envisages the posaibility for renewed community action in his experiments 

in serial composition and this in the most abstract and generally considered 

most apolitical of art forms, music. The conception of Votre faust is not 

purely experimental: 

Nous crayons que cette musique contient les germes d'une nouvelle 
communication, que dans l'stat extremement dschire, disperse, disparate 
de la vie artistique, de la vie musicale contemporaine, reflet de la 
vie en general, certains faits de la musique nouvelle semblent des 
promesses non d'unification dans une perspective total!taire, mais de 
possibilite de communication, de matiere a echanges veritablement 
collectifs. 2 

The constant element of these three observations is the need or desire to go 

beyond the dehumanized formalism of pure experimentation. 

The nature of the experiments discussed brings into focus the relation-

ship between technology and actor. It would appear that the health and succeee 

of the dramatic venture are dependent on the technological envelope of the 

8cenic structures being used to emphasize the human content of the play. It 

ie significant that the reviews of Gilda appelle Mae West concentrated on the 

dramatic effect of the theme of John Eatherly and the Hiroehima bomb, thus 

implying that the performance constituted a whole, a synthesis of theme and 

presentation. Clearly, this waa not the case for Catharsis composed according 

to the scenographic preoccupations of Parent; the instrument became central to 

the play, an exercise in technical virtuosity that denied human interaction. 

Indeed, despite the claims of Pousseur, the eventual performance of Votre faust 

did not steer clear of the same danger; the theory of spectator responsibility 

and of variability of performance appeared to occupy the centre of the stage: 

1Gatti cited by Gilbert Tarrab, "Chant public devant 2 chaisea 
'lectrigues d'Armand Gatti," Socialisme: Revue du socialisme international et 
Quebecois, no. B (1966), p. 100. 

2 Butor and Pousseur, Votre faust, Cahiera du Centre dlEtudes et da 
Recherches Marxistes, no. 62 (1968), p. 9. 
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"l'erreur ~tait de traiter Ie probleme abstraitement: il est bien certain que 

nous nous moquons de ce Faust deshumanis~, incapable d'aboutir au my the, et 

qu'il nous est indiff~rent qJHenri aille ~ la f~te avec Maggy ou une autre."1 

This interpretation is confirmed by Martine Cadieu's assessment: "Tout cela 

ne prend jamais racine, ni dans la sensualite ni dans la passion, et il n'y a 
2 

aucun mobile humain puissant pour conduire l'action." 

The scenic version of Sutor's 6.810.000 litres d'eau par seconde 

suffered similarly from a surfeit of electronic invention which belittled the 

actors on stage. This rendered impossible the contact between spectator and 

actor that lies at the centre of dramatic art: "Plus Ie spectacle est colore, 

lumineux, tumultueux, plus Ie texte est volontairement plat, sans saveur, sans 
3 

vraies possibilites pour les acteurs." As a result, the play became a 

collection of aural and visual stimulations; the effect of the play was on 

the eardrum and the retina, a sensual experience without the organization of 

that exparience by reflection: "Malgre les tournoiements de la 8alle et de 

la scene, malgre Ie tres bien dispositif de Michel Raffaelli on a plus 

l'impression d'assister ~ un 'son et lumiere' qu'~ une piece de the~tre.,,4 

These two types of spectacle part company over the presence or absence 

of the actor. The principle of the son et lumiere is to create a largely 

imaginary impression of an event by the play of lights and music with the 

recitation of a text which is often recorded and relayed over a loud-speaker 

system that dehumanizes even the voice of the reader. Perhape inevitably, a 

5 
text that gave "la representation mentale" for "seule matiere romanesque" 

would not translate onto the three-dimensional space of the atage, especially 

1lonchampt, Le Monde, 22 January 1969. 

2Martine Cadieu, les lettres francaises, 29 January 1969, p. 28. 

3Robert Kanter., L'Express, 19 february 1968, pp. 56-57. 

4coletta Godard, Les Nouvallas littarairas, 22 fabruary 1968, p. 12. 

5Jaan Aoudaut, IIpar:nthssa aur la place occupee par l'atude intitul'. 
6,810.000 litre. d'.au par seconde parmi les autres ouvrages de Michel sutor," 
La Nouvelle Ravue francaisB, 14e annae, no. 165 (September 1966), p. 499, 
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as the author considered characterization to be an architecture of words: "Un 

personnage de roman n'est pas un personnage en soi, ce n'est pas un personnage 

'reel'; crest un ensemble de mots, crest une construction de mots par 

l'intermediaire de laquelle nous pourrons connaitre les personnages reels, 

1 c'est un mot tres complexe." The inconsistency of this view with the notion 

of the vital role of the presence of the actor implied by the dramatic 

performance is self-evident. 

In Polieri's spectacles the actor is also denied in favour of the 

interplay of colour and movement. Sensual titilation is the major force of 

his work, and this, for some critics constitutes the negation of theatre. Thus 

Charles Dobzynski states: "II s'agit moins de theatre que de fantasmagorie, de 

pure suggestion auditive et visuelle.,,2 The performance of the most abstract 

of Tardieu's plays in 1959 was similarly received by Dominique Jamet: "Theatre 

Total, nous dit-on. filais non, theatre adultere, batard, equivoque. L 'attention 

qu'on veut attirer sur tout, se laisse distraire par ces amuse-oreille, ces 

3 amuse-oeil." The augmentation of the text by slides, film, cinemascope,and 

stereophonic sound systems, it was argued, obliterated the text and obscured 

the actors. Ultimately, these critics were calling into question the nature 

of the theatrical experience; their conclusion was that theatre should offer 

more than the colour and fascination of a firework display. 

As for the dramatic author's position in relation to this style of 

abstract production, it is interesting to cite the example of Arrabal. 

Inspired, according to Polieri, by the essay "Le Theatre kaleidoscopique," 

Arrebal wrote a scenario entitled Orchestration theAtrale which thoroughly 

intrigued and excited him as a project: 

11 n'y avait nl personnages, ni acteurs. C'etait une serie de jeux 
antre des objets, des decors, des labyrinthes, des mobiles, des sons. 
Je m'etais amuse prodigeusement ~ l'ecrire pendant tout un ete •••• 

Ja voulais .ontrer que des "emotions" telles que l'humour, 

1sutor to Charbonnier, Entretiens, p. 28. 

200bzynski, Les Lettres francaises, 11 June 1959. 

3 Dominique Jamat, Combat, 13 June 1959. 



l'impossibilite, la surprise, la confusion pouvaient naitre entre des 
objets aussi bien qu'entre des etres.1 
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This unbounded enthusiasm for the idea was, however, dashed by the performance 

of the work. Boredom replaced intrigue. It is revealing to quote Arrabal's 

reaction extensively: 

Ce n'etait pas la faute du metteur en scene. C'etait calle de la piece ••• 
Peut-etre cela 8xigeait-il du spectateur une attention trop soutenue, 

une sorte d'ubiquite. II fallait qu'aucun mouvement des objets ne vous 
echappe car Ie comique naissait de certaines repetitions. 2 

In the mind of the creator the absence of the actor and the complexity of the 

stage movement could be accepted. In performance, the lack of human interest 

and the superhuman effort demanded of the spectator were insurmountable 

problems. 

The type of spectator that this form of spectacle demands is des

cribed by Polieri at the end of "Le Theatre kaleidoscopique": 

Mais qu'il me soit encore permis d'imaginer Ie spectateur futur dans 
une cage de plexiglas avec deux abdomens et deux visages comme les 
personnages de toiles cubistes. Entoura de sons, de lumieres, de 
couleurs, de formes, d'ombres, il sera permeable, et de taus ses sens, 
~ toutes les multitudes de combinaisons, d'harmonies, de disharmonies, 
de rythmes, de sons, permeable a taus les pOints, droites, courbes, 
angles, lignes visuellss, auditivas, statiques at dynsmiques qui se 3 
derouleront dans Ie magnifique et extraordinaire kaleidoscope theatrsl. 

The spectator acts as an isolated instrument for receiving and recording 

sensory dsts and geometric permutations. This futuristic image of the spec-

tator as a near-machine incarnates the ultimate conclusions of an electronic 

society as described by McLuhan; for, although being made aware of more 

stimuli and perhaps being more active in the sensory nerve-endings, man is 

nevertheless condemned to a solitary existence, communicating not person to 

person but through the depersonalizing agents of the mass media. Even Parent 

who opposes this type of society equates the ideal spectator of a simulta-

neouS performance with the pick-up of a cybernetic machine, sensitive to the 

different signals beamed at it (or him). Gatti's plays, despite the complexity 

of their staging, do not demand any such reform of the human apparatus. 

Indeed, the actor on stage talks out to the individual in the audience. To 

. 1Arrabal to Schifres, Entretiens, p. 152; and p. 153. 

2 3 
Ibid., p. 152. Palieri, Scenographie-slmiographie, p. 18. 
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be sure, Gatti's spectator has to approach the performance with a synthetic 

rather than analytical frame of reference, but what confronts him can be 

assimilated. 

Transforming the spectator into a machine is a denial of his humanity. 

The next step is to treat him as a machine or an object by moving him from 

place to place to enhance the effect. It is noticeable in Polieri's work that 

very little time is given to the spectator as a person; the attention paid to 

him is very much second-hand. Polieri is interested in the many possibilities 

of different ang18s of perception in a set or construction. This almost 

mathematical calculation bestows upon the spectetor the benefit of multiple 

perspectives. It is, however, the th~oretical problem that comes first. At 

Montreal the spectator became an unwitting element in the performance of a 

Total Theetre piece describing the creation; his actions were perhaps filmed 

and projected onto the dome, or perhaps he was played on by coloured lights, 

or he even could have been transported from one spot to another. In this 

scheme, the real spectator was the creator, the technician who made theae 

experiments possible. The notion of participation, for Polieri, becomea 

synonymous with the physical insertion of the spectator into the action; the 

principle of audience mobility ensures participation in his eyes. The spectator 

hae no creative part in the spectacle, and indeed, he is no longer even 

Salacrou's collaborator. By comparison, the margin of freedom given to the 

spectator in either a Gatti creation or a Parent performance appears truly 

democratic. It must nevertheless be re-emphasized that Parent, Gatti, and 

Sutor while proclaiming the freedom of the spectator or reader retain their 

authority as ultimate arbiters of the art work; it is they who lay down the 

parameters of the work inside which there is possibility for variation. 

Just as the spectator's position is altered by these experiments, so 

too is the actor's. Unce more Gatti appears the most conventional in that he 

bases the performance on the creativity of the actor as was seen in his treat

.ent of the Rabbi in Chronigues. In simultaneous staging the actor loses his 

privileged status a8 he has to vie for the attention of the audience. Polilri's 
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actor is an instrument on which the organizer of a spectacle plays: "Le role 

de l'interprete humain dans Ie spectacle pourrait etre amena Bssentiellement 

a celui d'un instrument ayant la capacita d'exprimer un ensemble--varia a 
1 

l'infini-de sentiments, de 'notes.'1t 

The author figure still persists behind Gatti productions and to a 

lesser extent behind the Parent-Agam experiments. However, the new staging 

techniques require a new form of scenic writing. Adaptation of existing texts 

to multiple staging does not meet with success as was shown by Devant la porte 

at Dijon and an apparent unease on the part of the critics faced by Poliari's 

productions of Tardieu plays, despite their experimental nature. The new 

repertory remains to be written; for that purpose, a valid conjecture might 

maintain that the concept of the single author will be replaced by that of a 

team of technicians. Extending the present trend, the spectator and the 

actor will emerge as objects, the author an amorphous technological team. 

The simultaneity experiments will have progressively denied the presence of 

the three elements of Jouvet's trinity. The essential human nature of the 

theatre will be negated. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION: TOWARDS A REDEFINITION 

Louis Jouvet qualified the nature of the theatrical relationships as 

the perfect trinity of the author, actor and spectator. Throughout the thesis 

the balance of these three roles has been examined while the conventional 

understanding of the theatrical process has been overtly challenged. The 

redistribution of functions and the redefinition of roles necessarily alters 

the nature of the organization in which they operate. For Jouvet, the initial 

motivating force was the author and his text. In the thesis, three authors 

have been given detailed consideration: Genet, Arrabal, and Gatti. For all 

three the theatrical process is double, the preparation of a text followed by 

its scenic transposition which often involves textual modifications. Genet is 

the most conventional in his desire for his text to be respected during the 

staging process. Arrabal formalizes this double process by lending equal 

importance to both halves of the process; the preparation of the text and the 

production are two distinct arts. By so doing, Arrabal grants total freedom 

to the creator of the production, the director. Initially, Gatti also viewed 

theatre in this way, but experience of stage performances of his plays led 

him to consider the performance as the true theatrical work. The resolution 

of the dichotomy of text and performance comes for Gatti and Arrabal in the 

form of a close co-operation with a production team: Arrabal became part of a 

team that included Jorge Lavelli to produce 8ella ciao; Gatti Joined with 

Hubert Monloup, Jean-Marie Lancelot and H. Chatelain. 80th have continued in 

this line: Arrabalts most recent works, Sur Ie fil and Jeunes Barbares 

dtauiourdthui, have resulted in part from collaboration with actors; Gatti has 

immersed himself in group work with his students in Belgium. To a certain 

extent these authors have become members of a theatre collective, albeit a 

transitory one, for their latest productions. 
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The direction that the work of Gatti and Arrabal has taken raises a 

problem. They have both on occasion abdicated a certain autonomy in order to 

become a spokesman for a group. Any artist works to articulate a view that 

will be meaningful for his society; he usually intends to create a general, 

valid statement concerning the human condition. However, in the case of 

Arrabal and Gatti, several works produced express the views of a minority. 

While retaining control of the form of their work, they have allowed the group 

to suggest the content, and so to a certain extent, they have become 

propagandists, however justifiable the cause. The conventional independence 

of the author has been put aside. ~ The artist and his work have lept into the 
A 

vanguard of a social debate. 

Merging author and actor closes the split between text and performance. 

This collective approach to creation is best represented by Le Grand Magic 

Circus and La Th'atre du Soleil. In both cases, there is the reconstitution 

or the traditional theatrical unit of the group in which all co-operate for 

the success of the production; one thinks, for example, of Moliere's itinerant 

company or the troupe described by Scarron. Where the two modern acting 

companies differ from the author-integrated unit is in the position of the 

actor as the central element of the group. The actor is the creative force, 

and it is the actor who assumes other functions and roles to assure the 

production. There is here a return to a traditional form of theatrical process. 

The concept of the author as 80le organizer and controller of the art 

work is further diluted by the practice of happening. The happening is open 

not only to the influence of the group of participants but alao to the 

elemente, either through the perishable nature of its componente or the 

physical environment of the piece. To a certain extent, the organizer of a 

happening (Kaprow in particular) viewa the world with a primitive vision: the 

physical properties of his material determine the work. As a result, the 

author relinquishes direct control over the development of his work. 

If the happener allow8 the rhythm of natural processes to shape his 

work, the experimenters in simUltaneous techniquBs create their own "nature" 
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by regulating an artificial environment. Inside this experimental trend, there 

is a clear division. Gatti and Parent acknowledge the multi-dimensional space 

in which modern man lives and seek to encourage in man the ability to cope 

with the plethora of data produced by modern electronic systems. Polieri, on 

the other hand, celebrates the technological advance of man in spectacles of 

technical wizardry that overpower the individual actor and spectator. The 

difference in stance of these authors corresponds to alternative views of 

technology. For Gatti and Parent the individual spectator and actor can affect 

the course of a performance through exercising his freedom of choice. For 

Polier1, the author becomes a supreme architect-designer-electrician who 

supplies a passive audience with a controlled series of audio-visual stimula-

tions. His style of theatre reflects the domination of the individual in 

society by the technocracy as described by Jacques Ellul: 

Technique requires predictability and, no less, exactness of prediction. 
It is necessary, then, that technique prevail over the human being. for 
technique, this is a matter of life or death. Technique must reduce man 
to a technical animal, the king of the slaves of technique. HUman 
caprice crumbles before this necessity; there can be no humen autonomy 
in the face of technical autonomy. The individual must be fashioned by 
techniques • • • in order to wipe out the blots his personal determina
tion introduces into the perfect design of the organization.1 

The concept of the author in contemporary experimental theatre is 

open to wide interpretation. It is no longer adequately defined as a writer 

a text of dialogues to be submitted later to a production team. 
producing 

This type of author is represented in the thesis by Genet. Genet and Polieri 

aside, there appears to be a movement away from independent composition and 

towards collaboration either with the natural environment or with the other 

participants in the theatrical process. Indeed, the role of author may even 

be subsumed under another of the theatrical roles as it was with Moliere. 

As the dsfinition of the playwright widens, so too the notion of the text 

expands. No longer a word perfect pre-existing script, the text can be a list 

of technical notes and diagrams for a technologist-author like Poli'ri, the 

description of a simple action for the happener, or a report of actors' 

1Jacques Ellul, The Technological Society, trans., John Wilkinson 
(London: Jonathan Cape, 1964), p. 138. 
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improvisations fo~ the collective author. 

The re-evaluation of the author leads to a re-appraisal of the position 

of the actor. The conventional written text requires that an actor approxi-

mates to an imaginary character. Nevertheless, even in the case of Genet and 

Arrabal, the actor is not supposed to settle for the easy portrayal of e 

character. His work is to be in the sense of un recueillement, an exercise in 

self-discovery and self-revelation. The actor is to become a sacrificial 

victim of the production and the public. This implies that the actor should 

not assume the character, but express his own self through it. The actor's 

reality becomes important. Gatti recognizes this and adapts his imaginary 

character to the human being in front of him. In these instances, the actor 

sheds the stigma of being a secondary artist. Pre-eminence is achieved in 

the collective creation where the actor's art becomes the central creative 

force. The elabo~ation of a spectacle derives directly from his efforts which 

are perhaps modelled and structured by the objective eye of a director. 

If one agrees that the essence of theatre is the presence of the 

actor, then all these experiments respect that essence. A complication arises 

when considering poli~ri's spectacles and the requirements of happening. For 

Palieri, the actor becomes a physical instrument on which the director can 

construct s kinetic spectacle; to a certain extent, the actor is no more than 

his verbal utterances and his movements. In happening, the concept of the 

actor disappears in favour of the participant; either he has to perform simple 

repetitive actions or he is given total freedom to create hie own uninhibited 

actions with the aim of initiating a psychic release. The happening demands 

the extreme either of self-revelation or of depersonalized activity. By ao 

doing, it is at the frontier of theatre as defined by Jean-louis Barrault: 

"Tout ce qui se passe sur une scene (ou sur n'importe quelle estrede) est du 

spectacle. Mais tout ce qui est du ~pectacle n'est pas forcement du th~atre. 

1 
pour qu'il y ait theatre, il faut que cela passe par l'homme." 

The spectator does not escape the attention of the experimental 

1Jean-louis Barrault, Comma ja Ie pense (Paris: Gallimard, 1975), p. 180. 
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dramatists. Genet turns the theatrical experience against him frustrating 

his desire to believe in the action. Although his experiments failed, Arrabal 

attempted to subject the audience to rituals of liberation. In later works, 

the ritual is presented to the spectator as a physical assault whose purpose 

is to create an atmosphere conducive to unrepressed declaration. The same 

technique was employed more aggressively by the happeners who ran the risk of 

treating the spectator as no more than an object propelled through the 

performance, a result that compromises the desire expressed by the happeners 

to produce a non-alienated art form. In his celebration of technology, 

poli~ri too makes the spectator an object by subjecting him to enforced 

movement and to a bombardment of visual signals. Tha spectator is understood 

as a receiver of these signals; the sensorium is equated with the complete 

human being to the exclusion of his affective and intellectual faculties. 

In contrast, the work of Le Grand Magic Circus and Le Th6atre du Soleil reveals 

that physical movement and provocation can be used to stimulate the physical, 

mental and affective capacity of the audience: one aim of the jostling circus 

techniques of Le Grand Magic Circus is to promote human contact; Le Th6atre 

du soleil employ physical movement as an adjunct to the formulation and 

communication of the thematic content. Despite the vast scope of the 

experiments, it is noteworthy that a constant factor can be discerned: the 

physical involvement of the spectator precludes the self-effacement implied 

in the contemplation of the conventional art work. 

In some forms of happening and in the spectacles of Le Grand Magic 

Circus, the spectator (or participant) is allowed to contribute to the develop

ment of the piece. His responses help to fashion the mood of the performance 

and often its length. This attitude to the spectator was formalized by Butor 

who suggests alternative outcomes for the plot of Votre Faust. A line of 

development is chosen by applying democratic processes such ae a vote among 

the spectators. The aim is to respect the freedom of the spectator aa a human 

baing. It is this fundamental right that underlies Parent's experimental 

productions; the spectator is frae to construct his own performance by 
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swivelling on his chair to choose between the different actions being 

performed simultaneously about him. Despite the freedom allowed to the spec

tator in these formalized experiments, his choice is limited to the alterna

tives presented to him by the author. However, even this restricted freedom 

constitutes a challenge: the art work is no longer a finished object but 

rather a work in progress. Process replaces product. The quality of the 

conventional art work is its ordering of chaos into an aesthetic whole. By 

applying democratic principles, this unity and perfection will not always 

prevail. The artistic process is attempting to accommodate the procedures of 

a political morality. 

The interpenetration of art and politics derives from an assessment 

of the spectator as a social being. Indeed, the theatre is taking more and 

more into account the social condition and the social composition of its 

audience. This double-edged process motivates the whole of the national 

popular theatre movement in France. The experimental theatre attempts in a 

variety of ways to incorporate the spectator into the theatrical process. In 

some productions, the spectator is physically met outside the theatre. In 

others, the spectator assumes a creative role not just during the performance 

but in the initial genesis of a production. An interesting example was 

Gatti's collaboration with the state-supported Th~atre de l'Est Parisien to 

produce Les 13 50le1ls de la rue Saint-Blaise which was based on interviews 

with the inhabitants of the 20e arrondissement. The spectator is no longer 

viewed as an anonymous,seated figure in the auditorium. The theatrical procesa 

is endeavouring to respect his rights as an individual and his creative powers. 

The post-war period has featured a development in the function of the 

director. unly since the beginning of the nineteenth century has this role 

evolved from the organizer of the material conditions of the performance to 

the interpreter of a play. In recent years, the role has been accorded aqual 

status with that of the author. The manner of the director's relationship 

with a living author is collaborative. Working in harness, the author and 

director transform the text into a performance. It is this type of relationship 
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that Genet enjoyed with Roger 81in and Louis Jouvet or indeed Michel Parent 

with Jean-Marie Serreau. For the majority of Arrabal's plays, collaboration 

is replaced by independence of action; the director, in theory, becomes an 

autonomous creative artist who produces a performance that either respects or 

ignores the pre-existing text. without such a text to follow, Ariane Mnouchkine 

plays a role in the creation of collective spectacles that is secondary to 

the actors' creativity; her function is to be the critical eye that forms and 

structures a viable theatrical performance out of the efforts of the actors. 

The roles of author, actor, spectator, and director have evolved 

throughout the contemporary period. It is no longer possible to characterize 

the activity of anyone role nor to summarize effectively the relationships 

between them. The mutations in their nature can be seen in the wider context 

of the changes in role and the dissolution of conventional categories in 

society at large. The class system, although not abolished, is modifying its 

structure, and the definition of class is becoming more difficult. In 

industrial organizations, the hierarchy of management and workers is being 

challenged by the concept of industrial democracy and the demand for worker 

representation on management committees. Perhaps significantly, the more 

radical experiments with spectator involvement and collective creation in 

France date from the period after the troubles of May 1968 during which the 

idea of participation in society and its organizstions was so publicly aired. 

Furthermore, the theatrical roles themselves are no longer isolated from 

society: the author, actor, spectator and director all have rights as human 

beings in society to be expressed and to be respected, even inside the theatre. 

Equally, the performance area is being redefined by the experiments. 

The conventional situation provides two spaces, stage and auditorium. The 

separation has been underscored in this century by the darkness of the 

auditorium facing the brightness of the stage. Architecturally, the stage is 

often marked off by the proscenium arch. Genet, Arrabal, and Gatti all work 

within this divided space. Gatti is forced to by circumstances although he 

attempts to defy the confines of the single stage by complex lighting 
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techniques. Arrabal's early private drama was well suited for the confined 

space. Only as his plays include more universal problems do they demand a 

more complex space. With Genet, there is an acceptance of the two spaces; his 

drama is based on their confrontation. The rejection of the audience by the 

staged action polarizes their respective positions; the audience is made 

aware of its limited space and the actors theirs. Genet's work reveals an 

understanding and exploitation of the conventional theatrical space. 

As the roles of performers and spectators have moved closer together, 

so their physical situation inside the theatre has altered. The audience 

finds itself in the centre of the production; exploded stage designs allow 

a flowing exchange between performer and spectator; the actor and spectator 

become spatially integrated sharing the same area. This is the case for the 

productions of La Grand Magic Circus and Le Theatre du Soleil. It is note

worthy that these companies seek non-theatrical venues for their performances. 

Not only do they strive to integrate the spectators into the action, they also 

try to make the theatrical performance a part of social intercourse. The 

theatrical building, they consider, is not conducive to thie process as its 

conventions reflect a divisive outlook that alienates the majority of the 

population. 

The happening, especially in its later forms, takes performance right 

away from the theatre. Its actions are situated inside natural environments. 

More mystical than the other experiments, the happening does not aim to 

integrate man and his society, but rather to put the participant and hie 

activities within the context of natural processes. 

In marked contrast, the simultaneist experiments of Polieri and 

Parent exploit the situation of modern man inundated by information issuing 

constantly from the electronic media. Their scenic designs reflect the 

multi-dimensional living space of the modern world. Theirs is an attempt to 

produce a dramatic form relevant to the contemporary world and based on an 

appreciation of man's technological environment. 

The trend in the design of the theatrical space appears to be away 
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from the simple acceptance of a divided space. The creation of a privileged 

space for the action or indeed for the whole production has been forsaken in 

pursuit of either closer physical collaboration of author, director, actors 

and spectators or more relevant theatrical structures. 

The importance attached to space in experimental theatre affects the 

nature of the dramatic vocabulary. Indeed, space itself becomes part of 

theatrical language as movement is used to articulate points of view or even 

to give meaning to the dramatic experience. Happening was said by Oldenburg 

to have resulted from the interest shown by sculptors in theatre. As a result 

the experience, both visual and tactile, of physical objects as well as move

ment through and around them is central to happening. In this context, the 

word becomes a phonic element and not a means of communication of literal 

meaning. (Iluch of Polieri's work is concerned with the plastic, expressive 

potential of the human form and movement in space. This potential is often 

exploited by reference to,and comparison with,other art forms like sculpture, 

film, and the projected image. In both these branches of experimentation, the 

spectator (participant) is confronted with a whole range of mesns of communica

tion. The media are as important as the message. This work can be seen as 

the artistic illustration of McLuhan's theories. 

If this line of approach tends to lead to an abstract formalism, 

movement, colour, and exploded stage designs can also promote vibrant human 

reeponses and underline literal meaning. The fair-setting of 11![ involves 

brilliant colour and excited movement which are annexed to a committed reading 

of history. The acrobatics, fireworks, and music of Robinson Crusoe revive 

tha spirit of the circus and the fun of social interaction. In these cases 

the dramatic vocabulary is being rebuilt around the art of the traditional 

entertainer and not electronic inventions. 

In this respect, two currents in experimental theatre are evident. 

The one parallels technological invention and the other looks back towards 

tradition. Both in their separate ways question the dominance of the written 

and spoken word. They seek to recast the word's position as an element among 
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elements and exploit the other expressive possibilities of the actor in space. 

Even in the work of Genet, Arrabal, and Gatti, all of whom prepare a conven-

tional text, there is marked concern with the non-verbal elements of dramatic 

language. Gatti's preoccupation with movement, Arrabal's use of objects, and 

Genet's interest in gesture are all examples of their desire to go beyond the 

literary and to rehabilitate the dramatic. 
. 

In the three facets of theatre discussed, there is a discernible 

current of research and experimentation. In seeking to redefine the nature of 

theatrical relationships, theatrical space and dramatic vocabulary, the 

contemporary experimental theatre is reflecting social change. Creatively, 

physically, and linguistically, the theatre is approximating to models that 

pre-exist in society. Social practices are invading the world of the theatre. 

By encouraging this process of interrelation, the experimental theatre is 

questioning conventional views of the nature of theatre and art. Pierre

Henri Simon observed in 1959: "Le th~atre suppose toujours la distance: 

mat~riellement entre la scene et la salle, psychologiquement, entre le sujet 

1 
et la vie." This distance has been the subject of many of the later 

experiments. Physically the spectator has been placed in the centre of the 

performance. He has even been a partial creator of the play. The subject of 

the play has become the interaction of the spectator and the actor, not the 

spectator and the character. The lived experience has become the focal point 

of the performance and the distance between subject and life suppressed. As 

a consequence of this approach to artistic creation, the art work becomes 

the creative process and ceases to be an object. The spectator becomas a 

part of the work; his involvement !u it precludes his contemplation 2! it. 

This destroys the principle of aesthetic appreciation: "La perception 

e8th~tique est a la fois contemplation et divertissement: contemplation qui 

libere l'esprit de l'espace vital et suspend Ie m~tier d'homme, divertissement 

lui offrant une delectation plutat qu'une science.,,2 

1p._H• Simon, Theatre et destin, p. 20. 

2Gouhier, Essence du th~8tre, p. 26. 
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The viewer or spectator of an experimental theatrical production is 

not expected to suspend his disbelief, to forget the circumstances of his 

existence. He is encouraged to react as a social being, as a spectator. The 

dramatic experience is no longer vicarious, but becomes part of his existential 

experience. Yet according to conventional opinion, fusion of the two realms 

is impossible. The proposed ideal of an integration of art and life either 

makes life art or art life. The experimental theatre proposes to go beyond 

these categories. A redefinition of art, not its destruction, is the end in 

view. These experiments portend the renaissance of the traditional view of 

art as a functioning and integral part of the life and work of the community. 



NOTES ON THE BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The Bibliography is divided into the five sections detailed belo~. 

I. Bibliographical Sources 

Works of bibliography are arranged alphabetically by title. 

II. Primary Sources 

This section contains all texts, essays, documents, and articles ~ritten 

by those authors selected for special study in the thesis. The arrangement 

of entries under each author will follow the order: complete works; 

collected works; individual works, documents, essays or articles; editions; 

and works written in collaboration. 

III. Intervie~s 

This section is divided into nine subsections. Each SUbsection is 

dedicated to the interviews given by one of the writers discussed. Inside 

each subsection, entries are listed in an alphabetical sequence by name of 

the interviewer. 

IV. Reviews 

This section has the same nine subsections as above. Each subsection 

is further divided into the work (1, 2, 3 and so on) and the particular 

production (a, b, c and so on). 

V. Other Sources 

Entries are arranged alphabetically by author and then title observing 

the following sequence: sale author; editor; joint author; and joint 

editor. 
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Godard, Colette. Le Monda, 13 April 1973, p. 21. 

15. Sur Ie fil 

a. Festival d'Avignon, 3-6 Auguat 1974. Revived Paris, Theatre Atelier, 
13 September 1975, Jorge Lavelli 
Attoun, Lucian. Les Nouvelles litteraires, 22 September 1975, p. 13. 
Chateau, Gilbert. La Nouvelle Revue francaise, no. 277 (January 1976) 

pp. 111-12. 
Cournot, Michel, Le Monde, 8 August 1974, p. 9. 
Dumur, Guy. Le Nouvel Obsarvateur, 29 September 1975, p. 84. 
Galey, Matthieu. Les Nouvelles litteraires, 12 August 1974, p. 12. 
Godard, Colette. Le Monde, 20 September 1975, p. 24. 
Sandier, Gilles, La Quinzaine litteraire, 16 October 1975, p. 26. 
Temkine, Raymond, Europe, November-December 1975, pp. 192-93. 

16. Jaunes Barbarae d'aulourd'hul 

a. Paria, Theatre Mouffatard, 2 June 1975, Arrabal and the actor. 
Attoun, Lucien. Las Nouvelles litteraires, 2 Juna 1975, p. 15. 
Tamkina, Raymond. Europa, September 1975, pp. 200-1. 
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B. Sutor 

1. 6.810.000 litres d'eau par seconde 

a. Grenoble, Theatre Mobile at the Maison de la Culture, 12 February 1968, 
Bernard floiriet 
Abirached, Robert. La Nouvelle Revue franxaise, 16e annee, no. 184 

(April 1968), pp. 715-16. 
Dumur, Guy. Le Nouvel Observateur, 21 February 1968, pp. 39-40, 
Fleuret, Maurice. Le Nouvel Observateur, 14 February 1968, p. 38. 
Godard, Colette. Les Nouvelles litt'raires, 22 February 1968, p. 12. 
Guillot, Gerard. Les Lettres francaises, 28 February 1968, p. 17. 
Kanters, Robert. L'Expres8, 19 February 1968, pp. 56-57. 

2. Votre Faust 

a. Milan, La Piccola Scala, December 1968, Roger Mollien 
Cadieu, Martine. Les Lettres francaises, 29 January 1969, pp. 27-28. 
fleuret, Maurice. Le Nouvel Observateur, 27 January 1969, p. 44. 
Lonchampt, Jacques. Le Monde, 14 December 1966, p. 14 and 

22 January 1969. 

C. Gatti 

1. Le Poisson noir 

a. Toulouse, Theatre Daniel Sorano, 29 October 1964, Armand Gatti 
Gautier, Jean-Jacques. Le Figaro, 31 October 1964. 
Kanters, Robert. L'Express, 9 November 1964. 
Michaud-Maillard, J. Les Lettres francaises, 5 November 1964. 
Morelle, Paul. La LibZration, 3 November 1964. 
Nores, Dominique. Les Lettres nouvelles, January 1965. 
Rabine, Henri. La Croix, 6 November 1964. 
Sarraute, Claude. Le Monde, 2 November 1964. 

2. Le Crapaud-buffle 

a. Paris, Recamier-T.N.P., 22 October 1959, Jean Vilar 
Bauchere, Jacques. Reforme, 31 October 1959. 
Berger, P. Paris-Jour, 24 October 1959. 
Capron, Marcelle. Combat, 24 October 1959. 
Favalelli, Max. Paris-Presse. L'Intransigeant, 24 October 1959. 
Gautier, Jean-Jacques. Le Figaro, 24 October 1959. 
Gordeaux, Paul. France-Soir. 24 October 1959. 
Jamet, Dominique. COMbat, 27 October 1959. 
Jouffroy, P. ~,no. 29 (October 1959), p. 4. 
Kanters, Robert. L'Express, 29 October 1959. 
~. L. Carrefour, 4 November 1959. 
Lavigne, Ray_ond. L'Humanite, 29 October 1959. 
Ler.inier, Georges. Le Parisien libere, 27 October 1959. 
~arcabru, Pierre. !£i!, 28 October 1959. 
~arc.l, Gabriel. Les Nouvelles litterairea, 5 November 1959. 
Morelle, Paul. La Liberation, 24 October 1959. 
Manceaux, Michale. L'Expres8, 22 October 1959. 
Olivier, Claude. Les Lettres francaises, 29 October 1959. 
poirot-Delpech, Bertrand. Le Monde, 24 October 1959. 
Sarraute, Claude, La Monde, 17 October 1959. 
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3. La Voyage du grand'Tchou 

a. Marseille, Theatre Quotidien, December 1962, 
and Roland Monad 

Michel fontagne 

Lemarchand, Jacques. Le figaro litteraire, 8 December 1962, p. 22. 

4. La Vie imaginaire de l'eboueur Auguste G. 

a. Villeurbanne, Theatre de Villeurbanne, 16 february 1962, Jacques Rosner 
R. 8. Esprit, April 1962. 
Gautier, Jean-Jacques. La figaro, 26 February 1962. 
Guillot, Gerard. Les Lettres francaises, 1 March 1962. 
Lerrant, Jean-Jacques. ~, no. 858 (26 february 1962) and 

no. 868 (9 May 1962). 
________ • Le Progres (Lyons), 24 february 1962. 
Rosner, Jacques. L'Avant-Scene: Theatre, no. 272 (15 September 1962), 

p. 9. 

b. Paris, Odeon, 4 May 1964, Jacques Rosner 
Abirached, Robert. Etudes, no. 321 (July-August 1964), pp. 96-98. 
Alter, Andre. Temoignage chretien, 14 May 1964. 
Bablet, Marie-Louise. Tribune de Geneve, 5 June 1964. 
Baignares, Claude. Le figaro, 11 May 1964. 
Boris, Mireille, L'Humaniti, 5 May 1964. 
Bourget-Pailleron, R. Revue des deux mondes, no. 11 (1 June 1964), 

pp. 453-54. 
Cartier, Jacqueline. france-Soir, 10 May 1964. 
Copfermann, Emile. Tribune socialiste, 16 May 1964. 
Ouluy, H. france nouvelle, 13 May 1964. 
Dumur, Guy. Le Nouvel Observateur, no. 7 (31 December 1964). 
Dupre, G. Partisans, february 1964. 
Favelelli, Max. Aux ecoutes, 15 May 1964. 
Gouhier, Henri. La Table ronde, nos. 198-99 (July-August 1964), 

pp. 124-28. 
Guilleminault, Gilbert. L'Aurore, 11 May 1964. 
Kanters, Robert, L'Express, 14 May 1964. 
Kyria, Pierre. Combat, 8 May 1964 and 14 May 1964. 
Lacarriere, J. ThJatra populaire, no. 54 (2a trimestre 1964), pp.86-89. 
Lemarchand, Jacques. Le Figaro litteraire, 28 May 1964. 
Leclerc, Guy. L'HumanitJ, 12 May 1964. 
Lerminier, Georges. La Parisien libera, 13 May 1964. 
Marcabru, Pierre. Paris-Press. L'Intransigeant, 12 May 1964. 
Marcel, Gabriel. Les Nouvelles littiraires, 14 May 1964. 
Morelle, Paul. La Liberation, 13 May 1964. 
Olivier, Claude. Les Lettras francaises, 14 May 1964. 
Pierret, Marc. france-Observateur, 21 May 1964. 
poirot-Delpech, Bertrand. Le Monda, 11 May 1964. 
Roy, Claude. La Nouvelle Ravue francaise, no. 139 (July 1964), 

pp. 115-24. 
Sandier, Gilles. ~, 13 May 1964. 
Saurel, Renee. Les Temps modernes, no. 217 (June 1964). 
Simon, Alfred. Esprit, August 1964, pp. 481-86. 
Verdot, Guy. Journal de Geneve, 23 May 1964. 

5. Chronigues d'une planete provisoire 

a. Toulouse, Theatre du Capitola, 2 October 1963, Armand Gatti and 
Michel Sarrazin 
Le ~onde, 5 October 1963. 
Rabine, Henri. La Croix, 18 October 1963. 
Roquebert, M. La Olpech8 (Toulouse), 4 October 1963. 



b. Toulouse, Grenier de Toulouse, 15 February 1967, Armand Gatti 
Y. L. L'Humanite-Dimanche, 26 February 1967. 
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Lerrant, Jean-Jacques. Le Progres-Dimanche (Lyons), 26 February 1967. 
Pays, Jean-Louis. Les Lettres francaises, 23 February 1967, p. 22. 
A. R. Sud-Ouest (Bordeaux), 1 March 1967. 
Roquebert, M. La Depeche (Toulouse), 13 February 1967. 

6. La Deuxieme Existence du camp de Tatenberg 

7. 

a. Lyons, Theatre des Celestins, 13 April 1962, Gisele Tavet 

b. Strasbourg, Theatre Universitaire, 22 February 1967, Jean Hurstel 

Chant public devant deux chaises electrigues 
Boris, Mireille. L'Humanitl, 16 April 1962. 

contains details of a first draft of Chant public (called 
Chant nuptial d'une horloge) and of its composition in Cuba. 
See also Boris, Mireille. L'Humanite, 4 January 1964. 

a. Paris, Palais de Chaillot, 17 January 1966, Armand Gatti 
Adamov, Arthur. Les Lettres francaises, 10 June 1965. 
Alter, Andre. TGmoignage chrJtien, 3 February 1966. 
Audouard, Y. Le Canard encharn~, 2 February 1966, p. 7. 
J.-P. B. Reforme, 5 February 1966. 
Bablet, Marie-Louise. Tribune de Geneve, 20 April 1966. 
Bairet, Guy, La Nation, 4 February 1966. 
8en. Rivarol, 17 February 1966. 
Chalon, Jean. Le figaro litteraire, 27 April 1963. 
Dumur, Guy. Gazette de Lausanne, 5 february 1966. 
Dutourd, Jaan. Paris-Presse. L'Intransigeant, 28 January 1966. 
Elle, february 1966. 
~lelli, Max. Aux ecoutes, 3 february 1966. 
fournier, T. Paris-Presse. L'Intransigeant, 13 January 1966. 
Gautier, Jean-Jacques. Le figaro, 28 January 1966. 
Guilleminault, Gilbert. L'Aurore, 28 January 1966. 
Julien, Pierre. L'Aurore, 26 January 1966. 
Kanters, Robert. L'Express, 7 february 1966. 
Kyria, Pierre. Combat, 18 January 1966. 
Leclerc, Guy. L'Humanite, 28 January 1966. 
Lemarchand, Jacques. Le figaro litteraire, 3 february 1966. 
Lerrant, Jean-Jacques. Bref, no. 91 (December 1965), pp. 12-14 and 

no. 92 (January 1966J;jp. 14. 
Marcabru, Pierre. Paris-Presse. 2 february 1966. 
Marcel, Gabriel. Les Nouvelles litteraires, 10 february 1966. 
Megret, Christian. Carrefour, 2 february 1966. 
Le Nouvel Observateur, 2 february 1966. 
Paget, Jean. Combat, 28 January 1966. 
Le Parisien libJri. 17 January 1966 and 1 February 1966. 
Paris-Presse. 20 January 1966. 
Pays, Jean-Louis. Les Lettres franxaises, 20 January 1966 and 

3 february 1966. 
Poirot-Delpech, Bertrand. Le Monde, 28 January 1966. 

• Le Soir (Brussels), 4 february 1966. ----Romi, Y. L'Express, 12 January 1966. 
• Le Nouvel Observateur, 12 January 1966, p. 240 

-S-a-n-d~i-er--, Gilles. Arts et Loisirs, no. 19 (2 february 1966). 
Saurel, Renee. Les Temps modernes, no. 238 (March 1966), pp. 1668-74. 
The Times, 14 february 1966. 
Verdot, Guy. Journal de GeneV8, 5 february 1966. 
Vigneron, Jean. La Croix, 4 february 1966. 
Zegel, Sylvain. Le figaro litteraire, 20 January 1966. 
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8. V comme Vietnam 

a. Toulouse, Theatre Daniel Sorano, 4 April 1967, Armand Gatti 
Crombecque, Alain. Les Lettres franxaises, 13 April 1967, p. 18. 
P.-I. O. Temoignage chrJtien, 20 April 1967. 
B. r. Rivarol, 6 April 1967. 
Gilles, E. L'Humanite, 6 April 1967. 
Kanters, Robert. L'Exprass, 17 April 1967. 
Rimailho, A. La Croix, 25 April 1967. 
Sarrauta, Claude. Le Monde, 15 April 1967. 

b. Paris, Theatre de l'Est Parisien, 1 June 1967, Armand Gatti 
Alter, Andre. Temoignage chretien, 15 June 1967. 
Baignar~s, Claude. Le figaro, 3 June 1967. 
La Canard ancha!ne, 21 June 1967, p. 7. 
Copfermann, Emile. Les Lettres francaises, 8 June 1967, p. 24. 
Dutourd, Jean. France-Soir, 3 June 1967. 
Galey, Matthieu. Les Nouvelles litteraires, 3 May 1961. 
Leclerc, Guy. L'HumanitJ, 3 June 1961. 
Manceau, J.-L. Combat, 1 May 1967. 
Marcabru, Pierre. Paris-Presse, 7 June 1967. 
Paget, Jean. Combat, 3 June 1967. 
Rabine, Henri. La Croix, 14 June 1967. 

9. La Passion du General Franco 
This play was in rehearsal at the T.N.P. (Paris) under the 

direction of Wilson when it was banned by the then Ministre des 
Affaires Culturelles, Debre. Accounts of the affair are numerous, 
see especially: 
Knowles, Dorothy. Drama, no. 93 (Summer 1969), pp. 53-58. 
Saurel, Renee. Les Temps modernes, no. 271 (January 1969), pp. 1316-25. 

10. Les 13 Soleils de la rue Saint-Blaise 

a. Paris, Theatre de l'Est Parisien, 15 March 1968, Guy Retore 
L. A.-Z. Tribune de Gen~ve, 3 April 1968. 
Bergeand, Jean. Livres at lectures, no. 232 (May 1968), p. 237. 
Combat, 4 March 1968. 
Copfermann, Emila. Les Lettres francaises, 20 March 1968, p. 28. 
Dumur, Guy. Gazette de Lausanne, 23 March 1968. 

• Le Nouvel Observateur, no. 176 (27 March 1968). 
-Ou~t-o-u-r~d-, Jean. France-Soir, 22 March 1968. 
Le Figaro litteraire, 18 March 1968. 
Galey, Matthieu. Les Nouvelles litteraires, 28 March 1968. 
Gautier, Jean-Jacques. Le Figaro, 21 March 196B. 
Kanters, Robert. L'Express, 25 March 1968. 
Leclerc, Guy. L'Humanitl, 22 March 1968. 
Madral, Philippe. L'Humanite, 13 March 1968. 
Marcabru, Pierre. Paris-Presse, 21 March 196B. 
Olivier, Claude. Les Lettres francaises, 27 March 1968, p. 14 and 16. 
poirot-Delpech, Bertrand. La Monde, 22 March 1968, p. 12. 
Ransan, Andre. L'Aurora, 22 March 196B. 
Sandiar, Gilles. La guinzaine litteraire, 1 May 1968, p. 26. 
Saurel, Renee. Les Temps modernes, no. 263 (April 1968), pp. 1888-95. 
Varenne, Fran¥oise. Le Figaro, 15 March 1968. 
Vigneron, Jean. La Croix, 28 March 1968. 
westphal, Eric. R8forme, 13 April 196B. 

11. Un homrne seul 

a. st. Etienne, Salle des Mutilee, 11 May 1966, Armand Gatti 
Boria, Mireille. L'Humanite, 18 february 1965. 



Cauty, Colette. La Tribune (st. Etienne), 14 May 1966. 
Copfermann, Emile. Les Lettres franxaises, 26 May 1966. 
Guillot, Gerard. Les Lettres franxaises, 19 May 1966. 
H. R. La Croix, 4 June 1966. 
Saintora, T. Combat, 25 May 1966. 

12. La Colonne Durruti 
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a. Brussels, £tablissements Rasquinet Disused Factory, 9-11 June 1972, 
Collective creation with stUdents of the Institut des Arts de Diffusion, 
Louvain. 
Delcampe, Armand. Travail theatral, no. 10 (October-January 1973), 

pp. 129-37. 
Even, Martin. Le Monde, 15 June 1972. 

13. La Tribu de Carcana en guerre contre guoi? 

a. Avignon, (space des Penitents Blanca, 14-17 July 1974, Collective work 
Dandrel, Louis. Le Monde, 16 July 1974, p. 17. 
Lerrant, Jean-Jacques. Les Nouvelles litteraires, 22 July 1974, p. 13. 

D. Genet 

1. Haute Surveillance 

a. Paris, Theatre des Mathurins, 26 February 1949, Jean Marchat and 
Jean Genet 
Ambriere, Francis. Opera, 9 March 1949. 
Bataille, Georges. Critique, vol. 5, no. 35 (April 1949), pp. 371-73. 
Beigbeder, Marc. Le Parisien libere, 10 March 1949. 
L. E. La Croix, 6-7 March 1949. 
feu de Is Rampe, Jacques. La Casserole, 15 March 1949. 
Gandrey-Rety, J. Le Soir (Brussels), 4 March 1949. 
Gautier, Jean-Jacques. Le Figaro, 4 March 1949 and 14 March 1949. 
Interim. PaprurQe, 10 March 1949. 
Joly, Guy. L'Aurore-Franca libre, 4 March 1949. 
Kemp, Robert. Le Monde, 4 March 1949. 

• Le Monde franiais, vol. 14, no. 45 (June 1949), pp. 487-89. 
-L-e-c~l-e-r-c-, Guy. L'HumanitJ, 12 March 1949. 
Lemarchand, Jacques. Combat, 4 March 1949. 
Lerminiar, Georges. L'Aube, 9 March 1949. 
Marcel, Gsbriel. Les Nouvelles litteraires, 17 March 1949. 
Marchat, Jean. Le Figaro, 7 March 1949. 

Lettar replying to J.-J. Gautier. 
Mauriac, Fran~ois. Le Figaro litteraire, 26 March 1949, p. 1. 
Quemeneur, Pierre. Rlforme, 2 April 1949. 
Rinieri, Jean-Jacques. La Nef, no. 52 (March 1949), pp. 137-38 and 

no. 53 (April-May 1949), p. 111. 
Simiot, Bernard. Revue des hommes et des mondes, no. 33 (April 1949) 

pp. 667-74. 
Spade, Henri. Paris-Presse. L'Intransigeant, 24 February 1949. 
Stephane, Roger. Les Temps modernes, no. 43 (May 1949), pp. 945-46. 

b. Paris, Theatre Rlcamier, 15 September 1970, Arcady 
Abirached, Robert. La Nouvelle Revue franxaise, no. 215 (November 1970), 

pp. 90-91. 
N. B. Le Nouvel Obeervateur, no. 306 (21 September 1970), p. 45. 
Copfermann, E.ile. Les Lettres franiaises, 23 September 1970, p. 14. 
Galey, Matthieu. Le. Nouvelle. litteraires, 24 September 1970, p. 13. 
Kantere, Robert. L'Expre •• , 21 September 1970, p. 92. 
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Lemarchand, Jacques. Le Figaro litteraire, 28 September 1970, 
pp. 33-34. 

Mercier, Maurice. Paris-Theatre: Paris-Spectacles, no. 270 (1970) p.10. 
Olivier, Claude. Les Lettres francaises, 30 September 1970, p. 2;. 
Poirot-Oelpech, Bertrand. Le Monde, 18 September 1970, p. 12. 
Senart, Philippe. Revue des deux mondes, no. 11 (November 1970), p.436. 

2. Las Bonnes 

a. Paris, Theatre de l'Athenee, 19 April 1947, Louis Jouvet 
Belliard, Maxime. France-libra, 19 April 1947 and 27-28 April 1947. 
Brunot, Henriette. Psyche: Revue internationale de psychanalyse et 

des sciences de l'homma, 28 annee, no. 8 (June 1947), pp. 765-66. 
Cogniat, Raymond. ~, 9 May 1947. 
M. D. Le Grelot, 22 April 1947. 
L'Epogue, 20-21 April 1947. 
Le Figaro, 1 February 1947. 
Franck, A. Le Populaire, 6 September 1947. 
Gaillard, P. Les Nouvelles littaraires, 2 May 1947, p. 9. 
Gandrey-Rety, J. ~, 2 May 1947. 
Gautier, Jean-Jacques. Le Figaro, 20-21 April 1947. 
E. H. Le Parisien liberl, 24 April 1947. 
Haedens, K. L'Epogue, 25 April 1947. 
Heriat, Philippe, La Bataille, 23 April 1947. 
Huisman, Georges. La France hebdomadaire, 24 April 1947. 
Jeener, J.-8. Le Figaro, 16 April 1947. 
Joly, Guy. L'Aurore, 24 April 1947. 
R. K. Gazette des Lettres, 3 May 1947. 
Kanters, Robert. Verger, 1er annee, no. 3 (November 1947), pp. 85-90. 
Kemp, Robert. Le Monde, 24 April 1947. 
________ ' Une semaine dans Ie monde, 26 April 1947. 
Lalou, Rene. Gavroche, 1 May 1947. 
Lannes, Roger. Le Figaro littaraire, 26 April 1947. 
Lauwick, Herve. Noir et blanc, 4 May 1947. 
Lemarchand, Jacques. Combat, 24 April 1947. 
J. M. Liberation, 18 April 1947. 
Marcel, Gabriel. Las Nouvelles litteraires, 1 May 1947, p. 10. 
Maulnier, Thierry. Le Spectateur, 29 April 1947. 
Michel, Jacqueline. La Pariaien libera, 8 May 1947. 
Parturier, Franvoise. L'Epogue, 16 April 1947. 
Ransan, Andre. Ce Matin, 22 April 1947. 
Riniari, Jean-Jacques. La Nef, no. 30 (May 1947), pp. 157-60. 
Surcouf. Semaine de Paris, 21 May 1947. 
Tardieu, Jean. Action: Hebdomadaire de l'indapend!Qce francaise, 

no. 135 (2 May 1947), p. 10. 
Thiabaut, Marcel. Carrefour, no. 137 (30 April 1947). 

b. Paris, Theatre de la Huchette, 13 January 1954, Tania Balachova 
Arts, 7 January 1954 and 21 January 1954. 
88TQbeder, Marc. Les Lettres francaises, 21 January 1954. 
Carrefour, 20 January 1954. 
Curtiss, Thomas Q. International Herald Tribune, 18 January 1954. 
Les Deux Jumelles. Le Canard enchafni, 20 January 1954. 
Oumur, Guy. Theatre de France, vol. 4 (1954), pp. 44-46. 
L'Express, 23 January 1954. 
Garanb&, G. de. RivarDl, 21 January 1954. 
Gautier, Jean-Jacques. La Figaro, 15 January 1954. 
Gentil, Adrien, Les Lettres nouvelles, 5 May 1954, pp. 787-89. 
Ke.p, Robert. Le Monde, 15 January 1954. 
Lemarchand, Jacques. Le figaro littaraire, 23 January 1954. 
Lerminiar, Georges. Le Parisien liblrZ, 16 January 1954. 
Liberation, 12 January 1954. 



c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

Martini, Gisele. Combat, 13 January 1954. 
Maulnier, Thierry, Combat, 18 January 1954. 
Michel, Jacqueline. Le Parisien libere, 7 January 1954. 
Ransan, Andre, L'Aurore, 15 January 1954. 
c. S. Le Monde, 14 January 1954. 
J. S. Paris-Presse. L'Intransigeant, 15 January 1954. 
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Paris, Odeon - Theatre de France, 18 May 1961, Jean-Marie Serreau 
Abirached, Robert. Etudes, vol. 310, nos. 7-8 (July-September 1961), 

pp. 131-34. 
Bablat, Marie-Louisa. Tribune de Geneve, 25 May 1961. 
Oamiens, Claude. Paris-ThJitre, no. 173 (June 1961), pp. 12-13. 
Dumur, Guy. Theatre populaire, no. 42 (2e trimestre 1961), pp. 100-6. 
Gordeaux, Paul. France-Soir, 21-22 May 1961. 
Lemarchand, Jacques. Le figaro litteraire, 27 May 1961, p. 16. 
Marcel, Gabriel. les Nouvelles littZraires, 8 June 1961. 
Olivier, Claude. Les Lett res francaises, 25 May 1961, p. B. 
Poirot-Delpech, Bertrand. Le Monde, 20 May 1961. 
Roy, Claude. La Nouvelle Revue francaise, no. 104 (1 August 1961) 

pp. 311-14. 
Zeraffa, Michel. Europe, nos. 387-88 (July-August 1961), pp. 351-52. 

Paris, Theatre de l'Oeuvre, September 1963, Jean-Marie Serreau 
Lemarchand, Jacques. Le figaro litteraire, 14 September 1963, p.18. 
Olivier, Claude. Les Lettres fran aises, 12 September 1963, p. 8. 
Sandier, Gilles. ~,no. 928 18 September 1963), p. 7. 

Paris, Theatre de la Cite Universitaire, 8 April 1970, Victor Garcia 
and the Nuria Espert Company. Performed in London during the 1971 
World Theatre Season. In Spanish. 
Abirached, Robert. La Nouvelle Revue francaise, no. 210 (June 1970), 

p. 940. 
Ansorge, Peter. Plays and Players, vol. 18, no. 10 (July 1971), 

pp. 4B-49. 
Camp, Andre. L'Avant-Scene: Theatre, no. 450 (1 June 1970), p. 51. 
Copfermann, Emile. Lea Lettres franiaises, 8 April 1970, p. 15. 
Galey, Matthieu. Les Nouvelles litt raires, 16 April 1970, p. 13. 
Lemarchand, Jacques. Le figaro littlraire, 20 April 1970, p. 33. 
Poirot-Delpech, Bertrand. Le Monde, 9 April 1970. 
Sandier, Gilles. La guinzaine litteraire, no. 94 (1 May 1970), 

pp. 26-29. 
Wardle, Irving. The Times, 18 May 1971, p. 12. 

st. Etienne, Comedie de st. Etienne, 2 March 1971, Roland Monod 
Copfermann, Emile. Las Lattras francaises, 24 March 1971, p. 24. 
Godard, Coletta. La Monda, 7-8 March 1971, p. 14. 

Paris, Espace Pierre Cardin, 13 March 1971, Victor Garcia. In French. 
Attoun, Lucien. La Quinzaine litteraire, 1 April 1971, p. 29. 
L'Aurore, 17 March 1971, p. 10. 
Camp, Andre. L'Avent-Scane: Theatre, no. 472 (15 May 1971), p. 50. 
Copfermann, Emile. Les Lettres francaises, 31 March 1971. 
Kantere, Robert. L'Exprasa, 22 March 1971, p. 92. 
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Geley, Matthieu. Les Nouvelles litt rairea, 29 April 1971, p. 13. 
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a. Paris, Theatre de Lutece, 28 October 1959, Roger 81in 
Abirached, Robert. Etudes, no. 304 (January-March 1960), pp. 118-19. 
Alliens, M. France-Observateur, 20 February 1958. 

Includes a discussion of the play by Sarah Moldoror and 
Marguerite Duras. 
Alter, AnDre. Temoignage chretien, 20 November 1959. 
L'Aurore, 29 October 1959. 
8auch~re, Jacques. Confluent, no. 9 (September-October 1960), 
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Boussac, J. Arts, 28 October 1959. 
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Cau, Jean. L'Express, 20 February 1958 and 5 November 1959. 
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Interview with Robert Liensol. 
Damiens, Claude. Paris-Theatre, no. 179 (1962), pp. 16-17. 
uumur, Guy. Spectacles, no. 1 (30 October 1960), pp. 74-79. 
Uuret, Pierre. Le Temps des hommes, no. 9 (January-March 1960), 

pp. 101-4. 
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